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PREFACE.

THE further progress now made in the still earlier issue of the

Annual Proceedings, is due to the activity and capacity of

the Society's printers, whose efforts to bring out the volume

before the subject is forgotten, deserve distinct recognition.

Thanks are again due to the Rev. E. L. Penny, D.D., for

his sketches of Cheap Street, Frome, and the Mells Vestry ;

to the Rev. F. W. Weaver for the block to illustrate his

paper on St. Barbara
; to the Rev. F. Hancock and Mr.

Samson for the entire cost of the illustrations to the " Ancient

Chapels in the Holnicote Valley"; to Mrs. Thatcher and

Mr. C. B. Barrett for the sketches of Lullington tomb cover,

and Witham Leper-window ; to Mr. A. S. Bicknell for the

illustration to the paper on the Will of Dame Elizabeth

Biconyll ; and to Professor Allen for photographs of Mells

Church Porch and the Priest's Door at Orchardleigh.

Natural History, which forms so important a feature in the

present issue, will be continued by further instalments of the

Rev. R. P. Murray's Flora of Somerset.

F. T. E.

^

Nov. llth, 1893.
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Proceedings
of the

Somersetshire A rchczological and

Natural History Society,

during the year 1893.

r I iHE forty-fifth annual meeting of this society was held at

-L Frome at noon on the 15th August, in the Auction

Mart, when there was a large attendance of members present.

In the absence of the president (Mr. W. A. Sanford), Mr. J.

F. HORNER took the chair, and introduced Lord Hylton as

the president for the year.

Mr. F. T. ELWORTHY (Hon. Sec.) read the annual report of

the Council, as follows :

" In their forty-fifth annual report, the Council are happily

able to repeat their congratulations upon the condition of our

society, which now for many years past have led off the pro-

ceedings at its annual meetings.
" Numbers remain practically the same ; for although losses

have occurred, they have been rather more than made up by
-* the election of new members up to the present moment, and

it is reasonable to expect that the meeting being held at so

important a centre as Frome there will be a numerous acces-

sion. There are to-day 558 members.

"At the end of 1892 there was a balance in hand of

89 17s. 6d. on the General Fund, against 103 4s. 4d. in 1891.

On the Castle Purchase Fund the debt had been reduced in

New Series, Vol. XIX., 1893, Part I. A



2 Forty-fifth Annual Meeting.

1891 to 164 19s. 4d.
; and, as reported last year, a valuable

legacy oi: 100 had subsequently come in from the executors

of the late Mrs. Robberds. It is now the pleasing duty of

your Council to announce that at the end of 1892 the debt

outstanding was but 5 5s. 4d., and that the property is now

not merely the society's own, free from liability, but in the

future may be looked upon as a source of income. At the

present time, however, one portion of the premises is unlet,

while substantial repairs are necessary in another.

" The question of the proper restoration of the historical

buildings of Taunton Castle may very properly be brought

before the county at large, as one altogether beyond the

power of the Society. In doing this the Council venture to

point to the large and costly works of a similar character

carried out at the public expense in Hampshire.
"
Although the past year has brought no great increase to

the museum and library, yet the fact that no less than 5,328

persons have visited them during the year, proves that their

attractions continue to be appreciated by the public, and

confirms the abundant evidence on other hands, that the

general interest in the society's work is steadily increasing,

and that its influence is yearly becoming more widely

extended.
" Since the last meeting the society has had to deplore the

loss of its oldest surviving secretary. Mr. C. J. Turner, who
for so many years was a most punctual attendant at committee

meetings, and by his quiet and regular supervision was one of

of its most valuable members. His interest in, and exertions

concerning the purchase of the castle were only equalled by
those of his colleague, the late Mr. O. W. Malet, and his

constant anxiety was to see the society's property cleared from

debt. It is an additional satisfaction to know that he lived

to see the accomplishment of what he so earnestly desired,

and to learn that the few last days of his life were cheered

by the announcement made to him that the castle was finally

paid for.
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" The death of Bishop Clifford, only announced this morn-

ing, is a loss to the society such as can hardly be expressed in

the words of a report. He may justly be regarded as one of

its most learned, most genial, and most valuable members.

Those who have been accustomed to attend the annual

meetings will long cherish the remembrance of that when he

presided, as well as his frequent and always welcome pre-

sence.

" The county history remains in statu quo for want of the

coming editor. In the meantime new and valuable materials

are accumulating by the publications of the Record Society,

and the valuable papers in the society's volumes of proceed-

ings, as well as those of individuals. Among these latter are

the important series of papers by Canon Church, printed in

Archceologia, but which are now promised to be published in

a separate form by subscription. By far the most important
work preparatory to a county history still however, remains

undone. Until Mr. Green's Bibliography, of which a pros-

pectus was issued with the society's volume for 1891, is

printed, no real beginning can be attempted towards the

History of Somerset.
" The photographic survey, discussed at the last two annual

meetings, has made no further progress. The Council have

offered all the assistance in their power, in the way of taking

charge of and preserving results ; but it is manifestly beyond
both their means and the scope of their duty to attempt the

conduct or responsibility of such a work.
" It has been urged upon the Council that a good index

to Collinson's History is a great desideratum, and enquiries,

Vith estimates of the cost, have been made. The society will

be asked to consent to its being carried out.

" The very important 'discoveries at Glastonbury, described

last year at the meeting at Wellington by Mr. Morland, have

been still further developed by the unwearying labours of Mr.

Arthur Bulleid, and present to archaeologists a study of sur-

passing interest. The Council have to announce that Mr.
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Bath, the owner of the land at Godney Moor, has generously

conveyed the five acres containing the ancient British village

to the Glastonbury Antiquarian Society, but with the proviso

that if, at any future time, that society should cease to exist,

then the property is to belong absolutely to your county

society, so that we occupy the position of remaindermen

expectant. The thanks of the society are justly due to Mr.

Bath."

The Rev. J. WORTHINGTON proposed the adoption of the

report, and said that though they were nearly out of debt it

will be absolutely necessary to spend a considerable sum of

money upon the repairs of Taunton Castle. The question of

more extensive restoration was only introduced into the report

for careful consideration : he trusted that it would not be lost

sight of, but in due course would be taken in hand by the

supporters of this society in the county at large. Attention

should be drawn to the large number of visitors to the museum

and the library. Alluding to the death of Mr. C. J. Turner,

he said it was probably known only to those who have been

resident in the immediate neighbourhood of Tannton what

real work our dear old friend did. He was not a man to

make speeches at annual meetings ; his age and his infirmity

prevented him, but he was a man known, respected, and

loved. Though a comparatively young member of the society,

he was always deeply impressed by Bishop Clifford's ability as

an antiquary and his geniality 'as a man.

The Rev. T. S. HOLMES, in seconding, said they had been

told that the county history remained in statu quo, and he

hoped it would remain so for a year or two longer, as they
were not yet ready for it. He hoped the meeting would sanc-

tion a proposal for a new index to " Collinson." He also

alluded in feeling terms to the death of Bishop Clifford, whom
he had known intimately.

The motion was carried.

Lieut.-Colonel J. R. BRAMBLE (Hon. Sec.) read the

Treasurer's balance sheets as follows :
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treasurer's Account.

The Treasurer in Account with the Somersetshire Archaeological and Natural

History Society, from January 1st to December 3]st, 1892.

DR.

1891, Dec. 31st.

By Balance of former Account

,,
Members' Entrance Fees

,, Members' Subscriptions in

rear

,, Members' Subscriptions for

Year 1892
Member's Subscriptions in

vance

,, Excursion Tickets -

Museum Admission Fees
Sale of Publications

Ar-

the

Ad-

s. d.

103 4 4
16 16

6 16 6

259 16 6

436850
27 10 4
7 13 3

1892, Dec. 31st.

Balance

434 5 5

89 17 6

CR.
1892. s. d.

To Expenses attending Annual
Meeting 35 13

,, Stationery, Printing, &c. ... 20 12 2

Purchase of Books, Specimens,
&c. 7 5 11

,, Cases, Fittings, Repairs, &c. ... 15 6 9
Coal aiid Gas 24 7

,, Printing and Binding vol. xxxvii 5915
Illustrations 34 15 9

,, Postage and Carriage of Volumes 1914 8

,, Curator's Salary, one year to

Christmas, 1892 85

Errand Boy, ditto 906
Subscriptions to Publications of

Societies 7 12

,, Insurance 4 10 6

Rates and Taxes 11 3 9

Postages, Carriage, &c 7 18 8

., Sundries 1 12 8

Balance 89 17 6

434 5 5

11. J. BADCOCK,
Treasurer.

August 4th, 1893. Examined and compared with the Vouchers

and Bank Book, and found correct.

W. M. KELLY,
J. E. W. WAKEFIELD.

Eaunton (fTastle iptirdtjase Junto,

Treasurer^ Account from 1st January to 3lst December, 1892.

RECEIPTS.
1892. -

8
- d.

By Donation from Mr. Thos. Good-
land 10 6

,, Legacy from the late Mrs. Rob-

berds, of Cheltenham 100

,, Hents of Premises 48 1

Rents of Castle Hall 5718

,,
Proceeds of Fancy Ball, held at

Taunton, Dec., 1892 5 17 9

Balance 554

217 12 7

EXPENDITURE.
1891, Dec. 31st. s. d.

To Balance 164 19 4

Repairs to Buildings, &c. ... 22 15 4

Advertising 236
Enrolment of Deed of Convey-
ance of Garden given by Col.

Pinney 4 10

Rates and Taxes 868
Castle Hall Expenses 302
Gas 442
Insurance 3 16 6

Interest on Loan 3 16 11

217 12 7

1892, Dec. 31st.

Balance 554
H. J. BADCOCK,

Treasurer.

August 4th, 1893. Examined and compared with the Vouchers
and Bank Book, and found correct.

W. M. KELLY,
J. E. W. WAKEFIELD.
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The Rev. GILBERT SMITH moved the adoption of the

balance sheets, and in doing so said they were two of the most

intelligible he had ever seen, and both were eminently satis-

factory. The last issue of their Proceedings was the thickest

as well as one of the most interesting volumes that had been

issued ; they also had them at a reasonable time after the last

annual meeting. If the increased size of the volume accounted

for the decreased balance in hand, this latter defect was excus-

able. They were possessed of real good property in Taunton

Castle, and as long as it was properly maintained he believed

the society would nourish too. The Glastonbury matter was

a piece of very great liberality on the part of Mr. Bath, for

the land that he had given up was valuable, and would easily

let at 3 per acre even in these bad times. He was sure the

thanks of the society were due to Mr. Bath for his kindness.

Mr. HUGH NORRIS was delighted to hear that part respect-

ing the Castle at Taunton. When they considered the

historical interest connected with the castle for more than a

thousand years, they were to be congratulated on becoming
free owners of the property. He trusted the public would

help them in carrying out the improvements and restorations

which are necessary. He said he hoped when these were

carried out that the hall which was the scene of the
"
Bloody Assize

"
would be left as much as possible in its

present condition.

The financial statements were adopted.

The Rev. F. W. WEAVER proposed : "That it is desirable

that the society should undertake the preparation and printing

of a proper and sufficient index to Collinson's History of

Somerset, and that the Council be authorised to make the

necessary arrangements for that purpose at an expenditure of

not exceeding 75." He said most of them were aware of

the necessity for a new index. There were no less than four

indices which had to be waded through before one could find

the place wanted, and even the four indices were not satis-
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factory or sufficiently full. They were not asking in the

resolution for a new county history ; he agreed that the time

had not come yet for a new history of the county, but he felt

this would be a step forward. The Somerset Record Society

was putting forth year by year valuable volumes which would

go a long way towards the history when they were ready to

undertake the work. What was wanted at present was a good

index of what they had already. The society was not asked

to spend much, because the work would be nearly certain to

repay the cost. All the society is asked to do is to find a sum

of money about 75, perhaps not so much to bring out the

work, and then they could sell it to members and others, so as

to recoup themselves for the outlay.

Lieut.-Colonel BRAMBLE said the present indices to Collin-

son were abominable. He looked upon a good index-maker

as a benefactor to his country. Though Collinson had a

number of mistakes in it, it was the basis of almost all the

histories of Somerset they had at present. The society pro-

posed that there should be a proper and sufficient index to the

work, and to that end they proposed to employ a proper pro-

fessional index-maker to do the work thoroughly. Then the

new index would be a step towards the new history, which he

sincerely trusted would not be a new edition of Collinson.

There were something like. a thousand copies of Collinson,

and if one in eight of the owners of copies will take the new

index they would find that the society would be repaid the

outlay, and yet have a considerable number of copies on,hand,

which might be sold.

The motion was adopted.

I6ritt0f) iRecorti

Mr. E. A. FRY, of the British Record Society, spoke of the

advisability of the Somerset Archaeological Society helping

his society to calendar the wills at Wells, and perhaps at

Taimton Probate Court. He began by giving a brief account
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of the British Record Society and its work, which was started

five or six years ago to print indices of calendars and records.

They had already published eight volumes of different sorts of

calendars. He stated that there were nearly seventy thousand

wills in the Probate Court at Wells, and asked that this

society should render assistance by giving a grant of 20 per

annum for five or six years, or until the work was completed.

He did not propose the work should be begun this year or

next, perhaps. In connection with the intended county

history these wills would be most useful. If the work was

undertaken, six or eight sheets per annum would be ready for

delivery to the society. They could either wait till the

whole was completed or the sections could be sent out as

printed.

Mr. ELWORTHY said members would like to know what

they were to expect for the 20 a year. A catalogue of the

wills would be most useful for the future, but they must know

exactly how much they were to get for their money. Did he

understand that each member would receive a copy of the

catalogue ? and would they be so printed as to be bound with

the Society's Proceedings ?

Mr. WEAVER thought it would be a very valuable thing to

undertake. The Oxford Historical Society did what Mr.

Fry had suggested, and their issues were in the form of the

Oxford Society's publications. He hoped the Somerset

Society would accede to the request.

The Rev. GILBERT SMITH said no money was wanted for

two or three years, and he moved that the application be

referred to the Council for consideration.

Mr. FRY said the publications could come out in the form

of sheets, and it would be very easy to arrange them exactly
the size of the Somerset Society's Proceedings.
Lord HYLTON said the matter was on the minutes as a

statement by Mr. Fry, and not an application. Under the

circumstances he did not think it necessary to go to a vote.
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Colonel BRAMBLE thought they should do something more

than hear the statement. He moved that Mr. Fry's applica-

tion be referred to the Council, and this course of action was

decided on.

On the proposition of Mr. BROOKING ROWE, seconded by
Mr. ALFRED RUDD, the officers of the society were re-elected,

with the addition of the name of the honorary local secretary,

Mr. G. A. Daniel (Nunney).
Mr. HUGH NORRIS proposed, Mr. J. F. HORNER seconded,

and it was agreed, that the election of president and the place

of meeting for the year 1894 be left to the Council.

A list of twenty-eight candidates was submitted, all of

whom were elected members of the society.

Publication bp tbe Somerset BecorD ocietp,

The Rev. T. S. HOLMES made a statement regarding the

work of the Somerset Record Society. The Register of

Bishop Ralph of Shrewsbury, Bishop of Bath and Wells,

1329-1363, through the kindness of the Bishop of Bath and

Wells and the registrar, Mr. Harris, was to be entrusted to

that society for publication in 1895. It covered a period full

of historic interest, including the visitation of the Black

Death and the wars of Edward III, but its size, four-hundred

and eighty-two closely-written folios, placed the cost of trans-

cription beyond the powers of the society's annual income.

The Council, therefore, was compelled to appeal to the county
of Somerset, and others outside the county, for further help

to enable it to defray the increased expenditure of transcrip-

tion, and unless some considerable response is made to their

appeal they would be obliged to give up this great oppor-

tunity. He hoped to obtain a promise of 30 at once in order

to complete the 50 necessary.

Lord HYLTON promised 5 towards the register spoken of

by Mr. Holmes, and he hoped others would do likewise.

New Series, Vol. XIX., 1893, Part I. B
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Cbe president's 3DDte00.

Lord HYLTON then delivered the following address :

The great honour has been conferred on me to address you

on this the third occasion of your visit to Frome. I will not,

however, venture to dilate on the early history of this locality,

or to describe the doings or misdoings of the ancient Britons,

their invaders the Romans, the subsequent power of the

Saxons, or the inroads of the Danes. All this has been

related to you, and is no doubt familiar history to the Somer-

set archaeologist. It is enough to remind you that within short

distances of this spot are to be found several most interesting

British, Roman, Saxon and Danish remains, most of which

have been sought out and pronounced upon by some of your

learned members. Some ancient works may, however, have

escaped their notice, and it is possible that during our proposed

excursions we may be enabled to discover some unnoticed

antiquity or perhaps some forgotten ruin. I trust, however,

that we shall not attribute to by-gone ages the spoil bank of

some deserted coal-pit, or the refuse of an old stone quarry.

Your society, however, does not confine its labours to the

search for the handiwork of our ancestors : it embraces besides

Geology and Natural History. No county in Great Britain

has a more varied and more interesting series of visible forma-

tions. Within a walk from Frome can be seen the trap-rock,

which has apparently forced its way to the surface through

the old red sandstone, the Mendip limestone, and the coal

measures. These are exposed over miles of this district

strangely contorted near Mendip. Then we have wide areas

covered by the new red sandstone, lias, and oolite. All these

soils are fertile, and though each variety may require some

special treatment, I do not hesitate to affirm that they are

admirably adapted for agriculture. The coal pits on the

north side of the Mendips are now worked at great depths by
means of our mighty friend the steam-engine, but coal works
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were in activity long before the invention of steam power, and

the modes by which coal was won in former days are, I think,

worthy of the attention of archaeologists. But, besides the

coal, our county Drovides some of the best building stone in

Great Britain. Bath stone is famous, but Doulting is better
;

certain beds of the forest marble are excellent. Mells-park

consists half of pure marble, and half of the beautiful con-

glomerate which, when polished, is of the highest possible

value for decoration. So much for the practical utility of our

geological formations : their deposition, and their subsequent

disturbance have been for years, and may be for ages, the

wonder and admiration of human beings.

And now a word for the study of natural history in

Somerset. No county provides a better field for this. The

botany is most varied, and the birds and beasts are curiously

interesting. Here I must make a confession. Having spent

many happy hours in watching the habits of our per-

manent residents amongst birds, and in noting the arrivals

and departures of our summer and winter visitors, the conclu-

sion I have come to is we know nothing. What I do know
is that the gamekeeper is the worst enemy of our beautiful

wild animals.

Having touched upon the subject of the study of geology
and of natural history, studies which deal with matters

beyond the reach of human beings, because all the knowledge
we can hope to gain must be by guessing and surmising, let us

take some notice of the strictly human work of architecture.

And here we meet with a strange difficulty. How is it that the

buildings of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries are

infinitely better, stronger, and more shapely than those of any

succeeding ages ? So also the handwriting and the decoration

of the beautiful manuscripts of the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries are better in every respect than those of later date.

It is true that in the fifteenth century the manufacture of

coloured glass (as far as colour went) was very fine, but
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where were the artists who designed the windows and traceries

of Henry III.'s time? The grandeur and simplicity of the

Early English architects seem to have been forgotten in the

days of the three Edwards, and the succeeding generations

of builders merely went from bad to worse. Perhaps it is

better that we should exist without any school of architec-

ture, and that public and private money should be spent in

defiance of all the rules and fashions by which we can now

distinguish the age of our ancient buildings. Here in Somer-

set we may, however, still enjoy the beauties of the best of

Gothic architecture. I hope the weather will prove favour-

able for your excursions.

The PRESIDENT also announced that he had received a

letter from the Hon. and Rev. A. F. Hanbury-Tracy, regret-

ting his inability to be present to conduct the society through

the parish church of Frome, but that he had asked the Rev.

F. Vining and Mr. Singer to take his place.

A vote of thanks to Lord Hylton for his address was

carried with acclamation, on the motion of Canon CHURCH,
seconded by the Rev. H. H. WINWOOD.

His Lordship said thanks were not due to him, but to the

local committee.

Green's
'

Mr. ELWORTHY very urgently appealed for subscribers to

the above exhaustive work. It was of vast importance as the

true foundation of a real county history, and they would be

delighted to see it in print. It was a complete catalogue of

the books and literature relating to, or connected with the

county of Somerset, which had been prepared, regardless of

labour or cost, by Mr. Emanuel Green, F.S.A. If the manu-

script by any means were destroyed, it could never be replaced.

Two hundred subscribers were needed to enable the work to be

produced.
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At the conclusion of the meeting, an adjournment for lun-

cheon was made to the George Hotel.

Soon after half-past two the company visited the

dedicated to St. John the Baptist.

Mr. EDMUND BUCKLE observed that changes had been

made in the church in almost every century from its founda-

tion by St. Aldhelm to the present time. He said that

though he did not wish to find any fault with what was done

in connection with the restoration during the present century,

the result was that the archaeological interest of the building

was to a large extent swept away, and that the great bulk of

the church was modern, though it reproduced in form arid

general lines, and even in matters of detail, what had been in

existence before. The Saxon building, constructed by St.

Aldhelm at the end of the seventh century, was still standing

in the twelfth, when William of Malmesbury wrote. From
the wording of his references to this building and to the

Saxon church at Bradford-on-Avon (still existing), they might
assume that the Frome church was much the larger, for this

church is called ecclesia, while the Bradford church is in the

same paragraph described as ecclesiola. In Mr. Bennett's

book about the Frome church it was stated that the structure

was almost wholly rebuilt in the time of Stephen. Mr.

Buckle expressed his doubts as to the accuracy of this state-

ment. He pointed out that the Norman work still remaining

consisted of a portion of the Lady chapel (including the door-

.way leading into what is now known as the chapel of St.

Nicholas, and the window at the side of the door) and a part

of the north aisle adjoining the Lady chapel, together with

the north and south doorways of the church, which were also

Norman in design ; but the fact that these now stood where

they did was no proof that they had always been in those

positions. Mr. Buckle made a suggestion that a considerable
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portion of the Saxon church of Aldhelm lasted right through

the Norman period. If the church had been rebuilt at this

period it was almost certain that it would have had a central

tower, but before the end of the twelfth century the fashion

had changed, and the south side of the nave had got to be the

usual position for the tower. This was the position of the

Frome tower, the lower part of which was in the Early English

style, and it was a fair presumption that the Saxon church

had remained until the time when this tower was founded.

This much was certain : though the church had grown in

almost every direction since the thirteenth century, its plan

had not since then been fundamentally altered ; the lower

part of the tower, the chancel arch, the eastern half of the

nave arcade, and probably the corresponding portions of the

aisles, were all of that date.

The western part of the nave and aisles dated from the 14th

century, but whether this was a re-building or an extension of

the former church was a matter of considerable doubt.

According to local tradition, the bench tables round these

western piers enclosed the Saxon or Norman foundations of

the previous piers ; but this appeared to be an arbitrary

assumption. Of the same date were the arches opening into

the lady chapel from the north aisle, and probably the exten-

sion northwards of this chapel. These arches were of interest,

on account of their arrangement ; there was a large arch for

the entrance of the people, and to the east of that a small one,

clearly intended as a sort of priest's doorway. A similar

piece of planning might be observed in the contemporary
work at Mells. It was probable that the chapel on the south

side of the chancel was also built in this century, as it con-

tained a distinctly Decorated piscina.

Among the later work must be included the upper part of

the tower, and the spire, the nave, clerestory, and roof, the

window of the chapel on the north side of the chancel, the

roof of the lady chapel, and the whole of the chapel which

now contained the font.
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The heraldry in these chapels was of great interest, on

account of its marshalling being entirely different from modern

use. On the corbels supporting the Lady chapel roof (of the

16th century), besides the coats of Stourton and (?) Hunger-

ford or Grey, were these two :

(1). [6rM.,] a leopards face jessant a flcur-de-lys
\or~\

ascribed to Branch. [The tinctures are supplied from the

glass to be subsequently described.]

(2). Branch as above impaling Leversedge: [<SVz.,] a

chevron between three dolphins emboived
\_arg.~\

On the floor there were several Leversedge monuments of

later date, showing that the family then used the Branch coat

only. And according to the pedigree in the 1623 Visitation

(Colby) the Branch heiress in the 14th century married a

Winslade, and their granddaughter and heiress married

Edmond Leversedge of Vallis, so that an impaled coat of

Branch and Leversedge would according to modern ideas be

quite meaningless. But a clue to its meaning might be found

in the glass (also of the 16th century) now remaining in the

baptistery window.

Here we had

(1). Leversedge^ a chief of Branch.

(2). Cabell: Sa., a horse upright arg. bridled or impaling

Leversedge^ a chief of Branch.

(3). Cabell impaling (? apparently a badge, possibly inten-

ded for Branch).

(4). Cabell impaling a Cabell rebus
;

viz. Arg.) a text K
and a bell united by a cable or.

Here the coat No. (1) was clearly compounded of those of

Branch and Leversedge^ and was equivalent to the impaled

coat in the Lady chapel ;
while the coat No. (4) showed that

coats were impaled with other significations besides that

of matrimony.

Another interesting question related to the dedications of

the various chapels. There seemed no reason to doubt that
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the Lady chapel was correctly assigned, and the Leversedge

monuments and escutcheons were naturally enough found in

this position, since the advowson of the chantry lay with them.

The chantry of St. John Baptist at the altar of St. Andrew,

endowed in 1377 (Collinson) and afterwards in Leversedge

patronage (Somerset Incumbents), was perhaps situate on the

south side of the chancel where there was a Decorated piscina.

The corresponding chapel on the north side of the chancel

might have contained the chantry of St. Nicholas, founded in

1419, by Twynho (Somerset Incumbents). Certainly this

service could not have been held in the building now used as a

baptistery, for this was not erected until a hundred years later.

It was true that a Cabell chantry was founded in 1517, at the

altar of St. Nicholas, and that there was now Cabell glass in

the baptistery, but the glass might have been moved, or have

been put there for some other reason.

The most interesting monuments in the church were the

Memento mori in the Lady chapel ; the Champneys brass of date

1506 on the tower wall ; a copper plate in the north aisle to a

Mr. Avery, who was recorded in the churchwardens' books to

have received a shilling for writing a certificate to send to the

Parliament to certify them that the painted glass in the church

windows had been taken down
;
and the tomb (against the

outside of the east wall of the chancel) of Bishop Ken, who

died at Longleat in 1711, and desired to be buried as close

as possible to the altar of that church, in his old diocese, which

happened to be nearest to the place where he died.

The modern adornments of the church might be supposed

to have no bearing upon archaeology, but in this case they had

been carried out in such a medieval spirit that they certainly did

in some degree help us to appreciate what was the richness of

the interior of our ancient churches. In particular, the Rood

screen was, in its general lines and ideas, a reproduction of

what formerly stood in that position, not only in that church,

but in every parish church throughout the kingdom. Some
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persons objected to this rood screen, on the ground that it hid

the chancel from view, and cut across the chancel arch in an

awkward manner. Whether or not this was sound criticism,

the interesting feature, from the archaeological standpoint, was

the undoubted historical fact that in this case (as in many

others) the rood screen was always intended to cut across the

chancel arch, and hide the chancel in just this manner. This

was proved by the existence of an Early English doorway and

piscina a most unusual feature on the south side of the

chancel arch, which determined with certainty the level of the

Rood screen floor. The position of the door, however, shewed

that the gallery over the screen originally extended further

west than in the modern example. Besides the Rood screen

another modern example of medieval feeling might be found

in the Via dolorosa in the churchyard, a feature perhaps more

continental than English.

Mr. WEAVER made a few remarks, in the course of which

he expressed similar ideas regarding the Norman work, and

the names of the chapels, to those advanced by Mr. Buckle.

A reason he adduced in support of the contention regarding

the names of the chapels, was, that as the high altar was dedi-

cated to St. John the Baptist, it would be unlikely that an

adjoining chapel would be dedicated to him also.

Mr. ELWORTHY said, Frome church was one of the oldest

of the well-known Saxon foundations. It was mentioned in

Domesday, an almost unique thing for a parish church, and in

connection with the land belonging to it, contained one of the

only two entries relating to Somerset, according to Eyton, in

which carrucate was used to express its area.

Meetings for Discussion on Papers,

In the afternoon, the Auction Mart was well filled, the

chair being taken by Canon CHURCH.

New Series, Vol. XIX., 1893, Part 2. c
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. IBartmra.

The first paper, read by the Rev. F. W. WEAVER, was

entitled,
" A painting of St. Barbara, in the church of

Cucklington." (Printed in Part II.)

In the discussion which followed, Mr. ELWORTHY referred

to the well-known adjective, tawdry, which arose from the

laces and frippery furbelows sold at the great fair of Saint

Etheldrida or Saint Audry, at Ely. Also he referred to the

famous well under the centre of Winchester Cathedral, in

which more than one Saxon king was baptised, and to that in

the Mamertine prison in Rome, where St. Peter baptised

his gaoler.

Canon CHURCH said there was one very important omission

which he could not let pass without notice. The great spring

at Wells, which came from the well of St. Andrew, and which,

with its three or four converging streams, ultimately supplies

the moat which runs around the palace. To him, that was one

of the most important springs in England.

Cbe (ffircatmtions neat (Slastontwrp,

The Rev. GILBERT SMITH said, in reference to the recent-

ly discovered village near Glastonbury, that the excavations

were going on with interesting results, and a short report

would be issued at the end of the season. Mr. Bulleid had

undertaken very extensive diggings, in addition to those that

were mentioned in the paper read at their meeting last year,

and there had been many finds, amongst which were four

querns, or handmills, two of them discovered quite recently.

It appeared that there were no traces of any weapons at all.

The articles principally found were implements of various

kinds for weaving and spinning, and nearly a complete loom

had been found ; of course, in a very rotten state. There had

also been found a large number of combs for combing wool.

The ornaments found were curious, consisting of jet rings,
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amber rings, and a considerable number of brooches made of

bronze and in different forms. Bones of many animals had

been found, such as those of a cow, sheep, horse and pig ; but

nearly all had been cut or used in some way ; and the

ingenuity with which different implements had been formed

out of these bones was great. No coins had been found. A
pathway at the village of Godney had been discovered, but at

present no discovery had been made which would establish the

age of the village. He pleaded for funds to enable the work

of excavation to be continued.

Ctwrcbtoaroens' accounts.

The Rev. D. L. HAYWARD read a paper entitled " Old

Churchwardens' Accounts in the parish of Somerton."

(Printed in Part II.)

mm.
Mr. A. J. MONDAY read a paper entitled " The last Will

and Testament of Dame Elizabeth Biconyll, widow of Sir

John Biconyll (or Bicknell), Knight." (Printed in Part II.)

The Rev. F. W. WEAVER stated, on the authority of Leland,

that Sir John Biconyll was buried within the precincts of

Glastonbury Abbey.
The party dined at the George Hotel ; afterwards

Cfje aentng; Sheeting

was held in the Auction Room.

Canon CHURCH, who presided, read a paper on "The
order of the daily recitation of the Psalter in the ancient

statutes." (Printed in Part II.)

Cfiapete in J)olnicote Oallep.

This was the title of a paper read by the Rev. F.

HANCOCK, rector of Selworthy. (Printed in Part II.)
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The Rev. F. W. HOLMES read a paper, prepared by

Bishop Hobhouse, which had for its title

(Printed in Part II.)

Mr. HUGH NORRIS read a paper entitled " Some observa-

tions on the place-name

(Printed in Part II.)

Professor F. J. ALLEN said he thought Frome an Anglo-

Saxon pronunciation of a Celtic word " Hrom "
(i.e.,

"
Rhom"), cognate with the Latin " Roma "

and Greek
" Hreuma ;" also with words like Rhine and several others, all

of which meant " a stream."

Shortly after 9.30 about one hundred members and friends

were seated in eight well-horsed breaks, which were joined en

route by private carriages, and drove to

svelte Ctjurcf),

Mr. J. F. F. HORNER (in the absence of Mr. E. Buckle)

kindly described the principal features in this admirably

restored edifice. In some respects, he said, his task Avas a

simple one, because the church embraced only one style of

architecture, to which, he thought, their President, on the

previous day, did not quite do sufficient justice, for here in

Somersetshire they could look with pride upon the Per-

pendicular style. Though he did not think that church was

equal to many others in the county, it might be taken as a

good illustration of what Perpendicular architecture could,

and could not, do. They knew to a certain extent when the

church was built, because Leland spoke of it in the sixteenth

century as built " in time of mind." The church did not display
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the exaggerations which the Perpendicular style subsequently

introduced. The arcades were good and solid for Perpendicu-

lar, and were well able to support the weight they had to bear,

instead of tapering away almost to nothing to show upon how

little a builder could support his roof. It was said that the

font was a Norman one, but it looked as if its base had been

cut and altered at a later date. The east window was just as

it was before the restoration, but had been raised. They would

notice that the style of the windows in the chancel was differ-

ent from that of the other windows. He used to be told that

they belonged to an earlier date than the others ; but the latest

idea was that they were possibly put in during the time of the

Laudian revival, when Wadham College, Oxford, was built in

a style worthy of himself by William of Wykeham. The side

screens were, he believed, nearly a facsimile of those which

were partially in situ about fifty years ago. The chancel

screen was modern. There had been a rood-loft similar to the

one in the parish church at Frome. The staircase leading to

it was once used as a chimney, and it was not now in the best

condition. The chapel at the end of the North aisle was of a

rather later date than the church. The wainscoting round the

church consisted of the old Jacobean seats which did service

until 1876. All the patterns at the ends of the pews were

different. They were carved about forty years ago, and kept

in waiting until the restoration. The roof was new. He
could remember when there was a ceiling in the chancel, but

not in the other part of the church, although he had been told

that formerly there was one there too. When the ceilings were

^taken down there were no carvings to be seen. The roof of

the nave was considered good better than that of the chancel,

which was cut in two by lateral bands. His brother completed

the restoration commenced by his father. He ought to

apologise for the painted windows, but they were made in

Mells. Not many places could say that their painted windows

were made in the parishes where they existed. The firm that
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made the Mells windows was now in Frome. Some of the

glass in the canopies was old ; but the more part was new.

Mr. ELWORTHY elicited the fact that the church was

dedicated to St. Andrew, and that the Lye Chapel referred

to in historical works was at Leigh-on-Mendip. The living in

fact was Mells-cum-Leigh. Leigh Church was dedicated to

St. Giles.

The Rev. E. D. LEAR, rector of Mells, called attention to

the parvise and chapel vestry. He had been informed that

when the church was built the architect was told to beat it if

he could ; and then he built Leigh Church. In the north-east

corner they would notice that a small piece of the battlement

was carved work ; and at Leigh Church it was all carved,

except one small space corresponding to the portion at Mells.

It was supposed that the mother robbed the daughter. Mr.

Lear also raised the question as to the chancel arch having
been cut off by the rood-loft. The stone cross that was let

into the wall in the south-east corner was supposed to have

been blessed abroad, and then brought to Mells. There were

some old relics in the vestry.

The cross referred to was afterwards pointed out ; also

the carved armorial bearings of an ancient family named

Sharland, cloth-workers, who lived in the village, but were

known as London merchants. It appeared to consist of

three tents.*

Mr. BUCKLE, who unfortunately was prevented from arriv-

ing in time to give a description of Mells Church, like those

which he gave so admirably at the other churches afterwards

visited by the Society, pointed out to some of the party, who

lingered in the church after the rest had left, that, in his

opinion which was based on a previous examination of the

mouldings, both the nave arcades and also that which separates

the chancel from the South aisle were not "
Perpendicular

"

at all, but "
Decorated," and were the remaining parts of a

* A tent between two Parliament robes, on a chief an Agnus Dei en soleil ;

probably some Taylors' Company.
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previous church at least 100 years older than the rest of the

building as it now stands, and that, therefore, it might well be

that the chancel windows are really earlier than the others,

and need not be attributed to an imaginary alteration in the

17th century. This view is supported by certain fragments of

decorated work which were found built into the East wall

during the recent restoration.

The next move was to the

8@anor l&ouse,

close by, which was described by Mr. HORNER, who said that

only one-third of the former building now remained. He
believed it formerly occupied three sides of a square, and that

the entrance was where the present avenue exists. The court-

yard was in the same position as formerly. The two-thirds of

the building that had disappeared were pulled down a little

over one hundred years ago by his great-grandfather. The

remainder then became a farm-house. It was afterwards con-

verted into a school, and it had its small chapel, where about

twenty boys were trained for holy orders or mission work

abroad. It next became a dwelling-house for members of his

own family or let to tenants. If they could explain where the

demolished wings joined the present building it would be most

interesting.

The Rev. E. D. LEAR invited the party to enter the

building, and its many points of interest were carefully

examined, including the wide fireplace down which the moon

sometimes shines, the chapel, a Stuart picture, and the Latin

inscriptions in old English characters over the fireplace,

doorways, etc. It was stated that Charles I. held his court

in the house, and obtained 100 and a supply of boots from

Wells. Mr. Lear said he believed that the house was built in

the form of an H in the time of one of the Henries, and that

the chapel was added when the house was altered.
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Returning to the vehicles, the party passed Upper Vobster,

Babington Park, and Ammerdown Park, to

where the church was visited, the party being received by
Lord Hylton and the Rev. H. G. J. Yeitch.

Mr. E. BUCKLE, speaking in the churchyard, on the south

side of the church, pointed out the large remains of Norman
work visible from that position. The Norman corbel table,

consisting of a fish-scale moulding alternating with boldly-

carved corbels, ran with some breaks along the whole of the

nave wall and round the chancel, thus apparently defining the

plan of the old Norman building ; and in the nave wall might
be seen a narrow slit, with a lintel over, carefully marked off

by sham joints into a semi-circular arch head, an example of

sham construction of the Norman period. In the Perpen-
dicular period the walls had been raised, so that the old corbel

course was left about half way up the present wall, and the

windows were inserted in two ranges, some below and others

above the corbel course ; the upper ones answering to the

clerestory windows on the opposite side, where a Perpen-
dicular aisle had been added, and all the Norman work

destroyed. The tower was one of those with a group of

inter-penetrating buttresses at each angle ; it was slighter in

proportion than Mells (another tower of the same class), and

had one feature peculiar to the towers of North Somerset, viz.,

the short string-course under the window-sills, with stopped

and carved ends.

Inside the church he drew attention to the Norman frag-

ments in the chancel and the south doorway ; and showed

that all the rest of the interior was of late Perpendicular date.

The roof cornice was similar to those at Mells and Heming-
ton and in the lady chapel at Frome ; a fan vault seemed to

have been intended under the tower ; the aisle was very late,

and retained on its roof part of the old painting, perfect or
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nearly so ;
some of the benches were curiously rough

carpenter's work, but of very massive oak.

A question was raised as to the history of the stone screen at

the east end of the aisle, and the Vicar replied that this screen

was traditionally supposed to have been brought from St.

Andrew's, Holborn. Certainly it is a misfit in its present

position.

Symonds relates in his Diary that the east window was

in his time very old, and contained the two following

coats :

(1) Arg.y a cherron between three eagles displayed sa.

(2) Ara., a f/riffin se(/reant </u. armed az. \_Botrtaux~\.

The next move was to

ammertioton,

the seat of Lord Hylton (President); the drive through the

picturesque and well-wooded park, from the lodge near the

railway, being a charming variation in the day's proceedings.

The party of about one hundred-and-twenty were heartily

welcomed by Lord and Lady Hylton, to a bountiful and most

acceptable luncheon. Ample provision was made for all, and

nothing was wanting to the comfort of the visitors. The

paintings, ancient indentures relating to the estate, the

terraces, gardens, conservatories, and a fine fountain situated

in a shady grove near the mansion, were all visited and exam-

ined. Before leaving, the DEAN OF WELLS, in felicitous

terms, proposed a very cordial vote of thanks to Lord and

Lady Hylton. He said they had hitherto known Lord Hylton

,as a man of war, and they had been deeply interested in

seeing the saddle upon which he rode as one of England's

heroes, in the famous charge of the Light Brigade at the

battle of Balaclava, but now they knew him as a man of

peace. They were greatly indebted to him for having come

down from his home in Surrey to entertain them so hospitably

in Somerset.

New Series, Vol. XIX., 1893, Part I. D
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The next halt was at

Remington Cfwrcfc.

Mr. BUCKLE said this was a charming example of a country

church, set in beautiful surroundings. Its special interest was

to be found in its Early English aisle. He drew their attention

to what was a typical example of a Norman chancel arch. It

was very small and very low. The position of the rood loft

door showed that only sufficient room was allowed beneath the

rood loft for a person to walk under it. In old times it would

not have been possible to see from the nave into the chancel at

all. It was remarkable how completely the chancel was

screened off from the nave in former times. This arch was

the only part of the Norman work left, as the church was re-

built in the 13th century. The aisle and arcade on the north

side was exceedingly rich. The shafts of the windows were 1

something like Purbeck marble, but he thought it was a local

marble, as the "forest marble" had been known to exist near

that spot. The trefoil arches of the windows were pretty.

The arcade of the chancel had four marble shafts. There

was a piscina set in the respond, and from its position it might

possibly have been intended to serve both altars. The church

was subsequently raised, the later portion being in the Perpen-
dicular style, and a flat roof was placed over it, instead of the

old pointed roof rising from comparatively low walls. The

corbels were carved to represent angels, as at Kilmersdon and

Frome. The next most important feature of the church was

its tower, which, in some respects, was very unlike Somerset-

shire towers generally. Though it was a beautiful one, both

in design and colour, he felt bound to say that the arrange-

ment of the windows was unsatisfactory, and weak in appear-

ance, owing to there being two large openings in the middle

storey of the tower, and only one on each side of the bell

chamber over. In the floor of the aisles there were some nice

lias tombstones, with deeply-cut heraldic designs upon them.
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Another longish drive brought the party to

Hulltngton Cfjurcf).

This church has been well described by the Rev. D. M.

Clark, in the volume for 1851. A second visit to it was paid

by this Society in 1875, when remarks upon it were made by

the late Prof. Freeman and Mr. J. H. Parker, which will be

found in the Proceedings for that year.

The date of the chantry chapel was 1280, and that of the

chancel 1320. Returning to the font, Mr. BUCKLE described

it as a magnificent relic of the same period. It has a plain

base, above which it is encircled with an

arcade of semi-circular arches interlacing.

Round the upper part is a line of orna-

ment with masks, which are considerably

defaced. On the top edge is another in-

scription, of which, however, only portions

can now be deciphered, and which, the

speaker said, no one can make out.

Against the wall in the vestry is a

large stone, apparently the cover of a

tomb : on this is carved an unusual type

of cross, above which is a .hand in the

attitude of benediction, reaching down

from a cloud a very frequently used

emblem of the Almighty Father, espec-

ially in the early middle ages.

% Again entering the vehicles, another lovely drive through
the park brought the party to Orchardleigh House, where

they were cordially received by Mr. and Mrs. Duckworth.

Tea was spread on the lawn near the terraces, under the wel-

come shade of some wide-spreading trees. After a cordial vote

of thanks to Mr. and Mrs. Duckworth, proposed by the Dean
of Wells, a delightful walk through gardens and park led to
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Cfjurcf).

The Rev. J. B. MEDLEY first described the external

features of this church, beginning at the west end, because, he

said, the church had been entirely altered in appearance, and

it was well they should try to realise what the church was like

before it was restored in 1879. It was then entered by a

west porch, which cut off the beautiful window at that end.

From the photographs of the interior they would see how

completely the church had been altered. When Sir Gilbert

Scott came there in 1878 he got men to dig down four feet

on the south side of the church, and at that depth they

found the jambs of a south porch, the soil at that time being

four feet higher than at present. On the right side of the

porch was found the chalice exhibited at the museum at

Frome. The man who found it said it was an old candle-

stick ; but on taking it to Mr. Singer he pronounced it to be

a chalice 600 years old. It was probably buried with the first

priest who lived there, and who was laid to rest on a very

rough plank, with the bark still on the wood. They ought to

pass round the outside of the church and see the priest's

door on the north side. One thing of interest found in the

church was the skeleton of a dog in the Champney chapel.

There was a tradition to the effect that a member of the

Champney family was rescued from drowning, oft" the coast

of Denmark, by a large and skilful dog. A monument was

erected to its memory in the park. The stone had been

destroyed, but the only word it bore was known to have

been " Fidele." It was said that a former bishop ordered

the body of the dog to be exhumed and buried elsewhere
;

but as the skull and skeleton of the animal were found in

the church, the order must have been disobeyed and the

monument erected as a blind. Attention was called to the

remains of a large and ancient tomb-stone, found in the course

of the excavations, and now placed in the churchyard. In-
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side the building, Mr. Medley said he would simply refer

them to the alterations made in 1879. All the old seats

had been done away with ; the west window was formerly

blocked up by an organ gallery, which had been removed ; one

window had been inserted by Messrs. Clayton and Bell, the

glass of which though neAv was an imitation of the old. The

other glass was old, but newly arranged. There were only

eight figures of the apostles, four having been destroyed acci-

dentally by a gamekeeper. In the window over the North

door (1480) the Father was represented seated on a rain-

bow, the Son on the cross, between His knees. The central

piece was quite new, for there were only the Father's hand,

face and feet, and one side of the rainbow left. The apostles

in the North and South windows of the chancel were all

labelled with sentences, and there were emblems of each. St.

Philip held an osier basket, an emblem of the basket of bread.

There was a similar instance at Norwich. There were also in

the west window a figure of a king, very much decayed, and

another of St. Michael overcoming the Evil One. Mr.

Medley also called attention to the font. The work, he said,

though rough, was fine. The stone for that, as well as for the

Lullington font, was supposed to have been brought from the

Oldford quarries, and it was stated that Longleat House was

built of the same stone
;
but there was no hard stone now

found at Oldford, that noAv quarried was chiefly used for lime-

burning.

Col. BRAMBLE briefly thanked Mr. Medley for his descrip-

tions, and Mr. MEDLEY responded.

The party then returned to Frome, and in the evening
attended a conversazione at the Frome Literary Institute,

where the local museum had been collected by the local

committee, and which was prettily decorated for the occasion.

This lasted from about 7.30 to 10.45. The proceedings

commenced Avith a pianoforte recital by Mrs. Harrold, who

also acted as accompanist to most of the songs subsequently
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sung. Those who rendered songs during the evening were

Dr. Rattray, Miss Barrington, Miss M. Cuzner and Mr.

Welham. Miss Penny contributed a violin solo. All these

musical items were much appreciated.

At an early stage Lord HYLTOX, the president of the

Society, alluded to the extraordinary collection of beautiful

articles arranged in the temporary local museum, which, he

said, must have taken much time to get together. He also

thanked the local committee for their kind invitation.

During the evening two papers were read. The first was by
Mr. W. DUNN, the Clerk of the Peace for Somerset, entitled

" Ancient Records of Local Interest." At the commencement

Mr. Dunn said he could hardly with justice use the word
" ancient

"
in regard to the Sessions Records (on which his

paper was founded), for the year 1646 was the date of the

oldest, but from that time to this there was an unbroken

series, excepting for the years 1655 to 1665. Speaking of the

books as books, Mr. Dunn called attention to the clearness of

the writing, and the almost perfect preservation of the paper.

For his paper he laid two volumes under contribution those

for the years 1646 to 1655 and 1655 to 1676. First of all

Mr. Dunn remarked on the varying
"
captions

"
or headings of

the Sessions rolls in consequence of the successive changes in

the government of the country during the period under review.

The principal materials of Mr. Dunn's paper consisted of

petitions presented at the Sessions from different parts of the

county ;
of the punishment meted out in certain cases, and of

orders made in reference to various matters. These illus-

trated the history of the times in regard to Somersetshire.

The Rev. W. E. DANIEL, vicar of East Pennard, read a

paper on the accounts kept by the Frome Churchwardens

from the year 1567 till the time of William and Mary. He
said that with one exception in Latin, all the entries Avere

made in English.

Towards the end of the evening Mr. E. THOMPSON exhi-
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bited a collection of some two hundred specimens of dried wild

flowers from the neighbourhood of Frome, the object being to

present a general idea of the local flora. The principal

flowers were accompanied by observations, including a refer-

ence to the local geology in relation to the distribution of

plants*

A continual source of pleasure to those present during the

evening were the many objects of interest and beauty in the

local museum.

The papers read at the conversazione were published in full

in the local press, immediately after the meeting.

On Thursday morning the second excursion was commenced

by a visit to

iLongleat.

Here the Marquis of Bath received the visitors, and person-

ally conducted them over the mansion, pointing out and

explaining the many objects of interest, such as the numerous

and valuable pictures, tapestry, old armour, etc. The portions

of the house visited included the great hall, the little dining-

room, the lower dining-room, and the upper dining-room, the

drawing-room, the saloon, corridors, grand staircase, etc. A
large number of the party .went on to the roof, whence is

obtained the best view of the magnificent gardens and the

noble park.

The DEAN of WELLS expressed in fitting terms the com-

pany's thanks to his lordship.

> iGit&am JFtiatp Cfwrcl),

A pleasant drive took the society to Witham Friary.

Previous to entering the church, the Rev. J. T. WESTROPP

(Vicar) gave some interesting details concerning the fishponds

which belonged to the Carthusian monastery formerly existing

in the parish, the church, and the manor of Witham. He
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pointed out that the stream which supplied water to the ponds

was the river Frome, and rose in that parish. In speaking of

the manor of Witham, Mr. Westropp said he was told that

about 1820, when the place belonged to Alderman Beckford,

the park was enclosed with palisading, and a man who stole

one of the palisades was tried, and sentenced to be whipped

from one end of the parish to the other, at a cart's tail; he

was informed of this by an eye witness. The land of Witham

was worthless at the time of the foundation
;
and not one of

the religious orders then established in the country would

accept it. It was then offered to the Carthusians, one of the

most austere orders, who, up to that time, had no settlement

in England. Hugh, the prior, built or completed the building

of the church. The structure was in the Norman style, and

the splay of the windows was peculiar : inside the splay was

two feet ten inches wide, whilst outside it was one foot

eight inches, instead of about five or six inches as in ordi-

nary architecture. It was found that the walls were not

strong enough* to support the stone roof, and an outer skin was

run up, making the walls about twenty inches thicker than they

would otherwise have been. When the church was restored in

1876, the architect went to Lincoln Chapter-house to see the

buttresses erected there by St. Hugh, and made the buttresses

around Witham church exact copies of them. Mr. Westropp

observed that it was unusual to see two fonts in a small church

like that of Witham. He said that from 1174 (the probable

date of the erection of the building) to 1458 there was no font

in the church. In the early part of the present century the

font had disappeared, and the church did not possess one till

1843, when a Mr. Jonathan Hooper Masters wished to be bap-

tized. He presented a font, and it remained in use till the

church was restored in 1876, when the original Norman f font

* See Note (31) post, Part II., p. 17. [Eo ] See Illustration,

t This cannot have been a Norman Font, unless an old one were brought to

Witham, and there erected
;
for this particular font was not in existence

at Witham till 1459. See post, Part II., p. 13. [ED.]
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was discovered to have been used as a building stone in the

tower that was erected in the year 1832. Mr. Burney, who

was vicar of the parish in 1876, had the old font taken out,

and restored to its former place, the font given by Mr. Masters

being removed to a niche in one of the side walls of the build-

ing. Mr. Westropp said a beautiful old rood screen formerly

existed in the church, taken down in 1832 during the restora-

tion carried out by the Rev. C. Gr. R. Testing. Mr. Westropp
asked the meaning of a double piscina ;

there was one in

Witham Church, as well as in other Somerset churches.

When the exterior of the church was reached, Mr. Westropp
showed that three of the existing bays belonged to the original

structure, whilst the one nearest the entrance was added during

the last restoration ;
this latter was constructed on the same

general principles as the older portion, but was of a somewhat

different pattern, so that it might not be a sham antique. He
also said there was for-

t

merly a leper hospital

at Maiden Bradley,

and he pointed out the

small window7

through

which the lepers re-

ceived the Holy Com-

munion. The old guest

house of the monastery

was stated to be a

building which had

been converted into

two cottages. Mr.

Westropp said the

community of monks

residing at Witham

never numbered more

than twelve; in 1178,

there were only eight

monks.

Neiv Series, Vol. XfX., 1893, Part I.

LEPERS WINDOW.
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Mr. BUCKLE then gave an account of the architectural

history of the building, following the papers by the Rev. W.
Hunt and Mr. W. White in Vol. xxiv. of these Proceedings.

Mr. ELWORTHY said he disagreed with Mr. Buckle regard-

ing his statement that the building in which they were, was a

parish church previous to the establishment of the charter-

house. It was never a parish church till two hundred or two

hundred-and-fifty years after Hugh's time. (See paper in

Part II.)

Luncheon was served at the Seymour s Arms Inn, after

which

l>oltoell duarrp

was visited, and was described by Professor ALLEN.

Cburcf),

When this church was reached, some explanatory remarks

were made by Mr. BUCKLE, who said that the church and the

neighbouring castle formed the subjects of a long and interest-

ing article by Mr. Green, published in their Proceedings

shortly after their last visit to Frome. (Vol. xxii, 1877.)

The greater part of the church was in the Early English

style, including the chancel, both aisles, and the north transept

arch ; the windoAvs under the gables of the two transepts were

Early Decorated with reticulated tracery ; Perpendicular work

remained in the tower, the south porch, the screen and squints,

and the east windows of the transepts. The westward exten-

sion of the aisles was modern ; and so were many of the

windows, but they seemed to be reproductions of the old ones.

The date of the arcade was difficult to decide. The oak Rood

screen had a special interest to the members of the society ;

for at their last visit to the church this screen was missing,

though it was stated to be still in existence in Frome. In

consequence of what was said upon that occasion the screen

Avas brought back and replaced in its original position. It
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was satisfactory to find that the visit of the society had thus

brought a practical benefit to the church. On the west face

of the tower there was a remarkable panel representing a key

and a knotted cord, probably a Delamare badge, as it occurred

also (in a slightly different form) on the cornice of one of the

monuments.* These monuments were the most interesting

features of the church, but they had been so thoroughly

described by Mr. Green that there was no need now to dwell

on them at length ; though his identification of the figures

needed revision. The oldest monument represented a knight

of the camail period, and was described by Symonds with

sufficient accuracy as being
" In the form of the Black

Prince." Symonds further stated that this was the tomb " of

Delamare who temp. Edward II built the church and castle,"

putting by a clerical error Edward II for Edward III, and

alluding apparently to Sir John Delamare, who obtained

license to crenellate in 1373. It was difficult to see what part

of the church could have been built by Sir John, but it ought

to be recollected that Symonds (in a matter of that kind) was

only able to preserve the traditions of a period which was

three centures removed from the time of which he wrote.

Probably this monument represented Sir John Delamare,

though it might possibly have been intended for his father or

for his son Philip.

The other Delamare tomb was surrounded with heraldic

shields, and supported two recumbent figures, those of a man

in a tabard and a collar of SS, and a lady with a long flowing

veil over her head. Among the coats of arms was one of

Poulet and Delamare quarterly', showing that it must have been

erected after the marriage of the heiress, Constantia, to John

Poulet, which took place about the year 1427, and presumably

commemorated her father and mother, the last generation of

the name of Delamare. Mr. Green considered her father to

* The Rev. E. Peacock believes that this stone is one of the panels of the

tomb, and was let into the tower at the time when the tombs were shifted.
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have been Philip, the founder of the chantry, and that he died

about 1395, a date which fitted badly with Constantia's age,

and with the style of the tomb. But the evidences for this

part of the pedigree were very scanty, and they would

apparently be better satisfied by the assumption that

Constantia was the daughter of John, and granddaughter of

Philip. If this were the true state of the case the tomb might

naturally be assigned to this John and his wife.

As regarls the Prater monument, Mr. Buckle had nothing

to add to Mr. Green's description.

iBimneg Ca0tle

was also visited.

Mr. ELWORTHY said that the building they were now in

had been fully described by Mr. Green in the article before

alluded to by Mr. Buckle. Properly speaking, it did not fall

under the technical designation of a castle. It was in fact, a

fortified dwelling house or manse, and was so called in the

original document of 1373, by which Edward III licensed

Sir John Delamare to fortify and to "kernellate
"

his house.

Whilst the party were inside the castle, the DEAN OF

WELLS proposed, in eloquent terms, a warm vote of thanks to

Col. Bramble, who had acted as director of the excursions,

and who, by the admirable manner in which he had done so,

had contributed greatly to the pleasure, comfort and instruc-

tion of them all. The Dean spoke of the debt which the

society owed to him for the excellence of his arrangements,

and for the firm, yet courteous way in which Col. Bramble

carried them out.

In responding, Col. BRAMBLE said he was pleased his

eftbrts had met with their approbation; he added that they
were very much indebted to the local committee, with Mr.

George Daniel as secretary, who had not spared time or

trouble in helping them, and rendering their visit to that dis-

trict an enjoyable one.
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Mr. HUDD said they also owed thanks for the hospitality

shown in connection with the conversazione the previous

evening.

aaibatlep Cfwrcf)
was next visited.

The Rev. W. E. WHITAKER (Rector) received the party,

and gave a brief account of the church, which is dedicated to

St. George. It was stated to be of Early English, or possibly,

Norman date, and was restored in 1870. It is a rather small

structure, having chancel, nave and chapels, with a tower and

spire at the west end. The font is Early English, much re-

stored ; and in the church is a fine effigy of a recumbent cross-

legged knight.

The grave of the late Dean Church, of St. Paul's Cathedral,

formerly Rector of the parish, situated outside the south wall

of the chancel, was an object of much interest, and indeed

seemed to be the greatest attraction to the whole party.

The remains of the Roman Villa existing on Mr. J. H.

Shore's estate were next visited. The pavements of what

was formerly the triclinium or dining room, and of another

apartment, with the curious patterns in the mosaic walls, were

examined, and also the ruined walls of the Roman baths

belonging to it.

On returning to Frome,.the members dispersed, and thus

closed the very pleasant meeting of 1893.
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IN connection with the Conversazione given by the Frome

Literary and Scientific Institution, a local Museum was formed

in their rooms. The arrangements were made by a sub-

committee, to whom Mr. J. W. Singer acted as Secretary.
The large reading room was fitted up with a glass case on one

side, and round the walls were hung pictures and portraits of

local interest. Mr. Singer was instrumental in bringing to-

gether a very large collection of Church books, plate, etc.

The plate, etc., from the parish church of St. John the

Baptist, Frome, included chalices (one of which Bishop Ken

presented to the Vicar of Frome), two ciboriums, and the pro-

cessional cross.

There were also chalices and other church plate from St.

Mary's, Frome ; Beckington ; Tellisford ; West Bradley ;
Hoi-

combe
;
East Pennard

; Leigh-on-Mendip ;
and Downhead.

Mr. A. Mackay, of Holt Manor, lent a valuable and inter-

esting collection of old English plate, which came into his

possession some years ago by purchase. There were fifteen

pieces, besides a dozen each of forks and spoons. It appears
to have been deposited at Child's Bank for a great number of

years, until the box containing it fell to pieces. A letter was

found therein, and to a lineal descendant of the writer the

plate was handed.

Mrs. Penny lent four cases of medieval keys.

Mrs. KnatcJibull exhibited a watch which formerly belonged
to James II. ;

it was left at Babington House on his visit,

when coming from Bath
; also four miniatures ; and a very

beautifully jewelled needle-case.
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Major Sheppard lent a gold medal given to Sir Thos. Bayard
for a victory over the Dutch.

Mr. Sinyer lent seven old processional crosses, two thuribles,

and a large number of very beautiful examples of silver work ;

also seven views of old Frome.

Miss L. Beatrice Thompson and Miss Wilfred H. Thompson
lent drawings of old houses in Gentle Street and on the

bridge.

The Rev. H. Prince lent a pewter flagon from Norton St.

Philip ; and two stone heads of the " Fair Maids of Foscott,"

(mentioned by Pepys in his diary).

The Registers and Churchwardens' Books of Accounts

relating to Churches in the Deanery of Frome, brought

together by Mr. Sinyer, included one Register from Tellisford,

commencing 1538 ; four from Witham Friary ; two from Mars-

ton Bigott. Also Churchwardens' Books from Frome, 1567 :

Norton St. Philip ; Berkeley ; Buckland Dinham ; Leigh-on-

Mendip; Road; Overseers' Book of Frome, 1655 to 1678;

Books of Accounts from Mells, including a Court Roll of the

Manor; a Terrier from Doulting, dated 1525; and papers

from Whatley Church.

Portraits of local worthies Avere lent by Mr. Homer, Major

Sheppard, Mrs. Sheppard, Miss Bennett, and many others.

Mr. F. J. Parsons lent some choice water-colours by his

brother, Mr. Alfred Parsons.

A large collection of books written by Frome men
; speci-

mens of china, plate, wood-work, fossils, etc. were exhibited in

the upper room of the Institute, where the ordinary Museum
also created much interest.
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During the Year 1893.

THE MUSEUM.

Head of an Icthyosaurus, and a miscellaneous collection of

minerals and fossils. From Miss PORTMAN.
A number of flint implements, flakes, etc., found at Wellis-

ford ; old adze found in ploughing a field at Wellisford.

From Mr. T. H. K. WINWOOD.
Twelve photographs of antiquities found at Hamdon Hill.

-From Mr. W. W. WALTER.
Moorish Pipe. From Mr. GARDNER.
Lease of Ham Mills, Creech, 1767. From Mr. SHOWERS.

Guinea of George II., 1733, and two silver coins found

under the window sill of the old poor-house, now the laundry

cottage, at Bathealton, July, 1893. From Mr. MOYSEY.
Print of the Old Guildhall, Chard, now destroyed. From

Mr. LOCOCK WEBB.
Small gourd and silver-plated tube for drinking, from South

America. From Miss AMY AYSHFORD.

THE LIBKAKY.

Catalogue of the Library. List of Officers and Fellows.

Abstract of Proceedings, 1891-2. From the Geological Society

of London.

The Underground Life. From the Author, Mr. D. Mac-

ritchie.
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A Fortnight in Switzerland. Three Months in the United

States and Canada. From Mr. TlTE.

Wiclif
'

s Latin Works : De Eucharistia. From Mr. Stander-

wick.

Daily Weather Reports from June, 1872 to December, 1891.

From Dr. PRIOR.

Chanter's Lundy Island ; History of Guy, Earl of Warwick ;

and a water-colour drawing of the old Poor-house, Bishop's

Lydeard. From Dr. F. H. MEAD.
Extension of the Borough of Chard : Public Celebration,

August 20th, 1892. From Messrs. YOUNG AND SON.

Every Mans Own Lawyer. From Mr. PEACHEY.

Kirby's European Butterflies and Moths ; The Entomologist,

nos. 99 to 111. From Mr. W. B. BRADBURY.

Churchwardens Accounts of Stogursey ; Will of Thomas

Overay, Precentor of Wells, 1472 1493. From Rev. F. W.
WEAVER.

Penological and Preventive Principles. From the Howard
Association.

West Somerset Free Press, 11 nos., containing History of
Winsford. From Mr. Cox.

Tresor de Numismatiquc et de Glyptiquc, 2 vols. From
Miss PORTMAN.

Western Antiquary, Index.no., vol. xi. ; vol. xii., pt. 1.

From Mr. W. H. K. WRIGHT.
Taunton Guide and Directory, nos. 1, 2, 3. From Messrs.

GOODMAN AND SON.

A Mendip Valley : its Inhabitants and Surroundings. From
the Author, Mr. THEODORE COMPTON.

St. Anne's Chapel, Ferry, and Paths through St. Anne's Wood.

From Mr. WM. GEORGE.
Some Notes on the History oj Wellington and '

Canonsleigh?

From the Author, Mr. F. T. ELWORTHY.
Encaustic Tiles of the Middle Ages. From the Author,

Mr. B. W. GREENFIELD.

New Series, Vol. XIX., 1893, Part 1. r
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Congres Geologique International 4?ne Session, Londres, 1888
;

Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society, nos. 186, 188, 189,

190, 192-3-4. From Mr. W. A. E. USSHER.

Leicester Literary and Philosophical Society, vol. ii., pt. 12
;

vol. iii., pts. 1, 2.

Collections for a Parochial History of Flax Bourton. From

the Northern Branch of the Society.

Proceedings of the Holmesdale Naturalists' Field Club,

1890-92.

A Short Account of the Bells of St. George's Church, Wilton.

From the Author, Rev. D. J. PRING.

Sixtieth Annual Report of the Royal Cornwall Polytechnic

Society, 1892.

Yorkshire Philosophical Society Report, 1892.

Ecton's Liber Valorum, 1711 : Presidential Address to the

Devonshire Association, on Devonshire Literature (by T. N.

Brushfield). From Mr. F. T. ELWORTHY.
The Rise and Growth of the Chapter of Wells, A.D. 1242

to 1333. From the Author, Eev. CANON CHURCH.
The Gentlemen s Society at Spalding, ivith Catalogue of their

Library. From the Rev. T. A. STOODLEY.

History of the Church of Porlock, and of the Patron Saint,

St. Dubritias. From the Author, Rev. W. HOOK.

Nova Scotian Institute of Science, vol. i., pt. 2.

About thirty volumes of miscellaneous literature, including

the works of Shelley, Dean Swift, Walton and Cotton's

Angler, Earl Derby's Homer, Tom Poole and his Friends,

Autobiography of the Rev. Dr. Carlylc, Swedenborg, and some

poems and dramatic works. From Miss ATHERSTONE.

Received from Societies in Correspondence, for the Exchange

of Publications :

British Archaeological Association Journal, vol. xlviii, pts. 3,

4
; vol. xlix, pts. 1, 2.
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British Association Report, 1892.

Society of Antiquaries of London Proceedings, vol. xiv,

nos. 2, 3. Index of Archceological Papers published in 1891.

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland Proceedings, vol. xxvi.

Royal Irish Academy Transactions, vol. xxx, pts. 3, 4 ;

Proceedings, vol. ii, nos. 3, 4, 5 ; Todd Lecture Series,

vols. 3, 4.

Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland Journal, vol. ii, pt. 4.

Associated Architectural Societies of Northampton, etc.

Report, 1891.

Suffolk Institute of Archaeology and Natural History Pro-

ceedings, vol. viii, pt. 1.

Surrey Archaeological Society Collections, vol. xi, pt. 2.

Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society Maga-

zine, nos. 77, 78, 79
; Catalogue of Wiltshire Trade Tokens

in the Museum at Devizes.

London and Middlesex Archaeological Society East Barnet.

Plymouth Institution and Devon and Cornwall Natural

History Society Report, vol. xi, pt. 3.

Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological Society Transac-

tions, vol. xvr

i, pt. 2.

Powys Land Club Montgomeryshire Collections, vol. xxvi,

pt. 3
;
vol. xxvii, pt. 1.

Derbyshire Archaeological and Natural History Society

Journal, vol. xv.

Shropshire Archaeological and Natural History Society

Transactions, vol. iv, pt. 3 : vol. v, pts. 1,2: n.s. vol. i,

pt. 3
; Calendar of Wills, pts. 1 and 4.

Hertfordshire Natural History Society Transactions, vol.

vii, pts. 3, 4.

Essex Archaeological Society Transactions, vol. iv, pt. 3.

Leicestershire Architectural and Archaeological Society

Transactions, vol. vii, pt. 5.

Royal Institution of Cornwall Journal, vol. xi, pt. 2.
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Yorkshire Archaeological and Topographical Association

Journal, pts. 47, 48.

Buckinghamshire Architectural and Archaeological Society

Records
,

vol. vii, no. 2.

Northamptonshire Naturalists' Society Journal, iios. 49 to

52 ; Title and Index to vol. vi.

Bath Natural History and Antiquarian Field Club Proceed-

ings, vol. vii, no. 4.

Geologists' Association Proceedings, vol. xii, pts. 9, 10,

Title and Index ; vol. xiii, pts. 1, 5.

Bristol Naturalists' Society Proceedings, vol. vii, pt. 2.

Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society Memoirs,

vol. vi ; vol. vii, nos. 1, 2, 3. James Prescott Joule.

Essex Field Club Essex Naturalist, vol. vi, nos. 11, 12
; vol.

vii, nos. 1 to 5. Transactions, vol. iv, pt. 1. Journal of

Proceedings, vol. iv, pt. 1.

Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle-upon-Tyne Arch&ologia

^Eliana, parts 28 to 42.

Cambridge Antiquarian Society Communications, no. 32.

Chester Archa3ological and Historical Society Journal, vol. iv.

Clifton Antiquarian Club Proceedings, vol. ii, pt. 3.

Hampshire Field Club Papers and Proceedings, vol. i
; vol.

ii, pts. 1, 2 : Bibliotheca Hantonicnsis.

Canadian Institute Transactions, vol. iii, pt. 1.

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, U.S. Reports U.S.

National Museum, 1890, 1891 ;
Bulletin do., no. 40

;
Direc-

tions for Collecting Birds, Eggs and Nests, Reptiles and

Batrachians, Recent and Fossil Plants, Mollusks, Insects,

and Notes on the Preparation of Rough Skeletons.

Essex Institute, Salem, Massachusetts, U.S. Bulletin, vols.

xxii., xxiv
;
vol. xxv, pts. 1, 3.

New England Historic Genealogical Society, Boston, U.S.
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\ I THERE are many places whose importance is wholly
-*-

disproportionate to the special story of their buildings

or the site on which they stand. They have derived it through
their intimate connection with great events or personages who

have become famous in the wider history of the nation.

Among such in our County of Somerset, perhaps few of the

lesser known spots can claim a larger share of attention than

Witham. It may be safely maintained that only to a minor-

ity of the members of this Society is it more than a name : yet

a glance at the circumstances which led to the establishment

%of a monastery at this place, at the time when this was done,

and at the men who were directly or indirectly connected with

it, will bring us into contact with one of the most decisive and

important epochs of English History.

The details relating to the building and endowment of the

house ; the boundaries of the domain, and the liberties con-

ferred upon it ; its ultimate dissolution and spoliation, have

New Series, Vol. XIX., 1893, Part II. a
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been fully dealt with by Bishop Hobhouse, a part of whose

interesting lecture delivered in 1885 is printed as an appendix

to this paper. Those who require more precise particulars

upon these points are referred to Eyton, Dugdale, Tanner

and Sir Richard Colt Hoare, with the various authorities

cited by them
;
but above all to the "

Magna Vita Sancti

Hugonis," published in the Rolls series. This paper, there-

fore, deals only with the historical connection of the place, and

but incidentally with its archaeology.

In order to form a just appreciation of the events which led

to the foundation of Witham, it is necessary to go back and to

sketch rapidly what had been going- on in the Church during

the hundred years previous to its foundation.

The people had been put under the yoke of a masterful

Norman conqueror, who, though he had completely subjugated

their Saxon thanes, had wholly failed to subdue the clergy.
1

Notwithstanding the countenance and assistance given to

William by Popes Alexander II. and Hildebrand, notwith-

standing ejection of the bishops and clergy from their offices,

perhaps from resentment at these marks of conquest, a stub-

born and sullen resistance had been maintained, the effects of

which were made evident long after political aifairs seemed to

have settled down.

The new French primate, Lanfranc, ignorant of their

speech, lent his master a willing hand. Even the saints of

the conquered English, because their Saxon names sounded

uncouth and barbarous, and would not readily Latinise or

Frenchify, were struck out of the calendar. 2
Moreover, at

this time, when monasticism had become triumphant every-

where, the English secular clergy, in spite of the severe laws

of Edgar and Canute, still persisted in their ancient right to

marry, and thus from pre-Norman days we are able to trace a

feeling of separateness in the English Church, and an im-

(1) Milman, Latin Christianity (ed. 1872), vol. v., p. 14.

(2) Milman, Op. cit., p. 15.
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patience of the papal yoke, on the part of the people as well

as of the native priesthood, which was constantly breaking

out, long before the great and final rupture of the sixteenth

century.

The bestowal of the prizes of the conquered church by the

Norman kings upon their own followers, upon men who were

more warriors than priests, resulted in the fact that the

bishops were great barons rather than prelates ; consequently

the clergy became more and more arrogant as they became

more and more powerful, and at last, under Stephen, the

bishops boldly claimed the right to elect the king himself.

These prelates being great nobles, all wearing arms, leading

their retainers to battle, and mingling in the cruelties of war,

it is not to be wondered at that the lower clergy were often

lawless and violent men. 3

Our own unique Bishop's Palace, although later in date than

this period, is yet a living monument of those troublous times,

when it was sought to maintain the sacerdotal order as a sacred

caste, above the common law, and independent of the state.

Such had been the outcome of the Norman policy.

The separation of the courts of justice into civil and

ecclesiastical whereas in Saxon times one court had had

jurisdiction over clergy and laity alike was another important

factor in the then state of the church.

At the time when our subject rightly begins, affairs had

reached such a pitch that the clergy of all ranks laid claim to

an inviolable sanctity. The most heinous crimes were com-

mitted by a priest with comparative impunity, for the state had

no jurisdiction ; and so far was this carried that even in a case

where a layman had murdered a priest, the church claimed the

right to try the culprit. Later we shall see how singularly this

assumption recoiled upon the heads of the arrogant churchmen.

Every priest practically possessed absolute immunity from

capital punishment, because ecclesiastical courts could award no

(3) Milman, Op. cit., p. 20.
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greater sentence than deprivation or excommunication, which

could be, and often were reversed. Yet all this time the laws

of the state were of the most Draconic kind, and life was

taken from the common people for comparatively trivial

offences. Even Stephen, the defender of the church, had to

do penance for having laid impious hands on the Lord's

heritage in seizing on proud bishop's castles. We in the

present day can scarcely conceive to what lengths an

ecclesiastical hierarchy could go, when once their power had

become equal to that of the State.

It was then in times so troublous, when the schism in the

church had produced an Anti-pope, with all the consequent
weakness of a divided and contested authority, that events

arose which led ultimately to the founding of Witham ; events

which threw into the shade all others, and absorbed the whole

mind of Christendom.

It was the last ounce which broke down the overweighted
camel ; it was the inflexible attitude of Becket, the man whom

Henry had himself raised up to the primacy, which led to

the great strife between King and Church, a strife that may
undoubtedly be termed the beginning of the Reformation.

Of the characters of Henry and of Becket, when so many,
and just now so popular means of studying them are at hand,

4

it would be out of place here to enlarge.

Both were strong and able men ; both were obstinate, and

above all, each entertained the highest possible ideal of his

own office and prerogative. When, after his preferment to

the primacy, Becket began to assert that " whatever had once

belonged to the Church might be recovered at any time,"
5

while the Church's courts remained the sole adjudicators in such

causes
;

it followed that the church thus became at once

plaintiff, judge, and, above all, executioner of its own judg-

ments. The demand of the castle of Tunbridge from the

(4) Irving''s production of Tennyson's play.

(5) MUman Op. Cit. vol. v. p. 41.
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De Clares, which had once been church property, though it

had been exchanged generations before, in the Conqueror's

time for a Norman castle, seems to have brought matters to a

head ;
and the king with his nobles, perceiving this to be a

menace to the whole feudal nobility, determined to make a

firm stand. They wisely rested their main contention upon
the ground which would best enlist the sympathies of the

common people, namely, the immunities of the clergy from all

the temporal jurisdiction to which they, on the other hand,

were so constantly amenable.

Proceedings were begun in 1164, by an assembly called by

King Henry, first at Westminster, and afterwards at Claren-

don near Salisbury, where the famous Constitutions were

drawn up; to which, after much opposition on the part of

Becket, he and the other bishops with a large number of

nobles agreed.

It is not necessary here to follow all that happened subse-

quently. The great event was the tragedy of Becket's

murder; the instant effect of which became evident in the

public conscience. It cast a veil over all his failings ;
his

pride and spiritual arrogance were at once forgotten ; and the

holiness of his private life, against which no breath of calumny
had ever been raised, even in those days of blood and licence,

was brought into the fullest relief. Horror at the crime was

the one feeling throughout Christendom. His fortitude and

calmness in the presence of his assailants, at once raised him

to the rank of a Martyr for his Church ; and within three or

four years of his death6 he was not only canonised, but

became immediately the most popular saint in Europe, and

his shrine the most famous resort of pilgrims in all the middle

ages. Milman remarks,
7 " the worship of Becket, and in these

days it would be difficult to discriminate between popular

worship and adoration, superseded not in Canterbury alone,

(6) The murder was on Dec. 29th, 1170.

Latin Christianity, vol. v. p. 22, ed. 1872.
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nor in England alone, that of the Son of God, and even of

His Virgin Mother."

Of the four knights who took part in Becket's murder, it is

of interest to us to note that two, if not three, were Somerset

men, while all four were connected with or had property in

the county.

Reginald Fitzurse, of Williton, struck the first blow,
8 and

his family gave part of its endowment to the Church of St.

Decuman's, together with land for a manse at Williton. 9

Richard Brito, or le Bret, of Sampford Bret, gave the last

blow,
8 and his family gave the Church of St. Decuman's for a

prebend in Wells Cathedral. 10

William de Tracy,
11 who gave the first mortal wound,

8 and

with whom Becket struggled before the altar and dashed on

the pavement, was the third. 12 His family also endowed the

church with Bovey, in Devon.

Hugh de Moreville, the fourth, was also connected with

Somerset,
13 but there is scant evidence that he actually struck

at all.

The desire of the various families of the assassins to make

atonement is further proved by the foundation of Woodspring

Priory, which was built by Courtenay, a near relative of

Tracy, avowedly as an expiatory act. The house was dedi-

cated, moreover, to St. Thomas of Canterbury.

Nothing, perhaps, shows more decisively the immense revul-

sion of feeling in the country which the outrage on Becket

had produced against the rising tide of resistance to the

arrogant assumptions of the church, than the varied and

remarkable acts performed by the king himself and the

families of the assassins by way of expiation. Yet, on the

other hand, perhaps, no other fact so strongly proves the

(8) Milman, Op. cit., p. 126.

(9, 10) Church, Reginald Bishop of Bath, p. 23 (Archaeologica).

(11) Eyton's Doomsday Studies, Somerset, vol. 1, p. 64.

(12) Milman, op. cit., p. 125.

(13) Som. Arch. & N. H. Soc. Proc., vol. xxi., p. 35.
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great strength of the movement which had culminated in the

famous Constitutions of Clarendon, than that the murderers

themselves were not sacrificed. Later legends, indeed,
" im-

pose upon them dark and romantic acts of penance," but

history shows them subsequently in high places of trust and

honour.14

It is true Henry issued orders for their apprehension, but

as seen before, the contention of Becket and his party that

the murderer of a priest could only be tried by a clerical

tribunal, by the irony of fate was used by his own mur-

derers, who would naturally claim to be so tried, with the

result that only ecclesiastical and not capital punishment

ensued.

It is not the place here to repeat the proceedings of the

legates Theodino di Porto and Albert, who nearly drove

Henry into open defiance of the Pope.
15 In the end they

wisely lowered their terms, and the famous reconciliation took

place in the Cathedral of Avranches, May 21, 1172, where

Henry swore on the Gospels that he was not responsible for

Becket's murder, and where he entered into certain under-

takings, more or less important as regards the subsequent

history of the kingdom, but all of an expiatory character.

The result was to undo much that had been accomplished in

the way of remedy of abuses. The church was, so far as the

king's power went, re-invested with all its previous possessions

and privileges, and became thenceforth so strengthened that

it was able to postpone the final disruption from the central

authority for nearly four centuries. Had it not been for

Becket's murder that great event would surely have dated

From the reign of the second rather than of the eighth

Henry.
No one can doubt the sincerity of Henry II., for though

weighed down by his family troubles, and, of course, con-

(14) Milman, Op. cit., p. 127.

(15) Hume, Vol. 1, p. 88, ed. 1886.
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stantly prodded with the taunt that all his misfortunes were

judgments for the persecution and martyrdom of the now

sainted Thomas, yet the personal penance he performed at

the shrine within three years of the murder16 seems to have

been voluntary, and strong man that he was, this act shows

how deeply Becket's death had changed the spirit of revolt

against spiritual authority into one of almost abject personal

submission.

Further evidence of the marvellous effect on public opinion

caused by the martyrdom, is that Bartholomew,
17
Bishop of

Exeter (1161-1184), who with Gilbert Foliot, Bishop of

London,
18 had always been one of the greatest opponents of

Becket and his policy, was the person above all others, selected

to preach the sermon at Canterbury upon the occasion of the

service for the " reconciliation
"

of the Cathedral from the

stain of blood. Some reason for this selection may be found

in the fact that when Becket had excommunicated Foliot and

others, the Bishop of Exeter, though he declined to join in an

appeal against the Archbishop (Becket) to the Pope, yet

proved his sympathy by giving
" the kiss of peace

"
to the

then outlawed Foliot,
19
perhaps under the circumstances even

a stronger act, than that which he declined.

It is of much interest now to note that notwithstanding all

the concessions re-granted to the papal power, and even at

the climax of its assumption, the Pope even then yielded his

claim to appoint the English Bishops, and required Henry,

the penitent King, to exercise his Royal right, and to fill up
the sees kept vacant during his quarrel with Becket.20

The events here hinted at took place at a time when the

disorders and open violence of the secular clergy had led men

(16) The Bull for the canonisation of St. Thomas is dated Mar. 13, 1173, less

than 27 months after the murder on December 29, 1170.

(17) Brushfield Address to Devon Association, 1893, p. 6.

(18) MUman, Op. cit. p. 37.

(19) MUman, Op. cit. p. 98.

(20) Church, Reginald, Bishop of Bath, p. 6.
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more than ever to the conclusion that a religious life could

only be lived by renunciation and retirement from the world ;

hence it was par excellence the age of monasticism.

Great numbers of monasteries, since become famous, were

founded at this period, and it is not surprising that part of the

expiatory work to be performed by Henry consisted in the

undertakings to found three new religious houses in England.

Two of these were satisfied by reconstruction of the Benedic-

tine Nunnery at Ambresbury,
21 and the change of order with

enlargement at Waltham, Essex, from secular to regular

Canons of St. Augustine.
22 The third was the subject of this

paper.

It may be well supposed that the King, suffering as he had,

from a proud and exacting clergy, depressed in spirits by his

own difficulties and disappointments, would feel a desire for

some sterner and more ascetic practice than had hitherto been

the custom of the Benedictines or Augustine Canons. He
seems then to have determined to plant in England the strict-

est and most austere of all the Orders the Carthusians ;

which had existed about one hundred years, at the Grande

Chartreuse, founded in 1081, by St. Bruno, of Cologne, the

fame of whose special sanctity had spread over Europe. For

many reasons the rule would be likely to commend itself to

Henry. Their three great precepts were silence, solitude and

prayer. Their houses were specially constructed, so that each

brother was practically a hermit, though living in communi-

ties ; each having separate cells, usually one for day, and one

for night.

They had no common refectory or great dormitory. They
"might not enter each other's cells except by leave of the Prior.

Their church was in the centre, with the cells opening into

the great cloisters surrounding it. They had a second house

and church for the lay brethren attached to the convent, yet

(21) Church, Bp. Reginald, Op. cit. p. 8.

(22) Bp. Tanner, p. 119.

New Series, Vol. XIX., 1893, Part II. I
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separate from it. The entire system may be described as

solitary confinement on bread and water, literally so on

Fridays. Their heads were not merely tonsured but com-

pletely shaven. They were forbidden to wear linen; one

garment only of coarse woollen was allowed. Flesh was

entirely eschewed, and there was a peculiar small door in the

corner of each cell, so contrived that food could be handed

to the occupant by a serving brother without either of them

seeing the other. They could only leave the house by special

leave on urgent occasions, and perfect silence was to be kept

by all, except at certain hours, when " conversations
"
upon

the rules of the order, or prescribed religious subjects, were

alone permitted. Their habit was entirely white, or as nearly

so as their other habits permitted. Strange to say, this most

severe of orders is the only one which has at all consistently

observed its rule, and remains to this day practically un-

changed in ideal, though it has long since relaxed its practice

of having two separate establishments.

Such an order would be attractive to Henry, not alone as

suitable to his mental depression, but as likely to give him no

political trouble, and perhaps to prove as a useful example.

Moreover, between his penance in 1174 and 1181, when he is

said to have founded Witham,
23

Henry had had time for

reflection, and he may have thought so quiet and self-denying

a brotherhood would require little in the way of means.

Doubtless, too, he had by this time felt the smart of the under-

takings he had given, and the pressure of his wars. In any
case he provided a site for his new foundation suitable to the

(23) There is great discrepancy as to the date of the foundation of Witham.

Dugdale puts it at 1181, and in this he is followed by Sir R. C. Hoare, Bishop
Hobhouse (see appendix), and many others. On the other hand in Vita S.

Hugonis, Rolls Ser., p. xxii., it is said the date of St. Hugh's arrival cannot

have been later than 1176, so that the monastery must have been founded at

latest in 1175. This view is adopted by Canon Church (see Reginald, pp. 8, 9),

and, seeing that St. Hugh was consecrated Bishop of Lincoln in 1186, after

eleven years' residence at Witham, it follows that the foundation was in 1175

or before.
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ideal of its order a veritable forest wilderness, as described

by Bishop Hobhouse (see appendix).

Thus far we have sketched in the merest outline the circum-

stances which led to the foundation of Witham, and a sugges-

tion of the reasons for the introduction of the Carthusians,

who were thus first planted in England here in Somerset.

We have now to trace its subsequent history, and the causes

which have made it memorable, not per se, but through its con-

nection with the great, if not the greatest, event in English

mediaeval church history the murder and canonisation of

St. Thomas of Canterbury.

Witham24
Priory, commonly called Friary, was dedicated to

the honour of the Blessed Virgin Mary, St. John Baptist and

all Saints ;

25 but the King was so niggardly of endowment, for

there seems to have been none at all beyond the five thousand

odd acres of wilderness, that the first Prior sent over with the

brethren gave it up in despair and returned to Dauphine.

The second died soon after his arrival ; and there seems to be

no record of their names or of anything beyond their failure.

It is said by Dugdale and repeated by Tanner upon the

authority of Leland, that there was a nunnery at Witham

previous to the coming of the disciples of St. Bruno. Leland

in his Collectanea, vol. i., p. 84 (ed. 1770), merely says :

"Henricus 2s fundator domus [quaere Hen. 3 fundator per

Camd.] Primum coenobium monalium, quod postea fuit prim-

urn monasterium Carthusianarum in Anglia."

Here it may be remarked that although another Carthusian

house was soon founded in our county at Hinton in the

Mendips, yet the order never became thoroughly popular in

England; and, including the two houses in Somerset, there

(24) On the name Witham, it is curious to note the antiquity of place-name

etymology, for the old thirteenth century chronicler says the word had been

given by a species of prophetic instinct : that it is Wit-ham, the home of

wisdom. See Vita S. Hugonis, R S. p. 67.

(25) Dugdale. On Dedications, see remarks in Notes on Wellington, p. 25, and

Canomleigh, p. 11.
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never were more than nine in all England, viz.: Witham and

Hinton in Somerset; Charterhouse, London; Epworth, Lin-

colnshire; Shene, Surrey; Mountgrace, Yorkshire
; Beauvale,

Notts; St. Anne, Coventry; and Kingston-upon-Hull. Of

these, only the six first named were in existence at the time of

the dissolution. Moreover, there have been very few Car-

thusian nunneries anywhere, and there was never one in

England.
25*

At the recent meeting on the spot it was stated by Mr.

Buckle, and at the previous meeting of the Society in 1878

by Mr. Hunt (see vol. xxiv, p. 21), that the present building

had been the parish church of Witham before the arrival of

the Carthusians, and that the work performed by Hugh of

Avalon (of whom more anon) was by way of casing to the

walls, to enable them to bear the vaulted roof which he erec-

ted; but it is contended that whatever building may have

stood here previously, it could not have been a parish church

in Hugh's day. That a religious establishment did exist at

Witham, and possibly on the present site, is confirmed by

many authorities ;
the only uncertainty is whether " coenobium

monalium
"
may without question be translated nunnery, as

rendered by Dugdale and others. The present building may

perhaps be the chapel of the earlier recluses, whether male or

female ; though that is rather contradicted by the statement

of Mr. Dimock, in the preface to the Magna Vita, that on

Hugh's arrival, no sites, whether of convent or churches, had

even been marked out.25b
Supposing then this to be the chapel

(25a) In the Louvre are twenty-two pictures by Le Sueur, painted in 1649 for

the Chartreuse at Paris, portraying incidents in the life of S. Bruno. The

same subjects have also been treated by the great painter of the Carthusians in

Spain, Zurbaran. Much of interest relating to them may be found in Mrs.

Jameson's "
Legends of t^e Monastic Orders," pp. 124 et. sq.

(25b)
"
Neque enim diffinitum erat usque adhuc, ubi major, ubi minor

ecclesia, ilia monachorum cellis et claustris hoec cum fratrum domunculis et

hospitum diversoriis, aptius construi debuisset." Magna Vita S. Hugonis,

Lib. ii., cap. v., p. 67.
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of an earlier convent, that alone would prove that it could not

have been a parish church.

At that date, parish churches were few and far between.

Manors had but recently grown into parishes, and if the

peasantry had then been so numerous as to have required such

a new thing as a parish church in the desert wilderness which

Witham is described to have been, it is most improbable that

they could have been removed in a body from the manor, as

we are told250
they were, merely to create a true solitude for the

monks. But the very conclusive fact that there had been no

burial ground and no font down to so late a date as 1459

should convince any candid mind that at that time there

had been no parish church. In consequence of the monks

having somewhat relaxed their rule, and having permitted

a resettlement of the laity for cultivation of their manor,

they petitioned for leave to erect a font. On May 29,

1459, the Bishop of Bath and Wells granted a licence to the

Priory for a baptismal font to be erected "in capella de le

Frery," with directions to William of Sidon, Suffragan, to

dedicate a churchyard.
26 This then may be taken as the date

of the first erection of Witham into a parish, and the present

font being by tradition the same as then erected proves that the

present parish church is the "
capella de le Frery," or the

inferior church built by Hugh according to Carthusian

custom for the fratres conversi or lay brethren.26*

We shall see that it is mere confusion to speak of the whole

establishment of Witham as a Friary, simply from the fact

that its serving brethren were called le Frery?
1 The place is

(25c) Magna Vita S. Hugonis, p. 68.

(26) Dugdale quotes Harl. MS. 6,966, fo. 91.

(26a) This is confirmed by Dimock. Pref. to Magna Vita, p. xxiii.

(27) Since this paper was written, the Rev. Henry Gee writes that "
Friary is

a case of false analogy started in days when the old meaning of Fraterium had

passed out of recollection.
"
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now known as Witham Friary, and even Bishop Hobhouse27

uses this name more than once
;
but no sort of authority

for this can be found, nor can it be ascertained when first it

was so called.

The Carthusians were essentially monks belonging to the

older orders. They were Benedictines who had adopted the

severe rule of St. Bruno. The Carthusian monk was the

typical recluse whose idea was that to save his own soul by

leading a holy life he must absolutely retire from all

intercourse with the wicked world into some such remote

and desert place as the forest of Selwood. It was not till after

the foundation of Witham that the selfishness of pursuing their

own salvation, while leaving all their fellow creatures to the

care of the secular priesthood, became apparent ; a priesthood,

moreover, as we have seen, anything but saintly. We have

hinted at the condition of the secular clergy ; their violence,

their lawlessness, their licence naturally brought about a

a reaction and a desire for better things, which resulted in the

formation of new orders by St. Dominic and St. Francis,

whose lives were to be devoted not to seclusion but to going

out into the world and ministering to mankind. These new

orders alone were friars, and their coming was just as distaste-

ful to the previous orders of clergy, whether regular or secular,

as is now the ministration of an intruder in a modern parish.

They assumed the task of visiting the sick, of preaching in

parish churches wherever permitted, and especially at markets

and fairs, or wherever men most congregated. So very strict

a body as the Carthusians could not fail to feel angry and

jealous at the new orders ; the hostility between monks and

(27a) Bishop Hobhouse writes :
" In the seventeenth century contemporary

correspondence shows that ' The Frary
' was the current name

In my boyhood there was no other name in ore hominum but Vrary." Precisely

so, and hence the impropriety of the learned and the map-makers, who, by

improving on the despised vernacular by the insertion of an i to make the

word sound properly, and like the well-known name of something totally

different, have produced much confusion, and a conspicuous example of

historical inaccuracy.
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friars was so acute that the last thing the Witham brethren

would have called themselves would be by the hateful name

of friars. The organization of the two bodies was totally

distinct and different : while monks of the old orders resided

in a separate house, each with its own separate rules, indepen-

dent uf all others, and governed solely by its own abbot,

subject only to the general rule of the order ; the friars of

each order were subject to one great central authority, a

system which in the end led to great abuses and much disorder.

Whereas the monasteries were mostly placed in retired spots

away from the wicked world, the friaries were always in the

suburbs of great towns, from which preachers went forth singly

without purse and without scrip. These were the true mendi-

cant orders, whose vows, though including much in common

with those of monks, were wholly different in object and in

practice. When, later, the friars in their turn relapsed from

their vows and became scandalous, there arose another, and

this time a schismatic sect of preachers, the Lollards.

In Somerset the friars had three houses only, viz., that of

the Dominicans at Ilchester, the Franciscans at Bridgwater,

and the Augustines at Bristol. The Austin Friars must on no

account be confounded with the Canons of St. Augustine,
38

but were a new order adopting the looser rule of the older

Augustines. From their habit the Dominicans were called

the Black Friars, the Franciscans Grey, and the Carmelites

the White Friars. The Austins also wore black, and the

Crutched Friars blue. The latter were an offshoot of the

Trinitarians, whose proper habit was white. They, however,

adopted a partly blue habit, on which was a cross, or crutch,

''in red, on breast and back hence their name. 29

From the fact that very few monks were ordained priests,

they were severally known as frater, not pater. The same

(28) See Canonsleigh, pp. 5, et sq. Dev. Assoc., vol. xxiv., p. 364.

(29) See Mrs. Jameson, Legends of the Monastic Orders, p. xxxi., also Cutts'

Dictionary of the Church of England, S.P.C.K.
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may be said of the friars. St. Francis himself was never a

priest, and consequently never said Mass, or communicated

the viaticum to the dying. It is then by mere confusion of

the orders that all regular clergy have been conventionally

called friars in these latter days, even by so careful and pre-

cise a writer as Bishop Hobhouse. It would be of much

interest to ascertain the first use of the term Witham

Friary. It will probably be found to occur in moderately

recent times, i.e., long since the Dissolution, and that the term

Friary does not belong to, and ought not to be applied to

Witham. It was always Prioratus de Witham in official

documents.

Sir R. C. Hoare's account of this monastery is most unsatis-

factory and disappointing. It is
" but one halfpennyworth of

bread to this intolerable deal of sack ;" for by far the largest

part does not concern the Priory at all, but only the pedigrees

of the families who have possessed the property since the

spoliation, who have destroyed the monastic buildings, as at

Canonsleigh, to provide materials for a modern manor house.

This latter has also been pulled down by the owner, Beckford,

in the last century.

We are not here concerned with Witham in its fall and

debasement, but with its life and time of prosperity, about

which very little indeed is to be learnt from Hoare.

We have tried to show the reasons which led Henry to

bring over the Carthusians, and how at first the scheme failed.

He then ordered Reginald, Bishop of Bath, who had gone to

Rome on his business, and who, on his return, was actually

consecrated at St. Jean de Maurienne, in the neighbourhood

of the Grand Chartreuse, to petition that Hugh of Avalon

(in Burgundy) might be sent over from that house to take

charge of the new foundation. On Hugh's arrival he found the

two or three monks, left by their deserting and dead priors,

living in wooden sheds, and that none of the buildings had
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been begun, or, as we have seen, even marked out. 30

The character of the famous new prior is shown by his

having gone straight to Witham and not to court, whither,

indeed, he did not go until he had failed to obtain funds from

the king, and was consequently obliged to make a personal

appeal. But once there, his presence seems to have acted like

magic upon Henry, for he at once obtained all he wanted ; so

much so, that the building of the upper house for a prior and

twelve brethren with their church, and a lower house and church

for the lay brethren, or fratres conversi^ were completed in

eleven years.
31 Not only was the monastery finished, but the

fame of the piety and austerity of the newly arrived order,

especially that of their prior, had spread far and wide.

In 1186 the Bishopric of Lincoln had been vacant for a year

and a half, and at a council held at Eynsham the election of a

new bishop was taken in hand. Both the King and Baldwin,

Archbishop of Canterbury, had determined that Hugh, prior

of Witham, should be the man ; but the council derided the

idea of promoting a savage monk from the backwoods to be

their bishop, and the Lincoln canons were horrified when they

found the masterful Henry was in earnest. In the end they

yielded and accepted Hugh, who at first declined to leave his

solitude, and pleaded that the election was invalid on the

ground that it could only take place in the chapter of the

Cathedral. In fact he obstinately refused until he received the

commands of the Superior of his Order at the Grand Chart-

reuse, and was compelled to obey. His insistance on regularity

of election seems to have pleased the canons, who had at first

so strongly objected, and they regularly elected him. He was

consecrated at Westminster on St. Matthew's Day, September

(30) For a full account of his life before coming to England, see Magna Vita

8. Hugonis, in Rolls Series. Also a more popular account taken from this in

Cuttf Dictionary of the Church of England, S.P.C.K.

(31) Is it not possible that the casing of the present walls may have been

added by Hugh to his own earlier building, by way of completion to a slighter

one erected when funds were scanty ?

Series, Vol. XIX., 1893, Part II. c
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21, 1186, by Baldwin, the primate. He set out immediately to

his new home, amidst much pomp and many retainers provided

by the King. He himself sat on a mule, with all his worldly

goods tied in a bundle behind him. It is said that his followers,

mortified at the mean appearance of the bishop, cut away his

bundle unknown to him. He reached Lincoln on the eighth

day, and entered his Cathedral by the west door, walking bare-

foot, and in his monk's habit. His life at Lincoln was but the

continuation of that at Witham. "He brought with him all

his Carthusian simple devotedness to God's service, all the

Carthusian contempt for the things of the world." Nor did

he neglect his priory for his bishopric. He used to visit

Witham once or twice a year from Lincoln, a very serious

matter in those days, and no doubt looked well after the

brethren he had been constrained to leave. 32 Sometimes he

stayed at Witham a month or two at a time. 33 He also

made several journeys to his earlier home at the Grande

Chartreuse, and it is recorded34 that on one occasion he

strongly rebuked the brethren there for asking on his

arrival" What news ?
"

His influence was quickly felt, not only in his diocese of Lin-

coln, but throughout the country. He stands alone among the

bishops of that day as the one man sure to follow the straight

path of duty, sternly regardless of consequences, yet withal

cool in judgment, wise and clearly perceiving the right path

to take, from which no influence, either of fear or desire,

could turn him aside. Notwithstanding his constant wish to be

relieved from his cares, for which he sent repeated prayers

to the Holy See, it is evident that Henry, with all his

impatience and wilfulness, stood in awe of the inflexible

bishop. Upon one occasion the king, on being refused a

prebend which he had demanded for a courtier, sent for him

(32) See Vita S.Hugonis, R.S.,p. 193.

(33) Op. cit., p. 217.

(34) Alban Butler- -Lives of the Saints.
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and reminded him of all his benefits, upbraiding him for his

ingratitude. Hugh undaunted, and with sweet countenance,

meekly replied that he could regard the service of God alone.

Moreover, with all his austerities, he was yet joyous and full

of talk and fun.

His unselfish yet gallant fight on behalf of the weak against

the mighty, his love and care for the poor and the oppressed,

combined with his judgment and tact in dealing with men,

mark him out in an age of violence as a true and saintly

Christian bishop, who, though not a native, may yet be truly

ranked as one of England's noblest worthies. It has been well

said that " few men deserve a higher and a holier niche
"
than

Hugh, Prior of Witham and Bishop of Lincoln.

It was the sterling character and earnest zeal of Hugh
which carried on the real work of the Church, so seriously

thrown back by the death of Becket
;

it was the holiness of his

life which helped to raise after his death the national protest

against both papal aggression and royal subserviency, which

may be said to have re-enacted the Clarendon Constitutions in

the more famous document called the Magna Charta ; and thus

it is that Hugh has left so deep a mark upon the English
Church that Witham, insignificant in itself, becomes a spot

remarkable as the first home among us of a really great man.

Whether Witham as a building could compare in beauty
with Lincoln cannot now be decided ; but one of the noblest of

our cathedrals testifies that the once obscure monk of Grenoble

was not only admirable in his life and character, but had the

true artistic taste, which makes him stand out as one of the

greatest church builders of the middle ages, of the particular

ftme when art seems to have reached its climax, and to have

left us examples which no subsequent period has been able to

approach.

No adulation, no prosperity, no contact with the world

could sully the purity of his noble humility : his affection still

clung to his beloved alma mater in Dauphine, and after attend-
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ing King John in London during the summer of 1200, he set

out again to visit his old home. Returning to England after

a short stay, he was taken ill in London, arid died November

16, 1200. He was buried with the greatest magnificence at

Lincoln.34 The king, who was then staying there, took part,

in the funeral, together with William, King of Scotland, three

archbishops, fourteen bishops, and over one hundred abbots,

besides a great number of nobles. His holiness of life and

greatness of character were felt more than ever when he was

gone. In twenty years after his death he too was canonized

by Honorius III, and his body transferred to a splendid

shrine behind the high altar; and thus Lincoln in the north

soon became a place of pilgrimage almost rivalling Canterbury
in the south. Sixty years later his body was again transferred

to a new and still grander shrine of gold, in the presence of

Edward I. and his queen.

Who then shall deny the interest attaching to Witham ?

It stands as a mark connecting events of the highest impor-

tance in our national history : it should ever remind us of its

intimate association with two of the greatest figures in the

history of the English Church
;
for of all the men who have

lived and died in England the two most famous of British

saints are unquestionably St. Thomas of Canterbury and St.

Hugh of Lincoln.

(34) Alban Butler's Lives of the Saints.
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APPENDIX.

Lecture delivered in 1885, at Witham^ on Witham Friary', by the

RIGHT EEV. BISHOP HOBHOUSE.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION:

1. Sir R. C. Hoare's Monastic Remains, at Witham, Bruton, and Stavor-

dale privately printed, very inaccurate.

2. Hapsden MSS. County History Collections.

3. Diocesan Registers at Wells.

4. Dugdale's Monasticon, Oxford Ed., 1819.

5. Bruton Priory Cartulary, penes E. of Ilchester.

I PROPOSE to consider 1. Domesday Survey, A.D. 1085 ;

2. The estate, as given by King Henry II. to the Friary in

1181 ; 3. Establishment of the Friary, and its progress,

11811539 ; 4. The Dissolution in 1539, and its conse-

quences.

(A.D. 1086.) 1. Domesday Book informs us that the

Manor of Witham had been separated from the Manor of

Bruham, of which in Saxon times it was a member. It was

granted to two Norman lords, but their estates soon reverted

to the Crown. In the Crown it seems to have remained. The

Domesday valuation shows it to have been, like other forest

tracts, of little value for husbandry.

(A.D. 1181.) 2. The estate, as given by the king, seems

to have been one block, now represented by the modern

parish of Witham, 5,497 acres. It was as described by the

author of the Bruton Cartulary, a monk of that Abbey an

"eremus," a waste or wilderness, either covered by forest

trees, or consisting of the outskirts of the forest of Selwood.

The soil is an exceedingly wet clay. The entry in the
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Cartulary (p. 1286) I now extract in full :
" Memorandum :

Anno Graciae 1181. From the Passion of St. Thomas An. xi,

Alexander being Pope, and Baldwin, Archbishop of Canter-

bury ; and Keginald (cognomento Ytalicus) Bishop of Bath ;

Henry II being in the 49th year of his age, and 28th of his

reign ; the Carthusian House of Witham was founded in the

wilderness (eremo) of Witham." Before the foundation, the

Prior of Bruton had a chapel there, pertaining to his church

of Bruton, endowed with lands in that manor (of Witham).
The chaplain received all tithes in the manor. The prior

enjoyed rights of commonage and pannage without stint, and

for firewood, one whole log at Christmas. The king, desiring

to make the friars free from all interference, gave as com-

pensation for the chapel rights, the rectory of South

Petherton, and for the commonage, etc., he gave equivalent

rights in his wood of Brucombe (i.e., that part of the forest

which lay in the Brue Valley, called the Brucombe Walk).
The personages introduced by this extract were all con-

cerned with the foundation. Henry II had been laid under

the ban of the church for complicity in the murder of

Archbishop Baldwin's predecessor, Thomas a Becket in

1170. Part of the penances imposed as the test of his

repentance for this crime was a pilgrimage to the Holy
Land. This had been commuted by the Pope into the found-

ing of three religious houses. Having enlarged the old

royal foundations of Waltham and Ambresbury, he now

proceeded to introduce a new order of monks from its nursery

at the Grand Chartreuse in the South of France, an order

which was designed to escape the mischief accruing from

idleness and over-endowment, by having a wilderness for its

habitation, and the culture of it for the incessant employment
of its members, and for the endowment of its community-life.

Complete isolation and independence of all interference from

baron or bishop was demanded by a Carthusian community,
and these requisites were to be found in all completeness on the
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waste outskirts of Selwood Forest. The choice of the site,

and not improbably that of the Carthusian Order too, may be

owing to the influence of Bishop Reginald, the able Diocesan.

He was of foreign blood, and therefore surnamed Italicus, as

well as Fitz-jocelin. Being elected to the see, whilst that

of Canterbury was vacant, he journeyed into Italy with

Richard, the archbishop elect, who went to Rome to receive

consecration at the hands of Pope Alexander III, April llth,

1173, and he received his own consecration from Archbishop
Richard's hands in Savoy, at S. Jean de Maurienne, June

23rd. In Savoy he became acquainted with Hugh of Avalon,

a noble of Grenoble, who had adopted the Carthusian Order,

and he visited its first and greatest establishment at the

Grand Chartreuse in Dauphine. The king was no willing

founder. He first planted, in the Witham wilderness, a small

swarm of monks from the mother hive. These poor French-

men found themselves bare of everything, even shelter, and

unable to carry on the cultivation which was to support them.

It was probably the intervention of Bishop Reginald that

brought the master mind of St. Hugh on the spot, and spurred

the king to give something more than the wild lands, which

cost him so little to part with.

THE FIKST FOUNDATION.

At this date, 1181-83,* the condition of the infant institu-

tion might be thus surveyed. A small body of French

monks, with St. Hugh at their head, meanly lodged, and

beginning to grapple with their task of raising the means of

living out of the waste. They were also engaged in raising

fche chapel, which was to survive all later buildings. They
were possessed of all that afterwards became the liberty and

parish of Witham, i.e., the 5,497 acres in block immediately
round them, and the tract of dry sheep-run on the top of

*
Upon this date see note to previous paper (p. 10), which gives the authority

of Vita S. Huyonls. [ED.]
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Mendip, which the king had superadded to their great behoof

as farmers of a very wet clay land. They had exemption
from all ecclesiastical visitation or imposts. Civilly, they
were free from the claims of the hundred, and therefore from

attending the sheriff's tourn, or paying his demands in the

king's behalf or the county's, and free also from the officers of

the forest, and the vexatious rights of the forest.

The king's charter is not dated. It was granted at Marl-

borough, in full council, and witnessed by four bishops and by
other nobles and officials. John, Bishop of Norwich, having
been consecrated in 1175, the date must be subsequent to

that year, and is probably the year 1181, as given in the

Cartulary.

The proofs of the above statement are found in the charter

and in a confirming bull of Innocent IV. In the charter we
must note :

1. Its dedication : In honorem B. Marie et B. Jo.

Baptistae.

2. Its relation to the Crown :
" Ut sit mea et haeredum

meorum dominica domus, et eleemosina
"

thus settling in the

Crown a founder's rights for ever.

3. Its immunities :
" Libera ab omni servicio ;

" " In

liberam eleemosinam," i.e., frank-almoigne freedom from

geld, scutage, hidage, pontage, toll, or king's purveyors, suits

of shire and hundred, and from all pleas, including
"
murdrum,"

i.e., the fine exacted from the hundred for murder committed

in the bounds. " Prohibeo etiam ne forestarii aliquami is mo-

lestiam faciant infra limites suos, nee ingredientibus vel egre-

dientibus per eos
"

a most important immunity from the

operation of the oppressive forest rights, which included the

expeditation of dogs, i.e., disabling them from hunting by

mangling the claw.

4. The extent of grant : The boundaries both of the Wit-

ham and of the Mendip estates are given in detail. Only a

few names can be identified, but the old areas have doubtless
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been preserved by virtue of their privileges. The grant of

Hill-lands was made expressly
" ad pasturas eorum."

In Pope Innocent IVs bull we note :

I. In the recitals, that Bishop Reginald of Bath (1174-92)

had granted
" cum consensu capituli Well :

"
an exemption

from tithe, and also the "jus ecclesiasticum
"

over the lands

in the parish of Cheddar held by the Carthusian Friars, and

cultivated "propriis laboribus et sumptibus." That Bishop

Bytton the First (1267-75) had confirmed (after inspeximus

of Bishop Reginald's act) the above grant.

2. That papal confirmation of these privileges is granted.

Ao. xii, Inn iv, i.e., 1254-5.

3. That Bishop Bytton used the expression
" Sub B. B.

Petri et Pauli atque Andreae et nostra, necnon ecclesias nostrse

(i.e.,
the diocese) protectione suscipimus."

4. That Bishop Bytton acted with his chapter, as Bishop

Reginald had done. Their consent was needed in this case, not

only as the Diocesan Council whose consent, carrying that of

the diocese, made the bishop's acts binding on his successors,

but as patrons of Cheddar, from which parish the upland

pastures were taken.

5. That with these episcopal grants the estate of Charter-

house Mendip was as free of every parochial liability as to

tithes, dues, oblation, sepulture, and visitations as the Friary

itself. A chapel was built at Hydon, and has sometimes been

mistaken for an independent Friary.

AFTER FOUNDATION. 1181 1459.

^
Little is known of the normal life of the community after

its full establishment, and indeed little ought to be known.

Isolation from all ties natural, social, and civil, was the aim of

the Carthusian rule, and, if faithfully maintained, would needs

blot the community out of the roll of current history. Even
the peasant population found on the domain when granted by

Series, Vol. XIX., 1893, Part II. d
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Henry II. must have been removed* to some other Crown do-

main, for the whole labour of the soil was to be done by the

friars, "propriis laboribus," and domestic life within the bounds

was incompatible with the rule. The only peep we get of the

brotherhood is through their contact, as landlords, with neigh-

bours.

In the 44th year of Henry III, a question having arisen as

to recompensing the prior and "
leprous sisters

"
of Bradley

for loss of commonage in the domain wood at Witham, a right

belonging of old to their manor of Yarnfield, a jury was em-

panelled by H. de Bracton (with Alan de Walton, coroner)

consisting of eighteen knights, etc., of Wilts, and as many of

Somerset. The jury, in verdict, say that the priors of Bradley

always enjoyed the rights of commonage on payment of 14s.

per annum, and also that of deadwood, called " Oldwood under-

foot," and are entitled to compensation. They suggest a rent-

charge of eight librates on the king's domain of Milborne

(Port), or of the benefice of Tilshead, Wilts, value 15 marks

out-taken the vicarage.

Appended to the verdict is a perambulation made by the

king's order, 28th Henry III, "De bundis Ord. Cartus in

Selwood," by Gilbert de Segrave, the king's forest justiciary,

and others on oath. The bounds tally with those in King

Henry Ill's charter. [Note some words which seem to carry

*
Bishop Hobhouse says :

" This was probably to Knap in North Curry/' In

Wells MSS., p. 162, Lib. Alb. Ill, fo. 81, are notices of exchanges of land at

Knappe for land at Witham by a charter of Henry Senioris but there seems to

be some question as to date, for this document undated follows on the

same folio a charter of Edward I, bearing date 1306, and also dealing with

Knap. Other evidence, including the names of the attesting bishops, pretty

clearly supports Bishop Hobhouse, and proves this removal to have been

completed by 1184. The Senioris in the above document must have referred

to Henry II. himself as distinguished from his son and heir, the younger

Henry, who had been actually crowned with his wife, the Princess Margaret, in

1173, by the Archbishop of Rouen. The death of Prince Henry on June llth,

1183. seems to show that the undated charter was executed ly Henry Senior

during his son's life, i.e., before 1183, probably about 1180, and that it has been

placed in error in its present position in the Wells MS., and really ought to be

among much earlier documents. [ED.]
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a refoundation by Henry III,
"
Qui mine est."] Sir R. C.

Hoare (p. 18) gives an extract from the Hundred Rolls of

Henry III. The jury of the Hundred Court make present-

ment. 1. That Henry II gave in Almoigne the Manor of

Witham out of Royal Domain. It is now worth 151 per

annum. 2. That the men of Yarnfield, tenants of the Prior

of Bradley, used to have common pasture and dry wood in

Witham domain for a rent of xiij* now lost to the king. 3.

That Witham Wood is in the forest of Selwood, and has been

enclosed with ditch, hedge, and stone wall for the last thirteen

years. The monks bann all forest claims " in Vert (Viride)

or Venison (Venatione)
"
within the close, and claim all beasts

found there "
tanquam domini," to the king's hurt. 4. That

the monks have buried bodies, feloniously slain, without

coroner's inquest. 5. That when thieves were taken with

booty in hand, the monks seized the booty, and dismissed the

thieves on abjuration of their territory.

Though there is little to record in the centuries spanned by
the Plantagenet and Lancaster reigns, there was a change

going on which affected all conventual life, and which mani-

fested itself in this isolated Friaryf in the year 1459. In May
of that year the prior, John Pester, and his brethren, petition

the bishop (Beckynton) to consecrate a lay place of burial, a

font for the use of the lay people, and to authorise a chaplain
to minister to them. The preamble sets forth that the lands

given to the House were made parochially exempt by Pope
Caelestine ; that they were till late times all cultivated by the

friars
;
that lately, owing to decay of zeal, they had been

obliged to employ lay folk of both sexes, and so a parochial

family had grown up, which needed a font, a cemetery, and a

chaplain. In answer to this petition, the bishop commis-

t See remarks in previous paper (pp. 13-14), on the use of the term Friary as

applied to Witham. The monks may have called themselves frtres or fratres,

and the place may in old French have been called a Frary, but they would

always have repudiated the term Friar or Friary. [ED.]
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sioned his suffragan (the Bishop of Sidon) to consecrate a

burial ground at the west end of the chapel, and a font. He
also granted the right to appoint a chaplain. Thus the terri-

tory which had been placed under the friars as their working

ground, for the discharge of their vows in rigid isolation,

began to approach the conditions of an ordinary parish.

The chapel
" de la Frary" dedicated to the Blessed

Virgin, is the only one mentioned, with only one dedication.

It is quite plain that there was no parish church, and no need

of any. The chaplain was endowed. His stipend is returned

in the Valor of Henry VIII at 5 6s. 8d. as a fixed deduction

from the revenues of the House. He was classed amongst the

incumbents and placed in the Deanery of Frome (see Map of

the Diocese in the Valor). This was a change. In the

Valor of 1292 the Prior " Carthusia3 de Selwood
"

stands

assessed in the Deanery of Gary at 30 per annum for his

temporals at Witham. To Gary Deanery Witham must have

belonged, before 1181, whilst ecclesiastically dependent on

Bruton.

AUGMENTATIONS.

In 1414 the alien Priories, i.e., those which were annexed to

mother-houses in Normandy, were, by an Act of the Parliament

of Leicester, handed over to Henry V for reappropriation.

Some of these endowments, belonging to the Abbey of Preaux,

in Normandy, were given by the King, or his son, Henry VI,

to the Friary. The properties at Warmington (Warwick),
at Spettisbury (Dorset), and Fonthill (Wilts), were thus

acquired. The particulars may be gathered by search in the

references given in notes to Dugdale's Monasteries. The effect

of this added and distant property was to bring the isolated

community into landlord's entanglements with the outer world,

which in the strict days of the order they would have avoided.

They were now becoming assimilated to other landowning

bodies.
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THE LAST STAGE AND DISSOLUTION.

The return made for Henry YIIFs Valor, 1534, must be

consulted for a view of the Friary just before its surrender.

The management of the estate shows that the manual labour

of the monks had nearly or wholly ceased. It was managed

very much as any other conventual property after the dying

out of the serf system a portion held in domain, the rest

leased to renting farmers. The lands retained as domain at

Witham and on Mendip equalled 56 Is. 10d.; the total income,

227 Is. 8d. ; the nett, 215 15s. The farms of Billericay,

Westbarne, and Quarre, within the territory, were out on

lease, no longer tilled by monkish labour. The inclosures

(intakes from the forest, I suppose) of Newhichens Hicke-

sparke, Drove, the Poundhayes, and Holymead were also

rented. The tithes, great and small, with oblations (i.e.,

from the secular folk) amounted to 3 13s. 2d. The house,

unlike other religious houses, had acquired no patronage or

impropriation beyond
"

le Frarye." Henry Man was prior.

Nicholas Fitzjames (of the Redlynch family) was seneschal

over all the properties, at a stipend of 4.

In 1539 (March 15th 30th, Henry VIII) came the

surrender to the king, made in the chapter-house of the

Friary, by John Mychell, prior, and his twelve brethren. It

is given by Sir R. C. Hoare, p. 125 7, in full, with all its

relentless wording. The inmates were pensioned, and dis-

banded, but the institution, which had lasted for 348 years,

was summarily extinguished.

In the 35th year of Henry VIII (November 25th, 1543) a

purchaser was found in Sir Ralph Hopton, the king's

standard-bearer, who was already a lessee of portions. Sir R.

C. Hoare gives in full (p. 126 31) the schedule of the pro-

perties of which Sir Ralph Hopton received seisin from the

Court of Augmentations, also the prices and a schedule of the

woods, signed by William Hartgill and John Horner as com-

missioners. The annual value of the lands scheduled was
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25 lls. 4cL, after deducting 7 for the priest. The price,

fixed at 20 years' purchase, was 460 3s. 4d. ; for the woods,
112 13s. 4d.

; total, 572 16s. 8d. The tithe was valued at

2 lls. 2d. The Holt, a wood of 862 acres, had already been

sold to Seymour, Erie of Hertford. The Mendip Grange was

granted, in the 36th year of Henry VIII, to Eobert May, in

whose family it remained till about 1700. Since the Dissolu-

tion, the history of the place is easily recorded. The Hoptons
built manor houses at Ditcheat and Evercreech, and probably
had no residence at Witham but the adapted remnant of con-

ventual buildings. King Charles's gallant general, created

Lord Hopton, was the last of his name. His property was

confiscated by the Parliament, and he died in exile, 1652.

One of his sisters recovered her share at the Restoration, and

carried it into the family of Wyndham, of Orchard Wyndham.
They began to build a very handsome mansion in the first half

of the 18th century, but on succeeding to the great Petworth

property, they sold it to Alderman Beckford, who, on acquir-

ing the Fonthill property, pulled down the unfinished Witham

mansion, and sold the materials. The bulk of the estate

passed, about 1812, into the hands of the Duke of Somerset,

the present owner.

In the course of his address, Bishop Hobhouse commented

on the remarkable character of Bishop Hugh, and on his

devoted attachment to the wilderness of Witham, to which he

used to run for the sake of religious retreat when burdened

with the duties of his vast diocese of Lincoln. He bade the

people of Witham regard their church as the work of Bishop

Hugh, and as his favourite place of devotion, and expressed

his hope that though the labourer-monks were gone, there

would never be wanting a body of faithful labourer-

worshippers who, though not bound by any other vow than

that which binds every baptised servant of Christ, would

zealously seek and find their Lord and Saviour in the

sanctuary raised to his honour by the devotees of the rigid

order of Chartreuse.
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jFrome.'

BY HUGH NORRIS.

MORE
than once have I been asked, and again and again

have I asked myself the question,
" What is the origin

or derivation of the place-name
' Frome '

?
"

Collinson (ii, 185) says, "The simple appellation of the

town arose from the river Frome, in Saxon '

Fnom,'
"
an asser-

tion that no one present would be bold enough to dispute, but

which is no more to the point than if he were to tell us that

the origin of his own name is to be discovered in the fact that

his father was called ' Collinson
'

before him.

In the Domesday Survey the word appears as '

Frome,' both

in Somerset and Dorset.

Seeing that there are at least three rivers in the western

part of England bearing the name '

Frome,' one is naturally

prompted to ask the question,
" Has the word anything to do

with water which according to its condition, characteristics or

situation has given rise to the qualifying words Usk or Axe

or Exe, Dwr, Stour, Llyn, Loch, etc., in addition to the general

term for rivers, Afon or Avon ; and if so, what inherent

quality is it that has given rise to the name Frome ?
"

I can find no explanation in the publications of our Society.

Canon Taylor, in " Words and Places" (p. 145, Ed. 1882),

only refers to Frome as one "
amongst river names which invite

investigation."
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Pulman, in his "Local Nomenclature" (p. 19, Ed. 1857),

gives it as the Keltic " Yr Afon Ffrwm, the river of rank vege-

tation, a quality with which anglers (in the Dorset river) are

soon made acquainted ;

"
Ffrwm being the modern Welsh for

rank or luxuriant.

Camden (Britannia, Gibson's Ed., 1772, vol. i, col. 56),

quoting Asser, in his " Life of King Alfred
"

(sub Wareham),

says,
" Into the north-west corner of this Bay (Poole Harbour)

Frome, a famous river of this county (Dorset), discharges

itself ; for so it is commonly call'd, tho' the Saxons nam'd it

Fjiau ; and because this bay was formerly call'd Fraumouth,

later ages have probably imagin'd that the river was call'd

Frome." This is not a bad shot of our old friend's, but if we

admit such mode of begging the question what becomes of the

two other Fromes which have no mouth ? Moreover, he alto-

gether fails to tell us what Fjiau means.

The Saxon Chronicle (sub A.D. 1015) speaks of Cnut's

having his head quarters at Fnau-muS, when engaged in harry-

ing the counties of Dorset, Wilts, and Somerset.

The editor of Murray's Handbook of Dorset (p. 180, Ed.

1869) remarks that War or Var seems to have been the

Keltic name of the Dorset river Frome.

In Hutchins's Dorset (Ed. 1867, p. 447, vol. ii) we read,
" On

the south side of the church rises a spring called St. John's

Spring, which is reputed to be the head of the Frome." And
then in a quotation he adds :

" Mr. Baxter
( Glossarium voce

Durnovaria) derives the British name Varius or Var Hi. q.d.

Profluens Varii, sive undce Mansuetce." (By which I under-

stand him to mean that the river was called '

Var,' because its

stream was smooth and placid and its current gentle).

He then says,
" It is synonymously called Frau, from a

dialect of the Scoto-Brigantes, with whom Freuv is a stream

or river. (In British, Frau signifies the same
;
and in another

dialect Rhig and Rhiu, which agrees with the Latin Rivus,

from the Greek 'peeiv, in the Eolic dialect Fpeeiv, to flow) ;
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whence the ancient palace of the British kings in the Isle of

Anglesea was called from the neighbouring river Aber-Frau,

quasi Fraumce Ostium. That Varius was another name for

Frauma is evident from the modern name of Warham, ad

Varium a dwelling on the varius"* (the Latinized form of

For.)

The writer mentions a number of adjacent places, taking

their name from the stream ; the oldest being Wareh&m as

containing the Keltic root, the rest Saxon or later, comprising

five Fromes at least and one Frampton.

Accepting these remarks as true of the Dorsetshire Frorne,

the question arises,
" are there any features possessed by the

Gloucester and Somerset Fromes that would link their history

with that of Mr. Baxter's river ?
" Camden says that " our

river Frome washes JFarleigh, a castle on a hill, belonging not

many years since to the Hungerfords ;

"
and a glance at the

map shews us that there is an ancient market town called

Wickwar, not far from the head of the Gloucestershire river.

These are instructive facts, and tend to show that the three

Frome streams are members of one family, in that they possess

similar names in virtue of possessing generally similar qualities.

There is yet another remarkable feature common to them

all, and this is that neither of these rivers pours its waters

directly into the sea ; each either flows into or unites with

another stream before an estuary is formed, e.g., the Frome

Frome flows in a northerly direction to join the Avon at Fresh-

ford, near Bath
; the Gloucestershire stream, taking a southerly

course, pours its waters into the same river at Bristol ; whilst

the Dorsetshire Frome goes nearly due east to join the Piddle

ot Trent in forming that queer, winding, muddy estuary which

at high water we know by the name of Poole Harbour, the

ancient Fnau-imrS.

* "Glossarium Antiquitatum Britannicarum, accedunt Edv. Luidii de

Fluviorum, Moniium, Orbium, etc., in Britannia Nominibus, Adversaria Pos~

thuma."By William Baxter, Lond., 8vo., 1733.
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Whether this coincidence may be regarded as a factor, direct

or indirect, in giving a similar designation to the three water-

courses, I must leave for others to discuss. Unfortunately, I

am not sufficiently acquainted with the physical characteristics

of either river to offer an opinion as to its deserving the appel-

lation " undo, mansueta" but it is just possible that the fact of

a stream flowing a number of miles under circumstances which

cause it eventually to lose its independent existence, may tend

to render its course smooth and tranquil, rather than boisterous

and rude. The river here, I noticed when approaching the

town by the railway yesterday, was winding, and its surface

smooth. I was also informed by a Frome gentleman that such

is its general aspect until it reaches the Avon.

We may, moreover, conclude that the Dorsetshire river

possesses similar features, or Hutchins's remarks as to its

earliest recorded name would not have been made.

I am not a Keltic scholar, but I happen to know that in

Welsh, as now spoken, the word Gwdr means placid or gentle.

I know also that by a natural and easy transition Gwar may
become War or Var ;

in fact that the words may in many cases

be inter-changeable. This, surely, tends to corroborate the

assertion of Mr. Baxter that Var in Keltic times had precisely

the meaning he assigns it, and which is expressed by the Latin

word mansuetus.

Assuming this to be correct, I have only to add that if the

suggested dialectic connexion between the words Var and Fnau

commends itself to philologists, and if they can stand sponsors

for the legitimate introduction of the final 'm' in the later

Saxon word Fnaum or Fnom, it will not be very difficult to

trace the process by which the Keltic VAR, of two or possibly

three thousand years ago, has become the English FROME of

the present day.



Cbe last aaaill anD Cestament of Dame

(ZEl^abetf) TBiconplU

Widow of Sir John Biconyll [or Bicknell], Knight.

BY A. J. MONDAY.

ABOUT
three miles from Frome, in the parish of Beck-

ington, stands an old manor house (long since converted

to a farm-house), known as Seymour's Court. On the north

side of the chancel of the parish church of Beckington, in

Collinson's time, were brass memorials on which were rep-

resented two figures, male and female, with a Latin black-

letter inscription. The epitaph was to this effect :
" Here

lies John Seyntmaur, Esqre and Elizabeth his wife, which

said John died the 5*k day of October, in the year of

our Lord 1485. On whose soul may God have mercy.

Amen." Collinson informs us that Elizabeth Seyntmaur,

the lady represented on one of these brasses, was a daughter

of Sir Richard Choke, a judge of the Court of Common Pleas.*

The Chalke, Choke, or Chokke family, originally from Chalke

ih Wiltshire, was one of considerable wealth and antiquity,

seated at Staunton Drew and Long Ashton, in Somersetshire.

The issue of the marriage between these two persons whose

figures are represented on the memorial were Sir William St.

Maur, Knight of the Bath, who married Margaret, daughter

* Collinson II. 201.
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of Sir Kichard Edgecumbe (who died, leaving a daughter

Jane, who died without leaving issue), and two daughters

eventually, co-heiresses to their brother (Sir William St.

Maur), viz.: Margaret, married to William Bampfylde, Esq.,

of Poltimore, county Devon; and Anne, married to Robert

Stawell, Esq., of Cothelstone, county Somerset. Elizabeth

St. Maur married secondly Sir John Biconyll, so that

portion of the memorial, as far as it relates to her,

may be regarded as a cenotaph, inasmuch as it will be

presently shown she was buried elsewhere. Sir John Byconill

[or Bicknell], who was returned in the year 1472, together

with Sir John Willoughby, as a member of Parliament, for the

counties of Somerset and Dorset sheriff for both counties in

the years 1472 and 1473 was possessed of landed estates

in Devonshire, Somersetshire, Dorsetshire, and Wiltshire. He

probably lived chiefly at his manor house of Pepilpeis, in the

parish of South Perrot, Dorsetshire, not far from Crewkerne

(Biconyll Johannes, Miles, 5 Blamyr, Somerset House).*

The surname of Biconyll or Bicknell, it would appear, was

originally Paveley. The Paveleys held the manor of Biken-

hull or Bicknell, near Taunton, from the ninth year of

Edward I to the first year of the reign of Edward III, by

the service of a knight's fee. In the time of King Edward I,

a John de Paveley was the chief lord of the manor of Clap-

ton, in the parish of Crewkerne ;
but in another contempor-

aneous record, f the name of the tenant in capite of the

same manor is returned as John de Bikenhulle. The fol-

lowing is the Will of Dame Elizabeth Biconyll. who as

Elizabeth Seyntmaur still appears on the monumental brass

in the church at Beckington :

* The Will of Sir John Byconyll, Knight, of Northperot, Somerset, was

proved in 1501 [5 Blamyr].

t Supplementary to supply deficiencies in Kirby's Quest, 31st Edward I,

Somerset Record Society, vol. iii, p. 52.
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BRASS OF JOHN SEYNTMAUR

AND HIS WIFE [AFTERWARDS DAME ELIZABETH BlCONYLL,]

In the Church of St. Gregory, Beckington.

Height of Figures 2ft. 1 in. x 1ft. 111 in.

DATE 1485.
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In the name of the most gloriouse trinytie amen The last

day of June the yere of Crist m v [1500] the xixth vere

of the Reigne of Kyng Henry the vij*
11 I Elizabeth

Biconyll late the Wif of Sir John Biconyll knyght

beyng hole of mynde but soin dele syke but recouyng

helth lauding be to god ordeyne this my laste Will and

testamet as folowith ffirst I bequeth my soule to almighty

god and to his blessed moder mary and to all the com-

pany of Heven And my body to be buried in the

Sepulture of Glastonbery nygh to the place wher as my
last husband Sir John lyeth buried It. this is my last

testament to beere Witnesse that as to the pfrmyng ofmy
said last husbonds last Will I have truely pformed it

according to euy article as well in mortifying the londs to

the Abbot and Covent of Glastonby as in all othyr

articles in the same It. I woll and ordeyne that assone as

my gostly fader w* other clerks haue mynistred to me
the holy sacramet vncion That immediatly as by man

erthly it may be pceyved that my soule shuld be from

my body separate I hopp in the assignemet of god by

rScy and meryte of his payneful passion for my redemp-
cion and al manykynde that as sone as the lawe of holy
church ordeyneth aft the apperyng of the daylight by
the advice and consente of myn executors that my
discrete preests shall secretly say Dirige and masse for

my soule begynnyng the trigentall of saynt Gregory euy

preest to say xxx*i masses and xxx*i Diriges succeeding

dayly or other in ther stede till the xxx*i day of ptying

my liff and than from that howre of myn Anele betwixt

the howre of the burying of my body in forme afore

Written the said iiij preests say for the helth of my soule

neu cessing but oon of them to be occupyed nyght and

day in saying iiij tymes the Saulter of David as the holy
church doth use it by the ordeynaunce of most holy saynt

Jerom euy of theym to be rewarded as they de..ve
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[deserve] by the discrecion of myn seid executors It. I

beqth to the moder church of Sarum x It. I bequeth to

Sir John Saunders my Curat of Southpet [South-

perot] for negligent tithes and offerings liij
8

iiij
d It. I

beq.th to Dame Margaret Seyntmaur late wif to my
son Sir Willfn Seyntmaur knyght the valure of C
mrc in plate w* the bed and hangyng to hir owne

chaml>! next the churchyerde It. I bequeth to the same

Dame margarete iij peyre of fyn shets two fyn borde-

clothes of twely my best blake gowne of cloth A girdell

A payre of beds
ij carpetts A coshon of sylke and vj other

coshons w* all myn other stuff at Kainsham w* an C

shepe at Childefrome vpon this condicon That the

seid Dame Margarete do suffer me and myn executors to

execute and pforme my said sonys Will in my said sonnes

maSs and londs w*in the Countie of Dorset in euy

thing According to the true intente of the same Will

And if she or any other pson by hir comaundment or

agreement or to hir vse vexe or trouble me or myn execu-

tors, so that my sonnes Will cannot be pformed in the

same londs and maSs that then I will that this bequest in

the ^misses made vnto the said Dame Margarete be vtter-

ley voyde and of none effect and that the same goods to

be by myn said excutors disposed to the pformance of my
said sonnes Will and for my soule and for that I am
bound to pray for It. I bequeth to Jane Seyntmaur,

daughtr to my said sonne Sir William the value of

an C pounds in plate w* an C shepp at Child-

frome and all my napery shets apparell of chambors

stuff of kechon and all other vtensiles of my household

excepte thos that I haue or shall otherwise dispose vpon
this condicon that if the said Jane and all other hauyng
the said mariage and gyding of the said Jane doo suffre

me and myn executors to pforme and execute my said

sonnes Will upon the said maSs and londs in the afore-
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said Countie of Dorset according to the true intente of

the same Will w*out lett or intrvcion of the aforesaid

Jane or of any other that hath the Warde mariage

gyding and Rule of the said Jane and also vpon this

condicon that if the said Jane doo leve af? my decesse to

the age of therten yeres of hir birthe And if she shall

fortune to decesse w*in the said age af? my deth Than

I will myn executors dispose that seid bequests the oon

half to helth of the said Jane ys soule to hir nexte frends

to dispose as they will aunswere afore God And the

other half my said executors to dispose it for my soule

and the soules that I am bound to pray for and all xpen

[christian] soules Or if I or myn executors be vexed or

Interrupte by the foresaid Jane or by any other hauyng
the Warde gwyding and rule of the said Jane So that

I nor myn executors cannot pforme my said sonnes Will

vpon the said mafis and lands then I will that this

my bequeste made to the said Jane of the ^misses be

vtterly voyde and of noon effecte And that the same

goods to be by myn executors disposed to the pformance

of my sonnes Will and for my Soule and for the soules

that I am bounde to pray for It. I bequeth to eury

place of the
iiij

orders of ffreeres in Bristoll xx It. I

bequeth to the ffreeres of Dorchestr xxs It. to the freeres

of Bridgewa? xx It. I bequeth to the freers of Ilchest

xx It. I bequeth to the church of Southpet xx1* It. I

bequeth to Jone Goold my chambr]mayde x mrcs It. I

bequeth to Elizabeth Rowlys my goddoughtr x mrc It.

I bequeth to euy householder of my tenfits of Southpet
and Northpet xx<l It. I bequeth to euy of my plough

hynds mk iiijd It. I bequeth to Margery havryes iijs iiijd

It. I bequeth to Sir Stephen Gooldsborough to pray
for my soule Ixvjs viijd It. I bequeth to i3 [Mr.] henry

Daubney A basin and my Ewer of silu w*
iij flysses in

the botham It. I bequeth to John Skewis A basin and
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an Ewer of silu It. I bequeth to the monastery of

Mountague xli It. I bequeth to
ij

children of my dough-
ter margarete Bamfeld [Bampfylde] xxli in money or

plate at the discrecion of myn executors It. I bequeth
to

ij children of my doughter Anne xx1* in money or

plate at the discrecion of my executors It. I bequeth to

my suster Wroughton A Ring of the passion A blake

gowne and A bonet and A frontelett I bequeth to

be devided amongs the monks of Glastonbry at the day
of my burying x1* It. I will ther) be ordeyned A sadde

preest w*oute cure by the discrecion of myn executors to

syng A trentall during my hole yere af? my decesse

taking for his labor xls It. I will and ordeyn that v

children be hadd and founde to gramerl Scole by the

discrecion of myn executors ther as they thinke most

expedient for theym to the tyme they be able to goo to

Oxford euy of them xxvj8
viij

d A yere to praye for me

and my frends that I am bounde to pray for It. I

bequeth to
ij highwayes of Southpet and Northpet x1*

It. I Will and ordeyne of this my last Will the forenamed

Ric. Bear lord Abbot of Glastonbery John Skewys and

Sir Stephen Gooldisborough prson of Northpet myn
executors to dispose for my soule toward my burying

beside the fore rehersed somes C 1* in fuSall expencs

And all other of my detts and goods to dispose and

distribute for my soule and for the soulis of my goode

husband Sir John Bycony11 and Jane his wif John

Seyntmaur for the soule of Sir Willin Seyntmaur

my sonne the soules of my fader and my moder godfader

and godmoders the soule of my brother Chock and for

my brethern and sustren soules and all xpen [christian]

soules that I am Detbounde to pray for as they Woll

aunswer, at the day of dome geving and bequething to my
forseid lord of Glastonby toward the bielding of or lady

chapell xx!i To the foresaid John Skewys x1* And to
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the foresaid Sir Stephen V mrc It. I bequeth to the

Chapelle of Glastonby late Bielded by myn husband

Sir John Byconyll and me for the mayntentmce of the

ornaments of the same x^ It. I bequeth to the highway
betwixt Shirborne Shaftynebery xli It. I beqth to A high

way besids Bekeyngton callid Chepmans slade v li It. I

will that such goodes as by me bequethed to Jane Saynt-

maur daught vnto my son Sir William Reste in the

custody of my ij
executors vnto the comyng home of my

lorde of Glastonby And aft his comyng home the stuffe

to be deliued vnto hym And so to rest in his hands to

the tyme she be of the age of therten yeres afore-

rehersed And if it shall fortune hir to decesse then I

will they be disposed by myn executors for the Welth of

my soule as they woll aunswerl before god It. I will that

such goodes as by me be disposed to my doughrs childern

rest in the custody of myn executors to the tyme of their

marriage And if it shall fortune theym before the day
of mariage to dye then I will they be .disposed by the

advise of myn executors for the welth of my soule as they

woll aunswere at the day of Judgement It. I ordeigne of

this my testamet supvisors and ousears my lord Daubney
and Sir John mordaunte knyght bequething to my
said lord for his labor xl mrs and the said Sir

John mordaunte xx mcs So that they be aidyng and

socoryng myn executors to the pformance of this my
last will and of my said sonnes Will It. I will that if

any of them to whom I haue bequethed any of my goodes

in?rupte vexe or trouble any of myn excutors in the

pforming of this my last Will in any of my causis That

than I will that my said bequeste be to them voyde In

t
witnefs whereof to this my psent testamet and laste will I

have putt my seale And the day and yere aboue speci-

fied thies psons [persons] then beyng |>sent and heuing
this my last Will and testament Redde Robert more
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Bernard Oldom clerk John Saunds clerk John Calneley
Clerk Richard Hervy John Smyth sen) w* moo Proved

at Lamehith [Lambeth] xv day of the month of July
1504. (Somerset House 13 Holgrave).

The brasses to the memory of John St. Maur and Elizabeth

his wife, are now in the centre of the chancel of Beckington

church, in front of the altar rails
;
but the inscription with

somewhat strange inconsistency has been separated from the

brasses, and placed where it can, with great difficulty be read,

on one of the risers of the altar steps. These memorials rep-

resent an esquire in armour, together with his lady wearing
costume of the period.

The St. Maurs or Seymours of Beckington, like those of

Wulfhall, Wiltshire the ancestors of the first Duke of

Somerset and his kinsmen were descended from the St. Maur

family of Penhow and Wondy, Monmouthshire. A very good

account of the Seymours of Wulfhall appears in the Wilt-

shire Archaeological Society's Magazine for the year 1875, by
the late Rev. Canon J. E. Jackson.

I have referred to the fact of the manor house of the

Seymour family, at Beckington, having been used as a farm

house. Adam Smith, in his Wealth of Nations, in order to

show that owing to the increased wealth of the country, not

only furniture, but likewise houses, get into the hands of

people for whom they were neither made nor built, states

that what was formerly a seat of the Seymour family, was

then an inn on the Bath road.

To A. S. Bicknell, Esq., of 23, Onslow Gardens, South

Kensington, a member of our Society, I am greatly obliged

for the use of his valuable notes on this subject.
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BY THE REV. F. W. WEAVER, M.A.

A LTHOUGH there is said to have been a British Church

j- at Glastonbury in very early times, yet from the time

when the Romans evacuated Britain, till the arrival of St.

Augustine on our shores (410 597), a period of nearly two.

hundred years, the South of England, at any rate, was plunged
in the darkness of heathenism

;
and it was not for another

hundred years that St. Aldhelm flourished as a missionary

preacher and church builder in this Wessex of ours.

The see of Sherborne, of which he was the first bishop, was

founded in 706, and he also founded a church at Frome,

dedicated to St. John the Baptist, which was still standing in

the time of William of Malmesbury (circa 1115).
1

When Aldhelm then first began his missionary labours in

Somerset, he was preaching to people who had been heathens

for at least three hundred years. Now these people had (as

we have) certain sacred spots, among which wells and fountains

niay particularly be mentioned, as places especially presided

over by various tutelary deities.

The policy of the Christian missionaries was not to uproot

entirely the ancient faith, but to consecrate it afresh under a

true and worthier patron : thus many of the sacred springs

(1) The Life of St. Aldhelm, by the Rev. W. H. Jones, F.S.A. (1878), p. 25.
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and wells which we find (for instance) in Cornwall undoubt-

edly date from pre-Christian times. Cornwall is the most

celebrated county for wells and well chapels ; but there are

sacred springs in Somerset too, for those who will take the

trouble to search for them. It is not always an easy task, for

the names of Saints have first been turned into pet names, and

then afterwards frequently corrupted. I give the following

as a few out of many examples :

Agace is a corruption for St. Agatha.
Audrie for St. Ethelreda.

Bittle for St. Botolph.

Bride for St. Bridget.

Leger for St. Leodegar.

Loy for St. Eligius.

Maudlen for St. Mary Magdalene.
Pallets for St. Hippolytus.

Parnell for St. Petronilla.

Tooley for St. Clave.

The meaning of the names of parishes is frequently obscured

by their modern forms. Who, at first sight, would suspect that

Bethersden (Kent) was really Betrisden from the church being

dedicated to St. Beatrice ?
2

Some of our popular vulgarisms are corruptions ; St. Martin

was always a very favourite saint in England, and the

pious aspiration
" O mihi beate Martine" is said to be the

origin of the saying
" All my eye and Betty Martin." 3

In the western suburb of Leicester is a well called St.

Austin's Well: a correspondent of Notes and Queries (vi., 152)

tells us that he enquired for it under the name of St.

Augustine's Well : the oldest inhabitant seemed thoroughly

puzzled, and at first pleaded entire ignorance of such a place ;

at length, brightening up, he suddenly exclaimed,
" Oh ! you

mean Tasting's Well!"

(2) Ecton's Thesaurus (1742), p. 6.

(3) The Last Abbot of Glastortbury (Crake), p. 230.
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Some parishes are named from famous springs. Thus we

have our own cathedral city, which takes its name from the

plenteous spring known as St. . Andrew's Well, whose waters,

after replenishing the moat round the bishop's palace, run in a

refreshing stream through the principal street of the city of

Wells4
; Holwell, now in Dorset, was formerly in Somerset ;

Stowell ( Stone-well) is a small parish near Templecombe.

St. Aldhelm's Well still gives a plentiful supply of water to

the parish of Doulting, and the Church there is dedicated to

that saint : two other churches are named in his honour,

Broadway (Somerset) and Bishopstrow (Wilts), and a chapel

on St. Aldhelm's Head in Dorset.

Holwell (Holy-well) is a name frequently to be met with

on the ordnance map of this and other counties. There are

Holwells at Nunney, Spaxton and Asholt, and Holywell at

Wellington. Patwell (St. Patrick's Well) and Ladywell

are familiar names to our Bruton neighbours. Herswell (St.

Ursula's Well) gives its name to a farm in the parish of

Trull. Rumwell (St. Eumbold's Well) is near Taunton,

Luckwell Bridge (St. Luke's Well) is in Cutcombe, Skipper-

ham (St. Cyprian's) Well is in Ashill, Kitswell (St. Chris-

topher's) is in Carhampton, Pedwell (St. Peter's) is in

Ashcott, while two Ashwells, one in. Cutcombe and the other

in Ilminster, retain their ancient name, the ash being a sacred

tree with our heathen ancestors.

A learned writer on Cornish wells5 divides them into two

classes, namely: those which were used as baptisteries, in

connection with the churches near which they are situated ;

and those which are to be found by the side of some little

chapel or hermitage in remote and retired places.

Sometimes these are still resorted to as wishing wells.

There is such a well at Upwey, near Weymouth, which is a

(4) This sentence was not in the paper as originally read before the Society ;

it is due to the kind reminder of Canon Church, who was in the chair at the

time.

(5) Mr. J. T. Blight, in the Reliquary ii. 126133.
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favourite place of resort to the inhabitants of that town,

especially on that day in the week which is devoted to the

early closing of the shops.

Wells are occasionally to be met with inside the fabric of

the church itself. There is a well (now choked up) in the

crypt of what is popularly called St. Joseph's Chapel at

Glastonbury. There is another in Carlisle Cathedral, another

in the nave of Harden Church, county Hereford, and a famous

one in the eastern part of the crypt of York Minster, in

which King Edwin is said to have been baptised in the year
627.

A sacred spring there was and is in the parish of Cuckling-

ton, an exquisitely situated village on the south-eastern border

of this county : the spring gushes forth near the church, a

little way down the hill, and gives a plentiful supply of

excellent water to the whole village. In this water St.

Aldhelm himself may very likely have baptised converts to

Christianity, for we know that he frequently preached in the

immediate neighbourhood ; indeed Bruton, where he founded

a church dedicated to St. Peter,
6

is only distant seven miles

from the village of Cucklington. What this spring was called

in heathen times I cannot say, but there is no doubt

that it became in Christian times St. Barbara's Well, now

known as Babwell; Bab being the pet short form of the

Christian name Barbara. There is no mention of the name

Babwell in the Exchequer Lay Subsidy for Somerset in 1327,
7

but we are assured by competent authorities that nothing

among us so is old as our place names, and so I venture to think

that Babwell is a very old name indeed.

These ancient springs were considered efficacious in cases of

sickness, and in process of time people would think that

miracles of healing were performed at St. Barbara's Well,

and then some pious rector or parishioner would wish to give

(6) Life of St. Aldhelm, p. 24.

(7) Somerset Record Society, iii., 98.
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permanent form to her cultus in the parish, and this was the

origin, if I mistake not, of the very beautiful and interesting

painting of St. Barbara, which is to be found in (what I

venture to call) her chapel in the south transept of Cuckling-

ton Church (see illustration). There is another and better

known Babwell in England. The Franciscan friars had a

house at Babwell, near Bury St. Edmunds.8

There were four great Virgin Saints venerated in the

medieval church St. Agnes, St. Margaret, St. Katharine,

and St. Barbara. The first three still retain their places as

black-letter Saints in the Anglican Calendar. Miss Yonge,
the accomplished writer on Christian Names, -says that each

of these four great saints has been made the representative

of an idea.

St. Agnes, of the triumph of conscience.

St. Margaret, of victory through faith.

St. Katharine, of intellectual devotion.

St. Barbara, of artistic devotion. 9

" Barbara
"

is a Greek name, meaning
" a stranger."

The Greeks called those who did not speak their language,
01 fidpfiapoi : the word is supposed to be an onomatopeia,

"
bar,

bar
"

being an imitation of the incomprehensible language of

foreigners.
" Barbe "

is the French form of the name : from

the village of St. Barbe, in Normandy, the family took its

name, which afterwards was seated first at South Brent, and

then at Ashington, both in the county of Somerset. 10

Alban Butler's account of St. Barbara is rather meagre.
11

He says that her history is obscured by several false acts.

One account says that she was a scholar of Origen, who suf-

fered martyrdom at Nicomedia about the year 235
; another

(8) Bury Wills (Cainden Society). In the Index Locorum (under Bury) there

are sixteen references to " the fryers of Babbewell."

(9) Christian Names, i. 260.

(10) Collinson, i. 199; iii., 213 ;
and 1573 Visitation of Somerset, p. 73.

(11) Lives of the Saints (Dec. 4).
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giyes Heliopolis, in Egypt, as the place of her martyrdom, and

the year 306 as the date. Mr. Baring Gould, in his " Lives

of the Saints," gives a fuller account.

It appears that her father was a noble Greek named

Dioscorus, who, on account of her exceeding beauty, caused

his daughter to be immured in a tower : in this tower a bath

chamber was about to be constructed, when St. Barbara,

unknown to her father, caused three windows to be inserted

instead of the two originally decided upon. On her father's

return from a journey she shewed him the three windows, and

tried to induce him to accept the doctrine of the Trinity, for

she had without his knowledge become a Christian. Her

father was exceedingly incensed, and delivering her over to

Marcianus, the governor, offered himself to be her execu-

tioner. No sooner had her inhuman parent beheaded her with

his own hands than he was struck by lightning.

It will be noticed that the tower in our illustration has

three windows, and there is also a beautiful emblem of the

Trinity in the stem of tre-foil with three leaves, each leaf being

itself a similar emblem.

In allusion to this story of the three-windowed tower and

the destruction of Dioscorus by lightning, Miss Young

remarks,
"
Here, of course, was symbolised the consecration of

architecture and the fine arts to express religious ideas, and

St. Barbara became the patroness of architects, and thence

of engineers, and the protectress from thunder, and its mimic,

artillery."

Another accurate and learned writer on English saints says,
12

" St. Barbara occupied among female saints the same position

as St. George among the other sex, and was regarded as the

(12) Calendar of English Saints, Oxford, J. H. Parker (1851), pp. 1902.

See also Mrs. Jameson's Sacred and Legendary Art, vol. ii., p. 111. The Calen-

dar of English Saints contains an illustration of St. Barbara from a MS. in the

Bodleian Library ;
she is holding a palm in her left hand, and has a tower

behind her.
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patroness of knights and chivalry ;
in later times she became

the patroness of fire-arms and gunpowder. From these causes

we often meet with her on suits of armour and field-pieces,

and in later paintings she has cannon at her feet."

Mrs. Jameson, in her Sacred and Legendary Art, thus

writes :
" It is usual in a sacred group to find St. Catherine

and St. Barbara in companionship, particularly in German

art ; and then it is clear to me that they represent the two

powers which in the middle ages divided the Christian world

between them. St. Catherine appears as the patroness of

schoolmen, of theological learning, and a contemplative life ;

St. Barbara as patroness of the knight and the man-at-arms,

of fortitude and active courage."

There is a custom in Italian men-of-war of calling the

stoke-room and engine-house
" The Santa Barbara" perhaps

because she is the patroness of engineers, and would very

likely often have a statue in such a place.

St. Barbara presided as a patron saint over hills,
14 and this

may be the reason of her veneration at Cucklington. Those

who have been there will remember how the village (includ-

ing the church) is perched on a hill, and will also call to mind

the lovely view of the Blackmore Vale, which is obtained

from the road between the church and the rectory. She was

also the patron of artillery, engineers, mechanics, married

women and captives ; she took care that none died without

the viaticum, and was prayed to for protection in thunder-

storms. She is also noted as a sea-saint.

" And as for the thunder and the thunderbolts, St. Barbe

(their saint for harquebuziers) obtained this office, to beate

back the blowes of the thunderbolt." 15

In reference to the interest she was supposed to take in

(13) For this fact I am indebted to a learned antiquarian friend, the Rev.

Ethelbert Home, O.S.B., of Downside Monastery, Bath.

(14) Brand's Antiquities (Bohn), i. 360.

(15) Brand's Antiquities (Bohn), i., 362.

New Series, Vol. XIX., 1893, Part II. g
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artillery, she is sometimes represented with cannon at her feet,

as in the Church of Sta. Maria Formosa at Venice, but her

favourite symbol was a tower or tower-shaped monstrance. It

is difficult to determine whether what she holds in her left

hand in our illustration is intended to represent the three-

windowed tower in which she was immured, or the vessel of

precious metal (often shaped like a tower) in which the Host

is carried in solemn procession
16

: in the latter case the allusion

would be to the saint's pious care that none died without the

last consolations of the Church.

Barnabe Grooge, in the Popishe Kingdome, gives the following

translation of Naogeorgus under the head of Helpers :

To every Saint they also doe his office here assine,

And fourtene doe they count of whom thou mayst have ayde divine
;

Among the which our Ladie still doth holde the chiefest place

And of her gentle nature helpes in every kinde of case.

Saint Barbara lookes that none without the body of Christ doe dye,

Saint Cathern favours learned men, and gives them wisedome hye.
17

Although this poem is written in a satirical spirit of unbelief

which we neither admire nor endorse, yet it is useful as showing

the popular names of Saints at the date at which it was written,

and the popular view taken of each of them.

In one instance a likeness of St. Barbara is appropriately

found engraven on the pax brede 18
(osculatorium), which was a

small tablet of ivory or wood overlaid with precious metal, used

in the Western Church for communicating the kiss of peace

during the service of the mass.

The rule of Sarum was to send the pax just before Com-

munion to all the faithful present, and it was given by kissing

(16) The cross on the top of the tower seems to favour the idea that a

monstrance is intended
;
there is a representation of St. Barbara, seated, holding

a tower on her knee, in Mrs. Jameson's Sacred and Legendary Art (ii. 105), but

the tower is larger and of a different design to the one in our illustration.

(17) Brand's Antiquities, i., 363.

(18) Brede board ; mensula, tabella, asserulus. See Promptorium

Parvulorum, s.v. Brede, or lytylle borde.
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a small plate of ivory or metal, which was furnished with a

handle behind: on this plate was usually engraved the Crucifix

or the "
Agnus Dei," but occasionally saints were represented

on it. Thus St. Jerome is found on one,
19 and the Church of

St. Saviour, Southwark (formerly the priory of St. Mary

Overie), possessed in 1552 two paxes, one engraved with the

crucifix and the other with the likeness of St. Barbara.20

In the inventory of plate belonging to Queen Katharine of

Aragon, dated 1533, the year in which she was formally

divorced, besides images of St. Peter, St. Margaret, Our

Lady, St. Katherine, and St. John the Baptist, is the

following "item," the first in the list of images :
"
Item, an

Image of Seint Barbara, with a towre and a rede in her hand,

all gilte, standing upon a fote silver and gilte with a vice

[screw] of silver undre the fote, poiz xxxiij oz iij qrt."
21

This seems to have been very like the representation of St.

Barbara given in the illustration.

The " rede in her hand
"

is, we suppose, that palm of

victory which was the symbol of triumph after confession of

Christ :

' After this I beheld, and lo. a great multitude, which no man could number,
of all nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues, stood before the

throne, and before the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and palms in their

hands" (Rev. vii. 9).

We now come to a consideration of the cultus of St.

Barbara as far as it relates to England. She is naturally often

represented in Greek Churches, and her relics are very
numerous in Germany,

22 but her cultus seems never to have

taken very deep root in England. As far as I have been able

to % ascertain, there is only one church dedicated to her in

England, namely, Ashton-under-Hill, situated eight miles

E.X.E. from Tewkesbury, in the deanery of Campden and the

(19) Reliquary, N.S., Vol. V., ii., 113.

(20) Surrey Inventories, temp. Ed. vi. , p. 89.

(21) Reliquary, N.S., V. ii., 113.

(22) Baring Gould's Lives of the Saints.
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county of Gloucester. It is a chapelry to Beckford. 23

The painting at Cucklington is possibly unique in the

South of England, while six churches in Norfolk and one in

Suffolk contain sculptures or glass in which she is represen-

ted.24 There were gilds named in her honour in the Church of

St. Katharine next the Tower of London, at Lynn Regis, and

in the churches of the Gray Friars and White Friars in Nor-

wich.25

According to Husenbeth's Emblems of Saints, she is

represented carrying a tower on the roodscreens of the churches

of North Walsham, Barton Turf, and Filby, all in Norfolk ;

with a tower by her side on the roodscreen of Yaxley Church

(Suffolk), with a tower and palm on the north parclose of

Ranworth Church, in the north window of the nave of Babur

Church (both in Norfolk), and in a painted carving in

alabaster in the Church of St. Peter Mancroft in Nor-

wich ; in the last church there was a chantry named in her

honour.26

St. Barbara is sometimes represented holding in her hand

a feather, either a white ostrich feather or a peacock's feather,

and, as this is only found in German pictures of the Saint, Mrs.

Jameson thinks that it refers to an old German version of her

legend, which relates that when she was scourged by her

father, the angels changed the rods into feathers.

She is commemorated on December 4 in the French,

Spanish, German, Greek, and modern Roman calendars.

In the Exon Calendar, December 16, is given as the date

of her Depositio or burial, and this too is the date assigned to

her festival in the ancient Roman Martyrology; while the

Armenian Calendar gives October 8.

We may conclude that December 16 was the date of the

(23) Ecton's Thesaurus (1742), p. 184.

(24) Emblems of Saints (Husenbeth), 1850, p. 17.

(25) Stow's Survey of London (Hughes), Bk. ii.,p. 7 ; Index Monasticus, p. 73.

(26) Blomefield's Norfolk ii., 635 ;
Index Monasticus, p. 70.
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ancient feast, and that Kabbanus (A.D. 840) put it for some

reason on December 4
;
and from his time it has been observed

on that day.

We have seen that Norfolk was the chief home of the

cultus of St. Barbara, and it is interesting to find that there

is an allusion to her in the will of a Norfolk knight, Sir

Thomas Wyndham, of Felbridge, who died in 1522.

By his first wife, Eleanor Scrope, he had two sons, Edmund

and John. The former succeeded his father at Felbridge, and

left three sons, but as they all died childless, the manor even-

tually descended to the heirs of his brother John. Sir John

Wyndham, the second son of Sir Thomas, married Elizabeth,

daughter and co-heir of John Sydenham, Esq., of Orchard, in

the parish of St. Decuman's ;
he was the ancestor of the Earls

of Egremont, and of the Somersetshire and Wiltshire families

of Wyndham; and from him the manor became known as

Orchard-Wyndham. The following is the passage in Sir

Thomas Wyndham's will to which allusion has been made :

" and specially to myn accustomed advourrys
27 I call and

crye, Saint John Evangelist, Saint George, Saint Thomas

of Canterbury, Saint Margaret, Saint Kateryn and Saint

Barbara humbly beseching you .... at the houre of

dethe to ayde, socour and defend me."

He also ordered that a thousand masses should be said for

his soul in the county of Norfolk, thirty of which were to be

" in the honor of St. Barbara,"28

Sacred springs are not altogether a thing of the past : writ-

ing in 1870 the late Mr. Hawker, the poet-vicar of Morwen-

stow, says that the water used for baptisms was still drawn

fr^m the "Well of St. John of the Wilderness," which

stands not far from the church of Morwenstow, midway down

the cliff,
" around it on either hand are rugged and sea-worn

rocks, before it the wide sea." 29

(27) A word formed from advocatores.

(28) Testamenta Vetusta pp. 581-2.

(29) Footprints in far Cornwall (1870), p. 11.
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" Here dwelt in time long past, so legends tell,

" Blessed Morwenna, guardian of this well.

"
Here, on the foreheads of our fathers, poured,

" From this lone spring, the laver of the Lord.

"
If, traveller, thy happy spirit know

" That awful Fount whence living waters flow,

" Then hither come to draw : thy feet have found
" Amidst these rocks a place of holy ground.

"
Here, while the surges stormed and raved the blast,

" The grain of mustard seed was meekly cast,

" Till grew and multiplied that goodly tree

" Shrines in the vale and towers along the sea.

' ' Then sigh one prayer, pronounce a voice of praise
" O'er the fond labour of departed days ;

" Tell the glad waters of the former fame,
" And teach the joyful winds Morweuna's name !

"

[I take this opportunity of thanking the Rev. James Phelips, rector of

Cucklington, the Rev. Ethelbert Home, O.S.B., and the Rev. C H.

Mayo, R.D.
,
for many kind suggestions ;

and also the Rev. H. J.

Poole and Mr. C. C. Hughes D'Aeth for the excellent photographs

which they have taken of the painting. Without their valuable

help, we should n/6t have been able to give the illustration which

accompanies this paper. F. W. VV. J
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BY THE REV. F. HANCOCK.

THE
Holnicote Valley, which comprises part of the

parishes of Selworthy, Porlock, and Luccombe, is

bounded on the north by the sea, on the west by the

Dunkery Range, on the south by the Grabhurst Hills, and

on the east by the North Hill. The valley is about three

miles long, and averages about a mile in breadth, and evidently

formed at one time an arm of the sea. The rich soil and its

sheltered position seem to have made it always fairly populous.

At present it contains the following hamlets : Bossington,

West Lynch, Allerford, Brandy Street, Holnicote, East and

West Luccombe, Selworthy proper, and Tivington. The manor

and advowsons of the two adjacent parishes of Luccombe and

Selworthy were held by the St. John family in the thirteenth

century, from whom they passed through an heiress to the

family of Arundel, from whom they have descended to the

present owner, Sir T. D. Acland. The principal landowners in

the parish of Selworthy seem, however, to have been from

time immemorial to the death of the last direct representative of

the family in 1701, the Steynings, of Holnicote. Holnicote was

purchased from Mr. Steyning's nephew, W. Martin, of Oxton,

in South Devon, by Richard Blackford, of Dunster. This

family held it for two generations, and then on the death of its

infant heiress it reverted to her aunt, Elizabeth Dyke, of
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Pixton, who brought it as her dower to the Sir Thomas Acland

of the day.

Within this valley there still remain many quaint old

cottages and farmhouses, still unimproved off the face of the

earth ; and besides the churches of St. Mary's, Luccombe and

All Saints', Selworthy, three tiny chapels. On the south side

of the parish, in the centre of the hamlet of Tivington, we find

a little chapel, the west door of which, by the way, commands

a very beautiful view down over the Holnicote valley and

across the channel to Wales, dedicated to St. Leonard. The

careful plans which Mr. C. H. Samson has most kindly pre-

pared of this and the other chapels give us in full the

proportions of this chapel and the two sister buildings.

The chapel had a thatched roof, supported on moulded

oak beams rising from behind a pretty oak wall plate, which

with the beams, is shown on Mr. Samson's plans. The

roof was formerly open, but of recent years boarding has been

affixed between the beams. A small window and a door have

have been blocked up on the south side, and a cottage stands

against the east side of the building. During some recent

alterations to this cottage the remains of a large square-

headed window were found in the east wall of the chapel. I

have been unable to discover the builder of the chapel, but it

was evidently erected for the convenience of the inhabitants of

the hamlet of Tivington, which is situated nearly two miles

from the parish church. A very old lane, scarcely more now

than a watercourse, leads in a very circuitous fashion from the

chapel to the site of the at one time important manor house

of Blackford, which was burnt down within the last few years.

The ancient pigeon house, very like the well-known one at

Dunster, still remains. The history of this manor is not very

clear. In 1483 it appears to have been granted to Sir Thomas

Everingham, one of the knights of the royal body of the

castle and borough of Barnstaple, and his heirs, as part of the

estates of Thomas St. Leger, for his services against the
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rebels. Clearly, however, a little later on it was the property
of the Steyning family. This family were great friends to the

church, They rebuilt the beautiful south aisle of the church in

1490, and it is possible that they may have built the chapel

of St. Leonard (supposing it to be of so late a date) or rebuilt

it, for the use of their tenants at Blackford and Tivington.

Crossing the head of the valley, we enter the picturesque

village of Luccombe
;
and passing the pretty Rectory, and

leaving the church of St. Mary with its fine tower on the left,

we ascend a steep hill to a four-cross-way. The road to the

north leads to West Luccombe and Porlock ; the one on

the east to Holnicote ;
and the highway on the west climbs the

side of the moor, clothed at this point with fir woods, towards

Cloutsham and Dunkery. And we must observe that, besides

these four roads, a very ancient track leads oif, through the

woods and along the moor side, to the hamlet and church of

Stoke Pero. Of this further on. At this point, immediately

opposite this ancient way, we find the scanty remains of

another chapel, about two miles from that of St. Leonard.

When the Archaeological Society met at Minehead a few years

ago, Mr. Weaver, in an article written shortly afterwards,

spoke of the few mounds by the roadside, which alone marked

the site of this chapel. The owner, subsequently, kindly

gave me permission to excavate, the ground plan of the chapel,

of which Mr. Samson has kindly made the careful drawing
and taken the two beautiful photographs, which lie on the

table. At a depth of about two feet below the surface,

and beneath the roots of a dead tree, I found some

old knives, and a curious silver instrument of which I

have been unable to ascertain the use. The chapel had

for generations, until recently, been used as a stone quarry,

but a few pieces of window jambs were found in the ruins, and

the footing of the walls still remains
;
and a rise in the ground

at about two feet from the east end indicates probably the site

of the altar. There were apparently three doorways to the

New Series, Vol. XIX., 1893, Part II. h
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chapel. This chapel is dedicated to St. Saviour, an apt dedi-

cation, as the mother church of the parish is dedicated to St.

Mary. Through the kindness of Mr. Elworthy, I am able to

quote the following extract from the Drokensford Register.

August 13, 1316: "
Geoffrey de Luccombe to have Chantry

in Chapel 'intracuriam suanT de Luccombe, served at his own

cost ' salvo jure matris eccl.'
''

This can refer to no other

place than the chapel of St. Saviour, and gives us the date of

its foundation i.e. in 1315. The Luccombe family held the

manor of Luccombe before it passed to the St. Johns. I

cannot but think that "
Geoffrey

"
must be a mistake for

"
William," who, after John Roges was compelled to resign

the benefice of Luccombe, in 1312, was presented to that

benefice by John de Luccombe, presumably his father or

brother, resigning the richer benefice of Nettlecombe to return

to his native village. But he was somewhat of a rolling

stone, for we find him in 1324 exchanging benefices with the

rector of Over Stowey. It is difficult to see with what object

Geoffrey or William de Luccombe could have built this

chapel. There is no evidence of there ever having been any

population in its immediate neighbourhood ; and the lie of the

ground seems to forbid the supposition. The chapel, however,

commands the first view, coming from Luccombe, of the sea, and

lies at the foot of the moor. Is it possible that De Luccombe

built the chapel and had masses said there at his own cost, to

commemorate his escape from shipwreck or some great peril

on the wild hills above? The chapel seems to have

been held in considerable repute, and to have attracted

the devout offerings of the faithful, e.y. Thomas Coppe of

Selworthy by his will, dated 20 November, 1533, leaved a

"
shepe to S. Savyour, as well as to the store of our Lady in

Luccombe." But in 1548, no chantry is returned as existing in

the parish of Luccombe. Probably by that time, the church-

wardens or others interested in the building, had prepared for
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the coming storm by selling the sacred vessels and furniture,

perhaps even the material of the chapel itself.

It is worthy of note that the chapel of St. Leonards, at

Tivington, is situated immediately at the point where a very

ancient track from Dunster descends from Grabhurst hill to

the main road ; and that the chapel of St. Saviour at Luc-

combe is situated, as I have stated above, where the ancient

present way ascends towards Stoke Pero. I cannot but

think that these facts point to these two chapels having been

served by a priest from some clergy house or from the priory

at Dunster, who, Sunday by Sunday, sung mass at these two

chapels, and then passed on to the tiny moorland church of

Stoke Pero.

Descending the hill to the picturesque banks of the Horner,

we pass through the hamlet of East Luccombe, and following

a footpath which crosses the main road from Minehead to

Porlock at New Bridge, we reach, in about two miles the

hamlet of West Lynch, which is separated by the Horner

stream from the larger hamlet of Bossington. Bossington

belongs ecclesiastically to Porlock, but for lay purposes has

been added to Selworthy. Here, in a romantic situation beside

the Aller stream which just below joins the Horner, and close

to a very ancient house, stands a pretty chapel of the late

Perpendicular period. Mr. Samson has prepared such accurate

drawings and such good photographs of it that little need be

said by me about it. Until within the last few years it was

used as an outhouse, but has now been put in order for Divine

service by Sir T. Acland. There are nice carved bosses on

the roof, and a tradition exists that the beams of the roof were

supported as in the south aisle of the parish church by angel

brackets, but that these, as emblems of popery, were removed

about fifty years ago. The chapel Mr. Samson considers to be

of the same date as the south aisle of the church. I have taken

considerable trouble to discover its history, but have been

unable to find much of interest concerning it. The Manor of
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Bossington until the Reformation belonged to the abbots of

Athelney ; and it seems possible that one of the last abbots

may have built or re-built this chapel for the convenience

of his tenants, and that the old house with its carved

oak windows and heavy doors and bars adjoining, which

appears to be of about the same date as the chapel, and

which by tradition is called the priests' house, may have been

a grange of these abbots. At all events it seems more than

probable that this chapel and the south aisle of the parish

church were built by the same architect. The doors on the

north, south, and west are remarkable in so small a building.

Possibly they may have been so placed for processions. On
each side of the altar is a stone bracket on which, no doubt,

at one time stood an image.

The altar table, at present standing in the chapel, was

removed from the parish church some years ago, and put into

the chapel after its restoration.



BY THE RIGHT REV. BISHOP HOBHOUSE.

term, which still lives as an affix to four parishes

near Bristol, has long been a riddle.

Collinson, Vol. iii, p. 147, solved it by attributing it to a

family called de Gardino, or Gordein, one of whom, Emeric,

lived in or soon after the reign of Henry III ; but he fails to

show that their property was ever large enough to designate

the six parishes anciently included in the term, and he over-

looks the force of the preposition
"
in," which implies a region,

not a family. The family is more likely to have taken name

from the region than the region from the family.

The fact of there being such a region, and that, too, before

the date of Emeric de Gardino, has been brought to light by
the research of Sir Walter Morgan, ex-Chief Justice of

Madras, who, whilst renting Naish House in 1884, was

kindled by the spirit of enquiry, which carried him into the

public records, printed and unprinted. His transcripts have

been kindly lent for the present paper.

This is the list of those which bear directly on the term

IN GORDANO.

Extracts from records of thirteenth century onwards, throw-

ing light on the term :
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I. In a schedule in French of charters affecting the pro-

perty of Easton, belonging to the De Clares, Earls of

Gloucester, the manor is described as " Eston Gordeyne

jouste (juxta)* Crockerespulle," and again
" E. Gor-

deyne" July, 1278.

Additional MSS. 7041, fo. 84.

II. July 27. 55th Hen. iij,
1271. Charter Rolls m. 2.

Grant by King to Ralph de Bakepuz of a fair for three

days in his manor of Weston in Gordenloud.

III. Before the 12th of Edw. j, 1283. Addl. Ch. 7772.

Grant by Thomas Lord Berkeley, Lord of Porebury, to

John Fitzjohn, of Eston Gordeyne, of Wede, between

Failand and highway from P. to Bristol, with rights on

the Down (Duna).

IV. 20th Edw.
ij,

1291-2.

Inquisitio ad quod damnum. No. 23.

Verdict That Maurice de Berkeley was enfeoffed 12th

Edw. j by his father, Thomas, Lord B., with the manor

of Portbury in GordenTi and the hundred and 3rd part of

advowson, also the manor of Kingston Seymour, and

that Maurice held it till it was seized by the king.

V. 1st Edw.
iij, 1327-8. Add. Charters 7799.

Thos. atte Hope, of ^Porebury in Garden, conveys some

parcels of land to the vicar of P.

VI. 1st Edw. iij. Add. Charters 7182.

Transfer of Thos., Lord Berkeley, of land in Eastone in

Gordano.

VII. 1st Edw. iij. Add. Charters 7784.

Quit claim by H. de Middleton to Thomas, Lord Berke-

ley, of all property in Porebiwy in Gordcne.

* The estuary or "
Pill

"
of a small stream running into the Avon, where the

pilot boats lie, now called "Crockern Pill," or more usually
" Pill" only.

t This is the present local pronunciation.
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VIII. 4th Edw.
iij,

1330-1. Add. Charters 7802.

Conveyance by Agnes Howell of small parcel, and (inter

alia) of a small holding in Eston in Garden.

Dated at E. in Garden.

IX. 6th Edw.
iij,

1332-3. Add. Ch. 7806.

Transfer by Thos., Lord Berkeley, of a lifehold in " villa

de Weston in Gordon."

X. 6th Edw.
iij.

Add. Ch. 7807.

Transfer by same of lifehold in Weston in Gordene.

XI. 14th Edw.
iij,

1340-1. Add. Ch. 7818.

Quit claim to Thos, Lord Berkeley, of lands, etc., in villa

de Porteshevcd in Gordene.

XII. 25th Edw. iij, 1351-2. Add. Ch. 5455.

Grant of land in Nailsea by *De la more, of Wroxhale

intra (or juxta) Gordeyn.

XIII. 13th H. IV, 1411-2. Add. Ch. 7856.

Quit claim to Thos., Lord Berkeley, by Widow Alice

Halle, of Bradford, of Goreacre in Portcshevde in

Gordene^ and of the advowson of the Church of Do. Do.

To these may be added, from other sources, the following

evidences :

XIV. In the will of James King, Jan., 1531, published in

Weaver's Witts, p. 192 (Kegan Paul, 1890), James

King is described twice as of Weston in Garden.

XV. In Vol. vi Som. Rec. Soc., p. 229, is found the

record of a fine passed in the King's Court A.D. 1270,

touching the manor of Weston in Gardeneslond.

XVI. And in p. 291 of the same volume a record of a

fine touching property in Eston in Gordon.

These documents show (1) That in the thirteenth century

there Avas an area called Gordenland, or some equivalent

name.

* This family were of what is now known as " Birdcombe Court," on the

edge of Nailsea Moor.
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(2) That it comprised the following manors or parishes :

Weston Portishead

Easton in Gordano, Portbury
Walton still so called. perhaps Wraxall, or that por-

Clapton tion of it which lies on the

top and N. W. side of the ridge

enclosing the Gorden Valley

on the S. E.

See No. XII, where Wraxall

is described as either " intra"

or "juxta" Gordeyn.

(3) That the form of the name has varied largely.

(4) That the forms nearest to Gorden preponderate.

The variations are thus classified

Gordeyne 1 . Gorden, 4 times.

Gordeyn J In Gordano, 1.

Gordenland
| Gordene, 5.

Gordenesland J Gordon=Gordonia )
.->

Gordenn=Gordennia
|

Gordon

i.e., Gorden latinized/ Total 19 times.

THE AREA OF THE REGION.

The only doubt about the area is whether it included

Wraxall or, if not all, some part of it. It turns upon the

indistinct word in No. XII. If that be "juxta
"
the whole of

Wraxall is outside. If "
intra," it is inside, or at any rate

some part of it, probably the Failand and Charlton portions on

the top and north-west sides of the ridge which encloses the

Gorden valley on the south-east.

The area is one plainly marked by natural features, viz.,

two ridges diverging from Walton enclosing a level marsh

and forming a rude triangle, with the river Avon for its very

irregular base.
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ANTIQUITY OF NAME.

Of the antiquity of the name there is no record known

earlier than 1270-1 (see No. II), but the name was then a

known name used for official description, and must have

acquired its currency by long continued use in six parishes.

It is not found in Domesday, which hardly ever notices

second names, nor, in Pope Nicolas' Valor, circa 1290, though
at that time the affix was fully established.

With the meaning of the name this paper is not concerned,

but the fact of the heart of the region being a valley suggests

the similarity of Taunton Dean, the valley of the Tone.

Dean has, hoAvever, another meaning in Saxon, viz., that of a

waste or swine-run, the origin, probably, of the name of Dean

Forest in the adjoining shire.*

Having been convinced that Gorden or Gordenesland was

a region, 1 venture to add a few remarks on the use of

of regional names in our county. The use of them was

sparing, contrasting markedly with their use in Northern

England. Our rivers, it is true, are very insignificant in

volume and length, but their valleys are geographical features

quite pronounced enough to have claimed regional names.

Had the shire been farther north it would have had its Avon-

dale, Exdale, two Axedales, Bruedale,t Parretdale, Iveldale,

as well as Taunton Dean, but it was plainly not the habit of

Wessex to make much use of natural features in place-

naming.
REGIONAL NAMES.

There are nevertheless some such names chiefly derived from

the moors, i.e., marshes of the county, and the dry lands which

* Professor Earle allows me to add that Gore, in A. Sax. Gdra, was a

triangular piece of land shaped into a gar or spearhead. Such a piece, let into

a garment, is called by seamstresses a "gore."

t Brucombe was used in the forest records to describe the walk or ward of

Selwood Forest above Bruton.
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emerged from them like islands. They are as follows :

1. Wedmoreland. The island of sound land surrounded

by the levels of the Brue and Axe.

2. Zoyland. The island surrounded by King's Sedg-

moor, the Cary and Parret moors, bearing on it

the villages of Middlezcy and Westonzoyland.

3. Normarsh. The whole country between the west end

of Mendip and the Avon. The name, fifty

years ago commonly used, is now rarely heard,

though carried by a troop of Yeomanry.
4. Wring-marsh. The moor named, like Wrington, from

the stream now called the " Yeo."

5. Brentmarsh. The moors of the lower Axe.

6. Blackmore Vale. The broad valley below Wincanton,

drained by the Cale and Stour, and stretching

westward into Dorset.

7. The Wint. The valley in which Winscombe stands, with

Winterhead, Winterstoke, Wint Hill, testifying

to its original name, now out of use.

Besides these names, only one of which is in popular use,

viz., Blackmore Vale, thanks to its being a popular hunting-

ground, there is no use made of our geographical features, with

this exception, that the names of hill ranges are often used to

describe the whole region around the range. Exmoor,

Quantock, Mendip are virtually used as regional names.



on Somerton CburcfttoarDen^' account0,

16414747.

BY THE REV. DOUGLAS L. HAYWARD.

earliest existing parish book of Somerton consists of

six-hundred and thirty-eight pages, containing the

churchwardens' accounts from 1641 to 1747.

The sources whence funds for church purposes were derived

seem to have been the rents of certain church property

situated in Somerton, which brought in annually about seven

guineas. Occasionally a church rate was levied 1
,
and an

annual collection was made on Low Sunday for the expenses of

the bread and wine used at the Holy Communion. Other

sources of income were the fees received for burial within

the church, and also the rents for space for the erection of

pews or seats within the church.

At the end of the volume the church property is set forth in

detail, and it may be of interest to record it briefly here, with

its annual value in L698.

i. A chamber adjoining the school house, with right of

entry through the school house wall, let at an annual

chief rent of 13s. 4d.

ii. A malthouse, situated on the east side of the Pound

Pool, let at 2s. 8d.

iii. A house and four acres of land, in West End, near
"
Lamport (i.e. Langport) Way," let for 3s.

(1) In the years 1641, '42, '43, '44, '58, '61, '63, '64, '65, '66, 72, 73, 74, 75,

78, 1701, '19, '20, '32, '34.
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iv. A small plot of land on which a wall stood, adjoining

the above, let for one penny.

v>. A tenement, the situation of which is not defined, but

which must have been of considerable size, as the chief

rent of it was 3 10s. Od.

vi. A house in Langport Lane, beyond the Pound, let for

2s. 8d.

vii. A house, situation uncertain, let for 2s.

viii. Seven houses in West Street, let for 3 Is. Ud.

ix. Two houses in New Street, let for 8s.

This property was let for a term of three lives, and when one

life dropped, a new one was put in its place on the payment of

a fine, the fines of course proving a substantial source of income

to the church.

The letting took place on Easter Tuesday at the annual

vestry, and payment was made to the churchwardens half-

yearly.

Beyond the school house, also church property, on the south

side of it, was situated a gate house, and adjoining this was an

inn called the Nag's Head.

The usual charge for burial in the church was 6s. 8d. This

was paid, not to the vicar, but to the churchwardens, and

entered in their accounts.

In the minutes of a vestry held on April 2nd, 1700, it was

ordered that " noe corps shall be bury'd under any the paved

alleys in the churchyard without paying 5s. for the same to

the churchwardens for the time being and laying downe the

pavement againe, and making it good and sufficient as before,

and the sexton is to take notice hereof to see it pformed."

Space in the church was allotted to any parishioner who

chose to pay for it, for the purpose of erecting a pew or seat.

This was done at the annual vestry, and the space so allotted

was reserved for a term of one life. Sometimes a small sum

was paid annually for the use of a seat by those who had not

a lifehold right. The price of a pew or seat varied, of course,

1
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according to position and amount of space allotted, but a

sitting could be rented from sixpence to half-a-crown a year.

1652. "Upon this day of accompt came Henry Pate and

nominated Joan his wife and Mary his daughter to bee the

persons by whose lives hee will hold the seate he bought of ye

parish ye last yeare, being ye seate next above the vicars wives

seate."

1659. "It. received of Honor Collens for setting up of a

little board against a seate for to sitt uppou for terme of her

life, 6d."

1696. "Henry Penny buyeth as much ground as to make

two seates joyning to the font and payeth 5s. for one life."

From what we may gather from the accounts given of the

sale of seats, the north alley or aisle was reserved for women,

the south aisle, gallery, and organ loft for men, but this cannot

be decided with certainty.

There was an organ in 1641; and the organist received 5 a

year for his services. In that year there are two entries

relating to it :

" Itm. to Mr. Squier for amending the draughts of the

organe, Is. 7d."

" Itm. to Mr. Hayward of Bath for making the organe

musicall, 1 10s Od."

Beyond another payment for "
amending

"
it in 1 643, no

further mention of organ or organist occurs. The use of it

evidently ceased in 1643, but what became of it, or the reason

for its sudden disuse, is not stated. Perhaps the people thought

it an expensive luxury and had it removed ; perhaps Puritan-

ism might have had something to do with it ; whatever the

reason, it disappeared about the time of the outbreak of the

Civil War, and its place was filled with seats. Frequent

mention is made of the letting of seats " in the organe," ?>.,

of course the organ loft. If it was sold, it seems strange that

no entry was made of the money received for it. That it was

an organ with pipes is proved by an entry in 1642, when a
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" seate under the stairs of the organe pipes
"

is let to one

Thomas Masters for 2s. 8d.

The charges for bread and wine for the Holy Communion

vary very considerably. As a general rule there were celebra-

tions four times a year. Low Sunday seems, strangely enough,
to have been one occasion. On that day (called

" Low
Easter ") a collection was made to defray the expenses of the

bread and wine for the whole year, but the amount collected

seldom reached a larger sum than 10s. This custom lasted

only till 1652.

The amount expended on wine seems enormous, especially

in the earlier years. In 1643 and 1644 it was more than 8,

and as the number of celebrations in those years did not exceed

four per annum, it seems incredible that such a quantity could

have been consumed at the sacrament. It is, however, very

probable that the wine was not all used for consecration, but

that it was distributed to the sick poor by the parson as

occa ion required. In 1649 the amount expended was

4 5s. lid.; in 1654 it fell to 1 5s. Od., and remained

steadily at this amount till after the Restoration, when in

1662 it rose to 7 14s. 10d., but as it again immediately fell to

the normal amount, this was probably a year of great sickness,

when much wine was given away to the sick poor.

As to the frequency of celebrations we cannot gain much

accurate information from this book. In 1646 there were

certainly only four communions. In 1706 there were eleven.

In 1745 the communions had fallen to two per annum at

Easter and at Christmas.

The wine used was tent or claret. In 1706 a pint of tent

cost Is. 6d., and a pint of claret cost Is.

The bells cost an enormous amount. There seem to have

been five bells in 1641, and these were constantly being taken

down and re-hung. The woodwork appears to have required

constant renewing, and the amount expended every year on

bell-ropes forms a considerable item in these accounts.

!
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Besides these minor alterations and renovations there are

several re-castings recorded. The third bell was re-cast in

1642 by Austen (?), of Bristol. In 1650 this bell was again

re-cast, together with the second bell, the money required

being given by one hundred and eighty-nine subscribers,

whose names are recorded in the book.

The "little bell" (i.e.,
the present second bell) was cast at

Compton Dundon in 1661, and bears the initials of E(dward)

M(artin) and I(ohn) C(oxe), churchwardens of that year.

The fourth bell was re-cast by the well-known T. Bilbie. at

Chewstoke, in 1733. The tenor bell, re-cast in 1714 by the

same founder, bears the following inscription :

"FRIND: WROTH: AND: NIGHT: FOR: ALL: YOUR: SPITE:

" OULD: EDW: BILBIE: HAD: ME: RUND:

"PULL: ME: ROUND: AND: HEARE: ME: SOUND:
" FRIND: SUCH: WORK: YOU: NEVER: DON:"

In 1658 there is a minute relating to the ringers :
" Who-

soever shall in ringing of our bells overturne any of our bells

shall forfeit and pay for ye said offence ye sum of Is. (?) and

ye sexton is to take notice hereof and see it put in execution

and give an accompt hereof upo ye penalty of loosing his

wages."

After the Restoration the bells were always rung on the 29th

May, the sovereign's birthday, the 5th November, and on the

occasion of a visitation.

We find from these records that, except during the Common-

wealth, visitations were held twice or three times in the year,

generally at Somerton or Ilchester, and occasionally at

Montacute (1642) and Yeovil (1702). In 1685 there were

four visitations, and the sum of 1 14s. Od. was allowed for

expenses thereat. The parish allowed the "
parson

"
on such

occasions half-a-crown for his dinner, and the other officials,

churchwardens and sidesmen, had their expenses allowed.

Presentments were of annual occurrence ; sometimes there
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were three or four a year, but they fall off during the later years.

A person who plays an important part in visitations is the
" Paritor."

The bishop often visited or passed through Somerton. In

1648 two shillings were paid to the ringers "upon ye report of

my Lord Bishopp's goeing through the towne," and in 1685

the bells welcomed Bishop Ken, who visited Somerton again

in 1687, 1693, and 1696.

The custom of "
perambulating

"
the bounds of the parish is

mentioned two or three times. Thus in 1643 the sum of

2s. 6d. is paid for " Mr. JafFray and the Clearke's dinner at

perambulatio." Mr. JafFray, or JefFrey, was probably a

schoolmaster in Holy Orders. He is once mentioned as

" Curate of Somerton," and he received from the parish the

sum of 5 for "
reading Morning Prayer," but whether on

Sundays or week-days is not stated. He received a small

amount every year for "
keeping our Booke," i.e., of course the

parish accounts. 2

All traces of the books ordered by Convocation to be placed

in churches have now disappeared from Somerton, except, of

course, Bibles and Prayer Books.

We frequently come across items connected with them, such

as the following :

1657. " To Joseph Moone for a lock and chayn for ye Booke

of Martyrs, ls.2d."

1669. " For mending the Book of Martyrs, 2s. 6d."

The Book of Homilies was bought in 1685, possibly as a

result of the bishop's visitation in that year, and another copy

was bought in 1739.

In 1686 is the following :

" To the Paritor for bringing the Katikise booke, Is."

The Bible was often patched and mended. It was possibly

(2) In 1620 one Antony Jeffery was appointed to Ashington, but he resigned

the living in the following year, and moved elsewhere. Possibly he might

eventually have found his way to Somerton.
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a chained book, or at least it had clasps, as a "
happs

"
was

bought for it. It was rebound in 1686 at a cost of 12s. 6d.,

and in 1731 a new Bible was bought for 2 16s. Od. A new

Prayer Book was bought in 1726 at a cost of 3 16s. Od., but

no mention is made of the purchase of the Revised Prayer
Book of 1662.

Almost every year contains some entry of the payment to

the " Paritor
"

of a small sum, varying from sixpence to five

shillings, for some special form of prayer, or proclamation for

fast or thanksgiving. Some examples may be of interest :

1665. "ffor three books brought by the Paritor and to him,

Is. lOd."

[Thanksgiving ordered to be used in the country on July
4th for the naval victory over the Dutch at Lowestoft

in June. 3

]

1666. "
It. To an officer from the Archbishop concerning

some church business and to the Paritor for two

bookes, 3s."

[These books were probably the special prayers for the

thanksgiving ordered by the king to be observed on

August 23rd for the victory over the Dutch
;
and for

the fast of October 10th for the great fire of London.]
1685. "

It. A booke of Thanksgiving and to the Paritor,

Is. 6d."

[For the victory of Sedgmoor.]
"

It. A prayer book and a Proclamation with a booke,

2s. Od."

[Probably containing the revised office for January 30th,

and also for the king's accession on February 6th.]

1689. " For severall Books to ye Paritor, 4s."

[For fast on June 19th on declaration of war against

France.]

1691. " For Prayer books and proclamations, 2s. 6d."

[November 26th. Thanksgiving for victory in Ireland.]

(3) The bells were rung on June 19th.
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1694. "ffor prayer books, 4s."

[Thanksgiving for success of the army in Flanders,

issued by Tillotson. Observed on December 2nd and

16th.]

1695. "fFor foure Common prayer books and two proclama-

tions, OS."

[i. April 16th. Thanksgiving for the discovery of a

" Horrid and Barbarous Conspiracy of Papists," and

for the delivery of the kingdom from a French

invasion.]

ii. May 23rd. Fast, when William attacked Namur.

iii. September 8th and 22nd. Thanksgiving when Namur

capitulated,

iv. December llth and 18th. Fast, for blessing on "the

Consultation of the present Parliament."]

1701. "For two Prayer books, 2s."

[One was probably for the fast observed on April 4th

" for the preservation of the Protestant religion and

of the Public Peace."]

Among entries of payment for church furniture are the

following :

1680. "Item, for three locks and henges for a chest in ye

chansell."

1680. "Item. For a new choifer to hold ye writings of ye

church."

1682. "Twojoyning stooles, 6s."

1690. " Item. For mending ye King's armes."

A "sounding boarde
"

for the pulpit was bought in 1727.

Other entries relating to the pulpit and reading desk are

1652. " For Tafata and mending ye pulpit chusion, Is. lOd."

1667. "It. A chussion for the seate of the Ministers Pewe,

3s. 8d."

The pulpit cloth of either Somerton or Charlton (it is not

easy to see which) must have been of special beauty, as it was

lent for extraordinary occasions.
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1743. "Paid Robert Withy for carrying back Charlton

Pulpit cloth for the use of the Arch-Deacon."

1745. "Paid the Clarke for fetching the pulpit cloth from

Charlton."

The surplice appears to have been used during the whole

time of the Commonwealth, as there is a yearly charge for

Avashing and mending it. There is also an entry in the

earlier years of a small payment for mending the " Hood."

That there was a bier belonging to the church, as well as a

pall for public use, is proved by many notices :

1652 (and 1663).
" For mending the beare."

1703. " for a cradle for the beire."

1687. "
It. ffor a Herse cloath and making, 1 19s. 4d."

1729. "Paid to Thos. Bennett for the Church black cloth,

3 7s. 6d."

Mention is often made of a "
Horologue

"
called once a

"horoscope."

1652. " Itm. for oyle and nayles for ye horrologue."

1655. "
Mending ye bell wheels and horoscope."

1663. "ffor taking down the old horologue in beare, Is."

Also in
"
charges for a new one, 3 7s. Od."

1691. "
ffor mending of ye dyall."

1 700. " For a new Horologue and taking down ye olde,

4 5s. 2d."

A considerable sum is spent every year in keeping the

" clocke and cheams
"

in repair. The chimes require a great

deal of "
wyre and oyle

"
and repairs generally ; e.g.

1 659. " laid out to ffrancis Squier for wier for the chimes and

for making newe the iron work that was wanting and

for amending the olde."

" laid out to doudney for his labour and for leather to

sette them going."

1661. "
ffor wyer for ye cheimes and setting them goeing."

" for a Rope for the cheimes."

In 1726 a new clock with chimes was bought for 25, and
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for a time these constantly recurring charges for repairs

cease.

Besides the bells and clock chimes, a serious item of expense

is the cost of "glassing the windows." Hardly a year passes

but the windows of the church and school house require

mending. Sometimes the sums expended are very large. In

1687 2 5s. Od. was spent ;
in 1697 3 Is. 9d. ;

and in 1685

6 15s. 7d. Possibly a local custom prevailed here, as in

neighbouring parishes, of ball playing against the walls of the

church.4

A table for the church porch was bought in 1682 for

1 3s. Od. Here the churchwardens would distribute bene-

factions and doles, and carry on certain parish business. The

church lands and benefactions were vested in four feofees and

the two churchwardens. The feofees were elected for life ;

the churchwardens on Easter Tuesday.
5

In 1641 William Collins is sexton at a yearly wage of 3.

His duties are defined in 1644 as "keeping of the clocke and

chimes and cleansing the church." In 1647, on the appoint-

ment of Jas. Doudney, the wages are lowered to 2 10s. Od.,

and the duties more clearly set forth " to keepe the Church

cleane and keep the belles and clocke and chimes in order and

to ring the bell at five a clocke in the morning and the same

at night." James Doudney appears to have held office till

1676, after which the yearly entry always reads "the Saxons

wages, 2 10s. Od."

In 1700 it was resolved that " from henceforth the over-

seers of the poore for the time being shall pay to the Sexton

every year fifty shillings for his wages and sallary for keeping

the clocke and chimes and ringing the bell and that he shall

not henceforth require ye same from ye churchwardens."

(4) An old man living at Pitney (near Somerton) told me he could remember

when it was the custom of the lads and young men of the village to play ball

against the church tower during the time of Divine service.

(5) See Appendix A.
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The custom of ringing curfew seems to have been neglected,

as the following entry proves :

"
April 2nd. At this Ct. it is ordered that the Sexton

shall ring curfew every night throughout ye yeare at

nine of the clocke at night. And shall from hence-

forth ring the fourthe Bell about a Quarter of an houre,

and likewise ring the fourthe bell in like manner at

five of the clocke in morning."

The prices paid for the sexton's necessaries in those days
seem very low. A wheelbarrow is bought in 1663 for 9s.,

and in 1687 for 4s. 6d. A new ladder is bought in 1663 for

2s. 6d., and another in 1681 for 2s.

In 1651 2s. 6d. is paid for stripping the ivy from the tower,

and again in 1677 a shilling is paid for the same work.

In 1666 an entry records the "
ffetching a young elm from

Hurcott and setting it up in the pines (?) place behind

Church."

Somerton claims a "
Sanctuary knocker," and the iron ring

on the south door seems intended for a knocker. Can the

following item in 1660 refer to it?

"
ffor nailing on ye ring of ye church doore, Id."

Some entries of payments relating to the sanctuary
follow :

1688. "
It. ffor 4 matts for the Communion Table, Is. 6d."

1693. u
ffor holland for a Napkin for ye Communion Table,

4s. lOd."

1696. "ffor two formes to kneele upon at ye Communion

Table and at ye Font, 9s.

1697. " For worke about ye communion Balesters."

An inventory of the church plate is given yearly from 1710.

It consisted of " one large Silver Dish, one Silver Canister,

one Silver Bowie, one Silver Salver, one small Silver Bowie
with a cover to the same, and one small Silver Bread Plate,

all being Sacramental Plate." In 1736 " one Tin Plate
"

is
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added, and in 1744 the " Canister
"

is described " with a Cross

belonging."

Ecclesiastical terms were not widely understood in the

eighteenth century, or the flagon would hardly have been

described as a "
canister," nor the chalice as a " bowle."

In 1646 one shilling is paid "for washing the ornament of

the church." Could this refer to the recumbent effigy in the

south transept ?

When we consider that in 1671 the wages of an ordinary

labourer was Is. 4d. a day, and of a skilled workman 2s. to

2s. 6d. a day, the amount collected for charitable purposes

seem large.

One item occurs annually till 1677 "
Hospital Money,"

which appears to have been levied in the form of a rate, and

to have been paid to the constables of the Hundred. It was

invariably 1 19s. 6d. till 1662, after which the amount

varied. In 1663 it was 4 10s. Id., but it afterwards fell to

15s. 5d.

In the accounts for 1666 the " Paritor
"

is paid 9d. for

"
carrying in the money collected for the poore of London"-

no doubt in accordance with the order of the Archbishop of

Canterbury, that each Bishop should send a monthly report

of money collected in each parish for the relief of the poor of

London during the plague year.
6

In the following year 3s. is paid to " an officer from the

Arch Bishopp concerning some church businesse."

This refers to the order of the Privy Council that the

Archbishop should send (through the Bishops) a notice to

each parish to make collections "for those who have been

undone by the late dreadful Fire in London." 7

The entries for 1659 contain the following :

" Laid oute for a messenger for carriing in the money to the

(6) Registers of Archbishop Sheldon, August 1st, 1665.

(7) Registers of Archbishop Sheldon, November 7th, 1666.

I
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Sherife that was collected for the poore protestants that

were driven out o Bohemia and Holland, 9d."

"Laid out for the bareing of a letter to London to certifie

Sir Thomas Viner of what was collected for the afore-

said protestants in our towne, 2d."

" Laid out for a messenger to carrie in the money to the

Shriefe that was collected for St. Marie Blandford, 9d."

A considerable amount of money was given away to those

people who travelled from place to place with "
briefs," e.g.:

1688. "
It. to A poore woman whose house was Burned at

Langport being formerly of ye towne one Mary
Glover."

1670. "
It. Given towards the Reliefe of some hurted by fire

at South Petherton and North Petherton."

1674. "To Poore Travellers, 3 2s. 8d."

In 1680 began a curious but common payment. One

shilling was given for every fox brought to the church-

wardens, and fourpence each for every polecat, stoat, or

hedgehog. In 1686 no fewer than 51 hedgehogs and polecats

were paid for ;
in 1687 the number wras 45, and in the follow-

ing year 43 hedgehogs and 10 polecats were paid for.

No doubt it became quite a trade. To this day in the

neighbouring parish of Pitney a mole-catcher is regularly

appointed at the annual vestry, and his services paid for out

of the parish funds.

As an index of political feeling, or as throwing light on

historical events, these old accounts are disappointing. Inci-

dentally, however (as in the case of special forms of prayer

mentioned above), we find hints of historic occurrences.

Scarcely a year passes between 1641 and 1660 but relief is

given to "poore souldiers." In 1644 an unnamed soldier is

buried in the church.

Oliver Cromwell died in 1658, and in that year the bells

were rung for " the proclamation of ye Lorde Protector" (i.e.,

his son Richard). The ringers could not have shown much
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enthusiasm, as they only received one shilling for their trouble.

There Avas evidently great rejoicing at the Restoration. In

that year 8 was spent
" in drinke and for the King's setting

uppe." The bells were put in thorough repair, and the

church seems to have been generally overhauled. The Bible

was mended, and in the following year a new "
sirplus

"
was

bought for 4 3s. lOd. The expenses at visitations, discon-

tinued during the Commonwealth, again appear, and church

life in Somerton receives a new impetus.

Frequent mention is made of the wars in the early part of

the eighteenth century. The victories were received with joy,

and the bells were rung on many occasions, e.y. :

1703. " At ye taking of ye fleete."

1706. " On account of forcing ye ffrench lines."

1714. " When ye peace was proclaimed."

In 1741 a hogshead of cider was bought for 2 5s. Od. to

celebrate the taking of " Carter China
"

(i.e., Carthagena, in

Spain), a rather premature subject of rejoicing, as Carthagena

was not taken, but on the contrary our fleet was repulsed with

great loss.

A few other entries may be noticed.

1655. "
It. for a new Register booke, 13s. 4d."

1658. "ffor the Acte for observing ye Lordes day."

1666. " ffor a new purse, 4s."

1666. "
It. laid out to Mr. Sherwood8 for takeing of

Amerciants (?) on the high waies belonging to the

pish of Somerton, 1 4s."

1671. " For drawing up a certificate for poore people to be

excused hearth-money."

1680. " For ye advt. for Burials in woollen."

1704. "
ffor ringing upon ye day when ye Queene came to"

her crowne, 6s. 8d."

Two other entries require some little explanation:

1645. " Item to minister the 3 of Septem."

(8) High Sheriff.
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1665. " Paid for exhibiting of a Petition to Judge Arthur on

behalf of ye parish, 6s."

As this volume contains a full list of the ratepayers' names

for every rate, it is a mine of information concerning local

names. 9 From these rates the following list of inns, with the

date of their first appearance, has been compiled :

KED LION : 1654. " Mrs. Glover for the Red Lyon, Is. 6d."

1658. " Item of the Redd Lyon, 7s. 6d."

BELL : 1665. " John Coxe for the Bell, 9d."

1719. " Mr. Dickinson for ye Bell."

SWAN: 1665. "
Roger Long for the Swanne, 4d."

(Does not appear after 1672.)

THREE CUPS: 1664. " Mrs. Glover for the Three Cupps, Is."

(Appears in the 1672 rate as in arrears, but not afterwards.)

THE INN: 1663. " Geo. Godsell for the Inne, Is. lOd."

1719. " Joane Stroude for ye Inne."

NAG'S HEAD: 1674. "John Paty at Naggs heade, Is 6d."

(Called in 1701, "ye little Naggs head.")

ANGEL : 1664. "
George Crane for the Angell, 6d.

'

ROYAL OAK: 1734. " Wm. Martin for the Royal Oak, 4d."

BEARS: 1732. "Jonathan Williams for ye Bears Inn, 3s."

DOG: 1732. "For Mrs. Knights called the Dog, Is. 6d."

WHITE HART: 1732. " For the Whitehart, Is. 9d."

(? an inn) THE CROSS HOUSE: 1665. "Alex. Conriant for

the Crosse House, 2d."

In 1734 the "
Meeting House" is rated at 3d., but this is

apparently an error, as in the 1732 rate it is
" the house

adjoining the meeting house
"

that is rated, probably the

minister's residence.

On page 59, under date 1649, is an entry relating to the

boarding out of a pauper. The bond itself is in Latin, but the

conditions of it are explained in English.
" The condition of this obligation is this : That if the above

bounden Anthonie Brice his heires executors administrators or

(9) See Appendix B.
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assignes or any or either of them shall well and sufficiently

keepe and maintaine withe meate drinke and clothing washinge
and lodginge Anne Elmes daughter unto John Elmes late

deceased soe that the said Anne Elmes never become charge-

able unto any parish and specially to the parish of Somerton

either for meate drinke clothing washing or lodginge : Then

this obligation to voide and of none effect or else to remaine

and bee in full force power and virtue."

The seals and signatures of the vicar and churchwardens are

appended to this document.

APPENDIX A.

CHURCHWARDENS of Somerton from 1641-1740, with year of

appointment :

1641. Rich. Newcourt : Thos. Rosdell.

1642. Rich. Adams : Phil. Masters.

1643. Phil. Masters : Geo. Gilbert.

1644. Ed. Cooke : Win. Churchill.

1645. Geo. Peddle : Jas. Patey.

1646. Jno. Biggs : Jno. Bishop.

1647. Jno. Pitman : Jno. Horwood.

1648. Ed. Chard : Hum. Peddle.

1649. Jno. Crane : Jno. Calloe.

1650. Alex. Connant : Rob. Peddle.

1651. Ed. Horsey : Thos. Biggs.

1652 & 3. Jerom. Churchey : Ed. Sindercom.

1654. Jno. Crane : Wm. Horsey.

1655. Fra. Crane : Bar. Stevens.

1656. Hen. Fisher : Jas. Kurd.

1657. Jno. Rosdell : Jno. Cooke.

1658. Jno. Biggs : Geo. Pedwell. 10

1659. Jno. Fisher : Thos. Chipper.

(10) Did not serve the office.
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1660. Ed. Martin : Jno. Cox.

1661 & 2. Kob. Bayley : Pet. Whitlock.

1663. Ed. Chard : Pet. Whitlock.

1664. Jno. Stocker, gent. ; Jas. Peddle.

1665. Hen. Pavey : Wm. Bartlett.

1666. Thos. Callow : Hum. Peddle, senr.

1667 8. Fra. Crane : Jno. Patey.

1669. Geo. Adams : Jerom. Churchey.
1670. Tho. Cook : Hum. Churchill.

1671. Jno. Adams : Hen. Crane.

1672. Rob. Collins : Hum. Peddle.

1673. Jno. Horsey : Hum. Peddle.

1674. Rob. Marsh: Will. Deacon.

1675. Ri. Skrine : Tho. Hodges.
1676. Rob. Bartlett : Jno. Biggs.

1677. Jerard Newcourt : G. Horwood.

1678 & 9. Nic. Sheirs : Jsph. Knight.

1680. Rob. Cure, senr. : Will. Pitman.

1681. Jno. Peddle : Rob. Horsy.
1682. Nic. Paty : Will. Pickford.

1683 & 4. Jam. Peddle : Rob. Philips.

1685. Hen. Crane : Hen. Penny.
1686. Jno. Board : Jno. Peddle.

1687-9. Jno. Fisher : Sam. Hazzard.

1690 & l.Tho. Arnold : P. Whitlock, junr.

1692 & 3. S. Horler : Jno. Hodges.
1694. Llewellm Griffith : B. Hodges.
1695-9. Pet. Whitlock, senr. : Jno. Griffin.

1700-2. Thos. Flemming : Hum. Peddle.

1703-5. Israch Rowden : Alex. Cure.

170610. Joshua Beech : Daniel Yates.

171113. John Deacon : John Knight.
1714. Wm. Steevens 11

: Rob. Peddle.

1715-19. Rob. Peddle : Thos. Gooden.

(11) Died in office.
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1720-22. Wm. Strode : Thos. Dickenson.

1723-26. Hon. Thos. Strangways :* Wm. Warman.

1727. Wm. Warman : Thos. Arnold.

1728 & 9. Thos. Chipper : John Horsey.
1730 & 1. John Board : John Horsey.

12

1732-5. Ric. Guppy : Edw. Peddle.

1736-8. John Squire : Thos. Haggett.
1739. Chas. Board : Saml. Bernard.

1740. Hugh Bartlett : Wm. Hacker.

APPENDIX B.

A LIST of all the ratepayers whose names appear in the 1641

rate. 13

I. Those who pay one shilling or more :

Sir John Stawell, knight,
14

6s. Peter Kurd, Is. 2d.

Baldwyn Harrys, gent., 2s. Widdowe Salmon, Is. 3d.

John Tailor, gent., 2s. 6d. Thomas Baker, Is. 2d.

John Horsey, ffarmer, 5s. John Tinteny, Is.

John Applyn, senr., 4s. 6d. William Churchill, Is.

Antony Cooke, 4s. 6d. Robert Whitehead, Is.

Thomas Rosdell, 4s. 6d. William Paty, Is.

Jerom Churchill, 4s. Francis Pester, Is.

John Crane, 3s. James Coggan, Is.

* The Strangways family is omitted from the 1641 list of ratepayers, but Sir

John Strangways occurs in 1642, and the name is met with in every succeeding

rate. In 1732, Thomas Strangways Horner is rated for St. Cleers.

(12)
' We do appoint John Horsey and John Board Churchwardens for ye year

ensuing, but that John Board is not to intermeddle with glassing ye Church

windows." March 31st, 1730.

(13) The amount of the Rate in the not being given, the ratable value can-

not be determined.

(14) M.P. Probably a king's man, as he disappears after the outbreak of the

Civil War. After the Restoration Geo. Stawell and Ralph Stawell, Esqs.,

appear (1663), but the name is not found in the 1701 rate, nor afterwards.
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Wm. Chipper, 3s.

Richard Baker, 3s. 4d.

Thomas Harbin, 2s. 8d.

William Stuckey, 2s. 6d.

Peter Horsey, 2s. 6d.

Robert Baker, 2s. 3d.

Andrew Hurd, 2s. 3d.

Richard Adams, 2s.

Jas. Martyn's Widdowe, 2s.

John Martyn, senr., 2s.

Noble Walter & Toby Brayne,

2s.

Geo. Martyn's Widdowe, 2s.

Widdowe Brooke, 2s.

Rich. Hurd, Is. lid.

Hugh Bartlett, Is. lid.

Geo. Glover, Is. 9d.

Richard Pollett, Is. 8d.

William Chipper, Is. 9d.

.John Pitman, Is. 8d.

Widdowe Peddle, Is. 8d.

Humfrey Peddle, Is. 8d.

Noble Bennet, Is. 6d.

Henry Newman, Is. 6d.

Wm. Haggett, Is. 6d.

Thos. Ham, Is. 6d.

Widdowe Horsey, Is. 6d.

Edward Chard, Is. 6d.

Peter Horsey, Is. 6d.

Thomas Thorne, Is. 6d.

Joseph Applyn, Is. 6d.

Thos. Challoner, 1 s. 4d.

Wm. Browne, Is. 3d.

Henry Hilborne, Is. 4d.

John Bryges, Is. 3d.

Richard Newcourt, Is. 3d.

Widdowe Deacon, Is.

John Cooke, Is.

John Horsey, Is.

John Rose, Is.

John Gibbs, Is.

NETHER SOMERTON (1664,

SOMERTON EARLY) :

Thomas Still, Esq., 15s.

James ffisher, 10s.

Geo. Crane, senr., 6s lOd.

John ffisher, senr., 5s.

John Crane, ffarm, 4s. 6d.

Widdowe ffisher, 3s. 9d.

Widdowe Cooke, 2s.

Humphrey Gover, Is. 6d.

John Horsey, ofDundon, Is. 3d.

Allene Preene, Is.

HURCOTT :

John Cooke, 3s.

James Baker, 3s.

Widdowe Strowde, 3s.

John Bishop, 2s. 6d.

Philip Masters, 2s. 3d.

John Masters, 2s. 3d.

Thomas Salmon, 2s. 3d.

Widdowe Callowe, 2s.

Widdowe Ouseley, 2s.

Widdowe Bartlett, Is. 6d.

Widdowe Peddell, Is. 5d.

John Horwood, Is. 3d.

Widdowe Crane, of Compton,
Is. 3d.

Widdowe Horwood, Is. 3d.
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ii. Those who pay less than one shilling:

John Seward, gent.

Henry Jaques, gent.

Applyn.

Bryant.

Brymell.

Crane.

Churchill.

Clarke.

Clothier.

Deacon (2).

Elme.

Beavell.

Biggs.

Browning.
Cornish.

Connant.

Crosse.

Cooke.

ffisher.

Gibbes.

Glover.

Gilbert.

Gee.

Harvey.

Horsey (3).

Hodges.
Hilborne.

Hewett.

Hooper.
Ham.

Knyght.
Lawner.

Masters.

Martyn (3).

Newale.

Oadhame.

Pedell (2).

Peddle (4).

Prewe.

Pitman.

Paty (2).

Pickford.

Phillips.

Petty.

Pavie.

Robyns.

Salway.

Squier(6).

Sherstone.

NETHER SOMERTON

Brayne.

Bigges.

Bartlett,

Baker,

ffisher (2).

Hobbes.

Parker.

Peacocke.

Rogers.

Robyns.

Symmes.
Stocke.

Shepheard.

HURCOTT :

Page, als. Crosse.

Reynolds.

Tucker.

A few other names may be appended :-

John Brent, Esq., 1658.

John Newton, Esq., 1663.

Geo. Raymond, gent.

John Storker, gent.

John Pine, gent. 1664

Thos. Sherwood, gent.

Mr. Eastmont.

Geo. Clarke, gent. \

Gregory Gibbs, gent. I 1666

Richard Adams, gent.J

Mr. Howes ( Somerton Early)
1674.

Wm. Howe, Esq. (Somerton

Early) 1701.



prebenDal Psalms in tbe Cfcutcf) of

BY REV. C. M. CHURCH, M.A., F.S.A.,

Sub-Dean and Canon Residentiary.

daily recitation of the whole Psalter by the members

of the Chapter, each member taking his appointed

number of Psalms, probably formed part of the " Con-

suetudinary
"

introduced by the Norman bishops, who

moulded the constitution of the English cathedral churches

in the twelfth century.

The usage can be traced to very early times in the ordinances

of the churches of Wells, Lincoln, Salisbury, and St. Paul's,

London, though the actual division of the Psalter among- the

several prebends is of later dates.

The earliest draft of the statutes of the church of Wells is

assigned to the time of Bishop Robert, 1136-1166. It

contains the order that " the whole Psalter shall be said daily

for the brethren and benefactors of the Church of Wells, and

two masses each week shall be celebrated for living and

dead."

4C
Prasterea singulis diebus dicetur totum psalterium pro

fratribus et benefactoribus Wellensis ecclesise, et singulis
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hebdomadis celebrentur duo missie pro salute vivorum et

defunctorum." 1

" The earliest recorded statute to be found at Lincoln is

one concerning the division of the Psalter for daily recitation

by members of the Chapter."
2

An ordinance based upon the " ancient institution
"

of the

church of Lincoln, was drawn up by the dean and chapter,

and confirmed by St. Hugh, bishop 1186-1200, "that one

mass and one psalter should be said daily for benefactors

living and departed, and the assignment was made of particular

psalms to the bishop and the fifty-four canons."

At St. Paul's, London, the statutes of Ralph de Baldock,

dean 1294, bishop 1303-1313, appointed the order by which

the canons, thirty in number, were bidden to recite daily a

portion of five psalms each,
3 and both here and at Lincoln the

titles of the psalms were written above the several prebendal

stalls in the church.4

At Salisbury no order for the daily recitation of the psalms

is found in early statutes, but an immemorial usage has existed,

and a table of the division of the psalms between the bishop

and fifty-two prebendaries is contained in a Processionale of the

church of the fifteenth century, a manuscript (no. 145) in the

library of the dean and chapter of Salisbury.
5

At these three churches the assignment of the Proper

(1) R. ii,f. 42, s. 5.

(2) Henry Bradshaw in Lincoln Cathedral Statutes, pp. 37, 38.

See the statute and the divisio psalmorum p. 300.

(3) Statuta et consuetudines ecclesife Cathedralis Sti. Pauli Londinensis, f. 60.

(4) At Lincoln "each of the prebendaries has his own allotted psalms, whose

titles, as at St. Paul's, are inscribed on tablets suspended at the back of

his stall, and the closing act of his installation is the direction of his installer

to turn and read them and to bear in mind that he is bound to recite them daily

if nothing hinders." Church Quarterly Review on Statutes ofLincoln Cathedral,

no. Ixix, Oct., 1892.

(5) Jones' Fasti Ecclexice Sarisbenensis, p. 200.
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Psalms is still made known to each prebendary at the time of

installation.

At Wells, though the duty of daily recitation is laid down

in the earliest statutes, the table of division of the psalms is

not found in any of the registers or original documents now

existing
1 in the chapter library. It is found only in two

copies of the " ordinale et statuta
"

of the church, of the latter

part of the 15th century.

One is a manuscript book of 357 pages, small quarto, partly

parchment, chiefly paper, entitled " Dean Cosyns's MSS."

It contains very full transcripts, in various handwriting, of the

statutes and acts of the chapter. It bears on page 158 the

writing
" Liber Wilelmi Cosyn Decani Wellen. Ecclesise

Cathedralis scriptus et collatus labore et sumptibus suis,

anno domini i (57
"

1506 is added in margin by a later hand.

All the pages following are in the handwriting of that time

and on parchment. The handwriting of the former part is of

earlier dates. 6

The other is a folio of 155 pages of parchment, bound in

rough calf, and lettered at the back " Statuta ecclesiae Cathe-

dralis Wellensis." It is in one and the same handwriting, of

the sixteenth century.

It is probable that from this later transcript the copy was

made of the " Ordinale et Statuta
" now in the Lambeth

Library, (no. 729), which was drawn up and sent to Lambeth,
in obedience to Archbishop Laud's monition, by Dean

Warburton and the chapter in 1634. 7

In both these copies the table of psalms follows upon the

statutes of Dean Haselshaw, which were put forth in 1298. 8

(6) Dean Cosyns lived through the episcopates of Oliver King, Adrian de

Castello, Wolsey, and Clark.

(7) Printed in Wells Cathedral, H. E. Reynolds, 1881.

(8) The Table of Psalms is printed on pp. 68-69, but contains many mistakes.

R. i, f. 215-219. R. ii, f. 19-23, 'Statuta edita tempore Walteri de

Haselshaw. '

Xeio Series, Vol. XIX., 1893, Part II. m
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The table is found in the Cosyn MS. on page 68, and in the other

copy on page 81 without any other heading than the following :

Singulis diebus dicat DoMINUS EriSCOPUS hos psalmos cum

confratribus et prebendis totum psalterium quolibet die ut patet

inferius.

WEDMORE i.

CLYVA Ps. viii

Ps. ix

Ps. x

SANCTUSDECU- Ps. xi

MANUS

CUMBA I.

CUMBA XII.

CUMTONA

IATTONA

HASELBERGA

WANDESTRE Ps. xxix

Ps. xxx

Ps. xxxi

SCANDERFORDE Ps. XXxii

Ps. xxxiii

Ps. xxxiv

WEDMORE n. Ps. xxxv

Ps. xxxvi

CUMBA n. Ps. xxxvii

Ps. i Beatns vir gui [bonus]

Ps. ii Q,nare fremuerunt gentes

Ps. iii Domine quid

Ps. iv Cum invocarem

Cum tribus psalmis sequentibus

Domine Dominus noster

Confitebor tibi domine

Ut quid

In Domino confido

Cum tribus psalmis sequentibus

Ps. xv Domine quis habitabit

Cum duobus psalmis sequentibus

Ps. xviii Diligam te domine

Ps. xix Coeli enarrant gloriam
Cum duobus psalmis sequentibus

Ps. xxii Domine Dens meus respice fPs.22,23,
24 (in later

Cum duobus psalmis sequentibus hand).

Ps. xxv Ad te domine levavi

Cum tribus psalmis sequeutibus

Afferte Domine

Exultabo te

In te Domine speravi

Beati quorum [boni]

Exultatejusti

Benedicam

Judica Domine

Dixit injustus

Noli csmulari

Ps. xxxviii Domine ne in furore
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CUMBA III. Ps. XXXIX

CUMBA IV.

BOKLONDE

Ps. xlii

Ps. xlv

MYLVERTON i. Ps. xlix

HEXGESTRYNGE Ps. liii

TYMBERSCOMBE Ps. Ivii

AYSHULLE
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ClJMBA X. Ps. cxix Principes persecuti
Cum quinque psalniis sequeiitibus

(161 176. Ps. cxx cxxiv.)

WYTCHYRCHE Ps. cxxv

HARPETRE

CUMBA xi.

WEDMORE v

DYXRE

LUTTOX

Qui coiifidunt in domino

Cum sex psalmis sequentibus

Memento domine David

Cum quator psalmis sequentibus

Ps. cxxxvii Superflumina Babil

Cum duobus psalmis sequentibus

Eripe me Domine

Cum tribus psalmis sequentibus

Benedictus Dominus Dcus
Cum duobus psalmis sequentibus

Laudate dominum Lauda

lerusaL

Laudate dominum de celis

Ps. cxxxii

Ps. cxl

Ps. cxliv

Ps. cxlvii

[Ps. 140, 141, 142
(in later hand)

Ps. cxlviii

NOTE The numbering of the Psalms is the same as in our Prayer P>ook version.

The words in margin are various readings in the copies, probably mistakes of the

copyist.

Singulis diebus dicetur totum psalterium a predictis Prebendis

pro fratribus et benefactoribus Wellensis ecclesiaa.

BYDSAM prebenda Sancti Andreae.

Cujus vicarius est Magister Scolarum.

Some notes are to be made on this table of psalms.

(a) There seems to be good reason for attributing to Dean

Haselshaw's time this distribution of the psalms.

Though the usage dated from very early times, and from the
'

antiqua statutaj yet the actual division of the Psalter must

have varied with the varying number of prebends through the

times of bishops Reginald, Savaric, and Jocelin. It was not

until after the imprebendation of Dinder, the last-made

prebend, in 1263, that this final division could have been

drawn up. Under Dean Haselshaw there was a general

revision of the Consuetudinary with a view to enforce stricter
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rules for the vicars choral, and to promote order and reverence

in the services of the Church.

The daily recitation was to be a private act on the part of

the prebendaries, and was left to individual consciences, under

a general order and statute. At the same time provision was

made for a public observance of the statute, either supple-

mentary or vicarious, in case of neglect of duty among the

prebendaries or of vacancies of prebends.

Among the statutes of 1298 there is one,
" De altaristis quod

dicant psalterium singulis diebus,"
9 which enjoins upon the

altarists, or chantry priests who served at the several altars

where obituary services were endowed, that they should say

daily a psalter "for the bishop and chapter and for the

benefactors of the church" :

"
Injungimus etiam tabulario quod diligenter curam adhibeat

quod altariste singulis diebus psalterium dicant pro

domino episcopo et capitulo et benefactoribus ecclesioe

ut tenentur quod si negligentes reperti fuerint decer-

nimus amovendos et eorum loco alios idoneos subro-

gandos."

Again, forty years later, another statute of Dean Walter

of London, 1338, enforces upon altarists greater exactness in

fulfilling their duties, and specifies that it was their duty to

say the psalter daily,
" in the name of the canons

"
:

" Unum psalterium nomine canonicorum ecclesire Wellensis

pro animabus omnium defunctorum singulis diebus

dicere." 10

In both cases it is implied that the obligation on their part,

as well as on the part of canons, was older than these orders of

the Dean and Chapter.

The chantry priests must have discharged their duty

publicly, either as a body, or in portions assigned to each and

separately, for their failure of attendance and observance was

(9) R. ii, f. 21. Reynolds, p. 65.

(10) Reynolds, p. 89.
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to be marked down by the " tabellarius." The canons were

not thereby relieved from their obligations, but provision was

made that the cycle of daily prayer and praise and interces-

sion should be completed by another body of ministers, as the

vicars choral supplied the musical services of the church,

either together with the canons when resident, or "in their

name " when absent.

(b) How is the omission of this table from the register to be

accounted for ?

It is not the only document contained in these copies which

is not found in the registers and documents now existing in

the chapter library. There is also another very interesting

table, which appears in the Lambeth copy and in each of these

two copies, but not in the registers. It is entitled
" Kalen-

darium de coloribus vestirnentorum utendis et variandis prout

festa et tempora totius anni requirunt in ecclesia Wellensi." 1

It may be that these two tables were entered in one of the

service books which have been lost. We ha.Are notices of

destruction of muniments, episcopal and capitular, at various

times of civil trouble, and the history of one of these two

copies illustrates the danger of destruction, down to very late

times, of service books and documents which savoured of

"
superstition."

In the second of the transcripts above described there are

copious notes in the margin and headings to the pages in a

handwriting of the eighteenth century, which, by comparison

with notes in other books of the library, can be traced to one

of the canons, Robert Wilson prebendary of Litton, 1742, and

of Tymbrescombe, 1765, and canon residentiary. He had read,

marked, and digested this copy of the statutes and Ordinal,

and then purposed to consign it to destruction. On the first

leaf of the book along the length of the page is this entry :

"To Robert Tudway Esq. mayor of Wells at the Old

Almshouse from Robert Wilson residentiary at Wells in

(11) Reynolds, p. 95.
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obedience to the act of 3. 4 Edward VI. cap x. concern-

the taking away and destroying superstitions Images and

books."

If this act of Edward VI., 1551, which orders that such

books " are to be delivered up to the Mayor, who is to give

them to the bishop to be destroyed or burned," was thus

observed as late as 1765 by a member of the chapter, we

can imagine what wholesale destruction of service books may
have taken place two hundred years earlier under the same

statute.

This book, however, escaped the fate intended for it. The

mayor, or the bishop (Dr. Willes), more tolerant than the

canon, probably returned it to the dean (Dr. Creswick), and it

remained in the possession of the several occupants of the

deanery. In 1 885 it was sent to Dean Plumptre by a member

of the family of Dean Ryder (dean 1812-1831, and Bishop of

Lichfield and Coventry), arid was restored to the library of the

dean and chapter. It bears no marks of fire, only of damp
and long neglect. There is reason for thinking that this is

the manuscript book quoted by Chyle as " Mr. Creighton's

manuscript."
12

(c) We see that the number of the prebends among which

the Psalter wras distributed was fifty-three. There is another

prebend mentioned, that of Bydsam (Biddisham), to which no

psalms were assigned. This prebend was instituted by Bishop
Robert to form a fabric fund for the Church of St. Andrew 13

the titular prebendary was St. Andrew the master of the

schools held nominally the place of vicar.

"
Bydsam prebenda Sancti Andreas, cujus vicarius est

magister scholarum."

(12) Reynolds, Introduction, p. xii, quotes the late Mr. F. H. Dickinson, writing
in 1871 :

"
Chyle quotes generally from a book he called Mr. Creighton's MS.,

which appears to have contained copies of many of the more curious documents

relating to the cathedral, which it would be very desirable to identify if it lies

hid in some public library."

(13) R. i, f. 31.
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In the charter of Queen Elizabeth of 1592, which con-

firmed the prebendaries then existing in their several posses-

sions, the number of prebends enumerated was forty-nine.

Four prebends had disappeared in the interval. The prebend
of Clyva (Cleeve), attached to the Abbey of Bee in Nor-

mandy
14

; Ilminster, attached to Muchelney Abbey
15

;
and

Sutton to Athelney
16
Abbey ;

had been lost at the dissolution

of the religious houses. Wedmore 1st, and Biddisham had

become attached to the estate of the Dean, and probably were

absorbed by the Crown after the surrender of the deanery by
Dean Fitzwilliam, and were not restored at the reconstitution

of the deanery in 1547.

The psalms assigned to these lost prebends noAv remain

unappropriated, viz.,

Psalms iv, v, vi, vii, which belonged to Wedmore 1st,

Psalms viii, ix, x, to Cleeve,

Psalm Ixxxviii, to Ilminster,

Psalms xc, xci, xcii, xciii, to Sutton.

The assignment of the first portion of the psalter to the

bishop, and the stall in the Chapter House, witness to the

early and close connection between the bishop president of

the whole chapter and the whole body of the chapter his

council. With this exception, the psalms are assigned to

prebends, not to offices or dignities, except where prebends
were attached to offices.

At this time, 1298, the Dean held the prebend of Wedmore
annexed to his office,

17 the prebend of Huish and Brent was

annexed to the Archdeaconry of Wells,
18 and that of Milver-

ton to the Archdeaconry of Taunton. 19

(14) Original charter, No. 16, by Savaric.

(15) K. i, f. 41, iii, f. 384, by Savaric, 1201.

(16) R. iii, f. 49, by Savaric, before 1201.

(17) R. i, f. 58, anno 1210, by Jocelin.

(18) R. i, f. 41, by Savaric, before 1206.

(19) R. iii, f. 136, by Jocelin in 1241.
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The possession of the prebend alone gave these officers and

dignitaries a place and voice in chapter, and a share in the

psalms to be recited by the brotherhood.

In the charter of Elizabeth, 1592, the prebend of Curry was

united with and annexed to the dignity and office of the dean.

Huish arid Brent, and Milverton are recognised and confirmed

as annexed severally to the Archdeaconries of Wells and

Taunton.

(d) It may be added that there is a different division of the

119th Psalm (of our Prayer Book version) in the several

tables of Psalms.

At Wells there were four divisions, numbered according to

our Prayer Book enumeration of verses

(a) 1-63 (b) 64-112 (c) 113-160 (d) 161-176 and

Pss. 120-121.

At Salisbury, three divisions

(a) 1-48 (b) 49-128 (c) 129-176, with Pss. 120-121.

At Lincoln, four divisions

(a) 1-16 (b) 17-80 (c) 81-128 (d) 129-176.

At St. Paul's, Psalm 118 and 119 to verse 11, formed one

portion, and from verse 1 1 to the end of Psalm 119 another.

1 have confined myself to the archaeological history of the

usage of recitation of the Psalter by the members of the

capitular body.

It is obvious that the usage witnesses to the devotional value

set upon the psalms by the early church, and to the idea of

brotherhood among the prebendal body. The joint recitation

by the members of a religious body was felt to be a bond of

union and brotherhood, as the participation in a daily and

common offering of prayer and praise and intercession by the

members of one body, however distant and separated by time

and place. To know the psalms assigned to each prebend

under the old constitution of the cathedral church, may be a

help towards recognition of brotherhood among the present

members of the chapter scattered throughout the diocese, and
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the daily private recitation a means towards spiritual union

and united intercession.

This time-honoured custom was established by the present

Archbishop of Canterbury at Truro, when bishop of that see,
" as a memorial of fraternal unity in work and worship, and as

a spiritual intercession for the whole church" ; and by Bishop

Ridding in the cathedral church at Southwell,
u not as a rule

obligatory on the conscience, but as a help for the remem-

brance of their brotherhood."20

(20) See an article on " Statutes of Lincoln Cathedral," in Church Quarterly

Review, no. Ixix.



Sterne Coffins founD unDer tfje Patiement in

Ctan0ept, anD imner Cotoer,

Catijenral

BY W. FIELDER, SACRISTAN.

IN May, 1893, while excavating in order to lay pipes for

taking the waste water from the new organ blowing

apparatus,

1. A tomb or stone coffin was found, about eighteen inches

under flooring, four feet west of entrance to Canons' vestry

(St. Martin's Chapel), very complete, made of Doulting

stone in pieces, and covering of same stone, the sides of coffin

worked fine and smooth, hollow for head, everything below

the middle of the body entirely perished, ribs and shoulder

bones visible, but much decayed. The skull appeared very

complete, and something like hair seemed to be attached to it
;

feet pointing east ; no chalice marks. The lower portion of

the coffin had to be sawn oif in order to lay the pipe ; the end

was built up with the piece cut off, and the remains left un-

disturbed. It must have been a slender man, as the coffin in

the broadest part was not more than about sixteen inches

wide, (These remarks are made from looking into the coffin

from the feet end.)

2. Six feet to the north, in a straight line, was another

coffin, which had been broken in and was out of shape. Bones

found there, which were reburied.
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3. Eleven feet further north, another coffin (just opposite

the iron gate of chapel of St. Calixtus), all crushed in and out

of shape. No remains visible.

4. In a line six feet west of the centre of the north pro-

jection of the screen of the choir entrance, is a solid stone

coffin about a foot under the flooring, rough inside as if cut

out with an axe only, rounded at the feet, with remains in it

in a very decomposed state, as of a very large person. The

body seemed to have been buried wrapped in some linen sub-

stance, and with sandals* (leather) on the feet, of which there

were remains. Close adjoining the above, on the north side,

are more remains and fragments, very decomposed, of what

seemed an oak coffin.

*
Except the leathern sandals, there seems to be no clue as to either the date

or the identity of the persons buried. [Eo.]

[Communicated by the Rev. Canon Church, who remarks

that " the absence of chalice and patens seems to show that

the persons buried were lay folk."]



EUWseti list of tfje IBirfls of Somerset,

BY THE REV. MURRAY A. MATHEW, M.A., F.L.S.

Vicar of Buckland Dinham, Member of the British Ornitho-

logists' Union, and one of the authors of" The Birds of Devon"

WHEN Mr. Cecil Smith published his Birds of

Somerset, in 1869, he was able to record but 217

species, to which he subsequently added ten others in a list

contributed by him to Vol. xvi of the Transactions of the

Somerset Archaeological and Natural History Society (for

1870), thus bringing the total number of birds for Somerset

to 227. But even this number appears inadequate to repre-

sent the Ornis of so large a county as Somerset, when it is

compared with the lists which have been made out for the

adjoining counties. Thus for Wiltshire, a county which

comes far behind Somerset in geographical importance, as it

possesses no coast line, the Rev. A. C. Smith was able to

enumerate 235 species ; in Dorsetshire, Col. Mansel-Plevdell,

as was to be expected, had a fuller list, numbering 254 species,

to which we are able to add three others, thus bringing the

Dorsetshire county birds to a total of 257 ; while for Devon-

shire, which has a sea frontage both on the north and south,

as many as 300 species can be claimed. With the wild tract

of Exmoor Forest and its beautiful fringe of woods
;
with the

Quantocks, the Blagdon Hills, the Mendip and other hills ;

with the curious peat-moor district, occupying the centre of
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the county ;
with its extensive fens and level pastures ;

and

with an indented coast-line towards the Bristol Channel of

some seventy miles, Somerset is so diversified in its features

that it might well be expected to be rich in a corresponding

variety of birds. It is true that the county is without any

important river affording a flight-line to migrating species;

yet its sluggish streams, with their banks of ooze, prove very

attractive to the large and important family of waders, and

numerous rare birds belonging to this class have been

detected both on the Bridgwater river as well as in

the neighbourhood of the Axe. The muddy shores of

Steart Island, off Burnham, the deep ooze of the bay

at W eston-super-Mare, and the sands between Minehead

and Watchet, are often visited by flocks of shore-birds.

Although the opaque waters of the Bristol Channel, to the

east of Minehead, afford no fishing to terns and divers, yet

the warm shallows bordering the coast attract numerous

diving ducks in the winter, and a great quantity of gulls,

that come in pursuit of the schools of sprats, and rare laridce

are occasionally obtained. A noteworthy feature in the

county list of birds is the number of species of which only a

single occurrence is known, serving to prove that all these

instances must be regarded as purely accidental, the reason

being that many migratory birds, on their journey up and

down the Bristol Channel, do not stop either in Somerset or in

the opposite counties of South Wales.

There are some collections of stuffed birds in the county

(we will not enumerate them), that are very tantalizing to the

compiler of a county list. They contain some rarities that

are not yet included in it, such as Purple Heron, Avocct, etc.,

which may possibly have been obtained within its limits ; but

we dare not add them, as there is no evidence that they were,

nor can we obtain any information respecting them. An
unlabelled collection is utterly valueless for scientific purposes.

It is easy enough, when a bird is acquired, to paste a small
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label on its case or stand giving the all-important particulars

as to locality and date of occurrence ; and it is especially

desirable that this should be done on all foreign specimens of

rare English birds, by way of safe-guard ; as, when collections

are dispersed, such specimens might come into the hands of

people who might rashly assume that they had been secured

within the county, and chronicling them as such might be the

means of propagating serious error.

Some few of our Somerset birds are classical. Such is the

Egyptian Vulture, one of two seen at Kilve in October, 1825,

being the first recorded example obtained in the British Isles.

Such also is the young Black Stork, wounded on West Sedge-

moor on May 14, 1814, and sent alive to Col. Montagu, at

Kingsbridge, by his friend Mr. Anstice, of Bridgwater : this

was also the first reported instance of the occurrence of the

bird within the kingdom. The Colonel kept it alive for nearly

a year, and carefully described its moults, habits, etc., in some

interesting letters to Mr. Anstice, which were subsequently

contributed by Mr. Baker, of Bridgwater, the first secretary

of our Society, to the Zoologist. This specimen may be

still seen in the collection of British birds in the South

Kensington Natural History Museum.

Our chief object in drawing up a Revised List of the Birds

of the County is not so much to bring the information up to

date as to show how much more is wanted to be done, and this

it may be competent to a younger race of naturalists to

accomplish. Observation might readily add several more

species to the County Ornis. It was a great loss to Mr.

Cecil Smith that he was without correspondents in the most

interesting districts of his county who could have informed him

what birds frequented them. We can still only sigh for

knowledge respecting the birds of the peat-moor country, for

almost absolutely nothing is known about its summer visitors ;

and the ornithologist can but picture to himself the rare aquatic

warblers, the small rails, etc., which may visit it all undetected.
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Here is one important field to be investigated. Much
remains to be done upon the coast. We do not know what

Gulls may yet nest upon the Steep Holm, or upon the cliffs

to the west of Porlock. We do not know whether the

Chouyh, or the Common Guillemot, nest within the bounds of

the county. Mr. Cecil Smith knew of no recent examples of

such a common bird as the Cormorant, and of no Somerset

Shay. We have seen the latter bird often enough off Ilfra-

combe Hying up channel, and consider that it must occasionally

occur at least as high up as Minehead, where the water would

be clear enough for it to fish. Then the birds of Exmoor

Forest, at the present date, are but imperfectly known. Is

the Pied Flycatcher a regular summer visitor there ? Does

the Merlin nest there annually ? What Harriers are still left

there after the long persecution of the shepherds, who stamp

upon every nest they may discover? Does the Dunlin nest

there ? We have written enough to show that Somerset

ornithologists have plenty before them, and only submit the

present still incomplete list as a framework for others to build

on.

LIST OF THE BIRDS OF SOMERSET.

Those with an ASTERISK are not mentioned by Mr. Cecil Smith in his " Birds of

Somerset.
1 '

Those with B have bred within the county.

Those enclosed between BRACKETS are of doubtful authority for their occur-

rence.

Mistle Thrush, Turdus viscivorus. B.

Common resident.

Song Thrush, Turdus musicus. B.

Common resident, receiving accessions to its numbers from

migrating birds in the autumn.

Redwing, Turdus iliacus.

Usually an abundant winter visitor, but none were seen in

our district of East Somerset in the autumn and winter of

New Series, Vol. XIX., 1893, Part II. o
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1892. Has been reported by Mr. Jesse to have nested

in the county : probably a mistake.

Fieldfare, Turdus pilaru.

A winter visitor, rare in some seasons.

We have seen the Fieldfare in East Somerset as early as

5th September (1891).
* White's Ground Thrush, Turdus van us.

Two examples of this rare Asian Ground Thrush have been

secured in the county ; one at Hestercombe, near Taunton,

at the beginning of January, 1870 : the other, also in the

month of January, in 1871, at Langford, on the northern

slope of the Mendip.

Blackbird, Turdus merula. B.

Since the almost complete extermination of its enemy, the

Sparrow-Hawk, the Blackbird has so greatly increased in

numbers as to be quite a pest in gardens throughout the

fruit season.

Ring Ouzel, Turdus torquatus. B (on Exmoor).
Seen in various parts of the county at the time of

migration, and to be found in small numbers on Exmoor

throughout the summer.

Wheatear, Saxicola cenanthe. B.

A common summer visitor to all districts suited to its habits.

Whinchat, Pratincola rubetra. B.

A summer visitor, but local and in very limited numbers.

Stonechat, Pratincola rubicola. B.

. Resident, but very local ; there are districts where we have

never seen it ; most frequently found in the west of the

county.

Redstart, Ruticilla phcenicurus. B.

A common summer visitor.

Black Redstart, Ruticilla titys. B ?

An irregular winter visitor.

Some years ago we were informed that a nest and eggs of

this species, in general only a rare winter visitor to
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this country, had been found on Worle Hill, Weston-

Buper-Mare.

We saw a fine male on the 5th April, 1892, close to

Claverton, when driving to Bath.

[Redspotted Bluethroat, Cyanecula suecica.

A specimen in the Albert Memorial Museum at Exeter is

stated to have been obtained in Somerset, in 1856.]

Redbreast, Erithacus rubecula. B.

Common resident.

Nightingale, Daulias luscinia. B.

A rather local summer visitor ; numerous in some favourite

places.

Whitethroat, Sylvia cinerea. B.

An abundant summer visitor.

Lesser Whitethroat, Sylvia curruca. B.

A summer visitor ; scarce.

In the east of the county ; rarely seen in the west.

Blackcap, Sylvia atricapilla. B.

A summer visitor, generally abundant.

Garden Warbler, Sylvia hortensis. B.

A summer visitor. Rare and local in Somerset.

Goldcrest, Regulus cristatus. B.

A common resident ; also a winter migrant in considerable

numbers.

Chiff-chaff, Phylloscopus rufus. B.

A summer visitor ; perhaps the most numerous of all the

small migrants.

Willow Warbler, Phylloscopus trochilus. B.

A summer visitor, common, but rather local ; avoids high

ground.

Wood Warbler, Phylloscopus sibilatrix. B.

A summer visitor ; very local, almost confined to the larger

woods.

Reed Warbler, Acrocephalus streperus. B.

A summer visitor, scarce, and very local.
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This species is more numerous in the county than Mr. C.

Smith supposed it to be. When we were on the watch

for the Marsh Warbler we detected nests of the Reed

Warbler to be not uncommon in the neighbourhood of

Taunton. It has also been noticed at Brislington, and at

Shepton Mallet.
*Marsh Warbler, Acrocephalus palustris. B.

A summer visitor.

At least a dozen nests of this Warbler have been found in

various years around Taunton, and a nest has also been

taken near Bath. It is probably a regular summer

visitor to the county.

Sedge Warbler, Acrocephalus phragmitis. B.

A summer visitor, abundant.

Grasshopper Warbler, LocusteUa ncevia. B.

A summer visitor.

Very local ; we have never met with it ourselves.

Hedge-sparrow, Accentor modularis. B.

Common resident.

Alpine Accentor, Accentor collaris.

Accidental. Only one example many years ago at Wells.

Dipper, Cinclus aquaticus. B.

Resident, but local.

This species extends throughout the county, and nests

annually in the neighbourhood of Frome.

*Bearded Tit, Panurus biarmicus.

Accidental. Stated, in Mr. Baker's notes, to have occurred

near Bridgwater.

Long-tailed Tit, Acredula rosea. B.

Common resident.

The white-headed continental form has occurred near

Bridgwater.

Great Tit, Parus major. B.

Common resident.
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Coal Tit, Parus britannicus. B.

Common resident.

Marsh Tit, Partis palustris. B.

Common resident, local.

Blue Tit, Parus c&rulcus. B.

Common resident.

Nuthatch, Sitta cce.sia. B.

r Common resident.

Wren, Troglodytes parvulus. B.

Common resident.

* White Wagtail, Motacilla alba. B.

A summer visitor.

The Rev. M. S. C. Rickards has seen the White Wagtail,

apparently nesting, in Leigh Woods, near Bristol. There

can be little douht that this species is far from uncommon,

and nests regularly along the coast.

Pied Wagtail, Motacilla luyubris. B.

Common resident.

Grey Wagtail, Motacilla melanope. B.

Common resident.

Occurs throughout the county as a nesting species, breeding

commonly around Frome : numbers arrive from the north

in the autumn.

Blue-headed Yellow Wagtail, Motacilla flava. B ?

An occasional summer visitor.

Mr. Cecil Smith had reason to believe that this Wagtail had

nested near Wiveliscombe.

Yellow Wagtail, Motacilla rail. B.

A common summer visitor.

Meadow Pipit, Anthus pratensis. B.

Common resident.

Tree Pipit, Anthus trivialis.^.

A common summer visitor.

*
[Richards' Pipit, Anthus Richardi.

A rare accidental visitor
; usually in winter.
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Mr. Howard Saunders has informed us that he saw " a

family party
"

of this species by the side of the road

between Porlock and Lynton, in the early autumn.

The Rev. M. S. C. Rickards, vicar of Twigworth, Glouces-

ter, recorded in the Zoologist for 1893 that on 30th

May that year he saw a pair of Richards' Pipits near

Lady's Bay, Clevedon. "
They were in a large field,

interspersed with patches of fern, which slopes down toa
the Bristol Channel, and first attracted my attention from

the strut and high carriage of the head, which is charac-

teristic of the male/ They allowed of a near approach

and close observation. It struck me as probable they

might have a nest near, but I failed to find one ; nor,

though I returned to the spot soon afterwards, and for

several subsequent days in succession, did 1 see anything

more of them."

Richards' Pipit, an Asiatic species, has been noted as an

occasional winter visitor to England, and has frequently

occurred in Devonshire.

As no example of Richards' Pipit appears to have been

actually secured in Somerset, we are compelled to include

it within brackets.]

Rock Pipit, Anthus obscurus. B.

Common resident, on the coast only.

Golden Oriole, Oriolus galbula.

A rare occasional summer visitor.

The Golden Oriole has been seen in Orchardleigh park, near

Frome.

Great Grey Shrike, Lanius excubitor.

A rare winter visitor.

An additional example of this Shrike has occurred at

Abbot's Leigh, near Bristol.

Red-backed Shrike, Lanius collurio. B.

A common summer visitor.
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*
Woodchat, Lanius pomcranus.

An accidental summer visitor.

The Rev. A. C. Smith possesses an example of this Shrike,

that was killed in the county of Somerset,
" within a

short distance of Bristol." (Birds of Wilts, p. 123).

In the Zoologist for 1852, Mr. C. Prideaux, of Kings-

bridge, states that he possessed an adult Woodchat Shrike
" from Somersetshire."

Waxwing, Ampelis garrulus.

A rare occasional winter visitor.

Spotted Flycatcher, Muscicapa grisola. B.

A common summer visitor.

Pied Flycatcher, Muscicapa atricapilla. B ?

A rare summer visitor.

Is stated to have nested at Glastonbury, an unlikely place

for it
;
and we suspect a Whcatear may have done duty for

it. However, it probably nests on Exmoor, where we

have encountered it in the summer time when fishing.

Swallow, Hirundo rustica. B.

A summer visitor ; abundant.

Martin, Chelidon urbica. B.

A summer visitor; abundant.

Sand Martin, Cotile riparia. B.

A summer visitor; abundant, but local.

Tree Creeper, Certhia familiaris. B.

Common resident.

Goldfinch, Carduelis elegans. B.

Common resident.

Siskin, Chrysomitris spinus.

A winter visitor : local, rarely seen in some districts.

Serin, Serinus hortulanus.

Accidental visitor.

Only one example of the Serin has occurred, and this in

Taunton, in January or February, 1866.
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Greenfinch, Liyurinus chloris. B.

Common resident.

Hawfinch, Coccothraustes vulgaris. B.

Resident
;
also an occasional winter visitor to some districts.

The Hawfinch appears to be increasing as a resident in the

county. In the summer of 1892 we knew of five nests in

the close neighbourhood of Bath, and of others near

Frome,

House-sparrow, Passer domcsticus. B.

An abundant visitor.

Tree-sparrow, Passer montanus. B.

Resident, but very local in the county.

Chaffinch, Frinyilla ccelebs. B.

An abundant resident.

Bramblin^, Fringilla montifring ilia.

A common winter visitor, but local ; fond of beech trees.

Linnet, Linota cannabina. B.

An abundant resident ; great flocks in winter of visitors from

the north.

Lesser Redpoll, Linota rufcscens. B.

A resident in limited numbers ; also a not uncommon winter

visitor.

We have seen this small species in the summer time near

Frome, and once had a brood of young birds in our

garden at Buckland Dinham.
*
Twite, Linotaflavirostris.

An occasional winter visitor.

The Twite is not included by Mr. Cecil Smith, but we have

seen it in flocks in the winter time on sandhills near

Weston-super-Mare.

Bullfinch, Pyrrhula europcea. B.

Common resident.

Crossbill, Loxia curvirostra. B ?

An irregular visitor.

The larger form, the Parrot Crossbill (Loxia pityopsittacus),
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has occurred at Clevedon. The common Crossbill is

reported to have nested near Bristol.

*[White-winged Crossbill, Loxia leucoptera.

Mr. Charles Prideaux, writing to the Zoologist from Kings-

bridge in 1852, mentions a "
White-winged Crossbill" as

being in his collection " from Taunton." It was probably

mounted from a foreign skin.]

Corn Bunting, Emberiza miliaria. B.

Resident, local ; common in places, in others rarely seen.

Yellow Hammer, Emberiza citrinella. B.

An abundant resident.

Cirl Bunting, Emberiza cirlus. B.

A resident ; very local.

Common in the west of the county, hardly ever seen in the

east.

Reed Bunting, Emberiza schceniclus. B.

A resident
;
local and nowhere numerous.

Snow Bunting, Plectrophanes nivalis.

An occasional winter visitor.

Starling, Sturnus vulgaris. B.

An abundant resident, numerous additions in the autumn

from other parts.

*Rose-coloured Pastor, Pastor roseus.

A rare occasional visitor.

This beautiful bird has occurred at Taunton, Axbridge,

Clevedon, and at Laverton, near Frome. The Clevedon

bird is an extremely handsome specimen.

Chough, Pyrrhocorax graculus. B ?

Very doubtful as a resident.

A pair or two of Choughs still nest on the cliffs to the west

of Porlock, but whether there are any doing so within

the county boundary we are unable to state. In the

immediate neighbourhood of Lynton we are glad to

hear that the birds are increasing, owing to careful

protection.
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Nutcracker, Nucifraga caryocatactes.

Accidental.

The late Captain Tomlin, of Rumwell House, near Taun-

ton, possessed a Nutcracker that had been shot near Bath.

We ourselves saw one in the summer of 1873, in C nth el-

stone Park, about the same time that Mr. T. Cosrno

Melville, writing from Maunsell House, near Bridgwater,

to the Field, stated that he and his friends had seen one

near North Petherton. Col. Montagu records one seen

by his friend, Mr. Anstice, near Bridgwater, in the

autumn of 1805.

Jay, Garrulus glaudarius. B.

A resident, but in some districts has been quite extermin-

ated by keepers.

Magpie, Pica rustica. B.

The same remark applies to this species, which used to be

very abundant on the level pastures in Mid-Somerset.

Jackdaw, Corvus moncdula. B.

An abundant resident.

Carrion Crow, Corvus corone. B.

Resident.

The Carrion Crow is now an extremely rare bird in most

parts of the county, having been nearly exterminated by

game-keepers.

Hooded Crow, Corvus comix.

A very rare winter visitor.

Rook, Corvus frugilegus. B.

An abundant resident.

Raven, Corvus corax. B.

Resident ; only in the west of the county, on Exinoor, etc.

Skylark, Alauda arvensis. B.

An abundant resident ; great accessions in winter.

Wood Lark, Alauda arborea. B.

Resident, but scarce and very local.

In many districts in the county this beautiful songster has

been exterminated by bird-catchers.
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*Shore Lark, Otocorys alpestris.

A common winter visitor to the East of England, but very

rarely reaching the western counties.

A single example of the Shore Lark was caught by a bird-

catcher, together with some Sky-Larks, at Wraxall, near

Bristol, about 1874.

Swift, Cypselus apus. B.

An abundant summer visitor.

Alpine Swift, Cypselus melba.

Accidental. Only one specimen in the county, near

Axbridge.

Nightjar, Caprimulgu* europaus. B.

A summer visitor.

Great Spotted Woodpecker, Dendrocopus major. B.

Resident, very rare and local ; we have only twice seen it

during 40 years.

Lesser Spotted Woodpecker, Dendrocopus minor. B.

Resident ; local, but numerous in many districts.

Green Woodpecker, Gecinus viridis. B.

Common resident.

Wryneck, lynx torqidlla. B.

A summer visitor. Not common anywhere in the county.

Kingfisher, Alccdo ispida. B.

Resident ; not numerous, and local.

Has been much persecuted for its beautiful feathers.

Roller, Coracias garrula.

Accidental. One many years ago at Orchard Portman.

*Bee Eater, Merops apiaster.

Accidental. One, obtained near Bridgwater, was in the

collection of Mr. Stradling. At the beginning of May,
1869, a small flock appeared at Stapleton, near Bristol,

by the banks of the Frome, and three were shot.

Hoopoe Upupa epops.

A rare visitor ; three or four only are known to us.

Cuckoo, Cuculus canorus. B.

A common summer visitor.
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Barn Owl, Strix flammca. B.

Resident ; much persecuted, and becoming scarce.

Long-eared Owl, Asia otus. B.

Nowhere common as a resident ; probably reinforced in

autumn by migrants.

Short-eared Owl, Asio brachyotus,

A common winter visitor to the peat-moor country.

Tawny Owl, Syrnium aluco. B.

Resident, but, like the Barn Owl, senselessly persecuted by

keepers.
*
Snowy Owl, Nyctea scandiaca.

Accidental. One was trapped on Exmoor at the end of

March, 1876. The bird had killed several hares, and

was secured in a trap baited with one of its victims.

American Hawk Owl, Surnia funerea.

Accidental. One at the end of August, 1847, near Yatton.

*Tengmalm's Owl, Nyctala tengmabni.

Accidental. One, in the collection of the late Mr. C.

Edwards, of the Grove, Wrington, was shot at Wins-

combe in the year 1859, not very far from the spot where

the Hawk Owl was secured.

*Little Owl, Athene noctua.

Accidental
; perhaps an escape, as many are imported from

the continent.

One was obtained at Clevedon in March, 1878. It was

being mobbed by a lot of Sparrows when it was shot, and

came into the collection of the Rev. G. W. Braikenridge.

Egyptian Vulture, Neophron percnopterus.

Accidental. One (two seen) at Kilve, in the Quantock

country, in October, 1825.

Marsh Harrier, Circus ceruginosus.

Extinct as a resident ; now only a rare visitor.

Hen Harrier, Circus cyaneus. B.

Perhaps still resident on Exmoor.
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Montagu's Harrier, Circus cineraceus, B.

An occasional summer visitor.

Buzzard, Buieo vulgaris. B.

Still maintains itself in the Exmoor country, but yearly

becomes scarcer.

Rough-legged Buzzard, Archibuteo lagopus.

An irregular winter visitor.

White-tailed Eagle, Haliaetus albicilla.

An occasional winter visitor.

This Eagle has been frequently obtained, in all stages of

plumage, in the neighbourhood of Bridgwater, and in the

Quantock country. We remember some years ago going

to see two very fine specimens (alas ! fast being devoured

by moths) in a farm-house close to the church at

Cannington. A very beautiful adult, secured near Bridg-

water, was purchased for 10 by an American gentleman

then residing in the Crescent, at Taunton. He kept it in

a handsome case at the foot of his bed, saying it was " his

National bird," while the star-spangled banner waved

from the wall above his head ! White-tailed Eagles are

occasionally seen on Exmoor. In 1890, two frequented

the Quantocks, at the beginning of the year, and

frightened the farmers by carrying off their lambs.

Sparrow Hawk, Accipiter nisus. B.

Resident, but now very scarce from persecution by keepers.

Kite, Milvus ictinus.

Once resident, now only a rare accidental visitor.

The most recent occurrence of the Kite in Somerset, of

which we have knowledge, is one that was shot in West

Coker Wood, near Yeovil, in the spring of 1875, which is

now in the Taunton Castle Museum. It is, probably,

extinct as a resident.
*
Honey Buzzard, Pernis apivorus. B ?

A rare summer visitor
;
also in autumn.

Several on the Quantock Hills, at Bagborough and Cothel-
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stone. Others in the near neighbourhood of Taimton.

A young male was shot at Cothelstone in the middle of

June, 1874, and as we ourselves saw the female fly out of

a beech tree on the top of Lydeard Hill a few evenings

after, it is more than probable this unfortunate pair of

birds had a nest close at hand.

Peregrine Falcon, Falco peregrinus. B.

Resident ; one or two eyries, perhaps, left upon the coast.

Hobby, Falco subbuteo. B.

A summer visitor.

This beautiful little falcon may visit the county and nest in

it more often than is supposed. From the lateness in the

season in which it breeds, and its selecting an old

pigeon's or crow's nest, it may escape detection. The

Rev. W. Willimott, while rector of Laverton, near

Frome, informed us that he had often seen a Hobby

flying over his fields in the summer time, and had little

doubt about its having a nest close at hand.

Merlin, Falco cesalon. B ? (on Exmoor).
A not uncommon winter visitor in the west of the county.

*Red-footed Falcon, Tinnunculas vespertinus.

Accidental. An example of this rare visitor to the British

Isles was obtained at Cheddar in 1860, as we are in-

formed by a writer in the Daily News.

Kestrel, Tinnunculus alaudarias. B.

A common resident.

Osprey, Pandion haliaetus. B ?

A very rare occasional visitor ; none of late years.

A pair of Osprey s are said to have attempted to nest at

Monksilver in 1847, but were slain by the keeper (Jide W.

D. Crotch, Ibis, 1865, p. 9).

Cormorant, Phalacrocorax carbo.

Only one occurrence on record.

Grannet, Sula bassana.

Only accidental.

A young Gannet was washed ashore at Stolford in 1880.
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Heron, Ardea cinerea. B.

A common resident, but local.

The Somerset heronries are at Pixton Park, Dulverton,

Lord Carnarvon.

There were about ten pairs building in fir trees about 1872.

The trees have been recently wholly, or in part, cut down,
and we do not know whether the Herons have selected

others.

Knole, near Minehead.

Here there is a cone-shaped wooded hill, on which almost

every tree used to bear one or more nests. When the

birds were sitting, or in close attendance on their young,
this heronry was visible from a considerable distance, the

whole hill shining silver-grey in the sunlight to any one

who looked down upon it from a superior elevation. Of

late years the property has changed hands several times

to the great hurt of the Herons. In 1892 we were

informed there were only four pairs of the birds left.

Halswell, near Bridgwater, C. Kemeys-Tynte, Esq.

Mr. Cecil Smith ascertained that there were about fifty nests

in the park in 1883.

Brockley, near Bristol, Cecil Smyth-Pigott, Esq.

Mells Park, near Frome, J. Fortescue Horner, Esq.
A few pairs nest in some trees in one of the plantations.

*

[Little Egret, Ardea garzetta.

Accidental. In a list of rare Somerset birds given by
Mr. Edward Jesse in his Country Life (John Murray,

1844) mention is made of a Little Egret that was shot

on Glastonbury Moor.]

Squacco, Ardea ralloides.

An accidental visitor.

Mr. Jesse is our informant that an example of the Squacco
was purchased in Bath Market.

Mr. Yarrell, in his British Birds, stated that one had been

obtained near Bridgwater.
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Little Bittern, Ardetta minuta.

A rare occasional visitor. Three or four only.

*Night Heron, Nycticorax griseus.

A rare occasional visitor.

There was an example of the Night Heron in the collection

of Mr. Stradling, that had been obtained near Bridg-

water. But this species has doubtless often occurred

without record.

Bittern, Botaurus stellaris.

Still far from rare as a winter visitor during severe frosts.

*[White Stork, Ciconia alba.

Accidental.

An example of the White Stork is said to have been secured

near Bridgwater, fide a list of rare birds obtained near

that town, communicated by Mr. Baker to the Proceedings

of the Somerset Archaeological and Natural History

Society for 1850.]

Black Stork, Ciconia nigra.

Accidental. Only one example ; shot on West Sedge Moor,

13th May, 1814.

Spoonbill, Platalea leucorodia.

A rare occasional visitor.

Only two occurrences; one on West Sedge Moor, the other

on Curry Moor, many years ago.

Glossy Ibis, Plegadis falcinellus.

A rare occasional visitor.

Only one Somerset specimen ;
shot on the Turf Moor, in

the autumn of 1859 or 1860.

Egyptian Goose, Ctienalopex cegyptiacus. B.

Introduced.

Grey-lag Goose, Anscr cincrcus.

A very rare visitor in the winter.

Bean Goose, Anser segetum.

Not uncommon in severe winters.
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[Pink-footed Goose, Anser brachyrhynchus.

There is no instance of this goose having occurred in the

county in a wild state, but a small flock of them was kept

for some years by Mr. Cecil Smith at Lydeard House,

and the birds nested each year.]

White-fronted Goose, Anser albifrons.

Only seen now in severe winters.

Brent Goose, Bcrnicla brcnta.

A winter visitor to the coast. Never very numerous.

Barnacle Goose, Bcrnicla leucopsis.

A rare winter visitor. Only one on record.

*Canada Goose, Bernicla canadensis. B.

Introduced.

This handsome goose is kept on various ornamental waters,

and, occasionally wandering off, has been shot in a

seemingly wild state, as at Glastonbury, &c.

Mute Swan, Cygnus olor. B.

Introduced.

Whooper, Cygnus musicus.

Very rare in Somerset as a winter visitor.

Bewick's Swan, Cygnus bewicki.

A winter visitor, at intervals.

This small species is the commonest of the wild swans

visiting the West of England. In the winter of 1878 a

large flock appeared upon the Somerset moors. About

sixty frequented North Curry Moor for upwards of a

month. A smaller flock of about sixteen occurred near

Glastonbury. Others visited the lake in Cothelstone

Park.

*Black Swan, Cygnus atratus.

Introduced.

In the spring of 1858 Jive of these birds were shot in North

Moor, near Bridgwater.
Common Sheldrake, Tadorna cornuta. B.

Resident, in limited and decreasing numbers.
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Wigeon, Marcca penelopc.

A not uncommon winter visitor.

Pintail, Dqfila actua.

A rare winter visitor.

Wild Duck, Anas boscas. B.

Nowhere common, either as a resident (a few in the Exmoor

country) or as a winter visitor.

Gadwall, Chaulelasmus streperns.

A rare occasional visitor in the winter.

According to Mr. Jesse the Gadwall has been obtained on

the river Avon. It has also occurred twice in the neigh-

bourhood of Langport.

Garganey, Querqucdula circia.

Not very rare as a summer visitor to the peat moors.

Teal, Querquedula crccca. B ?

A winter visitor in small numbers : perhaps also a resident.

Shoveller, Spatula clypeata. B
Not rare as a winter visitor in the peat moor country, where

it has once or twice been known to nest.

Tufted Duck, Fuligula cristata. B ?

A common winter visitor.

These birds appear on ornamental waters in the spring.

We have seen them at the end of April on the lake in

Orchardleigh Park, where no fowl are kept, and very

probably a few remain occasionally to nest.

Scaup, Fuligula marila.

Very abundant in the winter on the bay at Weston-super-

Mare.

Pochard, Fuligula ferina.

A winter visitor ;
rare.

Golden-eye, Clangula glaucion.

A winter visitor ; also rare.

*Long-tailed Duck, Harelda, glacialis.

A rare occasional visitor in the winter.

An immature bird of this species was shot at Weston

super-Mare, December 16, 1890.
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*Eider Duck, Somateria mollissima.

A rare occasional visitor in the winter.

A female was shot on the reservoir of the waterworks at

Barrow, near Bristol, in November, 1888.

Common Scoter, (Edemia nigra.

Not uncommon on the bay at Weston-super-Mare, in the

winter.

*Velvet Scoter, (Edemia fusca.

A very rare occasional visitor.

There is a female Velvet Scoter in the museum at Salis-

bury, labelled " Somerset."

Goosander, Mergus merganser.

Not very rare in severe winters at Weston-snper-Mare,
etc.

Red-breasted Merganser, Mergns serrator.

A rare winter visitor.

Smew, Mergus albellus.

Seen almost every winter
;

in severe seasons many obtained.

Ring Dove, Colnmba palumbus. B.

An abundant resident ; great accessions from winter

migrants.

Stock Dove, Colnmba cenas. B.

Resident ; not numerous anywhere in the county.

[Rock Dove, Columba lima. B. .

It is extremely doubtful if the pigeons which have been

observed from time to time nesting on Brean Down, and

on the coast between Weston-super-Mare and Clevedon,

at Sand Point, etc., are anything more than escaped

farmyard pigeons. We do not believe that genuine

Rock Doves are found on any coast where there are not

the rocky caverns that form their favourite breeding

stations, and such are absent from the North Somerset

shores.]

Turtle Dove, Turtur communis. B.

Not numerous
;
a few appear in the summer throughout the

county.
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*Pallas's Sandgrouse, Syrrhaptes paradoxus.

Accidental.

In the visitation of this singular bird to the British Isles in

1863, none of the flocks appear to have visited Somerset ;

at least there was no record published of any having been

seen. At the still larger irruption in 1888, a flock of

eleven appeared on May 25th, on Steart Island, in Bridg-

water Bay, and one was shot. On the afternoon of the

same day two were seen at Charlinch, near Bridgwater,

by the Rev. W. A. Bell, the rector. A small flock passed

close to Mr. W. Ayshford Sanford, in his grounds at

Nynehead, one Sunday, the date of which is unknown to

us. One is reported to have occurred at Burnham, and

we have heard of some having been seen near Weston-

super-Mare ; one was exhibited at a meeting of a

Naturalists' Club in Bristol, which had been shot some-

where near the city, in Somerset. One day, towards the

end of June, when driving to Bath, we passed close to a

flock of about twenty ; they were in a turnip field where

the young turnips were just showing above the ground,

and were about a long gunshot in from the hedge. Duly
a few days before we had watched and studied a Sand-

grouse in the Western Aviary of the Zoological Gardens

in London, and at once recognised the same waddling gait

in the few birds which were moving. The greater number

were squatting on the ground apparently asleep ; one or

two were preening their feathers, and occasionally stretch-

ing themselves with precisely the same gestures as the bird

we had seen in London. We looked for them again as

we repassed the spot in the afternoon it was in the

parish of Norton St. Philip but they had disappeared.

Pheasant, Phasianns colchicus and Phasianus torquatus. B.

Introduced. Abundant in preserves.

*Red-legged Partridge, Caccabis rufa.

Introduced. The Red-legged Partridge has occurred at
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Kingston, near Tauriton ; also on the manor of Compton

Bishop, in East Somerset, where Mr. C. Edwards, of the

Grove, Wrington, shot a brace in September, 1879, and

the keepers informed him that others fed in the coverts

with the Pheasants.

Partridge, Pcrdix cinerca. B.

A common resident ;
its numbers vary greatly with the

season.

Quail, Coturnix communis. B.

A summer visitor. Numerous in some seasons ; many nests

have been found near Bridgwater.

*Red Grouse, Layopus scoticus.

Accidental.

A solitary Red Grouse was shot by Mr. C. Edwards on the

Mendips, near Wrington, in September, 1885. Although
it is most unusual for Red Grouse to take long flights,

this bird may have crossed over from Breconshire.

Black Grouse, Tetrao tctrix. B.

Resident in suitable places throughout the county : is seem-

ingly becoming scarce upon the Quantocks : numerous on

the skirts of Exmoor.

Water Rail, Rallus aquations. B.

A not uncommon resident ; receiving additions from winter

migrants.

Spotted Crake, Porzana marnetta. B.

A migrant in spring and autumn.

Numerous on the peat moors, where it is probably resident

throughout the year.

Baillon's Crake, Porzana bailloni.

A rare occasional visitor.

Mr. Cecil Smith obtained two young birds that were shot

by the side of the Tone, close to Taunton, one in the first

week of October, 1870, the other on 29th September,

1875. We had the opportunity of examining both in the

flesh. Another was shot near Stogursey, in 1887.
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*Little Crake, Porzana parva.

A very rare occasional visitor.

There was a specimen of the Little Crake that had been

obtained near Bridgvvater, in Mr. Stradling's collection.

Corncrake, Crex pratensis. B.

A summer visitor, occasionally seen in the winter months.
*
[Purple Gallinule, Porphyrio cceruleus.

Accidental.

On 25th August, 1875, a very perfect example of this

beautiful bird was caught by an old sheep dog, a very
clever retriever, in one of the characteristic ditches of the

Somerset level, i.e. a broad ditch screened on either bank

by a thick growth of black thorn, at Tarnock, in the

parish of Badgworth. Mr. James Burrows, the owner of

the dog, and occupier of the ground where the bird was

caught, had it preserved, and kindly showed it to us one

day when we called to see it. We found it in very per-

fect plumage. This bird may (or may not) have been an

escape from some ornamental water
;
but there is certainly

no lake or pond anywhere in JLast Somerset where such

fowl are kept, and we are ourselves inclined to believe

that the bird may have reached this country through an

assisted passage, on board some steamer coming rapidly

from the south.]

Moor-hen, Gallinula chloropus. B.

Common resident.

Coot, Fulica atra. B.

Common resident on suitable lakes and ponds.

Crane, Grus communis.

A rare occasional visitor in spring and autumn.

Since the Crane shot by Mr. C. Haddon, in October, 1865,

near Stolford, and recorded by Mr. Cecil Smith, two

others, both adults in full plumage, have been secured in

the county. The first of these was shot one evening in

May, 1875, at Wick Farm, in the parish of South Brent,
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by Mr. William Harris
;

the second fell in the

neighbourhood which produced Mr. Haddon's bird, at

Country Sea Wall, one mile to the east of Stolford, and

is now in the possession of Sir A. Acland Hood, Bart., at

St. Audries. This last example was shot by Mr. Richard

Chilcott, of Bridgwater, on oth December, 1889.
* Great Bustard, Otis tarda.

A very rare occasional visitor.

Mr. Cecil Smith knew of no Somerset Great Bustard, but

at the time there were Bustards on the Wiltshire Downs

some of these fine birds must have occasionally visited

the Mendip country, only a short flight to the west. On

September 22nd, 1870, Mr. J. E. Harting had the good
luck to see a live Great Bustard, on Snapwick peat-moor,

as he was travelling on the Somerset and Dorset Railway
between Highbridge and Wells. The bird was close to

the line, and Mr. Harting had a clear view of it. (Field,

Jan. 14th, 1871).

Stone Curlew, (Edicnemus scolopax. B?
A summer visitor.

As we occasionally see this bird in the summer time on the

Radstock plateau, we believe that it must sometimes nest

within the confines of the county.
*
Collared Pratincole, Glareola pratincola.

A very rare accidental visitor.

There was a Pratincole in the collection of Mr. Stradling,

of Chilton Polden, near Bridgwater, which was shot some

years ago, on the northern slope of the Mendip, not far

from Weston-super-Mare. Mr. Stradling's collection

was purchased by Mr. Henry Mathias, of Haverfordwest,

in whose house we have had the pleasure of seeing this

rare bird.

*[ Cream-coloured Courser, Cursorius gallicus.

Accidental. Mr. Brooking-Rowe, in a list of the birds

of Devon, mentions a Somerset Courser, but gives no

particulars.]
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Golden Plover, Charadrius pluvialis.

A winter visitor ; we have no evidence that it has nested on

Exraoor.

Grey Plover, Squatarola helvetica.

A winter visitor ; rarely seen as it passes north in the

spring.

*Kentish Plover, ^Egialitis cantiana.

A very rare accidental visitor.

Some years ago Mr. Filleul, of Biddisham, shot a small

Plover on the coast near Burnham, which he at once saw to

be distinct from the Hinged Plover, and, on examining

some Sussex specimens which we were able to show him,

at once identified his bird as a young Kentish Plover, the

only instance that we know of the occurrence of this

species within the county.

Ringed Plover, ^Egialitis hiaticula.

Resident ; great accessions in the autumn.

We have found the nest near Weston-super-Mare.

Dotterel, Eudromias morinellus.

An irregular passing migrant in spring and autumn.

About the middle of May, 1869, a small trip of Dotterel

alighted on the cricket field at Weston-super-Mare, and

were so tame that they continued there all day, taking no

heed of the players. A few days later we saw a single

Dotterel on the sands near Sand Point, a few miles to the

east of the town. On the 1st of May, that same year,

seven Dotterels were shot on the Mendip, near Wells. On
21st August, 1870, two more were obtained near the same

spot. The Dotterel, belonging to the Alpine type of birds,

we believe that old reports as to its nesting on the Mendip
were all mistakes, the Stone Curlew having probably

done duty for it.

Lapwing, Vanellus vulgaris. B.

Very numerous ; its numbers are yearly increasing as a

resident species.
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Turnstone, Strepsilas interpret.

Seen sometimes in the spring in its handsome nesting

plumage on the coast ; more frequently in the autumn.

Oyster Catcher, Hasmatopus osiralegus. B.

A winter visitor, scarce, perhaps still a resident.

A pair or two used to nest on Steart Island.

*Black-winged Stilt, Himantopus Candidas.

A very rare accidental visitor.

One, shot near Bridgwater many years ago, was in the

collection of Mr. Stradling, of Chilton Polden, and is

now at Haverfordwest, the property of Mr. H. Mathias,

of that town.

Grey Phalarope, Plialaropusfulicarius.

An irregular autumn visitor ; sometimes numerous after

severe gales.

Woodcock, Scolopax rusticula. B.

Resident ; great accessions in the autumn.

Not numerous in the woods in the east of the county ; some-

times abundant in those bordering the Exmoor and

Quantock countries.

Great Snipe, Gallinayo major.

A rare irregular autumn visitor.

The Great Snipe has occurred on Glastonbury Moor

(Jesse) ; to ourselves near Weston-super-Mare ; on

commons adjoining Exmoor, etc.

Common Snipe, Gallinayo calestis. B.

Resident on Exmoor, etc.
;
also a winter visitor ;

in decreas-

ing numbers.

Jack Snipe, Limnocryptcs yallinula.

A winter visitor.

Dunlin, Tringa alpina. B ? on Exmoor ?

A common spring and autumn visitor ; perhaps a resident in

limited numbers.

In his Manual of British Birds, Mr. Howard Saunders states

that he has seen young Dunlins on Exmoor scarcely able

to %.
New Series, Vol. XIX., 1893, Part II. r
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*
Little Stint, Tringa minuta.

An occasional autumn visitor.

The Little Stint has occurred at Weston-super-Mare.
Temminck's Stint, Tringa tcmmincki.

A very rare winter visitor.

A specimen of this minute sandpiper was shot on North

Curry Moor on November 14th, 1875, and recorded by
Mr. Cecil Smith, the only example from the county since

those sent to Colonel Montagu from Bridgwater, at the

beginning of the century, by Mr. Anstice, his friend and

correspondent in that town.

Curlew Sandpiper, Tringa subarqaata.

A rare autumn visitor.

We possess one in the winter plumage, shot on a moor near

Bridgwater.

Purple Sandpiper, Tringa striata.

Occasionally seen on the coast in the autumn.

The Purple Sandpiper has occurred at Weston-super-Mare,
an addition to the localities given by Mr. Cecil Smith.

Knot, Tringa canutus.

Seen in the autumn on the coast.

Ruff, Machetes pugnax.

The Ruff used to be a bird of double passage in the county,

and specimens in the curious breeding dress have been

secured near Taunton. It is now only rarely seen in the

autumn.

*Sanderling, Calidris arenaria.

An autumn visitor.

Although not included by Mr. Cecil Smith, the Sanderling

is not uncommon on the coast, having been seen by our-

selves at Weston-super-Mare, and by our friend, the

Rev. M. S. C. Rickards, at Burnham. It has also been

obtained at Minehead.

*Bartram's Sandpiper, Actiturus longicauda.

A very rare accidental visitor.

We identified an example of this American Sandpiper in the
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collection of Dr. Woodforde. It had been shot many

years ago on the Bridgwater river, at Combwitch. It is

now, with the rest of Dr. Woodforde's birds, in the

Museum, at Taunton Castle.

Common Sandpiper, Tringoides hypoleucus. B.

A summer visitor. Nests commonly by the Exmoor streams.

Green Sandpiper, Helodromas ochropus. B ?

A passing migrant in spring and autumn.

We have seen young Green Sandpipers in the summer time,

near Weston-super-Mare, in so immature a state as to

preclude the idea that they could have migrated from a

distance, and they probably had come from a nest in the

immediate district.

*Wood Sandpiper, Totanus glareola. B ?

A rare passing migrant in spring and autumn.

Subsequent to the issue of his book, Mr. Cecil Smith

obtained two examples of this Sandpiper from the

immediate neighbourhood of Taunton. One of them, an

adult, shot at Cheddon on 9th May, 1870, might have had

a nest at the time ; the other, a young bird, was shot in

the autumn. Both are now in our collection.

Redshank, Totanus calidris. B ?

A common passing migrant in spring and autumn.

We have seen the Redshank in the spring by the banks of

the Axe, and have one in full summer plumage from

Steart Island, and have little doubt that the bird occa-

sionally nests on the marshes.

Spotted Redshank, Totanus fuscus.

A rare irregular autumn visitor.

Two examples of this bird were examined by us while we

resided at Weston-super-Mare, that had been shot by the

side of ballast pits adjoining the Great Western Railway.

Both were young birds, and were procured in the autumn.

Greenshank, Totanus canescens.

A rare autumn visitor to the coast.
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Bar-tailed Godwit, Limosa laponicn.

Seen occasionally in the spring and autumn on the coast.

Black-tailed Godwit, Limosa cegocephala.

Very rare
; only a single specimen on record.

Whimbrel, Numenius phceopus.

Very common on the coast as it passes north in the spring.

We have never met with it in the autumn.

Curlew, Numenius arquata. B.

Resident
; accessions as winter visitors.

Nests on Exmoor and on adjoining commons
; probably also

on the Mendip, as we have seen it near Frome in the

summer months.

Arctic Tern, Sterna macrura.

Rarely seen at the time of its migration in spring and

autumn.

Common Tern, Sterna flnmatilis.

Very rare, in spring and autumn.

Little Tern, Sterna minuta.

Adults are sometimes seen on the peat moors in the spring.
*
Sooty Tern, Sterna fuliginosa.

Accidental.

Mr. Foot, the bird-stuffer at Bath, has shown us a very

beautiful example of this Tern that was caught alive near

Bath, after stormy weather, in October, 1885.

Black Tern, HydrochcHdon nigra.

Not uncommon, both in spring and autumn.

Ivory Gull, Pagophila eburnea.

A very rare accidental visitor.

A beautiful adult specimen of the Ivory Gull was caught

some years ago in a trap baited with a sprat at Weston-

super-Mare, and was kept alive for some time by Mr.

Augustus Stone, bird-stuffer, until one day it managed to

get into a heap of fresh mortar, where it was found lying

dead and bedraggled.
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Kittiwake, Rissa tridactyla.

A very numerous winter visitor, following the sprats into

the shallows.

Glaucous Gull, Larus glaucus.

An irregular winter visitor.

This fine arctic Gull is not very rare in the winter time at

Weston-super-Mare, coming into the bay after the sprats.

Mr. Augustus Stone, the local bird-stuffer, possessed a

very beautiful example, in which the mantle was a silvery

white, indicative (so we were informed by Professor

Newton) of great age.
*
Iceland Gull, Larus leucopterus.

A rare winter visitor.

In Somerset, the Iceland Gull has been procured occasionally

in the winter at Weston-super-Mare, whence Mr. Cecil

Smith received a very fine example in immature plumage,

which we examined in the flesh; this bird was obtained

on December 28th, 1870. He has also recorded in the

Zoologist an Iceland Gull which occurred many miles

inland, at Somerton, on December 12th, 1881, which was

made into a fire-screen !

Herring Gull, Larus argentatns. B ?

Perhaps a resident. Information required as to its nesting

anywhere in the county. .

Lesser Black-backed Gull, Larus fuscus. B ?

The same remark applies also to this species ; seldom seen

far up the channel.

Common Gull, Larus canus.

A common winter visitor.

Greater Black-backed Gull, Larus marinus. B ?

One or two to be seen on the coast.

This splendid Gull is reported formerly to have nested on

the Steep Holm.

Black-headed Gull, Larus ridibundus.

An abundant winter visitor.

We know of no breeding place of these pretty Gulls within
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the county; but in May, 1891, our parish of Buckland

Dinham, near Frome, was visited by a little party, which

remained for some time in our vicarage meadow, and we

subsequently saw a pair or two on the high ground above

Radstock, and concluded that all these birds were quest-

ing about for a nesting station. The Black-headed Gull

during the last few years has increased so enormously on

the Gulleries in Dorsetshire, that overflow birds may well

be expected to be on the look out for suitable marshes to

occupy in the adjoining counties of Somerset and Devon.

Little Gull, Larus rninutus.

An irregular winter visitor.

A Little Gull occurred at Clevedon, at the end of October,

1889. Others at Weston-super-Mare.

Sabine's Gull, Xema sabinii.

A rare winter visitor.

Three occurrences of young birds in the autumn, at Weston-

super-Mare, where we ourselves once saw a flock of five.

*Great Skua, Stercorarius catarrhactes.

Accidental. We only know of a single instance of the

Great Skua as a Somerset bird it is not very likely to

occur in the Bristol channel and for this we are in-

debted to the Report of the British Association Migration

Committee.

*Pomatorhine Skua, Stercorarius pomatorhinus.

Accidental. This species has been obtained at Minehead,

on Steart Island, also at Combwitch, on the Bridgwater

river, where it was called a " Mullin Hawk," and one, in

immature plumage, was shot at North Curry, and others

have occurred at Weston-super-Mare. All these were

the produce of the month of October, 1879, when a large

number of Pomatorhine Skuas appeared off the south-

western counties.

Richardson's Skua, Stercorarius crepidatus.

Accidental. A fine adult was shot at Clevedon in Decem-
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ber, 1873, and three (one adult and two young) at

Stolford, in the autumn of 1892.

Buffon's Skua, Stercorarius parasiticus.

Accidental. An immature example of this rare visitor was

shot at Stolford by Mr. C. Haddon, in September, 1873.

In the autumn of 1891, great numbers of these Skuas

were driven by gales into the British and Bristol Channels,

and some were seen as high up as Clevedon, where one

was shot, and described in a local paper as a " Buffoon's

Skaw" (sic).

Storm Petrel, Procellaria pelagica.

Accidental. Occasionally picked up, sometimes far inland

(as at Bath) after gales.

Leach's Petrel, Procellaria leucorrhoa.

Accidental. Also driven inland by gales.

*Manx Shearwater, Puffinus anglorum.

Accidental. Occasionally blown up the Bristol Channel,

and also far inland, by heavy gales, It has been picked

up at Watchet, has been blown into the rigging of a ship

at the mouth of the Bridgwater river, and has been found

as far inland as Milverton.

Fulmar, Fulmarus glacialis.

Accidental. One, in immature plumage, was shot at Stol-

ford, October 26, 1870.

Great Northern Diver, Cotymbus glacialis.

Accidental. One, in immature plumage, on the Barrow

waterworks, near Bristol, January 20, 1881. This Diver

is extremely rare, only occurring on ponds and inland

streams by accident.
*
Black-throated Diver, Colymbus arcticus.

Accidental. One was shot on some flooded land on Lady

Egremont's property near Williton, December, 1875.

Red-throated Diver, Colymbus septentrionalis.

Accidental. One picked up dead at Bishop's Hull.

Great-crested Grebe, Podiceps cristatus.

A rare accidental visitor ; only four on record.
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*Red-necked Grebe, Podiceps griseigena.

Accidental. One at Taunton in February, 1870 ; another

in the same month in the following year on the moors

at North Curry.

Sclavonian Grebe, Podiceps auritus.

Accidental. Only two specimens.

Little Grebe, Tachybaptcs fluviatilis. B.

A common resident.

Razor-bill, Alca torda.

We have seen little flocks high up in the channel in the winter.

Common Guillemot, Lomvia troile. B ?

Information wanted as to its nesting on cliffs within the

bounds of the county.

We have seen Common Guillemots and Razor-bills as high

up the Bristol Channel as the Severn Tunnel.

Black Guillemot, Uria grylle.

Accidental. Only one, near Quantoxhead.

Little Auk, Mergulus alle.

Accidental. Other specimens have been picked up besides

the three mentioned by Mr. Cecil Smith; one, as far in-

land as Ilminster, in December, 1884.

Puffin, Fratercula arctica.

A rare straggler, sometimes coming up the channel.

SUMMARY.

The Somerset birds in our catalogue may be classified as

(i.) Residents (of which six are doubtful) ... 78

(ii.) Summer visitors ... ... ... ... 34

(iii.) Winter visitors ... ... ... ... 31

(iv.) Passers in spring and autumn ... ... 10

(v.) Occasional or irregular visitors ... ... 55

(vi.) Accidental visitors, mere waifs and strays... 43

(vii.) Introduced species ... ... ... ... 6

257

Adding six species for which the authority is doubtful 6

Grand total.. 263
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(i.) The Residents are seventy-eight in number.

Mistle Thrush

Song Thrush
Blackbird
Stonechat
Eedbreast
Goldcrest

Hedge sparrow
Dipper
Longtailed Tit

Great Tit
Coal Tit

Marsh Tit
Blue Tit

Nuthatch
Wren
Pied Wagtail
Grey Wagtail
Meadow Pipit
Rock Pipit
Tree Creeper
Goldfinch
Greenfinch
Hawfinch

House-sparrow
Tree-sparrow
Chaffinch
Linnet
Bullfinch

Corn Bunting
Yellow Hammer
Cirl Bunting
Reed Bunting
Starling

Chough ?

Jay
Magpie
Jackdaw
Carrion Crow
Rook
Raven

Skylark
Woodlark
Great Spotted Wood-

pecker
Lesser Spotted Wood-

pecker
Green Woodpecker
Kingfisher
Barn Owl
Long-eared Owl
Tawny Owl
Hen Harrier
Buzzard

Sparrow-hawk
Peregrine Falcon
Kestrel

Heron
Common Sheldrake
Wild Duck
Ring Dove
Stock Dove
Rock Dove ?

Partridge
Black Grouse
Water Rail

Spotted Crake
Moorhen
Coot

Ringed Plover

Lapwing
Oyster Catcher
Woodcock
Snipe
Dunlin
Curlew

Herring Gull ?

Lesser Black-backed
Gull?

Greater Black-backed
Gull?

Little Grebe
Common Guillemot ?

(ii.) Summer visitors. These are thirty-four.

Ring Ouzel
Wheatear
Whinchat
Redstart

Nightingale
Whitethroat
Lesser Whitethroat

Blackcap
Garden Warbler
Chiff-Chaff
Willow Warbler
Wood Warbler

Reed Warbler
Marsh Warbler

Sedge Warbler

Grasshopper Warbler
White Wagtail
Yellow Wagtail
Tree Pipit.
Red-backed Shrike

Spotted Flycatcher
Pied Flycatcher B. ?

Swallow
Martin

Sand Martin
Swift

Nightjar
Wryneck
Cuckoo

Hobby
Turtle Dove
Quail
Corncrake
Common Sandpiper

(iii.) Winter visitors comprise the following thirty-one.

Redwing
Fieldfare

Black Redstart B. ?

Siskin

Lesser Redpoll B.

Brambling
Snow Bunting
Short-eared Owl
Merlin B ? on Exmoor ?

Bittern

White-fronted Goose

Brent Goose

Wigeon
Pintail

Teal B. ?

Shoveller B.

Tufted Duck B.

Scaup
Pochard
Golden Eye
Common Scoter

Goosander

Red-breasted Mergan-
ser

Smew
Golden Plover

Grey Plover
Jack Snipe
Sanderling
Common Gull
Black-headed Gull
Kittiwake

New Series, Vol. XIX., 1893, Part II.
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(iv.) Passing visitors in spring and autumn are only ten.

Turnstone Green Sandpiper B. ? Common Tern
Whimbrel Bar-tailed Godwit Little Tern
Redshank B. ? Arctic Tern Black Tern
Knot

(v.) The occasional or irregular visitors are numerous, and
are the following fifty-five.

Blue-headed Yellow

Wagtail B. ?

[Richards's Pipit]
Golden Oriole

Great Grey Shrike

Waxwing
Twite

S Crossbill

t Parrot Crossbill

Rose-coloured Pastor
Hooded Crow
Shore Lark

Hoopoe
Marsh Harrier

Montagu's Harrier B.

Rough-legged Buzzard
White-tailed Eagle
Honey Buzzard B.?

Kite

Osprey B.?

(vi.) The Accidental Visitors

forty-three as under :-

Cormorant
Little Bittern

Night Heron
[White Stork]
Spoonbill
Glossy Ibis

Grey-lag Goose
Bean Goose
Barnacle Goose

Whooper
Bewick's Swan
Gadwall

Garganey
Long-tailed Duck
Eider Duck
Velvet Scoter
Crane
Great Bustard
Stone Curlew B.?

Little Crake
Dotterel
Little Stint

Temminck's Stint
Wood Sandpiper B. ?

Spotted Redshank
Ruff
Black -tailed Godwit

Grey Phalarope
Great Snipe
Curlew Sandpiper
Purple Sandpiper
Greenshank
Glaucous Gull
Iceland Gull
Little Gull
Sabine's Gull
Razor-bill

Puffin

Baillon's Crake

are also numerous, and are

White's Ground
Thrush

[Red-spotted Blue-

throat]

Alpine Accentor
Bearded Tit
Woodchat
Serin
I White-winged Cross-

bill]
N utcracker

Alpine Swift
Roller

Bee Eater

Snowy Owl
American Hawk

Owl

Tengmalm's Owl
Little Owl
Egyptian Vulture
Red-footed Falcon
Gannet

[Little Egret]
Squacco
Black Stork
Pallas's Sandgrouse
Red Grouse

Purple Gallinule
Collared Pratincole

[Cream-coloui ed Courser]
Kentish Plover

Black-winged Stilt

Bartram's Sandpiper
Sooty Tern

Ivory Gull
Common Skua
Pomatorhine Skua
Richardson's Skua
Buffon's Skua
Storm Petrel

Leach's Petrel

Manx Shearwater
Fulmar
Great Northern Diver
Black-throated Diver
Red-throated Diver
Great-crested Grebe
Red necked Grebe
Sclavonian Grebe
Black Guillemot
Little Auk

The wanderers from America in this list are only two, the

Hawk Owl and Bartram's Sandpiper. The greater number

of American species that have been obtained in Devon and

Cornwall is indicative that the route by which these birds

approach the South of England must be via the north-east

of Europe, crossing Scotland, and coming down St. George's

Channel.
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(vii.) The Introduced species are six :

Egyptian Goose B. Mute Swan B. Pheasant B.

Canada Goose B. Black Swan Red-legged Partridge

The Nesting Birds are made up of

Residents 72

Summer visitors ... ... ... ... 33

Introduced Species ... ... ... ... 4

109

Besides these there are six doubtful residents, one doubtful

summer visitor, six winter visitors, two passing visitors, and

six occasional visitors that have either been known to breed,

or may very probably have done so, thus bringing the grand

total of breeders and probable breeders up to 130.

In the above classification the divisions necessarily overlap,

and the same species might very properly be entered in more

than one class. Thus, the Grey Wagtail might be numbered

both among the residents and also among the winter visitors
;

so might the Snipe, etc. Again, the characteristic features

of the county have to be borne in mind, compelling the birds,

which in the adjoining county of Devon take rank among the

ordinary winter visitors, to be regarded as mere waifs and

strays in Somerset. The Red-necked Diver, one of the com-

monest of the diving birds in the bays and estuaries of

Devon in the winter months, would be so out of its element

in the muddy Bristol Channel that it would be useless to

expect it there, and it is only known as a Somerset bird

through one having been picked up dead inland. For this

reason we have placed all the Divers and Grebes, with the

exception of the Little Grebe, which is a common resident,

among the accidental visitors, as only single instances, for

the most part, are on record of their occurrence, and that far

away from the channel.



Clifford

President, 1877. Vice-President, 1878-1893.

BY THE KEY. T. S. HOLMES.

r I iHE Society has again to record the loss of one of its

-L Vice-Presidents. On Monday afternoon, August 14th,

at a time when many of our members were on their way to

Frome for our yearly gathering, Bishop Cliiford breathed his

last at Prior Park. The newspapers had reported his serious

illness, and also the fact that he seemed to have rallied, so that

the announcement of his death, and at such a time, came as a

painful surprise to those of us who had known him. His

position in a Society which consisted very largely of members

of the Church of England, and which was wont to visit system-

atically the parish churches in Somerset, was naturally some-

what peculiar. His early training, however, and his great

love for archaeological pursuits, broke down all such barriers.

He never failed to show the greatest respect and consideration

for the clergy of the English Church. A devoted antiquary,

he never allowed anything to interfere with his efforts to gain

information concerning the mediaeval antiquities of England.

In his Presidential address at Bridgwater in 1877, he carefully

described what he conceived to be the true functions of our

Society :

" All branches of science undoubtedly require wide

views but wide views can only be of value when they are

based on the exact knowledge of individual facts ; and it is,
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above all, the special province of local labourers and local

societies accurately to ascertain those facts. As regards our

County of Somerset, many long years must elapse before all

the local facts of history, of geology, and of the natural

sciences connected with it shall have been worked out. Much
remains to be ascertained regarding the state of this portion of

Britain in Roman and British times." His own special study

was that of the Roman occupation of Somerset, and the later

period of the wanderings and struggles of JEtIfred, and on these

subjects he was always ready to discuss any questions that

related to them. He was also a great student of Canon Law,
insomuch that he became quite an authority on it among the

members of his own Faith, and was frequently referred to by
the Roman bishops in England for solutions on difficulties

which baffled their own efforts. It was by his study of this

subject that the present writer gained his friendship. He met

him, for the first time, at Somerleaze, in 1878, and since then

he is indebted to the Bishop for many letters explaining the

difficulties which Berardi had suggested. Our Society, how-

ever, only knew the Bishop as an antiquary, and though a

few facts concerning his personal history may not be out of

place, we must confine our remarks for the most part to his

labours amongst us in that capacity.

William Joseph Hugh Clifford was the second son of Hugh
Charles, 7th Baron Clifford of Chudleigh, and was born at

Irnham in Lincolnshire, on Christmas Eve, 1823. He was

educated as a boy at Hodder Park, Stonyhurst, and Prior

Park, entering in 1834 the College of Nobles at Rome, an

aristocratic school, under the management of the Jesuits. He
was confirmed by his maternal grandfather, Cardinal Weld,
who took orders as a widower, and in 1840 was brought into

prominence in being chosen to deliver on August loth, a

panegyric on the Virgin Mary, in the Templo Liberiano, in

the presence of Gregory XVIth. During the next few years

he was under the instruction of the well-known Jesuit, Father
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Perrone, and in 1847 received minor orders from Cardinal

Patrizi. That same year, owing to the college being closed

on account of the Revolution, he left Rome, and at Bruges he

was made a sub-deacon by Bishop Malou. Then for two years

he studied at St. Bueno's College, near St. Asaph, in North

Wales, and on August 25th, 1850, he was ordained priest by

Bishop Hendren at the Cathedral in Clifton. There he studied

for his doctor's degree, and in 1851 he again went to Rome,
received his degree, and in 1852 returned to Plymouth to live

with Bishop Errington as his secretary. Here he formed that

life-long friendship which had so great an influence on his

future. Bishop Hedley, of Newport, in his funeral sermon

preached at Prior Park, said,
" There was one memorable

occasion upon which, whatever else might be said, he sacrificed

himself, sacrificed what most would have called his prospects

for loyalty to a friend." The explanation of this passage is an

open secret. Bishop Errington had been appointed co-adjutor

to Cardinal Wiseman, and was generally regarded as his proba-

ble successor. For certain reasons it was thought necessary

that he should resign this claim, and when he refused Dr.

Clifford is supposed to have supported him in his action. So

Bishop Errington was promoted in 1855 to the Archbishopric

of Trebizond, and Dr. Clifford, after acting as administrator

of the diocese of Plymouth until the appointment of Dr.

Vaughan, retired to Rome. There he spent three years at

the Collegio Pio in preparation for those episcopal responsi-

bilities which he knew would doubtless some day be imposed

upon him. In Rome he always seemed at home. He was an

excellent Italian scholar, and he enjoyed very much the

society of the Roman prelates, and the semi-political atmos-

phere of the College of Nobles. One who was his fellow

student during those three years recalls how he was known

there for the heartiness of his characteristic laugh, a pleasant

hearty laugh which many of our members can well remember.

Meanwhile in 1854, Dr. Burgess, Bishop of Clifton, died,
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and the Archbishop
"

in partibus
"

administered the affairs of

that See until the appointment of Dr. Clifford. He was con-

secrated at Rome in the Sistine Chapel on February 15th,

1857, by Pio Nono himself, Archbishop Errington and Bishop
Baillu assisting, and in the following month he was enthroned

at Clifton. On his arrival he found that Archbishop Errington
had been obliged tu close Prior Park as a religious seminary.
It had been suffering from indifferent fortune for some years,

and at last its financial difficulties were so great that it was

handed over to the mortgagee, Mr. Raphael, and even the

church vestments were sold to pay the debts on it. But

Bishop Clifford took the matter again in hand, collecting

enough to open the mansion as a school, and in ten years' time,

by energetic begging and the sacrifice of his own private for

tune, he was able to re-open, free from debt, the colleges on

either side. It was henceforth one of his favourite resorts.

Here his friend, Archbishop Errington, retired on the death

of Cardinal Wiseman, and here he died and was buried, Bishop
Clifford at the time arranging that there should be room in

the same vault for his own remains to be laid by the side of

those of his departed friend. But we must go back to 1865,

when Cardinal Wiseman died, and the names of Dr. Errington,

Dr. Clifford, and another, were forwarded to Rome with the

recommendation of the Chapter at Westminster. Then it was

that "
loyalty to a friend

"
induced Bishop Clifford to write

and withdraw his name in favour of the elder nominee. This

action of his, following as it did that of the years 1853-5, gave
considerable offence to the Pope, and was doubtless the cause

why he was riot further advanced in the papal hierarchy. In

1871 this independence was again displayed, when Bishop
Clifford allowed it to be known at the Vatican Council that he

regarded the Infallibility dogma as decidedly inopportune.

But when it was announced as an article of faith he loyally

accepted it, and took vigorous steps to impose it on his own

clergy. Well did Bishop Hedley say, he supposed there were
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few men who put self-interest on one side more effectually.

Bishop Clifford, however, regained the friendship of Pio Nono,

and in 1878 led the prayers at the bedside of the dying pontiff.

But we must turn to his work as an archasologian. It was

in 1875, at Frome, that he read his first paper on the site of

the battle of ^Ethandune. He had carefully studied his sub-

ject, and advanced very plausible arguments for the views he

advocated. He claimed that the celebrated battle took place

at Edington, in Somerset, and that after his defeat it was at

Bridgwater that Guthrum was besieged. Mr. Freeman, who

heard him read his paper, dissented from his view, and said

that he had not weighed correctly the authorities he had

studied, and it is evident that he assumed too much as to the

movements of Guthrum and Ubba, in order to make his view

at all credible. In 1876 he was again present, at the Bath

meeting, in company with his friend, Archbishop Errington,

then a resident at Prior Park. Here he read a paper on the

course of the Roman Road from Aquae Solis to I sea Silurum

(Caerleon), and assisted very materially in the discussion con-

cerning the quaint figure built into the wall of Bathampton
Church. He would not allow that it was that of an ecclesi-

astic, but was on the contrary that of a woman, and that the

sculpture was probably Roman. The next year, 1877, he was

again present, at the Bridgwater meeting, succeeding Mr.

Jerom Murch as president for the year. The district was one

which he had studied carefully, and he showed his knowledge
of it, as well as his views, at Athelney, Cannington Park, and

Boroughbridge. In his presidential address he gave an expla-

nation of the nature of Alfred's jewel, asserting that it was

the handle of a bookstaff, and possibly was that given by the

King to John, afterwards first Abbot of Athelney. During
the excursions he pointed out at Chedzoy the consecration

marks on the church
;
at Stoke Courcy the almsbox which had

hitherto been regarded as a holy water stoup ;
and also certain

features of interest at Dodington Manor House and Danesbury
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Camp. The next year he appeared at Bruton, and read a

paper on the Roman Road between Exeter and Caerleon, and

during the excursions gave useful hints concerning Stavordale

Priory and Penselwood Church. In 1879 he was re-elected a

member of the Pen Pits Exploration Committee. Absent in

1880, he was present at Clevedon in 1881, and at Wiveliscombe

in 1883. He was present also at Shepton Mallet in 1884,

taking part in the discussion on Mr. Esdaile's paper on the

Romans in Bath, and in 1885 at Weston-super-Mare, where

he had his share of the talk on the Roman villa at Wember-

ham and on Woodspring Priory. In 1888 he was again

present at the Wells meeting, being the guest of his friend,

the Bishop of Bath and Wells. His special training again

came in useful, for at Rodney Stoke he set Bishop Hobhouse

right concerning the figure on the Rodney tomb, which is

certainly, as he said, that of St. Elmo, and in the evening dis-

cussion he gave us some useful information concerning the

religious order of St. Anthony, and their custom of keeping

swine.

This, I believe, was the last time that he appeared at any of

our annual gatherings. Many of his friends, especially Mr.

Freeman and Mr. Dickenson, had ceased to attend, and the

want of intimate contemporaries, together with premonitory

symptoms of the dangerous state of his health, kept him away.
When I last saw him at the Bristol Central Station, on June

26th, he told me that he hoped to come to Frome, his recollec-

tions of his former visit being so pleasant. But he never

thoroughly rallied from the shock of the operation which was

performed on July 22nd. On Friday, August 18th, after the

impressive ceremonies of his funeral had been performed in

the large church at Prior Park, he was laid to his rest in that

grave in the cloister where already lay the remains of Arch-

bishop Errington.

Bishop Cliiford was an enthusiastic, though he could not be

called a brilliant, archaeologian. In addition to his work with
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us, he was instrumental with Mr. E. A. Hudd and others, in

starting the Clifton Antiquarian Club in 1884, and in their

excursions, as well as in their evening discussions, always took

an active part. He was not a fluent speaker. I am told that

he was an indifferent preacher. His remarks were always

given in a jerky manner, as if he was not quite certain about

them, and his foreign training was traceable not merely in his

manner but also in his speech. He possessed all the charm of

the cultivated Italian, and you did not readily recognise the

Roman bishop in the pleasant talkative gentleman who sat

beside you in the break. It is to be hoped that the County

map which he desired to see marked with all the places where

any Roman remains had been discovered, will soon be an

accomplished fact. One example he set us which it would be

well if we imitated in our yearly gatherings. He always came

to learn something. It was no mere pic-nic for him. He
attended all the evening meetings, listened to all the papers,

and helped in all the discussions, and if our Society is to keep
the high and honoured position which the learning and fame of

its former members have justly gained for it, we must be care-

ful in the future to follow Bishop Clifford's example. The

work is not nearly accomplished. Much lies in our way to

justify our existence and to train our junior members.
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SINCE
our last issue the Society has sustained a severe

loss in the lamented death of Mr. C. J. Turner, of

Pinkhurst, Staplegrove.

Mr. Turner was of the class of landed gentlemen whose

position in the country used to be eulogized by
" the wisest

fool in Christendom," as conferring on them the pleasure of

a leisured life without any public responsibilities. He was

one of the original members of the Society, his name appear-

ing in the first volume of the Proceedings issued in 1850. In

1876 Mr. Turner was chosen Secretary, and from that time to

his death, on the 20th February, 1893, the management of the

internal affairs of the Society was mostly subject to his super-

vision and control.

His constant aim was to put the finances of the Society on

a sound footing, and many a battle did he sustain with those

more enthusiastic members, who contended in vain that a debt

was after all a matter of no great importance, compared with

a coveted acquisition or a longed for improvement. Mr.

Turner held his ground. He organized fancy bazaars and

balls to clear off the debt incurred by the Society for the pur-

chase of the old Castle. Little by little he saw the debt

decreased, and when he was no longer able to leave his house

he received the satisfactory announcement that the last instal-

ment had been liquidated.

He was a constant attendant at the meetings, and on more

than one occasion his services received kindly recognition at

the hands of his fellow members. It is impossible to close

this notice without mention of the names of the two members

who were his coadjutors and supporters in his policy Mr.

Surtees and Mr. Octavius Malet. All three have now gone
to their rest, leaving behind them memories of good work done

unostentatiously, and of quiet, exemplary lives.
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BY REV. E. L. PENNY, D.D., R.N,

IT
is with the utmost regret that we have to notice, as our

sheets are going through the press, the lamentably

sudden death, on September 30th, of Mr. William Blencowe

Sparks, of Misterton, who has been our Local Secretary for

so many years, and to whose careful organization the success

of the Society's meeting at Crewkerne, in 1891, was mainly

owing : nor will our members easily forget the generous

hospitality shewn by him and Mrs. Sparks, at their garden

party on that occasion.

He was the elder son of Major Sparks (one of the very

few original members of our Society), and was born at Crew-

kerne in 1842. Owing to the death of his mother in 1844, he

and his younger brother, Edward, were henceforth tenderly

brought up and cared for by their aunt, Miss Mary Sparks.

He entered on the foundation of the old Grammar School,

for which he ever retained warm affection, in 1850 ; and thence

went to Harrow in 1856. He subsequently matriculated at

Exeter College, Oxford, on 29th May, 1860 ; took his B.A.

degree in 1863 ; and proceeded to M.A. 1869.

Following his father's steps, Mr. Sparks took a genuine

interest in Archaeology, which taste seems to have been heredi-

tary, inasmuch as we find his great-grandfather, Isaac, of

Langton Herring, Dorset, amongst the original subscribers to

Hutchins' first edition of his history of that county in 1774.
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Mr. Sparks not only held several public offices, but also

busied himself in promoting every local institution and

parochial improvement. Although extremely quiet in manner,

and retiring in disposition, he was foremost in encouraging

and supporting the local football, cricket and benefit clubs,

and it was, perhaps, only when you came to know him well,

that you discovered that this unobtrusive English gentleman
had all the while, in spite of his reticent and distant demeanour,

been endeavouring to find some way of showing and doing you
unaware a kindness.

He leaves a widow (Lucy, daughter of Mr. Samuel Sparks,

of Langport), a son and daughter. His younger, and only

brother. Edward Isaac Sparks, M.D., of C.C.C., Oxon., pre-

deceased him in 1880.
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Ion Agents, on account of the Treasurer.



Cfce origin of tfje name FRO ME.

BY F. J. ALLEX.

I
PUT forward the following suggestion with diffidence,

knowing that it can only be substantiated by direct evi-

dence as to the earlier forms of the word Frome.

It seems probable, from the repetition of the name Frome

for rivers in other localities, that the word meant " a stream,"

like Avon, Lyn^ etc. If this be the case, then the original

form should have been HROME, and the initial F is due

to the inability of the Teutonic colonists to pronounce the

aspirated R. Similarly we have FLUELLEN for LLE-

WELYN, FLUMMERY for LLYMRU, owing to the

difficulty of the aspirated L.

HROME or HROM would be cognate with Greek

HREUMA (i.e. 'PEYMA) a stream, and Latin ROMA
(town named from its stream, as in the case of Frome.)
These words, together with others of parallel meaning, are

from the Indo-european root SR U, toflow ; thus :

SRU, to flow

SRU-MA, a stream

STREAM
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The root SRU also produced Latin RIU-US, a stream, and

Welsh RHEAN, a stream. This latter is cognate with the

ancient Gallic name of the river RHINE, and the provincial

English RHINE or RHEEN, a water-course. RHO-
DANUS (the river RHONE) may also be cognate. It is

interesting to observe how the difficult initial SR becameO

modified during the evolution of the different languages.

(Since putting forward the above suggestion, I have tried to find a less strained

connectipn with some Anglo-Saxon word, as with "PROM, forward, or with

the roots found in FREE and in FLOW
;
but the result is, if anything,

less satisfactory than the above. F.J. A.)

[The foregoing would have appeared immediately after Dr. Norris's paper on
"
Fronie," but it only arrived after we had gone to press. ED.]
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Elites.

'PHIS Society shall be denominated "THE SOMERSETSHIRE
J ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY;" and its

object shall be the cultivation of, and collecting information on,

Archaeology and Natural History in their various branches, but more

particularly in connection with the County of Somerset, and the

establishment of a Museum and Library.

II. The Officers of the Society shall consist of a Patron and

Trustees, elected for life
;
a President

;
Vice-Presidents

;
General and

District or Local Secretaries
;

and a Treasurer, elected at each

Anniversary Meeting ;
with a Committee of twelve, six of whom

shall go out annually by rotation, but may be re-elected. No person
shall be elected on the Committee until he shall have been six months
a Member of the Society.

III. Anniversary General Meetings shall be held for the purpose
of electing the Officers, of receiving the Report of the Committee
for the past year, and of transacting all other necessary business, at

such time and place as the Committee shall appoint, of which

Meetings three weeks' notice shall be given to the Members.

IV. There shall also be a General Meeting, fixed by the Com-
mittee, for the purpose of receiving reports, reading Papers, and

transacting business. All Members shall have the privilege of

introducing one friend to the Anniversary and General Meetings.

V. The Committee is empowered to call Special Meetings of the

Society upon receiving a requisition signed by ten Members. Three
weeks' notice of such Special Meeting and its objects shall be given
to each Member.

VI. The affairs of the Society shall be directed by the Committee

(of which the Officers of the Society will be ex-officio Members),
which shall hold monthly Meetings for receiving Reports from the

Secretaries and sub-Committees, and for transacting other necessary
business

;
three of the Committee shall be a quorum. Members may

attend the Monthly Committee Meetings after the official business

has been transacted.

VII. The Chairman at Meetings of the Society shall have a

casting vote, in addition to his vote as a Member.
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VIII. One (at least) of the Secretaries shall attend each Meeting,
and shall keep a record of its proceedings. The property of the

Society shall be held in Trust for the Members by Twelve Trustees,
who shall be chosen from the Members at any General Meeting.
All Manuscripts and Communications and other property of the

Society shall be under the charge of the Secretaries.

IX. Candidates for admission as Members shall be proposed by
two Members at any of the General or Committee Meetings, and
the election shall be determined by ballot at the next Committee or

General Meeting ; three-fourths of the Members present balloting
shall elect. The Rules of the Society shall be subscribed by every

person becoming a Member.

X. Ladies shall be eligible as Members of the Society without

ballot, being proposed by two Members and approved by the majority
of the Meeting.

XI. Each Member shall pay Ten Shillings and Sixpence on

admission to the Society, and Ten Shillings and Sixpence as an

annual subscription, which shall become due on the first of January
in each year, and shall be paid in advance.

XII. Donors of Ten Guineas or upwards shall be Members for

life.

XIII. At General Meetings of the Society the Committee may
recommend persons to be balloted for as Honorary and Corresponding
Members.

XIV. When an office shall become vacant, or any new appoint-
ment shall be requisite, the Committee shall have power to fill up
the same

;
such appointments shall remain in force only till the next

General Meeting, when they shall be either confirmed or annulled.

XV. The Treasurer shall receive all Subscriptions and Donations

made to the Society, and shall pay all accounts passed by the Com-
mittee

;
he shall keep a book of receipts and payments, which he

shall produce whenever the Committee shall require it
;
the accounts

shall be audited previously to the Anniversary Meeting by two

Members of the Committee chosen for that purpose, and an abstract

of them shall be read at the Meeting.

XVI. No change shall be made in the laws of the Society except
at a General or Special Meeting, at which twelve Members at least

shall be present. Of the proposed change a month's notice shall

be given to the Secretaries, who shall communicate the same to each

Member three weeks before the Meeting.

XVII. Papers read at Meetings of the Society may (with the

Author's consent and subject to the discretion of the Committee) be

published in the Proceedings of the Society.
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XVIII. No religious or political discussions shall be permitted at

Meetings of the Society.

XIX. Any person contributing books or specimens to the Museum
shall be at liberty to resume possession of them in the event of a

dissolution of the Society. Persons shall also have liberty to deposit
books or specimens for a specific time only.

XX. In case uf dissolution, the real property of the Society in

Taunton shall be held by the Trustees, for the advancement of

Literature, Science, and Art, in the town of Taunton and the county
of Somerset.

gules for % ^oDermnent of

1. The Library shall be open for the use of the Members of the

Society daily (with the exception of Sundays, Good Friday, and
Chiistmas Day), from Ten in the Morning till Five in the Afternoon,
from April to August inclusive, and during the remaining months
of the year until Four o'clock.

2. Every Member of the Society whose annual Subscription
shall not be more than three months in arrear may borrow out of

the Library not more than two volumes at a time, and may exchange
any of the borrowed volumes for others as often as he may please, but

so that he shall not have more than two in his possession at any
one time.

3. Every application by any Member who shall not attend in

person for the loan of any book or books shall be in writing.

4. So much of the title of every book borrowed as will suffice to

distinguish it, the name of the borrower, and the time of borrowing
it, shall be entered in a book to be called the "

Library Delivery
Book ;" and such entry, except the application be by letter, shall be

signed by the borrower
;
and the return of books borrowed shall be

duly entered in the same book.

5. The book or books borrowed may either be taken away by the

borrower, or sent to him in any reasonable and recognised mode
which he may request ;

and should no request be made, then the

Curator shall send the same to the borrower by such mode as the

Curator shall think fit.

6. All costs of the packing, and of the transmission and return of

the book or books borrowed, shall in every case be defrayed by the

Member who shall have borrowed the same.
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7. No book borrowed out of the Library shall be retained for a

longer period than one month, if the same be applied for in the mean
time by any other Member

;
nor in any case shall any book be

retained for .a longer period than three months.

8. Every Member. who shall borrow any book out of the Library
shall be responsible to the Society for its safety and good condition

from the time of its leaving the Library ;
also if he borrow any book

or manuscript within the Library, till it shall be returned by him.

And in case of loss or damage, he shall replace the same or make it

good ; or, if required by the Committee, shall furnish another copy of

the entire work of which it may be part.

9. No manuscript, nor any drawing, nor any part of the Society's
collection of prints or rubbings shall be lent out of the Library
without a special order of the Committee, and a bond given for its

safe return at such time as the Committee shall appoint.

10. The Committee shall prepare, and may from time to time add
to or alter, a list of such works as shall not be lent out of the Library,
on account of their rarity, value, or peculiar liability to damage ;

or

on account of their being works of reference often needed by
Members personally using the Library, and a copy of such list for the

time being shall be kept in the Library.

11. No book shall be lent out until one month after the acquisition
of it for the Library.

12. Extracts from the manuscripts or printed books are allowed

to be made freely, but in case of a transcript being desired of a whole

manuscript or printed book, the consent of the Committee must be

previously obtained.

13. Persons not being Members of the Society may be admitted

for a period not exceeding one week, to consult printed books and

manuscripts not of a private nature in the Society's Library, for any
special purpose, 011 being introduced by a Member, either personally
or by letter.

14. No book shall be lent to any person not being a Member of

the Society without a special order of the Committee.

15. Before any Member can borrow a book from the Library, he

must acknowledge that he consents to the printed Rules of the

Society for the Government of the Library.

*
#
* It is requested that contributions to the Museum or Library be

sent to the Curator, at the Taunton Castle.
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gules f0r
ijje $ormatiott of focal grancfe S0M*s.

1. On the application of not less than Five Members of the

Society the Council may authorise the formation of a Local Branch
in any District, and may, if considered advisable, define a specific

portion of the County as the District to such Branch.

2. Societies already in existence may, on application from the

governing bodies, be affiliated as Branches.

3. All Members of the Parent Society shall be entitled to become
Members of any Branch.

4. A Branch Society may elect Local Associates not necessarily
Members of the Parent Society.

5. Members of the Council of the Parent Society, being Members
of, or residing within the District assigned to any Branch, shall be

ex-officio Members of the Council of such Branch.

6. A Branch Society may fix the rates of Subscription for Mem-
bers and Associates, and make Rules and Bye-Laws for the government
of such Branch, subject in all cases to the approval of the Council of

the Parent Society.

7. A Branch Society shall not be entitled to pledge the credit of

the Parent Society in any manner whatsoever.

8. The authority given by the Council may at any time be with-

drawn by them, subject always to an appeal to a General Meeting.

9. Every Branch Society shall send its Publications and the Pro-

grammes of its Meetings to the Parent Society, and in return shall

receive a free copy of the Parent Society's Proceedings.

10. If on any discovery being made of exceptional interest a
Branch Society shall elect to communicate it to the Parent Society
before themselves making it a matter of discussion, the Parent Society,
if it adopts it as the subject of a paper at one of its ordinary Meetings,
shall allow the Branch Society to make use of any Illustrations that

the Parent Society may prepare.

11. Any Officer of a Branch Society, or any person recommended

by the President, Vice-President, Chairman or Secretary, or by any
Two of the Members of the Council of a Branch Society, shall on the

production of proper Vouchers be allowed to use the Library of the

Society, but without the power of removing books except by the

express permission of the Council.

12. Branch Societies shall be invited to furnish Reports from
time to time to the Parent Society with regard to any subject or

discovery which may be of interest.

December, 1893.
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PREFACE.

THANKS of the Society are due to Professor Allen for photo-

graphs of Cathanger Gateway, Huish Tower, He Abbots

Church, Muchelney Abbey, Low Ham Church, and details

of doorway at Huish Episcopi ;
to Mrs. Thatcher for the

drawing of the Hanging Chapel at Langport ; to Mr. C. H.

Fox for photograph of Somerton Church roof; to the Kev.

Canon Church for the illustrations of Bishop Drokensford's

tomb, and for plans of the Lady Chapel and buildings in

Palm Churchyard ; to Mr. E. Buckle for the valuable plans

and drawings of the Lady Chapel by the Cloister; to Mr.

Arthur Bulleid for photographs and drawings relating to the

British Village at Glastonbury ; and to Mr. A. S. Bicknell

for the entire cost of the several illustrations to his paper on

" A Forgotten Chancellor."

F. T. E.

November, 1894.,
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Proceedings
of the

Somersetshire A rchceological and

Natural History Society,

during the year 1894.

r I iHE annual meeting was held at Langport, on Tuesday,
-L August the 15th, after an interval of thirty-three years

since the last visit of the society. In the absence of LORD

HYLTON, the President for the past year, the chair was taken

in the Town Hall by the Very Keverend The DEAN OF

WELLS, who merely opened the proceedings, and introduced

the new President, Mr. E. B. CELY TREVILIAN.

The annual report, as follows, was read by the Hon. Sec.,

Mr. F. T. ELWORTHY :

Eepott
" In presenting the forty-sixth annual report of your society,

the council again rejoice in having to repeat the statements of

many past years as to its steady maintenance and continued

prosperity.
" The number of members is almost stationary. There is no

increase of new ones, nor any serious falling off of the old.

The slight decrease in present numbers to 550, against 558, is

no greater fluctuation than may be expected to occur in any
similar body of persons, where no special efforts are made to

recruit its strength. Your council are content to rest all

claims on the county and the public, for support, upon the in-

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part 1. 4



2 Forty-sixth Annual Meeting.

trinsic merit of the work done by your society, and to this

they venture to point with satisfaction.

"The Balance in hand at the end of the year, 1893, was

49 14s. 2d. on the General Account, against 89 17s. 6d.

in 1892, and 103 4s. 4d. in 1891. The decrease of funds

thus shown has not arisen from loss of income, but is to be

accounted for by the increased bulk of the volume of Pro-

ceedings, by ever enlarging demands in connection with the

Museum, and in the last year from a special grant of 10 to

the Somerset Record Society, towards the printing of the

Register of Bishop Ralph of Shrewsbury.
"On the Castle Purchase Fund there is a small debt of

6 2s. 5d., against 5 5s. 4d. last year. Extensive repairs,

which were absolutely necessary, have absorbed the entire

income, while less has been received in consequence of a por-

tion of the premises being still unoccupied. The subject of

the restoration of the castle buildings was referred to in last

year's report : the council hope that this important matter will

still be borne in mind, and that a fund for the purpose may be

soon set on foot.

" The number of visitors to the Museum and Library during

the year 1893 was 5539, against 5328 in 1892 ; showing that

the interest of the public is well sustained, although there has

been no great addition to either by way of special attraction.

" Since the last annual meeting your society has had to

share with the county at large in lamenting the removal from

amongst us of one of our most valued and accomplished Vice-

Presidents the Lord Bishop of the Diocese. Of his private

worth, of his singular amiability, of his unfailing courtesy, it

would be out of place to speak here ; but the valuable help,

the never failing interest he took in the work of this society,

the learning and the wisdom he brought to all the meetings he

was able to attend, demand a recognition far beyond any ex-

pression possible in this report. Although taken away at a

ripe old age, yet his powers remained in full vigour to the
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last, so that he may be said truly to have died in harness, and

his loss, apart from the personal grief of individual members,

is a reminder that the society is losing, one after another, its

most eminent supporters.
" The index to ' Collinson

'

is proceeding, and it is hoped
that it may be published before the meeting of 1895.

" The county history still awaits the coming editor ; and

Mr. Green's bibliography needs more subscribers ; but neither

are forgotten. In the meantime materials continue to accu-

mulate by the appearance of several new books dealing with

local subjects. During the past year have been published

Mr. C. W. Barrett's * Somersetshire Highways, Byways, and

Waterways
'

; Mr. E. J. Rawle's ' Annals of Exmoor Forest
'

;

Mr. John Batten's ' Historical and Topographical Collections

relating to South Somerset'; and last, but not least, Canon

Church's valuable '

Chapters in the Early History of the

Church of Wells.' The latter has come at a most opportune

moment, when renewed interest is being stimulated by the

recent discoveries in the Eastern Cloister, and by the fact that

the excavated ground had no sooner been replaced, than it had

to be re-opened for the interment of the late much beloved

bishop ; while, further, the looks, the hopes, the prayers of the

county are being fixed upon his successor.

" The council have with great pleasure to announce that

Lieut.-Colonel Ewing has kindly undertaken the duties of

Honorary Superintendent of the Museum and Library, and

that arrangements have been made for the more rapid construc-

tion of a catalogue of the society's very valuable collections.

"
Recognising the long and faithful services of the curator,

Mr. Bidgood, an addition of 20 per annum has been made to

his salary.
" The Right Hon. Viscount Portman, to whom the society is

indebted for a large and most important collection of geologi-

cal specimens, has expressed his readiness to accept the position

of Vice-President.
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"The society is reminded that the time for which trustees

on its behalf were appointed on the Axbridge and Ilchester

Town Trusts, has expired, and that trustees must be again

elected at this meeting."

Mr. H. J. BADCOCK, in moving its adoption, remarked upon
the excellent work being done by the society, and that such

results could not be obtained without sufficient funds. He re-

ferred to a paragraph in last year's report, calling attention to

the necessity for a proper restoration of the Castle of Taun-

ton, and announced that in response to that intimation a kind

and generous member of the society had sent him, as Treasurer,

25, as the beginning of a fund to be set apart for efficiently

carrying out that important work. He moved as a rider to

the report
" that the 25 towards a restoration fund be

accepted with hearty thanks, and that the letter of the donor

be referred to the Committee to be reported upon at a future

meeting of the council." It would be very desirable to have

it made public that such a fund had been opened, and that

subscriptions were invited for the very desirable object of

restoring and maintaining those ancient and historical build-

ings. It took many years to pay for the Castle. That had

now been done ; but a great work was still before them, and

much expenditure must be made, but before anything could be

begun there must be considerable funds in hand.

The Rev. PREB. BULLER seconded the adoption of the

report, and spoke of the pleasure afforded by these happy

gatherings but for which many nooks and corners of his

native county would have been unknown to him full, as

they were, of kindly feeling and gracious hospitality, freed

from all chance of interference from political or religious

differences.

The report was adopted.

The Hon. Treasurer (Mr. H. J. BADCOCK), produced and

read the balance sheets, as follows :
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^Treasurer's Account

The Treasurer in Account with the Somersetshire Archceological and Natural

History Society, from January 1st to December 3lst, 1893.

DB.
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The Rev. F. S. P. SEALE moved the receipt and adoption

of the Treasurer's accounts, and said that there was no need

to trouble at the decrease in the funds in hand, when we saw

how much is gained by the increase of the valuable matter

contained in the volume. The short paragraph in the report

relating to the restoration was only inserted at the committee

meeting on Friday last, but had already borne fruit in the

starting of the fund spoken of by the Hon. Treasurer, by the

kind gift of -25 to begin with. He hoped the publicity

given to this generous, though anonymous act, would lead

others to come forward and subscribe liberally. He gave his

ideas as to the lines the restoration should take that the ugly

buildings in front of the Castle Hall should be removed, the

grand old hall thoroughly restored, and rendered available for

the museum.

Mr. C. H. Fox seconded, and speaking of the yearly de-

crease in the balance since 1891, enquired if the society wished

the volume of Proceedings to be curtailed for want of funds.

He suggested that every member should become a '

missionary
'

in his own neighbourhood, endeavouring to add to the number

of permanent members.

After some remarks by the HON. SECRETARY as to the

best mode of making the museum more attractive to visitors,

and thus to compensate for loss of income in using the hall

solely for that purpose, the Treasurer's accounts were received

and adopted.

The Rev. CANON CHURCH proposed, and Mr. F. TUCKETT

seconded, the re-election of the officers of the society, with the

addition of Lord Hylton and Viscount Portman as Vice-

Presidents ; and of Lieut.-Col. Ewing as Hon. Superintendent

of the Society's Museum and Library. Carried unanimously.

The Rev. CANON BUCKLE proposed, Mr. C. TITE seconded,

and it was resolved, that Col. William Long be re-elected from

October next to represent this society upon the Axbridge Town

Trust, and Mr. A. J. Goodford upon the Ilchester Town Trust.
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A long list of new members were elected, upon the motion of

COL. BRAMBLE (Hon. Sec.)

The Rev. J. WORTHINGTON strongly supported the pro-

posal for active steps towards restoration of the Castle, and

for making the museum more attractive, as well as instructive,

to the public.

The Rev. T. S. HOLMES gave a report of the work of the

Somerset Record Society, and congratulated Canon Church

that he had brought out his volume on " Wells Cathedral

MSS. "
in advance of that due from his society, which was,

however, in the binder's hands.

The Rev. F. W. WEAVER, and Rev. PREB. GRAFTON

strongly urged the claims of the Record Society for larger

funds, and referred cordially to the work of the late Hon. Sec.

(Rev. James Bennett), in starting so valuable an undertaking,

as its volumes already issued, prove it to be.

C&e pre0iDent'0 aunt000.

Mr. E. B. CELY TREVILIAN then delivered the following

address :

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,
Before availing myself of the quarter of an hour, which I

suppose may be considered the reasonable limit to which

addresses of a purely presidential character should extend, I

beg to acknowledge the compliment which has been paid me
in my election as President for the coming year. I shall have

the deep sympathy of my audience with me while I remind

you of the great loss the society has lately sustained in the

death of our bishop, Lord Arthur Hervey. He was a good

archaeologist, and had presided more than once over these

meetings. But he was much more than this : like a good

pilot he steered his bark, not among the creeks and shallows,

but upon the deep mid-channel of the mighty stream which

brings life and fertility both to the heart and to the intellect
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of this nation. All who have experienced the great personal

charm of Lord Arthur Hervey, and there are very few in this

diocese who have not, will ever remember him as the most

kindly, and I will add the most delightful, of mankind.

It is not merely in the variety of the subjects with which

it deals, but in the diversity of the people who take an interest

in it, that archaeology may be compared to the net which was

cast down into the sea and brought up of every kind. On the

one hand are those really informed persons to whom we owe

so much, the Freemans, the Buckles, Dr. Norris and Mr. Paul :

on the other, that vast majority in whose mental equipment
are united ignorance and credulity with wide sympathies and

great curiosity towards the past. These, borrowing Mr.

Arnold's famous phrase, we may call The Barbarians, and of

these your President-elect claims to be the chief.

Well, in one regard at any rate, both wings of the army
claim to stand upon common ground : over both of us the

future casts her spell. Learned or unlearned, we should all

like to be assured that the Fates look kindly on the future of

archaeological study. The interest that mankind takes in its

own youth and manhood springs only partly from the element

of auld lang syne : partly, may we not go so far as to say

chiefly, it springs from the consciousness that that far-off

youth is the direct parent of our approaching maturity and

age ;
and the o-vi/iy>o<ov O/A/AO, of the archaeologist will refuse to

have its vision blocked either in the one direction or the other.

The narrow tongue of land on which we stand is bounded, no

doubt, by a shore on either side, but the same ocean washes

each. It is then no contradiction to say that archaeology, like

the Roman God, looks both ways at once, and that even while

painfully and on her knees she drives a trench through the

barrow, or uncovers the foundation of the lost Lady chapel,

she casts furtive glances at the modern erection that is spring-

ing up in the adjoining parish, and that is daring to incorporate

within its mushroom walls many of her own sacred stones.
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What then are the prospects of archaeology in view of the

phenomenally rapid social changes of the time ? If our sky is

looking (let us hope it is only for a time) somewhat overcast,

it is not that people are beginning to regard with active

aversion the study of the past, and the habits of mind that it

engenders, but that we as a nation are beginning apparently

to look upon life and the world from a new point of view.

The sole aim and object seems to be to satisfy the require-

ments of the importunate, the exacting, the inexorable present

moment. The sayings, the doings, the precedents of the olden

time interest us but little, and our debt to the past if indeed

it exists at all sits lightly upon our shoulders ; while with

regard to the future many of us apparently acknowledge no

claim at all. The prayer for daily bread is becoming not only

more intense but more restricted in its scope. Never was the

State more necessitous, but money or no money the char-

ioteer who directs our course points with imperious finger to a

thousand objects of desire. All have to be procured, and all

have to be paid for. It is by this road that we reach the

domain of archaeology, whose manifold treasures produce in-

deed no direct income, but do as a matter of fact represent

vast sums of money. Suddenly, and without warning, it seems

to have dawned on the mind of the tax gatherer that here lay

untapped a rich source of revenue, and he is shewing no

scruples about draining it to the last drop. It is true that a

chef d'ceuvrc by Flaxman or Gainsborough, or many another

great work of plastic or pictorial art, is not necessarily archaeo-

logical, but an undoubted Holbein or Vandyke would almost

certainly bear that character. But it is not the pictures only

that are at stake : coins, manuscripts, parchments, the thou-

sand objects that fill museums, like the unvalued jewels strew-

ing the floor of the ocean in Clarence's dream, will all have to

contribute in an altogether greater proportion than formerly

to the support of a power, which, while exacting the last drop

New Series Vol. XX., 1894, Part I. B
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that is due, appears to regard with equanimity the inevitable

shrinkage of the tributary stream.

The bulk of these things, as they gradually quit their present

home (for none but the very richest will afford to retain

such costly luxuries) will not pass from private hands into the

possession of the nation. That is not the way in which great

social movements operate. The probability seems to be that

they will vanish altogether. It is certain that the pictures

that had been brought together at Whitehall by Charles I

formed the most important private collection of the time.

With the success of the Puritan movement their dispersal into

the distance was inevitable, and several of them can still be

traced in the famous galleries of Europe. To take an extreme

a very extreme case, but none the worse for that, as an

illustration: let u^ imagine for a moment that the Elgin

marbles had remained in private hands. It will be understood

of course that I am now discussing the probable future of

archaeological things which happen to be owned by private

individuals, and not the rights and wrongs of Lord Elgin's

audacious enterprize. Let us suppose, I say, that these

marbles had never entered the doors of the British Museum,
but had remained the private property of the illustrious

Griaour who brought them over. And then let anyone who

has made himself acquainted with the new law (especially the

principle which it contains that a man's whole private patri-

mony will in future be regarded by the State as tainted if he

happens to have succeeded in addition to the possession of any
beautiful though utterly unproductive objects), calculate

the amount of the tax which would now be due to the State

whenever the ownership of these marbles changed by death.

If they really possess the archaeological value that is attributed

to them, it is not too much to say that under the new system
the mere fact of dying in possession of the spoils of the Par-

thenon, even if the dead possessor had been reckoned among
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the comparatively rich, would cripple his surviving family for

a generation.*

Assuming, however, that a prudent foreboding in the mind

of our hypothetical private owner of these archaeological trea-

sures would prompt an immediate sale, would the nation in its

present mood offer to purchase them itself ? There is no

* The following comparison will help to make this clear :

The case of A.
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ground whatever for supposing that it would. If in the exer-

cise of a wise economy we reduce our very modest contribu-

tion towards the maintenance of the English school of Athens

to vanishing point, we may be certain that such a venture as

the purchase of the Elgin marbles would be considered as far

beyond our reach.

But we are proposing not only to tax everything that may

broadly be called archaeological property : there is a danger

(or to keep in harmony with the spirit of this address, a like-

lihood) of our being driven at the dictation of the inexorable

present to lift up our hand and destroy it. The discussion,

which is not yet concluded, about Egyptian irrigation and the

temples of Philae will afford a very fair object lesson. The

best service one country can do another is to give it freely of

its own most precious possessions, its thought, its idea, its

example. Now, the progress of our work in Egypt has

brought us face to face with the necessity of deciding in her

interest, and in the interest of the world, the following ques-

tion : shall we advise that, by the sacrifice of the temples,

the desert be made to wave with golden grain, or shall we

keep the temples and the desert too ? What a cause ce/ebre !

And what a judgment hall, all silent beneath the burning blue

of the unchanging East ! The Present, with importunate

gesture, and hungry threatening face, makes her claim : oppo-

site her in motionless disdain sits the Spirit of the Past !

Indeed it is the overwhelming nature of the claims of the

Present moment that colours Demos' whole theory of life and

duty. And there is no reason, devout archaeologists though
we be, to shrink from^the admission that, when these claims of

his are translated into plain prose and looked fairly in the

face, we are bound to acknowledge that from his point of view

these claims are not unreasonable, and that his alacrity in for-

mulating them into a creed to be endowed with the sanction of

an immutable law, is at least intelligible.

Unlike her sister History, Archaeology has no Muse. She
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cannot be taught either in Board school or University. No
annual grants of public money are made and for that matter

scarcely ever have any been demanded on her behalf. She

has to take care of herself : and it is not the new social order

alone that she has to fear. But few of the very rich have

been real friends to her. They too live and move in the living

exacting Present. As with Demos so with Dives, agents do

his seeing, his hearing, his thinking. He too is dominated by
his theory, and just as the temples are submerged, and the pic-

tures and the manuscripts make unto themselves wings and fly

away when Demos goes forth in the guise of the good Fairy

with the day's dinner in her basket for every cottage in the

land, so when Political Economy presents herself in her more

ravening moods before the eyes of Dives medieval manor

house and Roman pavement alike crumble and totter before

his ruthlessly improving feet. He it is who pulls down to the

ground, and rebuilds, and makes an end. His is no delicate

touch, and he abominates, as already said, by proxy, the

bruised reed and smoking flax.

Well, the point of view is everything. Not that the true

archa3ologist need by any means despise the food presented to

him, perhaps in somewhat imperious fashion, by the Day in

which his lot is cast, but that he is haunted by a longing desire

to sit down to meat with those faces opposite him which he has

seen down the dim vistas of his thought the faces of beings

who form a part not of his ordinary work-a-day existence, but

of his buried life. He will loyally co-operate, if that is what

is required, in making all things new, but, after all said and

done, the real interest of the world resides in the men and

women in it : in the real men and women, not merely in the

countless repetitions of one common-place type, which, aided

by an unfortunate facility of reproduction, threatens to elbow

all others out of the road, but in the more original of those of

them who lived long ago, and who, with silent persistency,

refuse to be excluded from our thoughts.
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Were the actual progenitors of any of us who are assembled

here in this room galloping down Bow street, on a famous day
more than two centuries ago, in front of or behind the thick

plain man in slouched hat and huge wading boots, of whom Dr.

Norris is going to discourse to us ? Perhaps if we could see

their faces we could tell ! Certainly, if we could hear them

speak : for who so keen as we to detect that imperceptible

family accent of which we are so conscious, but which we all

indignantly disown ! Of course Aller and Gruthrum and King
Alfred are too far off for tracing likenesses of face or utter-

ance, of custom or of personal habit. Yet why
" of course ?

"

We can see how the people of Pompeii walked about and

amused themselves ; why should we despair of something

more being revealed to us of the home life of our own fore-

fathers in those two hostile camps, something of a more inti-

mate and familiar nature than those coarse generalizations

which history deals out to us in her lordly self-satisfied way ?

Hostile, we say ; but is the word strong enough to mark the

gulf that naturally separates a Christian from a pagan race ?

And yet, on reflection, may not the word be too strong for

marking a difference which there appears to have been no

difficulty in sweeping away absolutely and for ever at the

sound of the trumpet, between the rising and the setting sun,

with the sprinkling of a little water in ratification of the

deed ? Strange Faith ! strange men, these ancestors of ours !

We stand in the shadow of Chatham's column on Troy hill,

and we fondly imagine, while looking down on the hundred
' haunts of ancient peace

'

that now stud the legendary plain,

that we realize the whole astounding transaction. Yet, on

second thoughts, what would we not give to have one little

question answered : from both races we derive our blood, to

which or indeed to what source do we really owe our Chris-

tianity ? Yes, it was the Saxon, of course, who blew the

trumpet, and spake the word ; but whence the "
mighty

stream
"
with which I ventured to open this address ? to what
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'
hill or valley, fountain or fresh shade

'

are we to trace back

the boon, if indeed we yet possess it, of the secret of life, the

inward grace ? Let us turn our backs upon the twilight scene,

and seek for firmer outlines : yes, there is no doubt about

the frontier ridge of Neroche, and a gleam, as of returning

sunlight, is falling on the towers of Kingsbury and Isle Ab-

bots : these inanimate things remain in general aspect the

same : have we changed more than they have changed, or

less ? Such is our dream !

' No hungry generations tread thee down.'

But Demos too has his longings, and the pathos of the whole

matter lies in this, that his ideal which brooks no rival is, in

intention, excellent. A living wage for all, and the derelict

fields of the earth made to wave with golden corn, may well

compete in attractiveness with the prospect that was revealed

to footsore Israel, of a land that flowed with milk and honey.

Still, the great question remains unanswered : why do these

advances in material civilization, in human happiness (if you

will) require us to hold to ransom the treasures of the Past,

and to thrust aside the helping hand which the ancient world

holds out to us ?

The great question for us archa3ologists : for we must bring

ourselves to realize that an Act of Parliament enabling us to

do this, or an Act forbidding us to do something else is merely

an indication of the direction of the wind : the direction, that

is, in which the vast circumambient air, in which we live and

think and talk, is gradually and surely moving. When, there-

fore, it is objected that our investigations into the topography
of the battle of Langport need surely not be interfered with

by these movements of the time, the answer is be not too

sure ;
it depends upon ourselves, and our ability to interpret

the signs. It is not an open enemy whom we have really to

fear : the gates of the fortress may be opened from within, for

our own fascinated hearts may lend an ear to the summons of

the invincible Present Moment, and may themselves turn traitor.
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Who can stand against the flowing tide ? It is as when a caller

it may be one's own boy freshly home from school breaks in

upon one's morning's study : straightway the mental atmosphere

is dispersed, the thread is broken and cannot be recovered : for

that day at least all work is over ; and mark, the student him-

self, who being an archasologist is nothing if not sympathetic,

becomes himself infected by the enthusiasm of the moment,

and horribile dictu himself accepts the post of ringleader !

In view of the rapidity with which these social readjust-

ments are crowding upon us, and the consequences to Archae-

ology which they involve, it would seem prudent to rob a few

hours from the study of the objects, and devote them to the

prospects of the Science itself. Before we set to work to read

the inside were it not well to see that the book itself is safe.

We should make a careful study of the vast shapeless cata-

logue of the nation's treasure house, and we should see to it

that those things at least are safe which are portable and small.

The great monuments are more difficult to*tleal with. To take

the MSS. as a type of the former, bury them beyond the reach

of the destroying hand : not as the bodies of Egyptian kings

were buried beneath mountains of stone, but make the printer

(or still better the photographer) your sexton, and let the book-

binder make the coffin. Lose no time in writing learned pre-

faces : that can wait till the new Renaissance. Make the

famous quotation
" there is safety in numbers

"
your motto :

for of course you will take care, in your capacity of parish and

county electors, that every community, large or small, is pro-

vided with a public library, and that every library possesses

a copy. Thus some fragment at least of the knowledge to be

extracted from the originals will be saved. But the cathedrals

and parish churches ! We cannot pack them off to another

continent for safe keeping, as the painted windows of Salis-

bury cathedral were packed off to Normandy, to be brought

back again when the storm had passed. The Nonconformists,

not to mention Churchmen, would oppose such a measure to
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the death. Well, the safest course is to be forewarned. To

treat these fears as idle is unphilosophic to the last degree.

The world is strown with ruins, and to regard our own land

as exempt from the universal lot would be to tempt the Fates

indeed.

To sum up the whole matter, I would say : no one can expect

the world to stand still in order that his particular hobby may
have the whole road to itself. There must be ups and downs

;

and the most prosperous life is but a balance of loss and gain,

in which the gain has slightly the advantage. Even the distant

hum of that irresistible, that fascinating flowing tide, to which

I have already alluded, though it may give us some anxious

thoughts, need not overwhelm us with despair. The great

world movement, if rightly understood, may in the end work

us only good : in the end, for reflect what a treasure house

the whelming waters are even now depositing for the delight

of our archaeological descendants ! But I refrain : it would

be too long a story to refer to the devastations of those Teu-

tonic hordes whose children in the flesh we are, and the inevi-

table Renaissance the new birth which they were unwit-

tingly preparing.

To every young man who proposes to join the brotherhood,

I would say : make haste to acquire a modest competency,
and so furnish one more recruit to the leisured class. But

chiefly and above all, be not ashamed of a habit of lunching
on bread and cheese in the open air ; and, deeply as you may
have loved hitherto these fragrant hedgerows, these haunted

vales of our western land, learn with advancing years to love

them more.

And should it be ever whispered that in warning his hearers

against the darkening effect upon future Archaeology of the

rapid social changes of the time, the President-elect for 1894

was like a bad cobbler wandering from his last, I beg you
to bear in mind that no plant will thrive if deprived of light
and air, and that of all the multifarious subjects in which
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Archaeology is interested, the most important nay, the one

vital subject is the pious conservation of that atmosphere in

which she lives and breathes. And in the same connection I

beg you also to bear in mind that Archaeology proper is par
excellence the occupation of the expert. The intelligent ama-

teur indeed, with the Goddess to whom I have already alluded

(splendide mendax) at his elbow, can brighten his hours of ease

by skimming through the heroic periods and romantic episodes

of History's tale divine. But the real archaeologist cannot be

a mere amateur : he must add knowledge to his enthusiasm.

And if this seems as of course it must seem to most of us

a counsel of perfection, we can at least show ourselves (when
the opportunity presents itself, as it presents itself to me to-

day) very jealous in our mistress' cause ;
as the good soldier

who, though but slightly acquainted with the pros, and cons.,

the Blue Books and the Protocols, bearing on the causes of

the war, is nevertheless ready to stand to the last by the

colours of the Queen.

The Very Rev. THE DEAN OF WELLS proposed, and Mr.

F. T. ELWORTHY seconded a cordial vote of thanks to the

President for his address, which was carried by acclamation.

After luncheon at the Langport Arms Hotel, a visit was

made to the

Paris!) Cfwrcf)

dedicated to All Saints.

Mr. EDMUND BUCKLE, hon. diocesan architect, described

the architectural features of the building. He dealt first with

the outside, and said he had no doubt they all admired the

magnificent position which this church occupied, overlooking

the Parret valley. The tower was a fine example of a Somer-

set tower, of what he should call the second class. The pro-

portions were good, and the design simple. Little money had

been spent upon it, and yet a great effect had been produced.

But the detail was decidedly poor. The arrangement of the

buttresses was very common three at each corner, one diago-
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nal and two square buttresses. The idea in the builder's mind

when he started was undoubtedly to first of all put a diagonal

buttress against the tower, and against that to put two square

buttresses. They would notice the portcullis inserted in the

parapet which was a probable indication that the date was

the time of Henry VII.

There was one striking feature, and that was the exceeding

grandeur of the chancel, compared with the rest of the church

both inside and outside. In Somerset churches the nave

and the aisles were generally the grand parts, and the chancel

was often exceedingly poor compared with them. The nave

and aisles were the work of the parishioners, and the chancel

the work of the rector, and (as so often happened in the case

of religious bodies) the latter desired to take as much as he

could, and give back as little as possible. They often found

that the Early English chancel was left in its original state,

while the nave was rebuilt on a grand scale. Here we found

exactly the contrary.

The building projecting on the south side was the " Heron

Chapel." It was precisely in the character of the chancel ;

and they could see how very much finer jt was than any part

of the nave. The presumption was that the Heron family

must have built the chancel as well as the chapel. The Heron

coat of arms, containing three heron's heads, appeared in the

glass of the chancel.

LiEUT.-CoL. BRAMBLE said it appeared to have been moved

from some other windows of the chancel, and put together, so

as to form one fine window
;
there having been a number of

small fragments, one here and one there, before.

Continuing, Mr. BUCKLE said another remarkable feature

was the vestry at the east end, under the east window. It

was approached by two doors one from each side of the

chancel. There were several examples of this in Somerset-

shire ; one at Kingsbury, and another at Crewkerne, but it

was an unusual feature.
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The two windows on the south side of the chancel should be

observed, because of the great beauty of the tracery and tran-

som ; it was a class of window of which they would see several

examples in the neighbourhood with little tiny quatrefoils

under the transom.

Inside the church, as on the outside, the principal features

were, said Mr. Buckle, the chancel and the south chapel.

Both of these were loftier than any other part of the church,

and there was a magnificent oak roof to the chancel, with a

fine carved cornice all round. Another principal feature was

the glass in the east window, the whole of which or very

nearly the whole was ancient glass.

At the top of the east window there were two crests. The

one on the left was an eagle in modern glass for the Winchester

branch of the Pawlet family. On either side of the crest

were two coats of arms. The one on the left was the Pawlet,

and the other was the Heron. Below there were four small

figures of saints. They were not at all clear. He found it

stated that the figures on the left-hand side represented St.

James the less, St. James the greater, St. Bartholomew, and

St. John. The latter was quite clear. In the row below there

were eight small figures of saints.

There were also some large figures of saints in the window.

These, he understood, had been collected from the side windows.

These saints had their names written imder them. The first on

the left was St. Cecilia, the next one was the Archangel

Gabriel; in the centre was St. Mary. The latter two figures

were together, and formed a sort of Annunciation. Then

there were St. Elizabeth, St. Laurence, St. Anthony, and St.

Clement. The latter two were clearly defined, and St. Clement

had the papal tiara and double cross. Next came SS. Peter

and Gregory ; and the last was stated in the label to be St.

Joseph. He carried in his hand two pots which were not

usually associated with him, and, he believed, Col. Bramble

had a theory as to whom it represented.

i
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LiEUT.-CoL. BRAMBLE said he did not think St. Joseph
was represented with two silver cruets in his hand under any
circumstances. This figure had Eastern dress, and had all the

appearance of being one of the Magi. There was another

figure similar to this one in the immediate neighbourhood at

Curry Rivel, where the saint was represented with two pots in

his hand, and with "
St. Vincent

"
inscribed under him. It

was perfectly evident at Curry Rivel that the inscription was

put under the wrong figure. St. Vincent was represented with

two large hooks.

Mr. BUCKLE noticed the vaulting under the tower, and the

panelled arch leading into it. On the right there was a curi-

ous window to find in a church, being nothing more than a

square domestic window.

LiEUT.-CoL. BRAMBLE said the only similar window he

knew was at Liscard. Here on the outside there appeared to

be a receptacle for holy water.

The Rev. F. W. WEAVER read a copy of the Will of

John Heyron" (printed in Part II), which is very interesting,

as it fixes the date of the Heron Chapel.

The chapel of Saint Mary, over one of the ancient gates of

Langport, was next visited. It now goes by the name of the

Hanging Chapel, possibly from some local tradition of an

execution there : more probably from its situation over the

archway. It is now used as a Freemason's lodge-room.

<ZEpi0copt Cfwrcf),

The church of Saint Mary the Virgin, at Huish Episcopi,

was the next halt, where the Rev. J. STUBBS (Vicar) read a

paper (printed in Part II).

Mr. BUCKLE said they would see that this tower was of a

totally different character from that of Langport. It was

much more highly elaborated, and the design was altogether
different. The Langport tower was simple in the forms of its

decoration, and in the distribution of it ; its beauty was almost
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entirely due to the dignity of its outline. In this case the

beauty of the tower came mainly from the great masses of

ornamentation. The proportion was good here also ; they

could not find a fine tower without that, but the proportion

was not in his opinion the strong point of the tower. It was

divided up into a series of storeys, reproducing one another ;

and it had very elaborate string courses, with rows of quatre-

foils. The parapet did not belong to the original tower at all.

It had one of those features which they found in a great

many cases the flying pinnacle at each corner, a pinnacle

quite detached from the tower. It stood on the gurgoyle, and

seemed out of place. The parapet was an entire misfit. The

buttress of the upper stage was set diagonally, but the pin-

nacle over was set square. The man who designed the tower

intended that there should be a diagonal pinnacle on the top

of that diagonal buttress. At some later period the original

parapet was taken down, and another put up, which had the

effect of considerably altering the outline of the tower. The

idea of the overhanging pinnacle came in with the Renaissance

work, and represented the classic cornice. Here they had a

diagonal buttress on the belfry stage, and immediately below

two square buttresses ; then there were three more buttresses

against these. So that they had a group of five buttresses

set up against each other and dying into each other. Mr.

Stubbs had related two stories with regard to the tower.

There was a certain amount of reasonableness in attributing

this tower to Sir Reginald Bray, but if he were the architect

it was certain he only gave the outline. The buttress was a

Somersetshire feature which Sir Reginald would not have

reproduced. The other story about it ought not to be lightly

dismissed, as there was a strong probability that there was

something at the bottom of it. Of course, it was perfectly

well known that in old times it was thought necessary that

there should be a sacrifice to the earth to induce it to bear the

weight that was going to be put upon it. This Pagan idea
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was certainly continued largely in Christian times. Some-

times human beings were built into the foundations alive, some-

times animals were substituted. Just in the same way it was

thought that on the completion of an important work like a

tower there should be a sacrifice to the gods of the air in

order to prevent the tower being blown down or destroyed by

lightning. There was a great deal of evidence that the form

of sacrifice was by throwing over from the top a living body.

Mr. Baring Gould said these stories of the master and the

apprentice occurred in two forms. In one of the stories the

master of a neighbouring work, out of jealousy and envy,

went up the tower the apprentice had built and threw himself

from it. The other form of the story was that when the tower

was finished the master pushed the apprentice over the parapet.

That was much more probable on the face of it. In either

case human life was sacrificed, and the tower was thus thought
to be insured against destruction.

for Discussion anD papers.

Returning from Huish, past the Castle Dyke, of which the

name only appears to remain, a meeting was held in the parish

room (the PRESIDENT in the chair), when papers were read

by Mr. NORRIS, on the " Battle of Langport," and by Mr.

SANFORD, on the " Dinosaur from Wedmore Rhcetic Beds,"

both of which are printed in Part II.

At the

(ZEtiening Meeting
at the same place, papers were read by the DEAN OF WELLS,
CANON CHURCH, and Mr. BUCKLE, all relating to recent dis-

coveries in the east cloister garth of Wells Cathedral. These

are printed at length, and form the beginning of Part II.

In the discussion which followed, a member asked for further

information as to the setting out of the old Lady Chapel on

lines so divergent from those of Bishop Stillington's, which

were parallel to the Cathedral.
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Mr. ELWORTHY said the Chapel appeared to be orientated

approximately to Lady-day, while the Cathedral was in a line

pointing much further south, in accordance with St. Andrew's

day : that these matters were considered of greater importance

in the Middle Ages than at present.

Mr. BUCKLE disputed this view, as insufficient to account

for the facts.

A large party started punctually, under the able direction of

the Hon. Sec., Col. BRAMBLE, at 9.30, and after a pleasant

drive, halted first at

Catfjanger sganor l&ouse,

where the most striking feature was the remarkable gatehouse,

the principal entrance to the courtyard. Mr. Buckle pointed

out that it was extremely small. But in the Elizabethan and

Jacobean period the ordinary practice was to mount and dis-

mount outside the courtyard ; horses did not commonly go

into the courtyard. A curious point about the gate was the

outside circular arch, with a little classical character, but with

Gothic detail. In the middle of the gatehouse was a square

doorway., and here the door was hung. One half of the porch

was outside the door and the other half inside, so that there

was a covered place outside the door in which people could

wait for admittance. Mr. Buckle also pointed out what beauty

had been got merely by a systematic arrangement of the lias

stone. He said the gate was built more for ornament than

anything else. It could not have been for defence ; anybody

could have got over the low wall at the sides. In conclusion,

Mr. Buckle drew attention to the inscription on one of the

walls of the house, to the effect that John Walsh built it in

1559.

3lsle abbots Cbtircb

was the next stopping place. Mr. Buckle said that the tower

of this church was perhaps the finest of its own particular
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character in the county. The arrangement of the buttresses

was more or less similar to that at Huish. The parapet had

been altered, and the alteration was very clear. The diagonal

buttress was carried through the parapet, but on the top was

another pinnacle, which had no relation to anything below it.

The tower had been taken down, as far as the top of the west

window, and rebuilt in recent years ; but it appeared to have

been rebuilt in such a way as to absolutely reproduce the

original tower. It was small, but very elegantly finished in

all its details, and had the advantage of having almost the

whole of the niches filled with the original figures. The gen-

eral idea of these seemed to be a representation of the triumph

over sin. On the Avest side, in the upper row, were St. Peter

and St. Paul, below B.V.M., and a curious piece of sculpture

representing our Saviour stepping out of the grave. Under-

neath his feet were Roman soldiers, on one of whom he was

treading. On the east side there were two niches. The one

on the dexter side contained the figure of St. John the Baptist,

with the Agnus Dei in his hand. On the other was Pope

Clement, with the papal tiara and double cross, and in the

right hand an anchor, his symbol. On the south side St.

Margaret, St. Katherine, and St. George on horseback, and

on the north side St. Michael with a star for coat armour.

The eastern part of the church was a beautiful example of

Early English work. It had a large chancel, and charming
side windows. In the east end there was a very poor window,

and underneath, three panels of quatrefoil outline, apparently

without reason. He Avould suggest that these were panels pre-

pared for the consecration crosses. If this were so they must

believe that the church was not consecrated, because the crosses

were not there. They knew that churches were for a very long

time unconsecrated.

The Rev. F. W. WEAVER said the church belonged to the

Abbey of Muchelney, and that was the reason why it had not

been consecrated, and therefore why no figures were there.

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part 1. D
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Mr. BUCKLE, continuing, said inside the church the beauti-

ful Early English carving in the chancel was a conspicuous

feature. The piscina and the sedilia were of a remarkable

character. The Avork about the former was very fanciful ;

while the latter consisted of three semi-circular stone stalls, so

to speak, which stood right out and were not under the canopy
at all. The benches were interesting because they were not

of the ordinary Somerset pattern. Just inside the church was

a small space intended for a font, and why it should have been

moved from there was difficult to see. It was now hidden

behind one of the piers. Yet this font was one of the most

remarkable things in the church. It had a square basin at

the top, and the four sides were carved with quaint figures of

birds, dragons, and foliage of a very early character. It

seemed to have been altered in the 13th century. There was

also in the church the lower part o the screen. The nave

roof was decidedly peculiar : pointed in the centre instead of

being round. It was very late in date. On the bosses were

some of those characteristics of Flemish style which were often

met with in wood-carving of the 16th century. There was a

Jacobean screen in the tower arch, and some Jacobean oak

work around it.

The party then drove to

langfotD aganor l^ouse,

an interesting Elizabethan house, the residence of Mr. R. Bar-

rington. There were some curious and well-preserved inscrip-

tions on the walls of the porch, dated 1773. The first was :

" Have a care with whom you talk, to whom, and what, and

where." The other was :
" A powerful attachment to a fine

woman is not easily reducible within the rules of reason."

Stoell Cburcb ant) Court I>ou0e

were the next places visited, the site of Lord Chatham's house

(Burton Pynsent) and monument being passed on the way.

Swell Church was very small, but, Mr. Buckle said, very inter-
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esting. It had been allowed to go into a state of decay, but

that added to its picturesqueness. Except the Norman door-

way and the font which was probably a Norman one pared
down there was nothing left earlier than the fifteenth century.

The rest of the church was Perpendicular. The windows and

the roof remained very much as originally built. The benches

were very plain, merely rough carpenter's work ; but in char-

acter they resembled those at Isle Abbots. In the east window

there was the shield of Beauchamp, plain vair. On each side

of the east window was a niche, the front of which had been

destroyed. In the floor of the chaiicel were two brasses to the

Newton family, who in the fifteenth century occupied the

Court House. There was a very pretty chalice and paten,

dated 1573 ; and the register books started from 1559. On
the outside the bell turret at the west end was entirely modern.

The pulpit and reading desk were Jacobean, as were also the

altar and rails. The church was dedicated to St. Catharine.

Mr. Hallett's residence, called the " Court House "
a fine

old building was also inspected both inside and out.

Huncbeon.

At the kind invitation of the President, Mr. CELY TRE-

VILIAN, the party then proceeded to Midelney Place, where

they were heartily received by Mrs. Cely Trevilian, and sat

down to a welcome luncheon, served in a large marquee.
After cordial thanks to the host and hostess for their kind

hospitality, offered on behalf of the Society, by the High
Sheriff of the County (Mr. SPEKE), a move on foot was made

to

Cuttp fttoel Ciwrcf),

Mr. BUCKLE said the church was divided into two parts.

From the centre they would see nothing but late Perpendicular,

but in one corner there was a beautiful and interesting old chapel.

The whole of the church seemed to have been rebuilt in the time

of Henry VII or Henry VIII. On the outside of the porch
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over the doorway there was a portcullis and the three feathers

of the Prince of Wales, on bosses. The church was really a

very fine one indeed. There were some magnificent windows,

similar to those they had admired so much at Langport. The

heads of the windows were entirely filled with Somerset tracery,

and what added to its dignity was the transom and the tiny

quatrefoils. Some parts of the church were built of Ham Hill

stone, and other parts of the local lias, with only Ham dress-

ings. The tower was about the same date as the rest. It was

tall, and had recently been rebuilt of lias stone with Ham Hill

dressings. It looked as if it were designed for a spire, and if

a spire were put on the top he believed it would be magnificent.

In the porch was a very nice vault, and outside were three

gurgoyles, representing musicians : a fiddler, a man with the

bagpipes, and a third whose instrument had perished. Many
of the gurgoyles on the building were not true gurgoyles,

being only used as a decorative feature. Amongst the furni-

ture of the church perhaps the principle thing to be noticed

was the benches, many of which were old and very finely

carved. Another great feature was the screen, the central

part of which had unfortunately been destroyed. The two

parts remaining were very fine specimens. It was unfortunate

they had not got the central part of the rood screen, because

that would add so much to the dignity of the church. There

were in the windows considerable remains of the original

glass. Among the figures, Mr. Buckle pointed out one simi-

lar to that referred to at Langport, as having two jugs in

his hand. In this case the head-dress was missing. There

were also badges and coats of arms, which Mr. Buckle des-

cribed, and he drew attention to a curious aumbry on the

north side of the chancel. The sedilia were of a form often

met with in the mediseval period, merely consisting of a bench

below the south window of the chancel. The only evidence

of an earlier church than the present, was the chapel on the

north side of the chancel. That belonged to the thirteenth
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century, and appeared to have been built by one of the

L'Ortis. Later, considerable alterations were made in the

walls of the chapel, and the interior arches, which had the nail

head in their capitals, and the ball-flower over, were then in-

serted. Later still the windows seemed to have been altered

again, because there was Early Perpendicular tracery in them.

Then came a time when the rest of the church was rebuilt.

The external buttresses were carried up, the late buttresses

growing out of the early ones ;
and a parapet was put round

to match the parapet on the rest of the church. Still later

there were additions to the monuments in the chapel, and these

additions extended from that time to this. There were four

arches in a row over figures along the north wall, and at a

later period another was added. Underneath the arch which

divided off the chapel from the chancel, there was a magnifi-

cent Jennings monument of Jacobean date. Unfortunately it

was much broken, and a good deal of the decorative work was

missing. Inside the chapel there was more than one classical

monument. They had probably been brought from elsewhere.

On one was an inscription to one person on the front, and to

another on the back. Mr. Buckle also drew attention to the

very fine Early English piscina on the north side of the earlier

chapel.

CANON CHURCH mentioned that in the registers at Wells

(R. 3, fo. 20), there was this entry :

" The church at Curry
Eivel was appropriated to the Canons of Bustelesham, diocese

of Sarum, by Bishop Ralph, by consent of the Dean and

Chapter, June 14th, 1391."

Cfwrcf).

An adjournment was then made to Muchelney Church,
where the Rev. S. O. BAKER read a paper dealing with the

parish and church of Muchelney, which appears in a book en-

titled
" Local Legends," etc., published by G. H. Hemmel,

Langport (price Is.) A large number of relics from the
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Abbey were to be seen in the church, and also in the old rec-

tory opposite.

In the churchyard some of the foundations of the Abbey
Church were clearly defined. Mr. Buckle was asked to des-

cribe them, and he said he could not help feeling that he was

encroaching upon Mr. Baker's prerogative, for it was largely

owing to Mr. Baker's exertions that anything of the Abbey
Church was now to be seen, and he knew more about what had

been discovered than anybody else. They were now standing

inside the Abbey Church of Muchelney. There was a chapel

or transept reaching out from this Abbey Church to meet the

little transept of the parish church, and the two were only

separated by a very few feet. From that chapel they could

trace the outer wall of the church clearly to where they were

standing. Then two walls became visible, the lower one curv-

ing round to form an apsidal termination, the upper and later

wall carried straight on. Connected with the apse there was a

small apsidal chapel. Judging simply from the shape of the

lines, it appeared to be Norman. This church was rebuilt in

the fifteenth century, and was much altered. The east end

was taken down and rebuilt, when both the main apse and the

little apsidal chapel were entirely obliterated. The east end

was then built with a square termination, and beyond the east

wall there projected another square chapel.

The Rev. S. O. BAKER drew attention to a stone coffin just

outside the wall of the apsidal chapel. They came upon this

when excavating, and found the lid upside down. It was now

in the tower. When the men got the lid up they found tiles

under, and upon excavating further nearly the whole of the

apsidal chapel was found to be covered with tiles. These were

now in the parish church, because people appropriated them.

By the kind permission of Mr. Westlake, the interior of the

cloister, as well as the whole exterior of the building, was open

to inspection, after which a return was made to Langport.
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Cfje (ZEtoening; Sheeting

was held at eight o'clock in the Parish Room, the PRESIDENT

in the chair.

The Rev. DOUGLAS HAYWARD, on behalf of Mr. W.
Bond Paul, read a paper on "

Langport Church," printed in

Part II.

On which COL. BRAMBLE differed respecting the niche in

the south porch. Instead of being of Early English date, he

considered it to be either fifteenth or beginning of the sixteenth

century.

Mr. A. S. BicKNELL read a paper on " A Forgotten Chan-

cellor," printed in Part II.

CANON CHURCH said that Thomas Bicknell had asked in

his Will that an ancient door in the nave of Wells Cathedral

should be closed, in order that his monument might be placed

at that spot. It was strange such a request should have been

made, still more so that it should have been granted. The

chapter had done their best to discover the right name to

which the monument belonged, and if it were now brought to

light it ought to be restored.

Mr. ARTHUR BULLEID read a paper upon the recent dis-

coveries at Grodney Moor, near Glastonbury, printed in Part II.

Mr. JOHN MORLAND referred to Mr. Arthur J. Evans's

remarks upon the pottery exhibited at the British Association

Meeting at Oxford, that it was that of the Belga?, and that

they had evidently come under Greek or Phoenician influence

at a very early period. The supposed date was about 300 B.C.

Mr. F. TUCKET remarked upon both the pottery and wood-

work.

COL. BRAMBLE would not criticise anything said by Mr.

Bulleid, but would express the great obligation the society and

the public at large are under, for his care, his unremitting

attention, and his labour of love in this important matter.

Not only did he thank him in cordial terms for his paper, but
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for his close investigation of everything done and found since

he first made the remarkable discovery. To his patience and

unwearied industry everything we now know of this ancient

village is practically due.

Mr. BULLEID modestly attributed the results obtained to

the generosity of his friend, Mr. Bath, who had not only given

every facility, but the land itself.

The DEAN OF WELLS remarked that Mr. Bulleid's dis-

covery was unique. There was no other British village in the

three kingdoms. Those who went to Glastonbury would see

there what had been accomplished almost entirely by one man.

It was a work of which the whole county ought to be proud.

Cburstiap.

Again, under Col. Bramble's admirable management, a

punctual start was made at 9.30 for

Loto I>am Ciwtcf) ant) Sganor

Mr. BUCKLE said that the church was an excellent example
of Gothic of very late date, it having been built in 1669.

The character of the architecture was peculiar, it being a mix-

ture of Perpendicular and Decorated. The windows were not

reproductions of any old Decorated windows, but were really

original. The whole building shewed an honest attempt to re-

vive the principles of Gothic architecture without copying

exactly any definite style. The glass in the east window was

very unfortunate, and spoiled the effect to a great extent. He
should imagine that the upper part at any rate was the original

glass of the window. The screen was also curious ; it was

based on the Perpendicular. On the altar was the original

altar cloth, with the date upon the front of it. The builder of

this church was one George Stawel. The east window used to

contain a statement that it was founded at the sole expense of

George Stawel, that it was built in 1668, and consecrated in

1669. A door which formerly led into the chancel was now
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blocked. It had George Stawel's coat of arms upon it, Stawel

impaling Wyndham, the initials "
G.S.," and the motto "En

parol ie sues." There was a monument in the church to two

of the Stawel family, and another to their predecessors, Sir

Edward and Lady Dionysia Hext, who died in 1624 and 1633.

PREBENDARY GRAFTON said the deed of the original en-

dowment of the church was dated June 10th, 1622, and it stated

that " Sir Edward Hext, of Netherham, leaves some parcels

of land lying together in or near Statt Drove, in the parish of

Aller (one of nine acres, another of seven, and another of

five), twenty-one acres in all, in trust for the payment of the

rents and profits to such scholar, minister, or preacher of God's

Word as shall be appointed by Sir Edward Hext and his heirs

in the Manor of Netherham, to preach one sermon in the fore-

noon of every Sabbath day. The minister was either to preach

himself or to supply the same by some other sufficient learned

man of the same profession. For each failure to do so 10s. are

to be deducted and given to the overseers for the poor." The

trustees were Sir Robert Phillips, of Montague ;
John Paulett,

of Henton St. George ; John Stawell, of Cothelstone ; Hugh
Pyne, of Cathanger; John Symes, of Chard; Marmaduke

Jennings, of Burton ; Gregory Gibbs, of South Perrott ; and

Edward Hext, of Morthoo, in the county of Devon.

Mr. BUCKLE said that the tower was Perpendicular. The

screen came from the Mayor's Chapel at Bristol.

COLONEL BRAMBLE said that a late Mayor of Bristol, Sir

Charles Wathen, was owner of the Manor here, and during

the time the old chapel was being restored at Bristol a portion

was taken out and brought here. He had been informed by
the Rev. S. O. Baker, that the church was not donative ;

it was

simply a private chapel of the Lord of the Manor. There

was no graveyard ; in fact no consecrated enclosure of any
kind. The building merely stood in a field. The present

Lord of the Manor would be the trustees of the late Sir

Charles Wathen.

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part I. E
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Mr. BUCKLE said that the pulpit at Muchelney church also

came from the Mayor's Chapel.

Mr. J. C. HOKSEY kindly threw open the Manor House

to the inspection of the visitors. This charming house, the

fabric of which is of Perpendicular style, contained some fine

pannelling of Charles II period, and also a beautiful portrait,

in oils, of Lady Hext. It may be mentioned that the Hexts

came from Morthoe, in Devon, and that the Manor came to

them through a widow named Walton.

This church, said Mr. BUCKLE, was one of which they

knew absolutely the year of its building. Adrian Schael, who

was rector from 1570 to 1599, stated in his history of the

parish (which is printed in Part II) that the church was built

anew from the foundation in the year 1476, by Abbot Selwood

(this church was appropriated to Glastonbury), Paulett, and

various others. And Schael's statement was corroborated by
a brass in the chancel recording that the chancel was built by
J. Dyer, the rector, who died in 1499. The tower appeared

to be older. The mark of the older church roof against the

tower was much lower than the present roof. That showed

that the church which existed before the present one was

smaller. The tower arch was built of Ham Hill stone, and

the body of Doulting stone. The nave and roof were un-

doubtedly built in 1476, and so was the porch, which had a

roof corresponding with that of the nave. The rood screen

was of a later date, probably about 1500. A horizontal beam

across the church, some six feet above the top of the rood

screen, was very peculiar and puzzling. He was of opinion

that the rood stood on it. The chancel was the same date as

the nave. There was originally one row of stalls against each

wall in the chancel, a good deal of which remained, although

converted into choir stalls on the modern plan. The sedilia

consisted simply of a stone bench, as at Curry Rivel, only not
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so elaborately treated. There were two small figures of old

glass in the east window : one with mitre and crosier pre-

sumably represented the Abbot of Glastonbury ; the other

was not so clear, but there was some indication of its being a

deacon, with a cow for symbol. In the chancel was a very

pretty Jacobean lectern with two old books
;
one chained to it.

The benches were fine old 15th century benches, and were

most probably put in when the church was built, in 1476.

The font was Norman. The tower, earlier than the rest of

the church, was a simple one. On the battlement was a repre-

sentation of the Virgin and child. The whole of the outside,

and especially the gurgoyles, were worthy of note, they being

very fanciful.

ailer Cburcfj*

At this church the members were welcomed by the Rev.

Preb. Nicholson, who had anticipated their coming by hanging

up in the porch a large number of manuscripts of his own

writing, full of valuable information. Mr. Nicholson gave an

address, published in a local paper.

Luncfceon,

The party then proceeded to Somerton, passing by
"
Sheep-

slade," probably a British encampment, on the way. After

the luncheon at the Red Lion, a vote of thanks was passed to

the President (Mr. Cely Trevilian), on the proposition of

Canon Church. The President, in responding, acknowledged
the obligation of the Society to the Local Committee, to the

Local Secretary (the Rev. D. L. Hayward), to Lieut.-Colonel

J. R. Bramble (the general secretary in charge of the ex-

cursions), for his excellent arrangements, his invariable cour-

tesy, and withal his rigid punctuality and adherence to his

programme ;
also to Mr. Buckle for his painstaking, careful

preparation of interesting and valuable information respecting

the different buildings. Thanks were also voted, on the propo-

sition of Prebendary Buller, to the owners and occupiers of
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houses who had kindly thrown them open to the inspection

of the members of the society ; and also to the incumbents of

the different parishes for allowing the society to visit their

churches, and for the assistance they had given. An adjourn-

ment was then made to

^omerton Cfjurcf),

which, Mr. Buckle said, was in some respects an entire change

from anything they had seen at that meeting. Most o the

churches had been examples of the Perpendicular style, with

little trace of any previous history. Here they had the foun-

dation, so to speak, of Early English work, which had been

worked upon and added to and altered generation after gener-

ation, until they had now a church which differed very greatly

indeed from the original, of which they had certain fragments

still left. The Early English church had a wide nave, like the

one they were in now, and the eastern part of the walls of the

nave were part of that church. The arch leading into the

north transept and the corresponding one on the other side

were both Early English. A little earlier in the twelfth cen-

tury the favourite place for the tower seemed to have been

over the south porch, and then the south transept came to be

its usual place as in this case. The tower was of very great

interest, because it was one of the comparatively small number

of octagonal towers for which Somerset was famous. This

was quite a typical octagonal tower. The lower storey was

square. The storey above changed the square into an octagon.

Above that was the octagon storey, which was intended to hold

the bells. That storey was now the clock room. The top

storey was an addition in Perpendicular times, as was almost

invariably the case in these octagonal towers. The two tran-

septs were part of the Early English church. This Early

English church had no aisles, but in the Decorated period a

great change was made, and both aisles were added. Some

Decorated windows remained in the aisles. Some of them were
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of the original date, but the window at the west end had been

a great deal altered, and the tracery was, he believed, modern.

The next great change was the taking down of the roof of the

nave, raising the walls, inserting the present clerestory win-

dows, and the addition on the top of the really magnificent

piece of carpentry which formed the roof. Though there were

many fine roofs about this county, there were few which could

compare with this. One of the most curious features of the

roof was that over every tie-beam there was a pair of huge

grotesque beasts. This roof, he was told by the Parish Clerk,

was made in the carpenter's shop at Muchelney Abbey. This

local tradition seemed a reasonable statement. On at least

one place in the roof there was carved a great barrel of beer,

with a bung-hole. That had led some persons to think that

Abbot Beere, of Glastonbury, had some connection with the

roof, but the Abbot's rebus was a beer flagon, so that this

probably referred to some other person. The pulpit was a

beautiful example of the work of the first half of the seven-

teenth century. The date on it was 1615, and a text ran round

the base " Praise God for ai." Jacobean woodwork was a

strong feature of the church. The altar was dated 1626.

Other minor matters of interest having been pointed out, the

party proceeded to

Long; utton Cburcfc,

which Mr. Buckle said was another church whose date was

absolutely known. In Bishop Fox's register was a license to

Thomas Cornish, Bishop of Tenos, to consecrate this church,

stated to have been then rebuilt entirely from the ground, in

the year 1490. This was of very great value from an archaeo-

logical point of view, because it enabled them to say with cer-

tainty what sort of churches were put up at that time. This

was built some fourteen years after High Ham church. In

this case again it was not everything they saw which was built

at that time. At the first glance they would see that the
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work was of different periods. But further examination would

show exactly what was done in 1490. The tower was a

later addition : so were the two porches, and the two side

chapels of the chancel. These were added afterwards, and the

two windows, one on either side of the nave next to these

chapels, belonged architecturally to these chapels. The second

window on the south side Avas, he thought, partly modern, and

partly older than this 1490 church. The inner arch and splays

were clearly of an early date, and must have been preserved

from the church then taken down, and built into this church as

a matter of economy. The tracery seemed to be entirely new.

There were a very few other fragments of the earlier church.

Underneath the pulpit were collected some interesting stones

found at different times. Some of them were Norman. And
a Norman piscina was built into one of the piers. But, ex-

cluding a few scattered stones and a window, there was

nothing here older than 1490. The chancel was of the same

date as the rest of the church. The arches from the chancel

into the chapels, and the chancel arch were panelled, and

the chancel arch was of the same date as those side arches.

Before the chapels were inserted there was a squint through

each of these two large piers. This was now blocked up,

to secure greater strength. The turret staircase and the

rood screen were later work. The screen appeared to be

about 1,500 or later still. The clerestory windows were much

later in appearance than the aisle windows. But in this

church there was a great height given to the aisles, and com-

paratively little to the clerestory. The result was that there

was plenty of room for pointed arches and tracery in the

aisles, but little in the clerestory, consequently a flat arch was

introduced over these upper windows. The roof over the

nave was similar to that at High Ham, but not so good.

There were angels bearing shields with the sign of the Passion

upon them. One remarkable symbol he did not understand.

It consisted of a hand, holding what appeared to be a tress of
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hair. The end of the roof over the rood loft was decorated

with paint, as was very commonly the case. The roofs of the

aisles were like the roof of the nave, but of very much later

date. In the seventeenth century these roofs appeared to have

been entirely renewed, and the bosses were for the most part

left entirely plain. They were prepared, but were never

carved. On one of the beams were cut some initials, with

the date 1691. The font seemed part of the original furniture

of the church. The cover was Jacobean a period from

which they had very many font covers. The pulpit was a very

grand example of Perpendicular work ; but, unfortunately,

the twelve niches had lost all their figures. In the cornice

above the base of the pulpit, monograms were inserted. First

"
W.," next I.P.," third "

S. W.," then I.H.C.," and M "

(for Mary) ; finally, a double triangle, representing the Trinity.

The name of the vicar at the time of rebuilding was John

Pirn, and he therefore thought
"

I.P." were his initials. There

were some nice fragments besides the Norman ones, including

two or three heads of figures which had been destroyed. The

chapel on the south side seemed to have been connected with

the Spigurnel family, who were the owners of the Court-house,

a little distance from the church. In the parapet of the nave,

overlooking the chancel, was a very small carved figure, which

had been stated to represent the Abbot of Athelney (this

church was connected with Athelney) : but he felt very doubt-

ful as to this. Certainly the head-dress was not a mitre
;

it

was a flat sort of cap, but the dress was difficult to make out.

It might, perhaps, be a surplice ; or it might be a cloak slung

over the shoulder. In the left hand there was a staff, the head

of which was gone. It was not clear whether it was crosier or

staff. What he held in the right hand was difficult to make

out, the figure being entirely overgrown with lichen. Another

curious figure connected with the parapet of the nave was a

large one overlooking the porch, standing on the roof of the

nave, leaning over the parapet and looking down. This figure
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had lost its head, but the left arm remained resting on the

parapet, and in the left hand there was again something he had

been unable to determine. This figure reminded one, of course,

of the figure of the mason on the George Inn at Glastonbury,

which was a very conspicuous object. It was placed in pre-

cisely the same way, standing in the gutter of the roof, and

looking out between two battlements. That was quite dis-

tinctly a mason, because he had the emblems of his trade.

Whether the figure here also represented a mason he had no

means of saying.

The screen had been re-decorated. The upper part was

entirely modern, with an addition to carry the organ, which

seemed to come most happily in that position.

The tower was finely proportioned, and of a great height,

but exceedingly plain. What gave a great help to its general

appearance was the large amount of wall left above the top of

the belfry window. This was decidedly unusual. The but-

tresses and general treatment were similar to that at Langport,

and were crowned with very short stumpy pinnacles, which

seemed inadequate to the height of the buttresses. When they

had more magnificent pinnacles they were a great assistance in

carrying up the eye from the buttresses to the parapet.

&ing0twrp Cfwrcf).

Mr. Buckle said that this church had a very simple Deco-

rated arcade. There were plain octagonal piers, and cham-

fered arches over, with a plain capital between. On the out-

side were some very large and massive buttresses, which looked

as if thev belonged to a building of a still earlier date.

There was nothing sufficiently definite remaining to say what

the church was that existed at the earlier date. Belonging

also to this Decorated period was a very curious niche in the

wall outside, on the south-west end of the church, where was

a large blank space. It was possible that it had been removed

from the inside of the church. The greater part of this
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church was Perpendicular. The roof over this Decorated

arcade, no doubt, was originally a steep roof, which started

close above the points of the arches ;
but a fine clerestory had

been afterwards added. The nave was of the ordinary Per-

pendicular work ; but the tower was most peculiar, as seen

from the inside. It was very late, and was erected long after

this conversion of the Decorated into the Perpendicular nave

had been carried out. The tower buttresses were built pro-

jecting out into the nave ; and these were ornamented with

two tiers of niches : the two buttresses were bound together

by a panelled arch. So they had a double arch leading into

the tower. The smaller arch was the tower arch proper ; the

other was mere decoration. Inside the tower there was a

good plain example of a fan vault. The chancel was an ex-

ceedingly fine building. Outside the windows and buttresses

were particularly good, and there was a great dignity about

the inside. The chancel had a chapel added on either side.

These were originally, on both sides, comparatively small, but

that on the north side had been rebuilt and made into a sort of

transept. There were magnificent windows in the chancel,

with fine tracery transoms. There were capitals on the

mullions, and small mouldings went to make up the mullions.

He called attention also to a small window on the south side of

the chancel. It was high up, and was a plain square window,
its object being to throw more light into the chancel. In the

windows of the two chapels there were several coats of arms,

and fragments of other glass. This glass must have suffered

a great deal during the last century, because Collinson spoke
of there being several kings, bishops, and saints, as well as

coats of arms. He mentioned also a legend stating that "John

Storthwait, chancellor of Wells, had this window made," but it

was not at all clear which window was referred to. The greater

part which now remained was in the south chapel, and that ap-

peared to be in its original position. That might give a date

for the chapel. This church was appropriated to the Chan-
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cellors of Wells, and it showed that some of them had acted

nobly towards it. Some of them must have erected this chancel.

In the transept window was the coat of Mortimer. That fixed

no particular date. Then there was the coat of Stafford,

Bishop of Bath and Wells, 1425-43. This coat was interest-

ing, because it was differenced with a crescent instead of the

usual mitre. Lower down were the arms of Carent. He was

Dean of Wells for two years only 1446 and 1447, but he had

long been Canon. These coats seemed to define the period

with tolerable accuracy as between 1430 and 1450. There

was another coat, Quarterly, 1 and 4, az. 3 bars wavy arg.,

2 and 3, sa. a fret or, a label of 3 points over
; and in the cor-

responding window on the south side there were two coats.

One was Sable, six mullets pierced argent. The other was very

much broken, but there was no doubt that if the chevron were

red, instead of white, it would again represent Stafford ; but

it was not uncommon to find heraldic bearings which should be

red, actually white, on small coats in painted glass.

Of the nice oak screen only the middle remained. It once

extended right across the church. The vestry was at the east

end of the church, as at Langport, and was entered by a door

on the right hand side of the altar.

Mr. Buckle drew attention to a tiny Crucifixion in the para-

pet of the porch. On the tower there was much very interest-

ing sculpture. Many of the niches were still filled with the

figures originally put there. These figures were a remarkable

series, because they were all seated. Seated figures in niches

^were comparatively rare. Almost all these figures were cross-

legged, the legs standing prominently out and swinging freely

in the air. The two figures on the south side represented

kings. That on the right hand side was the most perfect.

His curls shewed underneath his hat, which was turned up

to a point at front and back looking something like a mitre.

On the hat, inside the brim, he wore his crown. In his

hand he had the proper attribute of a king, a globe,
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with three bands symbolic of the Trinity upon it. The

figure on the left was another king. The head was gone,

but around his neck he wore the collar of an order ; he held a

globe, and was in plate armour. That in the other niche was

dressed in royal robes. On the west face of the tower, there

was a curious figure seated. It represented Christ in judge-

ment, with a sheep on the right hand and a goat on the left.

There were two niches one on either side of the west door

which also had figures with legs crossed
;
but the upper parts

of these figures were entirely gone. On the side overlooking

the church there were two more figures. One of these had on

his knees an open book, and in his left hand he held an inde-

terminate object. The other represented a young musician,

gaily dressed in a short tunic, with a turban on his head.

There were some other pieces of curious sculpture. There

was a corner stone which corresponded with a band of

quatrefoils at the side with two figures carved in it, kneeling

and counting their beads. On the south side there were four

coats of arms. One was A chevron between three leopards'

faces
;
this seemed to point to Bishop Stillington, 1470 to 1490.

Another was A chevron between three bulls, probably for

Radbard, of Westover. The others were curious and difficult

to make out.

The tower was similar to Huish, and no doubt it was on

that account, that this tower was associated with Huish in

the master and apprentice story. According to the story this

was the inferior tower, but it was such a very noble one that

it seemed rash to say that it was not the equal of Huish.

Though the general idea of the tower was similar, and al-

though there was also a broad band of quatrefoils at intervals

between every storey all the way up, the arrangement of the

buttresses was different. This tower was simply square on plan

with buttresses put on each side, about a foot from the corner.

The pinnacles grew out of the buttresses, and the parapet
fitted exactly on the top of the tower. Here was the flying
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pinnacle at the corners, as at Huish, but in this case it came

quite naturally on the top. That was the true finish to this

tower, and it appeared to him, that, so far from the Huish

people having thought originally that they had a finer tower

than Kingsbury, they actually changed their own parapet in

order to copy the Kingsbury one.

The party then returned to Langport, and thus closed the

meeting of 1894.
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A SMALL room adjoining the All Saints' Parish Room was

fitted with cases for the reception of articles lent for the

occasion.

The Langport Town Trust lent the Charter granted by

James I to the Borough of Langport ; the seal is attached

and well preserved ; the silver mace, and the silver Corpora-

tion seal ;
also the standard quart and pint measures of bronze ;

Rent Role of the Towne Landes of Langport Eastover, be-

longing to the Portryve and Commonaltye, 38th Elizabeth.

Mr. J. Louch. A plate, glass, and spoon, which formerly

belonged to the Langport Corporation dinner service ; Book

of the Muster Roll, and Orders of the Langport Volunteers,

1794; painted silk flag of the Langport Volunteers, 1794;

the Corporation prayer book, 1770; the Somerset portion of

Camden's Britannia
;
cannon balls from the sites of the battles

of Langport and Sedgemoor ; Delft plate, William and Mary.
Mr. W. B. Paul. Plan of the site of the battle of Langport,

July 10th, 1645 ;
two bullets dug up on the site of the battle

of Langport'; two Langport farthings, shilling of James II,

and eight Roman coins ; volume of sermons by Bishop Lake

of Bath and Wells, 1616 to 1626; Eden's Compleat Body of

Gardening, 1757 ; Guillim's Display of Heraldry, 1638
; port-

folio of local views ; Norman piscina found built into the wall

of a house at Langport ; cabinet of Lepidoptera, collected lo-

cally, and containing many interesting and rare specimens.

Mr. W. J. C. Hill. Books of churchwardens' accounts of

the parishes of Curry Rivel and Drayton ; Grant by Patent

to the Earl of Hertford, of Muchelney Abbey, with its depen-
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dencies, and a translation of the same ; schedule of a portion

of the possessions of Edward, late Duke of Somerset, formerly

belonging to the monastery of Mochelney ; petition relating to

the manor of Drayton.

Mr. Arthur Bulleid. Some interesting objects recently dis-

covered on the site of the British village at Glastonbury : flint

saw and arrow head ; bronze finger rings, fibulae, tweezers, and

a bowl ; iron halberd, dagger, and two reaping hooks ; horn

combs, pottery stamps, needles, and haftings ; bone gouges,

polishing bones, and a variety of other implements ; stone whet-

stones and spindle whorls ; glass and amber beads ; several

pieces of decorated pottery and wattle-marked clay ; human

skull, having a deep sword-cut through the bone. Also some

objects from a Roman burial place at Long Sutton, including

several bronze coins and a bronze spoon, iron shears and boot

nails, fragments of Samian and other kinds of Roman pottery.

Rev. Gilbert E. Smith. Roman coins found at Barton St.

David, and a stone celt found there ; flint arrow heads found

on Gorton Down ; Celtic burial urn with bones from a tumulus

in Pembrokeshire ; Oliver Cromwell's Chrisom clothes ; four

snuff boxes, tongue scraper, knife and fork in case, powder
flask and pistol, all curiously mounted.

Rev. S. O. Baker. Book of autograph and other letters and

papers connected with the siege of Dunottar Castle, on N.E.

coast of Scotland ; plate of Wincanton pottery, founded by
N. Ireson, who died 1716, and continued by Lindsay Brothers

of Warwickshire ; two barrels and one jug of Bristol pottery,

about 1820 ; vase in imitation of -Dresden porcelain, made at

Bristol, and bought before finished at Temple Street, in 1847 ;

two pieces dessert service, arms of " Bullocke of Lower

Knowle," Bedminster ; plate, arms of "
Livingston of Coun-

tesswells," Aberdeen ; curious brass candlesticks ; piece of

pewter, 1715 ; pipe bowls, Prat of Taunton, Webb of Chard,

circa 1650-1700 ; engraving of Samuel Baker, of Aidwick,

heading the Tory electors of the North Marsh to the poll at
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Axbridge, 1832: New Martyrology, 1689; MS. book of

prayers, about 1650, King's party ;
Old Testament pictures,

Lyons, 1553 ; Sturt's engraved prayer book, Woodhull copy,

1717 ; prayer book bound in tortoise shell, 1676 ; Breeches

Bible, 1602, original binding, bosses, and clasps.

Mrs. Louch. Bittern, Great Northern Diver, and other

birds, shot near Langport ; burgess' robe ; rapier from Sedge-
moor ; curious alabaster figure found at Burton

; silver spoon

found at Ford Abbey ; old pistols,
" Brown Bess," &c.

Rev. C. D. Grossman. Pewter flagons, plates and alms dish,

formerly used in High Ham Church ; maps showing the

common lands in High Ham parish, which were enclosed in

1799; sword and musket found in Sedgemoor; Adrian Schaell's

memoir of High Ham Church and Rectory, transcribed from

the Latin MS. in the parish chest, dated 1598.

Rev. D. LI. Hayward. Apportionment of seats in LowHam
Church, 1699

;
Walton's Angler, 3rd edition ; Grew's Anatomy

of Plants, 1682 ; cannon ball from Sedgemoor; Pitney Church

door key, I.H.S. ; engraving of Somerton market cross.

Mr. J. H. S. Shirreff. Specimens of ammonites from Pibs-

bury ; Bronze-gilt brooch of Scandinavian (?) workmanship,
and three coins, found in Pitney churchyard.
Mr. W. A. Sanford. Bones, and casts of bones, of a large

Carnivorous Saurian resembling Megalosaur, discovered in

Rhoetic beds at Wedmore, and fossils from the bed in which

the bones were found.

Mr. Hugh Norris. Map of the site of the battle of Lang-

port ; Civil War tract of the battle ; fibula of bronze, found

at Melbury, near Somerton ; coloured plan of the Pitney
Roman pavement.

Mr. E. W. Valentine. Case of coins ; curious warming pan ;

Bible and prayer book, 1615 ; small rapier from Sedgemoor.
Miss Pyne. The Mowrie hunting horn

; deed of endowment

of Netheram Chapel, High Ham.
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Professor Allen. Photographs of Huish Episcopi Tower ;

and the interior of the Manor House, Martock.

Mr. J. T. Knight. Tooth of Elephas primigenius, found in

the gravel near Bicknell's Bridge, Langport.

Mr. Hitchings Davies. Curious painting on glass by Dr.

Sparks of Somerton ; wooden tinder box, and jug of Turner

ware.

Mr. Lenthall. Case of Roman and other coins ; two con-

stable's staves of Langport ;
bundle of apprentices' indentures

;

fragments of churchwardens' accounts of Langport.

Mrs. Dickinson. Illuminated Book of Hours, and a copy of

the Utrecht psalter.

Mr. A. A. Clarke. Portfolio of local sketches.

Mr. S. H. Knight. Old sword ploughed out of Sedgemoor.

Dr. Morgan. Osprey, killed at Burton, and several other

cases of interesting local birds.

Mr. J. Kelwa.y. Cannon ball dug up in the nurseries, near

the stream running from Ham Down, probably used in the

battle, 1645.

Mrs. Barling. Langport farthing, and penny of Edw. TIL

Mr. Brister. Three Roman coins, first brass, and fragment

of an earthen vessel in which the hoard was found at Ham
Hill ; some pieces of old silver, and Delft ware.
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During the Year^ 1894.

THE MUSEUM.

SHEET of photographs, framed, of some of the places visited

by the Society during their excursions from Frome, August,

1893 ; photographs of Huish Episcopi Tower, also window in

the hall of the Manor House, Martock (all platinotypes).

From Professor ALLEN.

Set of the United States,
" Columbian

"
postage stamps,

one cent to one dollar ; envelopes, one, two, and five cents.

From Mr. JOHN CLATWORTHY, Troy, U.S.A.

Bronze armlet (British), found in draining a field at Road-

water (purchased).

Farthing token of " John Willy in South Petherton
"

; pro-

bate of the will of Elizabeth Stacey, of Taunton, 1806.

From Mr. FRANKLIN.

A complete set of the five coins issued by the Canton Mint,

1891 ; also coins of Siam, Sarawak, Straits Settlements, Hong
Kong, &c. From Captain CHISHOLM-BATTEN, R.N.

Seventeenth century tokens of Robert Horwood, Ilminster ;

Alice Row, Ilminster; Citie of Wells (2) ; John Davidge and

W. Andrews, Wells ; R. Abbott, R. Bigges, R. Penny, and

W. Smith, Bath ; J. Curie, junr., Freshford ; Frome town

piece ; R. Whitchurch, Frome ; J. Hopkins and P. West,

Glastonbury ; Yeovil town piece (2).

Seventeen rubbings of North Somerset brasses. From Mr.

GEO. BUNBURY.
Old sword, dug up in making the new street in front of the

Municipal buildings, Taunton, 1894 (purchased).

A pillion. From Mrs. BULT.
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Some fossils from Mendip and elsewhere. From the Rev.

S. O. BAKEK.

Map of the site of the battle of Langport. From Mr. W. B.

PAUL.

Photograph of old iron work at Dunster Castle (15th cen-

tury). From Mr. J. H. DAVIS.

The Royal arms (George III), taken down many years ago
from St. James' Church, Taunton. From Mr. H. JEBOULT.

Shark's tooth, from the phosphate beds, Florida ; and kaolin,

from Alabama. From Mr. FISHER.

Pair of handcuffs, found in the solid masonry of the old

Tone Bridge, Taunton, when removed in 1894.

THE LIBRARY.

Two volumes of Letters, Papers, Newspaper Cuttings, &c.,

relating to the Taunton College School Company. From the

Rev. W. TUCKWELL.

Reports of the British Association, 1892, 1893; Daily Weather

Reports, 1892 1894. From Dr. PRIOR.

Some Original Letters of Sir Bevill Grcnville, Kt., of Stow,

Cornwall. From the Editor, Mr. ST. DAVID M. KEMEYS
TYNTE.

A number of Maps of Somerset, prepared in outline for col-

ouring Geologically. From Mrs. D. J. PRING.

Notes on the Surnames of French, Frank, etc., in Scotland ;

with an Account of the Frenches of Thornydykes. -From the

Author, Mr. A. D. WELD FRENCH, Boston, Mass.

Western Antiquary, vol. xii, pts. 2, 3. From the Editor,

Mr. W. H. K. WRIGHT.
Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vols. 33 to

37, pt. 1
; Gray's History of Etruria. From Mr. CHISHOLM-

BATTEN.

Carta et Alia Munimenta de Glamorgan, vols. iii, iv. From

the Author, Mr. G. T. CLARK.
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Historical and Topographical Collections, relating to the Early

History of parts of South Somerset. From the Author, Mr.

JOHN BATTEN.

Catalogue of English Coins, vol. ii. From the Trustees of

the British Museum.

On the Tasmanians as Representatives of Palaeolithic Man.

From the Author, Dr. E. B. TYLOR.

Canada Illustrated ; and Map of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

road. From the Company.
Bundle of Play Bills, Taunton Theatre, 1805. From Mr.

HUGH NORRIS.

Particulars and Conditions of Sale of Lord Ashburtons Somer-

setshire Estates. From Messrs. HAMNETT AND Co.

Archivos do Museu Nacional do Rio de Janeiro, vol. vii; York-

shire Philosophical Society, Annual Report, 1893 ; Catalogue

of Wealden Plants, pt. 1. From the Trustees of the British

Museum.

Annual Report of the Boston Public Library, 1893.

A volume of Somersetshire Tracts, containing : Mrs. Hannah

Hallidays Letter to John Madox, Esq., 1751 ; A Brief Justifi-

cation of the Principles of a Reputed Whig, by Francis Squire,

Rector of Exford, 1714 ; A Sermon preached at Martock and

in the Chattel of Load, by T. Bowyer, Vicar of Martock, 1734 ;

Miscellaneous Pieces in Verse, by Thomas Shoel (of Montacute),

1819 ; Essay on Chimney Fireplaces, by John Sinclair, 1796 ;

Observations on the Dangerous Tendency of Dr. Kinglakes

Hypothesis respecting Gout, by William Norman, of Langport,

1816 ; On the Injurious Effects of Tithe, 1830 ; A Statement

of Facts respecting the Murder of Elizabeth Trump on Buck-

land Hill, 1823 ; Thirteen Pamphlet Sermons, by Dr. Thomas

Amory. From Mr. JOHN BATTEN.

Llantwit Major. From the Author, Mr. A. C. FRYER.

An Historical Essay endeavouring a Probability that the Lan-

guage of the Empire of China is the Primitive Language, by
John Webb, of Butleigh, 1669.
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Smith's English Atlas, 1821. From M. MEYNIER.

Sheet of Views of Porlock and Neighbourhood. From Mr.

MOORE.
Broadside " Jacob's Return from London, or his Ramble

to Bath." From Mr. WM. GEORGE.

Catalogue of the Library at Claremont, Clevcdon, and 16* Royal

Crescent, Bath, collected by George Weare Braikenridge.

From Mr. W. JERDONE BRAIKENRIDGE.
A Tale of Tresco and other Poems. From Mr. ALFORD.

United States Official Postal Guide, January, 1894; Report

of the Secretary of Agriculture, 1893; Department of Agricul-

ture, Bulletins, nos. 21, 36, 40, 41 ; List of Publications ; Irri-

gation Inquiry ; Insect Life ; Abstract of the Eleventh Census,

1890. From Mr. E. T. GETCHELL, Bureau of Pensions,

Washington.

Receivedfrom Societies in Correspondence, for the Exchange of

Publications.

Royal Archaeological Institute Archceological Journal, nos.

194 to 198.

British Archaeological Association Journal, vol. xlix, pts. 3,

4 ; vol. 1, pts. 1, 2, 3.

British Association Report, 1893.

Society of Antiquaries of London Proceedings, vol. xiv, no. 4
;

vol. xv, no. 1. Index oj Archoelogical Papers published in

1892.

Society of Antiquaries of Scotland Proceedings, vol. xxvii.

Royal Irish Academy Transactions, vol. xxx, pts. 5 to 12
;

Proceedings, vol. iii, nos. 1,2; Todd Lecture Series, vol. 5.

Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland Journal, vol. iv,

pts. 2, 3.

Associated Architectural Societies of Northampton, etc.

Report, 1892.

Sussex Archaeological Society Collections, vol. xxxix.
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Suffolk Institute of Archeology and Natural History Pro-

ceedings^ vol. viii, pt. 2.

Surrey Archaeological Society Collections , vol. xii, pt. 1.

Lancashire and Cheshire Historic Society Transactions, vols.

vii, viii, ix.

Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Society

Magazine, nos. 80, 81.

Kent Archaeological Society Archceologia Cantiana, vol. xx.

Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological Society
- Tran-

sactions, vol. xvii, pt. 1.

Powys Land Club Montgomeryshire Collections, vol. xxvii,

pts. 2, 3
;
vol. xxviii, pt. 1.

Derbyshire Archaeological and Natural History Society

Journal, vol. xvi.

Shropshire Archaeological and Natural History Society

Transactions, vol. v, pt. 3 ; vol. vi, pts. 1, 2, 3 ; Calendar

of Wills, pt. 5.

Hertfordshire Natural History Society -Transactions, vol.

vii, pts. 5, 6, 8, 9.

Essex Archaeological Society Transactions, vol. iv, pt. 4
;

vol. v, pt. 1.

Leicestershire Architectural and Archaeological Society

Transactions, vol. viii, pt. 1.

Yorkshire Archaeological and Topographical Association

Journal, pts. 49, 50.

Northamptonshire Naturalists' Society Journal, nos. 53 to 56.

Bath Natural History and Antiquarian Field Club Proceed-

ings, vol. viii, no. 1.

Geologists' Association Proceedings, vol. xiii, pts. 6 to 9 ;

List of Members, 1894.

Royal Dublin Society Transactions, vol. iv, pt. 14 ; vol. v,

pts. 1 to 4 ; Scientific Proceedings, vol. vii, pt. 5 ; vol. viii,

pts. 1, 2.

Bristol Naturalists' Society Proceedings, vol. vii, pt. 3.
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Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society Memoirs,

vol. viii, nos. 1, 2, 3.

Essex Field Club Essex Naturalist, vol. vii, nos. 6 to 12.

Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle-upon-Tyne Archaologia

^Eiliana, pts. 43, 44.

Cambridge Antiquarian Society Communications, no. 33, 34,

35 ; Ingulf and the Historia Croylandensis ; list of members.

Chester Archaeological and Historical Society Journal, vol.

v, pt. 1.

Hampshire Field Club Papers and Proceedings, vol. ii, pt. 3 ;

Illustrated Archceoloaist Nos. 1 to 6.

Barrow Naturalists Field Club, vols. viii, ix ; Annual Report,

vol. vi.

Thoresby Society, Leeds Publications, vols. i, ii, iii, pt. 1 ;

vol. iv, pt. 1.

Canadian Institute Transactions, vol. iii, pt. 2.

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, U.S. Reports for 1891,

1892; Proceedings of the U.S. National Museum, 1892;

Bulletin do., nos. 41 to 46.

New England Historic Genealogical Society, Boston, U.S.

Register, nos. 189 to 192; Proceedings at the Annual Meet-

ing, 3rd January, 1894, with Bye-Laws.

Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia, U.S. Proceed-

ings, 1893, pts. 2, 3 ; 1894, pt. 1.

Societe Vaudoise des Sciences Naturelles, Lausanne Bulletin,

nos. 113, 114.

Societe Archeologique de Bordeaux Bulletin, torn, xvi, fas.

3, 4 ; torn, xvii, fas. 2, 3, 4 ; torn, xviii, fas. 1.

Purchased:

Somerset Record Society, vol. vii.

Harleian Society Hampshire Allegations for Marriage Li-

cences, vol. ii ; Families Minoram Gentium ; Registers of

Charterhouse Chapel; Registers of St. James', Clerkenwell,

vol. v.
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Oxford Historical Society, vols. xxvi, xxvii.

Palaeontographical Society, vols. for 1893, 1894.

Early English Text Society, nos. 102, 103.

Pipe Roll Society, vols. xiv, xvi, xvii.

Somerset and Dorset Notes and Queries, pts. 24 to 27.

Whitaker's Almanack, 1894.

History of Northumberland, vol. i. Issued under the direction

of the Northumberland County History Committee.

Rawle's Annals of Exmoor.

Hutchinson's Extinct Monsters.

Laing's Human Origins.

Wolseley's Life of Marlborough, 2 vols.

An Actfor Making and Keeping the River Tone Navigable from

Bridgwater to Taunton, 1699.

An Act for Opening the Ancient and Making any New Roynes
and Water Courses in and near Sedgemoor, 1699.

Church's Chapters in the Early History of the Church of Wells.

Hingeston-Randolf's Episcopal Registers of the Diocese of

Exeter, vol. iv.

Deposited :

Book of Churchwardens' and Overseers' Accounts of the

Parish of Pitminster, commencing 1589. Deposited by
Mr. Badcock, for safe custody.
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PAPERS, ETC.

!)i0torical H3otice0 of Kofiett ^tillmgton;

Chancellor of CnglanD, iBis&op of TBatf) $

BY THE VERY REV. T. W. JEX-BLAKE, D.D.

(Dean of Wells.)

TT! ARLY in 1894 the Dean and Chapter of Wells made
-J ^ extensive excavations east of the Cloisters and south

of the Cathedral, to ascertain the exact site, condition, and

measurements of the foundations of two chapels, of the thir-

teenth and fifteenth centuries respectively. The chapel of

the fifteenth century was known to be Bishop Stillington's,

and was found to be of unexpected magnificence ; a second

cathedral, in fact, with transepts ; 120 feet long from east to

west, and 66 feet from north to south in the transepts. The

foundations were superb, as will be seen from the architectural

plans and descriptions made in detail by Mr. Edmund Buckle,

the Diocesan Architect.

Xeio Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part II. a
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Canon Church undertook to collect the notices of Bishop

Stillington and his work, in the Diocesan Registers and the

Cathedral Records : and at the request of Mr. Elworthy, our

Secretary, I promised to find out and put together whatever

I could learn of Bishop Stillington from ancient and modern

history and records. His splendid chapel might have been

standing to this day, as little injured as the Cathedral or the

Chapter House by the troubles of the Cromwellian period, or

by Monmouth's brief campaign, if only it had been spared for

a twelvemonth : for it was destroyed in the very last year of

Edward VI : the greed of a courtier trading on the need of

the greatly impoverished Dean and Chapter.

The notices of Robert Stillington are meagre and few,

scattered up and down a variety of authors, and the activity

of the man made itself felt in four reigns. The historic

interest of the four reigns of Edward IV, Edward Y, Richard

III, and Henry VII is continuous and inseparable, alike in

the annals of England and in the fragmentary record of

Robert Stillington.

At one time I thought I had got hold of a speech
1

actually

prepared by him for the opening of Edward V's parliament,

June 25th, 1483 ; and also of one actually addressed by
him a few months later to the parliament of Richard III.

The speeches are most curious, both as political and literary

monuments of the time. Each is based on an appropriate text,

one from Isaiah i, 2, the other from St. Matthew vi, 22 ;

most befitting basis for a chancellor who was a bishop. The

pity is, the chancellor of that day was John Russell, Bishop
of Lincoln ; for Stillington had resigned finally the Great Seal,

July 27th, 1475. I need hardly say that two speeches by
Lord Chancellor Stillington would to me have been pearls of

great price.

(1). Grants, etc., from the Crown during the Reign of Edward V : Intro-

duction by I. G. Nichols, F.S.A. Camden Society, 1854.
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3

Lord Campbell, in his " Lives of the Chancellors,"
2
speaks

of Stillington as of humble origin : but as he founded in the

reign of Edward IV a Collegiate Chapel of St. Andrew at

Acaster, near York, for a Provost and Fellows, on land which

had been his father's,
3 his father must have been a man

of position, and in fact was Stillington of Nether Acaster.

John de Stillington was Bailiff of York,
4 1383 ; some thirty

years, perhaps, before the Bishop of Bath and Wells was born.

The bishop must, as a boy, have known well the stone quarries

at Acaster, and may have there conceived early ideals of fine

building, which his later years realised. He became a student

of the college of All Souls in the University of Oxford, where

he took the degree of Doctor in both laws. His5
first eccles-

iastical preferment was a canonry in the Cathedral of Wells,

1445 ; and he became Treasurer of the same church in 1447.

He became Rector of St. Michael, Ouse-Bridge, in York,

1448 ; Archdeacon of Taunton in 1450 ; Canon of York in

1451
;
Dean of St. Martin's, London, 1458 ; Archdeacon of

Berks, 1463 ; and of Wells, 1465 ; and lastly Bishop of Bath

and Wells on January llth, 1466. In politics, he was an

unflinching Yorkist : hence the lavish plurality of patronage

heaped upon him. He became Keeper of the Privy Seal,

1461, with a salary of twenty shillings a day equal perhaps
to fifteen pounds a day now : an office which confers upon its

present holder a priority over all members of the Cabinet,

two only excepted. He receives the Great Seal, June 20th,

1467 ; resigns it during a few months of Henry's restoration,

1470 ; is still chancellor, October, 1472, having obtained a

general pardon the previous February from his old patron,

Edward IV, for all crimes previously committed. During the

interlude of Henry VI, in 1470, the position of a Yorkist ex-

(2). Campbell's Lives of the Chancellors, vol. i, p. 283.

(3). Foss* Judges iv, 458.

(4). Drake's Eboracum, p. 361. For Pedigree and Arms, see Appendix,
Note B.

(5). Fosd' Judges iv, p. 455.
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chancellor must have been hard indeed ; and some apparent

disloyalty to his real chief may have been indispensable to

continuity of existence. He resigns finally the Great Seal to

Laurence Booth, Bishop of Durham, July 27th, 1475. He
adheres firmly to Richard, Duke of Gloucester, when,

6 on the

very day named for the opening of the Parliament of Edward

Y, June 25th, 1483, the Duke walks with Stillington at his

right hand in procession, declares himself King of England,
and seats himself on the marble chair in Westminster Hall.

He bastardizes the children of his great patron, Edward IV :

feeling probably that the Yorkists could retain the crown only

under the Duke of Gloucester. Yet he had been appointed,

June 26th, 1471, one of the council of the Prince of Wales,

when the prince was nine months old : with "
large power to

counsel the said prince the said authority to continue

till the prince should accomplish his age of fourteen years."

M.S. Sloane 3479 : quoted in Grants of Edward V, p. vii.

There is a warrant issued for his apprehension, August

22nd, 1485 (the very day the battle of Bosworth was lost and

won), dated at Leicester,
7 where Henry VII slept that night.

He is in prison at York, August 27th; is fully pardoned by

Henry the same year, 1485, Patent8
22, Nov. 1, Henry VII

;

and when the Act of Bastardy is repealed, he is not called be-

fore parliament. He must have given an immense quid pro quo,

to secure this exemption. He supports Lambert Simnel and

Perkin Warbeck, the latter of whom had strong support
9

(6). Grants of Edward V, p. xxi. Camden Society, 1854.

(7). There is still standing in the High Street a fragment of a house which

was often the abode of royalty. The "Blue Boar" Inn, where

Richard II [ slept the night before the battle, was pulled down
about fifty years ago. It was a black-timbered (and white) high-

gabled place. MS. from the Rev. C. H. Wood, of Leicester.

(8). Gairdner's Letters, etc., Richard III and Henry VII, vol. ii, p. 368.

See Appendix A.

(9). Heavy fines were raised on Perkin's supporters : e.g. Wells. Borough,
313 13s. 4d.

;
North Petherton, 505 6s. 8d.

j
Sir John Speke,

of Whitlakynton, 200 Gairdner's Letters, vol. ii, p. 335.
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in Somerset, and probably would have joined the Yorkists

in support of any possible impostor. At last, he is im-

prisoned at Windsor Castle for nearly four years, and dies

there, May, 1491. His death is stated by Bishop Godwin10

to have been sub exitum Junii
;
but it must have taken place

before May loth, for on that day the Dean and Canons of

Wells,
11
meeting at 4 p.m. in a great parlour at the Deanery,

granted to Bishop Cornish (Suffragan of the Diocese, Bishop
of Tenos, a great pluralist to boot) a licence to perform the

obsequies of the Bishop of Bath and Wells, lately deceased.

The year Stillington died, Henry VIII was born.

From the days of the Historic Doubts of Horace Walpole
12

onwards, the character of Richard III has had defenders ;

and within the last three years Mr. Clements Markham13

has done his best not only to whitewash Richard III, but

to defame Henry VII ; and has met with a brief but solid

rejoinder
14 from Mr. James Gairdner, whose knowledge of the

period is probably second to that of no living Englishman.
Mr. Markham's attempt is none the stronger, because it appar-

ently originates in a long-discarded theory of Mr. James

Gairdner.

Horace Walpole states " the supposed crimes
"

of Richard

III, thus :

15

1st. His murder of Edward, Prince of Wales, son of

Henry YI.

2nd. His murder of Henry VI.

(10). De Prsesulibus Anglise Commentarius, p. 438.

(11). Fasti. Eccl. Anglic. Le Neve i, 142. But LeNeve misquotes grossly :

see correct extract from chapter register by Canon Church, sum-
marized above.

(12). Historic Doubts regarding the Reign of Richard III, by Mr. Horace

Walpole. Dodsley, 1768.

(13). English Historical Review, April, 1891, and October, 1891,

(14). English Historical Review, July 1891.

(15). Historic Doubts, p. 3. The solid judgment of Lord Bacon is adverse

to Richard. Reign of Henry VII. Spedding's Edition of Bacon's

works, vol. vi, p. 27, 28.
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3rd. The murder of his brother George, Duke of Clarence.

4th. The execution of Rivers. Gray, and Vaughan.
oth. The execution of Lord Hastings.

6th. The murder of Edward V and his brother, the Duke
of York.

7. The murder of his own Queen, Anne.

The verdict of the lively Horace assumes this form :
16 " It

is shocking to eat our enemies, but it is not so shocking in an

Iroquois as it would be in the King of Prussia. And this is

all I contend for, that the crimes of Richard III ... which

we have reason to believe he really committed, were more the

crimes of the age than of the man ; and except these execu-

tions of Rivers, Gray, and Hastings, I defy anybody to prove
one other of those charged to his account, from any good

authority."

The opinion of Richard's contemporaries was not favourable

to him : The Chancellor of France, for instance,
"
Regar-

dez 17
. . . je vous prie, [these are the words he used, speaking to

the Estates General at Tours, 1483
:]

les evenements qui apres

la mort du Roi Edouard sont arrives dans ce pays. Contemplez
ses enfans, deja grands et braves, massacres impunement, et

la couronne transported a 1'assassin par la faveur des peuples."

De Commynes writes to the same purpose, either generally, or

as regards the murder of Edward V and his brother ; or on a

point which touches Stillington very closely, the bastardizing

of the children of Edward IV. This last was defended on

the ground of an earlier marriage than that to Elizabeth

Woodville, or at least a pre-contract ; and De Commynes
18

deals with the matter thus :

" Fin de compte, par . . . 1'evesque de Bath (lequel avoit

este autrefois chancelier du roy Edouard, puis le desap-

pointa, et le tint en prison, et prit argent de sa delivrance)

(16). Historic Doubts, p. 31.

(17). Quoted by Gairdner p. 457 : English Hist. Rev., July, 1891.

(18). Book v, c. 18.
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il fit 1'exploict dont vous orrez tantost parler. Cestuy

evesque mit en avant a ce due de Glocestre que ledit roy

Edouard estant fort amoureux d'une dame d'Angleterre, lui

promit de 1'espouser, pourvu qu'il couchast avec elle, et

elle y consentit, et dit cet evesque qu'il les avoit espouses,

et n'y avoit que luy et eux deux : il estoit homme de cour,

et ne le descouvrit pas, et ayda a faire taire la dame : et

demoura ainsi cette chose ; et depuis espousa le dit roy

d'Angleterre la fille d'un chevalier d'Angleterre appele

monseigneur de Rivieres, femme veufve, qui avoit deux fils,

et aussi par amourettes. (Elizabeth Woodville, widow of

John Gray, by whom she had two sons.) A cette heure

dont je parle, cet evesque de Bath decouvrit cette matiere

a ce due de Glocestre dont il luy ayda bien a executer son

mauvais vouloir ; et fit mourir ses deux neveux ; et se

fit roy, appele le roy Richard. Les deux filles fit desclarer

bastardes en plein parlement, et leur fit oster les hermines."

In another passage
19 De Commynes deals with the same

point of the earlier marriage or pre-contract ; and reveals the

astounding fact that a son of Bishop Stillington was destined

by Richard III to marry Elizabeth who was the daughter of

one King of England, Edward IV ; who became the wife of

another King, Henry VII ; the mother of Henry VIII ; the

grandmother of Edward the VI ; and of Mary and Elizabeth,

Queens of England. Could an usurper King reward his best

friend more highly ? Could he brand the rightful daughter of

his deceased brother more distinctly as illegitimate than by

marrying her to the son of a celibate Romish Bishop, ex

hypothesi illegitimate ?

" Le Due de Glocestre, qui s'estoit fait roy d'Angleterre,

et se signoit Richard ; lequel avoit fait mourir les deux fils

du roy Edouard son frere en plein parlement d'

Angleterre fit degrader deux filles dudit roy Edouard, et

(19). Book vi, c. 9.
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declarer bastardes, sous couleur de quelque cas qu'il prouva

par un evesque de Bath en Angleterre, qui autresfois avait

eu grand credit avec ledit roy Edouard .... Le quel

evesque disoit que ledit roy Edouard avoit promis foy de

mariage a une dame d'Angleterre, qu'il nommoit, pour ce

qu'il en estoit amoureux, pour en avoir son plaisir, et en

avoit la promesse entre les mains dudit evesque ; et sur cette

promesse coucha avec elle ; et ne la faisoit que pour la

tromper le mauvais evesque garda ceste vengeance
en son cceur, par adventure, vingt ans ; mais il luy meschut ;

car il avoit un fils qu'il aimoit fort, a qui le roy Richard

vouloit faire de grands biens, et luy faire espouser 1'une de

ces deux filles, degradees de leurs dignites (la quelle de

present est20 royne d'Angleterre, et a deux beaux enfans).

Le quel fils estant en un navire de guerre, par le commande-

ment du roy Richard son maistre, fut pris a cette coste de

Normandie, et, par le debat de ceux qui le prirent, fut

amene en parlement, et mis au petit chastelet a Paris
; et y

fut tant, qu' il y mourut de faim et de pauvrete."

A greater statesman by far than Stillington, one who raised

England from a third-rate kingdom to a level with the greatest

in Europe ; who extorted an unwonted deference and respect

for his master and his country, with little cost of money
or of blood, from kings, popes, and emperors ; a celibate

pre-Reformation bishop, Cardinal Wolsey, had a son who

was Dean of Wells, Richard Wynter, and a daughter who

was a nun of Shaftesbury, under the name of Dorothy

Chansey. Their mother's name21 was Lark, afterwards married

(20). Wife of Henry VII, already mother of Arthur, Prince of Wales, born

1486, ;
and of Margaret, born 1488. Bac.on writes (Life of Henry

VII, p. 41, vol. vi of Works)
" He showed himself no very indul-

gent husband towards her, though she was beautiful, gentle, and

fruitful. But his aversion towards the House of York was so

predominant in him, as it found place not only in his wars and

counsels, but in his chamber and bed."

(21). Brewer's Reign of Henry VIII, ii, p. 458, 9.
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to " one Leghe of Aldington" ;
and both were born (circa

1509-1511) before Wolsey was created a Bishop, first of

Tournay, afterwards of Lincoln. Stillington and Wolsey may
22

possibly each have had from the Court of Home a license for

his quasi marriage. Yet " In England
"

says Brewer,
" the

celibacy of the clergy was never universal. ..." But as in all

higher promotions,
23 for which the consent of the Pope was

required, the strict Roman law of celibacy could be enforced,

the parties separated by mutual agreement."

The marriage of Edward IV to Elizabeth Woodville had

been closely connected24 with the promotion of Stillington

to the Chancellorship.

"Also the
iiij yere of kynge Edwarde, the Erie of

Warwyke was sent into Fraunce for a maryage for the

Kynge, for one fayre ladye, suster-doughter to the Kynge
of Fraunce which was concludede by the Erie of Warwyke.
And whyles the seyde Erie of Warwyke was in Fraunce,

the Kynge was wedded to Elisabeth Gray, wedow

and the weddynge was prevely in a secrete place, the fyrst

day of Maye the yere above seide And thenne the

Kyng put out of the Chaunceler-schepp the Bysshope of

Excetre, brother to the Erie of Warwyke, and made the

Bysshoppe of Bath Chaunceler of Englonde."
In the notes on Warkworth's Chronicle, is quoted, p. 35 :

"
I find it stated in one place (MS. Harl. 2408) that Edward's

brother attempted to hinder the marriage, by causing another

contract to be alleadged made by him with the Lady Elizabeth

Lucy, on whom he had begot a child befor."

The same points are touched on by Habington,
25 with a

distinct expression of the lawfulness of the marriage with

Elizabeth Woodville.

v22). Bishop Hobhouse, MS.

(23). Brewer's Reign of Henry VIII.
,

ii. p. 461.

(24). Chronicle of the first thirteen years of the reign of Edward IV,

by John Warkworth. Camden Society, 1839.

(25). Habinyton'v History of Edward IV, 1640, pp. 33-35.

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part II. b
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" But while policie acted severall parts abroade ; love on

the sudden chang'd the whole sceane at home. For the

young King after hunting comming to visite the Duches of

Bedford, at her Manor of Grafton, neer Stony Stratford,

was solicited by a faire petitioner, the Duchesses daughter,

widow of Sir John Gray, slaine on King Henri e's part at

the battaile of St. Albans And though afterward

during the usurpation of Richard the III, in open Parlament

was alleaged against the lawfulness of King Edwards mar-

riage, strange potions and amorous charmes by which the

Lady Elizabeth Gray bewitcht him to her love, and like-

wise another pre-contract with the Lady Eleanor Butler,
26

daughter to the Earl of Shrewsbury, and widdow to the Lord

of Sudlye : I cannot but beleeve all those scandals by some

of the tyrants wicked instruments, suggested into the mindes

of that assembly. For had there been a just exception

against this marriage, neither George Duke of Clarence,

nor the Earle of Warwicke, in their frequent calumnies

against the King, being in open rebellion, had left it un-

mentioned."

A cardinal point in Stillington's history was his embassy

to Brittany, 1475, to demand the extradition of the Earl of

Richmond, afterwards Henry VII :

"
Impium facinus27 abhorruit Dux Britanniae et inno-

centem juvenem Regi 03mulo in carnincinam tradere recusavit

.... Medio demum anno 1485 sublato tyranno (Ric. Ill)

regno que ad Henricum Comitem delato, Robertus ab Aula

relegatus est."

Then he supports, 1486, Lambert Simnel : 1487, flees to

(26). In Sir Thomas More (61) Elizabeth Lucy is named instead of Lady
E. B., of Sudlye. Both are said to have been chores amies of

Edward IV.

(27). Lives of the Bishops of Bath and \Vells, Cassan : pp. 257-260. Also

Godwin, De Presulibus Angliae Commentarius, p. 437.
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Oxford as an asylum : asserts the privilege of sanctuary for

all students : but in vain.

" Prehensus Windesoram ductus est 1487 mense Octobri,

et usque ad obitum in carcere adservatus. Obiit anno

1491 : apud Ecclesiam Wellensem sepultus in Capella, quam

juxta claustra construxerat, pulcherrima."

One passage in the Paston Letters shows at once a country

gentleman's love of his horse, and Stillington's power as

chancellor ;
while another indicates a fear on the part of his

friends that his tenure of office might be short ; as in fact it was.

" And so by Fryday
28 at the forthest I tryst to have my

perdon ensealyd by the Chanceler
"

z>., Robert Stillington,
" and sone aftyr, so as I can fornyshe me, I tryst to se yow,
if so be that eny of the Kings hows com in to Norwyche.
I wold fayne my gray horse wer kept in mew for gnattys

and that the horse may be kept well, and have as

myche mete as he will eate be twyx thys and that I come

home, and that Jakys nage have mete i now also

Wretyn the Wednysday next before Mary Mawdelen

by your humblest sone, J.P.,"

A.D. 1471, 17 July. John Paston to Margaret Paston.

"
I wold not that [you be] to besy in no such maters [ty]ll

the werd [world] were mor suer, and in any wyse that

w[hile my] Lord the Chaunceller
"

i.e. Robert Stillington,
29

"
is in [occu]pation, labore to have an ende of your grete

materes."

Wreten the Thursday next before Sent Kateryn, in hast,

Be your Moder."

A.D. 1472, 19 Nov. Margaret Paston to John Paston. 30

(28). Paston Letters : edited by James Gairdner, No. 674. The pardon
itself did not pass the Great Seal till the 7th February following.

(29). July 27th, 1475, Laurence Booth, Bishop of Durham, was invested

with the office, which Stillington never afterwards recovered.

(30). Paston Letters : edited by James Gairdner, No. 705.
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The character of Stillington, and the fate of his beautiful

chapel is described by John of Whethampstede ; Chronicon,

pp. 689-691.
" Annum fere integrum vacarat haec sedes (B. & W.) quan-

do administrationem illius capessit Robertus Stillingtonus

legum Doctor, Archidiaconus Tantonensis et Decanus Sancti

Martini : homo factiosus etproecalido ingenio (ut mihi vide-

tur) imbutus .... utcunque aliis, Stillingtono bene cessit

haec simultas (Edw. IV contra comitem Warwicensem) ;

utpote quem ad honoratissimum Cancellarii munus extulit.

Hoc nuper adepto, morte Bekintoni ad Episcopatum nos-

trum (B. & W.) via illi aperta est. Petente (id est, jubente)

Rege, eligitur mense Julio 1465 ; quam electionem ratam

habet Paulus 2s Papa Oct. 3, 1465. Consecratus videtur

in fine Aprilis sequentis, et mortuus initio mensis Maii 1491

Capellam juxta claustra B. Maria3 dicatam, oevo

fatiscentem, demolivit, et suis sumptibus novam a funda-

mentis excitavit. Opus hercle proeclarum, sed infausto

sydere susceptum. Si quidem, homines eosdem constructam

atque dirutam vidisse, a majoribus natu annotatum accepi."

Three passages of William of Worcester speak of Stilling-

ton, though in the third the name is mis-spelt as Aillington.

The first illustrates also the helpless position of an heiress.

" Mense Januarii Katerina, ducissa NoriFolchiae, juvencula

aetatis xxiiii annorum, maritata est Johanni Wideville,

fratri reginae, aetatis xx annorum ; maritagium diabolicum.

. . . Eodem mense obiit magister Thomas Bekyngtone, cui

successit magister Robertus Stillyngtone, decretorum doctor,

custos Privati sigilli ac decanus S. Martini Londonensis.

Wilhelmi Wyrcester Annales. Rerum Britannicarum

medii aevi scriptores." Rolls Series, vol. ii, part ii, p. 783.

" Et tandem dominus Rex tradidit sigillum suum magnum

magistro Roberto Stillingtone, Bathoniensi Episcopo, fecit-

que ipsum Cancellarium Angliae." Rolls Series, vol. ii,

part ii, p. 787.
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" A.D. 1494. Obiit magister Robertas Aillington, subtilissi-

mus Doctor in jure civili, episcopus Bathoniensis qui est

sepultus in Ecclesia sua Wellensi (sic) : ante cujus obitum,

per medietatem quasi anni, scilicet in superiore hyeme, quae

fuit asperrima, apparuit cometa per tres noctes, mittens

comam versus boream, locus (sic.) nativitatis ejus." Rolls

Series, vol. ii, part ii, page 792.

Two passages of De Commynes are worth quotation : the

one on the general respect for person and property in England,

even during the Wars of the Roses ; and the other for the

rapid turns of fortune in those days ; and for the character of

the English people and their King, Edward IV.
"
Or, selon mon avis, entre toutes les seigneuries du

monde dont j'ay congnoissance, ou la chose publique est

mieulx traictee, ou regne moins de viollence sur le peuple,

ou il n'y a nulz ediffices abbatuz ny desmolis pour guerre,

c'est Angleterre ; et tombe le sort et le malheur sur ceulx

qui font la guerre." Memoires De Commynes (1477) book v,

c. 19, vol. ii, p. 142. Dupont.
" En unze jours gaigna le conte de Warvic tout le roy-

aulme d'Angleterre, au moins le mit en son obeysance. Le

roy Edouard le conquit en vingt et un jours ; mais il y eut

deux grosses battailes, et aspres. Ainsi veez quelles sont

les mutations d'Angleterre. Ledict roy Edouard feit mou-

rir beaucoup de peuple en plusieurs lieux, par especial de

ceulx qui avoient faict les assemblees contre luy. De tous

les peuples du monde, celluy d'Angleterre est le plus enclin

a ces batailles. Apres ceste journee est demoure le roy
Edouard pacifique en Angleterre, jusques a sa mort ; mais

non pas sans grant travail d'esperit et grans pensees."-

Memoires De Commynes, book iii, c.. 7, vol. i, p. 262. Dupont.

A sober review of moot points in the reigns of our four

Kings, will be found in Lingard's "History of England,"
vol. ii. Appendix.
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Note B deals with the alleged pre-contract of marriage

between Edward IV and Eleanor Butler, or Boteler. " On
the whole," writes Lingard,

"
it is evident that Elizabeth was

the real wife of Edward, and the pre-contract was a fiction."

Note C reviews the attempts to clear Richard III from the

murder of the two Princes, his nephews. Lingard believes

him guilty.

Note D enquires
" Was Perkin Warbeck an impostor ?

"

Lingard says,
" No doubt . . . Warbeck wras an impostor."

Excellent reading on the period will be found in Mr. James

Gairdner's Preface to vol. i and ii of "
Letters, &c. Richard

III. Henry VII." Rolls Scries, 1861, 1863.

I cannot close this paper without expressing my warm

thanks to the principal Librarian of the British Museum : to

Mr. James Gairdner of the Record Office, whom I was so

fortunate as to meet at the British Museum ;
to Mr. Fortescue,

and to other officials of that Museum, for the great conve-

nience of the arrangements made for me.

The paucity of material, not only regarding Stillington, but

also on the whole period of the Wars of the Roses, is remark-

able. For the times of Edward III there is no lack of records.

For the reign of Henry VIII the materials are ample.

Why this striking difference ?

In the first place the "Black Death" (1348, 1349) devas-

tated the homes of literature, the monasteries I mean, as

well as the cities : the parsonages as well as the farms ; and

in Somerset at any rate the monasteries had not recovered

from that great pestilence when their day of dissolution came.

Neither had literature yet taken to the laity and the towns.

" At Bath,
31 in 1344, the community at the priory consisted

of thirty professed monks A list on the roll of the

Somerset clergy ... in 1377 shows that the number had been

(31). The Great Pestilence, by F. A. Gasquet, 1893, p. 85.
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reduced to sixteen, and at this number it apparently remained

till the final dissolution of the house in the sixteenth century."

The mere fact of " the religious
"

living together in com-

munity, must have made contagion run like wild-fire along

their ranks.

As early as January 17th, 1349, the Bishop of Bath and

Wells, in a letter of advice to his flock,
32 wrote

" In articiilo mortis, if they are not able to obtain any

priest, they should make confession of their sins (according

to the teaching of the apostle) even to a layman, and if a

man is not at hand, then to a woman .... The sacrament

of the Eucharist, when no priest can be obtained, may be

administered by a deacon."
" The Bishop of Bath and Wells remained33 at his manor

of Wiveliscombe till the worst was past, in May of 1349.

Thither came the long procession of priests to receive their

letters of institution to vacant benefices. Day after day for

nearly six months the work went on without hardly any ces-

sation . . . often four and five, once, at least, ten together,

came to be instituted to cures which the great pestilence had

left without a priest."

In the second place, the Wars of the Roses were a period of

devastation : and many records written in the fifteenth cen-

tury must have perished in flame. " In all our history," says

Mrs. Green,
34 " there is no time so barren in literature as the

reign of Henry VI."

Thirdly, the Record Office has as yet published nothing

whatever of the date of our four kings : and until we reach

Brewer's noble introduction to the papers of the reign of

Henry VIII, we are "a people walking in darkness."

(32). Gasquet, p. 81.

(33). Gasquet, p. 84.

(34). Town Life in the Fifteenth Century, by Mrs. J. R. Green ; Macmillan,

1894; vol. i, p. 38.
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Really the Middle Ages close in England with Richard III,

and modern organization begins with Henry VII. The one

was the last of a family of soldiers : the other offered a new

type of royal dignity, and was the founder of a dynasty of

statesmen. The one administered his kingdom by executions

and the sword : the other by import duties, political alliances,

international treaties, fines, subsidies, benevolences, and in-

genious taxation. " The Bishop of Worcester, in a poem,
addressed the king as pastor," says Mr. Gairdner, "and the

ready-witted monarch replied." in a neat pentameter
" Si me pastorem, te decet esse pecus."

He sheared his flock closely, with method and on principle.
" He checked his accounts with his own hand," says Mr.

Gairdner35
;

" and governed the people by his cash-book ; nor

was his rule generally oppressive, except in its financial as-

pect." His policy was largely guided by industrial and com-

mercial 36 interests. He put into triumphant operation the

Navigation Act that had failed under Richard II.

He knew that the cardinal point of government lay in pros-

perity and finance. His love of money, but not his moderation

or balance of character, was inherited by Henry VIII ; who,

through his mother, a beautiful woman herself, drew from

Edward IV a superb physique, a beautiful and manly presence,

unflinching courage, and an appearance of fascinating frank-

ness : but also unscrupulous cunning, ingratitude and cruelty,

a Yorkist temper, and eventually a mixed character of de-

graded magnificence.

(35). Gairdner's Letters, &c., of Richard III, and Henry VII, p. 29.

(36). "No limit was set to the pirate wars that raged from Syria to Iceland

till a great statesman, Henry VII, made his splendid attempt to

discover, through international treaties, the means of securing a

settled order for the new commercial state." Town Life in the

Fifteenth Century, vol. i. p GO.
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APPENDIX.

(NOTE A).
"
Henry by the grace of God King of England, and of

Fraunce, and Lord of Ireland, to our trusty and well-

beloved Robert Rawdon gentleman, greeting. For as moch

as Robert Bishop of Bath and Sir Richard Ratcliff Knights,

adherents and assistents to our grete enemy Richard late due

of Glocestre, to his aide and assistance, have by deverse ways
offended against the crowne to us of right appurteyneying, we

will and charge you and by this our warrant commit and geve

you power to attache unto us the said bishop and knight, and

them personaly to bring unto us, and to seaze into your hands

all such goods, moveables and immoveables as the xxiid day of

August the first year of our reigne appurteyned and belonged

unto them whersoever they be found .... Geven undre our

signet at our towne of Leicestre the xxiiid day of August, the

first yere of our reign."
37

" Per signet et sigillum Manuale "

FOX.

(37). Drake's Eboracum, p. 123.

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part IL
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(NOTE B).

From Visitation of Yorkshire, made in the years 1584-5, by
Robert Glover, Somerset Herald ; edited by Joseph Foster,

1875, p. iii, we learn the pedigree of

STILLINGTON OF ACASTER.

" Arms. Gu.
9
on a fesse argent between 3 leopards' heads

cabossed or, as many fleurs-de-lis sable"

John Stillington, of Nether Acaster Katherine dau. of John Holthorpe.

Robert Stillington

Bishop of Bath
and Wells
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Documents bearing: upon late rcatiations on tbe

>it)e of tbe CatfceDtal Cfcurcf) of

in 1894.

BY THE REV. C. M. CHURCH, M.A., F.S.A.

(Sub-Dean and Canon Residentiary).

HTN the Report of the Proceedings of the Society for the year
1888 (vol. xxxiv, p. 104) I was responsible for a plan of

buildings supposed to have stood in the burial ground south of

the Church and near the east cloister.

That plan was based on very limited excavations made in

1851 and 1875, and on rather vague inferences. It represented

foundations of two buildings, one octagonal, the other rectan-

gular, abutting upon the cloister wall, both of small dimensions.

The desire to be satisfied as to the form and dimensions of

these buildings led to the commencement of excavations in

January, 1894 : the interest grew as the blocks of old found-

ations unexpectedly appeared in the soil, and the Dean and

Chapter determined to complete the excavations under the

superintendence of Mr. E. Buckle.
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The results of the work will appear in Mr. Buckle's plans

which he will explain in the paper which will follow.

The foundations of two buildings have been laid open.

(a) One small and rectangular (not octagonal), of a differ-

ent orientation from the great Church.

(b) The other of much larger dimensions, upon the found-

ations of the earlier building and in the same line of orien-

tation as the Church.

There can be no doubt that we have at (), the site and foun-

dations of an early Lady Chapel, (vide plan). A chapel of the

Blessed Virgin stood here certainly in the middle of the thir-

teenth century, which may have been on this site in the eleventh

and twelfth centuries. It existed through the fourteenth and

to the middle of the fifteenth century, when it was pulled down

and a larger Lady Chapel built upon its foundations.

1 proceed to give documentary evidence in support of these

statements, tracing the history from the middle of the thir-

teenth century, first backward and then forward.

In July, 1243, a Chapter memorandum records the laying

out of the burial grounds round the Church (1) the western

ground was assigned to the lay people, (2) the Cloister ground

to the canons, (3) the ground
6 to the east behind the Chapel

of the Blessed Mary
'

to the vicars.1 This chapel is more

definitely described in charters from 1250 onwards as the

"Chapel of the Blessed Mary, which is set in the southern part

of the great Church near the cloisters."

In that year, Godfrey of Bridport covenants that in return

for the gift to him of the manor of Kerchel (Critchell) in Dor-

set, by the Lady Agatha de Meysy, he and his heirs will pay
20 annually during her life to herself, and 100 shillings of

annual pension to two priests, vicars choral, who shall celebrate

for her soul and her family, in capella beatce Marias qucs sita est

ex parte australi majoris ecclesie Wellensis?

(1). R. i, /. 64.

(2). Carta 85. R. iii, /. 292. Cf. Carta 95. R. i, /. 85.
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A chapel, so definitely described yet thus incidentally noticed,

must have stood here for a long time, and it is not an unreason-

able surmise that on this south part of the Church, where Giso

[1061 1088] built his semi-monastic buildings of cloister, re-

fectory, and dormitory, the chapel remained standing when John

of Tours destroyed the conventual buildings and transferred

the See to Bath.3

A chapel of St. Mary endowed by Giso with a virgate of

land in Wotton, is enumerated among the grants which Bishop
Robert confirms in 1136;

4 and in 1196 a grant for the res-

toration of the Chapel of St. Mary is enregistered.
5 The

possibility, at least, that this chapel of 1250 may have been on

the site of this much earlier Lady Chapel, is strengthened by
the discovery, during late excavations, of a stone bearing marks

of early workmanship, which Canon G. F. Browne considers

to be " of rather rude late Saxon character."

Passing onward from 1250, we find that this chapel was the

favourite mortuary chapel of rich families during the next

century. It was a place of such fashionable devotion that

a strife for the offerings and perquisites of wax candles here,

was going on from 1260 between the treasurer of the church

and the custodians of the chapel, which was settled through

the arbitration of the bishop in 1269, by a division of the gifts

the grant of the wax to the treasurer for one whole day in

the year, the feast of the Purification, and to the custodians for

all the rest of the year.
6 In curious connection occurs the

grant by the bishop of leave of absence to the treasurer for

three years to study theology.
7

It was' the mortuary chapel of the Bytton family, where

obits were endowed and celebrated for Bishop William I, in

(3). Historiola, p. 22.

(4). R. i,/. 31. See text quoted in Appendix A, Early History of Wells,

p. 352.

(5). R. i, /. 41.
" ad emendationem capellse beatae Marias ejusdem loci.

: '

(6). R. iii, /. 293
; /. 282.

(7). R./. 393; Cf. R. i. /. 84.
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1271, and 1273 1276,
8
by his brother Provost John, when the

altar of St. Nicholas was constructed there by him and rich

endowments made for memorial services of himself, his brother

the first bishop of the family, and his nephew the second bishop,

who died in 1274. Additional endowments were made in 1301

by dean Thomas of the third generation of the Byttons, after-

wards bishop of Exeter, for his own obit and that of his family
in past generations.

9

It was one of the places where the obit of dean Godley was

to be celebrated by decree of the Chapter in 1330. 10

Though variously mentioned in Chapter acts of the fourteenth

century, it probably declined in honour as the great church grew,

and other chapels and altars, especially the eastern Lady
Chapel, obtained greater endowments. It had become the

court of the official of the dean, and wills were proved there

in 1390 and 1403,
11 and finally it may have fallen into dilapida-

tion and neglect when Bishop Stillington (1466 1491) con-

ceived the idea of building his chantry, and found that site

and the endowments belonging to it, convenient for the erection

and support of a new Lady Chapel near the cloister, in

which his tomb and chantry were to be placed.

Ordinations were not infrequently held here, but there is no

record of ordinations here between the years 1469 and 1492,

and it may have been in that interval that the new and mag-
nificent chapel,

'

speciosissima capella,' was erected by Bishop

Stillington on and beyond the old chapel, this vetusta ecclesia

of the thirteenth century and perhaps of Bishop Giso's time.

There is no doubt that we have now discovered the foundations

of this chapel of Bishop Stillington's time, of which you will

see the form and dimensions and the architectural history in

Mr. Buckle's plan and paper.

(8). R. i, /. 22. R. i, /. 90. R. i, /. 124.

(9). R. i, /. 127.

(10). R, i, / 179.

(11). Carta 512.
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I have now to prepare the way for the paper of the Dean

of Wells on Stillington's history, by giving the documentary

notices of his episcopate.

Robert Stillington, was bishop, March 16th, 1466, to May,
1491.

Bishop Stillington's Register is a folio of about 250 pages,

of which 170 are numbered ; the rest, unpaged, contain or-

dination lists throughout the time of the episcopate, and

appendices, viz. : registers of elections of officials. The first

is headed :
" Decretum electionis decani Wellensis," 1472.

Institutions to rectories, vicarages, chapelries, etc., form the

subject matter of pages 1-170. There is little of general his-

torical interest.

These are the most important items.

1.
-f. 84. Election of Dean. Chapter petition to elect a

dean in place of William Wytham, late dean, September

28th, 1472.

The document is dated from Cheswyk (Chiswick), London

diocese.

Licentia concessa, October 5th, 1472. In appendix the

text of the decretum is fully given. Dean Gunthorp was

elected.

2.
-f. 84. In that same year Stillington signs another deed,

"in hospitio nostro extra barram novi Templi in parochia

Sancti dementis London." (The bishop's house in

London.) August llth, 1472.

3. f. 140 in dors. Order of Archbishop of Canterbury
for celebrating the feast of the Transfiguration, and for

making solemn processions with prayer for the tranquillity

of the kingdom. April 2nd, 1487.

4. -f. 163 in dors. Certificatio mandati domini archiepiscopi

Cantuar. pro declaratione et confirmatione matrimonii

domini nostri Regis Henrici Septimi. June, 1490, bishop

llobert then " extra suam diocesim in remotis agente."
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The marriage of Henry VII with Elizabeth, daughter of

Edward IV, took place January 18th, 1486 ; the coronation in

1487.

The latter part of Bishop Stillington's register contains the

list of ordinations held in the diocese from 1466 to 1490.

The ordinations were held in different places, and by other

bishops acting for bishop Robert, who is described throughout
as " extra diocesim in remotis agente."

Places of Ordination. Between 1466-1469 they were held,

among other places, in the "capella beatae Mariae juxta claus-

trum," but never after the year 1469 in that chapel until

1492, the second year of bishop Fox's episcopate.

The other places of ordination were, most frequently the

chapel of the hospital of St. John Baptist in Wells : occa-

sionally the Lady chapel in the great church of Wells:

also St. Cuthbert's, Wells ; St. Mary Magdalene, Taunton
;

the church of the priory of Bruton
;
the parish churches of

Bishop's Lydeard, Axbridge, and St. Mary Redcliffe, Bristol ;

and once the chapel in the Palace, which is thus described,

March 29th, 1483,
"
capella Sti Marci infra palatium Rev.

patris in Xto. Roberti Bathon. et Wellen. Episcop. Wellie

situata."

The ordaining bishops were: John (Cornish) Bishop of Tenos

(episcopus Tinensis), from 1466 to 1479. John (Alcock),

Roffen (Rochester) to 1482. Thomas (Barret) Enachdinensis

(Enaghdun in Ireland) to 1486, Thomas (Cornish) Tinensis

until 1490.

These suifragan bishops are thus described in Stubbs' '

Epis-

copal Succession,' App. 5.

1. John " Tinensis
"

; Canon Regular of St. Austen ; Vicar

of Devizes ; Suffragan of Wells, 1459-1479, died, 1480.

2. Thomas Barrett ; Bishop of Enaghdun, Ireland ; Suffra-

gan of Wells, 1482-1485.
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3. Thomas Cornish,
" Tinensis Episcopus

"
; Master of

St. John's Hospital, Wells, 1483 ; Suffragan of Wells,

1486-1513 ;
of Exeter, 1487-1505 ; Provost of Oriel

College, Oxford, 1493 ; Vicar of St. Cuthbert's, 1497 ;

Chancellor, 1499; Precentor, 1502, died 1513.

The only notices that I have found in the Chapter Records

of general interest, during Bishop Stillington's episcopate are

the following.

a. In the Eschaetor's Roll for 1469, there are the following

entries under head of Receptiones oblationum.

" De oblat. in nundinis Sti Kalixti nihil hoc anno."
" De xx denariis de oblat. in nundinis S. Andreas."
" Et de ii s. iiii denariis et ob. ex pixide S. Andreas."
" Et de pixide Will, de Marchia nihil hoc anno et ii s. iiii d.

et ob. de oblat. in die Paraskeues."
" Et de 5 den. de oblat. in die Pasche."
" Et de x s. de oblat. illustrissimi Regis Edwardi,"
" Et de 5 s. de oblat. illustrissimi Principis ducis Claran-

cise,"

" Et de 5 s. de oblat. domine Clarancie,"
" Et de 5 d. de oblat. comitis de Barwyke, in capella domini

decani : et de ii s. iiii d. de oblat. mortuorum hoc anno."

This notice may tell of a visit of the court of Edward IV to

Wells, with his brother, Duke of Clarence, just married to

Isabel daughter of Earl of Warwick, and with Warwick.

There is no day or month named in this entry, but it occurs

in the Eschaetor's account which closed on Michaelmas, 1470.

The visit must have been made between July, 1469, when the

Duke of Clarence married Isabel, daughter of Earl of War-

wick, and March 31st, 1470, when the King denounced

Clarence and Warwick as traitors, and both parties flew to

arms.

There is nothing to indicate the course of the progress

which the court was making at this time, but, as the " Paston
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Letters
"
show, Edward IV was continually moving about the

country. The oblations are made in the "
capella domini de-

cani," but carried to the Cathedral account.

Was the King in the Deanery ?

Was there a private oratory in the dean's house ?

William Wytham was then dean, and until 1472, in which

year Dean Gunthorpe succeeded, and extensive changes
were made in the house of the dean.

Was the "
capella domini decani

"
one of the chapels in

the Cathedral church?

Was it the capella, which was the place of business, the

court of the dean's official, where wills were proved, etc. ?

e.g., in 1403, the will of John Mylwarde of Dinder,

was proved before the dean's official, "in capella B.M.V.

juxta claustrum" (Charter 512).

Was the "
capella domini decani

"
the same as the "

capella

B.M. Virginis juxta claustrum
"

?

b. Charter 717. Another document belongs to the later

years of Bishop Stillington his mandate to the archdeacons

and clergy to call upon their parishioners to become members

of the confraternity of St. Andrew, and to aid the building of

the fabric by their benefactions, with the promise of Indul-

gence of forty days.

The document is in the usual form of episcopal letters

missive, in behalf of the fabric.

"Datum in manerio nostro de Dogmersfeld vicesimo die

mensis Novembris anno Mcccc octogesimo nono, et con-

secrationis nostrae anno vicesimo."

The date of the document shows that while in disgrace and

in custody at Windsor from 1486 to his death, 1491, he was

allowed to go to his manor of Dogmersfield.

There is a fragment of his seal attached.

c. On May 15th, 1491, Thomas (Cornish) Episcopus Ti-

nensis, obtained leave from the Dean and Chapter as the

ordinary, to bury bishop Robert Stillington.
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(R. ii,/. 34, in dors.)

"
Quinto decimo die maii anno domini supradicto circa

horam quartam port meridiem in quadam magna prelora

infra domum residencie sue habitationis venerabilis viri

magistri Johannis Gunthorp decani ecclesiae Cathedralis

Wellensis, venerabilis pater dominus Thomas dei gratia

Tinensis Episcopus venit coram venerabilibus viris magis-

tris, prefato decano, Thome Ouvray precentore, Thome

Harries thesaurario, Johanne Austell, Willelmo Bocat,

Johanne Vowell, et Johanne Stevens, et licentiam petiit

ab eisdem ad exequendum officium circa sepulturam cor-

poris presentis bone memorie Roberti nuper Bathon. et

Wellen. Episcopi.

Et tune prefati decanus et confratres sui unanimi illorum

consensu potestatem et licentiam suam ad sepeliendum dic-

tum corpus eidem domino Tinensi Episcopo prebuerunt

et concesserunt, protestantes quod in prejudicium statutorum

seu laudabilium consuetudinum prefatae ecclesiae Cathedralis

vel suorum aliquid agere vel facere iion intendebant."

The vacancy of the See was declared on May 28th.

(R, ii,/. 35.)

" Vicesimo octavo die Maii anno domini 1491 venerabiles

viri magister Johannes Gunthorp decanus, Thomas Harries

thesaurarius, Johannes Austell, Willelmus Bocat, Johannes

Vowell, Willelmus Chokke, Johannes Hyll, et Johannes

Stevens, canonici residentiarii ecclesiaa Cathedralis Wellen.

in domo capitulari ejusdem existentes, et capitulum facientes,

unanimi illorum voluntate decreverunt fore denunciandum

religiosis viris priori ecclesiae Cathedralis Bathon. et ejus-

dem loci conveiitui vacationem episcopatus Wellen. et

Bathon. per mortem reverendae memoriae domini Roberti

ultimi possessoris ejusdem^ et decreverunt eandem denuncia-

tionem sub sigillo eorum emanere ut est moris."
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Among the oblations of that year, in the Eschaetor's Roll,

are the following :

" Et de iii s. iv d. de oblat. reverendi in Xto patris et

domini Johannis Morton archiepiscopi Cantuariensis.

Et de xx s. de oblat. christianissimi et illustrissimi prin-

cipis regis Henrici Septimi ad tres vices.

Et de iv s. ob. de oblat. in die sepulture reverendi in

Xto patris domini Roberti Styllyngton nuper episcopi hujus

loci.

Et de uno annulo pontificali pretio XL s. proven, dc mor-

tuario ejusdem."

Stillington's chapel, large and costly as it must have been,

had not a long existence, and came to an unworthy end.

Godwin gives this account ;

" He built that goodly Lady Chappell in the Cloysters

that was pulled down by him (Sir John Gates) which des-

troyed also the great hall of the palace.
" He died a prisoner in the Castle of Windsor, whither

he was committed for four yeeres before his death (for what

cause I know not), in the moneth of October, 1487, and was

intombed in the said Chappell, but rested not long there ;

for it is reported that divers olde men, who in their youth

had not onely seene the celebration of his funeral, but also

the building of his tombe, chappell, and all, did also see

tornb and chappell destroyed, and the bones of the bishop

that built them turned out of the lead in which they were

interred."

By the Act of the first year of Edward VI, 1547, all endow-

ments for the support of chantries were to be given over to the

king. When the uses for which this chantry chapel had been

built were forbidden, and the endowments appropriated by the

Crown, the bishop (Barlow) and the chapter, burdened by the

responsibility of maintaining the costly fabric, and suffering

under the late spoliation of their own property, saw no other
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means of dealing with it but to pull it down to the ground. Sir

John Gates, the successor to Somerset in the possession of the

palace, who had lately despoiled the palace hall of the lead upon
its roof, was at hand to enter into a contract to remove the

materials from the ground, as if on a building speculation.

Accordingly the following remarkable indenture was drawn up,

which is extant among the Chapter documents of that time. 12

" This indenture made between the ryght reverend father

in God Wyllyam by the grace of God Byshopp of Bath

and Wells, and the Dean and Chapter of the Cathedral

Church of the same in the county of Somerset of the one

partie, and Sir John Gate Knyght vycechamberlayne to

the Kinges Majestie and capytaine of hys graces garde of

the other partie Wytnesseth, that we the said Byshopp Dean

and Chapter, at the contemplacion of our Soverayne lorde the

Kinges Majestie most gracious letters to us dyrected and

for the good mynde we beare to the said John Gate have

gyven and granted and by this presente for us and our suc-

cessors do give and grante to the saide Sir John Gate the

chappie, sett, lying and beynge by the cloyster on the south

syde of the said Cathedral Church of Wells commonly
called the Ladye Chappie wyth all the stones and stone

work, ledde, glasse, tymbre, and iron of what sorte nature

kynde or quality soever the same byn belonging or apper-

tayning to the sayd chappie at the daye and date of this

presente (the soyle that the said chappie standeth upon only

excepted).
" In consideration whereof the said Sir John Gate coven-

anteth and granteth with and to the said Byshopp, Deane

and Chapter by hym, hys heyres, executors or assyngs, to

rydde the grounde that the saide chappie standeth on not

only of such ledde, iron, tymbre, glasse and stone that

standeth thereupon but also of all such rabble that shall

(12). Charter 773.
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syse and come of the waste of the sayd chappie and so to

make the grounde fayre and playn wythin the space of fouer

years and a quarter next ensuynge the date of thys presente.
" And also that yt ys covenanted and agreed between the

said partyes that the sayd Sir John Gate, hys heyres, exec-

utors, or assyngs, shall at hys proper coste charge repayr
and amende, the condyt pypes lying by the syde of the said

chappie yf any shall be hurted in the default of hym or any
of hys assyns, and that the said Sir John Gate hys heyres,

executors, or assyngs, shall always durynge the said terme

of fouer years and a quarter keep the severall pytte of the

sayd condyte fayr, clene, and open, and so to leve them at

the ende of the sayde terme in sych like case as they now

byn.
" Furthermore yt ys covenanted and agreed between the

sayd partyes that the sayd Byshopp, Dean and Chapter and

theyr successors shall permytt and suffer the sayd Sir John

Gate hys heyres, executors, and assyngs to have free in-

gresse and egresse wyth all manner of carryge for the

takynge pullyng down and carying awaye the said chappell
and other the premyses and to make ryddance of the sayd

grounde durynge the sayd terme of fouer years and a quarter

by the great gate in the palace syde commonly called the

cammerys gate, without any interruption of the sayd

Byshopp, Deane and Chapter or of theyr successors or of

any other by theyr meanes procurements consent or agree-

ment.
" In witness whereof the partyes aforesaide to this inden-

ture interchangeably have sett theyr seals given on the

xxth day of June in the syxth year of the reyne of our

Sovereign lord Edward the Syxth by the grace of God of

England, France, and Irelande Kynge, defender of the

fayth and of the Church of England and also of Irelande in

earth the Supreme Hedd." (Signed), JN. GATTES."

The Charter (No. 773) which contains this indenture is en-
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dorsed " 20 Junii, A.D. 6 Ed. 6. Towards the Kubbish of the

ladies chapel (wh.) stood in the cloisters."

Sir John Gates, implicated in Northumberland's plot, was

executed before the time of the contract was complete. The

chapel no doubt -became a quarry for building-stone and paving

roads. Tiles have been found under the roadway in the town.

An entry in Ledger D, under 1586, contains the following

order: "No more stones to be taken out of the Camery,

except for repairs of Cathedral canonical houses." ' Camera '

is

the description of the ground around the Church, which after-

wards was let out as garden, until late years.
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CatfjeDrai anD t&e atyacent twilDings.

BY EDMUND BUCKLE, M.A.

(Diocesan Architect.)

IN
a paper preceding this, Canon Church has quoted the

principal passages in the cathedral documents, in which

reference is made to the ancient Lady chapel by the cloister ;

and has given the reasons that induced him to start the

excavations which have led to such unexpected discoveries.

It is now my turn to trace, to the best of my ability, the

history of the various buildings which have successively occu-

pied the site under consideration, and to attempt an explan-

ation of the many puzzling features connected with them.

No vestige whatever has been found of Giso's conventual

buildings, though (if the Saxon church stood on the site of the

present cathedral) they may be presumed to have crossed the

area which has now been excavated. But a single stone of

Saxon date, ornamented with an interlaced pattern, is evidence

that there was at that early period some building in the im-

mediate neighbourhood.

The oldest building, of which any remains have been found,

appears to have consisted of a simple rectangle fifteen feet

wide and about forty feet long, with walls three feet two inches
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thick. The church of Wells and all the existing buildings in

immediate connection with it are set out perfectly square with

an orientation of 5 to the north of east ; but this early

chapel, whose foundations have just been discovered, points in

a much more northerly direction, namely, 18 to the north of

east ; its lines take a decidedly oblique direction, as compared
with those of the other buildings, and it is to this fact that the

preservation of the foundations is largely due.

This building is certainly as old as the east wall of the

cloister garth ; for at the junction of this wall with the south

wall of the chapel there still remains a solid stop to the plinth

of the cloister wall, with the beginning of the chapel wall

worked upon the same stone. And there is a strong presump-
tion that the chapel and the cloister wall were not built at the

same time, for

1st. The cloister plinth
1 was not carried round the chapel,

which, if it had a plinth at all, can only have had a plain

chamfer at a lower level.

2nd. The floor of the chapel
2 was about eighteen inches

below the original floor level in the cloister.

3rd. It is improbable that the chapel was originally built

with its west wall conspicuously out of the square with its

other three walls.

It may then be fairly assumed that the chapel is older than

the east cloister wall; and it thus becomes important to deter-

mine the date of that wall. The south and west walls of the

cloister are homogeneous and the west wall is bonded into the

west front of the cathedral, which is probably the work of

Bishop Jocelin ; these two walls have buttress slopes with a

very delicate moulded nosing identical with that found in

(1). This plinth is at different levels on the north and south sides of the

chapel.

(2). The original floor level is determined by the stone foundation for the

floor which is bonded into the walls, and agrees with the level of

Bitton's tile floor to be subsequently mentioned.
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Jocelin's work at the palace, so that they may be assigned to

his period, 1206-1242. But the buttresses to the east wall

were originally lower than the others and had plain chamfered

slopes which they still retain in their lower part ; they were

subsequently heightened to correspond with the other but-

tresses and the upper slopes have the delicate moulding char-

acteristic of Jocelin's work. The same double-chamfered

plinth is carried round the entire wall ; but there can be no

doubt that the lower part of the east cloister wall is earlier

than Jocelin's time.

Two doorways in this east wall appear to be original. The

large doorway in the most southerly bay, through which the

procession entered the cloister after passing round the outside

of the church, has a simple moulding to the jambs consisting

merely of a filleted roll and hollow, with a hollow-moulded

label over. The other, a small doorway, the purpose of which

is obscure, has a plain chamfer only. Taking into account

the slight indications to be gathered from the masonry, it seems

likely that this wall is about contemporary with the north

porch of the cathedral, which, from its resemblance to the work

at Glastonbury, may certainly be dated about 1185. And the

chapel, whose history we are investigating, must be attributed

to some date prior to this.

It appears, however, that there was a chapel of the Blessed

Mary at Wells, in the time of Bishop Giso,
3
1061-1088, and

it is not unreasonable to suppose that that chapel occupied

the site under consideration, even if the foundations now dis-

closed may be of somewhat later date. If this is so the diffi-

culty caused by the oblique position of the chapel vanishes at

once ;
for in that case the chapel is of higher antiquity than

the present cathedral, and nothing is known of the direction

or even of the exact site of the earlier Saxon church.

The importance which clearly attached to the Lady chapel

(3). For the documentary evidence for this and other following statements

nee the preceding paper by Canon Church.
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by the cloister throughout the medieval period, may be taken

to be some corrobation of the theory that it stood upon a very

ancient site. The rivalry between Wells and Glastonbury was

keen, and the history of each set of buildings was certainly

affected by what was done to the other. Thus, the nave of

Wells was planned to contain seven or at most eight bays;

but the Glastonbury nave had ten bays, and Jocelin extended

the nave at Wells to a corresponding length. In both cases

the body of the church was built in the local style, but the

west front was early English. Again, in the fourteenth cen-

tury the Wells choir was lengthened from three to six bays,

and shortly afterwards the Glastonbury choir was similarly

lengthened from four to six bays. A fan vault was inserted

over the crossing at Wells at the end of the fifteenth century,

and the crossing at Glastonbury was also vaulted by Abbot

Beere at about the same date
;
and the same abbot put in S.

Andrew's arches to support the great tower, as had been done

at Wells more than a century before. Now, at Glastonbury
the ancient Lady chapel at the west end of the great church,

the vetusta ecclesia, was regarded as a building of especial

sanctity ; and it seems probable that if there was at Wells

also an ancient Lady chapel in an unusual situation, the

canons of Wells would have similarly regarded it as an im-

portant feature in their buildings, and made it take the place

to them of the vetusta ecclesia.&i Glastonbury. But there is no

reference in their records to any such claim of antiquity.

There is, however, a simple way of accounting for the

obliquity of the chapel if it is really ancient. At the east end

of the cathedral are the two wells which give their name to

the town, and which provide a supply of water which has never

been known to fail. The overflow from the smaller well

passes through a stone conduit which has been from time to

time altered in form and direction, but the oldest part of

which lies almost exactly parallel to the chapel and within

a few feet of it on the south side. Here it is two feet six inches
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wide, and covered with a pointed barrel vault, apparently

coeval with a dipping place contrived underground in the

cloister garth and also covered with a pointed barrel vault,

and ornamented with a simple early English moulding round

the arch of entry. This dipping place was approached by a

flight of steps and was in actual use within living memory,

though now disused and covered with earth. Like the con-

duit it is set out on lines parallel to the old chapel. The

natural overflow from the well was presumably an open stream

taking a line in general agreement with this conduit, and it is

quite intelligible that an isolated chapel should have been

built upon the bank of the stream following the direction indi-

cated by the stream.

The length of this original chapel is unknown, for no

vestige remains of the west wall ; but it is probable that it

was lengthened somewhat when the cloister wall was substi-

tuted for the old west wall,
4 for the foundation under the south-

west corner is of a different character from that under the north

wall. The old foundation, as seen under the north wall, con-

sisted of a bottom built in mortar, about one foot eight inches

high, then a portion about one foot six inches high, built dry,

reaching up to the floor line, and intended to serve the purpose

of the modern damp-course ; over this came the true wall,

built in mortar and probably faced externally with ashlar.

No fragment of this facing now remains, and it is supposed

that the freestone was all carefully taken out for subsequent

re-use.

The west doorway of the chapel, which still stands though

now blocked, is apparently of Jocelin's date, and contemporary

with the alteration to the cloister wall already noticed. The

doorway from the east cloister walk into the cathedral is also

(4). Excavations were made under the paving in the cloister walk to dis-

cover whether the side walls were carried further westward, but

the positions where they would have been were found to be entirely

occupied by comparatively modern graves.
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of this date. 5 In both cases there must have been an earlier

doorway, and it is suggested that the object of the change was

in each case to obtain greater height for the more convenient

passage of the procession, which on most Sundays came out of

the cathedral by this door and made a station in the Lady

chapel.

The height of the chapel was apparently slight, the roof-

plate not more than thirteen or fourteen feet from the floor.

At the south-west corner a scar is visible in the cloister wall

where the chapel wall joined it, and appears to indicate a

thick wall of about this height with a thinner wall over, the

meaning of which will be considered later on.

ABOUT the year 1276, an altar of S. Nicolas was constructed

in this Lady chapel and a chantry endowed for the souls of

the Bitton family. At a later period we find also an altar of

S. Katherine here, and it is not improbable that this was

erected at about the same time
;
for Thomas de Bitton, dean

1284 1292, and previously a canon of Wells, was the founder

of S. Katherine's chapel in Bitton church. At any rate

the foundations appear to indicate the addition of a chapel (or

aisle) symmetrically on either side of the old Lady chapel.

On the south side the base of one respond remains, and its

mouldings are absolutely identical with those found on the

detached columns in the undercroft, which support the chapter

house floor over ;
columns which were almost certainly erected

about 1286, when Thomas de Bitton was dean. Part of the

south aisle wall also exists with a buttress attached.

The evidence for the north aisle is less direct but not less

clear. It consists of a stone coffin and a piece of tile paving

(5). The doorway leading from the cloister into the Bishop's park is

another insertion of Jocelhrs date.
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found in the direct line of the old north wall, and of another

stone coffin and preparation for paving found outside the north

wall, that is to say, in the position occupied by the aisle.

The western part only of the old walls was taken down and

replaced by arches ; in the eastern bay the solid walls were

allowed to remain, for on the north side the wall is now stand-

ing above the floor level. The eastern respond on the north

side must have stood exactly opposite the buttress now re-

maining on the south side ; so the presumption is that the

respond on the south side was also opposite to this respond

and to the buttress. If the space between the respond thus

fixed and the existing western respond is divided into two

equal parts, it will be found that the intermediate pier comes

opposite the spot where on the north side the tile pavement

fails, and where consequently it is reasonable to expect to find

a pier. If this restoration be correct, it follows that the two

aisles were as nearly symmetrical as the oblique direction of

the west wall would permit. The length of the north aisle is

determined by a small fragment of its east wall, which lines

with the east wall of the Lady chapel. It is assumed that

the south aisle likewise extended as far as the east end of the

Lady chapel.

Both the arcade and aisle wall are two feet six inches thick.

The aisle wall is faced with rubble and without a plinth, but

the buttress has a freestone plinth with a plain chamfer. The

south aisle is ten feet six inches wide. This aisle wall seems

to have been butted against the old cloister wall, with perhaps

an occasional bonder. This outer wall was very low, only

about nine feet high up to the eaves ; the roof sloped upwards

at an angle of 45, and the arcade wall was apparently raised

some ten feet to take the upper plate of the aisle roof ; at least

this is my interpretation of the marks upon the east face of the

cloister wall. Whether or not the old Lady chapel was now

lighted by clerestory windows there is nothing to shew, but in

any case this building must have been considerably raised.
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The whole building was at this time paved with tiles, of

which at least half were encaustic. Great numbers of broken

tiles have been found ; four border tiles remain in situ in the

south aisle ; and on the north side there is still a piece of pav-

ing four feet six inches long. The border consists of tiles five

inches by two-and-a-half inches, alternately plain and encaustic,

the latter having a pattern of small rings between two straight

lines. The larger piece of paving is partly under an arch of

the arcade, where the five-inch tiles are set diagonally and

separated by one-and-a-half-inch strips and dots ; and partly in

the body of the Lady chapel, where the tiles are set square and

in alternate rows five inches and two-and-a-half-inches square.

Of the diagonal tiles only three remain, a fleur-de-lys, and two

half-tiles shewing an animal within a circle, in one case a

griffin, in the other probably a bird. Of the square tiles the

five-inch rows are all encaustic and of the same ornamental

pattern ; the rows of smaller tiles are mostly plain, but every

third or fourth bears a rose, of which there are two distinct

patterns used. These tiles are laid on mortar at the same

level as the floor of the older Lady chapel, but under the

south-west respond there is a small piece of stone paving at a

level a few inches above that of the tile floor. Though frag-

ments of a large number of tiles have been found, few of them

have any special interest. One or two have unusually good

designs and some have an excellent green glaze, but five may
be considered heraldic. One of these bears the three lions of

England, another the three lilies of France, a third the three

chevrons of Clare ; the other two are without the shield, but

one shews the double-headed eagle of the King of the Romans,
the other the triple tower of Castile. The triple tower is

interesting, because out of the very few ancient tiles still pre-

served in the cathedral, two bear this tower in connection with

a cheeky coat, presumably intended for Warren.

The stone coffins previously mentioned are about a foot

below the floor, and many bones were met with in other parts.
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In the north aisle against its south wall is what appears to be

part of the base of a monument.

When the chapel was taken down some of the debris was

re-used to make good the cloister wall. This walling has not

been interfered with, but it is apparent that it contains several

fragments of lias shafts and various pieces of Purbeck marble,

evidence that the chapel contained some elaborate work.

Probably it was at the time that the side chapels were added

that the overflow from the well was enclosed in the vaulted

conduit already mentioned. This conduit appears to have

passed under the entire length of the south aisle. And the

dipping place, which has an early English moulding on its arch

of entrance, seems to be coeval with the vaulted conduit.

Some building occupied the space to the east of the Lady

chapel, for foundations remain both towards the north and

towards the south. The foundation on the south side appar-

ently had its floor about two feet below that of the Lady

chapel. The preparation for the floor is of stone an indica-

tion of twelfth century work and the foundation for some

distance below the floor is built dry as in the case of the Lady

chapel.

DURING the fourteenth century the building of the chapter

house, the eastern extension of the cathedral, the strength-

ening of the central tower, and the erection of the south-west

tower, are a sufficient explanation of the fact that so far as we

know no alteration was made to the buildings which we are at

present considering. But with the fifteenth century came

very radical changes.

Bishop Bubwith died in 1424, and left money to build a

library over the whole length of the east cloister, from the

Eschaetor's office (which was probably in the western turret

of the south transept) to the doorway leading into the Bishop's
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park. But the legacy seems to have been insufficient, for the

library erected at this time was hardly more than half the

length intended by the bishop.

Up to this time the cloister had been merely a wooden

penthouse leaning against the massive outer wall of the garth ;

and the architect employed by Bubwith's executors had to

determine the width of bay to be used in vaulting the under-

croft of the library along the eastern range. This he did,

looking wisely to the future, by dividing up the south walk

into equal bays of a convenient length, and then he set out

the eastern range from the southern end, leaving the northern

end against the cathedral transept to take care of itself.

This is really a remarkable fact
;
for all that the original archi-

tect was able to carry out was the northern part of the east

walk, including the irregular bay next the church, though he

may perhaps have put in the foundations for the rest of the

eastern and one bay of the southern w^alk ; and though the

southern walk is clearly the one that ruled the design, and

the only one which is regularly divided into a series of equal

bays, it was, as a matter of fact, the last to be completed.

The original architect probably raised the gable wall at the

south end of the east cloister, for Bubwith's arms may here

be seen ; but he cannot even have completed that part of the

library which was first built, for there is a distinct change of

detail in the windows on the east side. The object of this

change was probably to save money, but the saving must have

been so slight that it can only be accounted for by a change in

the architect. On the west side, towards the palm church-

yard, no change was made but the original design literally

followed.

This library building presents some features of considerable

difficulty.

One of the vaulting shafts happens to come right against

the small doorway into the cloister on the south side of the

Lady chapel ; so that this doorway must now have been

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part 11. f
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closed. Another shaft encroaches upon the Lady chapel

doorway, standing just in front of one jamb ; but there seems to

be no reason to suppose that this doorway was disused, for the

end shaft is very similarly placed, so as almost completely to

hide one jamb of the handsome doorway into the cathedral.

The upper part of the early wall was taken down and re-

built much thinner, so as to give greater width to the library :

underneath the windows a continuous weathercourse was built

in to cover the top of a penthouse roof ; and at a lower level

large corbel stones were inserted to support this roof. These

stones have since been hacked back flush with the wall-face ;

but that they belong to this date is clear from the fact that

they are in every case opposite the piers of the library build-

ing, so that to every bay of the cloister vault there would

correspond a bay of the penthouse roof. It is curious that

though the window sills are all at the same level, the weather-

course below them is at different levels on the two sides of the

Lady chapel. The difference is seven inches, just enough to

make the junction of the two roofs exceedingly awkward.

Perhaps the Lady chapel roof was intended to cut through

the penthouse ; but there are difficulties about accepting this

explanation, for the library windows originally formed an un-

broken series, and it will be noticed that one of the corbels

came partly over the chapel doorway.
6 It is also curious that

the weathercourse should not be returned against the wall of

the library staircase, and that the windows in the turret should

not have been made to look east and so avoid this lean-to

building. But the upper part of this turret is certainly not

original, and perhaps the greater part of the turret has been

taken down and rebuilt. The windows may then have been

(6). One bay of the library was entirely rebuilt by Stillington, so that it is

not quite certain that there were originally windows in that bay ;

but in the adjoining bays he blocked three windows, two of which

were over the doorway into the old chapel. The only place wheie

a roof could have been intended to rise above the sills of the win-

dows is just where Stillington's chapel afterwards stood.
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shifted, in order to avoid a timber structure built against the

transept of the cathedral, of which nothing remains now but

the mortice holes. The roof mark on the south side of the

turret is due to a modern building, shewn on Carter's plan.

It is difficult to understand what can have been the purpose

of the penthouse roof, but it is at least clear that Bubwith's

executors contemplated a great change, which could hardly

have involved less than a complete rebuilding of the Lady

chapel in a position rather further to the east than that occu-

pied by the old building. But there is no reason to suppose

that any part of this scheme was ever carried out. Except

one small fragment near the turret, no sign has been discovered

of a wall parallel to the cloister wall. And it seems certain

that after the building of the library the high-pitched roof of

the old chapel remained as before, blocking the light from at

least three of the new library windows. When Bitton's aisle

was built a groove was cut for the tiles in the old cloister

wall ; but when the library was added no provision was made

for this roof either by groove or weathercourse, for the reason

that the roof was not intended to remain. Remain, however,

it did, for the weathercourse under the window sills has been

cut through in exactly the same line as the groove below. It

seems impossible to account in any other way for the groove

stopping just where Bubwith's work begins, and for the corres-

ponding cut through the weathercourse above, except upon
the supposition that the roof was intended to be taken down,

but was after all allowed to remain.

Soon after the first half of the library had been finished the

east walk of the cloister was completed, together with the

first bay of the adjoining alley, and the whole of the east walk

was paved in 1457 ; but the completion of the library over was

deferred until the succeeding century.

Leland states that Bubwith made the east part of the clois-

ter with the little chapel beneath and the great library over

it, but what he means by the little chapel I do not know.
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The early vestry against the aisle of the cathedral transept

must have been taken down before 1448, for at that date the

doorway was walled up and Bicknell's monument placed across

it, in accordance with the directions contained in his will.

The perpendicular tracery was inserted in the transept win-

dows some time before 1424, for one of these windows with

the tracery already inserted was then blocked by the end of

the library building.

WE have seen that after Bubwith's death a scheme for re-

building the Lady chapel was adopted, but for forty years no

steps were apparently taken to carry the work into execution ;

or, if a beginning was made, what was done then was entirely

swept away to make room for Stillington's magnificent build-

ing. This was not a continuation of the works begun long

before, but an entirely new design of a chapel in a position and

probably on a scale not previously contemplated. No space

was left, as before intended, between the cloister and the

chapel, to light the library windows, but five of these windows

were now permanently closed by the west end of the chapel,

and the weathercourse built in under the window^ sills became

of no use.

This chapel is cruciform on plan without aisles ; the western

limb is three bays in length, the eastern two bays, and each

transept contains one wide bay. The dimensions are nearly as

below :

Ft. In.

Internal length Nave 50 6

Crossing .... 22 2

Choir 34 3

Total say .107
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Ft. In.

Internal width Transept .... 20

Crossing .... 22 2

Transept .... 20

Total ... 62 2

Walls 3ft. 5in. thick.

Ft. In. Ft. In.

Size of Bays Nave and Choir . 22 x 16 3

Crossing ... 22 x 22

Transepts ... 22 x 18 3

Internal height, about 40ft.

There is also a vestry on the north side, about fifteen feet by

twelve feet, which appears from the indications of a stair in

one corner to have had another room over.

The stairs to the roof were contained in two octagonal

turrets attached to the western sides of the two transept gables.

The chapel was probably almost completed during Stilling-

ton's time, 1466-91 ; but Leland's phrase "of Stillington and

King," suggests that the finishing strokes were given to it by
the latter, 'who sat from 1495 to 1503. This chapel was set

out parallel to the cathedral, without regard to the obliquity

which distinguished the older building.

At this period the conduit already mentioned must have

been diverted so as to pass round the southern side of the

chapel. But the direction of this conduit appears to have

been changed more than once. On leaving the well the water

passes at once into the camera,
7 and the spot where it pierces

the wall is marked by a small niche on the east side of the

wall. Ten feet beyond the wall there is a stone sluice box,

and a branch channel, nine by fifteen inches, leading to the

left ; the water in this channel now forces its way through the

boundary wall and may be seen running over the stones into

(7)- This is the name of the enclosure within which the chapel stood. The
cloister garth is commonly called the palm churchyard.
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the Bishop's stew. The main conduit up to this point has

rubble walls, with flat floor and cover-stones, and measures one

foot nine inches by three feet two inches. Twelve feet further

on it begins to sweep round to the left, but immediately after-

wards there comes a total change in the character of the work.

This upper part of the conduit is of uncertain date : the piece

that follows is clearly more modern. It has a smaller sec-

tion, only one foot ten inches by one foot five inches, and is of

lighter construction, and built of squared stones ; and it takes

a new direction, the effect of which is that the conduit is not

now deflected so much to the left as was the case previously.

The conduit has not been opened at any point between this bend

and the spot where it rejoins the early vaulted conduit already

described. The junction occurs close to the cloister wall, and

here the newer portion, which must almost certainly be of

Stillington's date, measures two feet by two feet six inches,

and is constructed wholly of squared stones. The quantity of

water here is much greater than in the upper part of the

conduit : another stream must have been picked up on the

way, for the increase is independent of rainfall. At the point

of junction there is over the six inch cover-stone a huge piece

of squared Chilcote stone, whose extreme dimensions are four

feet four inches by one foot ten inches by one foot six inches.

This must apparently have come from Stillington's chapel,

for it is not now in situ, but merely forms part of a rain-water

drain. From this point the old vaulted conduit continues in

a perfectly straight line to and beyond the old dipping place.

This must always have been approached by steps, but the

actual retaining wall, existing on one side of the flight, is of

later date, and hides the early English moulding on the jamb.

The enclosing wall and doorway of which Carter has left

sketches8 seem to be perpendicular in date. In his time the

(8). See Carter's Ancient Architecture of England, and his drawings in the

British Museum. A copy of one of these drawings is published in

Canon Church's Chapters in the Early History of Wells.
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vault itself was paved a little above the level of the water

which ran through the middle of the room
;
and the pavement

crossed the stream in the middle of its length, leaving a

dipping place above and below. One of these was approached

by another step down for convenient access when the water

was low. The building was intended for dipping water and

for washing linen ; and the water required for the cathedral

was drawn here until the introduction of the modern supply

pipes. It is true that there was a camera necessaria in con-

nexion with the cloister, but that was probably situate some-

where to the south of the Lady chapel, and was reached

through the small doorway now blocked by the privy attached

to the library. Though this dipping place has been generally

called a gong, there is no indication whatever that such was

its purpose, and the suggestion is entirely opposed to the sani-

tary ideas of the medieval period.

Owing to the cruciform plan of Stillington's chapel a small

courtyard was left between it and the transept of the cathe

dral
;

to carry away the rainfall from this court a surface

drain was formed, part of which still remains between the

ends of the two transepts.

The builders were anxious that the chapel should be thor-

oughly dry, and, perhaps on account of the natural dampness
of the site, they took the then unusual course of building
in below the floor a damp-proof course of slates, the nail

marks in which shew that they had previously been used upon
a roof.

Since the greater part of the west wall of Stillington's

chapel is still standing, and we have been fortunate enough
to find many of the stones from the vault, it is possible to

form a very clear idea of the appearance of the shell of the

building. The outside was comparatively plain, but relieved

apparently by an open quatrefoil parapet, with no doubt pin-

nacles over the buttresses. The windows had pointed heads

filled with Somerset tracery, and broad traceried transoms
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connected together by a large string course, which ran from

window to window round the buttresses, and so formed with

the transom a horizontal band round the building.

Internally the effect was very rich ; walls and roof were en-

tirely covered with freestone panelling. A vertical band of

panels, each with a traceried head, filled the splay of window-

jamb and arch, and another similar band occupied the narrow

space between the window and the vaulting shaft and between

the window-head and the wall rib. Overhead was a fan vault

with a circular pendant in the centre of each bay ; and the space

between fans and pendant was tilled in with panels of fanciful

shape. The only plain surfaces were those beneath the win-

dows, and the floor which seems to have been a simple one of

stone. This floor is two feet above the floor of the old chapel

and seven-and-half inches above the cloister floor. 9 The

chapel is approached from the cloister by three shallow steps

up to the doorway and one down again into the building,

forming a rebate for the door to close against.

Although Stillington's connection with Somerset was of a

merely formal nature, there can be no doubt that a local

architect was employed, who must certainly have studied the

rebuilding of Sherborne church, even if he was not the de-

signer of that work. The choir of Sherborne is said to have

been begun after the fire of 1446, and the nave in 1475, so

that the nave was exactly contemporary with our building,

and it is the nave which most nearly resembles the Wells

chapel.

The resemblances between Sherborne church and Stilling-

ton's chapel are very striking. The mouldings throughout are

very similar, those of the vaulting shafts and ribs identical, with

capitals similarly formed by a mere band of carving between

two beads following the wavy outline of the group of shafts. 10

(9). The level of the cloister floor has never varied more than an inch or

two from the earliest times.

(10). This capital occurs only in the nave at Sherborne.
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The construction of the vaults is precisely similar : the fans

are polygonal (not circular), and the ribs generally out of

long stones rebated for the filling, with only the tracery out of

the solid ; at Wells the filling is of a light porous stone, which

may be artificial, and the filling of part of the vault at Sher-

borne is said to have been of plaster until the late restoration.

Both roofs were covered with bosses, and one at Wells carved

with an angel supporting a shield is similar to the corbels under

tl^e nave vaulting shafts at Sherborne. Further, the vault over

the crossing of Wells cathedral, which must have been con-

temporary with Stillington's work, is almost identical with the

vault over the crossing at Sherborne. The west window of

Stillington's chapel (or, at least, so much of it as remains) has

tracery of the same character as is employed in the nave

clerestory at Sherborne, and reproduces one of the most striking

features of the Sherborne windows, the insertion of two great

mullions reaching unbroken from the sill to the arch, and cut-

ting right through the pattern of the tracery, which is the ordi-

nary Somerset pattern slightly modified. These mullions have

the same unusual section on the outer face, both at Wells and

Sherborne, and the same mouldings are found on window jambs
at both places.

The interior of Sherborne church is wonderfully rich, but the

Wells chapel was even more highly elaborated. An additional

row of panels surrounded the windows, all the panels and tran-

soms had richer tracery, the ribs of the vault were more closely

crowded together, and a large pendant with flying ribs attached

hung down in the centre of each bay. But colour was wanting ;

except that the filling of the vault was white-washed, nothing
was done to hide the natural face of the stone ; not even the

bosses were painted.

Owing to the similarity found to exist between this chapel
and the church (especially the nave) of Sherborne, the design
of the roof can be recovered, with a considerable degree of

certainty, from the stones which still exist. In the middle of the

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part II. <j
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choir a number of these stones were found embedded in stone-

dust and rubbish as clean as though they were just worked, and

lying face downwards, just as they fell when the supports of

the vault had been sufficiently weakened. And a similar find

was made in the north transept. A comparison of these stones

proves (as might be expected) that the vaults of choir and

transept differed in design. When the ground was levelled

some years ago other stones were found and preserved ; these

must have come from the parts where we have now found none,

that is from the nave, crossing, and south transept. Naturally

enough these seem to have come from three different patterns

of vault, and two of these stones are identical with stones found

in the choir and north transept. So that it is pretty certain

that only three types of vault were employed, one for nave and

choir, another for the transepts, and a third over the crossing.
11

The central pendant must in every case have been smashed

to pieces on striking the ground, but it served to break the fall

of the adjoining stones, eleven of which have been preserved,

some in a very perfect state. These form portions of three

distinct rings, one belonging to each of the different patterns

of vault. The rings vary in diameter from four feet five inches

to five feet one inch, and the panelling on the outside is differ-

ently arranged in each case, but the pendants seem to have

been much alike. Each supported a small fan, bounded by the

circular ring just mentioned, and divided into eight wedge-

shaped panels with cusped heads ; but there also started from

the boss of the pendant four small detached ribs, which flew

across below the fan and died into four bosses on the ring.

The great fans which spring from the vaulting shafts have

each quadrant divided into four by principal ribs, with (in the

(11). These stones have now been marked as follows : Those previously

found, with letters A, B, C, etc. ;
those now found in choir, with

figures 1, 2, 3, etc. ; those found in north transept thus Ix, 2x, 3x,

etc. ;
and one from under this transept arch, Ixx. The most im-

portant of these stones have been placed in the east cloister, the

remainder are in the undercroft of the chapter house.
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upper part) intermediate mullions between. And the central

rib of one quadrant meets the corresponding rib of the next

quadrant upon the circular rib surrounding the pendant. But,

in order to make the bays of different width harmonize to-

gether, the circles are kept nearly equal in size
; consequently

the intersection of the diagonals falls in the nave four inches

outside, and in the transept seven inches inside, the centre line

of the ring ; but a large boss conceals the inaccuracy and

gives the necessary support to the heavy masonry within the

ring.

From the large number of stones belonging to the outer

ring of the fan, all of which agree (except for a slight varia-

tion in the depth of the cusped head), it seems certain that

the fan was similar throughout the building, but the space be-

tween the fans and the central ring was filled very differently

in the different bays. In the nave and choir this space was

divided into wedge-shaped panels cusped alternately at oppo-

site ends. So far as this bay has been drawn out it is almost

certainly correct, but there is not sufficient evidence quite to

complete the pattern.
12 In the transepts this space was filled

with large triangular panels freely cusped. The precise ar-

rangement of these is very uncertain, but the general character

is shewn by the existence of such stones as 3x, 4x, 3xx, 8x,

and 9x, all of which belong to this bay. The stone 2x may
be in either of the two positions shewn ; M probably belongs

to this bay ; and L must either be in the place shewn or else

occupy a similar position in the bay of the crossing. But the

evidence for this central bay is unfortunately very meagre : only
one stone, E, can be definitely located here, and that suggests

a stellar arrangement of ribs round the centre, but nothing is

really known about this part of the vault ; it is not even cer-

tain whether this central bay was exactly square. On each

(12). The stone marked lOx was found in the transept, but this stone had
not been used in the position for which it was originally intended ;

it had been roughly altered to fit in another place.
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side of this bay there was a panelled arch, of which one stone

only remains, marked Ixx, carved with a representation of an

angel supporting a shield with S. Andrew's cross upon it.

There is also a capital which belongs to the vaulting shaft

between this panelled arch and the fan vault, and this is carved

with a Rose in splendour',
the badge of Edward IV.

If the work had been originally set out with greater accuracy

it would have been possible to carry the restoration further,

and perhaps even to have completed all but the central bay ;

but unfortunately the mason's geometry was not equal to the

task of determining with accuracy the inclinations of the

various lines and planes involved, and consequently every

stone had to be readjusted on the scaffold so as to fit into its

actual place in the roof. As the work left the banker it had

a beautiful finish ;
. the lines are so true that it would have

been possible to determine the directions and curvatures of the

ribs from comparatively short lengths. But almost every stone

has had the beds and joints roughly axed upon the scaffold.

So that we are forced to the conclusion that the mason's lines

the only lines which we can recover with exactitude are

invariably wrong, or at least untrustworthy. Precisely the

same thing may be noticed at Sherborne : there too the mason

has been at fault, and the stones fail to meet with precision,

especially over the windows, where the regularity of the fan

is broken through. In consequence of this inaccuracy it has

been impossible to determine the curvature of the ribs, but I

feel convinced that they were flatter than the window arches ;

so that, as at Sherborne and Redcliffe churches, the point of

the arch over the window was higher than the first boss along

the cross-ridge of the vault, instead of being lower as it would

be if the fan was regularly and symmetrically formed. The

effect is to detach the vault from the wall, to diminish the

thrust, and by increasing its independence to give a certain

vigorous appearance to the vault, which greatly adds to its

charm.
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At the west end of the chapel it was not possible to have

any glass below the level of the library parapet ; but directly

this was passed the blind panelling was suddenly changed to

window, a short distance above the springing of the arch.

The top course now remaining is this window-sill, which is by
some freak of the sculptor ornamented with a row of ball-

flowers, looking perfectly natural in spite of their late date.

In the centre of this wall is a tiny quatrefoil opening,

forming a hagioscope at a convenient height above the library

floor. The sill of the blind window is gable-shaped, being

raised in the middle above the head of the west door. At the

point of this gable four plug-holes have been pierced ; there

are two more in the transom, and another set of four near the

top of the central light ;
a series of images or other deco-

rations must have been fixed here.

Probably a corona hung from the roof below each pendant,

for there are, round each, four circular holes symmetrically

placed as though for chains.

Very little is known of the internal arrangements and fit-

tings. At the west end the window recesses and panelling

spring from a bench table ; but how far this treatment was

carried cannot be told, and no indication has been found of

the position of the screen, or of Stillington's monument. But

right in the centre of the building a walled grave, containing

bones, was found several feet below the pavement. This must

be the burying place of some person of distinction, and is

probably that of Precentor Overay, who by his will, dated

1493, left his body to be buried in the new Lady chapel by
the cloister,

" ante ostium introitus in cancellum dicte capelle

retro sepulturam bone memorie domini mei Roberti nuper
Bathon. et Wellen. episcopi."

13 If this identification is

correct it follows that the chancel screen was on the east side

of the crossing, and that Stillington was buried somewhere in

the middle of the eastern limb. Some fragments of delicate

(13). Will printed by the Rev. F. W. Weaver, in the Reliquary.
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monumental work have been found, including a part of the

Archangel Gabriel bearing a pot of lilies. These were dug

up mainly in the chancel and may be supposed to be part of

Stillington's monument. Another curious find has been a bit

of plaster cornice of the fifteenth century, which perhaps
formed part of another monument.

Altars in the transepts (the base of one remains) took the

place of the side altars in the old chapel dedicated to 8.

Nicolas and S. Katharine, and opposite one of these an in-

terment was found.

Among the miscellaneous objects found in the digging, may
be mentioned some portions apparently of a quatrefoil parapet,

some large crockets, and various specimens of broken crockery

of different designs.

The northern stair turret of Stillington's chapel comes

within a few feet of the cathedral stair turret, and after it

was built a connection was formed between the two. The

curious feature about it is the fact that the doorway was made

at a height of about eighteen feet, instead of being at the floor

level, which would seem to be a more convenient position.

Probably the connection was made at this level for some defi-

nite reason, the clue to which is now lost.

In the cloister there are two curious penthouses, some

three feet wide, formed by stone roofs resting on a detached

sljaft midway between two pairs of buttresses. Each was

approached by a doorway from the cloister and was entirely

open to the weather. They are situate symmetrically one on

each side of the entrance to the Lady chapel, and have

rather the appearance of sentry boxes from which the chapel

doorway might be watched ; but they need explanation.

On the east Avail of the cloister, just to the south of the

chapel doorway, there is a curious piece of sculpture, repre-

senting the instruments of the torture, arranged so as to form

the letters IHS. This is in situ, with mouldings round and a

bracket on one side to support a lamp or an image ; and, imme-
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diately below, the stone bench table has been cut away. This

again requires explanation.

Nearly over this there used to be a sculpture of the Ascen-

sion, which has now been moved into the church, and fixed in

the north-east transept ; but this, it is stated, was not in situ.

On the north side of the chapel, and entered from the

cloister, there was a small room about nine feet six inches

square. It was separated from the cloister by a stone screen

the upper part of which remains. The date is clearly very late,

certainly after 1500. And it is suggested that this was an office

of some kind possibly a place for the sale of candles and other

objets de piete.

The southern portion of the library seems also to be of very
late date. It is certainly later than the choristers' school-

rooms, erected over the western cloister by Beckington's

executors in the time of Stillington, and it differs in many
respects from the earlier part of the library. The windows

looking on the palm churchyard are made to match the older

windows and the gurgoyles on this side match those put in by

Beckington's executors. But the east wall contained no

windows and no gurgoyles ; on this side the thick wall was re-

tained up to the top, and there must have been rainwater pipes

from the first. The roof too is much poorer than in the old

part.

About 1670, Treasurer Richard Busby restored and refitted

the library at a cost of 100. He inserted the square windows

on the east side, and all the internal panelling and bookcases.

Probably he also built the library privy.

The roof mark, of which indications remain against the

library stair turret, belongs merely to some modern sheds, the

plan of which is shewn on Carter's plan of the cathedral.

The story of the growth of these buildings is completed. It

only remains to add a word upon the destruction of the Lady
chapel. In 1552 the Bishop and the Dean and Chapter

granted the chapel to Sir John Gates, on condition that he
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should take it down and level the site within the period of

four-and-quarter years. Probably they regarded the building

as one intended for superstitious uses, and therefore better re-

moved. But we could wish that they had taken a different

view of their duties and responsibilites. The Somerset Per-

pendicular is distinct from any other school of architecture,

and the principal works now existing in that style are S. Mary
Redcliffe, Sherborne Abbey, and Bath Abbey. But so far as

we can judge from the remains it seems probable that this

chapel was actually the chef cTaeuvre of the school, and that it

surpassed even Sherborne and Kedcliffe churches in beauty,

or at any rate in elaboration.

PLATE 1 represents a general plan of the excavations. Here

existing buildings are shewn a solid black, and the foundations

discovered are scored in ; the double scoring indicates those

portions of the footings that are nearest to the floor level, and

that consequently correspond most nearly to the form of the

walls above the floor. The dotted lines shew the directions of

drains ; those built of stone are shewn by double lines, while

the single lines indicate pipes. On this drawing nothing has

been marked but what has been actually seen and measured.

The following particulars may be noted :

A. Stone preparation for floor of vestry, about one foot

below the datum. [The datum taken throughout has been

the level of Stillington's floor, which is about the level of

the present turf.] This floor seems, curiously enough, to

have been about three feet lower than the floor of the

cathedral.

B. Stone preparation for floor, four feet below datum.

C. Stone preparation for floor, bonded into wall about two

feet below datum ; and mortar bed for tile floor at the

same level.

JD.D. Mortar bed for tile floor as last.
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E.E. Tile floor in situ. These pieces of tile floor have not

been disturbed but have been carefully covered in again.

The depth of this floor varies from two feet to two feet

four inches.

F. Circular base to respond, standing on stone paving one

foot nine inches below datum. The bed for this paving

continues for about three feet towards the south.

G.G. Stone coffins about one foot below the tile floor.

H. Apparently part of the base of a monument.

J. The dipping place. The floor of this would have been

about nine or ten feet below the datum.

K.K. Paving of Stillington's chapel in situ ; the datum

from which all other levels are taken.

L.L.L. The places where parts of the stone vault were found.

M. Base of altar.

N.N. Coffins built up out of small pieces of freestone, at a

considerable depth below the floor.

O. Stone surface drain.

Nil. Where this occurs trenches have been sunk, but

nothing found.

PLATE 2 is a restoration of the plan as it is conceived to have

existed at the end of the thirteenth century. The parts which

still remain at least as high as the floor line are scored in ;

the outlines of foundations below the floor line are shewn by
hard lines, and the suggested outlines of walls which have

disappeared, by dotted lines. The work of different dates is

distinguished by the different colours.

On this plan the conduit is shewn to take a straight course

underneath the south aisle of the chapel.

The following references are additional to those given under

Plate 1 :

P. A small original doorway in the cloister wall, which

probably led to the camera necessaria, situate in a small

court on the south side of the chapel.

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part II. h
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Q. The original doorway leading from S. Martin's chapel

in the cathedral to the small building at A, which is sup-

posed to have been a vestry.

J2. The moulding on the jamb and arch at the north end

of the dipping place J. The central member of this

moulding has been carefully broken off all round, but the

dotted line cannot be far wrong. Carter's sketch of the

moulding is meaningless, owing to his omission to note

this piece of destruction, which has the curious effect of

converting an early moulding into a fair imitation of a

late one.

R2. The arch mould of the original doorway R, near the

south end of the cloister wall, which is beyond the limits

of the plan, but is shewn in elevation on Plate 4. The

jamb mould is similar but without the label. Both the

stops to the label have disappeared.

F2. The section through the base to the respond F.

PLATE 3 is a similar restoration of the later buildings upon
the site, and it is drawn so as to correspond in all respects to

Plate 2.

S. A large buttress marking the end of the library as first

erected. The part of the cloister to the south of this but-

tress is rather later in date than the northern half.

T. A small fragment of wall parallel to the cloister wall,

which may possibly be connected with the weathercourse

under the library windows.

U. Vestry, with stair turret in south-east corner.

V. Building added later to connect the stair turret of the

chapel with that of the cathedral transept.

W. W. Two penthouses formed outside the cloister windows.

Though very similar in size and arrangement they differ

in design and seem to have been built at different times.

The windows of this east walk were glazed above the

transom but not below. Across the lower lights of all
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the cloister windows there was placed a wooden bar, prob-

ably to prevent people climbing through. This was done

after the erection of the penthouses, but before the doors

leading into them were closed up.

X.X. The doorways leading into the penthouses. These

are now closed, and mullions inserted to correspond with

the other windows.

Y. The position of the carving IHS.

Z. The late building, supposed to be an office. Its floor

was on the same level as the cloister floor.

a. The library privy.

b. The library stair turret.

PLATE 4 contains two elevations of the east side of the cloister

wall, and the lower part of the south end of the cathedral tran-

sept. These are drawn to the same scale as the plans, and

here the parts which are in section are scored. The same

colours are used as on the plans.

The solid stop to the cloister plinth is here shewn at F.

This plinth reappears at a higher level at d on the north side

of the chapel ; the buttress at rf, and the other, whose quoins

still shew behind the turret #, differed slightly from the but-

tresses further south. The buttress d has been reduced in

height, so as to finish under the weathercourse.

Above F will be noticed the scar in the wall, caused by the

making good when the early chapel was taken down. The

lower part of this filling seems to indicate roughly the height

of the original chapel, and the upper and thinner part is appar-

ently a sign of the raising of the chapel in Bitton's time. It

is here that the fragments of lias columns and Purbeck marble

are to be found. The base of Bitton's respond is also shewn

at F.

Part of Jocelin's doorway is visible at c. On the right of

the doorway marked P, the south wall of Bitton's aisle butted

against the cloister wall ; and here may be seen three mortice
%* For Rev. Canon G. F. Browne's paper, on *'

Sculptured Stone found on

Site of Chapel by the Cloister' in Burial Ground of Wells Cathedral Church,"
see page 275.
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holes for bonding in, and, higher up, the groove for the roof.

Nearly under this the conduit appears in section.

The work undertaken by Bubwith's executors also appears

on this drawing, and the cut made through the weathercourse

under the windows, which exactly corresponds with the groove
in the older wall for Bitton's aisle roof. Two sets of the cor-

belstones are visible on the north side of Stillington's chapel,

and three more on the south side. On the other elevation, at

Q, is seen the early vestry doorway, which was walled up by
Bicknell's executors, with the weathercourse and mortice holes

over for the vestry roof.

The west end of Stillington's chapel is shown over KD K,

with the tiny quatrefoil hagioscope into the library, and the

series of plugholes in the centre light, which indicate a row of

images or other ornaments. And it will be noticed that the

parapet here is slightly higher than along the rest of the eleva-

tion. This is due to the fact that this part of the parapet is,

in fact, the sill of Stillington's window ; the sloping piece of

parapet on each side is of a rather simpler section than is em-

ployed in the other parts, and is, in all probability, of the date

of the destruction of the chapel by Sir John Gates. The part

of the parapet next the stair turret has the same simple section,

and this leads to the supposition that the upper part at least of

this turret was also taken down and rebuilt at about the same

period ;
but both these alterations may have been part of

Busby's work in 1670. The two library windows were pierced

through Stillington's work after the destruction of the chapel.

On the transept elevation Fis the position where connexion

was made between the two stair turrets. At the base a piece

of foundation remains. Two mortice holes in the plinth and

two more over, two cuts through the stringcourse, and the

blocked doorway above, tell a clear tale of two thin walls

carrying a passage from turret to turret. The shape of one

of the mortice holes shews that there was a stringcourse along

the west side of this building.
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Over the tracery at Z there is a mortice hole for the roof

over the small room which stood here.

The slate roof over the library is a modern substitute for

the original lead flat ; and the parapet at the south end has

also been varied.

There are many other mortice holes, the purpose of which

has not been discovered. Eight over the conduit there are

four such holes (though one of these may possibly be con-

nected with Bitton's roof). And there are two more close to

Jocelin's doorway at C ; one of which is curious from its elon-

gated shape and the fact that it cuts completely across one of

the freestone quoins.

On the south side of the library turret there are several

more holes, some of which may be mere putlog holes, while

others may probably be ascribed to the modern sheds shewn on

Carter's plan. But there has also been some other building here,

for the early plinth has been hacked off the cloister wall, not

only for the small room Z, but right up to the library turret.

This was done subsequently to the building of the base of the

turret, which is clearly not designed to join on to a building

on this side ; and it is equally plain that whatever stood here

must have been removed before the erection of the room

marked Z. It did not extend further to the south than the

next early buttress marked d, for here the early plinth re-

appears uninjured ; so that it did not correspond in length with

the library weathercourse which is carried past the top of this

buttress. The foundation T gives a clue to its width, but its

date must be left an open question. One of the most puzzling

features about the whole group of buildings is this combi-

nation, in work apparently contemporary, of a weathercourse

and corbelstones under the library windows, with a stair turret

plainly intended to stand clear on its south side as it now does.

On the east side of this turret, in front of the cathedral

transept, there has been a timber structure of some sort. The

mortice holes here are cleanly cut and of various sizes, some
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large enough to receive heavy timbers, and one deliberately
cut slightly out of square. In the transept there is one hole

below the plinth, then a range of four just above the plinth,

and three more at the level of the window sills. In the sides

of the transept turrets there are two corresponding holes just

below the stringcourse under the windows, and in one case

there is the mark of an iron stay lower down. And on the

east face of the library turret there are three more holes.

PLATE 5 represents a plan of three bays of Stillington's vault,

and the colour shews the stones actually existing. The letters

and figures on this plate are those which have been used to

identify the different stones, and have no connexion with the

reference letters used elsewhere. This drawing has been very

fully explained in the text. It is believed that the bay of nave

and choir is a correct restoration as far as it goes ; but the tran-

sept bay is only intended to shew the general character of that

vault, and no attempt has been made to fill in the central bay
of the crossing, or the panelled arches on each side of it.

For the sake of clearness the carving on the bosses has been

omitted. The section through a pendant does not pretend to

do more than indicate its general form and the position of the

detached ribs.

It will be noticed that the fan in nave and choir is not quite

uniform ; the panels next the wall-rib appear smaller than the

others. If, however, (as has been assumed) the wall-rib had a

more pointed outline than the other ribs, these two panels

would have actually been about the same size as the others ;

and the break in the uniformity of the fan would not have

been easily noticeable from the floor of the chapel.

The difference in the system of cusping employed in the

fans and in the filling between the fans should also be observed.

One window has been shewn on the plan, the evidence for

which is very complete, and the mouldings have been drawn

out to a larger scale. Here e is the jamb of the panelled
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arch and f the vaulting ribs. The peculiar outline of the large

mullion will be noticed, and the fact that the external moulding

of the jamb consists only of three coarse hollows.

ON PLATE 6 are photographed some of the stones from Stil-

lington's vault. The upper set marked g form part of the ring

in the centre of the transept vault. The lower set marked h

occupied a corresponding place in the vault of nave and choir.

Most of the bosses are covered with foliage, but on one are two

lion-cubs at play. The cavities in the bosses intended to re-

ceive the small detached ribs are clearly visible, and so are

some of the circular holes pierced through the vault for chains.

PLATE 7 shews two more stones from Stillington's chapel.

At j the boss from the arch between transept and crossing,

which on Plate 5 is marked Ixx ; and at k the capital belong-

ing to the same or a corresponding arch. The angel boss is in

two pieces, which unfortunately were not fitted together quite

accurately when the photograph was taken ; the left arm and

wing should be a little lower down. The head has gone, but

the right-hand side of the figure is in fair preservation. The

saltire on the shield is, of course, for S. Andrew, the patron

saint of Wells. Beyond the right arm is a portion of the

panelled arch, and beyond the left the beginning of a fan.

The lop-sided aspect of the capital is due to its having been

worked for a position between one of the panelled arches and

the adjoining fan roof. The vaulting shafts generally consist

of three rolls and two hollow chamfers symmetrically arranged ;

but (as the plan on Plate 5 shews) next the panelled arches

the sinking for the panel takes the place of one roll and hol-

low, and the capital assumes the curious form shewn by the

wavy line round the shaft on the detail. The treatment of

Edward IVs badge is quaint, with the solar rays bent round

the stone and curved in towards the walls.
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Somerset.

BY MR. W. BOND PAUL.

IN
attempting to give the history of any of our ancient

ecclesiastical edifices, it is difficult to say with any ap-

proach to certainty, except in a few instances, what their

form, size, and structure originally were.

It is within the broad limits of possibility, and, I think,

within the narrower limits of probability, that the present

building stands within the precints of the sacred area of the

ancient Druids, enclosed and protected for their personal

seclusion, and for the observance and performance of their

religious rites and ceremonies. But it may not be on pre-

cisely the same spot, for the British altar would have been

erected on the very apex of the hill, that it might serve as a

conspicuous and prominent landmark. In this enclosure,

their sacred Lan or Llan, the venerated priests continued to

hold their sway until the arrival of an invading and remorse-

less foe.

The earliest Church of which there is any trace stood on

the site of the present building. It was evidently Norman
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work, in common with that of the larger Church at Huish

Episcopi, with which it was connected and to which it was

subject. [A Norman tympanum, rudely sculptured, may be

observed over the doorway in the south porch. The original

porch was Early English, which is indicated by a niche in the

east wall.]

As the population of the town increased, the building was

enlarged, and the Decorated style was introduced, of which

there is evidence in the mullions of the windows of the north

aisle, though the tracery of that period has been removed and

Perpendicular tracery substituted. The windows in the south

aisle are entirely of the latter period, but they doubtless for-

merly corresponded with the original windows in the north

aisle, but had more rapidly fallen into decay.

The aisles, at the time of the enlargement of the ancient

Norman structure, extended no farther than the chancel arch,

and at the east end of the north aisle were the turret and steps

leading to the rood-loft.

At the same end of the south aisle was an altar : the piscina,

connected therewith, which still exists, and is in a good state of

preservation. On the south side of this end of the last-named

aisle was a chapel or chantry, erected and endowed by John

Heron or Heyron, a gentleman possessing considerable landed

property in the county. Of what family he was a member is

not known
; but it may be assumed, from the warm interest he

appeared to take in the welfare and ministrations of the parish

Church, that he resided within the precints of the old borough,
and may have been the owner and occupier of an important

residence, long since ruthlessly destroyed, known as the Great

House, which stood at the upper part of the hill and with-

in a short distance of the spot to which his remains were

consigned. The Purbeck marble slab which once covered the

tomb was some time since removed to the vestry room, where

it is now used as a convenient table. The brass plate which

surrounded it, and which would have given much interesting

New Series, Vol. XX.
t 1894, Part 11. i
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information, was wrenched away from its fastenings and appro-

priated by unscrupulous hands, perhaps ages ago.
1

The present chancel, north transept, and south transept were

evidently all built at the same time and under the same archi-

tect. The Heron Chapel or Chantry
2 was then demolished,

but its site may be satisfactorily imagined, if not accurately

traced.

The former chancel was of smaller dimensions, the roof

being much lower, as was clearly shown by the drip-stone

which remained until the alteration of the arch at a compara-

tively recent period.

The east window contains fine painted glass of the fifteenth

century, and it has been stated that the other windows of the

chancel once contained glass of a similar character. The

figures in the principal lights of this window are SS. Cecilia,

Gabriel, Mary, Elizabeth, Laurence, Anthony, Clement, Peter,

Gregory, and Joseph. In the tracery lights are the armorial

bearings of the families of Pawlet and Rosse, and the figures

of some British saints. The latter are probably very ancient,

and may have been taken from a window which existed before

the later dedication to " All Saints
"
was adopted.

The window on the east side of the north transept was

unquestionably the east window of the former chancel, and,

according to Collinson, contained even after its removal several

heraldic shields, which he describes.

The old rood-loft turret may be observed in what was the

north-east angle of the north aisle ; but it was subject to some

alteration in the course of the new work. Adjoining this, a

(1.) At the meeting of the Society, the Rev. F. W. Weaver stated that he

had found the will of John Heyron, who built and endowed a chantry

in the Church at Langport. The will is dated 1499, and was proved
at Lambeth in 1501. As he was buried in his chantry chapel, it

would appear that the present chancel and transepts were not com-

menced till many years after that period, and therefore later than has

hitherto been supposed.

(2.) See Paper by Mr. Weaver on this subject printed in Part It. [ED.]
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corbel in the most easterly pier indicates that there was a

detached chapel, enclosed with a screen and termed a parclose,

from which the elevation of the Host could be seen through

the squint in the north pillar of the chancel arch.

At the west of this aisle a small square window may be

noticed. It was blocked up for many years, but was opened

by the late Rev. E. P. Henslowe. This was evidently at one

period a dole window, through which the necessitous poor were

assisted by the distribution of charitable gifts. From some

iron pins that were then in the stone sill, but which were un-

fortunately removed by over-zealous workmen, it was evident

that the opening was closed by two sliding wooden shutters, so

that the interior of the dole-chamber should not be exposed to

the vulgar gaze in the absence of the priest.

The south transept is frequently called the " Heron Chapel,"

from the fact, perhaps, that it enclosed the site of the Heron

Chantry, on which site the usual Mass was celebrated until

the endowment was taken from the Church and transferred to

the revenues of the Crown. In this chapel or transept are, or

were, certain armorial bearings, once supposed to be those of

John Heron. They are "per fess sable and argent, a pale

counterchanged three herons' heads of the second"; but they

are not those of the founder of the chantry. They are the

arms of a family named Rosse, who came from Yorkshire into

Somerset at an early period, and were located in Langport and

at other places in the neighbourhood. The various shields of

arms in the cornice of the transept, and at one time in the win-

dows also, as well as in the east window of the chancel, are

those of families who contributed towards the reconstruction

and enlargement of this portion of the Church.

The present tower is not the original one. To what period

the latter belonged it would be difficult to determine in the

absence of authentic records. It might have been Norman,

Early English, or Decorated. At a remote period the cor-

porate authority of the borough adopted as their arms an
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"embattled tower," an impression of which came under the

notice of Collinson. This may have been, even if a rough

representation of the old tower without correct details, suffi-

cient to determine the particular style of architecture to which

it belonged.

The existing tower was built in the time of Henry VII, and,

it has been said, by Margaret Beaufort, the King's mother.

The authority may be only that of the Beaufort badge (the

portcullis), which is several times repeated on the battlement

of the tower. It contains some fine fan tracery vaulting and

an excellent west window, the design of which is not of a com-

mon character. Both the vaulting and the window consist of

Doulting stone.

In the tower are five bells, all cast at Bridgwater in 1772.

They have on them the following inscriptions respectively :

1. "My treble voice makes hearts rejoice."

2. "Good ringing yeild great delight."

3.
"
Health, Peace and Plenty to this neighbourhood."

4. "Faith Hope and Grace attend this place."

5. "Me resonare jubent Pietas Mors atque Voluntas."

The churchyard at one period extended farther north, and

included the space now occupied by the road and pavement,

and Priest's Lane led directly into it.

The principal entrance, however, was through the south

porch, by a footway communicating with Watley Green, and

skirting the market place, which was then on the hill.

It has been stated that many years ago the foundation of a

cross was visible near the tower. It may be assumed that it

stood within the original boundary of the churchyard and not

far from the dole window.

A fire took place about fifty years ago, caused by an over-

heated flue, which entirely destroyed the roof of the nave and

the fine old vaulted ceiling, with its moulded ribs, ornamented

with bosses at many of the intersections. A despicable ceiling
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was substituted, which good taste has removed, replacing it

by one of very creditable design.

On the south pier of the chancel arch are two canopied

niches, each of which probably contained the figure of a saint
;

but all such figures were swept away under the power of the

stringent laws that were enacted at the period of the Refor-

mation.

On the north side of the tower doorway traces of a stoup in

a mutilated condition may be noticed.

A reredos was placed in the chancel in 1887, and canopies

were added to the sedilia.
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Langport

BY THE REV. F. W. WEAVER, M.A.

THE
three wills, which follow, have never been printed

before, and were discovered by the writer at Somerset

House. They determine the date of the foundation of the

Heyron Chantry.

The connection of the Heyron family with Langport seems

only to have lasted for two generations, and I have not been

able to discover the parentage of John Heyron, senior.

Thomas Hayron, vintner, whose will is dated April 7th,

1349, left all his tenements in the city of London to be sold

by John le Chaucer, his half-brother. 1

The accompanying pedigree by Mr. Walter Rye shews the

connection between the Heyron and Chaucer families.

1. Heyroun = Mary = 2. Robt. le Chaucer, of Ipswich
aud London.

I

Thomas Heyroun John Chaucer.

(Will dated April 7th, 1349.)

y Chaucer

(the Poet).

(1) Calendar of Wills, Court of Rusting I, 544.
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Mary's third husband was Richard Chaucer, vintner, whose

will is dated April 12th, 1349.2

It is right to add that I have found no proof of connection

between these Heyrouns and the Somerset family.

We are told, too, that temp. Hen. II, the manor of Beer

Crocombe was held of the family of Lovell, by Wimund de

Craucumbe and Reginald Heirun,
3 which shews that the

name was known in the county at an early date (1154-89). In

Somerset Fines (S.R.S. vi, 106) Thomas Hayrun and Maria,

his wife, are defendants in a suit about some land in Fern-

berghe and Barwe (23 Hen. III).

I. The Will of Richard Langport, archdeacon of Taunton,

dated June 20th, 1490.

This is in Latin [Somerset House, 27 Milles] of which the

following is a translation.

" I will that my body shall be buried in the chancel of the

church of All Saints in Langport : to the fabric of the church

of Wells xijd : to five poor men five black gowns with hoods

to hold torches on the day of my burial : to Thomas Wode-

hill, vicar of Langport, one scarlet hood fringed with fur

(capicium penulatum) : to Sir John Gourde, chaplain, one

breviary to pray for my soul. Residue to John Shepard my
brother (exor).

4
Supervisor. John Heyron,

'

generosus.'
"

II. The Will of John Heyron, dated August 8th, 1499,

proved at Lambeth, Sept. 26th, 1501.

It is in English [S. H. 4 Blamyr],
"

I give my body to be buried in ' the new He of Langport
at the awter ende.'

(2) Ibid. I, 590.

(3) Collinson, I, 14.

(4) It will be noticed that the Archdeacon's name was Richard Shepard : he

assumed the name of Langport (probably his birthplace) on taking holy orders :

this was the usual custom with clerics, whether secular or regular.
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" I will that my son give ten marks' worth land to a priest

and his successors to pray for me,
' my fader and my moder,'

all my children and their children, for the souls of Ays

[PAvys] my wife, Thomas Wodeholl, John Smyth, John

Hugons, and Richard, and for all the souls that I have taken

any goods wrongfully of, and for all Christian souls. And at

every mass to turn his back to the ' awter at the lavatory
'5

and say De Profundis for my soul and for all the souls afore-

said.

"
I will that this chantry endure for ever, and that my next

heir present a Conable6
priest to the same. If he omit to do

this, then I will that the Portreve of Langport and the Con-

stables of the same present a Conable priest to the same.

" I will that the said priest say Placebo and Dirige
'

ij tymes

in the Wike, with a masse of Requiem to wit Wenysday and

Friday.'
" To the mother church of Wells xxd-

" To the church of Langport xls -

"To the Abbot of Mochelney xs, and to every brother

there xvid- to say Placebo and Dirige for my soul, the day of

my obit and month's mind. Similar bequests to the abbot

and Convent of Athelney, and to the Prior and Convent of

Taunton.
" To the Friars of Briggewater to say like prayers for

me x-
" To every chantry priest of Langport ij

s -

vj
d-

" To every priest that shall be at my dirige and mass viijd.

To five poor men in the worship of the five wounds of Our

Lord 4 xv brode yerds of blacke to make them v gownes and

(5) This is a not uncommon word for the Ablutions : other instances of its

use are to be found in Testamenta Vetusta, 459, 501, 506.

" I will that the prest, whan that he hath said Masse, shall stand affore

my grave in his albe, and ther to say the psalme De Profundis with the

Colettes ; and then caste holy water opon my grave." (1497, Test. Ebor.

iv,121.)

(6) i.e., suitable ;
Late Latin convenabilis (see New Eng. Diet.).
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howds,' and to each of them iiijd in money to bear five torches

for me at my burial.

" To every man, woman and child that shall be at my
burial j

d -

" To every
6 of my sustren a pype of wode.'

" To Agnes Grendale xx marks.
" To every servant of mine vj

s
viij

d -

"
I will that the feoffees of my land in Chelworthe,

7
Pyse

Mersshe,
8

Illaygh,
8
Hilcombe,

8
Doniet, Seynt Mary Buckland,

Muddesley in Wedmor, Wynegodds place in Est brent make

an estate thereof to John Heyron my son and to the heirs of

my (? his) body begotten, for default of such issue the

remainder thereof to John Hoskyn son of Thomas Hoskyn
and to the heirs of his body ; for default the remainder thereof

to my right heirs. And all the remayne
'

of my lands to be

to John and his heirs in fee simple.
" The remainder of my goods I give to John my son,

desiring him to perform this my will in all things upon pain of

my curse.

" I ordain John Heyron and the parson of Hamme
executors.

"
I make Sir Amys Powlet9

supervisor.
"

I give to my Lord Chamberlayne to be good lord to my
said son xx marks."

III. The Will of John Heyron, junior, dated June 24th,

1507, proved at Lamehith (Lambeth), October 24th, 1507.

(7) Chilworthy Farm in Ilminster.

(8) These places are in or near Ilminster.

(9) Sir Amias Paulett was knighted for his valour at the battle of Newark on

Trent, June 16th, 1487, when the Earl of Lincoln and Lambert Simnel were

defeated. He is reported to have once committed Cardinal Wolsey to the

stocks when the latter was resident at Lymington. He built much at Hinton

St. George, but resided chiefly in London, where he was treasurer to the

Society of the Middle Temple. He died June 25th, 1538 : his will is given in

Test. Vet., 681 : he was buried at Chaffcombe. His arms are in the chancel

window of Langport church. (See Collinson, ii, 167 ; iii, 116.)

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part II. k
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It is in Latin [S. H., 27 Adeane], The following is a

translation.

" I bequeath my soul to Almighty God, the Blessed Mary,
and all the Saints, and my body to be buried in my own chapel

(in med capelld proprid).
" to the cathedral church of Wells

ij
s-

" to the church of Langport to purchase a chasuble c3 -

" to each priest who celebrates a mass for my soul xijd-

"to every Christian who is present on the day of my
burial jd.

" to Sir Thomas, my chaplain, one silver goblet.
"
Moreover, in all things am I desirous that my chantry, not

yet founded, shall be founded in accordance with my father's

will.
10

" I leave each of my servants (amount not specified.)
" The residue of my goods I give to Elizabeth my wife

whom I make my executrix."

This will is a short one, and there is every appearance of its

being drawn up in haste. John Heyron, junior, seems to have

died a young man and to have left no family. He was, I

believe, the only son of his father, so that the Heyron con-

nection with Laugport did not last long.

The chantry was founded, and an account of its lands with

the tenants' names will be found in Somerset Chantries.

(Somerset Kecord Society, ii, 114, 229.)

The last incumbent was named John Benet, clerk : he was

formerly a monk of Glastonbury, and it is here (Ibid, p. 115)

distinctly stated t^jtat he "hathe also a yearly pencion out of

the house of Glaston of iiij
1^ "

Dr. Gasquet (Henry VIII and the English Monasteries, ii,

457 ) says that no pensions were given to members of houses

which were made to fall into the king's hands by the attainder

of the superior.
" Thus no monks at monasteries such as

(10) He came perilously near meriting the curse mentioned in his father's

will
; the latter had been dead six years or more.
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Kirkstead, Jervaulx or Whalley in the northern parts, and

Glastonbury, Reading, Colchester or Woburn in the south,

obtained anything."

The foregoing quotation as to John Benet's pension, shews

that at Glastonbury at any rate some of the monks did receive

pensions.

It would be interesting to know whether any site still exists

in Langport bearing the name of The Chantry.

In 1548, a tenant whose name is not given, is said to hold a

little garden or piece of vacant land at Langport, on which

the dwelling house of the Cantarist of the said chantry was

built, and he rendered for it vjd- per annum.

The dwelling house would seem to have been taken down.

In cases where the incumbent of the chantry is still dwell-

ing in the chantry house, as at Crewkerne, the fact of his

doing so is expressly stated (S.K.S. ii, 176).

According to Collinson (III, 153) the Heyron arms in

Langport Church are :

"
1 . Per fesse argent and sable, a pale counterchanged, three

herons of the first.
11

2. On a roundle gules, a hernshaw argent."

And Marshall's Genealogists' Guide informs us that the family

had branches in the counties of Durham, Essex, Hertford, Kent,

Northumberland, Nottingham, and York.

(11) Mr. Edmund Buckle kindly writes (Sept. 17, 1894) that this should be
"
Party of six, sa. and arg., three herons' heads erased counterchanged.'
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HUYSHE, HUISHE, HEWISH.

BY THE KEY. J. STUBBS, M.A.

r I iHE word Huish is variously derived. By some it is

J* traced to the Celtic "
Wych

"
(pronounced OO-ish),

meaning
" water

"
and it is assigned as a reason why so many

places bear this designation that they are to be found in those

spots through which a small rivulet or stream trickles down

between two rising grounds. By others, the origin of the

name is to be found in the Anglo-Saxon
" Hi-wisc

" " the

homestead
" " the homestead farm," consisting of a " hide

"

of land, the territorial possession of a primitive Teutonic

family and we are pointed to the fact that each Huish is to

be found near some larger town. And if this be the case we

may infer that there has been a church upon the present site

for many centuries. For, whatever be the origin of the word
"
Huish," the name carries us far back in history ; but the

actual origin of the church itself, its original foundation and

dedication to God and to the memory of the Virgin Mary, the

Mother of our Lord, are of course merely conjectural matters,

lost in the dim and distant past.

We know nothing of the place during that hazy period

when the Roman soldier, clad in his efficient armour, marched

within a quarter-of-a-mile of the spot where Huish church now
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stands, in close array along the road which he himself had

most likely helped to make from Ilchester to Langport, on the

way to Exeter ; nor when the Roman citizen built his villa

residence at Pitney, or at Stanchester, and the whole uplying

district was thickly populated ; but even then there was Chris-

tianity in the land ; for did not St. Alban suffer martyrdom in

305 ? and did not three British bishops attend the Council of

Aries in 314 ?* We know nothing concerning the place at the

time when the Somersaetan, our Saxon forefathers in these

parts, were emerging from heathenism under the enlightened

influence that must have radiated from the abbeys at Athelney,

Muchelney, and Glastonbury. But we may be sure that the

inhabitants of Huish within walking distance of each of these

places were believers in and worshippers of the true God.

The Church of England was a definitely organised body in

those far distant days. The Diocese of Wells was formed in

909, and there can be no doubt that provision was made for the

constant observance of all Christian ordinances in each sepa-

rate parish. However, we have no facts regarding the history

of Huish at that time : nor is the manor of Huish (says

Collinson), distinguishable in the Domesday Book (1086).

But the little village, or hamlet, of Pisbury, or Pibsbury,

formerly sometimes written Epsebury and Episbury, was thus

surveyed at the Conquest.
"
Ralph (de Limesi) himself

holds Epse. ^Elward held it in the time of King Edward,
and gelded for half a hide. The arable is one carucate.

There is one villane, and sixteen acres of meadow. It is worth

three shillings." The manor of Wearne is also referred to in

the same document. From Collinson, too, we learn that the

manor of Huish was anciently (" and still is ") parcel of

revenues of the bishopric of this diocese, although it has

several times, by some means or other, been alienated from it.

The lands of the Bishop in this parish were rated in 1293 at

*
Cf. Gildas, A.D. 511-571.
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twenty pounds, and a charter of free-warren was granted for

the same by King Henry III." We thus learn why this place

was called Huish Episcopi,
"
Bishop's Huish," to distinguish it

from others of a similar name.

When the Somerset Archaeological and Natural History

Society visited Langport and district, in August, 1861, Mr. J.

H. Parker pointed out to the members the various points of

interest of the church as it then was. He said :
" It was a

church of several dates. The doorway was of the time of

Henry 1 1, but the outer door of the porch was of the thirteenth

century. The walls were of the fourteenth century, and the

arches were of -the same date. The windows generally were

of the fourteenth century : in some the tracery had been cut

out, and fifteenth century tracery put in. The chapel appeared

to have been thrown out in the fifteenth century ; but in

buildings of the Perpendicular style, it was difficult to fix

dates. Accurate dates as to this style would be of the utmost

service, and this was the county of all others to ascertain them

in. The church towers of Somerset were magnificent, and the

tower of this church was one of the finest specimens."

Such were the opinions of one of the foremost antiquarians

of his day ; and we may be safe in agreeing with what he said.

We may state, then, that the Norman doorway, a charm and

a pleasure to every worshipper that passes through it, is the

oldest portion of the building, erected in the reign of a

sovereign who ruled from 1154 to 1189. It is built of Ham
Hill stone the redness being due to the action of fire ; the

parts that are of a natural colour having been inserted in

1873. The projecting moulding, or string course, near the

vestry door, is said to be of equal antiquity.

Now, in the reign of Henry II, there lived at Langport, in

a castle said to have been built by him on the hill, a powerful

baron, Sir Richard Revel or Rivel. He was a person of great

note and influence. Sabina, his daughter and heiress, married

Henry L'Orti, to whom belonged the hundred and manor of
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Pitney. This Henry L'Oxti was a great baron and landowner

in the west of England : he died in 1241, and Sabina, his

wife, survived him, and had livery of the lands of his inher-

itance. The issue of this marriage was a son, Henry, who

became heir to the large estates of his father and mother.

He is known to have been a patron and benefactor of the

church. Is it not highly probable that the Huish church, of

which the remaining beautiful doorway was a part, was built

by one of these rich barons, aided by the residents of the

neighbourhood, and endowed with tithes, if not already en-

dowed by them ? Collinson says that " in 1292 the living of

Huish was valued at one hundred marks." The last-mentioned

Henry L'Orti died in 1321, leaving issue, Henry, his son and

heir. This member of a wealthy and distinguished family,

died in 1342, being succeeded by John, his son and heir, who

inherited the estate, but left no male issue.

At that- time, William de Baldyngton was vicar of Huish,

having been instituted to the living in 1333 : his successor was

Johannes
,
instituted in 1340. Johannes Gerard

followed, in 1349. The fact that a list of the vicars of Huish

has been preserved from that time onward, would seem to add

weight to the suggestion that this original church was built

during the early Plantagenet days, when there lived in the

neighbourhood a powerful feudal lord, who cared for his

vassals, and was not unmindful of their spiritual wants. " The

walls," Mr. Parker says, "are of the fourteenth century."

Now, the Norman door at the south-west corner of the north

transept (discovered during the prosecution of the work of

restoration, in 1872), would appear to have led to the rood

loft of what was at the time a cruciform church : or, this said

door with its spiral steps, may have led to a central tower,
" which existed at some remote period." And, as further

evidence of this doorway leading either to a rood loft or to a

tower, one of the moulding ribs in the nave roof was moulded

only on one side, showing that it had evidently been fixed
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against an arch. But we have no means of knowing the date

or period when that cruciform church ceased to be. Probably
it was burnt down for whilst the work of restoration was in

progress, in 1872 and 1873, many indications were found of

some great fire that had devastated a previous building. A
quantity of calcined metal, containing brass, copper, and lead,

was unearthed, as much as a hundredweight in one spot.

Charred stones were also found beneath the plaster. These

effects could only have been produced by some terrible confla-

gration. Parts of the walls would, of course, be left standing,

as was the case at Huntspill : the injured parts would be

rebuilt, and the church once again made fit for use.

This rebuilding may very likely have been done, as Mr.

Parker points out, in the fourteenth or fifteenth century. It

is impossible to fix an exact date. If these inferences be

correct, the present chancel arch was built at that time, and

the doorway and staircase behind the pulpit constructed to

lead to a (fresh ?) rood loft. A window a gable-end window,

to give light to this rood loft was in existence until the

rebuilding of the chancel in recent years. It is worthy of

note that this staircase entrance to the rood loft is ornamented.

In most churches a rood loft door is plain. The chancel

screen, or "partition" (as it is called in the minute book),

was taken down in 1774, in accordance with the decision of a

vestry meeting, held on December 21st, 1774.

Originally there were two chantry chapels, one in the north

transept and the other in the south transept. A corbel still

remains in the north transept, and the positions of the others

are visible. In the wall of what is now the south aisle, near

the east end, a vault, or a recess, large enough to receive a

coffin, was discovered. Beneath the floor, close to the entrance

of this recess, were picked up some of the metal furniture of a

coffin, including handles, hinges with primitive fastenings,

metal ornaments, and four thick brass rings, about two-and-a-

quarter inches in diameter. These rings, and the brass nails
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with which the ornaments were attached to the coffin, were in

good preservation : I am not aware of their present where-

abouts. The other relics, although much decayed, are described

by men who saw them, as bearing traces of workmanship of a

highly ornamental nature, indicating that the coffin, the pre-

existence of which was verified by evidences of decayed wood,

held the remains of some distinguished person, probably the

founder of the chapel referred to above. It is conjectured

that at some remote date the vault had been broken open and

rifled of anything of value it might have contained. Among
further interesting discoveries, several incised slabs, including

Early English crosses and foliage, were found beneath the

flooring.

The south transept corresponds to the one immediately

opposite, and the end (towards the south), would be originally

a gable end, surmounted with a battlement. But there came a

time when it seemed good to some one to enlarge the church,

by taking down the west wall of this transept, and ex^nding
the south wall as far as the porch : forming the south aisle as

it now is. The stonework of the battlement of the gable end

would seem to have been used as far as it would go, that at

the east end not being horizontal. The south-west portion

would be inserted new, and is clearly of different design from

the other. The small parvise window was left in its old

position, thus becoming an inside window, and still remains

unaltered. Some pieces of old stained glass in these south

transept windows are worthy of careful observation. One

piece contains a red rose, resting upon rays of light coming
from behind it. Another, a white rose upon rays of light.

Another contains the fleur-de-lys, the badge of the Black

Prince. Can these facts give us any clue to the date ? The

thought arises in one's mind that John L'Orti was the great

feudal baron in this neighbourhood in the time of Edward III,

having succeeded to the estate in 1342. He may have been

present at Crecj, in 1345.

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part II. I
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The letters IHUS shew that the Latin form of the Name
of Our Saviour was used instead of the Greek. But this is

not considered a reliable guide as to date. The stained glass

originally in these windows was doubtless destroyed by the

Roundheads, after the battle of Langport. The screen under

the tower was brought from Enmore church, in 1873.

The ceiling of the nave is noticeable : it is the original one,

and the present colouring of the panels is a faithful copy of

the original colouring found when the white-washing was

removed.

The present chancel was restored in 1872 and 1873, the

windows of the old chancel being carefully preserved and

repaired. That portion of the walls which was found to be

decayed, and unsafe, was rebuilt, the sounder parts being

repaired. A credence was found in the north wall, but was

plastered up again. The two windows within the chancel

rails are of the Transition period (i.e. between the Decorated

and the Perpendicular) : the other two belong to a different

period, the " Late Decorated."

The piscina retains its ancient position, and probably was

not touched at the restoration already referred to : in fact it is

to be borne in mind that the whole chancel was merely renov-

ated, the foundations and most of the stone-work remaining

undisturbed. Here we may notice that the central line of the

chancel is not in a straight line with the central line of the

nave : the chancel has a slight inclination towards the north

a position intended to indicate the drooping head of our Lord

upon the cross. The expense of restoring this portion of the

church was borne by the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, who

hold the parsonage and rectorial tithes. The organ chamber

was built in 1892, and is the generous gift of Mr. James

Kelway, of Huish Episcopi, the churchwarden of the parish.

The foundation stone was laid on July 25th, 1892, and it was

dedicated at a special service, on December 28th of the same

year. A gift like this, designed and carried out in our very
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presence, illustrates in the fullest and best manner how the

churches of our land have been built and enlarged from time

to time. The exact date of erection of many a part of the

church is now lost in oblivion, and we have no means of ever

discovering who bore the cost of building any particular

portion besides this ; but we may rest assured the parish

churches were built or improved in former times much as they

are now, by private generosity or by public subscription. It

may be that the investigations of wills and other documents

will bring to light at some time or other, a great deal of inci-

dental and interesting information on these subjects ; and if

such shall be the case, it will often lead to the fixing of dates

respecting the fabrics of old churches, and in that way will set

at rest many a disputed and doubtful point.

How glad should we be to know how, and when, and by

whom, the tower of Huish was built ! Who bore the cost of

that magnificent piece of structure ? Was that knightly

architect, Sir Reginald Bray, the designer ? Did Henry VII

subscribe to the fund ? How delighted would every lover of

his church be to obtain satisfactory answers to these and many
other questions ! Some writers aver that the magnificent

towers of Somerset were built by the monks, in the time of

Henry VIII, when they found that the current of public

opinion was against them, and that the spendthrift king was

about to lay his sacrilegious hands upon the church's property

for his own base purposes ; the monks preferring that the

money bequeathed in former years for sacred objects should be

spent for the glory of God, rather than for the good of the

state or for the enrichment of private individuals. But that

idea, pretty and plausible though it be, is imaginary, inasmuch

as the naves and towers of the churches never did belong to

the monasteries.

We must look, then, to another cause than the fear of an

impending spoliation for the origin of the beautiful Somerset

churches and towers. They are rather the outcome of love
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and spiritual zeal than of alarm and dread. Men do not readily

spend money on what may soon be confiscated or destroyed.
' '

They dreamt not of a perishable home
Who thus could build."

And we do find that there was no neglect of duty, no lack

of earnest devotion, on the part of the Church of England

during the reigns of the Lancastrian, Yorkist, and early Tudor

monarchs. Her members, lay and clerical alike, gave of their

best to God ; and the larger parish churches, with their stately

towers, commanding wide views across the level flats bounded

by the picturesque hills, which diversify the face of Somerset,

rose up as a standing indication and proof of the wealth and

generosity of those days. They seem to say to each of us :

" Give all thou canst : high Heaven rejects the lore

Of nicely calculated less or more ;

So deemed the man who fashioned for the sense

These lofty pillars, spread that branching roof

Self-poised, and scooped into ten thousand cells,

Where light and shade repose, where music dwells,

Lingering and wandering on, as loth to die ;

Like thoughts whose very shortness yieldeth proof

That they were born for immortality."

Whatever may have been faulty in the management of

abbeys and monasteries, the parochial life does not seem to

have been uncared for. All through the fifteenth and down to

the middle of the sixteenth century, churches and towers and

aisles were being built. Huish tower is supposed to have been

built towards the close of the fifteenth century, or in the begin-

ning of the sixteenth.

The list of vicars of this parish from 1407 to 1512 is complete

and unbroken. As one vicar died, another was appointed, and

there are 20 vicars in all a large number for the space of

time. Thus we gather that for one century at least the parish

was well cared for. During all the stormy times of the Wars

of the Roses, there were vicars who had University degrees a

pleasing fact, for those were days when Englishmen were at

variance with Englishmen, and bitter feelings and unkind

deeds held sway : and we must hope that the vicars were men
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who helped to soothe the ruffled passions of their flock. In

1485, Henry, Earl of Richmond, won the battle of Bosworth,

and became King Henry VII. It is a matter of history that

the men of the West espoused his cause, and amongst them

especially Richard Fox, Bishop of Bath and Wells, whom the

king honoured by promotion to the Bishopric of Winchester.

Henry VII, like his predecessors upon the throne, was a

devoted admirer and patron of architecture, and it was during

his reign that Henry VI Ps chapel at Westminster, King's

College, Cambridge, and St. George's Chapel, Windsor, three

of the most perfect examples of Tudor architecture, were

finished. Sir Reginald Bray, an architect of genius and taste,

was instrumental in the completion of some of these works,

and it is to him that we are said to owe the design of Huish

tower. He died in 1503 : and if it can be proved that he was

the architect, we should have a clue as to the date of its erec-

tion. A legend hovers around the neighbourhood that its

architect was the pupil of the architect of Kingsbury church

tower, and that the latter, on seeing how far the work of his

pupil surpassed his own, committed suicide by throwing him-

self from the top of his own handsome production. But, per-

sonally, I do not believe in the authenticity of the legend. The

beauty of Huish tower consists alike in the perfection of its

proportions, and the admirable character of its workmanship.
It is built of the local blue lias stone, and consists of four sec-

tions, separated by ornately chiselled string courses, which

together with the flying shafts, pinnacles, windows, buttresses

and battlements, are of Ham Hill Stone. The lowest section

is plain and solid, but the ornamentation increases as the eye

rises upwards, advancing from tier to tier, spending itself in an

elegant and appropriate crown. The lowest string course on

the south side has four stone bosses, on which are sculptured

the emblems indicative of our Lord's Passion the crown of

thorns, nails, etc. The symmetry of the tower proves it to be

the design of one brain ; although its present appearance is
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not that which it bore in the days of Collinson. He says,
" at

the west end of the church is a very fine, lofty and stately

tower, the top of which is beautifully ornamented with eight

Gothic pinnacles, each surmounted with a spear head, the iron

being more than two feet in length above the stonework."

These spear-heads were removed at the restoration of the

tower in 1845, the work of renovation being carried out with

much skill and success by a workman named Pollard.

In the tower is a peal of five bells, which bear the following

inscriptions respectively :

1. R. Savery, Founder, Taunton, 1839.

2. f Cast by John Kingston, Bridgwater.

3. \ Joseph Sawtell, Anthony Cullen.

Churchwardens, 1822.

4. W.W. Churchwardens in the year of Our Lord God, 1620

5. Repent I say : be not too late :

Thyself at all times ready make.

T. P. I. M. 1650.

If the tower was built in the reign of Henry VII, it would

be a comparatively new building in the reign of Edward VI,

and this freshness, and consequent excellence of condition,

probably saved it from demolition. In the "
Survey of colleges,

free chapels, chantries, etc., made by commissioners of Edward

VI, A.D., 1547," the following entry is found :

" The chur-

ches of Huish and Langport are one benefice, whereof one

may be spared and taken down, for they stand within a third

bolt-shot together"; but happily the suggestion was not

carried out, and neither Langport church nor Huish church

was meddled with.

A memorial, of a singularly interesting character, appears

to be remaining of the Rev. Thomas Rowseter, a vicar of

Huish at the beginning of the sixteenth century. This

gentleman was instituted to the living in 1512 ; and, built

into the wall, over a window on the east side of the vicar-

age, is a sculptured stone embodying his name in a rebus.
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The stone was doubtless brought from the old vicarage,

(which stood near the Muchelney road), on its demolition in

the early part of this century, and then built into its present

position.

The Rev. John Davage was appointed vicar in 1571, and it

is worthy of record that this is the date inscribed upon the

paten. The history of communion plate is a matter of general

interest. In the year 1572, a decree of the Wells Chapter
ordered " That the plate which before time was used to super-

stitions, should be defaced, and two communion cups be made

out of the chalices." The Wells plate consequently bears the

date 1573. In 1576, Visitation Articles were issued by Arch-

bishop Grindal for the Province of Canterbury, as before in

York, enquiring
" whether there was in the church a fair and

comely communion cup of silver with a cover of the same,

which may serve for the administration of the communion

bread ?
" An injunction was also issued to the churchwardens

" to provide such a cup and cover as mentioned above." These

commands from high quarters seem to have been anticipated in

Huish Episcopi, as the paten here is dated 1571.

The Rev. Nicholas Watts was appointed Vicar on April 9th,

1624, but there does not appear to be any record of his death.

Whenever that event occurred, the spiritual charge of the

parish was undertaken by the Rev. Cannanuel Burnard, who

was Rector of Pitney from 1625 to 1668. He thus was Vicar

at one of the most critical, one of the darkest and saddest,

periods in the history of the Church of England, and the

manner in which he manfully held his position and administered

the ordinances of religion to the people of this neighbourhood
is worthy of our warmest gratitude and admiration. The

Church was persecuted with a rancour and bitterness without

a parallel in her history. Laud, Archbishop of Canterbury,
72 years old, was executed on Tower Hill amidst the revilings

of the mob. . The Independents, the Presbyterians, and other

opponents of the Church, acting under the protection of the
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government of the day, seized upon every available appoint-

ment and living throughout the country. Langport Church is

said to have been held by a Mr. Bush ; but Huish was cared

for by Mr. Burnard. A body of Commissioners, called

"
Triers," amongst whom was Hugh Peters, a boisterous and

insolent fanatic, went from place to place
" to ascertain each

clergyman's spiritual state," and took measures for ejecting

from their livings all who could not satisfy their enquiries. J

Huish people seem to have been true to their church amidst

these harassing trials, and two mementoes of the devotion and

generosity of the people of those days remain even to the

present dav to animate their descendants, and prompt them to

the same fidelity. The beautiful pulpit bears date 1625, with

the letters C. B. most probably the initials of Cannanuel

Burnard : whilst a bell, bearing date 1650 with the initials

T. P. I. M. was hung in the tower, to send forth the

message of its inscription, warning all who heard its sound of

the perils and uncertainty of life, and pointing to higher

thoughts :

"
Repent, I say, be not too late,

Thyself at all times ready make."

I have omitted any mention of the battle at Wagg Drove,

as that incident forms the subject of another paper. Nor does

this sketch require any account of " those years of hypocrisy

and violence, during which the voice of the Church of England
was silenced, and Presbyterianism, after trying to bring a

spiritual despotism into every parish and household, was in its

turn obliged to yield to Independency, a hydra of many heads."

Charles I. was recalled in 1660, and the Act of Uniformity

was passed in 1662. This Act deprived of his benefice every

person who was not in Holy Orders by episcopal ordination,

unless he was so ordained Priest or Deacon before the Feast

of St. Bartholomew (Aug. 24th). The force of this Act was

not felt here : Mr. Bush must have given up Langport quietly,

} See Perry, p. 483, and Procter, p. 101.
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and Mr. Burnard, now an old man, would gladly be relieved

of Huish.

The Rev. Wm. Baker, B.A., of Wadham College, Oxford,

was instituted Vicar on March 2nd, 1662. To this Vicar we

owe the commencement of our oldest parish register. It is

entitled "
Regifter Book of ye Buryall of ye dead in woollen

onely." It is in an extremely dilapidated state, and is unbound.

It was saved from destruction by Mr. W. Wheller, of Huish

Mills, who handed it to Mr. W. Bond Paul, of Wearne Wyche,
who in his turn presented it to the present Vicar to be deposited

in the parish chest. It contains entries of Burials " in

woollen" from 1678 to 1695 from which year to 1698, there

appears to be a loss of some pages. From the year 1698 to

1726 (the end of the book), there are entries of the births,

marriages and deaths.

The Rev. W. Baker was buried March llth, 1684, and his

successor (the Rev. Wm. Jeanes) was not instituted until May
8th, 1686. There was thus an interregnum of two years ; and

it was during those two years that the Battle of Sedgemoor
was fought (July 6th, 1685). We cannot doubt that some

Langport and Huish men were in Monmouth's army : at all

events three are said to have been hanged near the Hanging

Chapel for their share in the Rebellion. At this period of the

history of the parish, the leading laymen for some generations

were the Colliers and the Weeches. Mr. George Collier and

Mr. John Witch (sic) were churchwardens in 1726-7-8, and

their names arc inscribed on the bread plate a portion of the

communion plate. Mr. Phillip Collier, gent., was buried in

the parish church, April 10th, 1679, and Mr. John Collier

April 17th, 1717. The property of the Colliers, either by

marriage or otherwise, passed into the possession of the Michell

family, several members of whom have since held office as

Vicars or as Churchwardens. The Rev. John Michell, B.A.,

of Wadham College, Oxford, was Vicar from 1722 to 1744

and at a later period the Rev. John Michell, LL.D., Preben-
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dary of Gloucester, was Vicar from 1780 to 1802. And two

windows are in memory of later members of the family.

There are few incidents worthy of record in the history of

the parish during the latter half of the eighteenth, and the

early portion of the present century. The Huish " Revels
"

or Sports, held annually on Huish " Green
"
were not of an

ennobling nature ; and quantities of cider are entered in the

parish accounts as having been paid for out of the rates for

consumption at the now famous Huish Bridge. The Yicars of

the parish were frequently non-resident. The Rev. J. Chard,
" Parson Chard,"

" a clergyman of the olden sort," the

memory of whom still lingers in the neighbourhood, was

curate-in-charge for many years, residing in Langport. The

Rev. George Baily Tuson became Vicar in 1824. It was

during his incumbency that the present vicarage was erected

in 1828. The Rev. Edward Pering Henslowe succeeded him

in 1839, and held the living until his death on September 16th,

1882. Forty-three years cannot be lived in one place by a

man of great force and pronounced individuality of character,

without leaving their deep impress upon it ; and it requires

another paper as long as this to recount the story. He saw

each point of advancement, moral, social, religious, that has

been so characteristic of Victoria's reign : he was brought into

touch with the joys and sorrows of many families still existing

baptising, marrying, burying ; he saw the restoration of the

two beautiful parish churches, which we Langport and Huish

folk deem second to none anywhere. He saw the two parishes

separated by an Order in Council on March 24th, 1876, and he

possesses the honour of having held the living for a longer

period than any other Vicar during the five-hundred and sixty

years which I have humbly, though imperfectly tried to lay

before you.
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Eector of arftriDge, Somerset.

BY MR. E. A. FRY.

THE original book, of which the following is a copy, is not

now to be found. In the year 1846, it was stated to be

in the possession of the Rev. Thomas Fry (no connection, how-

ever, of mine), then of Westgate Street, Bath, and formerly

rector of Emberton, Oxfordshire, son of Peter Fry, of Comp-
ton Bishop and Axbridge, together with a History of Wells

Cathedral, also by Rev. E. Rebotier. Enquiry among the

friends and relatives of the Rev. Thomas Fry have not been

successful in tracing it.

I have traced the pedigree of the Rebotier family for several

generations, both previous to Elias and also down to the present

day.

In Axbridge Church, on the left-hand side of the west

window, there is still a tablet to his memory, of which the

following is a copy :

NEAR THIS PLACE

IN HOPES OF A BLESSED RESURRECTION

LYE THE REMAINS OF THE LATE REV. ELIAS REBOTIER

WHO WAS RECTOR OF THIS PARISH FORTY-FIVE YEARS

DYING THE 19TH OF DECEMBER, 1765

AGED 88* YEARS.

* This should be 86 years.
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HE WAS BORN AT ST. JOHN DE GARDONNENQTJE
IN THE CEVENNES IN THE PROVINCE OF LANGUDOC AND AT

THE GREAT PERSECUTION OF PROTESTANTS IN FRANCE

FLED FROM THAT PLACE AND LEFT HIS FAMILY. FORTUNE

AND FRIENDS TO SEEK THE MOST PURE REFORMED
RELIGION OF THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.

HE FOLLOWED

HIS STUDIES FOR SOME TIME IN GENEVA, HOLLAND AND GERMANY
AND AFTER ENDURING MANY HARDSHIPS AND

VICISSITUDES OF FORTUNE HE CAMS TO ENGLAND
WHERE HE WAS BY THAT GREAT AND GOOD PRELATE

GEORGE HOOPER, LORD BISHOP OF BATH
AND WELLS TAKEN INTO HIS PALACE AS CHAPLAIN AND

PROMOTED TO MANY FAVORS IN THE CHURCH BY HIS

LORDSHIP.

HERE ALSO LYETH THE REMAINS

OF ELIZABETH THE WIFE OF THE SAID ELIAS REBOTEIR

WHO DYED THE 20TH FEBRUARY, 1766.

AGED 74 YE\RS.

True copy of a small book wrote by the

Rev. Elias Rebotier^ dec.

Elias Rebotier was born in France, the 3rd day of August,

1678 (but 1679 according to his baptismal certificate), in a

place called St. John de Gardonnenque in the Cevennes.

Charles Rebotier, his father, had a numerous family who lived

to be settled in the world by suitable marriages. Elias, the

fourth son, was from his infancy designed for the service of the

Church, though the persecutions were then very grievous in

those parts. The Cevennes were always famous for zealous

Protestants ; Calvin had so well fixed his doctrine in that

mountainous country that the Roman Catholics had scarcely

any place of worship, a closet in the priest's house was his

Church and his clerk his congregation. The family of the

Rebotier's in particular was so zealously affected to the Refor-

mation, that one of them was always promoted to the dignity

of the sacred priesthood. The lot fell upon me in these trouble-
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some times, and I was accordingly educated in the schools with

a promise to be sent to Geneva to complete my studies, but the

execution of this pious design became almost impracticable,

through the severity of the edicts issued out about this time

against those who should go out of the kingdom without proper

passes. The penalties were nothing less than death, the gallies,

or perpetual imprisonment, according to the circumstances of

the offenders.

About this time, by a special order from Court, several young

gentlemen and gentlewomen were confined in religious houses

to be trained up in the Roman Catholic religion. This alarmed

all the Cevennes : my father in particular, fearing lest I should

fall into severer hands, was persuaded by his friends to send me
to a College of Jesuits at Nismes, in Languedoc, where, I must

confess, I met with far better treatment than I had reason to

expect from persons so entirely devoted to the Court of Rome.

My tutor, whose name was Father Tupisier, was a man of

excellent temper and morals. I had not been acquainted with

him long before I became his favourite. He maintained with

great moderation the principles of Popery, and heard with

patience the objections made against it, returning such answers

as were most likely to prevail upon a young man of eighteen

years of age. But all his endeavours proved ineffectual : the

longer I continued among the Jesuits- the stronger was my
aversion for a religion which 1 was satisfied in my own mind

was not in conformity with the Holy Scriptures. Some things

I did not dislike, though contrary to the doctrine I had once

received. The observation of Lent and other fast days, con-

firmation, kneeling at the Holy Communion, and a suitable

decency in the Avorship of God and administration of the sacra-

ment, was very agreeable to my sentiments; but the invocation

of saints, the worship of images, and the adoration of the

Eucharist, were doctrines I could never be reconciled to, how-

ever they might be disguised.
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By the overpowering influence of God's grace my mind was

so well grounded on principles of the Reformation, that neither

the means used nor the civility received during the space of

three years in the company of the Jesuits, who have been so

remarkable for making proselytes, could make any change in

my opinions. I was, I confess, obliged to comply with the

external modes of their worship, for fear of some greater

restraint, but this was always done with great reluctance and

grief ; of this my tutor himself was very sensible, but he used

the same dissimulation towards me as I did towards him, till I

could find a convenient opportunity to escape out of the king-

dom, whatever hazards I might run in the execution of such an

enterprise.

With this view, being heartily weary of a religion so con-

trary to my inclinations, I obtained leave to go home and spend

some time with my friends, being fully determined never to re-

turn again, if by any means I could avoid it. I was not disap-

pointed of my hopes, as my father who was as uneasy as myself

under our unhappy circumstances, never attempted to send me

to a place where my religion and his were in so much danger ;

but when I pressed him by myself and all my friends to go to

Geneva, the dismal accounts we daily had of those who had

been murdered or taken prisoners in their passage, was still a

plausible excuse to which I could give no satisfactory answer.

In this perplexity, considering with myself that I was losing

my time to no manner of purpose, and that I was so much

taken notice of as to receive a visit from my tutor, with a very

kind invitation to the college, 1 earnestly entreated my father

to send me to Nismes, to a merchant, an acquaintance of his,

under the notion of a 'prentice, that I might be secure from

further persecutions.

This scheme succeeded beyond all my expectations. Under

this disguise I contrived all proper ways and means to get out

of the kingdom. I communicated rny design to a few faithful

friends who were very instrumental to my happy deliverance :
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they made me acquainted with an honest man who knew all the

bye paths and ways from Nismes to Savoye ; and because the

passes of the mountains were carefully guarded by soldiers

during the summer season we fixed our departure for Saturday

morning, the 6th January, 1700, N.S., when the mountains

were all covered with snow. The boldness of such an attempt

could not be but very surprising to my tender parents, to whom,

therefore, I sent the following letter :

" Most honoured Father. I doubt not but that the news

of my sudden and unexpected departure from Nismes will be

very surprizing to you and fill your minds with terrible fears

of approaching dangers. I have weighed all the consequences

more than once, and upon the whole I find such an impulse

upon my mind as cannot be resisted. I have often desired your
consent and approbation, but always in vain ; let no displeasure

of yours, most honoured father, retard the pious designs of a

son who has nothing in view but the honour of God and the

salvation of his soul. You may suppose that a rambling
humour or some discontent at home has engaged me in this

hazardous design, but God is my witness that the satisfaction

of serving Him in the most acceptable manner is my only

aim. I am not so young or so void of common sense as to

suppose that the pleasure of travelling or an advantageous

refuge can make me amends for the loss of my parents,

friends or country. I expect in my pilgrimage to be exposed

to many troubles, fatigues and disappointments. This was

the case with Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, and of all the

saints that went before us, and if we fall into the same trials

and afflictions we must not be surprised if some strange

thing happen unto us. As for dangers we must despise them

in the performance of our duty, and I am persuaded in my own

mind that God who opened a way for his people to escape

from the persecutions of Pharoah, will also provide one for me

by which to escape the persecution of my enemies. In this ex-

pectation I beseech you, most honoured father, to accompany
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me with your prayers rather than with your tears, and to per-

suade yourself that my enterprise was not to withdraw my-
self from your obedience, but to obey the voice of God ; thrice

happy if by any means I may attain to the resurrection of

the just, though I should be called upon to seal the profession

omy faith even with my blood. I conclude by begging

your blessing with tears, hoping that you will not refuse this

consolation to a son whom you lose for a short time that

you may recover him for ever."

This letter was sent by a proper hand, and I set out from

Nismes with all the cheerfulness imaginable at the time

appointed and in the company of my guide and a bosom friend,

who was willing to share my danger as well as my purse, his

circumstances not suffering him to bear the expenses of a long

journey, though on foot, that we might avoid all the great roads.

The fear of pursuit made us so diligent that we passed through

a place called Usez early the same morning, and came to Bag-
nols heartily fatigued. Nevertheless, starting two or three

hours before daybreak we came to a .bridge over the Rhone

called Pont Saint Esprit, secured day and night by a strong

guard. To prevent suspicion my guide went boldly to the

sentinel to enquire of him at what time mass was to begin, and

by this stratagem we passed unobserved into Dauphine, and

without any delay proceeding to Pierrelat we came to Montel-

mart with much difficulty, finding myself so tired that I could

no longer stand upon my feet.

In this place I passed a very uncomfortable night, nothing

appearing to me so horrible as the thought of being obliged to

return back again ; but by the assistance of God, finding my-
self much refreshed, the next morning we pursued our journey

to Loriol, when some friends represented our passage as imprac-

ticable, considering the strict orders lately given to guard with

care all the frontiers. But these difficulties signified nothing to

persons resolved to venture at all hazards without consulting

flesh and blood. We came into the great road to Lyons, but
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left it the next morning, and turning to the right hand, towards

Beaumont, we had the happiness to meet with a young man

who offered to lead us a surer way than that proposed by my
guide. I accepted his offer thankfully, having first been

assured by our friends that he always had the character of an

honest and zealous Protestant.

In this place it was we learned a piece of news which gave

us great satisfaction. A clergyman, whose name was Romans,

had for some time preached to the poor distressed Protestants

in France contrary to the King's edict, but being betrayed by
a false brother, he was taken by some officers and taken to a

place called Bouquervan, proposing to stay there all night for

fear of a rescue. But this very precaution was the cause of

his happy deliverance, for the news of his being taken was no

sooner known in a country where Protestants had the advan-

tage of numbers, but a company besieged the house and de-

manded the liberty of the clergyman, threatening fire and sword

to any one who should dare to oppose them. Instead of com-

plying with their request, one of the officers fired two pistols

out of a window and in exchange received a musquet shot which

killed him on the spot. This so enraged the guards that they

threatened to kill Mr. Romans by way of reprisal, and they

certainly would, had not their own danger put them in fear oi

their lives. This worthy clergyman, to prevent the effusion of

blood, gave them to understand that every one of their lives

must fall a sacrifice to these young men if they took away his,

but that if they delivered him into their hands not one of their

hairs should fall to the ground. The conditions were accepted

and faithfully executed on both sides, and the young men

taking Mr. Romans out of the house carried him off, and passed

with him through the place where I was then, but a few days

before.

This news made us proceed on our journey with courage, but

we had scarce left Beaumont when a gentleman on horseback

suspecting our design, cautioned us not to pass by Turin, where
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several fugitives had been arrested. We gave him our thanks,

and taking his advice left the great road and came to the side

of the mountains of Grenoble by paths exceedingly troublesome

and difficult from the snow. This, however, was but the be-

ginning of sorrows, for when we came to Miribel the mountains

appeared inaccessible from its depth, so that in a few hours we

were almost spent and in danger of perishing through weariness

and cold. Nevertheless, the desire I had of leaving my un-

fortunate country was so prevailing in my mind, that going
foremost I encouraged my fellow travellers by clearing the way
before them, assuring them that God would enable us to over-

come all difficulties and discouragements. This was in the

night, for we durst not pass the hills by day, and to make it

more dismal they were covered by so dense a fog that we could

scarcely see one another. In this perplexing condition I led

the way without being dismayed till the ice breaking under the

snow, I fell into a pool, but by good fortune the water was not

above three feet deep. And now, I confess, I began to think

that we must inevitably perish, but God's providence season-

ably interposed, by bringing us to a little hut upon the hill

where we found an honest old man who put us in the way to a

town called Eschelles, in the utmost borders of Dauphine. In

this place there is a bridge, but stricktly guarded by a company
of soldiers

; leaving, therefore, the common road we turned to

the left-hand and came upon the banks of the river, two miles

below the bridge, and waded through the water the 12th of

January, after a successive march of twenty hours without any
other sustinence than a little bread and brandy.

And now being passed the river, our greatest danger was

over ; nevertheless, fearing a pursuit, we walked several miles

into Savoy in our frozen clothes before we would venture to

take any rest. As soon as we came to the inn we made a

good breakfast, stripped ourselves and went into a warm bed

and slept twelve or fourteen hours, while our clothes were

drying by the fire. The next day, finding ourselves much
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refreshed, we proceeded by short journeys through Savoy,
came to Chambery, and, without losing any time, hastened to-

wards Geneva, which was the place we had so much desired

to see ; we had that happiness the sixteenth day of the same

month (January, 1700), about eight in the morning, where we

had the satisfaction to meet those Protestants that had been

taken at Turin, and who by a special Providence had found

means to escape out of their prisons.

I was no sooner at Geneva, but without loss of time I wrote

the following letter to one of my uncles in France, not daring

to address myself to my father for fear of his displeasure :

" Most honoured Uncle. Not knowing how my honoured

father will relish my going out of the kingdom without his

leave, I take the liberty to address myself to you to desire

you, in the most humble manner, to intercede in my behalf.

If my father is in any way displeased, I could not propose

to myself any temporal pleasure or advantage in leaving my
own country and exposing myself to so many dangers. God
is my witness : I had no other view besides the satisfaction

of serving Him according to the motions of my own con-

science. This blessing once obtained I will cheerfully sub-

mit to the meanest condition in the world. These things I

beg you to represent to my honoured father in the most

engaging way, beseeching him to favour me with a letter as

soon as possible, that I may know what course I am to take."

Between hope and fear I waited some days at Geneva for

an answer, but to no purpose ; my father contenting himself

with writing to a merchant in that town to furnish me with the

necessary supplies, without giving me any directions. Being
thus disappointed, I consulted all those who had any know-

ledge of our family, and particularly the merchant above-

mentioned, whose name was Cardonet, about what course I

was to take, who unanimously advised me to proceed in my
travels towards Germany, to a place called Schwabach, be-
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longing to the Principality of Anspach, where one of my
uncles was first minister of the French Church.

Nothing was more suitable to my inclinations. I was so well

pleased with the thought of seeing him in a place of liberty,

that I set out on the 22nd of the same month, in the company
of one Vauthier, who was going to Erlang, about twenty miles

beyond Schwabach. We embarked on the lake of Geneva ;

but had like to have perished through a sudden storm of

wind which lasted several hours, but by the grace of God we

regained the shore at a place called Coppet, and the next day
came to Morges, where we waited some time for a chariot.

It cannot be expected that travelling under such disadvan-

tages I should give any account of places, persons, and things,

this requires longer time than I was willing to spare, ex-

pedition being much more suitable to my circumstances.

From Morges we came to Lausanne, and from thence set-

ting out on the 28th (January) we passed through the Swiss

Cantons of Berne, Solure, Zurich, and SchaiFhausen. In

this place we tarried some days, wr

aiting for a chariot that was

going to Nuremburg, not far from Schwabach. This chariot

was exceedingly expeditious from the advantage of the snow,

which being frozen hard made the way smooth and even.

We made no stay in any city or village, but proceeding in our

journey with all diligence, arrived in Schwabach about the

latter end of February. In our progress through Switzerland,

we were treated courteously, the Switzers being a kind free-

hearted people, of a cheerful pleasant humour; but when we

came into Germany we found the reverse. The Germans are

a proud morose people, despising all nations but their own,

using all strangers with a haughtiness not to be found in any
other civilized nation. Except in cities, you find no beds ; in

all other places one common room with some straw in the

place of your rest, without any respect of persons.

I was now happily come to my uncle's house were I was

received with all imaginable demonstrations of joy, and with-
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out loss of time applied myself diligently to the reading of the

Holy Scriptures with a good commentator and other books of

divinity, such as my uncle recommended to me. In these

studies I applied myself with so much diligence that I grudged
the least interuption and complained of the shortness of the

days, but my constitution could not bear long with such in-

tense application, and I fell insensibly into such a languishing

illness, which the physicians supposed would end in a con-

sumption if I pursued my studies with so much zeal, I was

obliged to discontinue them, and in the meantime wrote the

following letter to my mother in France :

" Most honoured Mother. In the distressed condition

the persecution has reduced us to, I can do no less than

present myself before the Throne of Grace, beseeching God,

with many sighs and tears, to direct your way as by some

special providence, that you may be able to serve God,

according to the purity of His Holy Gospel. It is in vain

to promise ourselves a restoration if we have no concern for

the honour of God, no zeal for His Holy Religion : He will

have no regard for our tribulations. Our happy escape out

of France, most honoured mother, is an argument to you
that the ways are not impossible if you have but courage

to undertake the journey. God will have the goodness to

conduct you safely under the shadow of His wings."

Some days after this letter was written, I had the satis-

faction to hear not only that my father highly approved of

what I had done, but also disposed himself to follow me in

some short time. Never was news received with greater joy.

The pleasure of his approbation had such an influence on my
health that from this time I began to recover strength and the

hopes of a perfect cure, to which the news I received the

beginning of August contributed much. By one letter I Avas

informed that my father was gone from Nismes on his way to

Geneva, and by another that he was come thither without

any hindrance. I waited with impatience his coming to
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Schwabach, and that the time might seem shorter I went to

see the city of Nuremburg and another place called Erlang,

which the French refugees were building within the Princi-

pality of Bayreuth. The journey was pleasant and some days

after my return I had the satisfaction of seeing my honoured

father and one of my brothers, who being bred up to business

found no great difficulty in escaping, the ways being always

open to merchants.

My father being out of danger I turned all my thoughts

upon the ways and means of persuading my mother to follow

his example and accordingly wrote her the following letter :

" Most honoured Mother. God of His infinite mercy and

goodness, having heard our prayers in behalf of my most

honoured father, let us renew our most earnest supplications,

beseeching Him day and night to bring you from the king-

dom of darkness into His light, that we may with one heart

and voice shew forth His praise. My most honoured father

engages you by the most sacred ties to come to us, and Jesus

Christ, the Great Shepherd and Bishop of our souls, makes

use of our pens to bring you into these happy countries,

where the light of Righteousness shines with healing on His

wings. Consider, dearest Mother, that an eternity of happi-

ness or misery is of the utmost consequence, and what we

propose and so earnestly desire is the only sure means of

obtaining the one and escaping the other. I am sensible that

your infirmities represent such an undertaking as imprac-

ticable, but I am fully persuaded that if you have but faith

enough to throw yourself into the arms of God's providence,

He will support your fainting spirits and give you a pros-

perous issue out of all dangers."

About this time, finding myself recovered out of my lan-

guishing, I resumed my studies under my uncle with great

satisfaction, but, forasmuch as Germany was a country noways
suited either to my constitution or inclinations, I prevailed upon

my father and uncle to let me pass into England, which, by all
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other churches, is considered as upon the most complete model

of the Reformation. This resolution was taken in the winter,

and the 29th May following (1701), I set out from Schwabach

and took coach from Nuremberg, the 2nd June, and came to

Frankfort upon the Maine, on the 7th, when taking boat we
came down to Mentz (Mayence), where the river falls into the

Rhine. In going down the Rhine I saw a great many fine cities

and strong castles on both sides, which gave us a very agree-

able prospect, but without making any long stay at any of them,

I came to Nimiguen, in Holland, the 21st instant, and two days
after to Rotterdam, where embarking in a packet boat, I came

to London, the 29th June, after we had been five days upon
the water.

I had letters of recommendation to several gentlemen in

London who had received favours from my father and uncle ;

nevertheless, I was so ill-received by them, that my heart began
to fail, finding myself in a strange country without any friends

and acquaintance. Of this I gave timely notice to my father,

in these words :

" Most honoured Father. As soon as I came to London,
I waited upon Mr. Duchenoy, who received me with all the

civility I could expect from so hearty a friend, and I can

safely say he is the only one I can trust. I wish I had never

seen any others in this city, for instead of encouraging me
with the hopes of some tolerable settlement in England, they

have more than once intimated to me that my wisest way
was to return back into Holland or Germany. This is the

advice of these you had the greatest dependence upon. But

since my coming to this famous city I have made some

friends, by whose means I still hope to get into one of the

Universities, or some gentleman's family, wherein I may
pursue my studies to qualify myself for the sacred priest-

hood. If I may but gain this point I shall not refuse to

submit myself to the meanest condition."
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During the time I was in London I left no stone unturned to

forward my design. I had many offers, but none that suited me,

till a gentlewoman, a clergyman's widow, whose name was

Charnier, as remarkable for her piety as she was for many
other excellent qualities, proposed to me to go to Barbadoes to

take the tuition of two young gentlemen of considerable fortune

in that island. Of this I gave my father the following

account :

" Most honoured Father. After waiting long in vain for

a settlement in England I have found one in America. I

doubt not that the thought of such a long and dangerous

voyage will give you abundance of uneasiness, but I desire

you to remember that all countries are at an equal distance

from Heaven, and that God's providence reaches as far as

the whole creation. I have agreed with a gentleman who

has a very large estate in Barbadoes to pass into that island,

where he has engaged to give me 40 a year (and bear all

my expenses besides), for the tuition of his two sons. If I

perish death will put an end to all my troubles, if I escape I

shall be like those ancient saints who had no city to dwell in,

but went from one nation to another, from one kingdom to

another people. What I earnestly desire is the assistance

of your prayers, that among all the changes and chances of

this uncertain life, I may always behave myself as becomes

the holiness of my profession."

From this time I prepared all things necessary for so long a

voyage and the 4th of October went to Graveserid and em-

barked in a ship bound for the West Indies, called the "Mary

Ann," commanded by Captain Bain. From thence we fell

down the Thames, and keeping close to the English shore we

came to an anchor at Dover, where we tarried four days

waiting for a fair wind. The 14th October a fair wind

arising, we soon lost sight of England and came into the main

sea, but about the eighth day a tempestuous south wind arising

we suffered a storm of three weeks, which exposed us to the
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utmost danger, the circumstances of which are as follows :

The 22nd of October, about midnight, a south wind arose,

which was succeeded, the next day, by a calm of twenty-four

hours, after which the same wind growing stronger and

stronger, became at last so furious that we were forced to

leave the ship in great measure to the mercy of the waves.

In this condition we were tossed to and fro till the 10th of

November, when a whirlwind in the night beat so violently

against the right side of the ship, that a piece of eight feet in

length and four broad, was shattered in pieces, and from this

moment the water running into the ship seemed to forbid us

any further hopes of safety.

In this place I cannot forbear to mention a remarkable

dream which I had the same night, which gave me no small

consolation. I thought I was riding upon a flying horse,

whose intention seemed to be fully bent to throw me into

some dismal precipice, and as I was looking about for the

means of deliverance, I saw at a distance a tree of prodigious

size, whose branches reached into the clouds, and as I was

carried that way with particular swiftness, I flattered myself

that I should be enabled to quit my horse by the assistance of

its boughs, but to my great surprise, when I took hold of the

branches, I found they were so rotten as to moulder into dust

and smoke at the least touch. Despairing then of help from

secondary causes, I applied myself by prayer to the great

Creator and Preserver of mankind, and the words were no

sooner out of my lips, but my flying horse left me between

heaven and earth, supported by a cloud which, by a perpendicular

but gentle motion, came down into the ruins of an old house and

vanished out of my sight. I returned thanks to God for my
happy deliverance, nevertheless, I found soon after that I was

taken up again into the air, when a venerable old woman

coming to my assistance, put a pair of scales into my hand and

rescued me from any further danger.
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I was never inclined to place any confidence in dreams, but

this seemed to have in it something so remarkable and so

suitable to my present circumstances, that I conceived great

hopes from it of a favourable issue out of our present troubles.

I supposed that our ship was the flying horse, the seamen the

rotten tree, and the venerable old woman, justice, and con-

cluded that the proper means of escaping our present danger
was by constant prayer to God and by the practise of

righteousness.

The wind began to abate but we had no sooner escaped this

danger than we fell into another far more terrible to us. We
discovered at a great distance from us a vessel, which in some

hours after, we found to be a pirate, mounted with twelve

pieces of cannon. We immediately prepared ourselves to

fight, for having the wind of us there was no possibility of

escaping. They came up to us full sail, but we gave them

such a warm reception, that after the first fire we found them

out of reach of our guns. But they had, I believe, double the

number of hands ; however, the thoughts of slavery gave us

such courage that we entered into an agreement, that the first

man who should lay down his arms should be cast into the sea.

On the 18th November, a gentle north wind arising, gave us

an opportunity of refitting our vessel, so as to be able to

proceed on our voyage. We touched at Madeira, where we

laid in a good provision of water and wine, of which we had

great need, and, after three days, came into the trade winds,

which never failed us till we arrived at Barbadoes.

After we had passed the tropic of Cancer, we were delighted

with a prodigious variety of fishes, for besides dolphins and

flying fish, I saw two of an extraordinary shape and size.

The first was a whale, which followed the vessel three suc-

cessive days ; the other was a flat fish, in size, shape, and

stripes, resembling a thornback : I could perceive no head,

but horns of a great length. It swam upon the surface of the

water, and gave our sailors an opportunity of diverting them-
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selves with their cramping irons for a whole day. At last one

of them fastened his iron into the back of the fish, which had

nearly proved fatal, for six or seven of the sailors had like to

have been drawn into the sea through the violent efforts the

fish made after it was wounded. The rest of the voyage was

exceedingly pleasant, and we landed at Barbadoes, the 8th

December, 1701, to our unspeakable joy and satisfaction.

We came ashore at Bridgetown, the most convenient place

in the island, when I met with an English gentleman, who had

travelled some years in France, and he assured me he had

received so many civilities from my countrymen, that he

would willingly do me any service in his power ; and when

he understood that my business was to wait upon Councillor

Lillington (the gentleman who by his agents had contracted

with me in London) he immediately ordered his horses and

servants to convey me to his house at some distance from

Bridgetown. When I came to his house I found the family

in great affliction ; the two young gentlemen I was appointed

to instruct being exceeding ill of the bloody flux. By the

grace of God after a time they recovered, and I soon found

that my good fortune had placed me in a family where I could

pass my days with much satisfaction, as you may perceive by
the letter I wrote to my father.

" Most honoured Father. After so many dangers escaped

I have now landed upon the island of Barbadoes, where I

can promise myself some rest after the many fatigues I have

undergone in our tedious voyage. We have been in dan-

gers by robbers, as well as of the sea. We had no sooner

launched into the ocean, than a furious tempest, which lasted

nearly three weeks, gave us a dismal prospect of inevitable

destruction. This danger was no sooner over, than we found

ourselves engaged with a pirate ship ; but by the assistance

of God and the help of our arms we made them fly with

some precipitation. The rest of our voyage was pleasant,

and we came upon the island the 8th of December, 1701. In
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this island the days are of an equal length all the year

round, being about fourteen hours
;
and a perpetual summer

divides all the four quarters. The natural inhabitants are

almost black, having but little notion of any Divinity, and

without worship. They have upon the island abundance of

oranges, lemons, pineapples, mellons, and other fruits, ex-

ceedingly good and sweet. They have also plantains, pota-

toes, and cabbage trees of a surprising tallness. Beans are

not very scarce ; and as for fowls of many kinds, they are

exceeding plenty and fat. The Europeans (for the most

part English) are exceedingly affable and courteous to

strangers. In the family in which I had the happiness to

live, I have as much freedom as in my own house. I will

take care not to abuse any of the many favours I daily

receive, and endeavour to behave myself in such a way as

not to be altogether unworthy of them. Councillor Lilling-

ton has built a very good room for a school in one of the

wings of his house, with a design to invite the neighbouring

gentlemen to send their sons to me, which in some time is

likely to prove exceedingly advantageous, none offering less

than 20 a year for the education of a son."

But such is the uncertainty of all our schemes, that a sud-

den change of providence does in a moment break all our

measures. I was not long in Barbadoes, when I was afflicted

with sore legs, so that I was no longer able to go abroad, and

when I was pretty well recovered from this illness, I was

troubled with a continual indigestion, so that I was informed

by all my friends, that unless I recovered in a short time,

I must never expect to see England again. Councillor

Lillington, seeing my case so desperate, told me that he pro-

posed going to England in a short time, and that if I would

go with him, he would take his two sons and leave them

under my care in London, upon the same terms that were

agreed upon when I came to Barbadoes. I accepted this kind

offer with abundance of thanks, and accordingly we embarked
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at Bridgetown some time in June, and had a favourable

passage, but when we came over a hundred leagues of the

English shore, we were informed that war was proclaimed

against France, and that the Channel was full of French

privateers. This was dismal news to all, but especially to me,

who, if I had been taken and known, must at least expect to

be confined for life.

In this perplexing case, the master of the vessel proposed to

get into the islands of Scilly, not far from the west of Eng-

land, and we were so happy as to meet with a pilot by whose

assistance we got into the Bay waiting for a Convoy ; while

we were there, we saw the confederate fleet of English and

Dutch pass by, which made a terrible, as well as a glorious

show to all beholders. About a month after we came into

Plymouth under the shelter of a man of war. My joy was

unspeakable in seeing myself delivered from so many dangers,

till one evening Councillor Lillington told me he had no

further occasion for my services, and that he would convey
me to my own friends at his own expense by any way that I

might choose. A piece of news so unexpected gave me abun-

dance of uneasiness. I put him in mind of his promise at

Barbadoes, but all to no purpose. His friends at Plymouth
informed him that for 20 a year, he might find an able man

to take charge of his sons. Being thus disappointed I came

to London about the latter end of August, 1 702, fully resolved

to go to Oxford some time in the winter. I was preparing

myself for this journey, when a friend of mine made me

acquainted with a west country gentleman, whose name was

John Strachey, a Justice of Peace for the county of Somerset.

This gentleman had a considerable estate and a large family.

His house was called Sutton Court, about half way between

Bath and Wells.

In the circumstances I was then in, I readily accepted the

offer he made me of 20 a year, his table, and a horse when-

ever I should be willing to go abroad. Some time before
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Christmas I went into the country with him, and came to

Sutton Court, where I had a considerable time of rest after so

many fatigues, and began to taste the pleasures of life. In

this place my time was divided between the care of my pupils

and my studies, the former by day and the latter generally by

night, allowing myself one day in the week for exercise, either

in hunting, shooting, or fishing. In this manner I spent three

or four years with great satisfaction to myself ;
when supposing

myself qualified for the sacred ministry, I applied myself to

the Right Reverend Father in God, George Hooper, Lord

Bishop of Bath and Wells, who after examination was pleased

to admit me into the order of deacons, 19 May, 1706.

This success was an encouragement to me to pursue my
studies with greater diligence, that after the year of my pro-

bation, according to the canons, I might without danger of a

refusal, offer myself as a candidate for priest's orders ; and I

was not disappointed in my hopes, for when I presented my-
self before his lordship the 6 June, 1707, I not only passed

my examinations, but was ordained priest the Sunday following,

with some particular marks of favour.

And now I was, in a great degree, at the end of all my
wishes ; nevertheless, my God had provided something better

for me. I had not been long in priest's orders, when my kind

bishop sent for me and desired me to take charge of a living

there in his own hands till his return from London, whither he

was then going, when he would think of a proper person to give

it to, promising me that I should have 30 a year for my pains.

I need not say how thankfully I received these distinguishing

marks of his lordship's favour. I served the cure for about

half-a-year, when the bishop returning from London, I was

agreeably surprised by another message. His lordship sent

a servant and a letter to Mr. Strachey, to inform him that

if he could with conveniency provide for the education of his

children, he would take it as a favour if he would allow me to

wait upon him at Wells. This letter was not so welcome to
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the gentleman as to me, nevertheless, considering the many

advantages I was likely to receive, he communicated the con-

tents of the letter to me, and sent back word that I should wait

upon him the following day to receive his lordship's commands.

I was in Wells the following day by ten in the morning, and

was received with much affability and condescention.

He told me that I should go into his family in the capacity

of his secretary, lest being called his chaplain I should move

the envy of some of the English clergy, who are but too apt

to look with a jealous eye on any favours bestowed upon

foreigners ; but that I was to officiate in his family as both, and

that as an earnest of his future favour, he gave me the Rectory

of Chillwood, worth 50 a year, to which I was instituted the

same day, 13th June, 1709. The next day I returned to Button

Court, and stayed there till the latter end of July, when taking

my leave of the good family, with abundance of thanks for the

many civilities received from them, I came to Wells just as his

lordship was beginning his visitation, and here for ten days I

lived as happily as anymortal could wish on this side of the grave.

On the 3rd Dec. his lordship gave me beside, the Prebend

and Rectory of Binder, which on the 16 April, 1718, I ex-

changed for the Prebend of Henstridge, which was better.

Whilst I had Dinder, I became intimately acquainted with a

virtuous gentlewoman of the place, Mrs. Margaret Bisse, of a

good and creditable family, and was married to her by the

bishop, the last day of December, 1713. I had by her four

sons and one daughter, whereof only two (Katherine and Elias)

lived some time with me. All this time I continued at the

palace as before, a favour seldom if ever granted, having a

house in Wells, where I retired every night after the service

of the day was over, till I had the rectory of Axbridge, where

Thomas Prowse, Esq. (grandson to the bishop), has a pleasant

seat ; he was sometime under my care at the palace. This

falling into the bishop's hands, I had the offer of it, together

with the prebend of Wivilscombe.
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I can safely say I never asked this or any other preferment

of his lordship : whatever I had before, or now enjoy, came to

me unexpectedly.

Now Axbridge, being a corporation town, required my
presence, and in June, 1720, I removed from Wells and

settled in Axbridge; and on the 25th October, 1721, I had

the misfortune to lose my wife ; and on the 28th of September,

1728, my son Elias also departed this life, reducing my family

to my daughter Katherine and myself.

This affliction was certainly great and my condition dismal,

till, falling into the company of Mrs. Elizabeth Chorley, my
losses were happily repaired by a happy marriage with her on

the 13th March, 1728.

The autobiography ends here, but the Rev. Elias Rebotier

lived for some thirty-seven years after his marriage with Eliza-

beth Chorley.

His daughter Katherine married John Speed, of Shepton

MaUet.
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BY THE REV. C. D. GROSSMAN.

INTRODUCTORY NOTICE.

IN
the oldest Parish Register of High Ham, dating from

1569, which is still in good preservation, though some-

what discoloured by age, Adrian Schaell, the then Rector,

found a few spare leaves, which he thought good to fill, in 1598,

with a short memoir. It was written in Latin, and translated

by him into English. The English version is given here ver-

batim, preserving the quaint spelling of the original. It is a

genuine and most valuable record of the antiquities of High
Ham in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, throwing light

upon such points as : the date of the rebuilding of the Church,

and the names of those who took the chief part in the work ;

the connexion of High Ham with Grlastonbury, and the treat-

ment it received from the Abbots who were the patrons ; the

successive Rectors from John Dyer (who built the present

Chancel in 1476) to Adrian Schaell himself, and the patrons

who appointed them ; the condition of the churchyard in his

time ; the population of the parish ; the evils of non-residence ;

the great antiquity of the original (not the present) Church at

Low Ham, and the dependent position of its Minister ; the

manner in which St. John the Baptist's day was kept be-

|
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fore the Reformation ; and why a portion of the tithes of High
Ham parish was paid to the parson of Pitney. In a few places

where the English is rather obscure, the original Latin is given

below.

FORASMUCH as no mention (that I know) either in writinge

or other monument is left of the rectory of Higham or of the

first edifying thereof, that hath come unto my knowledge, who

alwaies accordinge to my understandinge and utterance have

sought the benefit of that congregation comitted to my charge

now the space of 28 yeares, and lest the remembrance

of that Churche newly erected from the foundation, to-

gether with diverse other thinges perteininge thereunto,

throughe the continuance of time and death of the auncient

inhabitantes therabout, should utterly perishe ; (to the intent

that the age to come might have some breife compendious des-

cription) I have thought good, as well for the love of antiquity

as for the commodity of the parishe, to comitt those thinges

unto writinges wch either by relation of credible persons and

the same very auncient, I have often hard, or by the windowes

of the church chappie and mansion house I could collect and

gather.

The Church of Higham in old time of popery after the

example of the temple of Wells beinge dedicate to Saint

Andrew, was builded anew from the foundacon and troughly

finished in the space of one yeare, wh was from the nativity of

Criste 1476, and this was performed by John Selwood, then

Abbot of Glaston, natural! patrone and donor of the rec-

tory, and certaine other personages, as Paulett, Peter and John

Rogers, John Irlond, &c., and some parishoners as Robert and

John Paddogge, John Hurd and Christian Alpton and many
others, wc^ at that time in the thicke miste of error and super-

stition (w*h a certaine devoute intent as they thought) did both

bountifully and readily contribute charges to the same. The
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chauncle or quier of the same church being cunningly wrought
was reddified the same time and yeare at the costes of the said

Abbott and especially at the charges of the reverend man Jhon

Dier, Bachler in both lawes, the person of Higham, who beinge

the sonne of Ealfe Dyer of Wincanton did sett fourth or illus-

trate (as men call it) the originall and name of the noble

Dyers, to the great praise of theire family. The same Jhon

after the church and chauncell was finished lived twenty thre

yeares and died at length the twenty of September in the yeare

of our lord 1499. After whose death the Abbott of Grlaston

challenging the patronage of the rectory, through the favour of

the King appointed no rector, but onely certaine monaches by
turn for fashions sake to serve the cure 1 and transported fr5

thens out of eche personage barne by the space of 40 yeares or

thereaboutes for the maintenaunce of the Abby all the corne

to Glaston by botes and litters'
2
through a dytch made by hand

for that purpose wch ditch at this day they comonly call Har-

denes ditche, whereof is yet manifest signe to be scene. The

same Abbotes (lest anie thinge for the maintenaunce of the

belly should be lackinge to theire greasy mouthes providinge

cunningely for theire Society) had determined to reduce the

rectory into a Vicaredge as in manie other places therabout (to

encrease theire substance) they had diligently effected, but

when they sawe how that could not conveniently be brought to

passe because the personall and lesser tithes were not sufficient

to maintain a vicar, they gave over that enterprise, and impu-

dently imposed a perpetuall yearly pension of forty shillings

uppon the personage, wcl1 yea even at this day is every

yeare paid into the Kinges excheker. After these thinges the

Abbot being compelled by lawe, appointed one Jhon Newton,

a gent of the family of those wch dwelt in the parishe of Swill,

parson of this church, who being Archedeacon of Noridge, was

(1). animarum curam perfunctoriam auscipiente.

(2). lintribus.
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absent, and taking but little care for the stockc* came hither very

seldome, and that for the most parte at harvest, having put

foorth* his personage to his Kinsfolks.

In this man's time, when as Kinge Henrye the eight in the

xxvi yeare of his raigne abandoninge from heare the pope

did by most just and right title chalenge unto him selfe all

tenths of this lande, and ther upon caused by the Commissioners

or visitors through the whole realme in every parishe by a jury

of twelve men a ratement to be made of every benefice, person-

age, vicaradge or whatsoever spirituall promocion ; The person-

age of Higham was most wonderfully rated above most parishes

in the diocese, very few excepted, and beyond equity w*k such

enhauncment rated and valued by the yearely valeue of 38 lib.

and 19s - and that by reason of the hatred and ill will of the

parishioners wch
they had conceived against y e

parson. For

that he being alwaies absent, smale regardinge his flocke, by
his procters and farmers pilled the parishioners to the nicke*

and by extreame straightnes, wronge out all duties and for all

that did the parishe no good, beinge defrauded of doctrine nor

anie thing distributed among the poore to relief them nor

bestowed anie charges uppon the decayed places of the person-

age, whereuppon it happeneth that as well tenthes subsidies

and pension, theire is paide yearly to the Kings treasurie 13 lib.

not wthout great hinderaunce of the incumbent.

After whome succeded that honest man John Helpes, borne

in the parishe of Meare, sometime mounche of Glaston, who

professinge the art of physicke scarcely lived two yeares after

his induction, and about the laste of December going late to bed

well and lusty was the next morninge very erly found sod-

ainely dead. The neighbours then livinge reported that hee

surfeited wth eating fatt souse meat comonly called braune at

supper being fryed by an old woman, a meate very hard of

(3). caulam oscitanter curans.

(4). elocata.

(5). parochianos ad vivum resecaret.
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digestion, and this happened about or but a little before the

death of Kinge Edward the sixthe of godly memory ; wch

Kinge to the greate sorrowe of all the faithfull being taken

away, Queene Marie gave the personage to her chapline

Anthony Salvin, borne in the northe, who all the time of

Queene Marie despisinge Higham, was absent and gave the

fruites and revenewes to be gathered unto a certaine citizen of

London, a skinner or peltmonger of his owne name and kinred ;

who after the death of queen Marie at the cominge of our most

gratious soveraigne queene Elizabeth, obstanately refusinge to

consent and subscribe unto the icholesome doctrine of the land?

being therunto by the space of one whole yeare and more re-

quired, was wr

orthily deprived and put from his personage. In

whose room theare was placed by the noble lord John Gray (at

yt utime by a grante from the prince indued w*h the rentes and

revenewes of the parishe of Higham, and also with the patron-

age of the rectory; one John Kenell, who copounded for his

first fruits the 9 of October 1560, and the seconde yeare of

Elizabeth, being a servant or bondslave7 born at Odry, a man

meanly lerned and very olde, who (under the tittle of domestical

chapleine) being absent att the comaundement of the foresaid

noble Gray set foorth his personage by the space of tenne

yeares to one Anthonie Wells alias Attwell for the yearly rent

of xxxv poundes, and the same being a most miserable man*

at length became twise a child, dotinge, in short time consumed

prodigally upon a most notorious harlott fower hundreth

poundes, and at last being brought into extreame poverty and

cast out of the house of the honorable ladie Mary Gray,

widowe, having married the daughter of a certeine frenchman,

a rustique rude and foolish woman adorned with no good pro-

perties, died shortly after most miserably, not without shame,

in the suburbs of London at St. Giles, cornonly called St. Giles

(6). salubribus regni statutis.

(7,. servus vel mancipium.

(8). homo tenacissimus.
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in feilds, both ragged and aged? being 90 yeares of age and up-

wards, greatly indebted, not leaving his wife being a widowe

one farthing.

To whome I Adria Schaell a germane (borne at ^Roetowe in

the province of Mysne, x miles from the famous marte towne

and excellent universitie Lypsia a riche and stronge defenced

city under the dominion of the Duke of Saxony prince elector)

after that through desire of seeing diverse countries I had

often time diligently travailed the same, havinge obtained a

reasonable knowledge in sundry languages, through the pour of

God, called to be the scholemaster of the foresaid honourable

lord Gray and fower years after made an unworthy minister of

the word by Edmund Grindale then bishop of London, a most

learned and sound man, of whome I had the vicaradge of Chil-

derditche in Essex given unto me wch I governed ix yeares, at

length succeded, and being inducted the 29 of July 1570 in

the twelve yeare of the raigne of Queene Elizabeth, I under-

tooke the charge of this nocke and to this day for the most

part live in the same pishe
11

being about the age of 68 yeares,

for I was borne about St. Gregories day, about the spring

equinoctiall, the yeare of the incarnation of our lorde 1530.

God almightie graunt that I being mindfull of his benefittes

plenteously bestowed uppon mee unworthy, may accordinge to

the capacitye of my wytt (now waxing dull and decaied with

drowsines) and also according to the slendernes ofmy strengthe

and senses (being almost exhausted) alwaies spend and bestow

the residue of my life that remaines to the honor of God and

profit of the comon weale, and this I do humbly and earnestly

pray and begge and crave of the father of all mercy through

the mediation of his sonne Jesus Christe my onely saviour.

Neither is it in this place to be passed over in silence (with-

out envy be it spoken, that as a snarling and bitter depraver of

(9). pannis et annis obsitus.

(10). Rhotavii.

(11). parochia.
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others vainely flattering myselfe I maye not seeme unfitly to

advaunce mine owne praises) that from the death of that rever-

end man John Dyer, through the Abbottes gredy and imoderate

desire of getting riches, throughe the absence of all the parsons

and troughe the insatiable covetousness and unreasonable pill-

age of the farmers
12

(as they call them, intending wholy to

theire owne profitt) the people livinge in utter darkness,

beinge neglected perished for lack of teachinge, and the cure

of soules was not regarded, sometime frenchmen somtime Irish-

men and suche like unlearned curates, beinge hired for a small

stipend, prophaned the holy thinges ; and also ther was no

shew of hospitalitie or almes, the proctors alledging for them-

selves y* they were charged with great and immoderate rentes

to the parsons, the Psonage houses also w*11 the hedginge and

other stoppinge being never repaired, at my cominge were in a

manner utterly decaied, wc^ to my great charges of more than

300 poundes, not without great hinderaunce of my substance, I

was constrained to repaire and altogeather restore anewe. It is

well apparaunt how much labour and monie I have yearly be-

stowed in dounginge and dressinge of the personage land, before

my time sett out to ungrateful Psons and such such as main-

tained there owne ground onely in longe processe of time beinge

worne out and made unfruitfull. For by this means I have

susteined a greater familie, I have interteined my richer neigh-

bours more bountifully, and have not bin unmindfull to relive

the poore. Concerninge the orchardes and gardens, what

wisedome and diligence I have used in fencinge and stoppinge

them, in graffinge of trees and plantinge of diverse sortes of

hearbes w*h greate diligence sought out of sundry places, vereye

necessary as well as for the Kitchinge and man's bodie as for the

delight ofthe senses, the daily pj*qfittes
14doth witnesse to the great

benefitt and comfort of him that shall succeede after my death.

(12). villicorum sive fermariorum.

(13). suum solummodo fundum fimo condientibus.

(14). quotidianus proventus.
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Now remainetli for mee to speake somewhat of the chap-

pie at Neitherham wck certaine vaine old woeman addicted

to old men's fables, do dreame to be more auncient than the

churche of Higham, and foolishly babble to have bin in old

tyme the cheife temple and receptacle of the whole parishe, for

the unfoldinge of wc^ doubt to him that desireth to knowe the

trueth you must understande that the narrownes of that obscure

place was not sufficient to receive the fourth part of the parish-

ioners of Higham, amountinge to above the number of 800

persons with children and servaunts. Add also that the inhabi-

tauntes of Beare and Hendley ar two miles from the same

chappie, wheras the churche of Higham beinge placed in the

middest of the parishe is more fytt to bee come unto by all the

parishioners on everye syde, arid there (the church beinge

placed on the toppe of an hill) the cleare firmament (in chiefe

time of the yeare) through the holesomeness of pure ayre and

pleasant prospect on everye side, it doth merveylously delight

the comers thereunto. The rubble also or rubbish of the walls

with the oken timber and other carpentrie worke of the parish

house comonly called the Churchhouse sumtuously builded after

the old fashion before the pullinge downe thereof and erecting

of the new schole, do pretend great antiquity : yea, and also

the Churchyard so large, compassed aboute with tall and

goodly elms, doth prove some hundreth of yeares since the

plantinge thereof. The same church-yarde on the south side

therof is repaired and maintained by none but the inhabitaunts

of Neitherham. What shall I speake of the goodly marble

and stone sepulchres and monuments of the dead, as well to be

seene in the church as churchyard of such as have bin buried

there for almost an hundreth yeares agoe, especially of the

Waltons, notwithstanding their dwellinge a longe time from

ther first cominge hath been in the old house called Lowhame
Court. To be short, that all the infantes ar to be christened

at Higham, the dead of the parish to be buried and matri-

monie to be celebrated onely at higham and noe where else
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lawfully and accordinge to the forme of lawe, is confirmed

by the comon consent of all, and the chappie of lowham beinge

compassed with no churchyard, narrow obscure and renowned

with no auncient monumentes, was in old time (accordinge to

the manner of noble men) erected that the gent, called Bartlett

in Bursts 1 *
courte, sometime lyvinge at lowham might when

they would, alone by themselves without the presence of the

villagers, be present at masse, and also lest in the cold of winter

foul wether and heate of sommer, their nicenes (through

tendernes, lyinge in bedd) should take a journey so farr as unto

the church of higham, or other wise that in the time of plague

for feare of infection they might not come abroade, but might
more safely be separate from others. Hence came it perhaps

that such as were of the same kindred and stocke were buried

in the same chappie wch thinge at this day in diverse places of

this realme amongst the nobler sort is every where seene to be

used. Neither was there any perpetuall vicar or curate estab-

lished there, seeinge the person^ at the death of one was

not bound to appoint another, and if any foolish and beggerly

preist or steward to the gent of Lowham Court did (as often

they were wont) sacrifice or say praiers, hee was not hyred
or susteined by any stipend from the neighbours but onely

received lowly from the person fyve markes yearly ; and when

there was no preist there (wch thing hath oftentime come to

passe in my time) the stipend hath ceased to be paid, neither is

the person bound to pay it, the worke man ceasinge the wages
also ceaseth. I have handled the matter of Neitherham

chappie att large even to the wearinge of the reader to the

intent that trueth might appeare and that (fables being con-

futed) yt might have his right.

Neither shall it be impertinent to say somewhat of a cer-

taine obscure chappie at Beare, destroyed within these fifty

(15). Serlo de Burci, who held 5 hides at Low Ham (Domesday Book,

quoted by Collinsori).

(16). rector.

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part II. q
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yeares, wch
chappie as I thinke (being moved by this con-

jecture) was dedicated to Jhon Baptist, because, never but

uppon the eveninge of the nativitye of Jhon, the parson of

Pitney was wont to mumble over eveninge prayers, that on

the night after they mighte play at wrestlinge in Sedgmoore,

and the holy day followinge he was wont solemly to celebrate

masse before many youthe at that time there assembled in

great multitudes that after dynner they might try masteries in

runninge for ramme appointed for the course, wch whoso ex-

cellinge others by runninge could take, compted it his owne,

as the reward and recompense of his obteined victory. Neither

did the parson of Pittney loose all these toyes^
1 for every yeare

unto this day (by what reason or suiferaunce it appeareth not)

he receiveth certaine tithes to the valew of five poundes and

damage of my parsonage, the old custome beinge now utterly

abolished. One William Balch, a gent (by whose appoint-

ment I know not) pulled downe the same chappie and with

the rubble stones and timber thereof builded to himselfe a

faire howse, wherein his sonne of the same name, William,

dwelleth. These things by the way thus written and rehearsed

of mee, gentle reader, after a plaine manner, accept I pray

thee favorably and in good parte, and correct what is a misse,

iff any thinge hereafter (worth the markinge) come to my
knowledge, I promise thee assuredly that in an appendix I

will committ them to writtinge.

(17). Ob has nenias in vanum navit operanu



Cfje TBattle of Hangport,

JULY 10TH, 1645.

BY HUGH NORRIS.

r I iHE spring and summer of 1645 were fruitful in military

JU incident throughout the south and west of Somerset.

Taunton had been held on behalf of the Parliament by Pye
and Blake since July, 1644, and had stood two stiff sieges

when it was temporarily relieved on the llth of May, 1645,

as has been recounted by Mr. Emanuel Green in the Pro-

ceedings of this Society.
1

Mr. Clements R. Markham in his Life of the Great Lord

Fairfax (1870), and Mr. Samuel R. Gardiner in his History of

the Great Civil War, 16421649 (1893), have each devoted a

chapter to a relation of the Somersetshire campaign in the

summer of 1645, but strange to say, the " Battle of Langport
"

has never yet found a place in the archives of the Somerset

Archaeological Society.

It is true that two years ago at Crewkerne, the late Rev. R.

Holme gave a short sketch of Fairfax's hurried visit to that

place in July, 1645,
2 a sketch which is worthy of perusal by

anyone who desires to be briefly put in possession of contem-

porary local events ; but unfortunately the author allowed his

paper to appear under the misleading title of " The Battle of

(1) Vol. XXV, ii, 33.

(2) Proceedings, Vol. XXXVII, ii, 70.
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Crewkerne" an occurrence which really has no place in history,

and this error goes far to impair the usefulness of his article

as a link in the chain of events now under consideration. It

is consequently hoped that a slight retrospective glance at

some proceedings during the spring of 1645 may be pardoned,

even if it should involve a small amount of recapitulation.

The story of the sufferings endured by the beleaguered in-

habitants and garrison of Taunton, together with the cry of

those that throughout the surrounding district were victims of

the atrocities of Goring and his " Crew "
(who knew too well

how to pile on the horrors of war without practising any of its

amenities,) had moved the Committee of Both Kingdoms to

send general Fairfax into the west, in order that the New
Model Army might measure swords with the king's forces, in

what was then deemed the stronghold of Royalist local influence.

Accordingly the first week in May found the Parliamentary
General at Blandford, on his way to Taunton, when he was

suddenly ordered to proceed at once to Oxford, where some

movement on the part of the king rendered his presence need-

ful. This change of front was thought imperative because

the Parliament had but one army wherewith to counteract the

tactics of its opponent's two, viz., those commanded respectively

by the King in the midlands, and by Goring in the wrest.

Before quitting Blandford, Fairfax despatched a brigade

under Colonel Welden to Taunton, with a view to succour

Blake, and thereby enable him to retain possession of a town,

the occupation of which was of such extreme importance to

either party. With the successful carrying out of this mission

Mr. Green's historic notice closes, and it is now proposed to

take up the thread of narrative which was then dropped.

It should, however, be mentioned that at this juncture

Goring was at Wells on his return from Oxford, whither he

had been summoned to a conference by the King. His force

meanwhile had been left under the temporary command of

Lord Hopton, who, believing himself attacked by the main
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army under Fairfax, beat a retreat (without fighting) to the

Blagdon hills, well knowing that his enemy could not both

relieve the town and engage him on the heights on which he

had pitched his camp.

Welden's orders had been to introduce supplies in the shape

of provisions, ammunition, and men, into the besieged and

famishing garrison, but not to encumber it with needless

mouths. Having accomplished the task thus set him, he was

desirous of retiring either to join the main army at Oxford, or

to fall in with Massey's brigade, which was stationed in West

Dorset for the purpose of keeping the country open, and

watching, as far as it could, events in the neighbourhood of

Taunton. 3
Before, however, Welden could quit the latter

place, he was set upon by G oring, who, taking heart at finding

only a brigade where he had expected a whole army, very

shortly drew up once more before Taunton, and threw himself

strongly on the relieving forces, the event 'of which cannot

be better told than in Clarendon's own words :

" General Goring, upon his return from the King, found

Taunton relieved by a strong party of 2000 horse and 3000

foot,
4 which unhappily arrived in the very article of reducing

the town, and after their line was enter'd, and a third part of

the town was burn'd. But this supply raised the siege, the

besiegers drawing off without any loss ; and the party that

reliev'd them, having done their work, and left some of their

foot in the town, made what haste they could to make their

retreat eastward, when Goring fell so opportunely upon their

quarters that he did them great mischief, and believ'd that, in

that disorder, he had so shut them up between narrow passes,

that they could neither retire to Taunton nor march east-

ward ; and doubtless he had them at a great advantage, by the

opinion of all men that knew the country. But by the ex-

(3) "Calendar of State Papers," Charles I, Domestic. June 15th, 1645.

Rolls Series.

(4) These numbers must be taken with some reservation.
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treme ill disposing his parties, and for want of particular

orders (of which many men spoke with great license), his two

parties sent out several ways to fall upon the enemy at

Petherton bridge, the one commanded by Colonel Thornhill,

the other by Sir William Courtney (both diligent and sober

officers), they fell foul on each other, to the loss of many of

their men
;
both the chief officers being dangerously hurt, and

one of them taken, before they knew their error
; through

which the enemy with no more loss got into and about

Taunton ; notwithstanding which untoward accident, General

Goring was, or seem'd, very confident that he should speedily

so distress them that the place would be the sooner reduced by
the relief that had been put into it, and that in a few days

they would be at his mercy."
5

Goring himself gave an account of this blundering exploit

in a long letter to Lord Culpepper, dated May 20th, 1645, in

which he begs that the Prince of Wales may be informed that

he " was kept from destroying the greatest part of the rebels'

army by the most fantastical accident that has happened since

the war began." He goes on to say that whilst Thornhill and

Courtney were fighting each other, he himself was engaging

Welden at Petherton Bridge ; that he had performed prodigies

of valour then and there, but that what the exact issue would

be he " could not judge with so little sleep as he had had."

His letter concludes thus,
"

I hope this changing of quarters

in the rebels will be but the desire of dying men to change

their beds, and by that time your lordship has considered on

this, I hope we shall all be refreshed." 6

Mr. Gardiner does not print this letter ; he contents him-

self with the remark that as the general's statements were

flatly contradicted by a narrative which reached Culpepper

from another source,
"

it is safe to conclude that truth did not

lie on the side of Goring."
7

(5)
" Hist. Rebel.," Book IX, pp. 453-4, Ed. 1732.

(6)
" Calendar of State Papers," Charles I, Domestic. 1644-5, p. 506.

(7) "Hist. Civ. War," II, 229.
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The fact is, that after that eventful night a number of the

Parliamentary troops got into Lyme Regis, whilst the rest

with Welden himself escaped to Taunton, where for a time

they were closely hemmed in by the Royalists.
8

On the 26th of May we find the Committee of Both King-
doms writing to Colonel Blake, desiring

" that all the soldiers

in Taunton, except the townsmen and so many as may secure the

castle, may forthwith be put in the field, to join with our party

under Colonel Welden, as we have written to all the rest of

the garrisons there9 to do the like, so that Welden may be put

into a posture to keep the field and oppose the enemy. You

need not fear a siege while that party is master, or can by the

uniting of these forces be made masters of the field." 10

It would, however, appear that the numbers available were

not strong enough for the purpose, and that Welden had to

remain where he was, until the final raising of the siege, which,

by the end of the month, was renewed as closely as ever.

But the brave garrison, though reduced to the utmost straits,

was neither forsaken nor forgotten. In the early days of June

we find Parliament ordering that a collection should be made

of all well-affected persons for the relief of the "
poor dis-

tressed inhabitants of Taunton," and adjacent places. The

proclamation that was accordingly issued was couched in very

pathetic terms, and concluded thus :
" In such a singular and

extraordinary case as this, stir yourselves up to do some extra-

ordinary thing ; do not draw out your purses only to your

poor distressed brethren, but your very souls too, as the

Prophet speaks. This is your duty, and this will be your

policy, if you desire to save your persons, houses, and estates

from that heavy misery which hath exposed them to your

mercy."
11

(8) Markham, " Life of Fairfax," 231.

(9) Lyme and Weymouth, and perhaps Plymouth.

(10)
" Calendar of State Papers," Charles I, Domestic. 1644-5, p. 525.

(11) Huxband's " Ordinances in Parliament, 1642 to 1646," p. 651.
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Such being the feeling of the House, we cannot wonder that

after Charles's reverse at Naseby, the Committee of Both

Kingdoms instructed Fairfax to make a second descent into

Somerset with the two-fold object of raising effectually the

siege of Taunton, and crushing "the army of the west." 12

Fairfax had fought the battle of Naseby on the 14th of

June, and was present at the taking of Leicester three days

later. On the 22nd we find him, with Cromwell as second in

command, in full march towards the west, and so speedy were

his movements that by the 4th of July his head-quarters were

at Beaminster, in Dorsetshire
;
his whole force, with its impedi-

menta, thus having covered a distance of nearly 150 miles in

thirteen days. His route so far to the south of the most direct

road is presumed to have been determined partly by the fact

that in that direction lay the seaports of Weymouth and Lyme,
both then occupied by Parliamentary troops, with which he

could keep up correspondence in case of need,
13 and partly be-

cause the strong Royalist castle of Sherborne guarded the path

one would obviously have taken under ordinary circumstances.

On July the 5th the general had a conference with the club-

men of Dorset, led by Mr. Hollis, whom he convinced partly

by persuasion, and partly by threatened severity, that they

consulted their own best interests by remaining peaceable.

He then rode to Crewkerne, where he was informed that his

return had alarmed Goring quite as much as his menaced

visit in May had frightened Hopton, and that his enemy had

again removed the army investing Taunton and set up his head-

quarters somewhere in the neighbourhood of Somerton, where

he was engaged in strengthening himself on the north bank

of the river Yeo or Ivel. His rear guard appears to have

been then occupying South Petherton. Massey was mean-

while stationed with his dragoons in the district between

Chard and Axminster.

(12) Gardiner,
" Hist. Civ. War" II, 262.

(13) Op. cit., 267.
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At four a.m. the same day, Colonel Fleetwood had been

dispatched with two thousand horse and dragoons to recon-

noitre and, if opportunity offered, to harass the enemy's rear.

Falling in with them at Petherton Bridge, he found that

they had broken it down and thrown up a breastwork on the

Ilchester side, in order the better to delay the passage of any
of Fairfax's soldiers. Fleetwood, on his arrival, at once "made

up" the bridge, and drove the Royalists to Ilchester and Long
Load, where the passages over the river were so strongly

guarded that the Parliamentary troops dared not attempt

to force them. On this being reported at head-quarters in

Crewkerne, a second brigade, under the command of Colonel

Montague,
14 was sent to occupy South Petherton and Martock,

so as at all events to secure the passage of the river Parret,

which crosses the road mid-way between those places.

This Goring had apparently forgotten to do
;

at any rate

his neglect threw open to Fairfax's army the whole country

between the Parret and the Ivel from Ilchester to Langport,
where the rivers unite. The above precaution having been

taken, the disengaged troops returned to spend their Sunday
in rest at Crewkerne ; that is, as much rest as the exigencies

of war permitted, for we find that scouts were continually

coming in until two o'clock the next morning, bringing intelli-

gence from divers quarters. These assured the general that,

as a certainty, Goring's head-quarters were at Long Sutton,

and moreover that the Ivel was strongly defended at Ilchester,

at Load bridge, and at Langport ; a small bridge below Yeovil

(? either at Mudford or Yeovilton) having been destroyed.

The Yeovil bridge itself had been also broken up by the Sher-

borne garrison.
15

(14) This was Edward Montague, then a very young man, belonging to a

good Northamptonshire family. Having greatly distinguished himself in the

New Model Army, he was subsequently made an admiral, and served in

a joint commission with Blake when war broke out with Spain in 1653

(Clarendon). He was created Earl of Sandwich by Charles II, in 1662.

(15)
" An exact and perfect relation, etc." B.M.

New Series, Vol. XX.
t 1894, Part II. r
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At four a.m. on Monday, the 7th of July, the reveille

was sounded at (Jrewkerne, and two hours later the whole

army was drawn up on the high ground towards Merriott,

from whence Fairfax and Cromwell, attended by a strong

escort, started for Load bridge in order to see things for them-

selves, and to examine the country between the Parret and the

Ivel all along the line. In doing this, they had a few small

skirmishes with the Royalist troops "in the meadows," appar-

ently somewhere to the east or north-east of Martock. The

result of this reconnaissance was that the two generals deter-

mined to make. a rush on Yeovil, to cross the river there, and

passing down its right bank to take Groring's army in flank ;

seeing that he was so strongly posted, with the Ivel flowing

through a marshy country in his front, and with its bridges so

powerfully defended, that storming them, even if successful,

must be attended with a greater sacrifice of life than circum-

stances would justify.

The main army at this moment was stationed at South

Petherton, awaiting the arrival of Welden from Taunton and

Massey from Chard.16
Leaving Montague at Martock, two

strong detachments were disposed so as to watch the enemy's

movements at Ilchester and Load Bridges, whilst a third

accompanied Fairfax to the broken bridge at Yeovil, the town

itself being undefended. On reaching the river he found that

the enemy had decamped, and it being late in the day, the

generals took up their quarters at Yeovil for the night.

Having thus successfully turned Groring's flank, Fairfax

could not have been surprised when he was told on the fol-

lowing morning (the 8th) that the Royalists had evacuated

Ilchester ; whereupon the Parliamentary army was marched

there, and occupied the town during the ensuing night.
17

Here, too, they found that Goring had not only withdrawn

his defences from the three bridges before-mentioned, but that

(16) "A more full relation, etc." B.M.

(17)
" A more exact relation, etc." . B.M.
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he was hurrying his whole army across the Parret at Lang-

port, in the direction of Taunton. This movement was probably

made with an intention of surprising that town, and occupying

it with a view to entrenching himself there, so as to be near

the coast about Minehead and Watchet, where it had been

arranged that an expected contingent from Wales and Ireland

should land and join the Royalist army. If the latter could

be materially strengthened by this junction of forces, it is

probable that Fairfax would be quite overmatched.

But the Parliamentary generals were as wide awake as

their opponent, and they straightway despatched from Ilches-

ter the ever-ready Massey, with a force of 4500 horse and

foot, in the direction of Ilminster, under orders " to streighten

the enemies' quarters and to hinder them from any plundering

exercise." 18 The Major-General, who never let the grass

grow under his horses' feet, next day surprised a large number

of the Royal forces, commanded by Goring in person. He
found their horses grazing in some meadows at a place called

Ilemoor, a little to the north of He Brewers. " Some of the

soldiers were asleep, some bathing in the river, and the rest

carelessly walking in the fields. But the gap by which

Massey led his troops was so narrow as only to admit of two

horses entering abreast, and most of the king's forces had time

to get away.
19 About 500 were captured, and among them

was Goring's Lieutenant-General Porter,
20 who had com-

manded an infantry division at Marston Moor."21
Goring

himself only got into Langport by hard riding, having nearly

lost one of his ears in the melee.n The King's troops that

escaped in the confusion followed their leader, who sheltered

himself in the garrison at Langport. This disgraceful affair

(18)
" The Parliament's Post," No. 2, from Tuesday, 8th July, to Tuesday,

15th July, 1645. B.M.

(19) Wogan, quoted by Markham, p. 235.

(20) Second son of Endymion Porter.

(21) Marlcham, Op. cit. t 235. "A more full relation, etc." B.M.
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seems to have taken place in the afternoon of the 9th of July.

Massey, who had carried the pursuit to within two miles of

Langport, was unable to join Fairfax that night, but during
some part of this engagement he was so near the main army
that its officers

" heard the musquets goe off very thicke
"

in

his direction, although they were unaware of his doings, inas-

much as three rivers, (to wit, the He, the Parret, and the

Ivel) intervened, and prevented for the moment any direct

intercourse between the two parties.
22

Montague, who had been left at Martock to support Massey's

rear in case of need, was fortunately within call, and some of

his soldiers marched to the general's head-quarters, which by
this time were fixed at Long Sutton. Massey's absence was,

of course, calculated to cripple the resources of the Parlia-

mentary commanders, who needed all the cavalry they could

get together. In these circumstances, the numbers in the field

were pretty nearly equal, viz., about seven or eight thousand,

on each side. Fairfax, however, was far from any of his sup-

ports, and very bare of supplies, having little more than

sufficient commissariat stores to last beyond a single day.

Goring, on the other hand, was close to the garrison of Lang-

port, and but eleven miles from the stronghold at Bridgwater.

Here it may be remarked en passant that Langport had not

nearly so strong a garrison as it might have had, and as its

important position demanded. Those miserable jealousies and

personal squabbles that ever characterised the Boyalist com-

manders had interfered even in this matter. Colonel Wynd-
ham, the governor of Bridgwater, could not brook a separate

command so near himself, consequently he did everything in

his power to belittle Sir Francis Mackworth, the commandant

at Langport, to keep him short of both men and supplies,

and to thwart all his plans for strengthening his position. In

this iniquitous proceeding Goring supported Wyndham, and

(22) "A more full relation," etc.
" The Parliament's Post," etc. B.M.
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now his sin was to find him out ! Had Sir Francis Mackworth

been allowed to have his way, things might have turned out

very differently for Goring, and for the King.

Whilst Massey was distinguishing himself at Ilemoor,

Fairfax was advancing his force by the north bank of the

Ivel (having several skirmishes by the way,) towards Lang-

port, and on the evening of the 9th of July, the Parliamentary

army was quartered at Long Sutton.

By early dawn on the 10th, the whole force (consisting of

seven regiments of horse and a considerable body of infantry)

was astir, and seven o'clock in the morning found it drawn up
in marching order, on a "

Campania,"
"
by the windmills

between Langport and Summerton,"
23 where a council of war

was held in order to decide whether Fairfax should advance at

once on Langport or retire and await events ; this over, and

the former course being resolved on, the general was putting

his foot in the stirrup when he was again interrupted by two

commissioners from the truculent Dorset clubmen, who with

angry words took the opportunity of presenting a petition de-

siring justice against Colonel Ceeley, the governor of Lyme,
whom they charged with harsh and tyrannical treatment of the

country folk around him.24

At this instant an alarm was raised that the enemy also had

drawn out, and set themselves in battle array on the opposite

(23)
" The Parliament's Post," July 8th to 15th. B.M. "

Report of the

Scout who brought the news to London,
"
B. M. This account happily describes

the exact position of the Parliamentary generals just as the fight commenced.

The old Pibsbury windmill, though in a dilapidated condition, still stands as

a witness to the correctness of the " Scout." This may possibly not be the

original windmill, but those who know the persistency of cottage sites, etc.,

in the Western counties, will readily acknowledge the probability of its being
a direct successor.

(24) "A more full relation, &c." B.M. Mr. George Roberts (quoting

Clarendon) tells us that on the 8th of July the Lyme garrison encountered a

party of clubmen, and slew fifty of them. "Hist., etc., of Lyme Regis,"

1834, p. 101. It is a coincidence worthy of note, that Col. Ceeley's cousin,

Edward, was direct lineal ancestor of the annual President of the Som. Arch,

and Nat. Hist. Soc., before whom this paper was read.
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hill near Langport, where they had placed two pieces of ord-

nance in a commanding position. This movement may possibly

have been the cause of Fairfax dismissing in a hurry the club-

men, by giving them better terms than would otherwise have

been conceded, seeing that thenceforward we find them very

helpful to the Parliamentary forces,
25

notwithstanding that

Cromwell gives them so bad a name. 26

Goring's troops were very strongly posted on some rising

ground called " Ham Down," standing pretty much on a level

with Fairfax's centre, each being from eighty to one hundred

feet above the sea level ;
and the combatant forces but a short

mile distant from each other. Between the two, at the foot

of their respective hills, and at about an equal distance from

each, lay a small valley, along the marshy bottom of which is

now situated the roadway called " Wagg Drove "
(then a

muddy trackway, fit only for summer use), at a level varying

from sixty to seventy feet below the higher ground which

has just been described. Down the same valley, by the side

of the drove, flowed then, and flows still, a small stream from

some high ground to the north, on its way to join the river

Ivel on the south; this is called the "Wagg Khyne." A nar-

row lane crossing both stream and drove, more or less at

right angles, was the only direct means of approach from one

strategic point to the other. At the lowest level of this lane

the Wagg Rhyne formed a wide, deep and muddy ford,
" reach-

ing to the horses' bellies
"

; and this ford must needs be waded

by those who travelled that way. It seems that all contempo-

(25) Op. cit. B. M.

(26)
*' Lieut. -General Cromwell's Letter to a Worthy Member of the

House of Commons," July, 1645. B.M.

In " The Exchange Intelligencer," of July 18th, 1645, B.M., we read that
" as our Army hath beene somewhat troubled and molested by the importun-

ate desires, out of Season, of Dorsetshire and Wiltshire clubmen, it hath

received much comfort, reliefe and aide from the honest Somersetshire clubmen,

300 of whom are joyned with Sir Thomas Fairfax against the Oorians, and

doe bring daily many of the enemies, prisoners."
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rary military writers describing the battle, call this spot
" the

pass."
27

Goring's end of the lane debouched on Ham Down, and

there it was defended at the outset by the two pieces of ord-

ance which he had retained. The artillery was also sup-

ported by upwards of a thousand horse, which were afterwards

drawn up in readiness to contest the position.

The hedges of the enclosed grounds about the valley and the

"pass" were thickly lined by a couple of thousand musketeers

so placed as to be able to pour a front and flanking fire on an

advancing foe. The conditions of the attack then were as

follows : before it was able to measure swords, or cross pikes

with the enemy, Fairfax's force had to advance first downhill

for at least a quarter of a mile, then to make its way through

the obstructing ford, and finally to charge up a steep hill for

another long quarter of a mile, by an ambushed lane that was,

according to Cromwell's account, so narrow as scarcely to

afford room for two horses to travel abreast.

Cromwell was of opinion that Goring did not intend to fight,

but that having early the same morning sent all his guns, ex-

cept the two before mentioned, together with most of his train

(27) Mr. Gardiner, who personally visited the district in the summer of

1887, is inclined to believe that the ford was situated at the spot where Wagg
Bridge now stands ("Hist. Civil War,

: '

270, n.) ;
but the six-inch Ordnance

map presents some faint indications that a more direct pass might have once

existed about half-a-mile further to the south. The writer of this article,

noticing such indications, took occasion in the autumn of the present year to

subject to careful examination the roads and dykes and passes about Wagg
Drove from end to end, with the result that he is of opinion that the ford was

situated at a point (noted by a conspicuous arrow in the accompanying map)
where a line drawn from Pibsbury wind-mill and meeting the valley at a

right angle would cross it. There is apparent evidence of an old right of

way extending to the wind-mill from the drove, and there is a present private

track-way from the same spot, ascending the opposite height of Ham Down.

The improvements in drainage and road-making throughout the district,

which this century has witnessed, render exact identification a matter of

difficulty. It is submitted, however, that a careful collation of the different

contemporary accounts of the battle-field, would tend to confirm the accuracy

of the writer's opinion.
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and baggage to Bridgwater, lie relied on the strength of his

position to cover his retreat to that garrison.
28 By the light

of after experience it seems highly probable that Cromwell

was right. However the Parliamentary generals were deter-

mined to try the issue, more especially as they were so short of

every kind of supply.

From their respective positions the opposing commanders

could observe every movement of both armies that was not

obscured by smoke. Goring, however, had the advantage of

the wind.29

Fairfax opened the ball by
"
drawing up his cannon, which

did very good service, and made the side of the other hill so

hot that the enemy could not come down to relieve their men

(at the ford).
30

At the same time he advanced his musketeers with orders to

drive their opponents from their ambush, and to force the pass.

This was more easily said than done, and eleven o'clock saw

the Royalists still in full possession of their ground. On

finding this, the general commanded Cromwell to try the

effect of a cavalry charge, which was carried out in a most

gallant manner by Major Bethell,
" with two troops of about

one hundred and twenty horse,"
31 "

through the water which

was depe and dirty, and very narrow," but " the enemy having

a very large body at the top of the lane, many times over his

number," he was thrice repulsed, his right hand, moreover,

being shattered by a pistol bullet. On this, Major Desborough

(Cromwell's brother-in-law), was sent to his support, when

together they made such a desperate onset that Goring's

troopers fled in dismay.
32 Fairfax's foot advancing at the

(28)
"
Copy of Lieut. General Cromwell's letter, etc." B.M.

(29)
" An exact and perfect relation, etc." B.M.

(30) Op. cit. B.M.

(31)
"
Copy of Lieut.-Genl. Cromwell's Letter, etc." B.M.

(32) "A more full relation, etc." B.M. "
Cromwell, and all the chiefe

officers that saw (this charge), say that it was one of the bravest that ever

their eies beheld."
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same moment drove the musketeers from their cover, and by
one o'clock in the afternoon the battle had become a rout. 33

Most of the Royalist soldiers fled to Aller ; a little stand

was made in Aller Drove ; a few sought shelter in the church

ruins on Borough
'

Hump,' and were taken three days later ;

but, with these exceptions, Fairfax's horse being close on their

heels, the fugitives never drew rein until they found themselves

safe within the walls of Bridgwater. Another body of Goring's

troops, chiefly infantry, with the two guns, fled through the

town fortifications of Langport, down Bow street, to which

they set fire, and over the bridge, hoping to reach Bridgwater

by the left bank of the Parret. These were hotly pursued by
Cromwell and by Massey (who had now joined him), down the

burning street, under an archway of flame, and never halted

until they had been utterly cut up or taken prisoners, together

with their guns and colours, as spoils of war.34

The reason given for this remarkable escapade is contained

in a letter written by an officer who took part in the chase ; it

is dated "July llth, at Sir Tho. Fairfax's quarters at Mid-

dlesey, four miles from Bridgwater," and says
" the enemy

had quitted (Langport), because as they say the governour re-

fused to hold it (the garrison) without 800 men, which they

could not spare"** And so Langport was again slighted ! this

time, however, with dire results to Sir Francis Mackworth's

false friends.

Another officer (Capt. Backwell) tells us that in their mad

panic, Goring's soldiers killed some of their own comrades who

would not march with them ; others threw their arms into the

river and the cornfields ; many took arms with the victors,

(33) Bethell was ordered by the House of Commons to have a present of

200 for special service in this fight. He was "a Yorkshire gentleman, a kins-

man of Fairfax's, and a man full of gallantrie."
" The Scottish Dove," July

llth to 18th, 1645. B.M.

(34)
' ' The Kingdome's Weekly Intelligencer," J uly 8th to 15th, 1645. B.M.

(35)
" An exact and perfect relation, etc." B.M.

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part II.
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whilst, according to his belief, most of the prisoners were sent

to London.36

Never, apparently, was rout more utterly complete ! We are

obliged, however, to trust to the evidence of one side only,

seeing that the partizans of the king could not summon suffi-

cient moral courage to give their experiences of the fight.

Clarendon seems to have felt the defeat very deeply, and by

implication throws all the blame on Goring. He says that

the popular voice regarded "the beating up his head quarter

(at Ilemoor) the day before the Rout at Lamport, and that

total Rout at Lamport, as two of the most supine and unsol-

dierly Defeats, that were ever known." 37

The "Butcher's Bill" (to use a nineteenth century euph-

emism) was not a heavy one for so decisive a victory. A
contemporary newspaper

38 calculates the number killed on both

sides "whereof most of the enemy" (Royalists) at three

hundred.

Goring's men were aware that he had sent all his supplies and

impedimenta., together with all his guns except the two that he

lost, to Bridgwater, with the intention of carrying out an im-

mediate retreat to that garrison ; they consequently demurred

at being called on to shed their blood for no visible object.
39

Fairfax, in his report, says that "2,000 were taken prisoners,

few slain, good store of arms, two pieces of ordnance, with many
colours, both of horse and foot, taken."40

Massey was sent on the same night to block up the east side

of Bridgwater, and by Cromwell's advice an additional force

of 1,500 horse and dragoons was despatched to render similar

service on the western side.
41

(36)
" A more exact relation, etc." B.M.

(37)
" Hist. Rebel.," book IX, p. 466 ;

ed. 1732.

(38)
" The Kingdome's Weekly Intelligencer," July 8th to 15th, 1645. B.M.

(39) Gardiner, II, 271.

(40; "Letter of Sir Thomas Fairfax, etc." B.M.

(41)
" The Parliament's Post," July 8th to 1 5th. '

'Report of the Scout," etc.

B.M.
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Thus ended the battle of Langport ! Thus commenced the

final act of the great drama that was about to close !

Fairfax is said to have reckoned this western campaign as

amongst the greatest of his successses. Cromwell himself

parallelled "Long Sutton mercy" with "Naseby mercy" in his

account of the victory.

Bridgwater surrendered, as Mr. Green has told us, on Tues-

day, the 22nd of July ; the very day set apart for public

thanksgiving for the victory obtained at Langport, on which

occasion Mr. Marshall and Mr. Ward were desired to preach

before both Houses of Parliament in the Abbey at West-

minster.42

Sunday, July 27th, was appointed as a similar day of thanks-

giving for the fall of Bridgwater,
43 and we are told that the

Parliamentary army celebrated this service at Martock, which

place they had reached on their return march the previous

day.
44

Notwithstanding Sprigg's remark that this was " a very

great action," we may take it for granted that the engagement
was rather a pluckily fought battle than a great one ; but its

moral consequences were prodigious. This opinion is empha-
sised by the fact that both Fairfax and Cromwell wrote a

detailed account of the action to Parliament, and that two

special messengers who took part in the same (one of whom
was "sturdy" John Lilburne) were sent to London, in order

to give personal narratives of what they had seen during the

fight.

The King's army of the West had been not merely beaten ;

its very elements had been so completely disorganised that

they thenceforth lost all power of cohesion. Groring's failings

all came out on the occasion. His obstinate self-sufficiency,

duplicity, and untrustworthiness displayed themselves without

(42) "Mercurius Civicus," July 10th to 17th, 1645. B.M.

(43) "Calendar of State Papers," Domestic, 1645-7. Roll* Series.

(44) Spriyg.
"
Anglia Rediviva."
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disguise. His soldiers saw this and liked him even less than

of yore ; whilst popular feeling was shown by the fact that

the clubmen in a body deserted him then and there. He never

again ventured to face his rival. He did not even wait for the

taking of Bridgwater, but on the very day after his discom-

fiture at Langport, he started for Barnstaple, where for three

months he and about a thousand of his troopers gave them-

selves up to every kind of licence and debauchery. Having
thus alienated all that part of the country from the king, in

the following November he crossed over to France, his native

land being well rid of him.

The event for the Parliamentary forces was just the reverse.

The attack was a bold one, and audacity led to success.

Officers felt they could trust their men ; men confided in their

officers. All were actuated by that spirit of self-negation

which was the leading principle of the New Model Army.
The fall of Bridgwater., and even of Bristol, under such

circumstances became mere matter of detail. The whole west

country, previously the stronghold of loyalty to the King, was

wrested from his partisans. Fairfax the victorious had now

but one main army (and that a discouraged one) to encounter

in place of the two that had existed at the commencement of

the campaign ; and although a good deal had still to be done

ere peace could be established, the end had ceased to be a

matter of chance or even of speculation.

These are some of the circumstances, some of the consider-

ations, that conspire to give
" The Battle of Langport

"
so

conspicuous a page in the history of our great civil war.

NOTE. All the preceding foot notes to which the letters B.M. are appended

are mutilated titles of Civil War Tracts in the British Museum Library. They
are to be found in " The King's Collection of Pamphlets," Nos. E 292 and E
293 ; and the indications given suffice for identification. H.N.
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BY ARTHUE BULLEID.

THE Glastonbury lake village is of the crannog or artifi-

cial island type, and consists of between sixty and

seventy dwelling mounds : it covers nearly three-and-a-half

acres, the east and west and north and south diameters being

three hundred and four hundred feet respectively.

During the seasons of 1892 and 1893, the time was chiefly

taken up with the examination of fifteen dwelling mounds,

and of the causeway, and other stone and timber structures in

the peat outside the village border. This year has been occu-

pied in tracing the village border, which has now been un-

covered to the extent of five-hundred-and-fifty feet, or about

one third of its total circumference. These investigations have

added much valuable information respecting the size and

shape of the village, and have established the following facts :

. That the village was originally surrounded by the

water of a shallow mere.

b. That five feet of peat accumulated during the occupation.

c. That a strong palisading of post and piles surrounded

and protected the village.

d. That the ground work of the village near its margin is

artificial in some places for the depth of five feet.

Before beginning to describe the various structures consti-

tuting the village, it will be well to refer first to its situation

and the formation of the land near it.
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The village is placed in the moorland level a little more

than a mile north of Glastonburj, and although about four-

teen miles from the coast it is less than eighteen feet above

the mean tide level.

Through the fields that at one time were swamp, the river

Brue now passes between high banks. Although these were

constructed by the monks of the abbey at least seven hundred

years ago, and doubtless were begun at a very much earlier

date, yet the land for many years afterwards continued to be

covered by marshes and areas of water one lake, even as late

as 1540, was five miles round. The east border of this lake

at that time was probably less than a mile distant from the

village, and in times more remote must have been much

nearer, and possibly included the village in its area. The

lake is shewn in several old maps of Somerset, dating from

1575. It has now long ceased to exist, but part of its site can

be traced in the fields, which still retain the name of Meare

Pool, and the village standing upon its margin is called Meare.

About the year 1500 this pool seems to have been the most

important area of water, but in the neighbourhood there were

several others. These facts shew the state of the land even as

late as the sixteenth century, notwithstanding all the em-

banking and system of drains and canals, and lead to the

conclusion that in early times the moorlands of central Somer-

set, and especially those surrounding Grlastonbury, were cov-

ered by large tracts of shallow water and extensive areas of

swamp, suitable either for the construction of lake dwellings,

or a marsh village ; but, apart from this, the presence of rushes

and aquatic plants in the peat denote the marshy nature of

the soil.

It is uncertain at what date the land immediately around

the village was reclaimed, but we know that in 1788 it formed

part of the "old enclosures." The neighbourhood is still

subjected to floods, and the village field is frequently sur-

rounded by water in winter time.
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The soil accumulated over the site, since its abandonment,

varies from nine to thirty inches in depth.

There is nothing particularly noteworthy about the surround-

ings of the village as it appears now, beyond the facts that it

is situated nearly in the centre of the low moorland, between

Glastonbury and Godney, and that it is bounded on its east

side by a natural water course ; this is now but a narrow

rhyne, but there are many reasons for believing that it prob-

ably represents the ancient course of the river Brue. No dis-

tinct reason at present can be given why this particular spot

was chosen for the village, unless from its position in the centre

of the moor it would have been less accessible from the high

ground.

There is little on the surface of the ground to indicate the

site of a village ;
but on careful inspection, between sixty and

seventy low circular mounds can be seen, varying from fifteen

to thirty-five feet in diameter, only raised from six to twenty-

three inches at the centre (the highest point) above the sur-

rounding soil. Each of the mounds represents a dwelling.

Referring to the accompanying plan of the field, it will be

seen that these mounds are arranged with no apparent method

or design, and it has not yet been ascertained whether the

mounds originally started as several district groups, which

eventually extended to form one settlement, or whether all

the mounds may be taken as the component parts of a large

crannog of gradual growth from one centre. It will be well

to take the formations entering into the construction of the

village in the following order :

1. The peat.

2. The village sub-structure.

3. The dwelling mounds or floors.

4. The dwellings.

5. The hearths.

6. The village border.

7. The structures in the peat, outside the village border.
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1. The Peat. The total depth of the peat has not been

tested, but it has been shewn to be more than fifteen feet.

At a depth of about six feet below the present surface a light

yellow and fairly well-defined layer of peat is met with : this

has been proved to be the level of the ground when the site

was selected : below it nothing in connection with the village

has been found, but the peat at all levels above yields every-

where abundant signs of the occupation.

2. The village sub-structure. The sub-structure or founda-

tion on which the dwelling mounds rest, varies considerably at

different parts of the village, the amount of timber used in its

construction being less than the following description of a

section would imply.

The surface was formed of large pieces of timber, placed side

by side and reaching a foot in depth. Under these were six

to nine inches of carefully layered brushwood, resting on more

pieces of timber, and on olive-brown peat containing logs

these together being three feet deep and lastly, between the

above layer and the yellow peat, eighteen inches or so of much

decayed wood mixed with rushes and dark peat. It was diffi-

cult to determine how far the deeper layers were artificially

placed, as the wood was so much decayed. The upper layers

of timber and brushwood, more especially at the edge of the

mounds, were kept in position by hundreds of small piles,

many of which were bent over at the top to hold the wood

in place.

3. The dwelling mounds orfloors are made of clay, ranging

from eighteen to thirty-five feet in diameter, and roughly

circular. The clay begins at the circumference as a thin

layer, but gradually thickens towards the centre of the mound

where in some cases it reaches a depth of four feet. On
account of the softness of the underlying peat, and the loss of

support from the decay of the wood sub-structures, the clay

has sunk in some instances as much as two feet. This to a

certain extent accounts for the very slight elevation of the
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mounds above on the surface. For various reasons the floors

of the dwellings were renewed by adding a fresh layer of clay.

This process must have been repeated from time to time, for in

some mounds there are as many as four or five distinct layers,

one over the other, each in its turn having served the purpose

of a floor.

4. The dwellings. We have very conclusive evidence how

some were made, in shape, size, and construction. In shape

they were circular or oval, and the size varied with that of the

mound
;
the hut walls were constructed of upright posts placed

about one foot apart, the spaces between them being filled in

with wattle and daub. This is shewn not only by the quantity

of baked clay bearing wattle and timber marks, but also by the

stumps of the actual wall-posts in situ. A large number of

fragments of baked clay show impressions of square-cut tim-

ber, so that some dwellings, or at least some part of them,

must have been built in a more substantial manner. The

entrance to the huts has been clearly traced : a few rough
slabs of lias stone forming the doorstep, with a piece of timber

as the threshold. These are shewn in the accompanying plan

of a small dwelling, the diameter of which is about eighteen

feet.

No clue to the height of the huts has yet been obtained,

neither has anything been found to show decidedly what kind

of roof was used.

5. The hearths, generally speaking, are found at the centre,

and highest part of the mound, their average diameter being

about four feet, and roughly circular. They are often com-

posed of a few slabs of stone embedded in the clay, less fre-

quently of rubbly stone or gravel, sometimes of clay only.

As a rule there is one hearth for each floor, and as many as

five hearths have been found in one mound.

6. The village border. The palisading at the edge of the

village is formed of piles three to nine inches in diameter, and

from five to eleven feet in length, kept together by more or

tfeiv Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part II. t
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less coarse hurdle work. Although in many places the piles

are much displaced and decayed, yet they form a fairly per-

fect and continuous, though irregular outline
;

at some parts

placed so closely together that from fifty to seventy have been

counted in the space of ten feet. The majority slope outwards,

having the appearance of chevaux de frise> at angles varying
with the state of preservation of the horder ; but a large pro-

portion of them were undoubtedly driven in vertically, and

have been either broken off or gradually forced out into their

present position. Some piles barely reach the true peat, whilst

others pierce it for several feet ; occasionally a few vertical

piles are still seen among the slanting, and probably shew re-

pairs to the border.

The border of the village has a very irregular outline, the

piles being arranged in varying curves. This unevenness has

been proved in some places to be due to extensions of the vil-

lage. The surface of the border immediately inside the piles

is formed of trunks of trees and large pieces of timber placed

side by side parallel to the margin, and reaching eight to

twelve feet inwards : underneath these more timber is found

alternating with layers of clay and brushwood, with which are

intermingled patches of stone, peat, rush, and bracken, to the

depth of four or five feet.

7. Structures in the peat outside the east border of the village.

The only indication of these before digging was a single low

mound about sixty feet long. This ridge was made of clay,

varying from nine to eighteen inches in thickness, and covered

with a layer of rubbly lias stone, the whole apparently resting

on the surface of the peat ; the ridge, when traced, was found

to begin within a few feet of the village border, and extended

in a northerly direction for one hundred feet : it then changed
its course towards the south-east for forty feet.

On the east side of the main portion of this embankment, was

a layer of irregular blocks of blue lias stone, scattered for the

most part near the surface of the peat, covering a space from
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ten to fourteen feet in width and one-hundred-and-thirty in

length : at one part the stones formed a kind of wall four feet

deep in the peat.

It is clear that the clay ridge and the stone work were

made late in the occupation of the village, and at different

dates, the stone work being of earlier construction than the

clay ridge or causeway. It is difficult to conjecture the use

of the former except for protection. The clay ridge, or cause-

way, was evidently a landing place but the object of its curved

shape is uncertain. Its use does not seem analogous to the

zigzag causeways that have been met with elsewhere.

I now mention a few of the finds which throw light on the

lives of the inhabitants and the probable date of the occupa-

tion, giving those more especially that have been met with

since the last meeting of this Society ; but for the information

of those who have not visited the excavations, or the Glaston-

bury Museum, I would say that the objects mentioned, and

those exhibited here in the local Museum, are only a few

selected specimens from the many that have been found, the

bone and horn implements alone numbering several hundred.

Flint. Besides many scrapers, and flakes, there is one good
arrowhead : this was found well within the village border and

near one of the dwellings.

Stone. The objects of stone include spindle whorls, whet-

stones, and parts of querns.

Bronze. The find of greatest importance in bronze is a

well preserved bowl. It is made of two pieces rivetted together :

the under surface is semi-circular, and a hole in it had evidently

been made good by rivetting on a small piece. Among the

other objects of bronze are two more spiral finger rings, a

penannular ring brooch, and parts of several fibulae.

Iron. Of this metal there are two reaping hooks with

wooden handles, besides other implements.

Pottery. Of both hand and wheel made kinds are still met

with in great quantities. Recently, a decorated wheel-made
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bowl of black ware, in perfect preservation and highly finished,

has been found. Besides this there are numerous pieces of

pottery, elaborately marked with designs in circles, curved

and flowing lines, and triangles. Many of these fragments are

doubtless capable of reconstruction. A few of the designs

are given on the page opposite. In the finest specimens the

under surface of the pot is also decorated.

Horn and bone. Amongst the objects made of horn and

bone, dug up this year, are needles, gouges, handles of knives,

and combs.

Baked clay. Of baked clay there are portions of loom

weights, pellets, or so-called sling stones, and crevice marked

clay.

Glass. Parts of two blue glass beads with white marking.

Wood. Many very interesting objects have been dug up
this year, made of cut wood, among them being seventeen

pieces of a morticed framework, probably part of a second

loom, one having been found last summer.

Portions of a small stave-made bucket with decorated side.

The greater part of a solid cut tub in fragments, six inches

high, and twelve inches in diameter, the outside decoration

being of a very bold and beautiful description.

Part of the axle of a wheel, with bases of two spokes in situ:

the length of the axle is fourteen inches, its diameter eight,

and the length of a spoke twelve inches. The whole is of

light construction and of perfect workmanship, and was prob-

ably a potter's wheel.

Unbaked clay pellets or sling stones have been dug up by
hundreds ; and the bones of animals have been met with in

such quantities in some places, that nearly a wheelbarrow full

has been obtained from a square yard of peat.

Professor Boyd Dawkins, F.R.S., has examined some of

these bones, and amongst them he has found the following

mammals and birds represented :
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Domestic Mammals. Domestic Birds.

Bos longifrons.

Capra hircus. Gallus domesticus.

Ovis aries.

Sus scrofa.

Equus caballus.

Canis familiaris.

Wild Mammals. Wild Birds.

Felis catus ferus. Crane. Abundant.

Lutra vulgaris. Swan. ditto.

Canis lupus? Heron.

Sus scrofa ferus. Diver, species ?

Castor fiber. Mallard.

Cervus elaphus. Grebe.

Cervus capreolus.

Articola amphibia.

More human remains have been met with this year than

previously, including two complete skulls and portions of a

third, and numerous fragments of bone from a cremated body:

the skulls both show signs of having undergone rough treat-

ment either by an axe or sword.

The botanical specimens have been submitted to Mr. J. G.

Baker, F.R.S., of Kew, who has given the following report :

Report on the Peatfrom the British Village at Glastonbury.
" Leaves. It contained abundant leaves of Salix cinerea, a

species everywhere abundant in Britain at the present

time, not restricted to damp places ;
on some of the leaves

were found Rhytisma Salicinum, a minute fungus. There

were a few leaves of myrica gale.

Twigs. Probably these belong to Salix cinerea.

Seeds. The abundant seeds represent three genera : Ranun-

culus, Potamogeton, and Carex. All these are large genera,

and it is impossible to say which species they represent.

Potamogeton indicates a lake or pool. Altogether the
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peat contains nothing whatever that might not be found

living in the surrounding district at the present time."

In a subsequent report the following seeds and woods are

mentioned :

Quercus Robur. Yicia Sativa.

Alnus Glutinosa. Corylus Avellana.

Betula Alba. Atriplex.

Hordeum Vulgare.

From the uniform character and distribution of the things

found a fair conclusion can be arrived at as to the probable

period during which the village was occupied, and the follow-

ing facts help to fix the approximate date.

No bronze weapons have been met with, this metal being

used for personal adornment and things of domestic use ; but

iron implements and weapons are not uncommon. No coin has

been found, neither has one single fragment of Samian or other

Roman pottery been discovered, though there are numerous

villas and extensive Roman potteries in the neighbourhood.

With few exceptions, such as a fibula or two of Roman type,

and an iron bridle bit, all the objects may be said to be of late

Celtic origin, and belonging to a period dating from somewhere

between 200 and 300 B.C. down to the Roman occupation. The

human remains discovered this year will doubtless help to de-

termine who the inhabitants of the dwellings were, whilst from

the other things we gain a considerable amount of insight into

the kind of life they led. It is evident that they were far-

mers, possessing both arable and pasture grounds on the

adjoining high lands, that they grew wheat and peas, and

owned small horses, sheep, and cattle. There is proof that

the people were acquainted with a rude kind of metallurgy,

for crucibles have been dug up that were used for smelting

metals. Then we know that spinning and weaving were

carried on to a large extent, and from the numerous pieces of

cut wood-work we learn that they were excellent carpenters

and used the lathe, and there is decided evidence that the
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pottery was made on the spot. From these and other facts

we cannot do otherwise than admit that the inhabitants of the

lake village were industrious, and fairly civilised people ; and,

we presume, the delicate fibula fastened equally delicate

fabrics, which were doubtless manufactured by these people.

The pottery and wood-work, and the decorations on both,

speak for themselves, and shew a skill and taste curiously in

contrast with their rough life and the inferiority of their

dwellings ; but we cannot doubt, with the evidence before us,

that they used, and in most cases constructed, the objects

which have been found.

In feeling and general design, the decorations on the pottery seem strongly
like ancient Greek. Moreover, the details, in more than one particular, are

identical with some of the fragments found by Schliemann at Mycenae. See
"
Mycenae and Tiryns," p. 71. [ED.]



to tfje List of tfce I6irn0 of Somerset

BY H. ST. B. GOLDSMITH.

ON reading the interesting paper by the Rev. Murray A.

Mathew on the above subject, in the Proceedings of

your Society for 1893, I see there are one or two additions to

be made thereto. One, the Shag (Phalacrocorax graeulus\

is particularly important, as it adds another species to the

number of birds killed or seen in this county. The others

mentioned below appear to be unknown to him, though one or

two were recorded by myself in the "
Zoologist." With regard

to his remarks on the Owls, I think much might be done by

your publications in preventing the senseless destruction of

these useful birds. I am glad to say, that in one or two cases,

known to me, game preservers have stopped their keepers

destroying them.

Lesser Redpole, Acanthis rufescens.

A nest of this bird, with four eggs, was found 10th May,

1894, by the Rev. Gr. E. Peake, at Holford. Two of

the eggs were seen by me, and a part of the nest is in my
possession.

I have also received reports of the nesting of this bird

from other parts of the county during the present year.
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Great Spotted Woodpecker, Dendrocopus major.

I do not consider this bird quite so rare as Mr. Mathew

states it to be, though without question it is rare. On

the 10th February, 1890, a pair of these birds was in the

Square garden, in the centre of this town, on a crab apple

tree, and I watched them for some time, when they were

disturbed and flew away.

I also saw a pair in the hands of a birdstuffer (I am

sorry to say), on the 13th September, 1892.

This spring, when staying at Shovell, near North

Petherton, I had, for several mornings, the pleasure of

watching a pair that frequented the trees in the drive,

and I have, more than once, seen them at Halswell and

Holford.

Cormorant, Phalacrocorax Carbo.

On the 28th October, 1887, I saw one in the flesh, at a bird-

stuffers in the town ; it was killed at Stolford by a fisher-

man named Brewer.

Shag, Phalacrocorax graculus.

A bird was killed between Brean Down and the mouth of

the Parret, on the 20th October 1892, and is now in the

collection of Mr. Tucker of this town.

On two other occasions I have seen either a Cormo-

rant or Shag, viz : on the 13th April, 1892, when playing

golf on the Minehead links, and at Lilstock on the 14th

. May, 1894. The birds were too far off to enable me to

say which they were, and I am not sufficiently acquainted

with their flight to be able to identify them. The last

mentioned, I fancy, was a Shag, as it appeared rather

small for a Cormorant.

Great Northern Diver, Colymbus glacialis.

One killed at Steart in November, 1888, by Brewer, a

fisherman. I saw it in the hands of a birdstufler a few

days after.

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part II. u
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Red-throated Diver, Colymbus septentrionalis.

One shot in the Bridgwater river, near Cannington, by Mr.

Tucker, 20th November, 1890.

One shot in the same river, near Dunball, on the 6th

December, 1892, by a man named Wilkins.

Both birds are in the collection of Mr. Tucker, and

were recorded by me in the "
Zoologist."

P alias's Sandgrouse, Syrrhaptes paradoxus.

Two birds were killed at Steart, out of the flock mentioned

by Mr. Mathew. The second bird was wounded and

found a few days after ; both birds are in the possession

of the Rev. C. Anderson, of Otterhampton.



IBurton Ppnsent,

BY E. CHISHOLM BATTEN.

TTTHEN Wolfe fell on the Heights of Abraham, in 1759,

V V the name of Pitt was the most illustrious in the civil-

ized world, and was pronounced by every Englishman with

pride and by every enemy of England with mingled admir-

ation and terror.

"Then 'twas praise enough
To fill the ambition of a private man,
That Chatham's language was his mother tongue,

And Wolfe's great name compatriot with his own."

Cnwper's
" Task."

It is the fashion of historians to contrast the position of

Pitt, when he was the secretary who with one hand wielded

the democracy of England, and with the other smote the

House of Bourbon, with that of Pitt when he was Chatham,
and to style him then as only the ruin of Pitt, though an

awful and majestic ruin.

The peace of Paris, in 1763, forced the nation to provide

for the expenses of the war which the peace ended but did

not pay for. There were two expedients ;
either to continue

the land tax at four shillings and threepence in the pound, or

else to provide some other tax and reduce the land tax to two

shillings, as it had been a few years before. Mr. Grenville,

the first minister, thought it desirable to have the power, in-
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stead of taxing the landed interest, to charge stamp duties

on the American Colonies. The minister proposed, in March,

1764, a resolution as follows : "that towards further defraying

the war expenses, it may be proper to charge certain stamp
duties on the Colonies and plantations." "In these few words,"

says Professor Smyth,
" was contained the fatal resolve that

tore asunder the Empire of Great Britain."

When the resolution was carried, Pitt was ill in bed. He
was strongly opposed to the resolution, and he afterwards said

" If I could have endured to have been carried, so great was

the agitation of my mind for the consequences, I would have

solicited some kind hand to have laid me doAvn on this floor

to have borne my testimony against it."

In January, 1765, Sir William Pynsent, the owner of Bur-

ton Pynsent, died, having devised it to Mr. Pitt, to whom he

was personally unknown; and on the 22nd March, 1765, the

American Stamp Act, almost of course after the resolution of

March, 1765, had been carried in the House of Commons, was

passed and became law.

Early in the summer of 1765, Mr. Pitt, and his most affec-

tionate wife and their family, took possession of Burton

Pynsent.

The family that accompanied them to Burton Pynsent were

five children three sons and two daughters : John, the eldest,

born in 1756 ; William Pitt, the second son, born in 1759;

and James Charles, the youngest, in 1761. The daughters

were Hester, born in 1756, and Harriet, in 1758.

" Whatever might be the vicissitudes of his public life, Pitt,"

says Lord Macaulay, "never failed to find peace and love by
his own hearth. He loved all his children, and was loved by

them ; and of all his children the one of whom he was fondest

and proudest was his second son." He no sooner entered into

possession at Burton Pynsent, than he commenced planting and

planning there with all the enthusiasm and taste, of which he

was so efficient a master.
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Ever since his marriage, in 1754, to Lady Hester Grenville,

they had lived at Hayes Place, in Kent
;
and when they came

to Burton Pynsent Pitt found full scope for his skill and taste

in his favourite art, landscape gardening.

He had been an early disciple of the new school of land-

scape gardening, founded about 1740, when the fashion com-

menced for remodelling country seats, which fashion continued

to about 1785 or 1790, when it in a great measure ceased.

His friends, Mr. Lyttleton, Mr. Richard Grenville, and Pitt

entered into Parliament about the same time, became associates,

and for several years always sat next to each other in the

House of Commons : all belonged to this school. The names

of Hagley and Stowe tell the same story, and it is strongly

attested.

Within a very few years of the improvements of Hamilton

at Pains Hill, and of the Lyttletons at Hagley,
" the great

Pitt," says George Mason,
" turned his mind to the embellish-

ment of rural nature. He first exercised this talent for design

at the South Lodge upon Enfield Chase. The first ground

surrounding the enclosure was then wild and woody, and is

diversified with hill and dale. He entertained the idea (and

admirably realized it) of making the interior correspond with

the exterior scenery. His temple of Pan is mentioned in the

Observations of Wheatley.
1 But the singular effort of his

genius was a successful imitation of the picturesque appear-

ance of a bye lane on the very principles Sir Uvedale Price

(Essay on the Picturesque, ed., 1870, p. 26) supposes it might
be possible. Probably Sir Uvedale was not in the least aware

of such a design having been carried into execution near fifty

years before.

Mr. Marshall speaks, in "
Planting and Rural Ornament,"

third edition, 1803, of the great Lord Chatham's good taste

*

(1).
" An Essay on Design in Gardening." second edition, w, p. J29. But

because the place had then changed its owner, the name of the

great man that planned it is totally omitte I in the second edition.
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in modern gardening,
" as lie shewed by his own villas in En-

field Chase and at Hayes Place, near Beckenham, where the

mansion house was erected by the Great Commoner, who took

much delight in improving the grounds."
2

Lord Kosebery, in his sketch of the second Pitt's life

(London, 1893), tells us that he planted and planned with all

the enthusiasm which had marked his father's operations at

Hayes and Burton Pynsent.

Burton Pynsent was for some generations, from the ac-

cession of James I, the seat of a respectable family, the

Jennings family, the last of whom married Sir William Pyn-
sent. Addison says, in the 583rd number of the "

Spectator
"

(June 18th, 1714), "I could mention a nobleman whose

fortune has placed him in several parts of England, and who

has always left these visible marks (planting) behind him,

which shew he has been there. He never hired a house in

his life without leaving all about it the seeds of wealth, and

thus bestowing legacies on the posterity of the owner." It is

impossible to visit Burton Pynsent, without tracing the hand

and the eye of Chatham as a master of the art of landscape

gardening. The house had been little occupied by its octo-

genarian owner for many years before its coming into Chat-

ham's possession. A very few old trees, cedars, and elms near

it, seem to have been all that indicated the existence of any

pleasure grounds. The north ridge of hills, upon the edge of

which the old house stood, rises with a steep ascent, though
from only a couple of hundred feet above West Sedgmoor ;

but the slope, like the whole of this lias range of hills, is

waved indented and clothed with hanging dwarf woods. These

woods alternately swell into bold projections and recede into

picturesque hollows.

It was a difficult problem how to deal with these grounds

of Burton Pynsent.
v To make the old house fit for the resi-

dence of a public statesman like Pitt, the finest orator in the

(2). London's "
Encyclopaedia of Gardening,

"
London, 1822.
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Commons House of Parliament, only so to add to an unambi-

tious country house, as to make it commodious was com-

paratively easy : but to produce pleasure grounds without

running water, and on the edge of the precipice on which

the house stood, and with a deficiency of fine timber, was

an effort of skill, the effects of which shew that a master in

rural improvement has been there. Burton Pynsent afforded

an excellent field for bringing out Chatham's favourite art of

landscape gardening on its sharp declivities.

Thomson, in his "
Autumn," couples Chatham's name and

fame with that of his brother-in-law's place at Stowe, speaking

of " the wide extended walks ; the fair paradise of Stowe."

The good taste of Pitt at once fixed upon no fantastic object

no temple of Pan. His son William's remarks upon Stowe, in

a letter to Lady Hester, in comparison with Burton Pynsent,

in 1783, are :
" So far as the mere pleasure of seeing goes, I

had rather be the visitor than the owner. Sedgmoor and

Troy Hill are not to be exchanged for the Elysian Fields,

with all the temples into the bargain."

The mode in which Mr. Pitt improved the grounds at Bur-

ton Pynsent was a happy audacity which none but a master in

the art of rural ornamentation could have devised : it was first

to gratify a proper desire in a generous mind to erect a noble

monument to the memory of Sir William Pynsent, his bene-

factor, on the estate which he had presented to Pitt's family ;

and he availed himself of the opportunity of adding to its

beauties a lofty column to preserve the memory of Sir Wil-

liam, and yet modestly to omit any reference to the person

who erected it.
3

It was not to increase the apparent extent of the pleasure

grounds, but to bring them into a visible relationship with the

(3). It was but a few months ago that the most distinguished statesman of

the present day found no words more apt to express his sense of

what he felt towards a distinguished colleague than those at the base

of the pillar at Burton Pvnsent. Hoc saltern funyar inani munere.
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old Renaissance house of the Jennings' ; that Pitt selected a

spot about four hundred yards from the house, on which a

noble column, of one hundred and fifty feet in height, was

erected ; the hill above Sedgmoor, a field fatal to Protestant

rashness, there two hundred feet, at an angle of fifty feet : a

hundred feet more gave the predominant feature to the house

and estate.

The planting of the small park of fifty-six acres, on the

level to the north of the house, was of a character to develope

the view of the monument from the best rooms, so as to lead

the eye up to the knoll, on which the new woods were planted

with a variety of kinds of timber trees.

Young as the second Pitt was, when his father acquired

Burton, he was fully capable of appreciating the position of

the Great Commoner, his father. In August, 1766, when the

world was agitated by the news that Mr. Pitt had become

Earl of Chatham, William exclaimed " I am glad I am not

the eldest son : I want to speak in the House of Commons like

papa."

Lord Chatham went on, in Somersetshire, with the training

and educating his wonderful son, encouraged by the steady

love and admiration of his noble wife. When Lord Chatham's

health permitted, he never suffered a day to pass without

giving instruction of some sort to his children, and seldom

without reading a chapter of the Bible with them.

What lessons he taught his son, William, at Burton Pynsent,

we learn from the letters he wrote to his nephew, Thomas Pitt,

afterwards Lord Camelford, then at Cambridge, at about the

same age. In 1750, from Bath (October 12th) he writes : "I

hope you taste and love those authors (Horace and Virgil)

particularly : you cannot read them too much : they are not

only the two greatest poets, but they contain the finest lessons

for your age to imbibe : lessons of honour, courage, disinter-

estedness, love of truth, command of temper, gentleness of

behaviour, humanity, and, in one word, virtue in its true signifi-
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cation." "My own travels at present are none of the pleas-

antest : I am going through a fit of the gout with much proper

pain and what proper patience I may. Avis au lecteur, my sweet

boy ; remember thy Creator in the days of thy youth. . . Here

ends my sermon, which, I trust, you are not fine gentleman

enough, or, in plain English, silly fellow enough, to laugh at.

Lady Hester is much yours. Let me hear some account of

your intercourse with the Muses."

Again, from Bath, 14th January, 1754, the uncle writes to

his nephew at Cambridge.
"

I come now to the part of the advice I have to offer to

you, which most nearly concerns your welfare, and upon
which every good and honourable purpose of your life will

assuredly turn. I mean the keeping up in your heart the

true sentiments of religion. If you are not right towards

God you can never be so towards man. The noblest senti-

ment of the human breast is here brought to the test. Is

gratitude in the number of a man's virtues ? if it be, the

highest benefactor demands the warmest returns of grati-

tude, love, and praise. Ingratum qui dixerit, omnia dixit. If

a man wants this virtue, where there are infinite obligations

to excite and quicken it, he will be likely to want all others

towards his fellow creatures, whose utmost gifts are poor

compared to those he daily receives at the hands of his

never-failing Almighty Friend. ' Remember thy Creator in

the days of thy youth,' is big with the deepest wisdom.
' The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom ; and an

upright heart, that is understanding.' This is externally

true, whether the wits and rakes of Cambridge allow it or

not ; nay, I must add of this religious wisdom : 'Her ways
are Avays of pleasantness, and all her paths are peace.' Hold

fast, therefore, by this sheet-anchor of happiness, Heligion.

You will often want it in the times of most danger : the

storms and tempests of Life. Cherish true religion as

preciously as you will fly with abhorrence and contempt
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superstition and enthusiasm. The first is the perfection and

glory of the human nature ; the two last the deprivation and

disgrace of it, Remember the essence of religion is a heart

void of offence towards God and man ; not subtle specu-

lative opinions, but an active vital principle of faith.

Go on, my dear child, in the admirable disposition you
have towards all that is right and good."

Nor was the great Commoner less distinct in his public

utterances. During the session of 1759-60, when every month

had its illuminations and bonfires, and every wind brought

some messenger charged with joyful tidings and hostile

standards, he said in his place in Parliament,
" The more a

man is versed in business, the more he found the hand of

providence .... there was no such thing as chance : it was

the unaccountable name of nothing. All was providence."

Among the lessons which Pitt taught his son was noble

disinterestedness the noble disinterestedness which made the

father disdain the cupidity of the placemen who preceded

him.

Like the old Romans

Privatus illis census erat brevis ;

Commune Magnum.
The first appointment Pitt obtained in England was in 1746,

that of Paymaster-General. It had been the custom of the

holders of this office to avail themselves of certain perquisites.

A sum of 100,000 a year was set apart for the use of the

Paymaster-General, to provide for irregular payments in

advance, and it was customary for the paymaster to apply, as

perquisites of the office, the income of the balances to his own

use, on investing them in the public funds in his own name.

In this way the balances afforded an extra income of 3,000

or 4,000 a year to him. Besides this perquisite, it was the

custom of the Paymaster General, in the case of an English

subsidy to a foreign state, to be paid by that state a com-

mission of an eighth per cent, upon the subsidy.
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The spirit of the father did not fail the son when the coali-

tion ministry were defeated and Fox's India bill rejected by
the House of Lords, and the son appointed First Lord of the

Treasury and Chancellor of the Exchequer. The opposition

in the House of Commons, by repeated majorities, attacked

the young minister and insisted upon his resignation. With

this demand the son of Chatham steadfastly refused to comply.

While the contest was raging the Clerkship of the Pells, a

sinecure place for life, worth three thousand a year, became

vacant. The appointment was with the young Pitt, the

Chancellor of the Exchequer. He gave it to his father's

friend, Colonel Barre, now afflicted by blindness. By this

arrangement a pension, which Lord Eockingham had granted

to Barre for his life, of 3,000, was saved to the public.
" It

is a great thing," says Macaulay, "for a man who has only

three hundred a year to be able to shew that he considers

three thousand a year as mere dirt beneath his feet, when

compared with the public interest."

The second Pitt, in his speech on the 21st February, 1783,

appealed to the memory of Chatham with reverent affec-

tion :
" My earliest impressions were in favour of the noblest

and most disinterested modes of serving the public. These

impressions are still dear, and will, I hope, be for ever dear, to

my heart. I will cherish them as a legacy infinitely more

valuable than the richest inheritance."

Pitt was Paymaster-General of the Forces for nine years

and a half, from the 25th June, 1746, to the 25th December,
1755 ; and the income of balances, if they were invested for

those nine years and a half, would have been some 30,000 at

least.

During Pitt's continuance in the office of Paymaster-General
he declined to invest the balances, and his integrity appeared
most manifest upon his dismissal. It was then found that the

balances belonging to his office were all deposited in the Bank
of England.
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Soon after he took the Paymaster's office a subsidy had to

be paid to the King of Prussia, and the agent of the king paid

the commission of an eighth on the subsidy into the office of

the Paymaster-General. Pitt returned it, and begged the

offer of this present might not be repeated, and it was not at-

tempted again.

In the spring of 1765, Pitt entered into the discussion about

the repeal of the Stamp Act and the conduct of Lord Bute,

and, in his speech, alluded to his organizing, in 1757, two

Highland regiments, and said

"
I sought for merit wherever it was to be found : it is

my boast that I was the first minister who looked for it and

found it in the mountains of the north. I called it forth,

and drew it into your service : a hardy and intrepid race of

men ; men who, when left by your jealousy, became a prey

to the artifices of your enemies, and had gone nigh to have

overturned the State in the war before the last. These men,

in the last war, were brought to combat on your side : they

served with fidelity, as they fought with valour, and con-

quered for you in every part of the world. Detested be the

national prejudices against them ! they are unjust, ground-

less, illiberal, unmanly. When I ceased to serve his Majesty

as minister, it was not the country of the man by which I

was moved ; but the man of that country wanted wisdom,

and held principles incompatible with freedom."

In speaking of these gallant Highlanders, Pitt could never

forget that they, under the command of General Wolfe, had

helped to obtain the victory of Quebec, which secured the

possession of Canada to England, and put an end to the power
of France in North America. On a later occasion, when

General Fraser, of Loval, in 1774, was at Oporto commanding
the Loval regiment, raised in 1757, Chatham wrote to the

General :
" I have taken care that merit should be allowed to

display itself and that vajour should never want a sword."
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Pitt, speaking on the king's speech, in November, 1765, at

the end of the session, when the king stated that America had

resisted the Stamp Act, said

" I rejoice that America has resisted : three millions of

people, so dead to all the feelings of liberty as voluntarily

to consent to be slaves, would have been fit instruments to

make slaves of all the rest.

The minister asks when were the Colonies emancipated.

I desire to know when they were made slaves !

In a good cause, on a sound bottom, the force of this

country can crush America to atoms. I know the valour

of your troops, the skill of your officers : but on this ground,

on the Stamp Act, where so many here will think it a crying,

I am one who will lift my hand against it : in such a cause

your success will be hazardous. America, if she fell, would

fall like the strong man : she would embrace the pillars of

the state, and pull down the constitution along with her.

The Americans have not acted in all things with pru-

dence and temper. They have been wronged ; they have

been driven to madness by injustice. Will you punish them

for the madness which you have occasioned ? Rather let

prudence and temper come from this side.

' Be to their faults a little blind
;

Be to their virtues very kind.'
"

At this time, when Pitt was declining office, Lord Temple
writes from Stowe to Mr. Mackenzie (Oct. 13th, 1765) :

" Mr. Pitt is, in my notion, indispensable, and you know, I

think, too much regard cannot be shown him. The determin-

ations of his mind, since he went into Somersetshire, I know

not : whenever he is called upon, as before, I take it for granted

he will give them with the same duty and zeal."

In Febuary, 1766, the Stamp Act was repealed in spite of

the king's opposition, and it was arranged that a ministry
should be formed, of which Lord Chatham should be a member.
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In May, 1766, Lord Temple wrote a very kind letter to his

sister, Lady Chatham, at Burton. He says :

"
Many kind compliments and brotherly good will attend

Mr. Pitt, a good journey to you as I mentioned at Burton.

Your most truly affectionate brother,

TEMPLE."

Lady Chatham writes, on 22nd July, 1766, to her brother,

Earl Temple :-

NORTH END.
" You will not wonder, my dear Brother, that my answer

to your last kind letter is dated from here. Mr. Pitt's fever

returning again. I arrived here yesterday, and had the

comfort to find Mr. Pitt is considerably mended, but with

not so good looks as when we parted. I long to show you
Burton Pynsent, because it belongs to us, and because there

is something not quite common about it. You know I have

your promise.

Your most loving Sister."

Lord Chatham's life at Burton Pynsent was the life of a

country gentleman, with a loving and sympathizing wife and

family. His wife was as half his soul, and his children were

bone of his bone, and flesh of his flesh. Lady Hester Pitt

was a loving sister of the two Grenvilles, before she was the

fond wife of Pitt.

" This brings the best wishes of Burton Pynsent," Mr.

Pitt writes, October, 1765, to Earl Temple, "that sickness

may long since have bid adieu to Stowe, and that your

Lordship may be at this present writing immersed in the

amusing cares of building and gardening, with the whole

train of the arts.

As to your Somersetshire friends our bill of health is fairer

than it has been. Lady Chatham, thank God, is quite re-

covered and the small flock tolerably well.
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I propose carrying my legs, since they will not carry me,

to Bath towards the middle of November, if I hold out so

long, and try once again to prop a shattered tenement with

the help of steel waters."

A letter from Lady Chatham to him at Bath, from Burton

Pynsent, of November 17th, 1765, tells us of the family habits

and feelings in their new home :

" Nine o'clock came, the duties of our Sunday evening

done, and the little ones retired to bed, I musing by the fire,

comes in my dearest love's letter. What a charm did it

immediately spread over my mind, and with what love and

gratitude to the Almighty did I read that my prayers had

been answered."

Pitt could now get time to attend to the cares of Burton

Pynsent. He proposed in his letter to Earl Temple, of the

29th October, 1765, to join with his wife and their trustees in

selling his place,
"
Hayes," and investing the produce of the

sale in Somersetshire :

" Thus you see, my dear Lord, how the passion of dirty

acres grows upon a West Saxon of yesterday, and that I

meditate laying rapacious hands on a considerable part of

the county of Somerset, but this under Peter Taylor's good

pleasure.

I advance apace in bricks and mortar : but the monu-

mental column 4 must wait the return of spring to lift its

head upon a weather-beaten promontory, where I trust

fortunate chance may one day lead your Lordship's pere-

grinatory steps."

Burton Pynsent afforded an excellent field for bringing out

Chatham's favourite art of landscape gardening.

In September, 1767, there was great distress from the high

price of provisions. Lord Chatham stayed during the summer

at Burton Pynsent. It was of this year that the story is told

by Lady Holland, of little
" William Pitt, not eight years, and

(4). The Burton Monument.
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really the cleverest child I ever saw, and brought up so strictly

and proper in his behaviour, that, mark my words, that little

boy will be a thorn in Charles' side as long as he lives."

In 1768, the Genoese claim to Corsica had been made over

by the Republic to the Crown of France. A remonstrance

was transmitted to our ambassador, at Paris, by Lord Shel-

burne, and delivered by the ambassador to the court of Ver-

sailles. It was treated by that court with indifference. Our

ambassador insisted upon a recall, and Lord Shelburne was

dismissed from his office. The connexion between Lord Chat-

ham and Lord Shelburne induced Lord Chatham to resign

the Privy Seal in the autumn of 1768.

After his resignation, and amidst the lowering of the char-

acter of the House of Commons by the removal of its great

leader to the House of Lords, in that House Lord Chatham

spoke, in 1769, in support of a motion for augmenting the

number of seamen. The keeping up the naval strength of

England, was a recurrence to the principle which had animated

him in his wars with France and induced him to discourage

the subsidizing the land armies of the allies of England on the

Continent. He testified his regard for the great Naval Com-

manders, Admiral Sir Charles Saunders and Admiral Boscawen,

by the display of their full-length portraits in the ball room at

Burton.

In 1770 the session ended on the 19th of May. Lord

Chatham and his family went down to Burton Pynsent. On
the 3rd of August, 1770, he writes to Lady Chatham, who

was absent from home, at Burton :

"
I am to thank my love a million of times for the most

interesting packet I ever received. You describe in words

which are only yours, sentiments which are equally mine.

Every beauty I see at delightful Burton quickens with a

most ardent wish that we should have shared them together.'

In February, 1771, Lord Chatham moved for the opinion

of the judges, and, when the House of Lords adjourned, went
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to Burton Pynsent, and on the 22nd September he writes to

Mr. Calcraft.

" I intend to prolong my stay at this place : between

farming, hunting, and planting now beginning, we are all,

young and old, highly pleased to find our day not long

enough. Whether we shall, by and by, find the evenings

too long I purpose to put to the test. Lord Lyttleton was

so good as to give us a day here on his return from Mount

Edgcombe."
To Lord Lyttleton Chatham was indebted for his entry

into Parliament, in 1735, and their friendship had continued

ever since.

Lord Chatham on every occasion opposed the ministry in

their American policy. In 1773, he spoke of the position of

the troops at Boston :

" You irritate your Colonies to unappeasable rancour. It

is not repealing this or that act of Parliament : not the

annihilation of a few dirty shreds of parchment that can

restore America to your bosom. You must repeal her fears

and her resentment, and you may then hope for her love

and gratitude."

He was training his favoured son, William, for the Bar, the

profession he had intended for him. He caused the second

Pitt to be admitted at Pembroke Hall, Cambridge, on the

26th April, 1773, when he was not yet fourteen, and while he

was still under the care of his tutor, Mr. Wilson, at Burton

Pynsent. He went up from Burton Pynsent to Pembroke

Hall, on 3rd October, 1773, thoroughly furnished with the

methods of a great orator in enunciation, correct expression,

and emphatic elocution.

The ministry in the session of 1774, proposed a measure for

quartering soldiers in America : this step was opposed vigor-

ously by Lord Chatham, and he made a last endeavour towards

conciliation :
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"My Lords," said he on the 27th May, 1774, "this

country is little obliged to the framers and supporters of the

tea tax. The Americans had almost forgot, in their excess

of gratitude for the repeal of the stamp act, any interest

but that of the mother country. This temper would have

continued, if not interrupted by your fruitless endeavour to

tax them without their consent I would advise the

noble lords in office to adopt a more gentle method of

governing America : proceedings like these will never meet

with the wished-for success. Instead of these, pass an am-

nesty on all their youthful errors ; clasp them once more to

your fond and affectionate arms, and I will venture to affirm,

you will find them children worthy of their sire. If other-

wise, I will be amongst the foremost to move for such

measure as will make them feel what it is to provoke a fond

and forgiving parent : a parent, my lords, whose welfare

has ever been my greatest and most pleasing consideration.

The period is not far distant when she will want the assist-

ance of her most distant friends, but my prayers shall be

ever for her welfare.

Length of days be in her right hand, and in her left riches

and honour. May her ways be ways of pleasantness, and

all her paths be peace."



jfinai perambulation of OErmoor jForest.

BY MR. E. J. RAWLE.

IN
the year 1815, Parliament passed an act [55 Geo. Ill,

cap. 138] authorising the inclosure of the royal forest of

Exmoor ; and, in accordance with provisions contained in the

said act, an official survey was made in 1816. The final award

of the Commissioners appointed for this purpose was enrolled

in the Court of Exchequer, and includes a complete perambu-
lation. In this record the metes, marks, limits, and bounds of

the ancient forest or rather what remained of it at that date

are so clearly and precisely located, that it has been thought

desirable to make them more generally known.

The following particulars have been extracted verbatim:

QR. MEMORANDA R. TRIN. 58, GEO. Ill, ROT. I.

fcfc

2DO 311 whom these Presents shall come or shall in

any wise concern. We, *Richard Hawkins of Kingsbridge,

in the county of Devon, Gentleman ; and Thomas Abraham

of White Lackington, in the county of Somerset, Gentleman;

send greeting. Whereas by an act of parliament passed in

the 55th year of his present Majesty's reign entitled ' An
Act for vesting in his Majesty certain parts of the Forest

of Exmoor, otherwise Exmore, in the counties of Somerset

and Devon, and for enclosing the said Forest
'

[proceeds to

recite fully the provisions of the said Act.]

And whereas we the said Richard Hawkins and Thomas

Abraham having taken upon ourselves the burthen and exe-

cution of the said Act, and having first severally taken the
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oath prescribed by the said Act, and having appointed
Richard Henry Strong of Tiverton in the county of Devon,

Gentleman, our clerk to assist us And whereas

the Commissioners of his Majesty's Woods, Forests, and

Land Revenues did by writing under their hands bearing

date July 25th, 1815, nominate and appoint Frederick James

Kelsey of Chichester in the county of Sussex, Gentleman,

to be the Surveyor for viewing, surveying, and measuring

the open Commonable Grounds and waste Lands in the said

Forest. And whereas in pursuance of the powers and direc-

tions given to us by the said recited Acts, and pursuant to

public Notice for that purpose duly given, We have ascer-

tained, set out, and determined and fixed the boundaries of

the said Forest, and also the boundaries of the Parishes,

Manors, Hamlets, or Districts adjoining thereto, and have

stated a description in writing of the same boundaries as

follows :

JftOltl a certain place or boundary stone called Hooked

Stone upon the said Forest, the boundary of the said Forest

southward is marked and distinguished by several boundary
stones extending to a place called Hascombe Pound or Hals-

combe Pound near Dunsbrook stream, and pursuing the same

direction by several boundary stones placed between Hals-

combe bank and Dunsbrook stream, which stream is within the

said Forest and flows in a parallel line with the said boundary
stones to a boundary stone called Litton-foot Stone near a

place called Willingford Water where Dunsbrook stream and

Litton Water join ; the said Forest being abutted 011 the

east all the way from the said boundary stone called Hooked

Stone to the said boundary stone called Litton-foot Stone,

by a common called Hawkridge Common in the parish

of Hawkridge in the said county of Somerset. From

the said boundary stone called Litton-foot Stone, the

boundary of the said Forest takes a westerly direction

across Willingford Water and up the stream called Litton
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Water as far as a boundary stone, which is placed between

the common called Molland Common in the parish of Mol-

land in the county of Devon, and the common called Twit-

chen Common in the parish of Twitchen in the same county :

the said Forest being abutted on the south all the way from

the said boundary stone called Littou-foot Stone to the last

mentioned boundary stone between Molland Common and

Twitchen Common, by the said common called Molland Com-

mon in the parish of Molland in the said county of Devon.

From the said last mentioned boundary stone between Mol-

land and Twitchen Commons, the boundary of the said

Forest still extends in a westerly direction up the said stream

called Litton Water as far as the head of the said stream,

and then takes a north-westerly direction from thence to-

wards and unto a boundary stone called Sandy-way Stone

adjoining the public road leading from Northmolton in the

said county of Devon to Exford in the said county of

Somerset : the said Forest being abutted all the way from

Molland Common to the said boundary stone called Sandy-

way Stone, by the common called Twitchen Common in the

said parish of Twitchen. From the said boundary stone

called Sandy-way Stone the boundary of the said Forest

still proceeds in a north-westerly direction by and along

several boundary stones leading towards an inclosure called

Darlock Corner, and then passeth along near the said in-

closure in the same direction to a boundary stone near a

Landmark called Coles's Cross, and thence in the same

direction along other boundary stones placed near certain

inclosures called Shortacombe and Buttery Corner to a

place called Two Burrows which burrows are within the

said Forest, from thence the said boundary continues in the

same direction along several boundary stones in a line which

intersects the public road leading from Northmolton afore-

said to Simonsbath Farm in the interior of the said Forest,

and extends to a boundary stone called Horsehead Stone
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near the end of a Landmark called White Ladder, which

last mentioned boundary stone called Horsehead Stone

divides the commons called Northmolton Common in the

parish of Northmolton aforesaid, from another common
called Whitefield Common in the parish of High Bray in

the said county of Devon : the said Forest being abutted all

the way from the before mentioned boundary stone called

Sandy-way Stone to the said boundary stone called Horse-

head Stone by the said common called Northmolton Com-
mon in the parish of Northmolton aforesaid. From
the said boundary stone called Horsehead Stone the

boundary of the said Forest still continues to extend in

a north-westerly direction by and along several boundary
stones to a boundary stone placed in a burrow called Setta-

burrow, and from thence in the same direction to a boundary
stone near a place called Shrowlsbury Castle or Saulsbury
Castle and contiguous to a Bog or Swamp called Moules

Chamber, and from the said last mentioned boundary stone

the boundary of the said Forest takes a northerly direction

along several boundary stones to a boundary stone called

Longstone or Lew-combe Stone which divides the said

parish of High Bray from the parish of Challacombe in the

said county of Devon : the said Forest being abutted all the

way from the said boundary stone called Horsehead Stone

to the said boundary stone called Longstone or Lew-combe

Stone by the commons called Whitefield Common, Bray

Common, and Grratton Common in the said parish of High

Bray. From the said boundary stone called Longstone or

Lew-combe Stone the boundary of the said Forest continues

to extend in a northerly direction along several boundary
stones to a boundary stone called Edgerly Stone, and from

thence takes a north-westerly direction by other boundary
stones for about a quarter of a mile, and then in a northerly

direction up a hill called Bill Hill to a boundary stone called

Twizzel-mark Stone, and in the same direction by several
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other boundary stones passing by Woodburrow to a stone

called Saddle Stone which divides the said parish of Challa-

combe from the parish of Linton in the said county of

Devon : the said Forest being abutted all the way from the

said boundary stone called Longstone or Lew-combe Stone

to the said boundary stone called Saddle Stone by the com-

mons of Challacombe-Rawleigh and Challacombe-Regis, in

the said parish of Challacombe, the said last mentioned boun-

dary of the said Forest intersecting in several points the

road from Southmolton to Linton and running in a direction

nearly parallel to the said road. From the said boundary
stone called Saddle Stone the boundary of the said Forest

takes an easterly direction along three or four other boun-

dary stones and then extends over the hill and down to

Ruckham Combe. From Ruckham Combe the said boundary
extends along several boundary stones over the opposite hill

called Benjamy Hill, and still continuing in an easterly

direction passes by several other boundary stones down to

Warcombe Water, the said boundary then crosses the water

and extends in the same direction up Furze Hill Common,

along several boundary stones to the corner of an inclosure

called Hoar Oak Inclosure, and along the boundary stones

near the said inclosure to a place called Gammons Corner,

and from thence to a boundary stone on the left or north

side of the tree called Hoar Oak : the said Forest being

abutted all the way from Saddle Stone to the said boundary
stone near Hoar Oak by the common called Linton Common
in the parish of Linton in the said county of Devon. From

the said last mentioned boundary stone near Hoar Oak the

boundary of the said Forest continues to extend in an

easterly direction across the stream of water called Hoar

Oak Water which divides the said parish of Linton from

the parish of Brendon in the said county of Devon, along

several boundary stones up the side of the hill and over

Cheriton Ridge and down to a stream called Waterhead
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Brook, crosses the said water and extends by boundary
stones in the same direction to a hill called Hoar Tor Hill,

passes over the said hill and down to a stream called Hoc-

combe Water which then becomes the boundary of the said

Forest and flows in an easterly direction between the said

Forest and a hill called Badgery Hill in the said parish of

Brendon,the said Forest is bounded by the said last mentioned

stream as far as a place called Badgery Water where the

same and another stream called Longcombe Water join at

the foot of a hill called Trouts Hill : the said Forest being

abutted all the way from Hoar Oak Water to Badgery
Water by commons called Brendon Common and Badgery
Common in the said parish of Brendon. From the said

water called Badgery Water which divides the parish of

Brendon from the parish of Oare in the county of Somerset,

the boundary of the said Forest takes a south-easterly direc-

tion a short way up Longcombe Water and then an easterly

direction along several boundary stones through a place

called Lannicombe Burrows to a boundary stone in the

centre of a burrow called Longcombe Burrow, and still

continues easterly over a hill called Little Tunshill to a

boundary line on the head of Great Tunshill from whence it

takes a northerly direction towards and unto a boundary

stone at a place called Stover, from thence it takes a north-

easterly course by several other boundary stones on the side

of Stover Bottom under Kittuck Hill to a stream called

Chalk Water, it crosses the water and passes through cer-

tain mounds called Kittuck Burrows to a boundary stone

on the opposite side, from thence the said boundary extends

in an easterly direction along several boundary stones over

Mill Hill to a burrow called Black Burrow : the said Forest

being abutted all the way from Badgery Water to Black

Burrow by Oare Common in the parish of Oare in the

county of Somerset. From the said burrow called Black

Burrow which separates the said parish of Oare from the
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parish of Porlock in the said county of Somerset, the boun-

dary of the said Forest stretches in a southerly direction

along several boundary stones to a burrow called Owlomans

Burrow at which the parishes of Porlock, Stockpero, and

Exford in the said county of Somerset unite in a point : the

said Forest being abutted all the way from Black Burrow

to Owlomans Burrow by Porlock Common in the said parish

of Porlock. From Owlomans Burrow the boundary of the

said Forest extends in a south-westerly direction along

several boundary stones to a mound or burrow called Larks

Burrow, and from thence inclining southward down Sprac-

combe Combe to Spraccombe Water, crosses the said water

and then turns in a southerly direction along several boun-

dary stones to a boundary stone near Orchard Farm Inclo-

sure, from thence it proceeds in a south-easterly direction

along several boundary stones passing near Orchard Corner

and from thence in an easterly course near the site of a

house called Orchard House otherwise Redbrook House,

and crossing the river Exe proceeds in the same direction

near certain old enclosures called West Mill Farm, ascends

Ridgestone Hill leaving Ruscombe Down on the left and

extends to a boundary stone called Redstone or Ridgestone

near Ridgestone Gate, and then takes a westerly direction

passing near Ashill Farm on the left, to a boundary stone

near Ashett Corner along boundary stones by the side of

the road leading from Exford in the said county of Somer-

set to Barnstaple in the said county of Devon, from Ashett

Corner inclining to the south-west it crosses the said road

near Honeymead Corner and then takes a southerly direction

by boundary stones along an ancient greenway to Newland

Ridge, and from thence in the same direction ascends White

Hill to a boundary stone on the top, which separates the

said parish of Exford from the parish of Withypoole in the

said county of Somerset : the said Forest being abutted all

the way from Owlomans Burrow to the said boundary stone

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part 11.
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on the top of White Hill by Exford Inclosures and Exford

Common in the parish of Exford in the said county of Somer-

set. From the last mentioned boundary stone on the top of

White Hill the boundary of the said Forest extends south-

ward to the road leading from Withypoole aforesaid to

Simonsbath Farm, crosses the said road and continues in

the same direction by a beaten track to a boundary stone

near the river Barle, crosses the sail river and takes a south-

westerly direction by the side of the said river to Sherdon

Hutch where Sherdon Water communicates with the river

Barle, which water is within the said Forest and is the

boundary thereof, passes a short way up Sherdon Water as

far as Sherdon Rock from thence it takes a southerly direc-

tion along several boundary stones through Kingsland Pitts,

ascends Dillaeombe Hill to a boundary stone on the top of

Dillacombe, then crosses the road leading from Exford

aforesaid to Northmolton aforesaid and continues in the

same direction along several boundary stones over Landker

Hill to a boundary stone near the road leading from Withy-

poole to Southmolton, and from thence extends in an easterly

direction to a stone called Hooked Stone which separates

the said parish of Withypoole from the parish of Hawk-

ridge : the said Forest being abutted all the way from the

said boundary stone on the top of White Hill to the said

boundary stone called Hooked Stone by the common called

Withypoole Common in the said parish of Withypoole.

And Whereas the said Frederick James Kelsey, the Sur-

veyor, having proceeded to view, survey and measure the

said Forest, and the open and commonable parts thereof,

and to describe or lay down the same by way of map or

plan, setting forth the number of Statute acres, roods, and

perches By the said survey and plan it appears

that the said Forest and the open and commonable wastes

thereof, do contain twenty thousand and thirteen acres,

three roods, and thirty-three perches."







3 jForgotren Chancellor anD Canon,

BY A. S. BICKNELL, F.R.A.S., F.L.S.

AS
the records of a private family are seldom of sufficient

importance to claim a place in the Proceedings of an

Archaeological Society, these notes are offered by me with

diffidencej and only because I think they may here and there

illumine an obscure corner of what I may term the minor

Story of Somerset. If I have another object, it is that I hope
to show, with singular clearness, how a family, bearing a name

derived from a village in Normandy, appropriated for their

convenience that of a manor in England, the spelling of both

varying thenceforth nearly simultaneously ; and that further I

believe, though it is rarely possible to point out definitely the

first possessor of a particular surname, because generally he

has vanished in the mist of time, in this instance I am able to

do so ; and certainly at least I can give an outline sketch of

some forgotten Somersetshire worthies long passed away.
In rather an out-of-the-way spot, about five miles N.w. of

Ilminster, beneath a sombre, forest-clad, projecting hill, con-

spicuous from the environs of Taunton, there are a few

scattered cottages and a modern chapel. The height, rising

820 feet above the sea, is popularly known as Beacon Hill, and

the country it seems to guard is the ancient manor of Byken-
hulle. The Exon Domesday calls the place Bichehalda, and
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the great Exchequer one says :

" William holds of the Earl,

Bichehalle ; Aluric held it in the time of King Edward."

Bichehalda and Bichehalle, however, are only semi-phonetic

renderings by Norman scribes of the Anglo-Saxon word their

ears were not attuned to catch correctly : at all events these

names appear no more. The derivation of Bykenhulle is at

once apparent : Anglo-Saxon Bycn or Bykene, a beacon ;

Hulle or Hyll, a hill
;
and for centuries after the invasion the

spelling scarcely altered. Our knowledge of the holders of

the manor goes no farther back than Aluric, no charter or

other document of earlier date, giving another name, having
come to light, although this much is ascertained from Domes-

day, that formerly the manor paid customs to Curry RivelL1

William the Conqueror had granted the manor to his natural

half-brother Robert, Earl of Cornwall, and Earl or Count of

Mortain,
2 as an unconsidered trifle in a gift of seven hundred

and ninety seven manors ; so it is not surprising that the latter

accepted the tenure of William de 1'Estre. 3 Sometime after-

(1). Another Bykenhulle, in N. Wilts, however, occurs in the Appendix to

a Latin Charter of Athelstan, dated A.D. 931, and a spot called Bacon Hill

may be the same place, though I doubt if the name is sufficiently ancient.

(2). He married Matilda, youngest daughter of Roger de Montgomery,
earl of Arundel, and died in 1091. Mortain is about twenty miles E. of

Avranches in Normandy, and is often confounded with Mortagne in the de-

partment of Orne. William, the son of the above Robert of Mortain, succeeded

to his father's titles and possessions, but having rebelled against Henry I in

1103-4, was banished. Being taken prisoner in 1106, he was conveyed to

England, where his eyes were put out, and after a long imprisonment he was

only released on condition that he became a monk. His earldom was given to

Stephen of Blois, afterwards king of England. Forty nine of the 797 manors

were in Dorset and Somerset. "The Norman People," pp. 137, 145, 243 ;
Banks'

"Baronia Anglia," vol. ii, p. 104 ; Map of Domesday Manors, Somerset Archaeo-

logical Proceedings, vol. v. p. 35

(3). Estre is near Valognes, Normandy. Richard de 1'Estre had land in

Normandy from the time of the Conquest. In 1165 a Richard de 1'Estre held

a barony of four knights' fees in Somerset. In 1272 Robert de 1'Estre was

Viscount of Dorset. " Liber Niger Scaccari
"

;

' Testa de Nevill
"

;

" The

Norman People," p. 234
; Dugdales

"
Baronage of England," vol. i, p. 24 ;

"Annals of England," p. 104, supervised by Dr. Stubbs ; Somerset

Archaeological Proceedings, vol. xxxvi, p. 21.
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wards the forfeiture of the earls of Mortain occurred, and then

the descendants of William de 1'Estre, as a legal consequence,

held their part of the land directly from the king in capite per

Baroniam, till about the year 1260, when Johanne, daughter of

another William de 1'Estre, married Robert de Pavilly, anglice

Paveley, bringing the manor to him as her dower. The

Paveleys were a baronial family from Pavilly,
4 a town twelve

miles N.w. of Rouen, where the lord Amalbert had founded a

monastery in 664, and some of them having passed over to

England, either with the Conqueror or shortly afterwards,

they soon became a powerful race, established in at least

twelve counties. 5

Reginald de Paveley joined in the first

crusade, and fell, circa 1104, at Acre: we find Ralph de

Paveley witnessing a charter of William earl of Surrey in the

reign of Henry I ; and Henry III, in 1241, sent money to

Thomas de Paveley [probably son of Thomas de Paveitti,

knight banneret, who served in France during the reign of

Philip II,] for his journey to join him in Anjou. Another

Reginald was summoned as baron in 1260 to attend the king
in council : John de Paveley wras rector of Hooke, near

Beaminster,
6 in 1312 ; Richard de Pavely and Sir John,

who died 1361, were priors of the hospital of St. John of

Jerusalem ; lastly Sir Walter became one of the founder-

knights of the Garter. In 1281 John de Paveley, evidently

named after his mother Johanne, died seized of Bykenhulle,

the adjoining Clopton, and eight other manors in Somerset,

his heir being his son, also called John. 7
Roger de Clop-

ton however, in 1302-3, is described as holding Clopton

(4). It contains about 1500 inhabitants at present and considerable manu-

facture of cotton. The monastery was restored by Thomas de Pavilly about

1090 : the existing church of the twelfth century is on its site.

(5). Somerset, Devon, Wilts, Hants, Buckingham, Oxford, Herts, Suffolk,

Norfolk, Derby, Nottingham, and Northumberland.

(6). Hutchins' "
History of Dorset," vol. i, p. 495

; vol. ii, p. 166.

(7). Inq. P.M. Calendarium Genealoyicum, 1865.
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from John de Bykenhulle,
8 but as we know that John de

Paveley was at the same date tenant in capite of Clopton

under the king, it follows manifestly that John de Paveley

and John de Bykenhulle are the same person. If further

proof is necessary that Paveley and Bykenhulle are synony-

mous, we have it in the fact that both Walter and John

de Paveley appear in the assessment of 1326-7 as Walter

and John de Bykenhulle.
9 Nor is the explanation of this

metamorphosis difficult to give when we discover that there

were several John de Paveleys living at the same tune, and

that they only followed an established custom in adopting for

a junior branch of the family a distinctive surname from one of

their manors, to avoid confusion. In feudal times indeed the

practice of assuming different surnames was by no means un-

common : a family
" chose any appellation they preferred, and

it might be taken from the particular castle where the signa-

ture happened to be written, or from the superior fee of which

the place once formed a portion, or from any name whatever

which was most nattering to fancy or ambition." 10
Baldwin,

first earl of Devon, used six surnames in his charters, he called

himself :

Baldwin Fitz-Gilbert.

Vice Comes.

de Devonia.

de Excestre.

de Brionis.

de Maelis.

And his eldest and second sons, not content with a choice from

the above six, signed respectively, Baldwin de Biveriis and

Baldwin de Vernon. In Domesday the earl of Brionne bears

five surnames :

(8). Supplement to Kirby's
"
Quest." Somerset Record Society.

(9). Exchequer Lay Sub. ^-
(10). Wi/en's

" Historical Memorials of the House of Russell," vol. i, p. 8.

Lower'* "
Patronymica Britannica," 1860.

Dugdale
1

*
"
Baronage," vol. i, p. 254.
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Richard de Tonbridge.

Benfeld.

Benefacto.

de Clare.

FitzGilbert.

Consequently here we have eight surnames used by three mem-

bers of one family, and ten by two. Even at the present day the

custom is exemplified in the titles borne by peers' eldest sons. 11

Before the end of the thirteenth century I know of no

mention of Bykenhulle except to denote a place, whilst thence-

forth it runs also as a surname through many generations, the

word gradually being modified in its spelling, and concurrently

denoting both the manor or hamlet and the people, till it

becomes the Bicknell of to-day. The following table illus-

trates this :

Place called Surname called

A.D. 1276
)

. circa A.D. 1260 John de Pavilly
Bykenhulle.and earlier) (Faveley) mar-

ried Johanne de

1'Estre (de By-

kenhulle).

1297, 1316 Bykenhulle or 1302 John de Byken-
Bikenhulle. hulle.

1368 Bikenoll. 1351 Bickernoll.

1411 Bykenyll. 1425 Bykenell.

1443 Bikenhill. 1443 Biconyll.

1475 Byconyll. 1451 Byconyll.

1523 Biknell. 1523 Biknell.

1547 Bycknell. 1544 Bycknell.

1597 Bicknell, etc. 1585 Bicknell, etc.
12

till 1745 till to day.

(11). The following is an instance of a name being changed twice : Eobert

de Mandevill had a son, "Galfrid de Mandevill scilicet Galfrid de Cotre," who

begat Robert de Mandevill. R. Hist. Com. Rep. "Wells Cath. MSS.," vol.

i, p. 222. (24 May. 8 K. John).

(12) Forty-seven spellings of Bicknell are known to me.
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Perhaps it may be asked why the village is now called

Bickenhall, which does not appear in the above list. The

cause is singular and ridiculous. Till 1745 the name had

always been some legitimate variation of Bykenhulle, when at

that date the curate in charge, remembering that Bichehalle

was in Domesday, and desiring doubtless to earn distinction as

an etymologist, suddenly and boldly headed a new register

with his invention "
Bickenh#ll," and this hybrid monster has

crept into our maps, our books, and upon our signposts, although

the pronunciation of the peasantry continues to be " Bicknell
"

all the same. Strange to narrate, a transformation much

resembling this occurred also at Bykenhulle in Warwickshire.

The manor likewise misspelt in Domesday,
"
Bichehdla," after

Turchil de Warwick possessed it in the Conqueror's time, was

in part subsequently assigned to the House of Arden, one of

whom assumed the surname of Bickenhull, and whose descend-

ant was the Incumbent in 1416, the family shortly after-

wards becoming extinct. We find, however, that the place

passed through varieties of name just as the other Bykenhulle
in Somerset, till it ultimately became "

Bicknell," and quite

recently and correctly,
" Bickenhill."

A.D. 1187 Thomas de Bikenhull.

1273 to 1464 Bikenhull or Bykenhull.

1535 Bykynhull.

From Elizabeth's reign or earlier, Bicknell.

I may here mention that all forms of Bignell, Bignold, and

Bucknell are in no way connected with Bicknell : they are

not Somerset names. The first originally came from Bygenhulle

or Bygnelle, in Oxfordshire, and with the second established

itself in the eastern counties ; while the last, I think, may be

traced from Herefordshire. Only in comparatively modern

times has Bignell occasionally been written in Somerset by

vulgar mistake for Bicknell.

After the adoption of the surname Bikenhulle by Robert de

Paveley, there must of course at first have been very few
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persons so denominated, and no particulars have come down to

us concerning any of them till the year 1425, when William

Biconyll (or Byconyll or Bykenel) is recorded as the incum-

bent of Charlton Mackerell, and later of Mells. 13 His father's

name was John, and his mother's Jane or Joane, and he tells

us he had one brother John and a sister Elizabeth, but that is

all we know of his near relatives. He must, however, have

been a man of talent and well connected, or he could scarcely

have obtained the offices he held. Pluralists, I daresay, were

commoner then than now, and family interest more potent,

still, even these alone would hardly have made him at the

same time rector of Cliff'e at Hoo,
14 near Rochester ; rector of

Tring
15 with Wigginton, Herts ; canon of Lincoln, with the

prebend of St. Margaret's, Leicester ;

16 canon of Wells ;

canon of St. Paul's, with the prebendal stall of Eald St. ;

17

commissary official of the court of Canterbury, and chancellor

of the diocese. 18

Perhaps even a greater proof of his capacity

was his being selected by the famous archbishop Chichele to

be one of his trustees and executors.

Very likely he drew up the Constitution of All Souls'

College, Oxford, founded by Chichele in 1437, or at all events

he assisted Lyndwood, to whom I am aware it is sometimes,

without proof, attributed. In the college archives his name

occurs several times between 1443 and 1446, and he was well

known at the University where he had taken his LL.D. degree.

(13)
" Somerset Incumbents," by the Rev. F. W. Weaver.

(14) Instituted Nov. 16, 1445, on the death of John Prentys.

(15)
"
Register Stafford," fol. 50.

(16) A.D. 1445. In Le Neve's "Fasti Ecc. Angl." the name is called

"Bricknell," and the date of death wrongly given as 1478.

(17) He succeeded, Nov., 1445, on the resignation of Ap Rice. "
Register

Gilbert," fol 51 ; Le Neve, vol. ii, p. 386.

(18) Appointed Chancellor, June 14, 1444. Richard Andrew, the first

Warden of All Souls, had held the office shortly before. Thorpe's
"
Registrum

Roffense," 1769, pp. 174-5.
"
Archaeologia Cant.," vol. xv, p. 218.

"
Register

Stafford," fol. 16. Spencer'*
" Life of Chichele," 1783.

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part II. aa
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He is mentioned in the records of the diocese of Rochester,

April 15, 1448, in connection with the augmentation of the

vicar's portion of the parish of Birling, near Maidstone, as

well as in other documents. Scotney Castle, Kent, which

Chichele obtained early in the reign of Henry V, and be-

queathed to a niece, the widow of Sir Henry Peche, passed

through his hands as trustee ; and no doubt much more might
be ascertained concerning the doctor's life and work by follow-

ing the executorship of the archbishop's will and by examining
the records at Canterbury, London, and possibly those of the

Cathedrals he was connected with. Dr. Biconyll signed his

will on November 3, 1448, and I believe he died the next day,

because the appointment of William Cleve, canon of St. Paul's,

as his successor at Cliffe Rectory, is dated November 4.

Probate was granted November 19. Had it not been for the

copy of this will, fortunately preserved in its original abbre-

viated Latin, at Lambeth Palace Library, we should indeed

have known next to nothing of this "
forgotten Chancellor ;

"

and I consider it so excellent a specimen of the kind of testa-

ment made by a devout Catholic dignitary of the fifteenth cen-

tury, as well as so directly connected with Somersetshire, that

I need scarcely apologise for presently giving it in extenso, or

for making a few preliminary comments on it. Two things

will probably strike the reader at once : that the testator was

a man of culture and wealth, and a thorough-going churchman,

not oblivious of the worldly advancement of his family and

the preservation of his own memory. The bequests indeed

are curiously numerous ; large and small they are over a

hundred in number ; five cathedrals, three convents, eight

churches, and over thirty friends or acquaintances receiving

legacies, amongst which thirty-two cloaks, gowns, or vest-

ments, and a great many chalices, cups, bowls, and ornaments

of silver or silver-gilt, are specified, as well as manuscripts,

five horses, and nearly 700 in money, without counting

annuities.





TOMB OF DR. BICONYLL, WELLS CATHEDRAL.
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To the lover of ecclesiastical jewellery it is consequently

vexing in the extreme to think what a loss this church-plate

has been, especially when we remember that our own country

is now almost entirely denuded of such antique goldsmith's

work, though at that period, and till the Reformation, it prob-

ably possessed more splendid specimens than any European
state. 19

Occasionally the sum left for a special purpose well

exemplifies the different purchasing power of money in 1448
;

for instance, what kind of chalice worthy of the ceremonial of

the high altar of Wimborne Collegiate Minster could one now

expect to buy for 5 ? Whereas, on the other hand, 10

would to-day go a long way towards glazing a window in the

N.E. aisle of Christchurch.20 One would also much wish to

know what the " beads of gold, enamelled and engraved
"
for

the shrine of St. Thomas were like, and to see the illumin-

ations in the " beautiful bible
"

sent to St. David's. Time

and absence evidently had not caused the doctor to lose his

affection for Somerset, because, notwithstanding that his offi-

cial position must have compelled him to live at a distance, he

evinces it by so many of his legacies being to places in his

own county, including amongst them Mells and Charlton

Mackrell, which he had formerly served as priest. This will,

besides narrating in detail the last wishes of a fifteenth century

canon, has, by a strange chance which I will now relate, been

of actual service to Wells Cathedral to-day. Speaking of his

desire to be buried in the Chapel of St. Martin, the testator

says :
" Et volo quod habita licencia requisita edificetur

(19). Hoping I might discover a trace of some of these bequests, I have

taken considerable trouble, but I have only convinced myself that three of the

MSS. remain in All Souls College Library, and that perhaps a few more may
be at New College. In 1696 Bernard enumerates fifty MSS. as being the

total which were at All Souls.

(20). When All Souls College was building, 1438 to 1444, the wages paid
were : masons, 8d. a day ; carpenters. 6d.

; labourers, 4Jd. ; carvers and

image makers, 4s. 8d. a week, with bed, board, and lodging. Allowing for

the decrease in the value of money, these prices are about double what they
are now. Skelton's " Pietas Oxoniensis."
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uimm monumentum in pariete honesturn et demolliatur hos-

tium."21 When I read this, it naturally struck me that I

should most likely find the monument, or part of it, in the

spot indicated, and my surprise was great, when, owing to my
being unable to visit Wells myself, a friend reported to me, in

1888, that the chapel contained only one important tomb,

Chancellor Storthwait's, dated 1458 ; that the verger told him
" there were no other inscriptions in the church anything like

so old
"

; and lastly, that he had not found the name "
Biconyll

"

in the official list of canons. This completely prevented my
prosecuting my search any further, at the moment : in fact, I let

the matter rest till August, 1893, when, having journeyed to

Somerset for the Archaeological Society's meeting, I went

afterwards in person to examine the chapel. If I had been

astonished before, I certainly was more so then, for there was

the ancient doorway blocked up, with a canopied altar-tomb of

the fifteenth century,
" built in the wall

"
and across the pass-

age, exactly as the will directs. Upon the sloping lower edge

of the plinth, in very uncommon semi-Lombardic letters, but

of suspiciously modern appearance, cut in five small inserted

lengths of stone, I read :

At first I thought that possibly Cancellarius might have

been the only word legible some years back, and the restorers,

knowing of no other chancellor connected with the cathedral

at the period the architecture denoted, had filled in Storth-

wait's name and the remainder ; but after a little search I dis-

covered that the strange alphabet was one of the four given

without date or place of origin in Puyins
"
Glossary of

(21).
" And I will that, the requisite license being obtained, an honourable

monument be built in the wall, and the doorway be demolished."
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Ecclesiastical Ornament," published in 1844, at the time of

Mr. Ferrey's restoration of the church ; and that it had been

employed for at least three other tombs of very different dates :

moreover, a hunt in Westminster Abbey revealed the fact

that it had undoubtedly been copied from the monument of the

famous Queen, Eleanor of Castile, A.D. 1290, consequently the

Wells inscription, if taken to indicate by its adoption the age

of the tomb, pointed to the one hundred and fifty-eighth year

before Storthwait died. Though I have met no one able to

tell me exactly how old this epitaph is, I am tolerably confi-

dent it did not exist more than half-a-century ago, and that

the original one was quite different, most likely in small black

letter on a bronze band, under two inches wide, fixed between

the mouldings of a Purbeck marble slab,
22 now wanting, im-

mediately beneath the effigy, which at sometime has been torn

out for the value of the metal, whereby it ultimately came

about, from there being nothing to show who was buried there,

that Dr. Biconyll passed entirely from recollection. The

puzzle of this monument will now, however, no longer exist,

because the kindness of the dean and chapter has permitted

the following words to be graven in unmistakably Victorian

letters, instead of those which recorded a wrong chancellor in

the misleading capitals of Edward the First's queen :

WILLELMUS BICONYLL. LLD. CAN. WELLENS.

CANC. CANT. OB. MCCCCXLVIII.

In case I am asked where Storthwait is buried, I cannot

reply that I am certain, but I believe he was laid in the chapel
of the Holy Cross, used occasionally as the Consistory Court,
at the west end of the nave, on the north side. Leland, who
visited the cathedral between the years 1538 and 1542, wrote :

u In superiori transepto versus meridiem jacent in elegantibus

tumulis 2 episcopos et guidam Bikenelle, Canonicus Wellen-

(22). As seen in the tomb of Bishop Cornish, A.D. 1513.
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m,** Bikenelli cujusdam nobilis consanguineus, in alta tumba :

hie Canoniciis dedit terras ecclesice S. Andreceu "
: and in

another passage he says :
" Johannes Storthwaith Cancellar.

WellensiS) executor Bubbeivith Episcopi Bathon. fecit Capel-

lam Sf Cantariam in Boreal, parte primi transepti" which

clearly shows that at all events " Bikenelle
"

and " Storth-

waith" were not both buried in St. Martin's Chapel, but in

different places, the former on the south side of the main or

upper transept, and the latter in the "north part of the first

transept," that is, in the chapel of the Holy Cross.25 To be

sure Leland does not expressly say Storthwait was buried

there, but it is a legitimate assumption that he was interred

where he " made a chapel and a chantry." Besides the monu-

ment, even the blocked doorway has had a share in promoting

blunders, for it can never have led into Bishop Stillington's

Lady Chapel,
26 at a little distance outside, as Murray's Hand-

book asserts, because it was walled up and obstructed by the

tomb about twenty-six years before the chapel was built, and

(23). That Dr. Biconyll was Canon of Wells rests, as far as I know, only
on this statement, but as the inscription on the monument was intact in 1540,

about which date Leland saw it, the cathedral authorities would surely have

drawn his attention to any such extraordinary mistake. Moreover, in his will

the Dr. leaves a legacy to his tenants at Dultincot (Dulcote), one of the Wells

prebends, and speaks of Dr. Carent, the Dean, as his "
con/rater." The words

" Bikenelle cujusdam, nobilis consanguinevs," refer to Sir John Biconyll, who,

being a knight, was of course entitled to bear arms, and who is called "no-

bilis vir dominus "
in one of the cathedral decrees. [See p. 214, note 120.]

(24). See the Will, page 204, lines 14-16.

(25). One mistake leads to another. Owing to its being supposed that Dr.

Biconyll's tomb was Storthwait's, and as it was known from the Cathedral

MSS. that Storthwait had endowed a chantry in the chapel of the Holy Cross,

it was taken for granted that St. Martin's had formerly been called by that

name, and a printed placard not long ago recorded it for the information of

visitors. Storthwait is the name of a manor in Yorkshire.

(26). Stillington was bishop from llth January, 1465-6 to 8th February,

1491. His chapel, built in 1474. and pulled down by Sir John Gates in 1552,

replaced one erected as early as the thirteenth century.
" Somerset Archaeo-

logical Proceedings," Vol. 1. p 87. Plan of Wells Cathedral, ib. vol. xix,

p. 2
;

vol. xxxiv, p. 104. Canon C. M. Church's "
Early History of the

Church of Wells."
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has never been re-opened. That the door latterly gave direct

admission only to some insignificant room, the mark of the low

lean-to roof outside declares.

The following is the text of Dr. Biconyll's will, written in

full from the copy in abbreviated Latin, preserved in Arch-

bishop Stafford's register, fo. 167, at Lambeth Palace Library.

Testamentum Magistri Willelmi Biconyrl Officialis curie Can?

In nomine summe et individue Trinitatis patris et filij et

spiritus sancti Amen. Humani generis prothoplausti rubigine

maculata condicio certissime mortalitatis penam posteris pro

p[os]ito traduxit quam nee ipsemet Dominus noster Jhesus

Christus pro humani generis reconsiliatione voluit declinare

sua tamen ineffabili potencia morte deuicta resurgens post hanc

vitam spem moue 27 resurrectionis nobis reliquit Hoc iuxta

sapientis consilium sepius in mentem resoluens28
Ego Willelmus

Byconytt indigmssimus sacerdos volens bona fortune a Deo
michi 29 collata et pusillum peculium meum in salutem anime

mee in pios vsus conuerti et in eterna commutari sanus mente

grates altissimo tercio die mensis Novembris Anno Domini

Millesimo ccccmo xlviij condo facio et ordino testamentum

meum in hunc modum In primis lego et commendo anirnam

meam ineffabili misericordie Domini nostri Jhesu Christi et

corpus meum canonice sepulture in Capella sancti Martini in

ecclesia Cathedrali Wellensi Item lego ad vsum Capellani

mei vel Capellanorum meorum celebraturorum in eadem missale

meum nouum quod incipit in secundo folio Lutarl tuum Item

lego ad vsum predictum crucem meam argenteam et deauratam

Item calicem meum tercium deauratum duas Fiolas argenteas

et vestimentum meum album simplex de damasco et vnum

vestimentum blodium simplex de veluet super SatyS Et

tercium vestimentum meum simplex de brode Alisandrl ibidem

(27). Novce.

(28). Eevolvens.

(29). Mihi.
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pro perpetuo permansurum Et volo quod habita licencia

requisita edificetur unum monumentum in pariete honestum

et demolliatur hostium 30 Item lego cuilibet canonico dicte

ecclesie Cathedralis interessenti exequijs meis et misse xxd

Cuilibet vicario xij Cuilibet clerico vjd et cuilibet choriste

mjd Item lego ecclesie Cathedrali Wellensi predicte vnum

par peluium deauratarum vnum par thurribulorum et mis-

sale meum paruum ad vsum summi altaris ibidem Item lego

glorioso martiri beato Thome Cantuariensi par precularium

de auro enameled & graued Item lego ecclesie Cathe-

drali Sarisburiensi ymaginem meam sancte Marie deauratam

Item lego ecclesie Cathedrali Lincolniensi ad reparacionem

eiusdem totam firmam prebende mee in eadem anni prece-

dents C.s inferius relictis ecclesie sancte Margarete Ley-
cestrie dumtaxat exceptis Item lego ecclesie Cathedrali

Exoriiensi optimum calicem meum deauratum Item lego

ecclesie Collegiate de WymborS Minstre C.s ad emendum

vnum calicem ad vsum summi altaris ibidem Item lego

ecclesie parochiali de WollyngtoS sectam vestimentorum de

albo damasco Item lego ecclesie parochiali de Charleton!

Mackerell J vestimentum meum blodium et volo quod perficia-

tur sumptibus meis Item lego ecclesie parochiali de Mellys

paruam pixidem mearn deauratam pro sacramento altaris

Item lego summo altari ecclesie parochiali de Tryng
1

cupam
meam argenteam et deauratam pro sacramento et sectam

vestimentorum nigrorum Item lego ad reparacionem Capelle

de WigingtoS ibidem x.ti Item lego ad reparacionem borealis

ale ecclesie parochialis de Clyve C.s Item lego ad repar-

acionem celarij ante cruce in eadem ecclesia xx. marcas Item

lego centum parochianis ibidem magis indigentibus centum

grossos vltra centum solidos alias donatos ad reparacionem

celarij ante crucem eiusdem ecclesie quas
31 debet Benedictus

Boucher! vel Jus tenement! sui ibidem quod michi promisit in

(30). Ostium.

(31). Quos.
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casu quo non solueret michi dictas viginti marcas Item lego

ad distribendum inter tenentes meos magis indigentes de

Dultingoote xxxnj uij d Item lego ecclesie parochial! et

prebende Sancte Margarete in Leycestria C.S ad edificationem

campanilis ibidem Item lego ecclesie Conuentuali sancte

F rideswyde Oxonie ad vitriandum vnam fenestram in ala

boriali eiusdem ecclesie x.li Item lego ecclesie Conven-

tuali Sancte Marie de Abyndonl ad nouum opus ibidem C.s

Item lego Abbati et Conuentui de Osney quinque marcas ad

orandum pro anima mea Item lego ecclesie Conuentuali

sancti Gregorij Cantuariae C.s ad reparacionen eiusdem Et

obsecro in visceribus Jhesu Christi quod in singulis ecclesijs

supradictis deuote celebrentur exequie mee cum missa in

crastino Item lego Domino meo singularissimo Domino meo

Cantuariensi xx.li vt suscipiat intuitu caritatis pauperum
Johannem vnicum fratrern meum in suicium 32 familiaritatem et

favorem suum Item lego Magistro Nicholao Carafit dilect-

issimo confratri meo collobium 33 meum de Scarleto furratum

cum gray Item lego preclarissimo meo Willelmo Caraunt

vnum ciphum stantem vt respiciat paupertatem Johannis

fratris mei et suscipiat eum in favorem in terris et possessioni-

bus perquirendis Item lego Magistro Johanni Reynold*!

togam meam de vyolett engrayned cum capicio et collobio

furratis cum menyver) et vnum ciphum coopertum chased cum

rosis Item lego matri mee xxtili pre manibus soluendas et

x. marcas soluendas annuatim ad quatuor anni terminos ad

terminum vite sue Item lego eidem
iij togas sibi convenientes

Item lego Johanni fratri meo cxl.H quas Magister Nicholaus

Caraunt Decanus Wellensis michi debet ad perquirendum
terras et possessiones sibi et heredibus de corpore suo legitime

procreatis Et si obierit sine herede volo quod eedem terre et

possessiones remaneant Elizabethe sorori mee et heredibus de

corpore suo legitime procreatis Et quod dicta summa cxl.li

(32). Servitium.

(33). Colobium.

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part 11. bb
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remaneat in custodia executorum meorum vsque ad solucionem

ex causa premissa faciendam Item lego dicto fratri ineo C.li

in promptam pecuniam Item lego eidem tres togas meas quas

voluerit eligere Item lego eidem Johanni quatuor lectos pen-

dentes cum curtinis et costeris Item lego eidem Johanni

vj paria de Fustians et xij quysshons Item lego eidem

Johanni omnia linthiamina mea inferius non legata et totam

napariam meam Item lego eidem Johanni sex ciphos stantes

xij bolles deauratos et xij bolles albos duo Salsaria argentea

et xxiiij
r cocliaria argentea Item patenas ollas verna ad

domicilium suum necessaria secundum discrecionem executerum

meorum et
ij equos optimos cum cellis et uxori sue nj togas

Item lego dicte Elizabeth*] sorori mee xx*ili Item lego eidem

nj togas secundum discrecionen executorum meorum Item

lego Ibote matertre34 mee C.S et
ij togas Item lego cognatis

meis magis propinquis xx^li secundum discrecionem executorum

meorum distribuendorum Item lego Domino Johanni Byrk-
hedT duo volumina mea de vita Christi et fidei sue committo

quod post decessum suum eadem volumina restituet Collegio

animarum omnium fidelium defunctorum in Oxonia Item lego

Magistro Ricardo Hoore vnam honestam togam cum capicio

penulatam Item lego Domino Johanni Keling paruam bibliam

meam
\_et~\

vnam togam honeste furratam Item lego Domino

Ricardo Stone vnam togam Item lego Vicario de WollygtoS
vnam togam Item volo quod dictus Vicarius et quiKbet

Capellanus Cantariarum ibidem habeant quolibet anno pro

termino xx** annorum si bona mea ad hoc sufficiant vj vnj d

ad orandum pro anima mea parentum et benefactorum meorum

Et quod ilia summa reponatur ibidem in custodia Johannis

fratri s mei Vicarij et custodis bonorum ecclesie ibidem Et quod

solucio predicta incipiat in die Trigentali meo et postea quo-

libet anno in die anniversary" mei Item lego ad distribuendum

inter pauperes magis indigentes ibidem quamcito fieri poterit

post obitum meum secundum discrecionem executorum meorum

(34). Materteraj.
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xxxnj s mj d Item lego Magistro Johamri Botteley de Can-

tuaria unam togam sibi convenientem Item lego Magistri

Roberto AylardT vnam togam Item lego Ricardo Row xls

Item lego Magistro Thome Caas portiforium meum vsuale ad

terminum vite sue et post decessum suum volo quod deliberetur

alicui honesto presbitero in ecclesia Cathedral! Wellensi vt

ipse usatur et restituat vlterius forma supradicta Item lego

eidem Magistro Thome vnam togam Item lego Willelmo

More v marcas et unam togam vt attendat diligencius per

debitis meis leuandis Item lego Johanni FayrechildT xl s et

equum quern equitare solet Item lego Jacobo Fuller! xl et

equum quern equitare solet Item lego Ricardo Toppe ser-

vienti meo x.li et unum lectum et unum equum cum cella et

unam togam et Johanni fratri suo xx Item lego Thome

Horsley C.s ad exhibendum eum ad gram[m]aticam ministran-

dum eidem per manus executorum meorum prout opus fuerit

vnum lectum (et) vnam togam sibi convenientes Item volo quod
executores mei quamcito poterit constari de morte mea per

aliqua signa vel coniecturas cum celeritate possibili provideant

pro mille missis celebrandis pro anima mea et quod singuli per-

cipiant ij
d Item volo quod executores mei provideant pro vna

missa pro anima mea in dicta Capella sancti Martini cotidie

celebranda Et onero ipsos sicut respondebunt coram Deo in

districto examine vt ipsi perquirant terras et possessiones ad

valorem C.s vel amplius pro vno vel pluribus Capellanis in

dicta Capella cotidie imperpetuum
35 cursorie celebraturo vel

celebraturis pro anima mea Johannis patris mei Johanne matri

mee Domini Henrici Chichele et animabus omnium fidelium

defunctorum Item lego Collegio animarum omnium fidelium

defunctorum in Oxonia Nicholaum de Lira in quatuor volumi-

nibus cum prohemio Item lego eidem Collegio decreta mea

(et) librum meum decretalium paruum Dumtamen consensus

Johannis Ellmeregge senior [is~]
omnino interueniat Item lego

eidem Collegio librum meum sextum cum duobus doctoribus et

(35). In perpetuum.
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librum dementis cum doctoribus in aliqualem recompenam
berieficiorum per felicis memorie Dominum Henricum nuper
Cantuariensem Archiepiscopum dicti Collegij fundatorem michi

collatorum Item volo et onero quod executores mei infrascripti

in visceribus Jhesu Christi pro exoneracione anime mee quod
fiant restitutiones librorum et soluciones debitorum quemadmo-
dum in quadam cedula seu codicillo presentibus annexa vel

annexe plenius continetur nisi easdem restituciones vel solu-

ciones per me fieri contingat Huius autem testamenti mei siue

vltime voluntatis facio ordino et constituo executores meos

Magistrum Rogerum Keys Magistrum Jobannem Reynold j

Canonicum residenciarium dicte ecclesie Catbedrali Wellensi et

Johannem fratrem meum antedictum Residuum vero bonorum

meonim non legatorum do et lego executoribus meis antedictis

vt ipsi disponant pro salute anime mee prout coram summo

judice voluerint respondere Item lego Magistro Rogero Keys
vnum ciphum et quinque marcas Item voluit 36

quod quedam
summa CC.H debitarum per Willelmum Bonevyle militem

remaneant in custodia predictorum executorum ad perquiren-

dum terras et possessiones prefato Johanni fratri suo 37 et here-

dibus de corpore suo legitime procreatis Et si obierit sine

herede voluit 38
quod eadem terre et possessiones remaneant

Elizabethe sorori sue et heredibus de corpore suo legitime pro-

creatis Hiis testibus Domino Roberto Parfyte Domino Roberto

Smyth*] Domino Ricardo Stone Domino Johanne Kelyng
1

Ricardo Belyngeham Jacobo Fuller! Johanne Fayrechild j et

aliis In primis volo quod soluantur Willelmo Auntres cissori 39

LondoS per estimacionen mj li Item volo quod soluantur

Thome GrayrJ si sit in humanis xhj s Sin autem volo quod
distribuantur pro anima eius et benefactorum suorum Item

volo quod distribuantur pro anima Willelmi MachoS et

(36). Vole.

(37). Meo.

(38). Volo.

(39). Scissori.
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animabus benefactorum suorum Ixvj virj d Item volo quod

soluantur Willelmo Uuedale si ipse intieniat securitatem pro

euiccione 40 elausure mee de Micheham et molendinorum ibidem

et reddat munimenta pro eisdem 1 s Item volo quod soluantur

Gay cissori pro ij virgis de CrymsyS et pro vna toga

de viridT xxxnj uij d Item volo quod restituatur Abbati et

Conventui Monasterii sancte Marie de AbyndoS Johannes in

Novella in
ij

voluminibus que michi ad vsum meum accomo-

darunt Item volo quod restituantur Collegio animarum

omnium fidelium defunctorum in Oxonia Henricum Bowhik in

vno volumine JanuensfYs-] in vno volumine Franciscus de

SabarellT super Clemente in papiro Petrus de Crescencijs vnus

liber habens plura contenta qui incipit 2 fo. Item Bartholo-

rneus de proprietate rerum Item volo quod restituantur

executoribus Domini Willelmi nuper Meneuensis Episcopi

portiforium magnum notatum in duobus voluminibus Item

vna biblia pulcra que incipit 2 folio in Misterio Item quod
restituantur eisdem Arek[uftac0n}ii8 in Rosarl qui incipit

2 folio et Johannes in Novella super Sextum qui incipit

2 folio

Probatum fuit presens testamentum coram Domino vna cum

quodam pergameno per modum Codicilli eidem consuti apud
Lamehitlf! xix die mensis Novembris Anno Domini Millesimo

ccccm xlvnj et per ipsum virtute prerogatiue sue ac ecclesie

sue Cantuariensis approbatum Insinuatum ac legitime pronun-

ciatum pro eodem Commissaque fuit administracio omnium

bonorum dictum defunctum et eius testamentum concernencium

vbicunque infra Cantuariensem provinciam existencium Magis-
tro Rogero Keys et Johanni Biconyft fratri dicti defuncti

executoribus in eodem testamento nominatis de lideli Inuen-

tario omnium et singulorum bonorum huiusmodi conficiendo et

Domino citra festum Pasche proximo futurum exhibendo Et

Magistro Johanni Storthwayt emanauit commissio ad com-

mittendum administracionem bonorum huiusmodi Magistro

(40). Evictione.
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Johanni Reynold! coexecutori in dicto testamento nominato

penultimo die dicti mensis Novembris et ad certificandum citra

festurn Purificationis beate Marie Virginis proximo futurum

Necnon et Magistro Willelmo Fulford j coniunctim et divisim.

Will of Mister William Biconyft, Official of the court of

Canterbury.

In the name of the most high and indivisible Trinity,

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, Amen. The condition of the

first created human race being spotted with rust, most surely

brought according to the law laid down the penalty of death

upon posterity : which neither our Lord Jesus Christ himself

for the reconciliation of the human race wished to avoid ; yet

by his wonderful power, death being conquered, He rising

again left us the hope of a new resurrection after this life.

Very often according to the advice of the wise man41
ponder-

ing this in my -mind, I, William Byconyft, a most unworthy

priest, wishing that the gifts of fortune bestowed upon me by

God, and my small private property, should be converted to

pious uses for the saving of my soul, and be exchanged for

eternal things, being sound in mind, thanks to the most High !

on the third day of the month of November, in the year of

the Lord One Thousand ccccxlviij, do frame, make, and order

my will in this manner.

First, 1 bequeath and commend my soul to the ineffable

mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ, and my body to canonical

sepulture in the Chapel of saint Martin in the Cathedral church

of Wells. Also I bequeath for the use of my Chaplain or

Chaplains celebrants in the same (chapel) my new missal,

which begins on the second folio Lutarl tuum.42 Also I be-

queath to the use aforesaid my silver-gilt cross, also my third

(41). Or according to the determination of a wise man.

(42). P. Ostende nobis, Domine, misericordiam tuam.

R. Et salutare tuum da nobis.

Roman Missal.
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gilt chalice, two silver Vials, and my plain white vestment of

damask, and one plain crimson vestment43 of velvet on Satin,

and my third plain vestment of Alexandrian embroidery, to

remain there for ever. And I will that, the requisite license

being obtained, an honourable monument be built in the wall

and the doorway be pulled down. Also I bequeath to each

canon of the said cathedral Church taking part in my funeral

and mass xxd, to each vicar xijd, to each clerk vjd, to each

chorister mjd. Also I bequeath to the aforesaid Cathedral

church of Wells one pair of gilt basins, one pair of thuribles,

and my small missal for the use of the high altar there.

Also I bequeath to the glorious martyr, the blessed Thomas of

Canterbury,
44 a pair of beads45 of gold, enamelled and engraved.

Also I bequeath to the Cathedral church of Salisbury my
gilt image of saint Mary. Also I bequeath to the Cathedral

church of Lincoln46 for the repair of the same all the farm

of my prebend there, excepting only Cs of the preceding

year left below to the church of saint Margarete, Leicester.

Also I bequeath to the Cathedral church of Exeter my best

gilt chalice. Also I bequeath to the Collegiate church of

Wimborne Minster Cs to buy a chalice for the use of the

high altar there.47 Also I bequeath to the parish church

of Wollyngtone
48 a suit of vestments of white damask. Also

I bequeath to the parish church of Charltone Mackerelle49 my

(43). Vestimentum blodium simplex. Anglo-Saxon JBlod, blood. Blue

satin cost 9/- a yard in 1441 : damask 8s. in 1463 : damask embroidered with

gold 86s. 8d., and cloth of gold, 80s., both in 1481.

(44). That is, to his sinine. Becket was murdered A. D. 1170.

(45). The old English name for a Rosary.

(46). He was appointed a Canon of Lincoln Cathedral in May, 1445.

(47). At the Dissolution there were six silver chalices here. Hutchins'

"History of Dorset."

(48). Wellington, Somerset
;
or perhaps Wellington. 1\ miles from Croydon,

where a small church at that time existed. Bicknells lived at the former, but
the testator owned property at Mitcham, near the latter. Mannings

" Hist,

of Surrey,' vol. 1, p. 267.

(49).
" William Bykenel, Nov. 20, 1425, Incumbent." Weaver's "Somer-

set Incumbents."
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crimson vestment, and I desire that it may be finished at my
expense. Also I bequeath to the parish church of Mellys

50

my small gilt pyx
51 for the sacrament of the altar. Also I

bequeath to the high altar of the parish church of Trynge
52

my silver and gilt cup for the sacrament, and a suit of black

vestments. Also I bequeath for the repair of the Chapel of

Wigingtorie in that place x pounds. Also I bequeath for the

repair of the north aisle of the parish church of Clyve Cs53

Also I bequeath for the repair of the canopy
54 before the

cross in the same church xx marks. 55 Also I bequeath to a

hundred of the poorer parishioners of that place a hundred

groats
56
beyond the hundred shillings otherwise given for the

repair of the curtain before the cross of the same church,

which Benedict Bouchere owes, or the right to his tenement in

that place, which he promised me in case he should not pay me

the said twenty marks. Also I bequeath to be distributed

among my poorer tenants of Dultingoote
57
xxxnjs mjd. Also

I bequeath to the parish church and prebend of saint Marga-

(50). He was Incumbent of Mells sometime after 1425, and resigned Nov.

21, 1445, on becoming Rector of Clyffe at Hoo, near Rochester.

(51). A box, generally that in which the consecrated host is kept.
"
1503,

June 26, John Aleyne, a Vicar Choral, appeared, and produced before the

Chapter certain evidences and muniments ' in quadam pixide,' concerning the

chantries of John Biconell, miles, which they received." Reynold^
"
History

of Wells Cathedral."

(52). He died Rector of Tring with Wigginton, Herts, which was at that

time in the diocese of Lincoln. John Stokes succeeded him both in this living

and as Chancellor. Reg. Stafford, fo. 50.

(53). At the death of Dr. Biconyll, William Cleve, Canon of St. Paul's,

was appointed to Clyffe, Nov. 4, 1448.

(54). Cellarium. Celour, sellour, cellar or seller. Fr. del. "Celourcum

iij redels," canopy with three curtains. Wills at Bury St. Edmund's. " Cam-

den Society," p. 230.

(55). 13 . 6 . 8.

(56). 1 . 13 . 4.

(57). Leland mentions- Doultingcote [now Dulcote], a hamlet In the parish

of St. Cuthbert at Wells (Collinson, v. 3, 405), but here it refers to Dultingcot

or Dallingcote, otherwise Fingherst, Thingest, or Fingest, in Bucks, of which

place the testator was Canon. Reynold*? "History of Wells Cathedral."
" Liber Ruber," 243. LipscomVs

"
History of Bucks," v. 3, 564.
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rete in Leycester Cs towards building a bell-tower58 there.

Also I bequeath to the Conventual church of saint Frideswyde
59

at Oxford to glaze a window in the north aisle of the same

church xli. Also I bequeath to the Conventual church of

St. Mary of Abyndone
60 for the new work there Cs Also I

bequeath to the Abbot and Convent of Osney
61 five marks to

pray for my soul. Also I bequeath to the Conventual church

of saint Gregory
62 at Canterbury Cs for the repair of the same.

And I beseech in the bowels of Jesus Christ that in every

church above mentioned my obsequies may be devoutly cele-

brated with a mass on the morrow. Also I bequeath to my Lord

my most singular Lord of Canterbury
63 xxli that in regard of

charity he may take poor John, my only brother, into his ser-

vice, friendship, and favour. Also I bequeath to Mister

Nicholas Caraunt,
64 my dearest colleague, my cloak65 of scarlet

furred with grey. Also I bequeath to my most illustrious

William Caraunt66 a standing cup,
67 that he may look on the

poverty of my brother John and take him into favour in ac-

quiring lands and possessions. Also I bequeath to Mister

John Keynolde
68 my gown of ingrain violet with hood and cape

furred with menyver,
69 and a covered cup chased with roses.

Also I bequeath to my mother xx H to be paid at once, and x

(58). The fine embattled tower, over 100 feet high, was begun in 1444.

Nichols "
History of Leicester."

(59). Now called Christchurch Cathedral.

(60).

"

The celebrated and ancient Benedictine Abbey of Abiiigdon, Berks.

(61). At Oxford.

(62). A new church has been built after a design by Sir G. Scott, R. A.

(63). John Stafford, created Archbishop 1443
; formerly Bishop of Bath and

Wells.

(64). Nicholas Carent, LL.D., elected Dean of Wells, 28 August, 1446.

Died May 3, 1467.

(65). Colobium, /<oXo/3os, a short tunic or garment without sleeves.

(66). Brother of Nicholas Carent, sometime High Sheriff of Somerset and

Dorset, and M.P. for those counties. Died April 8, 1476.

(67). The old name for a cup with a stem.

(68). Residentiary Canon of Wells. Died 1451.

(69). Miniver : the fine white fur of the Siberian squirrel.

New Series, Vol. XX.
t 1894, Part 11. w
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marks to be paid at the four quarters of the year for the term

of her life. Also I bequeath to John my Brother cxl li which

Mister Nicholas Caraunt, Dean of Wells, owes me, to obtain

lands and possessions for himself and for the heirs of his body

lawfully begotten : And if he should die without an heir I

will that the same lands and possessions remain to my sister

Elizabeth and the heirs of her body lawfully begotten : And

that the said sum of cxl li remain in the keeping of my execu-

tors until payment be made on the foregoing account. Also I

bequeath to my said brother c li in ready money. Also I be-

queath to the same three gowns of mine which he shall wish

to select. Also I bequeath to the same John four beds hang-

ing with curtains and costers. 70 Also I bequeath to the same

John six pairs of fustians71 and twelve cushions. Also I be-

queath to the same John all my sheets not below bequeathed,

and all my napery. Also I bequeath to the same John six

standing cups, xij gilt bowls, and xij white bowls, two silver

salt cellars, and xxmj silver spoons. Also dishes, pots, and

utensils72
necessary for his house according to the discretion of

my executors, and
ij

best horses with saddles ;
and to his wife

nj gowns. Also I bequeath to the said Elizabeth my sister

xx li. Also I bequeath to the same nj gowns at the discretion

of my executors. Also I bequeath to my aunt Ibote73 Cs

and ij gowns. Also I bequeath to my nearer relations xx li to

be distributed at the discretion of my executors.74 Also I be-

queath to Mister John Byrkhede
75 my two volumes on the life

of Christ, and I trust to his word that after his decease he

(70). Side curtains.

(71). Coverings of ribbed cloth used instead of blankets.

(72). Vernum = vas coquinarium, any kind of cooking vessel, A.D. 1405.

"
Quatuor verna ferrua," A.D. 1476.

"
Glossarium," by Ducange.

(73). Or Ebote ; a diminutive of Elizabeth.

(74). A very fruitful source of quarrel I should imagine.

(75). John Birkhede was one of the priests appointed by Archbishop

Chichele to buy the site for All Souls College, to which he was admitted a

Brother in 1445. He was, I believe, Steward to the Archbishop. Wood's
"
History of the Colleges of Oxford."
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will restore the same volumes to tlie College of all faithful

defunct souls in Oxford. Also I bequeath to Mister Richard

Hoore76 a handsome gown with travelling over-cloak. Also I

bequeath to Mister John Keling my little bible, \jmd\ a gown

handsomely furred. Also I bequeath to Mister Richard Stone

a gown. Also I bequeath to the Yicar of Wollyngtone
77 a gown.

Also my will is that the said Vicar and each Chaplain of the

Chantries there have yearly for the term of xx years, if my
property is sufficient for this, vjs viijd to pray for my soul (and

the souls) of my parents and my benefactors ; and that this

sum be put there in the care of John my brother, of the Vicar,

and of the custodian of the church property in that place ;

and that the aforesaid payment begin on my Trental day, and

afterwards every year on the day of my anniversary. Also I

bequeath to be distributed among the more needy poor in that

place as soon as possible after my death at the discretion of my
executors xxxnjs mjd. Also I bequeath to Mister John

Botteley
78 of Canterbury a gown suitable for him. Also I

bequeath to Mister Robert Aylarde a gown. Also I bequeath

to Richard Row xls. Also I bequeath to Mister Thomas

Caas my usual breviary for the term of his life, and after his

decease I wish it to be handed over to some honourable priest

in the Cathedral church of Wells, to use it himself and

restore it further in the form above mentioned. 79 Also I be-

queath to the same Mister Thomas a gown. Also I bequeath
to William More v marks and a gown that he may more care-

fully attend to the payment of my debts. Also I bequeath to

(76). Richard Hore was Provost of Wells Cathedral. A copy of his will,

dated 22 Nov. 1449, proved Jan. 21, 1450, is in Lambeth Palace Library. The

direction in it for his burial is :
"
Corpus sepeliend. in sepulcro pro me facto

juxta gradum chori dictse ecclesise Wellen sub lapide marmoreo ibidem per me

posito."

(77). Robert Ayshcombe, M.A., if the place is Wellington in Somerset.

(78). John Boteley was perpetual Vicar of the Parish Church of Northgate,

Canterbury, on May 12th, 1444. Reg. Stafford, 123.

(79). That is, to All Souls' College.
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John Fayrechilde
80 xls. and the horse he is wont to ride. Also

I bequeath to James Fullere xls. and the horse he is wont to

ride. Also I bequeath to Richard Toppe, my serving-man,
xli and a bed, and a horse with saddle, and a gown ; and to

John his brother xxs. Also I bequeath to Thomas Horsley
Cs to maintain him at a Grammar (School),

81 the same (Cs) to

be administered by the hands of my executors as there shall

be need, (and) one bed and one gown suitable to him. Also I

will that my executors, as soon as the fact of my death can be

established by certain signs or conjectures, with all possible

speed provide for a thousand masses to be celebrated for my
soul, and that they each receive yd. Also I will that my ex-

ecutors provide for a mass for my soul to be celebrated in the

said Chapel of saint Martin every day : and I charge them as

they will answer before God in the strict trial that they obtain

lands and possessions to the value of Cs. or more, for one or

more Chaplains to be quick celebrant82 or celebrants for my
soul daily in the said Chapel for ever, (also for the soul) of

John my father, of Joane my mother, of the Lord Henry
Chichele,

83 and for the souls of all the faithful defunct.

Also I bequeath to the College of all faithful defunct souls

in Oxford Nicholas de Lyra
84 in four volumes, with preface.

(80). Described as "literatus" in decree of Archbishop Stafford, 1448.

Thorpe's "Registrura Roffense."

(81). Probably at the Grammar School of Wells then existing. "Ruber

Albus," v. ii, 271,
<l Wells Chapter Records "

(82). Priests saying low masses quickly without music. In Sir J. Biconyll's

will termed "a currant mass."

(83). Chichele died April 12th, 1443. He bequeathed to All Souls' College

133 6s. 8d. and 1,000 marks, and these sums were paid by his executors, who
were : Thomas Chichele, grandson of William Chichele, the Archbishop's
brother ; Richard Andrews, LL.D., the first Warden of All Souls' and Fellow

of New College, afterwards Dean of York, who died 1477 ;
John Birkhede,

already mentioned
;

Robert Danvers, a feoffee of the Archbishop ;
John

Wraby, who had been entrusted with several sums for the payment of the

workmen during the building of All Souls, and who is mentioned in the list

of its benefactors ; and lastly Dr. Hiconyll. Spencer's
' Life of Chichele," 1783.

(84). A converted Jew, and Minorite monk, born about 1270 at Lyre in

Normandy, died at Paris, 23rd Oct., 1340. Exegete and theologian.
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Also I bequeath to the same College my decrees, [and~\ my little

book of decretals, as long as the consent of John Ellmeregge

senior altogether lasts. Also I bequeath to the same College

my sixth book with two doctors, and the book of Clemens

with doctors,
85 as some recompense for the benefits conferred

on me by Lord Henry of happy memory, late Archbishop of

Canterbury, the founder of the said College. Also I will and

charge that my executors [who are] written below, in the

bowels of Jesus Christ for the deliverance of my soul, make

restitution of books and payment of debts, as in a certain

schedule or codicil86 annexed to these presents is more fully

contained, unless it happen that the same restitutions or pay-

ments have been made by me. Moreover, of this my testament

or last will I make, ordain, and appoint my executors Mister

Roger Keys,
87 Mister John Reynolde, residentiary Canon of

the said Cathedral church of Wells, and John my brother

aforesaid. But the residue of my property not bequeathed I

give and bequeath to my executors aforesaid that they may

lay it out for the safety of my soul, as they will answer before

the most high Judge. Also I bequeath to Mister Roger Keys
a cup and five marks. Also I will that a certain sum of ccli

owed by William Bonevyle, Knight,
88 remain in the keeping of

the aforesaid executors to acquire lands and possessions for the

aforesaid John, my brother, and the heirs of his body lawfully

begotten : And if he should die without an heir I will that the

same lands and possessions remain to Elizabeth, his sister, and

the heirs of her body lawfully begotten. These being Wit-

(85). Most likely the other Apostolic Fathers, whose works were often

bound with those of Clemens.

(86). This Codicil is lost.

(87). He supervised the building of All Souls in the 5th and 6th years ;

became a Fellow in 1438, and Warden in succession to Andrews, 1442. He
obtained the Salisbury Cathedral Prebend of Netherbury, near Bearainster,

Dorset, in 1456
; and, at the testator's death, succeeded to his Canonry at St.

Paul's.

(88). He was created Lord Bonevyle, 23rd September, 1449. A Lancastrian

leader, and at one time Constable of Taunton Castle. Beheaded, 19th Feb-

ruary, 1460-1.
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nesses : Mister Robert Parfyte, Mister Robert Smythe, Mister

Richard Stone, Mister John Kelynge, Richard Belyngeham,
James Fullere, John Fayrechilde, and others. Especially I will

that injH by estimation be paid to William Auntres, tailor, of

London. Also I will that that xhjs be paid to Thomas Gayn,
if he be alive ; otherwise I will that it be distributed for his

sotd and (the souls of )
his benefactors. Also I will that

Ixvjs vnjd be be distributed for the soul of William Machon

and the souls of his benefactors. Also I will that Is be paid

to William Uvedale89 if he himself find security for the

recovery of my inclosure of Micheham90 and Mills there, and

give up the documents for the same. Also I will that

xxxnjs mjd be paid to Gray, tailor, for
ij yards of crimson

and for a gown of green. Also I will that there be restored

to the Abbot and Convent of the Monastery of saint Mary of

Abyndone, Johannes in Novella,
91 in

ij volumes, which they lent

me for my use. Also I will that there be restored to the

College of all faithful defunct souls at Oxford, Henricus

Bowhik,
92 in one volume ; Januens,

93 in one volume
;
Francis-

(89). William Uvedale, armiger, died 1449, and was buried in St. Mary
Overy Conventual church, Southwark. In the French Rolls, Henry VI, Feb.

12th, 1457-8, I find a Protection was granted to the "Marie" of Spain, trading
to England, to obtain the ransom of Henry Uvedale, a prisoner in France. The
Uvedales were an ancient family in Dorset. HutcMmi "

Dorset," vol. iii, p. 144.

(90). Mitcham, Surrey, was held of the Priory of St. Mary Overy. Man-
ning's

"
Surrey," vol. i, p. 248".

(91). Giovanni Andrea, Benedictine Monk, an eminent Italian Canonist,
born at Bologna about the end of the 13th century, and acquired great repu-
tation as Professor in that city. Died 1348. He called the Decretals

"Novella" in imitation of Justinian. The full title of the book referred to

would be :
' Johannis Andrese, in Novella, super Sexto [libro] Decretalium D.

Bonifacii Papse VIII." First published at Venice, 1489. " Panzer's Annales."

(92). Henry Bohic, Benedictine monk ; Canonist ;
author of a Commentary

on the Decretals of Gregory IX. Born at St. Mathieu, Finisterre, 1310; died

about 1390. The work on which his fame rests is entitled ' n quinque Decre-

talium libros [Gregorii Papa IX] Comtnentaria.
"

First printed 1498.

Nouvelle Biog. Gdndrale.

(93). Jacobus Januensis or de Janua (Genoa), also known as Giacomo de

Varaggio and Jacob de Voragine. Born about 1230 at Varaggio ;
died 14th

July, 1298, at Genoa. Became a Dominican in 1254, and was Archbishop of

Genoa during the last six years of his life. He wrote the first Dictionary of

Latin after it became a dead language : printed 1460. He was preacher,
historian, and hagiographer. His famous "

Legenda Sanctorum," or "Legenda
Aurea/' was one of the first works printed by Caxton, under the name of "The
Golden Legend," 1483, and it was afterwards printed by Wynkin de Worde.
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cus de Saberella94
upon Clemens on paper; Petrus de Cres-

cencijs
95 one book having many contents which begin on

the 2nd folio. Also Bartholomeus96 on the property of things.

Also I will that there be restored to the executors of the Lord

William, late Bishop of St. David's,
97 a large breviary with

notes in two volumes ; also a beautiful Bible which begins on

the 2nd folio
" in Misterio." Also that there be restored to

the same Arch[zV&'e0?i]us in Rosarl,
98 which begins on the 2nd

folio ; and Johannes in Novella upon Sextus, which begins on

the 2nd folio.

The present testament was proved before the Lord,
99
together

with a certain parchment in the form of a Codicil sewn to the

same, at Lamehithe,
100 the xixth day of the month of November,

Anno Domini One Thousand cccc xlviij, and by him in virtue of

his prerogative and of his church of Canterbury approved,

(94). Cardinal Francesco Zabarella, Archbishop of Florence, born at Padua,

1339 ;
died at Constance, 26th Sep., 1417. Celebrated as Professor of Canon

Law, at Florence and Padua. Amongst other works, he wrote "Lectura

Super Clementinis,
" and " Commentaria in Decretales et Clementinas." The

volumes of Nicholas de Lyra, Henry de Bohic, and Cardinal Zabarella, the

last much injured by damp, still remain in All Souls' Library.

(95). Pietro dei Crescenzi, born at Bologna, 1230
;
died 1320. A celebrated

agronome and the restorer of scientific agriculture in Europe. His great

work is called "Opus Ruralium Commodorum." First printed, 1471.

(96). Bartholomew Glanvile, or Anglicus, an English Minorite Monk,
c. 1230-1250, who wrote "De proprietatibus rerum," the encyclopedia of the

middle ages. First printed, Cologne, 1470.

(97). William Lyndwood, diplomatist, canonist, and distinguished author

of the " Provinciale. " Archbishop Chichele appointed him 1st August, 1414,

to be his official of the court of Canterbury, thus giving him the same prefer-

ment afterwards bestowed on Dr. Biconyll : and in 1419 he was collated to the

prebend of Taunton. His body was discovered January, 1852, in the crypt of

St. Stephen's, Westminster. "Diet, of Nat. Biog."
"
Archasologia," xxxiv,

418.

(98). Guido di Baisio, one of the most renowned Canonists of the 13th

century, and a noble of Reggio, Lombardy ;
about 1280 was Professor of Civil

Law, in Bologna, where he became Archdeacon. In. 1300 he finished his

intrepretationof the Decretals, giving it the quaint title "Rosarium Decretum"
;

a work first published in Rome, 1477. Mazzuchetti's " Gli Scrittori d' Italia."

(99). Of Canterbury.

(100). Lambeth.
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Registered, and legitimately pronounced for the same ; and the

administration of all the property concerning the said deceased

and his testament wherever existing in the Province of Canter-

bury, was Committed to Mister Roger Keys and John Biconyft,

brother of the said deceased, named executors in the same testa-

ment, to make a faithful Inventory of all and every property of

this kind, and to be shown to the Lord before the feast of

Easter next ensuing. And to Mister John Storthwayt
101 was

issued a commission to commit the administration of such

property to Mister John Reynolde, co-executor named in the

said testament, on the last day but one of the said month of

November, and to certify within the feast of the Purification

of the blessed Virgin Mary next ensuing ;
Also to Mister

William Fulforde,'
102

conjointly and separately.

During the next twenty years a John "Byconyll" is

frequently mentioned, and though it is not easy to prove abso-

lutely the exact relationship he bore to the chancellor, yet as

the latter in his will left his brother John two sums of money
for the express purpose of acquiring land, and we find John

Byconyll buying between five and six hundred acres, with

other property, near Ashprington, in Devon, in 1451 ; the three

hundred marks spent thereon may well have been a small por-

tion of one of these legacies. The name occurs in 1452-3, and

again in 1453-4 in connexion with that of Agnes, daughter of

John Lyte,
103 and those of two of the Horsey family, which was

(101). Storthwayt was Precentor of Wells Cathedral, 1426
;
Executor of

of Bishop Bubwith, 1424; Chancellor of Wells, 1439. He founded a Chantry
at the altar of the Holy Cross, Nov. 14th, 1451, and he directed (Sep. 16th,

1450) that 10 should be paid annually by Wraxall Church for its maintenance.

Died 1454. Storthwayt is the name of a manor in Yorkshire.

(102). He became Canon of Wells with the Cory Prebend, Sept. 15th, 1443.

DucareVs "Index to Reg. Stafford," 639.

(103). Som. Arch. Soc. Proceedings, vol. xxxviii, pt. II, p. 24. Many of the

names mentioned by Mr. Lyte in this account of the Lytes of Lytescary, are

familiar to me in the history of the Biconylls.
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intimately associated with the Byconylls till the 16th century.

On July 7th, 1455, "Johannes Bylmell" and Stephen Hatfeld

were returned to parliament for Shaftesbury, and in 1456-7,

"John Byconyll" served the office of Escheator for Devon and

Cornwall, the first inquisition he held being on Elizabeth,

wife of Sir John Seyntmaur, Kt., whose grandson afterwards

married Elizabeth Chokke (Dame Biconyll).

I pass on now to speak more at length of a member of the

family of wholly different type to the chancellor, a man of war

instead of a man of peace, resembling him only in one point,

in his intense devotion to the Church, but otherwise rather

after the fashion of those Condottieri leaders who fought

generally for the side where their interest lay. Sir John

Biconyll, Kt., played a considerable part in the history of

Somerset from 1470 to 1502, and, since he belonged to the

Chapter of Wells, I may appropriately call him also a "for-

gotten canon." 104 With his tomb, oddly enough, certain archaeo-

logical questions are likewise connected, and just as the monu-

ment at Wells has increased our knowledge of the cathedral,

so this other has contributed towards a correct understanding

of the Abbey of Glastonbury. It seems tu me indeed not too

much to say, that in time, when the meagre known history of

Henry VII's reign is amplified by complete search in the vast

stores at the Record Office, we shall learn much more than I

am able to tell at present about this prominent character.

When parliament was summoned to meet on Oct. 6th, 1472, at

Westminster, we find John Biconyll representing the united

counties of Somerset and Dorset (which were not separated

till 1566), and his seat remained undisturbed as long as that

parliament lasted. A dissolution took place March 14th,

1474-5, but when the new house assembled three years later,

on .Tan. 16th, 1477-8, he was not elected. Whether he ever

entered parliament again cannot be ascertained, because the

(104). I believe he was a nephew of Dr. Biconyll. The name of William

Carent occurs in the wills of both.

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part II. dd
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returns are often missing or incomplete, in fact the names of all

the members for these counties in the next eleven parliaments

are lost. He was also sheriff for Dorset and Somerset in 1472,

and again in 1473. The references to Sir John, however,

occur in so many places that it would be tedious to enumerate

them, and I shall therefore only mention a few. In 1474, he

owned the three manors of North Perot, South Perot, and the

adjoining Pepilpen, as well as the advowsons of the two first,
105

and in 1472, he was patron, with others, of Brympton, and in

1476, of Nunney106 and Middle Chinnock in Somerset, and of

Batcombe in Dorset : he also took active interest in the religious

guild founded in 1482, at Croscombe. three miles from Wells,

"in honour of God, the Blessed Virgin, and St. Anne";
various documents between that year and 1489 referring to

him. 107 At this time he made up his mind to stake his fortune

on the cause of Henry of Richmond, and this ended in his

fighting so valiantly at the battle of Bosworth that the trium-

phant king knighted him on the field, August 22nd, 1485,

together with his two friends William Courtney and the Baron

of Carew :
108 Somerset consequently took no inglorious share in

that hardly-contested victory. Perhaps gratitude now gave a

fresh stimulus to the other side of Sir John's character, for

directly he returned home, October 4th, he made a curious

arrangement with the warden of the Franciscan Minorites at

Dorchester, the chief points of which were as follows :

"1. The devout and venerable man John Byconill, Kt., to

be admitted as one of the founders of the Convent on

account of his having first established mills on the water

running thereby.

(105). The registers of South Perot begin at the unusually early date 1534.

(106). In 1790, a descendant of the Bicknells' held this same living.

Weaver's "Somerset Incumbents."

(107). MSS. in the Bodleian Library. The guild was dissolved at the

Reformation.

(108;. Metcalfs
" Book of Knights." In Stow 's Chronicle he is called ''Sir

John Bikenyle," and in the Cotton MSS. " Brikenell."
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2. The Conventual High Mass to be principally granted

and appropriated to him.

3. The monks to bind themselves for ever to celebrate his

decease on the day after the feast of their Holy Father

St. Francis.

4. 'The same John, and such as shall by him be recom-

mended,' to be prayed for by name every week in the

Chapter House.

5. That these ordinances and decrees of the said John, con-

cerning the mills, be punctually observed, namely :

First. That there be yearly laid up in a chest, secured

under three locks, 40s. of the profits of the mills for

repairing them : the; chest to be in the custody of the

guardian or in the porch, one key thereof to be safely

kept by the guardian or his assign ; another by the

discreetest of the brothers
;
and the third by a special

friend chosen by the convent.

Second. That the Brother who is Hebdomadarius,

appointed for the week, duly frequenting the choir

by day and night, and praying for the said John,

shall at the end of the week receive 6d. : but if he be

negligent in his office, he shall be deprived of the said

money either in part or in the whole.

Third. That every priest praying from the beginning

to the end of the obsequies and mass for the said

John shall receive 4d., and laymen 2d.

Fourth. That all profits, after paying the aforesaid

ordinations, shall be laid out towards bringing boys

into the order, and their education in good manners

and learning ; and that the brothers so brought in and

educated to the perpetual memory of the said John

be called Biconyll's Friars, and that none of them be

called by their surnames.

Item. The recommendation of the said John shall be

made in this form :
'

Pray especially for the happy
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state of the devout and venerable man John

Byconill, Kt., and on account of the first erecting of

the mills upon our water, the chief founder of this

place, and for his soul, when he shall depart this life/"

The above contract "was kept with great respect," but it

gave dire offence to those Franciscans who stood up for the

strict observance of the primitive rule of St. Francis for-

bidding the order to hold property.
109

Sir Thomas Arundell, K.B.,
110 Oct. 3rd, 1485, appointed Sir

John one of his executors, and we find "John Chokke, of

Staunton Drew, in the countie of Somerset, Squier," naming
his brother "Syr John Byconnel (or Biconell), Knyght," to

the same office, April 18th, 1488. 111 Between those two dates

he had contracted a second marriage with the widow of John

Seyntmaur, who died Oct. 5th, 1485, and whose brass, with

effigies of himself and wife, is now before the altar of Becking-

ton Church.112 John Seyntmaur being descended from Reg-

inald de Paveley, Lord of Westbury, in Wilts, temp. Henry I,

A. D. 1100-1135, this lady married into two branches of the

same family.
113 No issue, however, proceeded from this second

union.

After the accession of Henry VII, Sir John appears to

have remained in Somerset and Dorset, a trusty servant of the

Q 09). Duydalc't "Monasticon," vol. viii, p. 1510. Parkinson's "Collectanea

Anglo-Minoritica," p. 308.

(110). Ancestor of Lord Arundell, of VVardour. Nicholas' " Testamenta

Vetusta,'' vol. I, p. 379.

(111). Will in Somerset House.

(112). In his will, at Somerset House dated Oct. 5th, 1485, proved Nov.

19th, he directs that his body may be buried "in the chancel of Bekynton,"

and he leaves a legacy to his "son yet unmarried." Dame Biconyll's will and

engraving of the brass, are given in the Som. Arch. Soc. Proceedings, vol.

xxxix, pt. I, p. 19. Lord Stawel was descended from her elder daughter ;
Lord

Poltimore and Lord Egmont are from the younger ;
and Lord Bath from her

sister Dame Wroughton.

(113). Her father, Sir Richard Chokke, had married Jane, daughter of

William Pavie, of Bristol. If, as is quite possible, the name Pavie may be a

variety of Paveley, Dame Biconyll would then not only be connected with the

Paveleys, through both her husbands, but be of Paveley blood herself.
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crown till his death, and the occasional notices of him refer

chiefly to his connexion with various manors, although it is

clear that he still took part in politics, because he was com-

missioned Dec. 23rd, 1488, with others, to examine how many
archers the nobles and knights of Somerset were bound to find

for the king's army for the expedition to Brittany ;
and in

Sep. 1497, when Henry marched to Taunton during the

rebellion of Perkin Warbeck, "Sir John Bickenell" accom-

panied his majesty "with a large number of noblemen, knights,

esquiers, and valiaunt personages, prepared and readie with all

thinges necessary for the fielde and battaille." 114

Sir John lived at South Perot Court or Manor House, just

inside the border of Dorset, which stood in the ground still

called in remembrance of it Court Orchard, adjoining the west

side of the churchyard.
115 In the 14th century the Maubanks

owned the manor, and in 1412-3 Christian, widow of John

Crewkerne, of Childhay, and wife of Richard Clopton, was a

tenant here of Philip Maubank. Later it belonged to the

Carent family, then to the Horseys of Clifton Maubarik ;
in

1449 to John Crokehorn, who held lands of Henry Horsey "as

of his manor of South Perrot," and afterwards to the Daubeneys,
a small portion, however, being occupied by the Draper family.

116

The next owner was Sir John Biconyll, and through the oper-

ation of the bequests in his will at the close of the 16th century
the manor was leased to, or it became the property of, William

grandson of Robert Gibbes, whose father Robert Gibbes, of

Hunningham, Warwick, had settled at Netherbury, in Dorset.

Charles I, in his march from the west, on Monday, Sep. 30th,

1644, "lay the night at Mr. Gibbs his howse, the Manor of.

South Barrett (Perot) Com. Dorset"; but not long afterwards

the building was razed and the materials were sold. A porter's

(114). Grafton's "Chronicle," vol. II, p. 214.

(115). His wife, in her will, speaks of her daughter's "owne chambre next
the churchyerde

"
of South Perot. " Som. Arch. Soc. Proceedings," vol. xxxix,

pt. I, p. 38; and errors p. 36, lines 16, 17, and note *.

(116). See note 150, p. 218.
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lodge was standing in 1680 on the north side of the ruined

mansion, with a great court before the north door ; and a

part of the lodge existed till about 1781, when it was taken

down by its owner, Edward Bellamy, of Cheddington.
117

Other less important houses owned by Sir John in this

neighbourhood were Pepilpen
118

(now a farm) and North

Perot Manor, both in North Perot parish, Somerset, and

comprised in the beautiful estate of W. H. Hoskyns, Esq.,

whose grandfather purchased them from the family of William

Pitt, the statesman. The outline of the moat and substruc-

tures of buildings of North Perot manor are still recognisable in

a field near the road. The farm called Grey Friars and the field

Monkwood, close by, most likely indicate some connexion with

the Franciscans of Dorchester, whom we know Sir John and

his wife held in such great regard. The manor was held by
Sir John at one time, for a rent of 2d., of Margaret, countess

of Richmond, daughter of the duke of Somerset, and mother

of Henry VII. 119

One of the last acts of his life was to establish and endow,

in the spring of 1501, two chantries ; one in the Lady Chapel

of bishop Stillington, adjoining the cloisters of Wells Cathe-

dral, and the other in the cathedral itself.
120 His death

occurred on the 23rd of August, 1502, and his will, written

with his own hand,
121

is dated August 15th, 1500, which super-

(117). "Diary of Richard Symonds." Camden Soc. No. 75. Pulman's
" Book of the Axe," p. 163. Hutchins's " Dorset."

(118). In 1547-8 owned by William Horsey.
"
Piplepan

" and ' a wood

there," are mentioned in 1225-6
; again as "

Pypelepenne
"

in 1256-7, and
"
Pipulpenne," 1404-5, 1446-7.

' Somerset Fines," Somerset Record Society.

"Cal. Inq. P.M.

(119). Inq. P.M. on Dame Elizabeth Biconyll, at Crewkerne, 24th Jan. , 1505.

(120). 1501, Apl. 1. The Chapter of Wells decreed: "Quod ordinacio

duarum cantariarum in ecclesia Cathedrale Wellen et in capella beatissimse

Virginis juxta claustrum ejusdem, per nobilem virum dominum Johannem

Bicconell fundatas, prout in quadam scedula papiri sit confecta, eorum sigillo

communi sigilletur et roburetur." " Liber Ruber, Wells Cathedral." "Valor

Eccles," vol. I. p. 125.

(121). So stated in the Inq. P.M. on his wife, held at Crewkerne, 26th

Jan. 1506.
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seded one of October, 1485, of which Giles (afterwards Lord)

Daubeney was a trustee. 122 At the end of this second will we

are told it was proved by his step-son Sir William Seyntmaur,

K.B., 29th Nov. 1501 ; but this must be a mistake for 1502,

because Sir John was one of the non-residentiary canons

assembled in Wells Cathedral, June 8th in that year, before

whom Dr. William Cousyn took the oath on his appointment

as dean :
l23 and the post mortem inquisition held at Blandford,

20th June, 1504, says he died on the day I have affirmed.

The text of Sir John Biconyll's will, which I have tran-

scribed exactly from the copy in Somerset House of the origi-

nal English, is as follows :

3itl tbt UftttlC of the moost glorious Trinite Amen : the

xnj daie of Auguste the yerl of oure lorde god m1 v 124 I

John Byconyll knyght in good helth of bodie & mynde

dredynge nevtheless the casualte of this vnsul worlde make

my testament & laste will in forme foloyynge vz. ffurste I

bequeth my sowle vnto Almightie god & my bodie to holy

sepulture Where As by his nicy I shall herafter declarl 125

It I Will that there be saide for my sowle the sowlis of my
fadre and modre my godfather my godmother : my Wife

Johan126 my brother William127 my suster Elijabeth & all my

(122). The Inq. P.M. on Sir John, held at Exeter, 22nd Nov. 1505, re-

ferring to a deed of 12th Oct., 1485, conveying lands in trust to Giles

Daubeney and others, says that it was for the performance of his last will.

(123). Liber Ruber.

(124). A.D. 1500.

(125). His burial-place is incidentally mentioned live times in connection

with Glastonbury Abbey. See pp. 219, 220.

(126). On p. 219 referred to as " Johan late my wife." This lady Joan, or

Jane, according to Dame Biconyll's will, may have been a daughter of Joan

Brympton (Sydenham) who died 1473. The Sydenhams of Brympton d'Evercy
were connected with the Daubeneys, Horseys, Audleys, Luttrells, and other

persons mentioned in this will.

(127). Perhaps the William Bicknell who built the splendid chantry and

porch of Northleach Church, Gloucestershire, who died 1500. [Rudder's

"Gloucester."] Another William was priest at Bathampton, 1487, and re-

signed 1493. [ Weaver's
" Somerset Incumbents."]
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brothers & susters the sowle of Jamys Ormond 128
somtyme

Erie of Wilts, henry horsie129
henry Bear130 Richard Pigott

Wylliam Carent131 & All xpeS sowlis ml m1132 massis assone

after my deceaste as goodly maie be Done At london & other

good townes. Every pste takyng for A masse ijd It. I be-

queth to the pisshe church of Northory
133 xli or A sute of

Testaments pee of x li to py for the sowle of Thomas leaker

somtyme vicar therl & All xpeii sowlis It. I Will that the

church chauncell & porche of Northperot be pfonned &
iij

bells134
convenyent ordeyned therto. It I bequethe to every

housholder of Southperot & Northperot xx d It I bequethe

to Elizabeth my Wife in money C li & in plate the worth of

An C li to vse it for her life. It. I bequethe to my curate

pson of southperot
135 for tithes not duly done x mke. It. I

bequethe to Robert Roper
136 of myddelchynnok xl s. It I

bequethe to my said Wife all my Napery shets apparell of

chambres stuff of kichyS & All or 137 vtensils & All my quyk
catell. Ite I bequeth to the Church of woolauyngton x mke

to be enploied vpon sorS Stok As melch kieS or or like thyngs

by thencrease whereof ther) maie be yemy an obite kept then

for me & those Aboue spified And of this my testamente I

make & ordeyS my executors Elizabeth my Wife & Sir John

(128). James Butler, fifth Earl of Ormond in Ireland, was descended from

Edward I. Created Earl of Wilts, 8th July 1449. Beheaded 1461. Burke's

"Extinct Peerages" ;
Nicholas'' "Test. Vetusta," 107.

(129). Horsey is about a mile north of Bridgwater. The Horsey family

sometimes lived at Clifton Maubank, close to Yeovil Junction Station.

(130). Probably brother of Ric. Bear, who was the last abbot but one of

Glastonbury.

(131). See Note 66, p. 201..

(132). 2000.

(133). Northory, or Northcory, now North Curry, held by the Canons of

Wells of the king.
" Testa de Nevill."

(134). Five new bells were put up about a century ago.

(135). John Saunders.

(136). Robert Roper was lined 20 marks, at Taunton, for aiding the rebellion

of Perkin Warbeck.

(137). Other.
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Speke knyght & William Sayntmawre
138 her sonne & John

More 139 of Columpton Everich140 of theym to have convenyontly

after the labour that they take

3tlD t)C it knOtoetl that All my lands stande in feoffa-

ment141 to pfo
rme this my laste Will made the xv daie142 of

Auguste the yere A bouesaid of or lord m1 v and of king

henry the vij xvj yer) : And levery of seison143 made Accord-

yng to my dedis therof. ifurste I will that my feoffs suffer

me to take all thissues & pfitts of all the landes Aforesaid

whiles I live. And after my deceaste that Elizabeth my
Wife have all the saide landes for terme of her life if she live

sole w* owte empechement of Waste. Except' such landis as

her) after foloeth I do otherwise dispose, she to fynde yerely

v scolars at Oxforde to lerne the law dyuyne for techynge

xpeS
144

people eflych of theym to haue yerely mj iSke or v if

that be to litle. It I will that my manors of Southperot &

Northperot & Pepilpeis
145 with the Advowsens thereof & other

thapprtenuncs. And all my lands tents rents reulsions &

servyces in the same be ordeyned by my said feoffs therof

to rernayS After the deceaste of my saide Wife to William

Sayntmaure her sonne for terme of his life : for that I truste

he wilbe vertuous. And to thentent yt
146 he do help & socour

(138).
" Somerset Archaeological Society Proceedings," vol. xxxix, part I,

p. 42.

(139). John More, or Moor, of Moorehays, Cullompton, died 4th January,
1509.

There were three ancient families of More in Devonshire, not connected with
each other. '-Visitation of Devon," 1564; Polwhele's "Hist, of Devon";
An excellent article by Mr. A. J. Monday in the " Somerset County Gazette,"

September 29th, 1883.

(140). Every each.

(141). Held in trust by the deed of 12th October, 1485, and one of 12th

August, 1500, executed one day before this will was begun.

(142). At the beginning said to be " the xuj daie."

(143). Delivery of possession.

(144). Christian.

(145). See note 118, p. 214.

(146). That.

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part II. ee
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por) people in right at their neds asnioche as shalbe in his

pouer] and nothyng to take therefor : fyndying yerlly ij

scolers vnto oxford as he will Aunswere to god for it. And
after his deceaste I Will that the saide maSs lands & tents

with y
rl47

appurtenauncs Aforesaide be ordeyned by saide feoffs

to remayn) to Giles Dawbney
148

knyght & henry his soS for

terme of their lives, the remaynder thereof to the saide

William Sayntmawre &149 theires males of his bodie comyng.
& for lak of such issue the remaindf! thereof to the said Giles

lord Dawbney and to theires males of his bodie comynge.
And for defaute of such issue the remayndre of the Manor of

Southperot wt the apprtenancs to John horsy of Clifton & to

his heires Except A tente with lands therto pteynyng in which

John Draper
150 now dwellith. which I will rlmayn to the saide

William Sayntmawr & his heires : And I will yt the manor of

Northperot Af? thastats 151 Aforesaide remyn to Thorns lorde

La War] 152 & his heires Except lands in the same which I

prchased of Richard Nele & William Naisshe 153 those I will

remayS to the saide William Sayntmaure & his heires And in

likewise I will that the manr of pepilpeis w* all the lands

(147). Their.

(148). Died 21st May, 1508. In the ensuing paragraph, and on page 220,

more correctly styled
' Lorde Dawbney," as he had been raised to the peerage

12th March, 1486, after the battle of Bosworth. His father was William

Daubeney, of South Petherton, who died January 1 1th, 1445. Henry

Daubeney, his son, was created Earl of Bridgwater 19th July, 1538, and for a

time was in high favour with Henry VIII. Died April 8th, 1548, buried at

South Perot. " Somerset Notes and Queries," vol. i, p. 243 ; Rogers'
" Memorials of the West."

(
1 49). This " & " should be omitted.

(150). The family of Draper, of North Down, Haselborough, two miles east

of Crewkerne, still held part of this land in 1796. James Draper was minister

of the Chapel of Ease to S. Perrot in 1786. In Haselborough church there is

a monument to John Draper, who died September 26, 1768, aged 94. Hutching
"
Dorset," vol. i, 480 ; Collitwon's "

Somerset," vol. ii, 333.

(151). The estates.

(152). The eighth Lord Delawarr, died 1525. Burke's "
Peerage."

(153). Two miles south-west of Yeovil, near West Coker, are the remains of

Nash Priory.
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rents & servycs thereto pteyninge be ordeyned by my feoffs to

remayS to the foresaide William Sayntmawre and to his heires

to do therwith & with the pcells
154 Above excepted in south-

perot & northperot to hym assigned & to his heires as after

this I shall with godds rScie deuyse. It I will that my saide

feoffs make A state in fee of my lands in Wanteslegh Braud-

wyndsore Estecoker Westcoker Stokett vnder hamdon &

Strete vpon the vosse vnto psonnes of substans su spuall sum

temporall As the souerayfi
155 of the place where my bodie

shall lie shall name to the nombre of xvj to ordeyn & cause to

be said Daily A currant masse156
by oon of his brethren wele

disposed of the saide place in ppetuyte & he forto haue wekely
xx d paied by the saide souerayn or his Assigne. And I will

the feoffs suffer hym to take the pfitts of the saide lands for

thentent to py for my sowle The sowles of Elizabeth my wife :

johan late my wife my father & mother sowle. my godfather

& godmother sowle. the sowle of my brother William & all my
brethren & suster sowles. the sowles of Jamys Ormond late

Erie of Wilts Ric Pigott
157

henry Bear henry horsie John

Morton158 late Cardynall of Cant & all xpen sowlis. And I

will that whenne those vvj feoffs be deceascid to the nuber of

inj : that those nij make A state to other xvj psonnes tobe named

by the said soulayn of the howse wherl I shall lie to pforme &

contynue the said masse Daily As is Aboue spified. And so

sueyngly
159 such feoffament to be renued & made by thassign-

ment & namyng of the said souerayn of the [house'] whefl my
bodie shall lie to thentent a bouesaid ppetually to be dofl &

kept Ite I will that like feoffament be made by my said feoffs

to xvj parsounes or mo of all the residue of my lands w* like

(154). Parcels.

(155). Richard Bear, abbot of Glastonbury.

(156). See note 82, p. 204.

(157). One of the patrons of Nunney Rectory with Sir John and others,

November 23, 1476.

(158). Archbishop of Canterbury from 6th Oct., 1486 to 12th Oct., 1500.

(159). Following in succession.
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demeariyng theruppon to fynde with the revenues thereof

scolars to Oxford eche of theym takynge nij mke by the yerJ

And to pcede in lernyng of Dyuinite to teache the people of

god in such nombre As the saide Revenues will suffise160 vnto :

The said scolers to be named & Assigned by the foresaid

souayn of the house wher) my bodie shall lie And he to take

the saide revenues by sufFrans of the feoffes and make payment
to the scolars : And for his good ouersight to the masse

A boue said daily to be kept and saide. And the labours that

he shall susteyn for the scolers A boue spified I will the fore-

said souayne of the howse where 1 shall lie haue yerely C s of

the lands Assigned
161 for the masse & Scolers Abouesaid.

puyded that he assign the scolars in Southperot Northperot &
other my lands in Somset shire. 162 It I will that my feoffs of

my lands in deuonshire 163 make to the foresaide Giles daubney
lorde Dawbney Astat to hym & to his heires malis of his bodie

comyng. fynding A scolar to oxford to pray for me & his

heires Aforesaide as he & they will Aunswere to god therefor.

The remaynder thereof to William Sayntmawre & to theires

malis of his bodie coming, he and his said heires to fynde A
scolar to Oxforde to py for me my Wifs and my frends as he

& they Will Aunswerl to god therfor. The remaynder
therof to Thomas Wode And his heires fynding A pste to

synge for the sowlis of henria Bear for the sowlis of me

of my frends. yeuen
164 the Daie And yerl A boue spified

165

JJ^tOftfttUtn fuit prescriptum testamentum una cum ultima

voluntate ejusdem xxix die mensis Novembris A dni

(160). Ten scholars were sent. Valor Ecclesiasticus.

(161). By the Deeds. Note 141, p. 217.

(162). South Perot is in Dorset.

(163). Lord Dawbney, Sir William Courtnay, kt., and John More. See

Deed, 12th October, 1485.

(164). Given.

(165). Nevertheless this will cannot have been completed either on the 13th

or 15th August, 1500, the dates written at the beginning [pp. 215, 217] and re-

ferred to here
;
because at p. 219 it speaks of the late Cardinal Morton, who

died Oct. 12th in the same year.
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mccccc prime. Juramento Wifti Sayntmawre militis execu-

toris personaliter presentis et Magistri Jonis Reed notarii

public! procuratoris aliorum executorum Ac approbatum et

insinuatum Et commissa fuit administracio executoribus de

bene et fideliter ac sub unanimo consuensu administrand. Ac
de pleno et fideli Inventario Citra festum Natalis d:m prox

futur exhibend. Ad sancta dei Evangelia in debita juris

forma jurat.

The before-written testament together with the last will of

the same was J^tOtlCD on the 19th day of the month of

November, A. D. 1501. 166
By the oath of William Sayntmawre

knight executor personally present and Mr. John Reed public

notary procurator of the other executors And it was approved

and registered And the administration was committed to the

executors to administer well and faithfully and with unanimous

consent And to exhibit a full and faithful Inventory Before

the next future Natal feast of the Lord. Also to render a

full and true account. Sworn on the sacred Gospels of god
in due form of law.

It is not easy to guess why Sir John directed that his

property should pass in the above manner at his wife's death ;

because the Inquisition P.M. held at Exeter 22nd November,

1504, says : "John Brymptun (Sydenham) is his kinsman and

next heir, and of the age of 40 years and more." Wherefore

then was he disinherited and nowhere mentioned in this testa-

ment ? I can only suppose that as the Sydenham family

already possessed ample fortune he thought it unnecessary to

distribute any part of his comparatively small estate where it

was so little needed ; still it is certainly very unusual to find

the children of a wife's first husband enriched by her second

to the exclusion of his own direct descendants.

The will, though very instructive in many ways throughout,

(166). This date is an error of the oopyist. See p. 215.
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raises no other special question excepting the one connected

with Sir John's tomb, to which I have already alluded,
167 and

we should have had no trouble with that if the document had

been drafted with legal care and not by the testator himself,

who at the commencement says he will " hereafter declare
"

where he desires to be buried, but nevertheless omits to do so.

Fortunately, we gather from his wife's will168 that he was

interred in " the sepulture of Grlastonbery," and it is concerning
the unnamed site of this "

Chapelle of Glastonby, late bielded

by her husband and herself," that the difficulty arises.

There is in Leland's Itinerary a passage, discussed so much
as to have become almost famous, which has created the need-

less doubts about the position and name of the Lady Chapel,

and the legitimate ones concerning the situation of the tomb.

These are that author's words, copied by me verbatim from the

original manuscript in the Bodleian Library :

" In capella S. Marie a bor : part chori T sacello

Joanes Biconel, miles et Elizabeth.

Gul : Semar, miles, i eade volta."169

The best architectural history of the Glastonbury ruins with

which I am acquainted has been written by Professor Willis,
170

nevertheless it requires both explanation and correction. It

surprises me, for instance, to notice stated therein only as a

probability instead of as an easily ascertained certainty, that

" the name 6

Joseph's Chapel
'

had been fixed upon the Lady

Chapel even before the Reformation
"

; because the fact of

Sir William Seyntmaur, his mother Dame Biconyll, and her

husband Sir John, being all buried together in Leland's Lady

Chapel, I should have thought would immediately have led an

inquirer to refer to their wills, if he entertained misgivings on

(167). Page 209.

(168).
" Somerset Archaeological Proceedings," vol. xxxix, pt. I, p. 37-

(169).
<( In the chapel of St. Mary, out of the northern pare of the choir in

a shrine (are) John Biconel, Knight, and Elizabeth. William Seyntmaur,

Knight, (is) in the same vault."

(170). The Architectural History of Glastonbury Abbey, 1866.
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the subject, when it would have become plain at once that

as Dame Biconyll desired to be buried in her husband's tomb,

and as her son directed his body to be laid " in Joseh Aham-
mathia is chapell,"

171
consequently if these three persons were

found by Leland in one chantry, in St. Mary's, both names

must have been applied indiscriminately to the same structure

at the time of the burials, long before the change from the

Catholic faith. Following upon this, however, the Professor

pronounces an opinion on the position of the chantry tomb

which is indeed astonishing. He says :
" On the north side

of the east part of St. Joseph's Chapel
172 there are manifest

indications which shew that an attached building had been

added to it between the buttresses, which might well have

been one of those parasitical chantries that occur so commonly
in such positions

"
; and again :

" Between the N.E. turret and

the next buttress the wall is demolished, but a mass of rubble

projects beyond the base line of the building, and above this are

indications of some subsequent jutting appendages which may
have been an oriel chamber or a stair tower." " Leland records a

sepulchral chantry chapel in a position which would agree with

this point. This chapel may be supposed to have been carried

by an arch from buttress to buttress on the outside, so as not

to obstruct the crypt window below." I cannot admit that

chantries,
"
parasitical

"
or any other sort, are common in such

a position, for I have never seen or heard of one which like

Muhammad's coffin, suspended between heaven and earth

was built on an arch resting on two buttresses to avoid blocking
a window. Is it not also a wildly comprehensive guess and

nothing more, to surmise that a very small shapeless fragment
of rubble "

may have been an Oriel chamber, or a stair tower,"

or a "
parasitical chantry ?

" A solution of the puzzle where

this chantry stood, depends chiefly on the sense implied in

Leland's words,
" a boreali parte chori." He may have

(171). See his will in Somerset House.

(172). This is misleading : he means the Galilee vestibule.
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intended to say that the shrine was built out from or against

the wall on the inside of the first bay of the Galilee, where

indeed it could well have been ; or that it was outside in the

burial ground, and approached from the door in the second

bay ; but then it must have been nearly impossible to avoid

interfering with the crypt lights, and a covered approach could

not entirely advantageously have been constructed. But

Leland, who wrote very bad Latin, perhaps only meant after

all that the chantry was in the northern part of the choir,

calling St. Mary's chapel itself by that name, and thus desig-

nating, not the Galilee porch, but more correctly what was

strictly also St. Joseph's chapel. From the words " in capella

S Marie .... in sacello," as well as from the direction

of Sir William Seyntmaur, that he was to be buried in St.

Joseph's chapel, no one would naturally look for the tomb

outside the main wall. It is consequently conceivable, and if

St. Joseph's had been a large edifice I should have said it was

highly probable, that the shrine was erected at a very short

distance from the internal face of the north wall, a little east

of the existing doorway, opposite the third bay ; hence its total

disappearance is accounted for by the falling of the floor

carrying the whole structure with it into the crypt ; the

coffins, either before or after this happened, having been rifled

and stolen for the value of the lead, whilst the debris of the

chantry in course of time would have been cleared away when

the crypt was emptied of its ruin.

Dame Biconyll survived her husband rather less than two

years, for she died June 30th, 1504, and her will is the comple-

ment to his. 173

I have mentioned that Sir John's testament was written

with his own hand, and I have shown how his carelessness has

caused confusion in certain names and localities at Glastonbury ;

but the text being so executed has the partly compensating ad-

(173). In the text published by the Som. Arch. Soc., vol. xxxix, p. 37-42,

the date 1500 at the beginning has been copied wrongly for 1504.
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vantage of proving that the knight possessed a somewhat unusual

accomplishment for that period, in being able to write as well

as to fight. The circumstance, moreover, that he and his wife,

between them, provided for ten scholars being sent to Oxford,

likewise indicates that they were in advance of their day in the

value they attached to education, and, in spite of their super-

stitious devotion to priests and their observances were far from

regarding knowledge as useless and profane. One moral, the

utter vanity of planning or endowing for ages to come, can

scarcely fail deeply, almost painfully, to impress the reader of

these wills, especially if perchance he sympathises at all with

the earnest spirit of people who lived in such a differently think-

ing age, whose ways we can realize but imperfectly, and whose

like we shall see no more. For do we not find here arrange-

ments establishing chantries, obits, priests, and scholars, legacies

to cathedrals, abbeys, churches, with ordinances solemnly en-

rolled, to last for all future time ? And yet, within a few years,

the decrees of the rapacious Henry and his "harsh and

dogmatic" son,
174

swept everything away. Whatever we may
believe concerning the necessity for extensive reform, few will

deny it was often a cruel wrong, perpetrated by force, under

false pretences, when these pious bequests were utterly annulled

in the 16th century, and not merely all the money and artistic

treasure, but the very shrines and sanctuaries, wantonly des-

poiled and ruined. One might almost imagine that these gifts,

by what the poet calls their " unfortunate beauty,"
174 involved

their donors in one common doom, because thenceforth the

history of the wealthy and powerful Paveleys, their descen-

dants, and many of their friends, recedes into a mediaeval

twilight, obscure to the genealogist.

(174). "Annals of England." Oxford, supervised by Dr. W. Stubbs.

Many of the most splendid shrines, including Becket's, were destroyed in 1538,

and the operation of the Acts 1st Ed. VI, cap. iv, and 3rd and 4th, Ed. VI,

cap. 10, completed the work.

(175).
*' Douo infelice di bellezza.

"
Filicaja.

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part 11. /
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During the long reign of Elizabeth, the very name of

Paveley came near extinction, whilst the enamelled arms of

Sir Reginald, in St. Greorge's Chapel, are to-day the chief

visible reminiscence of its old renown.
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MOST persons who have paid any attention to geology,

know well that during the secondary or Mesozoic

period, a race of animals belonging to the lizard group existed,

some of which reached a very large size. As far as we at

A PLATE illustrative of the article,
" On Bones of an

Animal resembling the Megalosaur, found in the Rhoetic

formation at Wedmore," will be sent out with the next

volume.

discovered which indicate larger animals than these, that is

lizards which were under twelve feet long from nose to tip of

the tail. But in several parts of the world, such as in England
and in America, footsteps of animals have been found imprinted

on slabs of the New Red Sandstone, which indicate animals

which may have been of the same character, but of much

larger dimensions : some of these which shewed only two
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BY W. A. SANFORD.

MOST persons who have paid any attention to geology,

know well that during the secondary or Mesozoic

period, a race of animals belonging to the lizard group existed,

some of which reached a very large size. As far as we at

present know, two species of the oldest of these animals were

found some years ago in the Magnesian Conglomerate on Durd-

ham Down, near Bristol, the age of which has been determined

by the Geological Survey to be Triassic or New Red Sand, and

rather late in the formation, being probably contemporaneous
with the bottom beds of the Keuper. They were named by the

discoverers, Dr. Biley and Mr. Stuchbury,
" Thecodontosaurus

"

and " Palseosaurus
"

; the first of these names signifying that

they had teeth implanted in sockets. From the fragments

that were found, they appear to have been animals of moderate

size. Until very recently no bones of Triassic date had been

discovered which indicate larger animals than these, that is

lizards which were under twelve feet long from nose to tip of

the tail. But in several parts of the world, such as in England
and in America, footsteps of animals have been found imprinted

on slabs of the New Red Sandstone, which indicate animals

which may have been of the same character, but of much

larger dimensions : some of these which shewed only two
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impressions and not four, as others did, were attributed to

gigantic birds, having toes of twenty inches or more long.

They were accompanied by others which were evidently the

traces of gigantic frogs or newts : these mostly had five toes,

whereas the others shewed the marks of three or at most four.

In the Oolitic or Jurassic and later strata, however, animals

of this order have left bones, and in some cases, as in Belgium,
entire skeletons, of enormous size and extraordinary forms.

Entire skeletons of the Iguanodon or iguana-toothed lizard

are found in Belgium, which shew indisputably that it was an

herbivorous animal in the form of a kangaroo, though not like

that animal going with its hock or heel on the ground, but like

a bird on its toes, which, when it stood up, was at least fifteen

feet high* to the top of the head, and it was at least thirty feet

in length. Isolated bones of this giant have been found in

the Wealden strata in Sussex and in the Isle of Wight.
These strata belong to the Neocomian or Green Sand period,

much later of course than the New Red Sand, having the

whole of the Jurassic or Lias and Oolite rocks between them.

A rather smaller form of this animal was the first discovered of

the order, and was found in Tilgate Forest, in Sussex, by Dr.

and Mrs. Mantell, in 1 822. Other allied forms, both larger and

much smaller, have been found in America, Europe, and India.

One in America, the atlantosaur, had a thigh bone upwards
of six feet in length, and if organized like the large iguanodon

may have been thirty feet high and perhaps seventy or eighty

feet long.f The remains of another, the ornithopsis, found in

the Isle of Wight, indicate an animal of nearly the same size ;

others seem to have been quite as large, and some remains

have been found which indicate animals of bulk still more vast.

But other considerations shew that it was probable that these

great creatures walked on all fours, and some of them almost

* This is as the specimen is mounted in the Brussels Museum. It is

probably too high, the inclination of the femur being too slight.

t Estimate of Dr. Marsh.
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certainly lived habitually amphibious or aquatic lives, so that

they would not have been stranger on account of their bulk

than whales. As far as we know, most of these seem to have

had teeth which shew them to have lived on vegetables or at

least on the softest animals. But they were accompanied by
animals of considerable size, of a somewhat similar structure,

but which had teeth which shew that they were probably carni-

vorous, some of these also being furnished with strong grasping

claws. These have had given them several names, the best

known of which is
"
Megalosaurus

"
or great lizard. Remains

of one of these animals were first discovered by Dr. Buckland,

at Stonesfield, in Oxfordshire, in 1824. It was smaller than

the iguanodon, but still a very large animal. One allied form,

the ceratosaur, found in America, was estimated by Dr. Marsh,

the discoverer, to have been twenty-two feet long, and to have

stood eleven or twelve feet high. It is convenient to class all

these, whether large or small, under the name of dinosaurs.

But they are separated into several sub-orders by paleontolo-

gists.

Hitherto, in England, no bones of these very large forms of

carnivorous lizards have been found in strata lower than the

strictly Jurassic series, which range from the Lias to the Pur-

beck beds inclusive. They range also into the higher Neocomian

and Chalk periods, but those that were found in the Trias are

of the smaller or more moderate sizes, not larger perhaps than

the larger kangaroos. But now I have good evidence that a

very large carnivorous dinosaur existed in Somersetshire dur-

ing the period that the Rhoetic or highest member of the Trias

was in course of deposition.

Some months ago Mr. Sydenham Hervey, my brother-in-

law, told me that a large bone had been found in his parish of

Wedmore. On the first opportunity I had of visiting Wed-
more I was with a party of ladies, and therefore had but a

short time for examination. There is a small quarry or pit

about the spot marked on the map of the Geological Survey
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by the letter D of the word Wedmore to the south-east of

the village of Wedmore. Mr. Hervey went into this quarry

where the bones had been found and came out with a large

fragment of bone on his shoulder, which I instantly recognised

as the lower part of the large bone of the leg of a very large

saurian. We collected a few other smaller fragments, and

went to the cottage of one of the workmen, who had saved

other bones from the quarry, and I obtained a nearly complete

femur or thigh bone, a number of large portions of vertebrae

or backbone joints, and some other fragments. Subsequently

Mr. Hervey obtained from the workmen some other bones, in-

including a perfect claw bone and other portions of the foot,

the lower ends of the two small bones of the hind leg, and

fragments of ribs, some of which fitted together. On cleaning

the bones, I almost at once found that they were clearly the

bones of a large dinosaur, but was much surprised to find that

the stratum in which they were found was marked in the maps
as Rhoetic, particularly as I had not at the time found the

characteristic shells of that formation in or near the quarry.

I therefore took the bones to London, and carefully compared
them with the dinosaurian bones in the national collection. I

soon found that the femur differed from all those of the her-

bivorous forms, such as the iguanodon, by the peculiar inward

curvature of the proximal or higher end, and especially by the

substitution, for the great well-separated trochanter of the

iguanodon, of a strong ridge following the general curvature

of the bone, the whole surface of which is roughened for the

attachment of powerful muscles. But although in this respect

the femur differs essentially from that of the iguanodon, and to

a certain extent resembles, and in fact exaggerates, that of the

megalosaur, there may be in the perfect bone a resemblance to

that of the former animal which is wanting in the latter. There

is a fracture of the surface of the bone about two-fifths of its

length from the lower end, near where in the iguanodon there

is the lower or inner hatchet-shaped trochanter ; of this I could
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find no trace in this position in the femora of megalosaur. If

this trochanter is found at this point in other specimens of our

fossil it would indicate an approach to the herbivorous animal,

and a departure from the carnivorous form. But this is not

probable, as there is in very nearly the same position as in the

megalosaur, but covered with matrix in our specimen, an ap-

parent roughness in the bone, very similar to that which is

recognised as the equivalent of the inner trochanter of the

megalosaur. The bone is also far more robust in its propor-

tions than that of the megalosaur, particularly at its distal or

lower end, and also at the neck of the bone, and this massive

character extends to the vertebra?, which in other respects cor-

respond in form with those of the carnivorous animal. The only

other bone which gives us any distinct information is the claw

bone : this differs from all those of the iguanodon, and resem-

bles those of the megalosaur that I have examined in its deeper

and stronger section, and the absence of flatness which in the

claw of the iguanodon suggests fitness for the support of

weight, rather than the strength required in a claw for the

purposes of defence or activity, which is shown in our fossil.

Thus, I think we have enough to say with tolerable certainty

that an animal having resemblances to the megalosaur and of

very large size, was an inhabitant of the Mendip slopes and of

the rising Triassic shore at their base before the Lias com-

menced to be deposited.

I am warned, by the mistakes which have been, from time to

time, made by palaeontologists far more able than myself, to

give no more than a very general description and measure-

ments of one or two of these bones. Nor do I think it right

to give a specific name to the animal, until we find out a good
deal more about it. It is almost certainly specifically distinct

from any animal hitherto known, and it probably may form the

type of a new genus.

It is absolutely necessary in the interests of science that the

specimens should be with the large collection of these giants
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in the national collection, but it will be represented in our

county museum by casts carefully made by experts in the

British Museum.
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of the district issued by the Geological Survey, you will see,

running in a north-west and south-east direction, an irregular

brown band interrupted by a red spur projecting from a red

band to the north-east of the brown band. In this red spur

lies the village of Wedmore, and the ridge of Wedmore hill is

largely marked by the brown band. The red band represents

the Keuper Red Marl and the brown the Rhoetic bed which

lies upon it. The yellowish band to the south and south-east

of the brown represents the Lias which lies upon the Rhoetic

beds. These Rhoetic beds were formerly classed with the Lias,

but the fossils which they contain shew that they are more

closely connected with the underlying Trias, than with the

overlying Lias. These fossils are the teeth of reptiles, and of

fish, and of batrachians, or frog or newt-like animals, and the

beds are generally well marked by two or three shells, par-

ticularly the Avicula contorta, the Cardium Rhceticum and a

peculiar pecten. Towards the upper part of the beds at Wed-

more, there is a sheet, from a foot to two feet six inches in

thickness, of a peculiar hard limestone, in which are many im-

pressions of shells and some teeth, the mass of the rock being

formed of twisted and plaited laminae, which appear to be

formed from the substance of the animal remains re-deposited

from the water which has dissolved them. Among these shells

we find the shells and teeth which characterize the Rhoetic

beds. The surface of this sheet is from three to thirteen or

fourteen feet beneath the surface of the ground, on the top of

the hill, it being covered with strata of clay and of a thin coarse

"gravelly," or rather concretionary, bed. This top
"
gravelly

"

bed, which seems to be tolerably definite in its position, is

covered by a bed of sticky dark blue clay and then by the top

soil. This dark clay has been examined, and is found to con-

tain foraminifera, which seem to be unknown to science, and

are probably peculiar to the formation. The bones were found

resting on the rock, mostly in hollows more or less definite,

imbedded in the lower sandy greenish clay which contained

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part 11. gg
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much vegetable fossil matter and many teeth and fragments
of shell, apparently identical with those imbedded in the rock,

which itself contained the typical Avicula contorta and Car-

dium Rhoeticum, though these shells were not definitely recog-

nised in the clay itself. I see, therefore, no solid reason for

doubting the Rhoetic age of the clay as determined by the

Government Geological Survey.

I give the thickness of each of the beds in the quarry where

the bones were found.

Inches.

1. Top soil ... ... ... ... 12 to 15

2. Dark sticky clay ... maximum 29

3. Thin shaly or concretionary bed, locally

"gravelly" ... ... ... 1 to 3

4. Somewhat similar some clay and shale

mixed, irregular in composition, large

septaria ... ... ... about 8

5. Light-coloured sandy clay, some few fossil

teeth and shells ... ... ... 9

6. Darker clay with small septaria numerous,

some teeth and bits of bone... ... 9

7. Saurian bed, the bones generally found

next the rock, many teeth of reptiles,

fish, and batrachians ? vegetable re-

mains ... ... ... ... 9 to 10 or 12

8. There is a bed found in places and next

the rock, generally near the larger

bones, whitish or even quite white like

mortar. It seems to be composed of

the mycelium of a fungus which pene-

trates the joints of the clay, and dying,

stains them of a black colour . . . from 1 to
-J

9. The Wedmore stone described above, in

three beds generally, from a few inches

to ,. 2ft. Gin. thick
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The thickness of the beds varies much over the hill : in

some places there are several feet of beds resembling those

below, above the dark sticky clay. And I was informed by
Mr. Wall, the architect of the new board school near Mudge-

ley, that when he sunk a well through the Lias, he found from

twenty-five to thirty feet of these beds between the Lias and

the " Wedmore stone." Hence, we may conclude that the

great saurian bed is at least that depth below the lowest Lias.

Professor Seeley, who has given me much information, has

most kindly undertaken to carefully examine these bones, and

to give a technical description of them. I cannot but feel that

I am especially fortunate in obtaining the assistance of so

eminent a palaeontologist in this matter as he, from a cursory

examination of some of them, states that he takes great interest

in them.
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BY JOHN BATTEN, F.S.A.

THIS
paper is intended to be supplementary to my

" His-

tory of the Barony of Beauchamp of Somerset,"
1 and

its object is to show how Stoke under Hamdon, with other

Beauchamp manors, passed to Gournay and the Crown, and

thence to the Duchy of Cornwall.

On referring to my memoir it will be seen, that the manor of

Stoke formed part of the Beauchamp Barony, and was held of

the Crown in chief by knight service. The descent of the

Barony was traced from Robert Fitz-Ivo, the Domesday

tenant, down to 1361, when, on the death, without issue, of

John Lord Beauchamp (the fourth of that name), Stoke and

his other estates descended to his co-heiresses, in moieties,

one moiety going to his sister Cecilia, then the widow of

Roger Seymour, and afterwards the wife of Richard Turber-

ville,
2 and the other to his nephew, John de Meriet, son of his

deceased sister, Eleanor. 3

* The name is spelt, in some documents Gournay, and in others, Gourney.
I have adopted the former without the ' de.'

(
1 ). Proceedings, vol. 36, part ii.

(2). Addenda to Dorset Visitation, 1623, p. 13.

(3) Esch. 35 Edw. Ill, pt. i, IS'o. 35.
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It was stated also that the Lady Alice, the wife of Lord

Beauchamp, survived her husband, and was married in or

shortly before 1374, to the renowned warrior. Sir Matthew

Gournay, Knt. Miles pr&nobilis and, before proceeding fur-

ther, some notice should be taken of that distinguished man.

Sir Matthew was the fourth son of Sir Thomas de Gour-

nay (one of the accessories to the hideous murder of King
Edward II), by Joan, daughter of Sir Matthew Furneaux, of

Kilve, and widow of Sir John Tryvet, Kt., of Huntspill. His

brothers having died in his life-time childless, he became, even-

tually, the only survivor of the ancient Somersetshire family of

de Gournay, which traced its descent from Ascelin Gouel de

Perchevel (ancestor also of the house of Luvel of Gary),

who, at the time of the Domesday Survey, was Lord of the

manors of Harptree and Ferenton (now Farrington Gournay)
in this county. Harptree being their chief seat, his descend-

ants adopted it as their family name, but in the reign of

Henry III, Robert, son of Thomas de Harptree, and Eva de

Gournay, his wife, changed it to Gournay in honour of his

mother, and Anselm de Gournay (son of this Robert), was

Sir Matthew's direct ancestor. This will be seen by the pedi-

gree of the family annexed to this paper, and for which, as

for much useful information, I am indebted to my friend, Mr.

B. W. Greenfield.

Of Sir Matthew's military exploits in the armies of Edward

III and his son, the Black Prince, during the wars with

France, we have frequent notice in the " Chronicles of

Froissart," and the " Gascon Rolls." Although a soldier,

he took part in the "
great sea-fight

"
off Sluys, at the be-

ginning of the war, when the English achieved a complete

victory. He was fortunate enough also to be engaged in

the famous battles of Cressy and Poictiers. Not long after

he was entrusted with the custody of the important Castle

of Brest. At the battle of Auray in 1364, when the Earl

of Montfort defeated the forces under Charles de Bois,
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he was in command of the second battalion of the English

army. In 1366, in the contention between Don Pedro and his

illegitimate brother Henry for the kingdom of Castille, he

commanded one of the " free companies
"

in an expedition into

Spain in favour of Henry, but the Prince of Wales having

determined to espouse the cause of Don Pedro, he was sud-

denly recalled, and engaged at the great battle of Najazza,

where Henry was completely defeated. In 1377 he, and

several other officers who had been taken prisoners, were ran-

somed by the King on the petition of the Commons in Parlia-

ment, and two years afterwards he was appointed Steward of

the King's territory of Landes, an office which, with the pro-

vostship of the city of Dax, he retained until his death. It

was whilst he was Governor of Dax, that his nephew, Sir

Thos. Tryvet, (only son of his sister Joan) was passing

through at the head of an armed force, sent by Lord Neville,

the Steward of Bordeaux, to succour the King of Navarre

against Castille ; but profiting by his uncle's sage advice he

delayed his progress for a season, after which the campaign,

headed by both nephew and uncle, was vigorously carried on

until a truce between the parties put a stop to it. In 1381

Sir Matthew was associated with Sir Thomas de Beauchamp

(brother of the Lady Alice, his wife), in an expedition into

Portugal, and this seems to have been his last active service

on the Continent; but after his return home he was in 1387

one of the Commissioners appointed to raise men at arms in

the counties of Somerset and Dorset to guard the coasts

thereof. In 1390 he gave evidence in the great heraldic con-

troversy between the families of Scrope and Grosvenor, and it

is singular that a Dorsetshire veteran, Sir Guy de Bryan was

also a witness on the same occasion. Sir Matthew became

evidently an opulent man, and he must have been the architect

of his own fortune. As he lost all right to his paternal inheri-

tance by the attainder of his father, he must, as a soldier,

have been wholly dependent on " the fortunes of war ;

"
and,
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happily for him, his valour and good luck won for his Sov-

ereign rich domains in France, which he was gratefully

allowed to retain as his own. He must also have amassed

during the protracted Avar a large sum, in the shape of booty,

which he seems to have profitably employed in loans to his

friend, Lord Beauchamp, and other needy landowners. Alto-

gether, bearing in mind that France during the war suffered

enormously from the exactions of those free companies, who,

with the tacit connivance of the King and the Prince, repaid

themselves for their services by
"
spoiling the Egyptians,"

I confess I lean to a suspicion that our valorous knight did

not hesitate to join in such remunerative incursions, especially

as they were not in those days considered to be derogatory to

the honour of a soldier.

To return now to Stoke : that manor was part of the Lady
Alice's dower out of the Beauchamp estates, and, in consider-

ation that he would on their marriage become entitled to

her dower estate for their joint lives, and also in order to

make some additional settlement on her and their possible

issue, he purchased of John de Meriet his moiety of Stoke and

of some other Beauchamp manors, which was conveyed to Sir

William Beauchamp and others, as feoifees, and settled upon
Sir Matthew and his intended wife and their issue, with re-

mainder in default of issue to himself absolutely.
4

The Lady Alice died in 1383, and before 1389, when he had

reached the mature age of seventy-four, he married Philippa,

widow of Sir Robert Assheton, Kt., of Puteney L'orti (Pitney
near Langport), and sister and heiress of Sir John Talbot, of

Richard's Castle, Salop. As there was no issue of his first

marriage, Sir Matthew became absolutely entitled to the moiety
of Stoke he had purchased of John Meriet, but, at the same

time, he had lost by his wife's death her dower right in the

other moiety which now belonged to The Lady Cecilia Turber-

(4). Inq. 48 Edw. Ill, 2nd nos., No. 7.
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ville in possession. It was, no doubt, to remedy this that it was

agreed between the Lady Cecilia and himself that if she would

convey to him her moiety of Stoke and certain Beauchamp
manors, he would release other parts of those estates from

the rent charge and thereby enable her to sell them unencum-

bered. This arrangement was noticed in my memoir, but as

it is more material to the present enquiry I have set out

a translation of the original deed (in Norman-French) from

the records. 5 The other parties, besides Sir Matthew and

The Lady Cecilia, were probably intending purchasers.

Indenture made between Sir Matthew de Gourney

knight of one part and my very honourable lady Margaret
Countess of Devonshire, Dame Cecily Turburville, William

Boneville knight, Walter Clopton, Robert Asshefelde, John

Pyshale clerk, and Koger Wolferstone of the other part

(KOlitneSSCt}) that whereas Sir Matthew de Gourney knight

shows a deed supposing that Sir John de Beauchamp of

Somerset knight, one of whose heirs the said Dame Cecily is,

granted by it to the said Matthew in fee an annual rent of

one thousand pounds by the year to be taken of all his manors

lands and tenements in England which deed the other parties

do not at all acknowledge, the said Matthew wills and grants

by these presents, that if the said Sir Matthew his heirs or

assigns or any other by command power or covin of them or

one of them (after that the said Dame Cecily has made feoff-

ment of the moieties of the manors of Stoke under Hamedene

with the patronage of the Chapel there and of whatsover she

has in the manor of Shepton Malet and the advowson of the

church ,of the same manor in the county of Somerset and of

the moiety of the manor of Shepton [Shepperton] and the ad-

vowson of the church of the same manor in the county of

Middlesex with all their appurtenances in form and condition

contained in other Indentures made between Sir William de

(5). Close Rolls, 9 Richard II, 233 m., 21 dors.
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Beauchamp and the said Sir Matthew of one part and the

said Dame Cecily and Sir William Ley clerk of the other

part) take distress in any wise in the manors of Hacche Beau-

champ, Capelonde, Shepton Beauchamp, Miryfelde, in the

county of Somerset, Littelhawe in the county of Suffolk Bolte-

bury Hurberton and the moiety of the manor of Silferton in the

county of Devon, the moiety of the manor of Littelton in the

county of Middlesex, the moiety of the manor of Sellynges in

the county of Kent, or in any parcel thereof, which moieties

belong to the property of the said Dame Cecily, for the rent

abovesaid or parcel thereof in time to come or in the moiety

of the manor of Stokelynge, in the county of Somerset during

the life of the said.Dame Cecily, which belongs to the portion

or purporty of the said Dame Cecily after the death of the

said John de Beauchamp, or if the said Matthew his heirs or

assigns appears or appear, in time to come, in any Court of

Record in proper person or by attorney in any suit for re-

covery or demand of the said annual rent from any of the

tenants of the lands before specified, or any other having their

estate by reason of the possession of the said tenements, except

in the said moiety of the manor of Stokelynche, after the

death of the said Dame Cecily, then the said annual rent of

one thousand pounds together with the arrearages shall be ex-

tinguished for ever, and the said writing be made void and

held for naught H^tOtHDED always, that if the tenants of the

moieties of the manors of Littelton and Stokelynche, disturb

the said Sir Matthew from having execution of a Statute

Merchant of two thousand pounds lately made by Sir John

Beauchamp, the said Matthew shall not be at all excluded

from taking distresses in those moieties of Littelton and Stoke-

lynche for the cause above said. 3[tT toltn00 whereof to

these Indentures the aforesaid Dame Cecily and Sir Matthew

have interchangeably set their seals. Given at London the

twentieth day of February in the ninth year of the reign of

the king Richard the Second.
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3tlO be it remembered that the aforesaid Matthew came

into Chancery of the King on the twentieth day of February
and acknowledged the Indenture aforesaid and all things con-

tained in the same in form aforesaid.

The Lady Cecilia fulfilled her part of the agreement by con-

veying (inter alia) her moiety of Stoke with the patronage of

the Free Chapel to Sir William Beauchamp, and the other

feoffees to whom the Meriet moiety had been conveyed ; and

Sir Matthew having (as must be inferred) conveyed to them

the manor of Curry Malet (which he had purchased) ; both

Stoke and Curry Malet were granted by the feoffees to Sir

Matthew and Philippa his wife and their issue, with remainder

to the heirs of Sir Matthew. 6 But all this was done without

the licence of the Crown, which was necessary, as both manors

were held in chief, and, by the rigid feudal law, they were

subject to the penalty of forfeiture, unless the King of his

special grace saw fit to remit it. That the offence was con-

doned there is no doubt ;

7 but what the precise terms of the

pardon were cannot positively be ascertained. Most probably
a money penalty was required, and the licence confined to a

grant to Sir Matthew and his wife and their issue, leaving the

reversion in the crown as an ,escheat. Sir Matthew, it may
be supposed, would be somewhat indifferent to the ultimate

destination of the estates. He had no children, and, at his

great age, no hope of any, and the disinheritance of his heirs-

at-law would not trouble him much as they were distant col-

lateral relatives, the issue of his sister Joan, his presumptive

heir, having failed by the accidental death of his nephew, Sir

Thomas Tryvet.

According to Sir Richard Hoare in his account of Mere,
8

the Crown acquired the Gournay estates not by escheat,

(6). Inq. 13 Rich. II, m. 81.

(7). See post. Writ 8, Hen. IV.

(8). "History of Modern Wilts," vol. 1, p. 254.
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but by express grant. He says, Sir Matthew two years

before his death, with the concurrence of his wife, levied a

fine of all his manors and estates by which, reserving a life

interest to himself and his wife, he settled them on the King
and his heirs, but he quotes no authority, and the only known

fine that could contain such a clause is one, to be mentioned

hereafter, which does not contain it. Sir Richard probably

relied for his authority on a passage in the History of the

house of Yvery (ii, 518), which states positively that shortly

after the above-mentioned fine was levied, the uses were de-

clared to be to Sir Matthew and his wife for their lives, and

to the King after their decease. The authority cited is Letters

Patent of the following year (1404), whereby the King granted

to Joan, his wife, Queen of England, the reversion of all the

possessions which (in the words of the patent)
" Matthew

Gournay, Kt., holds for the term of his life as well by our

grant as of those of our ancestors or predecessors."
9 But

this gives us no information how the King acquired the rever-

sion, and it suggests the idea, that the King granted the life

interest to Sir Matthew, rather than that he gave the rever-

sion to the King. The Patent, it will be observed, ignores

the life interest of Philippa, but it was after recognized.

It is difficult, if not impossible, now without the assistance

of contemporary documents, to explain satisfactorily by what

means the reversion of the estates did come to the Crown. As

to the forfeited Gournay estates, it is possible that they had

never been restored, and that Sir Matthew held them by

special grant in reward for his great military services. On
the other hand, there are grounds for contending that parts of

those estates escaped from forfeiture by the Statute de Donis.

The manors of Ferenton, Inglescombe and West Harptree,

were, in the reign of Edward I, held by Anselm de Gournay
and settled by him on his youngest son, Thomas de Gournay

(9). Pat. Roll, 5 Hen. IV, pt. 2, m. 7-
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and the heirs of his body,
10 with remainder to the heirs of the

said Anselm. Thomas died, and on his death was succeeded

by his son Thomas, the Regicide, as heir in tail. After his

death his estates were seized by the Crown, and Joan, his

widow, petitioned (4 Edw. Ill) the King and Parliament,

setting out the entail and praying to be allowed her dower

out of them. How her claim was disposed of does not appear;
but as Thomas, Sir Matthew's father, was heir in tail, the

right of Sir Matthew to succeed as his son was protected from

forfeiture by virtue of the Statute, and the reversion in

fee only, which vested in Thomas, as the heir of his grand-
father Anselm, would be forfeited. But here it should be

observed that according to the records, Sir Matthew was

himself attainted as early as 1338, for in that year it appears

by the Patent Roll that the King granted to Thomas Brad-

eston in fee an annual sum of 47 19s., until he shall grant
to him lands of that value, in consideration that Bradeston

renders up to the Crown the manor of Knolle ["one of the

Gournay manors in Bedminster, near Bristol,"] which be-

longed to Matthew de Gournay attainted. "
Quod fuit Mat-

thei de Gournay attincti" What his offence was does not

appear, but the attainder could hardly have been in force in

1357, as in that year Sir Nicholas Poyntz obtained licence

from the Crown to grant to Sir Matthew and his heirs the

Manor of Cory Malet, and no doubt it was conveyed ac-

cordingly.
11

Notwithstanding this, it would seem, that he

was afterwards treated as attainted as an Inquisition, in

the nature of an Inquisition of concealed lands, was taken

at Crewkerne, in 1365, before Ralph Daubeny, John Frysel,

and Robert Legh, Commissioners of our Lord the King,

by which the jury find that Sir Matthew Gournay Kt.,

at Michaelmas, 1363, was seized in fee of the Manor of Cory
Malet and of a Carucate of Land called Northall, in the

(10). Each. 13 Edw. I, No. 37.

(11). Pat. 30 Edw. Ill, p. 1, m. 7.
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Manor of He Abbot, of the value of 30 marks [per annum]
and that there were cattle and other stock there worth 20, and

that he had in his own custody 1000 pounds of gold, which on

Monday next after the feast of Assumption of the B.V.M.,

1363, were by the hands of the said Matthew delivered to

" John de Beauchamp of Somerset, Lord of Hacche," on

security of a certain statute of Merchants by the said John

de Beauchamp, made to the said Matthew, and the said John

de Beauchamp died in 15 days of Michaelmas following, and

the said thousand pounds were then in his Treasury at Stoke,

except 24 by him paid to William Langywell of Melcombe,

and 100 marks lent by him to Kichard Branscombe, which he

repaid to Alice, the widow of John, after his death, and the

residue was in her hands. 12 What were the consequences of

this Inquisition has not been discovered, but it will perhaps turn

out that the attainder of Sir Matthew was reversed before

1475 13
(48 Edw. III).

Some years must have elapsed before any further alteration

was made in the Gournay title, for the next record found is a

fine levied in October, 1403 (4 Hen. IV) between Reginald

Grey de Ruthin, William Otterhampton, Parson of the Church

(12). Inq. 38 Edw. Ill, 1st No., m. 61.

(13). The suggestion that Sir Matthew himself gave his estates to the King
may be founded on the feodal maxim, that the ultimate reversion of all manors

was vested in the King, as the ultimate Lord, and the fact that before the

introduction of recoveries in the reign of Edward IV. his concurrence was

necessary for barring an entail. The theory is that if a man seized of an estate

in fee tail wished to bar the entail and settle the estate in some other manner,
he conveyed it to the King, who, by letters patent, re-granted the same in the

manner required ;
the reversion in fee remaining in the King as before. An

example of this in the reign of Edward II, relating to the estates of John de

Warren, will be found in Manning and Bray's "History of Surrey" (vol. 1,

p. 274). In some other cases that have been met with, there probably was an

intention of giving the property to the King reserving a life interest. For

instance, in 13 Edward III, Roger Bavent granted all his manors to the King,
who re-granted them to him for his life. In 15, Edward 11, Alice, the wife of

Thomas Plantagenet, Earl of Lancaster, conveyed all her estates to the King
in fee, and he granted them to her for her life ; and again, the Earl of Pem-
broke did the like in the reign of Edward III ("Coll, Top. and Gen." vii,

152 ; vi, 158, 168).
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of Silferton, and others (as feoffees), Plaintiffs, and Sir Matthew

Gournay, Kt., and Philippa his wife, Deforciants, whereby the

manor and advowson of the Church of Sheperton, in Middlesex,

one moiety of the manor and the advowson of the Church of

Silferton, in Devon, the manors of Stoke under Hamdon, Cory

Malet, Inglescombe, Walweton, Telisford, Laverton,
14
Harpe-

tree, Farenton, Stratton-uppe-Fosse, Milton Faconbridge, one

moiety of the manor of Shepton Malet, and the advowsons of

the Churches of Cory-Malet, Telisford, Stratton-uppe-Fosse,

and Shepton Malet, and the free chapel of Stoke under Ham-

don, in Somerset, the manors of Ryme and Langton Heryng,
and eight messuages, four carucates of land, twenty acres of

meadow in Hamme-Moune, Sturmynstre, Northalle, and Bab-

lake, and the advowsons of the Churches of Ryme and King-
ton Manor, in Dorset, one moiety of the manor of Magor, in

the lordship of Chipstowe, in Wales,, and the Manor of May-
dencote, in Bucks, were acknowledged by the said Matthew

and Philippa to be the right of the said Wm. Otterhampton
and the said Matthew and Philippa, thereupon in consideration

of 500 marks released the same premises to the said feoffees,

and the heirs of the said William. 15

The effect of this fine it will be observed was only to trans-

fer what lawyers call the legal estate, the beneficial owner-

ship being dealt with by a separate deed (not known to be

extant) ; but it may be taken for granted that all the premises

were conveyed by the feoffees to Sir Matthew and his wife

Philippa and the heirs of their bodies, with remainder to the

heirs of Sir Matthew, and so the case stood at his death, the

estates still remaining in jeopardy for want of the license.

Sir Matthew died in 1406 (7 Hen. IV), probably at the

Beauchamp Castle at Stoke, at the great age of ninety-six,

and to quote old Fuller's quaint words it was a wonder

(14). The Manor of Laverton had been very recently settled by fine on

the said Matthew and Philippa, and the heirs of their bodies, with remainder

to the heirs of Matthew. Som. Fines, 19 Rich. II, No. 78.

(15). Fines, Div. Cos., 4 Hen. IV, No. 70.
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that lie
" who did lie and Avatch so long on the bed of honour

should die in the bed of peace." He was buried in the Chapel
of St. Nicholas, within the Castle walls, where Leland, the

antiquary, saw his tomb in the reign of Henry VIII, with an

inscription on it recording his martial deeds, and he observed

also his arms painted in one of the windows, paly of six or and

gules^ but the colour of the pales are properly vert and gules.

His seal, with these arms and his crest, a saracens head

crowned, was affixed to a deed without date, emancipating a

serf in these words,
" Matthew de Gurney de Stoke sub

Hamdon liberam facit Aliciam Brooker nativam suam." 17

The mediaeval house in the centre of the village of Stoke

is generally pointed out as the Gournay mansion, but that is a

mistake ; it was the official residence of the Provost of the

Beauchamp College or Chantry, and is referred to by Leland

as " the large house which the Provost hath in the village of

Stoke hard by." On the dissolution of Chantries it was

granted by the Crown with the impropriate rectory of Stoke to

the predecessors of the present owner, Mr. Hawksworth, and it

is still properly termed The Parsonage. Collinson in his " His-

tory of Somerset," following probably Fuller (Fuller's Wor-

thies), speaks of Stoke as Sir Matthew's native village,
18 and

includes it and the manors of Shepton Mallet, Curry Mallet,

Midsomer Norton, and Milton Falconbridge as Gournay

estates, which had been forfeited by the attainder of Sir

Matthew's father. 19 But this is palpably wrong. Stoke,

Shepton Mallet, and Midsomer Norton were all Beauchamp
manors, with which the Gournays had no connection, until Sir

Matthew's marriage with the Lady Alice, his first wife. Curry
Mallet was as already mentioned, purchased by him, and he

got Milton in exchange for Knolle. 20

(16). Lei. Hen. II, 54, vii, 88.

(17). Pole's Collections ; MSS., Queen Coll., Oxon. No. 152.

(18). Vol. Ill, p. 320.

(19). Ib., vol. II, p. 139.

(20). Close Rolls, 9 Ric. II, No. 48.
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Notwithstanding his many achievements, Sir Matthew was

never honoured with a higher rank than that of Knight
Banneret. 21 He is said to have been Baron of Guienne in

France,
22 which is quite possible, as Guyenne was a Duchy

held as a fief by Edw. Ill under the French King, and it is

certain that he is styled Baron as owner of several baronies in

France. His presence at a sitting in Parliament (1 Hen. IV),
when the custody of the deposed king Richard, was determined,

may seem to indicate his being a peer, but he and the commoner

attending with him are only styled
"
Messieurs," and upon

such a momentous question they may have been called in upon

points of detail. Neither was Sir Matthew, as some have

supposed, a Knight of the Garter. It is true that he was

amongst the guests invited to the feast of St. George in 1386,

but it does not appear from the records of the order that the

honour of the Garter was ever conferred on him.

The Inquisition, taken after his death, is not to be found.

Dodsworth saw it, and made an abstract of it, which I have

examined in the Bodleian Library. It finds that he died

seized in fee tail of the manor of Stoke, with the advowson of

the free chapel there, and of the manor and advowson of the

Church of Cory Malet, all held of the King in chief, with re-

version over to William Otterhampton, because Sir Matthew

died without issue. 23 William Otterhampton, it will be ob-

served, was the Feoffee under the foregoing fine of 4 Henry
IV. Following this Inquisition there is a writ to the Es-

cheator of Somerset and Dorset, tested 10th Dec., 1406, by

which, after reciting that it had been found by divers inquisi-

tions, that Matthew Gournay, Kt., held at his death jointly

with Philippa his wife, yet surviving,
" the manor and advow-

son of the free chapel of Stoke sub Hamdon, and the manor

and advowson of the Church of Cory Malet, and the several

(21). Devon's Issue Roll, p. 307.

(22). Anderson's House of Ivery ii, 519. Pat. Roll, 9 Hen. IV, pt. 1, No. 3.

(23). Dodsworth MSS. Bod. Lib., vol. xi., p. 56.
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other manors and premises (describing those mentioned in the

above fine) by the gift and grant of Reginald, Lord of Ruthyn,

William Otterhampton, and the other feoffees therein named to

hold to them the said Matthew and Philippa, and the heks of

their bodies, that the said manors and advowsons of Stoke sub

Hamdon and Cory Malet were held of the King in chief, and

that inasmuch as the King had on the 27th Oct., last, pardoned

the transgressions done in their part (facias in hac parte) [that

is, had pardoned the grant made by the feoffees without licence],

and had granted licence to the said Philippa to hold the said

manors and advowsons of Stoke and Cory Malet for her life,

as appeared by the Chancery Rolls, and had accepted her

homage and fealty, the Escheator is commanded to deliver to

the said Philippa the manors of Stoke and Cory Malet, and

such of the other manors and advowsons mentioned in the fine

as were within his Bailiwick.24 The next transaction recorded

is a transfer of the legal estate to new feoffees, which was

effected by a fine levied in 1408 between John Uppeford Clerk

and others, Plaintiffs, and William Otterhampton, Deforciant,

whereby the said William Otterhampton, in consideration of

5000 marks of silver, granted all the said manors and premises,

subject to the life estate of the said Philippa (then the wife

of Sir John Tiptoft) to the said John Uppeford and others,

and the heirs of the said John Uppeford.
25

Philippa died in 14 17,
26

leaving her second husband, Sir

John Tiptoft, surviving, and either before or after her death,

he had a grant from the Crown of the Matthew Gournay

estates, both in England and in France, for his own life ; and

as he held high offices in the King's household, he would not

have much difficulty in obtaining it.

It was during the life of Sir John Tiptoft that Henry V
granted the reversion in fee of the Matthew Gournay estates

(24). Close Rolls, 8 Henry IV, m. 29.

(25). Fines Div. Cos. 10 Hen. IV, No. 133.

(26). Each. 5 Hen. V, No. 40.
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to the Duke of Cornwall. It is matter of history, that in the

eleventh year of Edward III, his son Edward the Black Prince,

was created Duke of Cornwall by an act of Parliament, which

is said by Lord Coke, to be a great landmark in the history of

dignities, as it was the first creation of a Duke from the time of

the Conquest. To sustain that dignity with becoming honour,

the King bestowed upon the Duke and his successors, amongst
other possessions, the Manor of Isleworiih, and it was held as

part of the Duchy down to the reign of Henry V. That King
had founded the Abbey of Syon, under the name of " The

Monastery of St. Saviour and St. Bridget of Syon of the

Order of St. Augustine," and granted a small part of the

demesne of the Manor of Isleworth, lying in the parish of

Twickenham, as a site for the conventual house. He also

endowed it with large possessions in different parts of Eng-

land, and amongst them, may be mentioned here, the advowson

of the Church of Yeovil, with the rectorial manor of Yeovil

appurtenant to it. But it was found that the monastery was

cramped and shut in for want of more land round it ; and the

King, shortly before his death, in 1421, procured an Act of

Parliament by which the Manor of Isleworth was disunited

from the Duchy and annexed to the Monastery, and in lieu

thereof there was granted to the Duchy the reversion, on the

death of Sir John Tiptoft, of the following Manors, viz : In

Somerset Stoke under Hamdon, Cory Malet, Milton Falcon-

bridge, Stratton on the Fosse, Inglescombe, Norton cum Wel-

verton, Widecombe, Farenton, Lavertone, a Moiety of West

Harptree and Shepton Malet, and the advowsons of the

Churches of Cory Malet and Stratton ; the chantry of the

free chapel of Stoke sub Hamdon, and a moiety of the Church

of Shepton Malet. In Dorset Ryme and Langton Hering and

the advowson of the free chapel of Ryme. In Bucks. a moiety

of the manor of Maidencote. In Kent one-fourth of the manor

of Sallinges; and in Wales a moiety of the manor of Magor
27

(27). Hot. Pat. 9 Hen. V, p. i, m. 7, n. 20.
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Sir John Tiptoft retained his life interest until his death in

1443. There is indeed on the Rolls of Parliament in the reign

of Henry VI, a petition by him, which may seem to imply

that he had sold it, for after setting forth that the King's

father had "bargained" with him for certain seignories, manors,

lands, rents and services late of Sir Matthew Gournay, for

the sum of 4,000, which had been paid, he complained that

another part of the agreement had not been fulfilled,
28 but the

transaction probably referred to Sir Matthew's Gascon estates,

which his wife Philippa (to whom he had given them) granted

to Sir John her husband, and which grant was confirmed by
the King by Letters Patent.29

At the time of Sir John Tiptoft's death, and indeed for the

greater part of the reign of Henry VI, there was no Duke

of Cornwall, and the Duchy estates belonged to the Crown

by virtue of the Act of Edward III ; and consequently we

find that in 1443 the Gournay estates were leased by the King
to Thomas Yonge;

30 and even in 1449, after Edward Prince

of Wales was born, the rents were assigned towards the ex-

penses of the King's household. Edmund Beaufort, Duke of

Somerset, must have been a grantee at one time, and was

seized of them at his death in the battlefield of St. Albans in

1455, and it is to be inferred from the inquisition that his son,

Henry succeeded him as tenant. 31 The right of presentation

to the Churches belonging to the Duchy was not included in

the grant to the Duke of Somerset, as on February 5th, 1459

(when the Prince was only fourteen years old), the Bishop's

Register records that " John Sherwell was presented to the

Free Chapel of Stoke sub Hamdon by Edward, first son of

King Henry VI, Prince of Wales and Duke of Cornwall." 32

(28). Par. Rolls iv, 3730.

(29). Pat. Roll, 9 Hen. IV, pt. 1, m. 3 ; and see also Devon's Issue Roll,

p. 307.

(30). Cal. Charter Rolls, p. 215.

(31). Esch. 33 Hen. VI, No. 38.

(32). Bp. Beckington's Register.
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Edward IV held the Duchy until the birth of his son Edward,

soon after which he granted and confirmed to his son and the

Duchy of Cornwall for ever, the Manor of Mere, Wilts, and

also "
all castles, manors, demesnes, lands and tenements for-

merly of Matthew de Gourney, in the Counties of Somerset

and Dorset, which grant was confirmed by Act of Parliament,

12 and 13 Edw. IV.33

But the Duchy was not left long in the quiet enjoyment of

its Gournay possessions ; for, it being considered appropriate

for the Prince of Wales, to acquire certain estates in the Prin-

cipality, which had been forfeited to the Crown by the attain-

der of Jasper, Duke of Bedford, and had been granted to the

Earl of Huntingdon, the Gournay estates were, by an Act of

Parliament, 22 Edward IV, exchanged with him for the Bed-

ford estates, in Wales.34
This, however, proved a one-sided

bargain, for the Duke of Bedford being afterwards pardoned
and restored to his Welsh Manors, Arthur, Prince of Wales,

son of King Henry VII, justly complained that he had "neither

the Castles in Wales nor yet the said Manors in Somerset and

Dorset, which is contrary to all reason and conscience," and

this remonstrance being laid before Parliament, an Act was

passed (11 Henry VII), repealing the Act, 22 Edward VI,
and restoring the Gournay estates to the Duke ; and the

greater part now belongs in right of the Duchy to His Royal

Highness Albert Edward, Prince of Wales and Duke of

Cornwall,
' whom God preserve.'

Nothing has been found relating to Stoke territorially, during

Sir Matthew Gournay's ownership, but the Inquisition p.m. of

John, second Lord Beauchamp of Somerset, in 1344, furnishes

some interesting particulars respecting his demesne lands It

was taken at Stoke, August 2nd (17 Edward III), and the

jury found that John de Beauchamp held the Manor of Stoke

(33). (Par. Rolls vi, 13a, Charter Rolls 11 to 15, Ed. IV, quoted 5th Report
on Dignity of a Peer.

(34). Parl. Rolls, vi, 203&.
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under Hamdon of the King in chief by the service of one

Knight's fee that there was in the manor a capital mes-

suage worth, with the garden, 6s. 8d. a year ; a dovehouse

worth 6s. a year ;
300 acres of arable land worth a 100s. a

year, or 4d. per acre when cropped, and nothing when not

cropped, because they are in the common field and that there

were cropped that year 120 acres, the residue lying waste in

the common field. Twenty acres of meadow worth 30s. a year,

Is. 6d. per acre, and no more, because they lie in common

after mowing ; Hill pasture (pastura montana) worth 6s. 8d.

a year; a water mill worth 16s. 7d. a year; rents of assize

1 1 6s. 8d, payable quarterly ; winter labour, summer labour,

and autumn labour, worth 21s. 3d. a year.
35

The mode of cultivation appears to have been the usual

three-field system the tenants assisting in the husbandry

works and stocking the uncultivated land in common. The

meadows also were commonable after the hay harvest, which

was rather unusual. No reference is made to a peculiar

custom, which still continues, by which a meadow called

"
Hopping Ground "

is divided into cuts or parts belonging to

so many customary tenements, but every year each tenant has

a different parcel, each one "
hopping

"
over the others in

appointed order. 36 Neither is there any allusion to the free-

stone quarries on Ham Hill, although they were certainly

worked long before that time. It may be that the quarries

had not then extended into Stoke, for it is believed, that the

earliest workings were in the manor of Norton on the south

side of the hill and touched Montacute before they reached

Stoke ; and possibly the large amount of rents of assize

may have arisen partly from the quarries, as well as from

tenements granted out at a fixed rent. The customs of the

(35). Each., 17 Edw. Ill, 1st part, No. 58.

(36). Probably this is the meadow called Dolle mead, mentioned in the

second article of the presentment of the customs but it would be more cor-

rectly called Dole mead.
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manor (which, to be legal customs, must be presumed to have

originated centuries before) are not mentioned in this inquisi-

tion, but they are incidentally noticed in the reign of Henry
VI, when it appears by an inquisition held in 1444 that the

King complained that the receipts from the manor were de-

creasing, and that the tenants paid less than they ought ; and

it was found that the tenants of a ferling of land ought to pay
so much in money and so much in works, and so in proportion

for half-a-ferling, and that such was the custom until William

Stephens, clerk, receiver for Sir John Tiptoft, altered the

same.37

Through the kindness of the late Viscount Portman, then

Lord Warden of the Stannaries, I was allowed to search the

Duchy office for any early documents relating to Stoke, and

was assisted very courteously by Mr. Holzmann the secretary,

but I found nothing in connection with its history of sufficient

interest to be noticed in this paper. In my own possession,

however, I have an ancient copy of a presentment made, in

1616, by the Homage at a Manor Court, in answer to certain

articles propounded to them by the steward, and I venture to

append an exact transcript of it, as, besides its intrinsic local

interest, it may induce some rising student to endeavour to

collect and codify the various customs of our West Country

manors, in illustration of the peculiar modes of tenure preva-

lent in it, and of the progressive changes, by which their rigid

nature has been gradually modified and given place to other

treatment more adapted to the wants and habits of modern

society.

(37). Inq. ad. q. d. 22 Henry VI, No. 5.
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THE PRESENTMENT indented of the Homage
and Court of Survey holden the eight and

twentieth day of August Anno Regni Dfii firi

Jacobi nunc Regis Afig
1 Terciodecimo et Scotias Quad-

ragesimo nono for Prince Charles Prince of Great

Britain &c.

1. To the first article they say that the Mannor of Stoke

under Hamdon aforesaid is bounded or abutteth upon the

Kings Majesty's highway on the North part upon parcel of

the Lands belonging to the serveral manners of Tintenhull

and Stokett on the East part upon parcel of the Lands

belonging to the several Mannors of Montague and Norton

sub Hamdon on the South part and upon the Lands of the

Earl of Hertford and of the heirs of Emorb Johnson

Deceas'd on the west part And that one Close of pasture

called Winspoole containing by estimation Ten Acres now

in the tenure of Robert Chaffey the Elder is parcel of this

Mannor and lyeth in the Parish of Ivelchester in the said

County of Somersett and lies bounded with the lands of one

William Hodges on the West and North Parts and with

the lands now in the tenure of Robert Phelipps Knight and

of George Rayment Gent on the East part and with the

lands belonging to the Provostry freechaple and Rectory of

Stoke under Hamdon aforesaid on the South part And that

the first share of Twelve acres of meadow lyes in two

several parcels (that is to say) Seven acres in one parcel

arid five acres in another parcel in the said Meadow called

Ivelchester Mead in the said County of Somerset and are

parcel [of] or belonging to this Mannor and now in the

tenure of Divers of the Tenants of this Mannor and be-

longing to their Copyhold Tenements of this Mannor But

how it is bounded they do not certainly know And that five

Swathes of Grass are to be taken yearly in a Meadow called

Tintenhull Lon^ Mead within the Parish of Tintenhull in
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the said County of Somerset in a place there called Long
Lakes and that in such sort manner and form as it hath been

heretofore usually and accustomarily taken and do belong
to a Copyhold tenement lying within this Manner and

parcel of the same Mannor now in the tenure of Robert

Chaffey the Younger between a water Ryne called Long
Lakes in the North part and Divers parcels of meadow

now in the tenure of Divers persons on the South part And
that the first share of one acre of Meadow lying in a

Meadow called Barcroft within the said parish of Tintenhull

belongeth unto the said Tenement now in the tenure of the

said Robert [Chaffey] the Younger and is parcel also of

this Mannor and lyeth adjoining to a Meadow called C ester

Meade on the North part and certain meadows lying in the

same Meadow called Barcroft now in the tenure of Sr

Joseph Killygree Knight on the South part And that a

certain cottage and a little parcel of ground adjoining there-

unto containing thirty foot in length and eighteen foot in

breadth lyeth in the Parish of Ivelchester aforesaid now in

the tenure of Christopher Brown and parcel or belonging

to the Mannor aforesaid and abutteth upon the land of one

John Brown Gent on the North part and the Land of or

belonging to the Burrough of Ivelchester on the South and

East parts and the Street there on the West part And that

one close of pasture called Bumbestcroft containing by
estimation Seven acres lying within the Parish of Kingsdon
in the said County of Somersett now in the tenure of one

William Stuckey is parcel [of or] belonging to this Mannor

And that Leaze and pasture for four rother beasts or other

cattle in lieu thereof according to the usual order there is

to be had and taken yearly in a common of pasture called

Chilthron new Leaze within the Parish of Chilthron Domer

in the said County of Somersett now in the tenure of Robert

Jeanes and is parcel [of] or belonging to this Mannor And

that one Cottage with an Orchard containing the fourth
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part of an acre lying within the Parish of Montague in the

said County of Somerset now in the tenure of one William

Hobbs is parcel of this Mannor and bounden or abutting

upon the lands of the said Sr Kobert Phelipps on every

part and that Sr Edward Phelipps Knight Deceased late

Mr of the Rolles by wrong information did enter uppon

and take away two acres and half or more of Land of this

Mannor lying in the South part of this Mannor and did

inclose the same unto the Land of his Mannor of Montague
aforesaid with a Wall of Stone The which incroachment

the said Sr Eobert Phelipps his Son hath promised to dis-

close and lay back again And that the Tenant of a close

of meadow or pasture called Landshare Well Mead lying

within this Mannor hath and ought to have from time to

time and at all times a way for all manner of carriages

Driving and leading of all manner of cattle and otherwise

whatsoever to and from the East part of the said close into

the High way that leadeth from Hoiway gate unto Norton

in upon and through the North part of a certain close of

pasture lying within the Mannor of Norton under Hamdon
in the said County of Somersett late in the tenure of

William Rolle deceased and more to this Article they

cannot say.

2. To the second Article they say that Sr Thomas Phelipps

Knight his heir and assigns holdeth thirteen acres and half of

arable land and two acres of meadow lying within this manor

(that is to say) Two acres thereof are lying in several places

in a field called pesehill one acre and half thereof lyeth in a

field called Comb Two acres thereof lyeth in Upfield above

the moor Three acres thereof in the same field in a furlong

adjoining to True loves Haye one acre and half thereof in a

field called Homers hill and Three acres and half in Small

Brook and the said two acres of Meadow do lye in a meadow

called East Mead and hath the benefit of herbage but he

doth [not] hold the same of this Mannor neither doth any

Jiew Series, Vol. A'A'., 1894, Part 11. kk
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suit nor payeth any Rent to the Lord of this Mannor for

or in respect thereof And that John Seward gent his Heirs

and assigns holdeth one acre and half of arable Land lying

within This Mannor in a field called Downfield and the first

share of five acres and half of meadow lying with in this

Mannor in a meadow called East Mead called Dolle Mead

lying interchangeably sometimes at one place and sometimes

at another but hath no benefit of Herbage neither holdeth

the same of this Mannor neither doth owe any suits nor

payeth any rent to the Lord of This Mannor for or in respect

thereof And that Robert Chaffey the younger of Stockett38

his heirs and assigns holdeth six acres of meadow in the same

meadow called East Mead parcel whereof is lot Mead and

hath Commons for six oxen or kine and for a horse in the

after Share of the said meadow But holdeth not the same of

this Mannor neither oweth any suit nor payeth any Rent to

the Lord of this Mannor for or in respect thereof And that

Francis Buckland Esqre his Heirs and assigns holdeth four

acres and three yards of arable land lying within this

Mannor in a place there called Showtland and the first

share of six acres and half of meadow lying also within this

Mannor in the same meadow called East Mead parcel where-

of is lot mead but holdeth not the same of this Mannor

neither hath any benefit of Herbage neither doth any suit

nor payeth any rent to the Lord of this Mannor for or in

respect thereof And that John Mabbard his Heirs and

Assigns holdeth one Acre and a yard of arable Land lying

within this Mannor in the said place called Showtland but

holdeth not the same of this Mannor neither hath any benefit

of Herbage neither doth any Suit nor payeth any rent to the

Lord of this Mannor for or in respect thereof And that

Francis House his Heirs and assigns holdeth one acre of

(38). In these mushroom times, it does one good to observe that Stockett

now called East Stoke has come down from this Robert Chaffey to his lineal

descendant, the present Robert Chaffey Chaffey, Esq.
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arable land lying within the said Manner in the said place

called Showtland but holdeth not the same of this Mannor

neither hath any benefit of Herbage neither doth any suit

neither payeth any rent to the Lord of this Mannor for and

in respect thereof And that the Heirs and assigns of Anthony
Parsons Gent late deceased do hold Three of

arable land lying within this manner in the said place called

Showtland but holdeth not the same of this Mannor neither

hath any benefit of Herbage neither doth any suit neither

payeth any rent to the Lord of this Mannor for or in respect

thereof And that John Virgin his Heirs and assigns do hold

five acres of arable land lying within this Mannor in a field

called Downfield and one acre of arable land in the said

field called Showtland but holdeth not the same of this

Mannor neither hath any benefit of Herbage neither doth

any suit neither payeth any rent to the Lord of this Mannor

for and in respect thereof And that Alexander Miller his

Heirs and assigns holdeth one acre of arable land lying with-

in this mannor in the said field called Downfield but holdeth

not the same of this Mannor neither hath any benefit of

Herbage neither doth any suit neither payeth any rent to

the Lord of this Mannor for or in respect thereof And that

the Royalty of this Mannor reacheth unto a Gutter by

Langfords Stone in Over-east Stoke unto the lake running

over the way in Nether East Stoke And more to this

Article they cannot say.

3. To the third article they say that there are two freeholders

withen this Mannor that is to say John ChafFey and Richard

Archer And that the said John ChafFey holdeth in fee simple

one messuage or tenement with a Barton Garden and Or-

chard thereunto adjoining containing by estimation one acre

and seventeen acres and one yard of arable land under the

yearly rent of five shillings and eight pence due to be paid

to the Lord of the Mannor always at the feast of St. Michael

the Archanggel and by suit and service to the Lords Courts
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of this Manner by the tenure of socage as they have heard

and that upon the Death of every freeholder of the same

there is paid to the Lord of this Mannor a relief Duble the

rent and that the said Richard Archer holdeth in fee simple

one little messuage or Dweliinghouse with a garden there-

unto adjoining containing by estimation the eighth part of

an acre under the yearly rent of four pence Due to be paid

to the Lord of this Mannor always at the Feast of St.

Michael the Archangel and suit and service to the Lords

Courts of this Mannor by the tenure of socage as they have

heard And that upon the Death of every freeholder of the

same there is paid to the Lord of this Mannor a relief

Duble the rent And more to this article they cannot say.

4. To the fourth Article they say that there are Demeasne

Lands within this Mannor as they have heard and as some

copies make mention But how many acres they are and in

what places they do lye and in whose occupation the same

are they do not certainly know for all the Land within this

Mannor lyeth one amongst the other and hath been granted

by Copy of Court rolle according to the custom of this

Mannor time out of Mind And that there was (as they

have heard; a castle within this Mannor and did stand (as

they likewise have heard) in certain ground called gardens
39

But whether the Lord did dwell therein they know not

neither have they heard and more to this Article they can-

not say.

5. To the fifth Article they say that the coppyhold Tene-

ments within this Mannor are named or called by the names

of whole, places half places Toftes and cottages and as for

the present Tenants thereof and how much land they and

every of them do now hold use occupy and enjoy by copy of

Court Roll according to the custom of the said Mannor and

what their several Rents and Heriots for the same are they

(for the more certainty thereof ) do refer themselves to the

(39). See Vol. xxxii, of the Society's Proceedings, p. 54.
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rent roll of the said Manner now in the custody of William

Chaffey the Baylife and to the Tenant copies of the said

Mannor and to the Survey books taken within this Mannor

the Day and Year first above written but how much thereof

is ancient customary and how much thereof is Demeasne

Lands they know not for it lyeth intermixt the one amongst
the other And that there are Divers of the said Tenements

divided into many parts and that the rent of such Tene-

ments is duly apportioned upon every part thereof but for

the more certainty thereof they refer themselves unto the

copies of such Divided Tenements and to the said rent Roll

And they do further say That if any copyhold Tenement be

suffered to Decay The Tenant thereof is to be presented by
the Homage and a payment to be set by them upon such

Tennant for the amending or repairing thereof by a day but

no forfeiture by the custom of this Mannor for ought that

they do know or have heard And they do further say that

any copyhold Tenant of this Mannor or any Widow holding

any Tenement by the custom of this Mannor for her Widow-

hood may from time to time sel or let His or Her Tenement

or any part or parcel thereof to any Person or Persons from

year to year according to the custom of this Mannor for the

term of Three years without the Lord's Licence which hath

been usually done here within this Mannor And they do

further say that every tenant of this Mannor may fell and

take by virtue of the custom of this Mannor any Timber

tree or trees growing and being in and upon his or her own

Tenement or Tenements Closes Lands meadows or pastures

for House boote and plough boote and for making of gates

bars posts stiles and other necessaries to be imployed in and

upon his or her own Tenement or Tenements without leave

of the Lord and without any wilful or unlawful waste there-

of to be made And all shrouds of Trees tops Lops and all

windfalls Dottard trees hollow trees starving trees and all

hedges furzes and other fuel for fire boote and Hedge boote
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also without leave of the Lord to be spent in and upon such

Tenement or Tenements and elsewhere at the will and plea-

sure of such Tenant or Tenants And that if any Tenant

or Tenants of this Mannor Doth not pay the Lord's rents

issuing out of his or her Tenement or Tenements within

fifty days next after the same shall become due and lawfully

demanded it is no forfeiture by the custom of this Mannor

But the Lord is to distrain for the said rent the goods of the

said Tenant or Tenants if he or they have any goods that

the Lord may distrain for the same But if such Tenant or

Tenants have no goods to be distrained That then the Lord

is to distrain the goods of the occupier or occupiers of the

said Tenement or Tenements for the same Rent And that

if any Tenant of this Mannor doth refuse to do the suit and

service due for his or her Tenement or Tenements he or

they are to be amerced but it is no forfeiture of his or their

Tenement or Tenements by the said custom And that no

Tenant of this Mannor having any Dwellinghouse upon his

Tenement may dwell from the same without the leave of the

Lord upon pain of amerciam* and may take under Tenants

which are not by law to be put out of this without the

Lord's leave and no forfeiture And that if any take more

lives upon his copy [than] the custom will bear that then the

same copy or grant is void by the custom of this Mannor

And that if any tenant or tenants of this Mannor shall sue

any tenant or tenants of the same mannor out of the court

of this Mannor for any cause Determinable within the same

Court without the leave of the Lord it is forfeiture of his

copyhold So as the Courts of this Mannor be duly kept

And that if the cattle of any tenant of this Mannor shall

be impounded for any trespass committed within this

Mannor and Determinable within the court of this mannor

and the parties whom it shall concern shall not or cannot

agree for the trespass committed That then the owner of

such cattle shall have his cattle delivered out of the Pound
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so as two of the Tenants of this Mannor do come to the

partie to whome the trespass shall be committed and give

their words for the answering of such costs and damages as

shall be recovered in the Court of this Mannor by means of

such trespass and more to this Article they cannot say

6. To the Sixth Article they say that the Perch or Bod

whereby the Lands within this Mannor ought to be mea-

sured Doth contain fifteen foot and more to this Article

they cannot say than that they have formerly said in the

fifth Article.

7. To the seventh Article they say that the nature of their

customary tenure is that it is granted by copy of court roll

for lives by the Lord or Farmer of this Mannor and that

every copy in possession will bear three names and when

two of the names named in the copy in possession shall

happen to be Deceased or Departed off or from this transi-

tory life and the third name living and Tenant in possession

That then the Lord or Farmer of this Mannor may grant

Three names in reversion so as the Tenant in possession

Doth give his or her good Will thereunto and more to this

Article they cannot say.

8. To the eighth article they say that there are fifteen com-

mon fields and one common close called Quanty which close

is now in the tenure of John Chaffey freeholder and Two
common meadows and a common of pasture called Kixon

within this Mannor which are and ought to be laid open
and in common as the Tenants of this Mannor do agree upon
from time to time and that the Cattle are stented by the

Whole place Half place and Tofte (that is to say To the

Whole Place ten Rother beasts a horse and three score

sheep To the Half Place five rother beasts a horse and

thirty sheep and to the Tofte Two rother beasts and fifteen

sheep abating for every Two acres inclosed a rother beast

and for every acre inclosed three sheep) And also there is

a common within this Mannor called Hamdon Hill and
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lyeth open all the year for sheep only And that there is a

close of pasture called Ham which lyeth open and in com-

mon yearly from the Sunday next after the feast day of

St. Michael the Archangel until the Sunday next after the

feast day of the purification of St. Mary the Virgin And
that there is a close of pasture called Yehams

[i.e. The

Hams] which lyeth and ought to lye in Hayne from the

Sunday next after the feast day of the purification of the

blessed Lady St. Mary the Virgin until the third day of

May and then or shortly after to be frith by the Tenants

thereof with five and twenty rother beasts and one Horse

beast and not above nor with any other cattle or beasts and

so to continue the same frith until the Sunday next after S*

Martin's Day and from thence to lye open and in common

until the Sunday next after the feast day of the purification

of the Blessed Lady S* Mary the Virgin yearly And that

there is a parcel of ground called Lyde Mead now in the

tenure of John Strode Esqre and John Body which hath

lyen open and ought to lye open and in common yearly all

the year when the field adjoining thereunto is fallow And
when Corn groweth in the same field from the Sunday next

after Lammas day until the Sunday next after the feast day
of the purification of the blessed Lady S* Mary the Virgin

yearly And that there is a parcel of Hill ground called

Clarcombe walls which lyeth open And in common all the

year when the field called upfield is fallow untill the first

acre be sown in the same field and more to this Article they

cannot say.

10. To the ninth and tenth Articles they say that there are

no commons within this Mannor otherwise than the common

field common meadows Hamdon Hill Rixon the commons

aforesaid and the common ways And that the said Sir

Thomas Phelipps his heirs and assigns do enter common

upon the said commons with the Tenants of the Mannor

(that is to say) with four Rother beasts one Horse beast
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and four and twenty sheep without paying any rent or any
other consideration for the same But by what right they

know not And that Robert Chaffey the younger of Stockett

his heirs and assigns do enter common upon a meadow

called East mead with the tenants of this Manner (that is

to say) with six oxen or kine and a horse and in considera-

tion thereof The said Robert Chaffey his heirs and assigns

are and do stand charged to provide yearly bread cheese

and drink for the peopel which do go in perambulation on

the Tuesday in the Rogation week as they have heard

And that John Strode Esqre and his assigns do enter com-

mon upon the said commons with the said tenants (that is

to say) with eight rother beasts a horse and three score

sheep But by what right they know not And that the

grass haywards with the aid or help of the tenants do Drive

the said Commons divers times in the year And that the

Lord of this Manner hath the benefit of the straw then

taken and found and more to this article they cannot say.

11. To the eleventh Article they say that one Thomas in

Thorne a poor widow having three small children hath

lately builded a little new house in the King's Majesty's

highway for herself and her said children to dwell therein

But by what warrant or rent they know not and more to

this Article they cannot say.

12. To the twelfth Article they have nothing to say.

13. To the thirteenth Article they have nothing to say.

14. To the fourteenth Article they say that if any person

doth take any estate by copy in possession or reversion for

three names and the first name pay all the fine he may at

his pleasure surrender the two names in remainder But if

the two names in remainder be joynt purchasers and joynt

payers of the fine with the first name Or if the two names

in Remainder or either of them or their or either of their

friends Do pay any part of the fine in open court and so

appear upon the said copy That then the first name upon

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part 11. U
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the said copy cannot surrender the two names in Remainder

or either of them And that if the first name paying the

whole fine and dying without surrendering The two names

in remainder That then the two names in Remainder can-

not avoid the one the other of them and this hath been the

custom of this Manner in this case time out of mind And

that all the ground (as well freehold as copyhold) lying

in the common fields within this Mannor, is to be of equal

quantity, and upon complaint to the Court of this Mannor

order shall be set Down upon a pain that the same shall be

measured and made of equal bigness in such places where

no meere nor walls are, according to the ancient usage and

order of their Mannor and more to this Article they cannot

say then they have formerly said.

15. To the fifteenth Article they say that the wife of every

Tenant Dying seised of a customary estate or estates is to

have her widowhood in the same by the custom of this

Mannor except the former wife of such Tenant be named

(by the named of Joan or Agness or by any other name his

wife) the second name in and upon the Copy whereby the

said Tenant shall Dye seised in which case the last wife of

such Tenant shall have no widowhood therein [and] that if

any Woman (having an estate for the term of her life in

any copyhold tenement) Doth surrender her estate therein

and thereupon the same being granted to the Husband of

such woman that then such woman (overliving her said

husband) must have the same Tenement for her widowhood

only and not otherwise And that if such woman shall

happen to Dye living such Husband that then the last

wife of such Husband is to have her widowhood therein by
the usual custom of this Mannor And that the widow doth

not forfeit her widowhoods estate therein after her Death by
that right And that upon the Death of a Widow or any

Tenant of this Mannor Dying Tenant in his or her own

right The Lord is to have his or her best living beast for a
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Heriot if the same be herritable But if he or she shall have

no living beast at the time of his or her Death then the Lord

is to have the best half acre of wheat growing upon the

Tenement whereof he or she shall Dye seised for a Heriot

if the same be Herritable (as aforesaid) and more to this

Article they cannot say.

16. To the sixteenth article they have nothing to say.

17. To the seventeenth article they have nothing to say.

18. To the eighteenth article they have nothing to say.

19. To the nineteenth article they say That the Death of

every freeholder within this Manner with his and their next

heirs are from time to time to be presented at the Prince's

courts holden within this Mannor next after his or their

Death with their lands, rent, tenure and service and with

the benefit which cometh to the Lord upon his and their

Death and more to this Article they cannot say

20. To the twentieth article they have nothing to say

21. To the one and twentieth article they say that the liberty

of fishing within the said Mannor extendeth from Norton

Field to the Bridge called Petherton Bridge but is of small

value, and more to this Article they cannot say

22. To the two and Twentieth Article they have nothing to

say

23. To the three and Twentieth Article they say that there

is a Custom Mill within this Mannor to grind Corn called

Petherton Bridge Mill granted by the Lord of this Mannor

by copy of Court roll now in the tenure of Joan Carter

widow by the yearly rent of four Pounds And that the

Tenants of this Mannor do owe suit thereunto so long as

the tenant thereof doth keep the same in his or her own

hands and doth use them well and that the same is

sufficiently repaired with his [sic] Banks ways Hatches

floodgates and in all necessaries And that one Thomas

Brain the elder as one of the tenants of this Mannor hath a

little Hand Mill within this Mannor to grind Malt, of the
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continuance of Thirty years or near thereabouts but whether

the same be prejudicial to the custom Mill they know not

And more to this Article they cannot say

24. To the four and twentieth Article they say that there

are Quarries of Stone in or upon the said Hill called Ham-

don Hill, But what profit may redound unto the Prince, of

the same, by any industry they know not, And that one

William Thorne doth use them but by what right they know

not, and more to this Article they cannot say

25. To the five and twentieth Article they have nothing to

say

26. To the six and twentieth Article they say That there is a

Leit or Law Day and a Court Baron within this Mannor

and that the Jurisdiction of the same extendeth no further

than to the Tenants and inhabitants of the same Mannor

and the same are always kept in the House called the

Parish House and more to this Article they cannot say

27. To the seven and Twentieth Article they say That there

is no other Tything within this Mannor but only the Tyth-

ing of this Mannor And that the Kingsilver of the said

Tything is four pounds three shillings and fourpence And
that there is paid yearly at the Law day at the Feast of S*

Michael the Archangel the Sum of Twelve pence usually

called Court weights And that every whole place Half-

place and Tofte within this Mannor are bound by custom to

bear the office of grasshayward and Tythingman and more

to this Article they cannot say.

28. To the eight and twentieth article they have nothing to

say.

29. To the nine and twentieth Article they say that there is

no Sheepslight within this Mannor in private neither in com-

mon to the Lord of this Mannor But there is a common

for sheep called Hamdon Hill which belongeth to every

Tenant within this Mannor in common (as aforesaid) and

more to this Article they cannot say.
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30. To the Thirtieth Article they say that the Lord of this

Manner hath and ought to have always estreys fellons and

Deddans goods treasure found and all other Koyalties and

prevelidges within this Manner and the members of the

same and hath been duly answered of them from time to

time as far as they do know.

31. To the one and Thirtyeth Article they say That there

is a fair kept within this Manner yearly upon S* Mark's

Day But no profit hath been made for the Lord by means

thereof to their knowledge and more to this Article they

cannot say.

32. To the two and Thirtieth article they say that there is

one Bridge of Stone named Petherton Bridge the half-endeal

of which Bridge lyeth within this Mannor And the fourth

part of the same Bridge is always maintained by the parish-

ioners of the Parish of Stoke aforesaid And that there is

one other Bridge of stone within this Mannor lying in the

King's Majesty's Highway called Venn Bridge the Half

endeal of which Bridge is always maintained likewise by
the Parishioners of the Parish aforesaid and that the said

Bridges are now in good repair and more To this Article

they cannot say.

33. To the three and Thirtyeth Article they say that there

are no reprises payments Fees or any other charges yearly

issuing out of this Mannor other than the ancient yearly

rent of this Mannor issuing out of the Tenement of this

Mannor and paid unto the Lord of this Mannor by the

Tenants of the same Mannor which comes unto yearly the

sum of Two and fifty pounds six shillings and six pence

(as by the said rent Roll now in the custody of the said

William Chaffey the Bailiffe of this Mannor appeareth)

neither any rent payments or allowances yearly paid out

of this Mannor to their knowledge And more to this

Article they cannot say.
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34. To the four and thirtieth Article they say That there are

no Lands Tenements rent Services or tenures concealed

Detained Discontinued or wilfully denied within this Manner

for ought that they do know or have heard and more to

this Article they cannot say.

35. To the five and Thirtieth Article they say That there are

no officers within this Mannor (other than Sr Robert

Phelipps Knight John Seward and William Baron Gent the

Stewards and William Chaffey the Bailiffe) and that they

have nothing for their pains but as it shall please the Lord

to bestow upon them and have performed their offices duly

from time to time for ought that that they do know or have

heard And more to this Article they cannot say.

36. To the six and thirtieth Article they say that Ivelchester

a Market Town and the Shire Town of the said County of

Somerset is three miles Distant from this Mannor and that

Crewkerne a Market Town is four miles Distant from this

Mannor and that Petherton a Market town is to [two]

miles Distant from this Mannor and that Yeovil a Market

town is four miles distant from this Mannor And that

these market towns are the nearest Market towns to this

Mannor And that this Mannor lyeth within the Hundred

of Tintenhull and within the Dioces of Bath and Wells and

that this Mannor lyeth thirteen miles from the Sea. And
that Lyme Regis in the County of Dorset is the Nearest

Port to this Mannor And that this Mannor lyeth one

hundred miles or near thereabouts from London And more

to this Article they cannot say.

37. To the seven and thirtieth Article they say That the

Parsonage within this Mannor is impropriate and not pre-

sentive and a yearly rent paid out of the same to the King's

Majesty But how much they know not and always served

by a Curate and more to this Article they cannot say.
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3 ttlie COP? Of tfje 0a(D CU0tOtn tOtl seen and exam-

ined at a Court Leete and Court Baron held for the said

Mannor the eighth day of October in the year of our Lord

One Thousand six Hundred and fifty and seven unto which

we the Homage and Tenants there subscribed our Names.

Richard Chaffey Senr

William Bodie alias Marke

John Brayn Sen John Fawn
Robert Johnson

Richard Chaffey Junr

Gilis Chaffey

John Axe
William Palmer

John Johnson

Thomas Chislett

Thomas Tatchell

John Brayn

Christopher Tatchell

Thomas Marke

Thomas French

John Rayson
Charles Chaffey

George Pitt

Richard Pain
"



HDn some IRoman Kemains at Hong: Button,

BY MR. JOHN MOKLAND.

r I iHE Roman remains to which I refer have been found

-L
recently in a large field, bounded on the north by the

road from Somerton, and from Ilchester to Long Sutton, and

running down towards the village green. This field is being

gradually quarried over for road stone ; the stone lying in two

layers, separated by intervening clay. A few bronze coins of

the emperors immediately preceding Constantine have been

found from time to time ; and frequent fragments of pottery,

including both second rate Samian ware and rougher material

of local manufacture. Amongst other fragments we recognise

a portion of the ear of a large amphora. Above the upper

layer of stone and in the surface soil were found two urns con-

taining calcined bones
; they stood about nine inches in height,

with a well-turned rim and rather a rotund body. Locally

these urns are of considerable interest, as they are of exactly

the same size, figure, material, and ornamentation as the frag-

ments of pottery which occur in such large quantity, associated

with clinkers, ashes, and other rubbish, in the mounds in the

Huntspill levels below Cossington, which were rightly des-

cribed by Mr. Stradling, in the first volume of the Proceedings
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of this Society, as the rubbish heaps of Romano-British pot-

teries. We now know from the discovery of these urns, with

human ashes and their associated coins, at Long Sutton, the

approximate date of the potteries, and the reason for turning
out such vast quantities of vessels of one material and design.

It is a proof of the large population of the district during the

occupation of the Romans, and is evidence that by this date

the Roman influence was so strong as to have made cremation

the general custom. Many of the mounds near Cossington

have been destroyed, but about thirty can yet be identified ;

some of the mounds being from thirty to fifty feet across.

Certain areas of the natural stone in the field at Long Sutton

were noticed to show signs of calcination, as if the sites of

funereal fires.

Two other burials found in the field are of peculiar interest :

they are those of two adults, one certainly that of a man. One

of these graves or tombs was carefully examined, and was found

to have been made by removing the upper layer of stone and

the clay, down to the surface of the lower layer of stone, which

formed the floor of the grave ; the sides were roughly formed

of upright slabs of lias, and similar slabs covered the remains.

The skeleton was lying on its back and fairly orientated ; the

feet toward the east. From the feet to the cervical vertebra?

the bones of the skeleton were in fair order and juxtaposition,

but the head had been removed, and was found lying to the

right of the pelvis. The other burial, found previously, was

not so carefully examined, but the workman described it as

buried with the skull between the legs. Nothing was found

in the grave beyond the bones and a few iron studs, possibly

those of sandals. The burial without cremation, arid the

orientation, seem to suggest that the remains may be those of

Christians who had suffered decapitation, whether in martyr-

dom or otherwise. Amongst other Roman relics found in the

field is a small rectangular flat slab (2f x 2\l} of Lydian stone;

or Lydite, the material used by jewellers for testing the fineness

New Series, Vol. XX., 1894, Part 71. mm
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of gold by the " streak
"

; it is bevelled on all four edges. At

the British Museum there is a similar slab, but of marble,

which is not nearly so hard a stone, which has been identified

as a stone used by the Roman apothecaries for rubbing down

into powder hard minerals, such as haematite, which were used

as medicines in the ancient pharmacopoeia. This is no doubt

a stone used for the same purpose. A small pair of shears

or scissors, similar to those shewn in the London Guildhall

Museum, and to one found recently at Glastonbury, is also of

interest.



Sculptured Stone founD on %itt of Cfrapel

tbe Cloister
"

in TBurial rounD of

Cburcf),

BY REV. CANON G. F. BROWNE, B.D.

(Disney Professor of Archaeology, Cambridge).

r I iHE fragment of a sculptured stone, recently found at

Wells, is certainly pre-Norman in style. The discoveries

of sculptured stones at Ramsbury, and other places in Wessex,

suggest that it once formed part of the shaft of a cross.

Dragonesque ornamentation of the surface is a leading feature

in the Saxon sculpture of Wessex, and the Wells fragment is

probably an additional example of the prevailing character-

istic of the local school of art. The curved portion of the

ornament is apparently the thinner part of the body of a

scaled dragon. The dragon has, as is usually the case, been

drawn in the form of a figure of eight, or with some more com-

plicated convolutions ; and the body has been intersected by

interlacing bands, all of which shew complete regularity of

alternate " under and over
"
design. The curve of one of the

edges of fracture suggests that there has been another dragon

on the shaft, or that the body was doubled back, so that one

fold nearly touched another. From the appearance of the

surface, it seems probable that the stone was broken up no

long time after it was sculptured, and that the cross, of which

it formed part, was inside a church and not exposed to weather.

This latter remark applies equally to the finest of the Rams-

bury stones. Some general remarks on the dragonesque char-

acter of the Wessex ornamentation will be found in my paper

on the West Camel Stone.*

* See Somerset Archaeological Proceedings, vol. xxxvi, Part II, p. 70.
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President, 1873, 1888.

IN
the summer of this year the diocese lost its honoured

and venerable chief pastor.

Fitting and heart-felt expression has been given on every

occasion, and by all classes, to the general appreciation of the

noble character and valued work of the bishop.

This Society has special cause for regret in the loss of one

of its chief members, pre-eminent, not only by position, but in

the support given to the Society during a long episcopate.

Twice President, in 1873, and again in 1888, Lord Arthur

Hervey threw himself with increasing interest into subjects of

archaeological research in the spirit of the student and the

scholar of varied culture, who saw a human interest in the

origins of forms of language, in names and words of places

and things, in all fragments of antiquity which tell of the

history of past ages.

The Society has recorded in the Proceedings his opening

words, as President, in 1873 :

" I confess to a genuine delight in archaeological pursuits.

I confess to a deep interest in the scientific investigation of

facts buried under the dust and rubbish of centuries. I

think I could pursue any enquiry into the past for which I

had material at my command, and shout cvprjKa if that

inquiry were successful, in the midst of the civil or ecclesias-

tical battle that might be going on ; for such pursuits form

a world of their own, above and independent of the world

of politics and polemics."
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He made his presidency memorable by the stimulus he then

gave to the investigation of original documents,
" as giving the

best reflection of the mind and sentiments of the age and a

faithful picture of the events and circumstances of the times :"

and in his second presidential address, in 1888, he had the

happy opportunity of being able to quote his own words, and

to shew that in the interval of fifteen years they had borne

good fruit in the publication of the volumes of the Somerset

Record Society, of documents belonging to the Dean and

Chapter, and of other valuable materials for the history of

the county.

In the restoration of the undercroft of the palace at Wells,

Lord Arthur has left to the archaeological world an example

of a noble building of the thirteenth century, which on many
occasions has been made the scene of princely hospitality to

the members of our own and other archaeological societies, as

well as to the clergy and laity on meetings of diocesan im-

portance.

His interest was very great in the progress of the excava-

tions at Wells during the last spring, in the burial ground east

of the Cloister walk, along which he was wont to pass every

day that he went to the church.

The parallel and the contrast between his life and the career

of the prelate of the 15th century, whose memorial tomb there

has now been excavated, may perhaps not inappropriately close,

in this volume of the Proceedings of the Society, the obituary

notice of one of its most distinguished presidents.

Robert Stillington, was bishop four hundred years ago, from

1466 to 1491, and held the see for twenty-live years.

On May 15th, 1491, the Suffragan Bishop Thomas Cornish,

Prior of St. John's Hospital, in Wells, sometime vicar of St.

Cuthbert's, and bearing the title of Bishop of Tenos, obtained

leave of the Dean and Chapter to bury Bishop Robert Stilling-

ton in the tomb which he had prepared for himself.
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Stillington had been a man high in the service of Edward

IV, as Lord Privy Seal and Chancellor. He was also an

instrument in the domestic and political intrigues of the evil

times of Edward IV and Richard III. At the accession of

Henry VII he was kept in ward at Windsor Castle, as a

political schemer, until the day of his death.

He was conspicuous by his absence from the diocese during

the whole of his episcopate ; but with the natural ambition of

perpetuating his memory in the diocese, he had, during his

life, raised for himself in this ancient graveyard a sepulchral

memorial in the large and sumptuous chapel of which the

foundations and the fragments of the carved stone work have

been brought to light during the last three months. Here he

was buried with the pomp and awful solemnities of the older

ritual, in a more magnificent tomb than any of his predecessors.

But he had left no remembrance in the hearts and affections

of men, and after the spoilers in the next generation had

broken down all the carved work thereof with axes and ham-

mers, his memory had well-nigh perished from the earth until

these last days.

On the same ground on Thursday, June 14th, 1894, the

latest bishop of the see was laid to his rest, the years of whose

tenure of office, also of twenty-five years, ran in almost the

like figures at the close of this our century, 1869-1894.

So far the parallel but how great the contrast of the life

and of the burial !

Lord Arthur Hervey, born in high estate, with the talents

and amidst the opportunities for taking a high place in public

affairs, and with all the temptations to worldly ambition,

turned aside in early years to serious studies, and the homely

life of the Christian ministry in lowly places.

Called to the episcopate, he gave himself wholly to his

diocese, and was scarcely ever absent from it : faithful in all

the duties of his high office, his heart and his home were in

Wells.
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Here, known of all men, most respected and best beloved

where best known, he has lived through a quarter of the cen-

tury, until, with eye undimmed, and with growth in spiritual

and intellectual force continued up to the last, he fell asleep,

and died among his own people. Then we saw him borne to

his grave and laid to his rest in the turf of that southern

burial ground, midway between the church and the palace

home, under the shade of the cathedral church, and just in line

with the throne and stall where he so reverently worshipped,
with the simple burial office of the prayer-book and the hymns
he loved, amid the silent and tearful regrets and affection of

mourning friends and of a whole diocese represented by the

hundreds of its clergy and chief laity of all ranks, each with

soothing memories and sure and certain hopes, gathered

round the grave of their common Father in God.

The bright warm sunshine of a singularly beautiful day

gilded the calm sunset of a healthy and noble life. The only

memorial tomb he had prepared for himself was in the hearts

of his people.

"His body is buried in peace, but his name liveth ever

more."

c. M. c.
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Sully, T. N. The Lawn, Wellington
490 Sully, J. Norman, Mount Radford, Bridgwater

Swayne, W. T. Glastonbury
Tanner, Rev. T. C. Burlescombe Vicarage, Wellington
Tanner, Joseph, Madeley House, 12, Pembroke-road, Clifton

Taplin, T. K. Mount House, Milverton

495 Taylor, Thomas, Taunton

Taylor, Rev. A. D. Churchstanton

Temple, Rt. Hon. Earl, Newton House, Bristol

Thatcher, Edwd. J. Firfield House, Knowle, Bristol

Thomas, C. E. Granville, Lansdown, Bath
500 Thompson, Rev. Archer, Montrosc, Weston Park, Bath

Thompson, H. Stuart, Brent Lodge, Bridgwater
Thomson, Rev. G. O. L. The King 's College, Taunton

Thring, Rev. Preb. Godfrey, Shamley Green, Guildford
Tite, C. Shute House, Wellington

505 Tite, Mrs.,

Todd, Lt.-Col. Keynston Lodge, Blandford
Tomkins, Rev. H. G. Weston-super-Mare
Tomkins, Rev. W. S. Durston

TordiiFe, Rev. Stafford, Staplegrove
510 Trask, Charles, Norton, Ilminster

Trenchard, W. J. Heidelberg House, Mary-street, Taunton

Trevilian, E. B. Cely, Midelney Place, Drayton, President

Trusted, C. J. Sussex House, Pembroke-road, Clifton

Tucker, Silas, Spencer House, 1 9, Larkhall Rise, Clapham,
S.W.

515 Tucker, W. J. Chard

Tuckett, F. F. Frenchay, Bristol

Turner, H. G. 19, Sloane Gardens, London, S.W.

Turner, J. S. 16, Springfield Place, Lansdown-road, Bath

Tynte, Halswell M. Kemeys, Halsicell, Bridgwater
520 Tynte, St. David Kemeys, Sherwood, Goathurst

Tyndale, J. W. Warre, 6, Havelock Terrace, Southampton
Ussher, W. A. E., H.M. Geological Survey, 11, Windsor

Terrace, The Hoe, Plymouth
Valentine, E. W. Somerton

Valentine, Mrs.
525 Viney, Rev. R.

Wadmore, Rev. A. Barrow Gurney, Bristol

Wakefield, J. E. W. Taunton

Waldron, Clement, Llandaff, S. Wales

Walter, W. W. Stoke-sub-Hamdon
530 Walker, I. Douglas, Q.C. Gotten House, Taunton

Ward, Rev. J. W. 4, Herbert Terrace, Clevedon
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Watts, B. H. 13, Queen-square, Bath

Weaver, Chas. Uplands, St. Johns-road, Clifton

Weaver, Rev. F. W. Milton, Evercreech
535 Welch, C. 23, Kensington Mansions, Nevern-sq., London,

S.W.

Welman, C. N., v.p.

Westlake, W. H. Taunton

White, H. C. Upland Villa, Wembdon, Bridgwatcr
Whitting, C. G. Glandore, Weston-super-Mare

540 Williams, Rev. Wadham I3igott, Weston-super-Mare
Williams, Thos. Webb, Flax Bourton

Wills, Sir W. H., Bart., Coombe Lodge, Blaydon, R.S.O.,
Somerset

Wilson, Rev. W. C. Huntspill
Winter, J. A. Yorke House, Bideford

545 Winterbotham, W. L., M.B. Bridgwater
Winwood, Rev. H. H. 11, Cavendish Crescent, Bath

Winwood, T. H. R. Wellisford Manor, Wellington
Wood, Alexander, The Laurels, Horsham, Sussex

Wood, F. A. Highfield, Chew Magna
550 Wood, Rev. W. Berdmore, Bicknoller Vicarage

Woodforde, Rev. A. J. Chittagong, The Shrubbery,
Weston-super-Mare

Wooler, W. H. Weston-super-Mare
Worthington, Rev. J. Taunton

Wright, W. H. K. Free Library Plymouth
555 Wyatt, W. G. East Court, Wookey, Weston-super-Mare

Yatman, Rev. J. A. Winscombe, Weston-super-Mare
(deceased)

Members are requested to inform either of the Secretaries of any errors or

omissions in the above list; they are also requested to authorise their

Bankers to pay their subscriptions annually to Stuckey's Banking Com-

pany, Taunton
; or to either of their branches

;
or their respective

London Agents, on account of the Treasurer.
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rjlHIS Society shall be denominated "THE SOMERSETSHIRE
_l ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY;" and its

object shall be the cultivation of, and collecting information on,

Archaeology and Natural History in their various branches, but more

particularly in connection with the County of Somerset, and the

establishment of a Museum and Library.

II. The Officers of the Society shall consist of a Patron and

Trustees, elected for life
;
a President

;
Vice-Presidents

;
General and

District or Local Secretaries ; and a Treasurer, elected at each

Anniversary Meeting ;
with a Committee of twelve, six of whom

shall go out annually by rotation, but may be re elected. No person
shall be elected on .the Committee until he shall have been six months
a Member of the Society.

III. Anniversary General Meetings shall be held for the purpose
of electing the Officers, of receiving the Report of the Committee
for the past year, and of transacting all other necessary business, at

such time and place as the Committee shall appoint, of which

Meetings three weeks' notice shall be given to the Members.

IV. There shall also be a General Meeting, fixed by the Com-
mittee, for the purpose of receiving reports, reading Papers, and

transacting business. All Members shall have the privilege of

introducing one friend to the Anniversary and General Meetings.

V. The Committee is empowered to call Special Meetings of the

Society upon receiving a requisition signed by ten Members Three

weeks' notice of such Special Meeting and its objects, shall be given
to each Member.

VI. The affairs of the Society shall be directed by the Committee

(of which the Officers of the Society will be ex-officio Members),
which shall hold monthly Meetings for receiving Reports from the

Secretaries and sub-Committees, .and for transacting other necessary
business

;
three of the Committee shall be a quorum. Members may

attend the Monthly Committee Meetings after the official business

has been transacted.

VII. The Chairman at Meetings of the Society shall have a

casting vote, in addition to his vote as a Member.
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VIII. One (at least) of the Secretaries shall attend each Meeting,
and shall keep a record of its proceedings. The property of the

Society shall be held in Trust for the Members by twelve Trustees,
who shall be chosen from the Members at any General Meeting.
All Manuscripts and Communications and other property of the

Society shall be under the charge of the Secretaries.

IX. Candidates for admission as Members shall be proposed by
two Members at any of the General or Committee Meetings, and
the election shall be determined by ballot at the next Committee or

General Meeting ;
three-fourths of the Members present balloting

shall elect. The Rules of the Society shall be subscribed by every
person becoming a Member.

X. Ladies shall be eligible as Members of the Society without

ballot, being proposed by two Members and approved by the majority
of the Meeting.

XL Ekch Member shall pay Ten Shillings and Sixpence on
admission to the Society, and Ten Shillings and Sixpence as an
annual subscription, which shall become due on the first of January
in each year, and shall be paid in advance.

XII. Donors of Ten Guineas or upwards shall be Members for

life.

XIII. At General Meetings of the Society the Committee may
recommend persons to be balloted for as Honorary and Corresponding
Members.

XIV. When an office shall become vacant, or any new appoint-
ment shall be requisite, the Committee shall have power to till up
the same : such appointments shall remain in force only till the next

General Meeting, when they shall be either confirmed or annulled.

XV. The Treasurer shall receive all Subscriptions and Donations
made to the Society, and shall pay all accounts passed by the Com-
mittee

;
he shall keep a book of receipts and payments, which he

shall produce whenever the Committee shall require it
;
the accounts

shall be audited previously to the Anniversary Meeting by two
Members of the Committee chosen for that purpose, and an abstract

of them shall be read at the Meeting.

XVI. No change shall be made in the laws of the Society except
at a General or Special Meeting, at which twelve Members at least

shall be present. Of the proposed change a month's notice shall

be given to the Secretaries, who shall communicate the same to each

Member three weeks before the Meeting.

XVII. Papers read at Meetings of the Society may (with the

Author's consent and subject to the discretion of the Committee) be

published in the Proceedings of the Society.

XVIII. No religious or political discussions shall be permitted at

Meetings of the Society.
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XIX. Any person contributing books or specimens to the Museum
shall be at liberty to resume possession of them in the event of a

dissolution of the Society. Persons shall also have liberty to deposit
books or specimens for a specific time only.

XX. In case of dissolution, the real property of the Society in

Taunton shall be held by the Trustees, for the advancement of

Literature, Science, and Art, in the town of Taunton and the county
of Somerset.

for % <i0tornment 0f lire fitarg.

1. The Library shall be open for the use of the Members of the

Society daily (with the exception of Sundays, Good Friday, and
Christmas Day), from Ten in the Morning till Five in the Afternoon,
from April to August inclusive, and during the remaining months
of the year until Four o'clock.

2. Every Member of the Society whose annual Subscription
shall not be more than three months in arrear may borrow out of

the Library not more than two volumes at a time, and may exchange

any of the borrowed volumes for others as often as he may please, but

so that he shall not have more than two in his possession at any
one time.

3 Every application by any Member who shall not attend in

person for the loan of any book or books shall be in writing.

4. So much of the title of every book borrowed as will suffice to

distinguish it, the name of the borrower, and the time of borrowing
it, shall be entered in a book to be called the "

Library Delivery
Book

;

" and such entry, except the application be by letter, shall be

signed by the borrower; and the return of books borrowed shall be

duly entered in the same book;

5. The book or books borrowed may either be taken away by the

borrower, or sent to him in any reasonable and recognised mode
which he may request ;

and should no request be made, then the

Curator shall send the same to the borrower by such mode as the

Curator shall think fit.

6. All cost of the packing, and of the transmission and return of

the book or books borrowed, shall in every case be defrayed by the

Member who shall have borrowed the same.

7. No book borrowed out of the Library shall be retained for a

longer period than one month, if the same be applied for in the mean
time by any other Member

;
nor in any case shall any book be

retained for a longer period than three months.
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8. Every Member who shall borrow any book out of the Library
shall be responsible to the Society for its safety and good condition

from the time of its leaving the Library ;
also if he borrow any book

or manuscript within the Library, till it shall be returned by him.

And in case of loss or damage, he shall replace the same or make it

good ; or, if required by the Committee, shall furnish another copy of

the entire work of which it may be part.

9. No manuscript, nor any drawing, nor any part of the Society's
collection of prints or rubbings shall be lent out of the Library
without a special order of the Committee, and a bond given for its

safe return at such time as the Committee shall appoint.

10. The Committee shall prepare, and may from time to time add

to or alter, a list of such works as shall not be lent out of the Library,
on account of their rarity, value, or peculiar liability to damage ; or

on account of their being works of reference often needed by
Members personally using the Library, and a copy of such list for the

time being shall be kept in the Library.

11. No book shall be lent out until one month after the acquisition
of it for the Library.

12 Extracts from the manuscripts or printed books are allowed

to be made freely, but in case of a transcript being desired of a whole

manuscript or printed book, the consent of the Committee must be

previously obtained.

13. Persons not being Members of the Society may be admitted

for a period not exceeding one week, to consult printed books and

manuscripts not of a private nature in the Society's Library, for any

special purpose, on being introduced by a Member, either personally
or by letter.

14-. No book shall be lent to any person not being a Member of

the Society without a special order of the Committee.

15. Before any Member can b9rrow a book from the Library, he

must acknowledge that he consents to the printed Rules of the

Society for the Government of the Library.

*** it is requested that contributions to the Museum or Library be

sent to the Curator, at the Taunton Castle.

Stales for % |0rmati0n of fotal grantfe Soneties.

1 On the application of not less than Five Members of the

Society the Council may authorise the formation of a Local Branch
in any District, and may, if considered advisable, define a specific

portion of the County as the District to such Branch.
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2. Societies already in existence may, on application from the

governing bodies, be affiliated as Branches.

3. All Members of the Parent Society shall be entitled to become
Members of any Branch.

4. A Branch Society may elect Local Associates not necessarily
Members of the Parent Society.

5. Members of the Council of the Parent Society, being Members
of, or residing within the District assigned to any Branch, shall be

ex-officio Members of the Council of such Branch.

6. A Branch Society may fix the rates of Subscription for Mem-
bers and Associates, and make Rules and Bye-Laws for the government
of such Branch, subject in all cases to the approval of the Council of

the Parent Society.

7. A Branch Society shall not be entitled to pledge the credit of

the Parent Society in any manner whatsoever.

8. The authority given by the Council may at any time be with-

drawn by them, subject always to an appeal to a General Meeting.

9. Every Branch Society shall send its Publications and the Pro-

grammes of its Meetings to the Parent Society, and in return shall

receive a free copy of the Parent Society's Proceedings.

10. If on any discovery being made of exceptional jinterest a

Branch Society shall elect to communicate it to the Parent Society
before themselves making it a matter of discussion, the Parent Society,
if it adopts it as the subject of a paper at one of its ordinary Meetings,
shall allow the Branch Society to make use of any Illustrations that

the Parent Society may prepare.

11. Any Officer of a Branch Society, or any person recommended

by the President, Vice-President, Chairman or Secretary, or by any
Two of the Members of the Council of a Branch Society, shall on the

production of proper Vouchers be allowed to use the Library of the

Society, but without the power of removing books except by the

express permission of the Council.

12. Branch Societies shall be invited to furnish Reports from

time to time to the Parent Society with regard to any subject or

discovery which may be of interest.

December, 1894.
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